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Suddenly I knew that you’d have to go  
My world was not yours, your eyes told me so  
Yet it was there I felt the crossroads of time 
And I wondered why. 
(...) 
The thundering waves are calling me home to you 
the pounding sea is calling me home to you. 
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Texts and editions 
 
 Aog   Aogəmadaēca 
 AVP   Atharvaveda Saṁhitā (Paippalāda recension) 
 AVŚ   Atharvaveda Saṁhitā (Śaunakīya recension) 
 AW   Ayādgār ī Wuzurgmihr 
 Āny   Ātaxš Nyāyišn 
 Dd   Dādestān ī Dēnīg 
 Dk    Dēnkard 
 FīŌ   Frahang ī Ōīm 
 FrW   Fragment Westergaard 
 (G)   Geldner, K. F. (1896) 
 GrBd   Great Bundahišn 
 H   Hērbedestān 
 Hb   Hōšbām 
 Hdt.   Herodotus 
 HN   Hādōxt Nask 
 IndVS   Indian Vīdēvdād Sāde 
 IrVS   Iranian Vīdēvdād Sāde 
 (Jmp)   Jāmāsp, H. (1907) 
 M   Madan, D. M. (1911) 
 MU   Unvala, E. M. R. (1922) 
 N   Nērangestān 
 NM   Nāmagīhā ī Manuščihr 
 Ny   Nyāyišn 
 PRDd   Pahlavi Rivāyat accompanying the Dādestān ī Dēnīg 
 PT   Pahlavi translation 
 PV   Pahlavi Vīdēvdād 
 RV   gveda Saṁhitā 
 S   Sīh rōzag 
 SdB   Saddar Bundahišn 
 SrB   Srōš Bāǰ 
 Šnš   Šāyist nē šāyist 
 V   Vīdēvdād 
 VīD   Wīzargard ī Dēnīg 
 VN   Vaēϑā Nask 
 Vr   Vīsparad 
 VS   Vīdēvdād Sāde 
 Vyt   Vīštāsp Yašt 
 WZ   Wizīdagīhā ī Zādspram 
 Y   Yasna 
 YH   Yasna Haptaŋhāiti 






 Abl.   ablative 
 Acc.   accusative 
 Act.   active 
 Aor.   aorist 
 Av.   Avestan 
 cf.   confert 
 Dat.   dative 
 Dir.   direct 
 DO   direct object 
 Du.   dual 
 Fem.   feminine 
 ff.   following 
 Gen.   genitive 
 Germ.   Germanic 
 Gr.   Greek 
 id.   idem 
 i.e.   id est 
 IE.   Indoeuropean 
 IIr.   Indoiranian 
 Imper.  imperative 
 Instr.   instrumental 
 Khot.   Khotanese 
 Khwar.  Khwaresmian 
 Lat.   Latin 
 lit.   literally 
 Loc.   locative 
 Masc.   masculine 
 Mid.   middle 
 MP.   Middle Persian 
 MMP.   Manichaean Middle Persian 
 n.   note 
 Neut.   neuter 
 Nom.   nominative 
 NP.   New Persian 
 OAv.   Old Avestan 
 OInd.   Old Indian 
 OIr.   Old Iranian 
 OP.   Old Persian 
 Opt.   optative 
 Orm.   Ormuṛī 
 Par.   Parāčī 
 Parth.   Parthian 
 Pāz.   Pāzand 
 Perf.   perfect 
 Phl.   Pahlavi 
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 PIE.   Proto-Indoeuropean 
 PIr.   Proto-Iranian 
 Pl.   plural 
 PPP.   past passive participle 
 Pres.   present 
 Sing.   singular 
 Skr.   Sanskrit 
 Sogd.   Sogdian 
 Subj.   subjunctive 
 YAv.   Young Avestan 
 Ved.   Vedic 
 vid.   vide 
 Voc.   vocative 
 vol.   volume 
 vs.   versus 





 |a|, |b|, ...  subdivision of sentences in each paragraph according to 
    the break of the Avestan text by its Pahlavi translation 
 ┤├   omits 
         「      」   insertion of one or some words in a different language 
 [      ]   Pahlavi word, gloss or explanation added to the Pahlavi 
    translation and finding no direct correspondence with  
    the Avestan text 
 +   emendation of an edition according to the variant of  
    another manuscript 
 x   conjecture 
 *   reconstructed word 
 **   impossible reconstruction 
 <   derives from 
 >   results in 
 <     >   in transliteration, Pahlavi word;  
    in transcription, word(s) supplied 
 #   word or syllable ending 
 °   abbreviation of part of a word or compound 








 As a result of his own research in the field of Avestan philology my 
director, Prof. Dr. Alberto Cantera, highlighted some years ago the urgent need to 
once again edit the Avestan text of Vīdēvdād together with its Pahlavi translation. 
He started this overwhelming project some 15 years ago. He edited V 1-4 as part of 
his doctoral thesis, and following this he worked on the edition of the following 
five chapters, V 5-9.  
 As a result of many years’ extensive study of the Avestan text of Vīdēvdād 
and its Pahlavi translation he also became fully aware of the importance of 
reviewing its oral and written transmission before editing this text once more. 
Thus, first within the scope of his own Vīdēvdād Project and more recently in his 
next initiative, the Avestan Digital Archive (ADA) Project, he started and guided 
our team’s search for all the Avestan manuscripts of Vīdēvdād and of other 
Avestan texts all over the world. As a result of this search, many new manuscripts 
of Vīdēvdād have recently been brought to light; this has changed our view about 
the transmission of Vīdēvdād and other texts. Together with the mistakes found in 
the critical edition of K. F. Geldner (1896), the need of a new critical edition of the 
Avesta is all the more necessary. 
 In the scope of this project, my doctoral thesis, comprising a critical edition, 
translation and commentary of the Avestan and Pahlavi texts of the fragard or 




A) CONTENTS, STRUCTURE AND RITUAL IN V 10-12 
 
 
1. THE TEXT OF VĪDĒVDĀD AND THE VĪDĒVDĀD CEREMONY 
 
 Vīdēvdād (< Av. *vīdaēuua- dāta- “prescriptions to keep the demons 
away”)
1
 was the Nask or book 19th of the 21 Nasks of the Sasanian Avesta. It is 
also the only one completely preserved, if we must trust the Dēnkard’s description 
of the contents of the Nasks. This is almost certainly due to its importance in the 
Vīdēvdād ceremony. 
 The text of Vīdēvdād has been preserved in two types of manuscripts: those 
with Pahlavi translation and those without. The first manuscripts, which may 
continue the Sasanian Great Avesta (Cantera 2004 24, 29), divided the Avestan text 
into 22 fragard or chapters. The manuscripts of Vīdēvdād without Pahlavi 
translation, known as Vīdēvdād Sāde, continue the ritual Avesta, and their texts are 
distributed according to their recitation in the Vīdēvdād ceremony. The Avestan 
text of Vīdēvdād is intertwined in this ceremony with the Avestan texts of Yasna 




Y1.1-8     
  Vr 1   
Y 1.10-2.8     
  Vr 2   
Y 2.10-11.8     
  Vr 3.2-5   
Y 11.9-15     
  Vr 3.6-Vr 4   
 Y 11.16-Y 14     
  Vr 5   
Y 15     
  Vr 6   
Y 16-17     
  Vr 7-8   
Y 18-21     
  Vr 9   
Y 22     
  Vr 10-11   
Y 23-27     
  Vr 12   
    V 1-4 
                                                 
1
 vid. (Cantera 2006b 61-62), where Av. daēuua- refers especially to evil beings causing impurity, 
against Benveniste’s (1970 42) interpretation of *vīdaēuua- dāta- as “Loi d’abjuration des Dieux”. 
2
 vid. (Geldner 1896 11), (Modi 1922 351-354), (Hintze 2004 302). 
 12 
Y 28-30     
  Vr 13   
    V 5-6 
Y 31-34     
  Vr 14   
    V 7-8 
  Vr 15   
Y 35-42     
  Vr 16-17   
    V 9-10 
Y 43-46     
  Vr 18   
    V 11-12 
Y 47-50     
  Vr 19   
    V 13-14 
Y 51     
  Vr 20   
    V 15-16 
  Vr 21-22   
    V 17-18 
Y 52-53     
  Vr 23   
    V 19-20 
Y 54     
  Vr 24   
    V 21-22 
Y 55-72     
 
With regards to the position of the text of Vīdēvdād in the Vīdēvdād 
ceremony, Skjærvø (2007a 129) says that the chapters of Vīdēvdād are distributed 
before, between, and after the Old Avestan texts, in order to join forces with them 
to annihilate the forces of evil. He even remarks that no correlation between the 
text of Vīdēvdād and the Gāϑās can really be seen, with only two exceptions: a) V 
1-2, which corresponds to the mythical texts of Y 29-30; b) V 19-22, which fits 
with Y 53-54.1. 
 Furthermore, according to Skjærvø (2007a 122), the mythical significance of 
Vīdēvdād “is about removing evil from the world of the living and about healing 
both it and the world of thought”. He (2007a 129) also states that, in the mythical 
division of the time in 9000 years (3000 for the Primordial Creation; 3000 for the 
Mixture; 3000 for the Future Body), the time frame of Vīdēvdād is the second 3000 
years, that is, the period of Mixture. 
 13 
 The role and disposition of the Avestan text of Vīdēvdād in the Vīdēvdād 
ceremony, as well as its ritual and mythical significance, have been recently dealt 
with by Cantera in his conference "Videvdad: pensée, acte et parole" at the École 
des Hautes Études in 2008. According to him, the distribution of the texts in the 
Vīdēvdād ceremony, and subsequently in the Vīdēvdād Sāde manuscripts, depends 
on the division of the staota yesniia (the Old Avestan texts recited between the 
yaϑā. ahū. vairiiō and ā. airii mā. išiiō prayers) in the Vīsparad ceremony. Within a 
ceremony based on the Vīsparad type, that is, in the Vīsparad, Vīdēvdād or Vīštāsp 
Yašt ceremonies, the staota yesniia could be divided into different parts. They are 
mostly divided into 9 or 21 parts, to which another one representing the yaϑā. ahū. 
vairiiō prayer can be added. Thus, they are arranged either in 1+9 or in 1+21 parts. 
 In the Vīdēvdād ceremony the texts were distributed on the basis of the 
division of the staota yesniia of the Vīsparad ceremony in 9 parts or *karta-. The 
Avestan texts of Vīsparad and Vīdēvdād were added to it as *pari-karta-, that is, as 
fragard, according to the following sequence extracted from Cantera’s paper: 
 














4 Y 35-42 Vr 16-17 
V 9-10 
5 Y 43-46 Vr 18 
V 11-12 











8 Y 52-53 Vr 23 
V 19-20 
9 Y 54 Vr 24 
V 21-22 
 
According to Cantera, the ninefold division of the text of Vīdēvdād in the 
Vīdēvdād ceremony corresponds, from a ritual point of view, to the nine holes of 
the Barəšnūm
3
 ceremony and, from that of its mythical significance, with the 
                                                 
3
 Its name derives from the fact that it begins with the purification of the top of the head (Av. 
barəšnūm. vaγδanəm, cf. V 8.40) and it is the most important purification’s ceremony in 
Zoroastrianism. It has been described extensively by some scholars: (Anquetil-Duperron 1771 
2.546), (Spiegel 1852-1863 1.295), (Darmesteter 1892-1893 2.162), (West 1882 435), (Modi 1922 97-
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Zoroastrian division of the time in 9000 years. Since the nine holes of this 
ceremony are distributed according to three sets of three holes, Cantera proposes 
that the same distribution could be applied thematically to the chapters of 
Vīdēvdād, which would also fit the mythical division of the time in Zoroastrianism 
in three periods: 
 
Period of time Chapters of 
Vīdēvdād 
Holes in the Barəšnūm-gāh 
Primordial Creation 
(Phl. bundahišn) 
V 1-3 First set of three holes 
Mixture 
(Phl. gumēzišn) 
V 4-18 Second set of three holes 
Future Body (Phl. tan ī 
pasēn or frašegird) 
V 19-22 Third set of three holes 
 
 Conversely, the division of Vīdēvdād into 22 fragard, also found in other 
exegetical Nasks (Sūdgar, Warštmānsar, Bay), would be the result of the 
numerological speculation about the yaϑā. ahū. vairiiō and would correspond to 
the distribution of the staota yesniia in 22 chapters in complex rituals. According to 
Cantera this can be seen in the following correspondence: 
 
1 Y 27.13 yaϑā. ahū. vairiiō (4x) V 1 
2 Y27.14 a əm. vohū (3x) V 2 
3 Y 27.15 ye hē. hātąm V 3 
4 Y 28.0 yānīm. manō V 4 
5 Y 29 xšmaēibiiā. g uš. uruuā V 5 
6 Y 30 a . tā. vax iiā. išəṇtō V 6 
7 Y 31 tā. v . uruuātā V 7 
8 Y 32 ańiiācā. saētuš V 8 
9 Y 33.1 yaϑāiš. iϑā V 9 
10 Y 34.1 ϑanā V 10 
11 YH V 11 
12 Y 43.1 uštā. ahmāi V 12 
13 Y 44.1 ta . ϑβā. pərəsā V 13 
14 Y 45.1 ā . frauuaxšiiā V 14 
15 Y 46.1 k m. nā. mōi. ząm V 15 
16 Y 47.1 spəṇtā. mainiiū V 16 
17 Y 48.1 yezī. adāiš V 17 
18 Y 49.1 a . mā. yauuā V 18 
19 Y 50.1 ka . mōi. uruuā V 19 
20 Y 51.1 vohū. xšaϑrəm V 20 
21 Y 53.1 vahištā. īštiš V 21 
22 Y 54.1 ā. airii mā. išiiō V 22 
 
                                                                                                                                               
145), (Choksy 1989 25 ff.), (Stausberg 2004 3.285). cf. the complete description given in MU 1.590-
599 (Dhabhar 1932 362-377). 
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In his opinion, both divisions merged into the preserved text of the 
Vīdēvdād Sāde manuscripts, where the 22 chapters of the Sasanian Great Avesta 
were still numbered, but they were distributed according to the nine parts of 
Vīdēvdād in the Ritual Avesta. This shows the ritual disposition of the chapters in 
the Vīdēvdād ceremony according to the staota yesniia and their correspondence 
with the holes of the Barəšnūm ceremony. I believe that Cantera’s explanation is 
very likely to be true. 
 
My edition of V 10-12 follows Cantera’s conclusions. Indeed, the choice of 
editing together the fragard 10-12 of Vīdēvdād is motivated not only by the fact 
that he has already edited V 1-9, but also by his new approach to a comprehensive 
understanding of the structure, as well as the ritual and mythical significance of 
Vīdēvdād. 
On one hand, V 9 forms a unity with V 8 because both deal with the 
Barǝšnūm ceremony. On the other hand, V 10 was understood as the continuation 
of V 9 and is closely related to V 11. 
In V 10 a combination of Old Avestan texts followed by spells is recited to 
expel the demons in the context of a purification ceremony, perhaps the Barǝšnūm. 
V 11 contains formulas and spells for minor purification rituals. So their structure 
is parallel: Old Avestan texts followed by spells in purification ceremonies.  
 V 12 seems to be a complement to V 11; in the list of things to be purified in 
V 11, the first is the house. V 12 deals with the ceremonies to be performed in 
order to purify the house and other items as a result of the death of relatives. Thus, 
both are thematically linked on account of the ceremonies to purify the house. 
 The following fragard, V 13 and 14, dealing with the dog and dog-like 
animals, have no direct relation with V 10-12. Furthermore, because of thematic 








2. CONTENTS, STRUCTURE AND RITUAL IN V 10 
 
V 10 deals with the texts to be recited twice, thrice or four times in order to 
expel the Nasu. It is structured according to the following scheme: 
- V 10.1: Zaraϑuštra’s question about how to fight Nasu (= V 9.45). 
- V 10.2: 1st part of Ahura Mazdā’s answer: to recite some texts twice, 
thrice or four times (= V 9.46). 
- V 10.3-4: texts to be recited twice (Y 28.1, 35.2, 35.8, 39.4, 41.3, 41.5, 
43.1, 47.1, 51.1, 53.1). 
- V 10.5-6: spells. 
- V 10.7-8: texts to be recited thrice (Y 27.14, 33.11, 35.5, 53.9). 
- V 10.9-10: spells. 
- V 10.11-12: texts to be recited four times (Y 27.13, 34.15, 54.1). 
- V 10.13-14: spells. 
- V 10.15-17: resume of the effects of the spells. 
- V 10.18: 2nd part of Ahura Mazdā’s answer: to dig the nine holes (in the 
Barəšnūm-gāh). 
- V 10.19-20: other texts to be recited (Y 27.13, 46.7, 44.16; SrB 3). 
 
 V 10 has been put in relation with the Barəšnūm ceremony described in V 9 
because of two principal reasons: 
 1. Zaraϑuštra asks Ahura Mazdā which are the formulas to be recited twice, 
thrice and four times in V 9.46, that is, in the context of the Barəšnūm ceremony, 
and the same is asked in V 10.1. 
 2. in V 10.18 it is prescribed to dig nine holes, which fits the digging of nine 
holes in the Barəšnūm ceremony. 
 
De Harlez (1875-1877 1.191) was the first who noticed the affinity between 
V 9 and V 10 and stated that V 10 is the continuation of V 9 or even a loosen 
fragment from it or from another text dealing with the same subject
4
: the Barəšnūm 
ceremony. According to him, the presence of V 10.18 in this fragard cannot be 
explained otherwise. 
Moreover, Darmesteter (1887 134) believed that V 10 refers to the Barəšnūm 
ceremony of V 9. He also stated that we cannot know whether the spells in V 10 
must accompany those of V 9 when the impure one is being cleansed or whether 
they must be recited at the end of the ceremony, as this is not explicitly stated. In 
his French translation, however, Darmesteter (1892-1893 2.173) changed his 
opinion and thought that V 10 was to be connected with the recitation of the five 
Gāϑās and the Yasna Haptaŋhāiti in a funerary context. 
 
                                                 
4
 “Le Xe fargard n’est que la continuation du précédent, ou plutôt ce n’est qu’un fragment détaché 
soit de ce chapitre, soit d’un autre traitant le même sujet” (de Harlez 1875-1877 1.191). 
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Pirart (1995 18-19) suggested that the number of times the texts have to be 
recited, namely two, three and four, were equivalent to the number of holes where 
the impure liquids are collected in the purificatory ceremonies. 
In his recent book, Pirart (2007a 57-59) says that the times the formulas 
must be repeated matches the number of demons expelled. He states that the Evil 
Spirit and Nasu are expelled by means of the formulas to be recited twice; Iṇdra, 
Sauru and N ŋhaiϑiia by means of those to be recited thrice; and Aēšma, Akataša, 
Varəńiia and Vāta by means of those to be recited four times. In order to avoid the 
apparent isolation of Tauruui and Zairicī, Pirart (2007a 57-59) considers that 
N ŋhaiϑiia was originally a dual and that Tauruui and Zairicī were the explanation 
of this dual. Thus, after the formulas to be said thrice, three demons would be 
expelled instead of five, and there would be a perfect correspondence between the 
times the formulas must be recited and the number of demons they expel. 
Pirart’s (2007 57-59) interpretation is suggestive. However, I disagree with it 
for a number of reasons. Firstly, after the formulas to be said twice, four demons 
are expelled: the Evil Spirit, Nasu, Direct defilement and Indirect defilement. Pirart 
did not pay attention to the Direct and Indirect defilement, but they cannot simply 
be obviated. Secondly, N ŋhaiϑiia was not a dual in Avestan; even if this was true 
and Tauruui and Zairicī glossed N ŋhaiϑiia, it would be hardly explainable that 
they were not just mentioned immediately after the word they supposedly glossed
5
. 
On the contrary, they have their own sequence of paiti.pərəne and even a complete 
list of elements (haca + noun) from which they are exorcised. Because of this, we 
cannot assume three groups of two, three and four demons respectively without 
manipulating the text, in which actually not 9 but 13 demons are mentioned. 
 
In his conference "Videvdad: pensée, acte et parole" at the École des Hautes 
Études (2008), as well as in his recent communication "Daēuuas vertreibende 
Worte" at the conference Démons irannienes in Liège (2009), Cantera partially 
follows de Harlez’s interpretation. Like de Harlez, he considers that V 10 is a 
development of V 9.45-46 dealing with the Barəšnūm ceremony, as the mention of 
the nine holes of this ceremony in a purification’s context in V 10.18-19 indicates. 
Cantera states that each of the three groups of texts mentioned in V 10 are recited 
during the ablutions in each set of holes. Moreover, he adds that these groups of 
texts of V 10 represent a variation with regards to those prescribed in V 8 and 9, 
but the scheme is the same in each of them: Old Avestan text + spell. 
 Furthermore, according to Cantera, V 10 is the summarised version of the 
Vīdēvdād ceremony. In this ceremony the recitation of the Old Avestan texts is 
combined with that of the Avestan text of Vīdēvdād. The whole of the Avestan text 
of Vīdēvdād acts here as a spell against the demons. Now in V 10 sequences of Old 
Avestan texts followed by spells are recited in order to expel the demons. Hence 
Cantera concludes that the structure of V 10 and that of the Vīdēvdād ceremony 
are symbolically connected: the Old Avestan texts of the Vīdēvdād ceremony 
would be summarised in the Old Avestan texts of V 10, while the recitation of the 
Avestan text of Vīdēvdād in this ceremony would be substituted by the spells of V 
10. In this context, V 10 would be not only the continuation of V 9, but also a 
                                                 
5
 Pirart (2007a 79) admits that, in the list of demons of GrBd 27.5-17, Tāriz and Zāriz are not the 
explanation of a dual Nanhais. 
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summary of the whole of the purification’s ceremony of Vīdēvdād. In his opinion, 
the texts to be recited twice, thrice and four times are abridged symbolic recitations 
of the whole Old Avesta. 
 
 Cantera’s interpretation is evocative, but I also want to call attention upon a 
problem concerning the structure of V 10 and its relation with the Barəšnūm 
ceremony. 
The structure of V 10 and its correspondence with V 9 indicate that both 
texts could have been part of one single oral composition dealing with the 
Barəšnūm ceremony, and that they probably became separated as independent 
fragard when the canon of 22 fragard came into being. Perhaps part of V 8, V 9 and 
V 10, where we find descriptions of parts of this ceremony, were included in this 
oral composition, and only afterwards they were scattered into different fragard. 
This conjecture gains plausibility if we take into account the parallel of V 13-14, 
where it is evident that the end of V 13 belongs to V 14 and that they were wrongly 
divided. 
From the point of view of the composition, V 10 is the result of the 
combination of different texts. V 9.45-46 is repeated in V 10.1-2 with the only 
difference of the beginning of V 9.45 (Av. paiti. dim. pərəsata. zaraϑuštrō) and the 
end of V 9.46 (Av. mąnaiiən. bā. ... raϑβiia. varəna), which lacks in V 10.1 and 10.2 
respectively. From V 10.3 to V 10.17 the continuation of V 9.46 is given. But V 
10.18-20 appears in an unexpected position with regard to the Barəšnūm ceremony: 
the sequence of texts to be recited twice, thrice and four times (V 10.3-17) surely 
should not appear before the holes were dug (V 10.18). As a matter of fact, there is 
no parallel in the known variants of the Barəšnūm ceremony where these formulas 
were prescribed before digging of the holes. The reason is clear: before the 
enclosure for the impurity has been built, it makes no sense to pronounce such 
spells. Accordingly, from the point of view of the ritual, V 10.18-20 seems to have 
been misplaced. 
With regards to its connection with the Barəšnūm ceremony, V 10.18-20 
does not only seem a misplaced part. It is composed using abridged texts from 
different sources not fully understandable by themselves, which however make 
sense only in the context of the Barəšnūm ceremony: 
- V 10.18a: in this passage the digging of the nine holes is prescribed. Some 
indications about where they must be dug follow in V 10.18b-c, which seem to be 
glosses to V 10.18a.  
- V 10.18b specifies where the holes must be dug. It reproduces V 3.15b, but 
does not include the words yaoždātō.zəmōtəməmca. huškō.zəmō.təməmca of V 
3.15c.  
- V 10.18c: the text xanaiβiš. arəϑa. pasu.vīra “not drinkable by both flock 
and men” seems to be a gloss to V 10.18b. It is related to V 6.32c aiβiš. arəϑa. 
pasubiia. viraēibiia “drinkable by both flock and men”, referred to the water made 
pure after removing the impurity caused by Nasu (s. the commentary to V 10.18). 
V 10.18a-c summarises some indications about the preparation of the 
Barəšnūm-gāh.  
From V 10.18d on, some formulas are recited. V 10.18d-f repeats V 5.21c-e. 
The insertion of this text in V 10 could be explained by the word yaožd  of V 
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5.21c-d, interpreted as “purification”, which fits the context of the Barəšnūm 
ceremony. Whether or not this text of V 10.18d-f was a formula correctly used in 
some part of the ceremony, I cannot decide. However, the parallel of the modern 
practice can give us the key to solve this problem.  
Indeed, the final words humatāišca. hūxtāišca. huuarštāišca of V 10.18f 
resemble the words humata, hūxta, huuaršta which the candidate pronounces in 
modern practice when he enters into the pāvi B at the beginning of the Barəšnūm 
ceremony (Modi 1922 124). Here the person to be purified pronounces his name 
together with these words. Provided that V 10.18f is to be interpreted in the same 
way, the meaning of this passage would be clearer: yō. huuąm. daēnąm. yaoždāite 
“he who purifies his own religious conscience” should be substituted with the 
name of the person to be purified in each case. After pronouncing his name, he 
would say the words humatāišca. hūxtāišca. huuarštāišca when he is going to enter 
into the Barəšnūm-gāh. If my interpretation is right, V 10.18d-f could be formulas 
to be recited at the beginning of the Barəšnūm ceremony. 
According to this, the formula of V 10.19a (daēnąm. ... daēnaii ) could have 
been pronounced by the priest, and afterwards the person to be purified would 
also repeat V 10.18f (= 10.19b), possibly at the beginning of the ceremony. Finally, 
the formulas of V 10.20 (Y 27.13, 46.7, 44.16; SrB 3) would be used as a closing bāǰ, 
as Cantera (in his unpublishied communication "Daēuuas vertreibende Worte", 
2009) observes. 
In such case, prescriptions and formulas of the Barəšnūm ceremony lacking 







3. CONTENTS, STRUCTURE AND RITUAL IN V 11 
 
 V 11 deals with texts to be recited in order to purify each item mentioned. 
 The text-types of the PV and the VS differ in the structure of V 11. The PV 
manuscripts attest the following sequence: 
- Zaraϑuštra’s question about how to purify the house and several other 
 items (V 11.1).  
- Ahura Mazdā’s answer: to recite some purification’s formulas (V 11.2). 
- To recite five Ahuna Vairiia (V 11.3). 
- To purify the house and the fire (V 11.4). 
- To purify the water and the earth (V 11.5). 
- To purify the cattle and the plants (V 11.6). 
- To purify the righteous man and the righteous woman (V 11.7). 
- To recite eight Ahuna Vairiia (V 11.8) 
- To recite the apotropaic formula pərəne + evil being (V 11.9-10). 
- To recite four Ahuna Vairiia (V 11.11). 
- To recite the apotropaic formula paršta + evil being (V 11.12-13). 
- To recite four mazdā. a . mōi (V 11.14). 
- To recite the apotropaic formula pərəne + evil being (V 11.15-16). 
- To recite five Ahuna Vairiia (V 11.17). 
 
 According to the PV, the sequence of pərəne + evil being of V 11.15-16 
would not be closed by the corresponding paršta + evil being. Since the previous 
sequence with pərəne + evil being of 11.9-10 is closed by the sequence with paršta 
+ evil being of 11.12-13 in the PV as well as in the VS manuscripts, we expect that 
the sequence with pərəne + evil being in 11.16 would also be closed by a parallel 
paršta + evil being. The latter lacks in the PV, but it is found in the VS manuscripts. 
Actually, the VS manuscripts attest a more coherent structure. The sequence 
is the same until V 11.16, but these manuscripts attest four ā. airii mā. išiiō before 
the five Ahuna Vairiia prescribed in 11.17, then the apotropaic formula “paršta + 
evil being” and finally five Ahuna Vairiia:  
1 sequence with pərəne + evil being (V 11.9-10). 
4 Ahuna Vairiia (V 11.11). 
1 sequence with paršta + evil being (V 11.12-13). 
4 mazdā. a . mōi (V 11.14). 
1 sequence with pərəne + evil being (V 11.15-16). 
4 ā. airii mā. išiiō (V 11.17). 
 1 sequence with paršta + evil being (V 11.18-19). 
 5 final Ahuna Vairiia (V 11.20). 
  
According to this, the recitation of the four ā. airii mā. išiiō and the last 
paršta + evil being were omitted in the common source of our extant PV 
manuscripts, surely because of a saut du même au même. Cantera (under 
preparation D) comes to the same conclusion. On the contrary, the VS manuscripts 
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preserve the right text. Indeed, in the VS both spells with pərəne + evil being are 
closed by their correspondent paršta + evil being and the sequences (pərəne + evil 
being) + (paršta + evil being) are closed by purification’s formulas. So the sequence 
in the VS tradition is more coherent. This is why I have preferred to edit the 
Avestan text according to it and unlike the PV tradition, which Geldner followed 
in his edition.  
Geldner omitted three passages at the end of V 11 and they are long enough 
to continue Geldner’s numbering as V 11.17. As these passages appear at the end of 
V 11, the change of Geldner’s numbering does not cause too much confusion. So I 
have preferred not to follow Geldner’s numbering in this case and I have added 
these passages as V 11.17-19. My V 11.20 would correspond with Geldner’s V 
11.17. 
To summarise, after the correction by means of the VS, the structure of V 11 
is the following: 
- V 11.1: Zaraϑuštra’s question about how to purify the house and several 
other items. 
- V 11.2: Ahura Mazdā’s answer: to recite some purification’s formulas. 
- V 11.3: (SrB 2; Y 27.13) x 5 + (Y 46.7, 44.16; SrB 3). 
- V 11.4: to purify the house (Y 49.1); to purify the fire (Y 36.1). 
- V 11.5: to purify the water (Y 38.3, 67.6); to purify the earth (Y 38.1). 
- V 11.6: to purify the cattle (Y 35.4); to purify the plants (Y 48.6). 
- V 11.7: to purify the righteous man and the righteous woman (Y 54.1). 
- V 11.8: (SrB 2; Y 27.13) x 8 + (Y 46.7, 44.16; SrB 3). 
- V 11.9-10: spells by pərəne. 
- V 11.11: (SrB 2; Y 27.13) x 4 + (Y 46.7, 44.16; SrB 3). 
- V 11.12-13: spells by paršta. 
- V 11.14: (Y 34.15) x 4. 
- V 11.15-16: spells by pərəne. 
- V 11.17: (Y 54.1) x 4. 
- V 11.18-19: spells by paršta. 
- V 11.20: (SrB 2; Y 27.13) x 5 + (Y 46.7, 44.16; SrB 3). 
 
 With regards to the meaning of V 11, de Harlez (1875-1877 1.195) separated 
it thematically from the preceding fragard and interpreted it as a compendium of 
Gāthic texts, each one recited for the purification of a particular item which is 
mentioned in each Gāthic text. According to him, the inclusion of the moon, the 
sun and the stars in the list of things to be purified and even the spells against the 
demons are interpolations. 
 On the contrary, Darmesteter (1887 139) and (1892-1893 2.179) did not 
dissociate the Gāthic texts of V 11.4-7 from the spells of V 11.9-20, but he stated 
that each exorcism consisted on two parts: a line from the Gāϑās alluding to the 
item defiled by a corpse (V 11.4-7) and a spell (V 11.8-20), which is the same for 
each item to be purified. 
 In his recent communication "Daēuuas vertreibende Worte" in Liège 
(2009), Cantera agrees with Darmesteter. Moreover, he observes that the prayers of 
V 11.3 and 11.17 (in Geldner’s edition), which are not followed by the spells pǝrǝne 
or paršta + demon, are used as the introductory bāǰ and the closing bāǰ of the 
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purification’s ritual respectively. In his opinion, V 11 describes the same 
purification’s ritual with only slight variants after the introductory bāǰ, depending 







4. CONTENTS, STRUCTURE AND RITUAL IN V 12 
 
 4.1. Contents and structure of V 12 
 
 V 12 deals with the time the relatives must wait before entering and 
purifying the house on account of somebody’s death, depending on the degree of 
kinship and therefore on the defilement produced by this death. The closer the 
kinship, the longer must the relative wait. Moreover, it is noteworthy that the 
relative must wait twice as long when the dead is a tanu.pərəϑa- sinner, which 
Darmesteter (1892-1893 2.186) interpreted as such relative who died without 
expiating his sin by means of the confession. As usual in Zoroastrianism, an infidel 
person does not produce defilement. However, the member of the community who 
has committed a sin produces more defilement that he who has not. 
Each part of V 12 is divided by the formulaic repetition of the ceremonies to 
be performed to purify the house, according to the following decreasing sequence: 
 - The son with regard to his father, the daughter with regard to her mother: 
 30 days for the pious, 60 for the tanu.pərəϑa- sinners (V 12.1). 
 - Ceremonies to be performed to purify the house (V 12.2). 
 - The father with regard to his son, the mother with regard to her daughter: 
 30 days for the pious, 60 for the tanu.pərəϑa- sinners (V 12.3). 
 - Ceremonies to be performed to purify the house (V 12.4). 
 - The brother with regard to his sister, the sister with regard to her brother: 
 30 days for the pious, 60 for the tanu.pərəϑa- sinners (V 12.5). 
 - Ceremonies to be performed to purify the house (V 12.6). 
 - The master of the house and the mistress of the house: 6 months for 
 the pious, 12 for the tanu.pərəϑa- sinners (12.7). 
 - Ceremonies to be performed to purify the house (V 12.8). 
 - The grandson with regard to his grandfather, the grandaughter with regard 
 to her grandmother: 25 days for the pious, 50 for the tanu.pərəϑa- sinners 
 (V 12.9). 
 - Ceremonies to be performed to purify the house (V 12.10). 
 - The grandfather with regard to his grandson, the grandmother with regard 
 to her granddaughter: 25 days for the pious, 50 for the tanu.pərəϑa- sinners 
 (V 12.11). 
 - Ceremonies to be performed to purify the house (V 12.12). 
 - The nephew and the niece: 20 for the pious, 40 for the tanu.pərəϑa- sinners 
 (V 12.13). 
 - Ceremonies to be performed to purify the house (V 12.14). 
 - The uncle and the aunt: 15 days for the pious, 30 for the tanu.pərəϑa- 
 sinners (V 12.15). 
 - Ceremonies to be performed to purify the house (V 12.16). 
 - The male cousin dies and the female cousin: 10 days for the pious, 20 for 
 the tanu.pərəϑa- sinners (V 12.17). 
 - Ceremonies to be performed to purify the house (V 12.18). 
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 - The male cousin’s son dies and the female cousin’s daughter: 5 days for the 
 pious, 10 for the tanu.pərəϑa- sinners (V 12.19). 
 - Ceremonies to be performed to purify the house (V 12.20). 
 - Defilement when an infidel relative dies: none (V 12.21-22). 
 
 As we observe, the composition of V 12 is based on a decreasing sequence 
from the closest degree of kinship to the farthest. Only V 12.7 breaks not only the 
decreasing sequence of days, as Schmidt (1994 267, n.55) also notices, because it 
prescribes 6 months for the pious and 12 for the tanu.pərəϑa- sinners, but also the 
list of relatives, because it adds the master of the house (Av. nmānō.paiti-) and the 
mistress of the house (Av. nmānō.paϑnī-). According to Darmesteter (1892-1893 
2.186-187), Av. nmānō.paiti- is to be interpreted as the chief of the family or 
common ancestor. As these persons would be more important than any other 
person, their relatives should wait a greater length of time. In my opinion, 
however, Av. nmānō.paiti- does not necessarily designate a relative, as his mention 
in other lists together with several kinds of rulers (e.g. in V 10.5 ff.) demonstrates. 
If it did, V 12.7 would be either misplaced or just an addition to the list, as it also 
breaks the sequence: 
 Dead relative      Days of impurity 
 Father and mother (V 12.1)    30 / 60 
 Son and daughter (V 12.3)    30 / 60 
 Brother and sister (V 12.5)    30 / 60 
 [Master of the house 
 and mistress of the house] (V 12.7)  [6 / 12 months]  
 Grandfather and grandmother (V 12.9)  25 / 50 
 Grandson and granddaughter (V 12.11)  25 / 50 
 Nephew and niece (V 12.13)   20 / 40 
 Uncle and aunt (V 12.15)    15 / 30 
 Male cousin and female cousin (V 12.17)  10 / 20 
 Male cousin’s son  
 and female cousin’s daughter (V 12.19)  5 / 10 
 Infidel relative (V 12.21-22)   0 
 
 In my opinion, V 12.7 was inserted in the sequence after V 12.5-6 because of 
the connection between the last +xšuuaštīm “sixty” of V 12.5 and the numeral 
+xšuuaš “six” of V 12.7. From the point of view of oral composition, this seems the 
most likely place for the addition, in the midst of a list of relatives, without 
distorting too much the sequence
6
. 
 Apart from the addition of V 12.7 and the exclusion of the infidel relatives, 
whose degree of kinship is not mentioned, this list follows a ninefold 
compositional pattern, although the degree of kinship is divided into six groups: 1. 
father, mother, son, daughter (30 / 60 days); 2. grandfather, grandmother, 
grandson, granddaughter (25 / 50 days); 3. nephew, niece (20 / 40 days); 4. uncle, 
aunt (15 / 30 days); 5. male cousin, female cousin (10 / 20 days); 6. male cousin’s 
son, female cousin’s daughter (5 / 10 days). 
                                                 
6
 Regarding the additions of texts which break the expected sequence in Vīdēvdād and their relation 
with oral compositional patterns, vid. (Cantera 2004b). 
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 4.2. What does V 12 mean? 
 
The meaning of V 12 in the context of the purification’s rituals depends on 
how we interpret the Avestan verb +upa.mąnaiiąn of V 12.1 ff. There are two main 
interpretations, depending on the meaning of two homonymous roots: Av. man- 
“to think” and Av. man- “to wait”. 
 According to Burnouf (1833 488), followed by Spiegel (1864 1.292), Av. 
+upa.mąnaiiąn belonged to the first root Av. man- “to think”, so he understood it 
as “qu’ils pensent intérieurement”. 
 On the contrary, de Harlez (1875-1877 1.198-199), followed by 
Darmesteter (1887 145-146) and (1892-1893 2.183-186), thought that the second 
root Av. man- “to wait” was implied in this verb. Also Bartholomae (1904 1124-
1125) followed them and interpreted it as “warten, ab-, zuwarten ... bes. vom 
Aushalten der Trauerzeit nach dem Tod eines Angehörigen, während deren das 
Sterbehaus für verunreinigt galt”. 
 
 Apart from V 12, the Avestan verb upa.mānaiia- appears in V 5.42, 5.53-56, 
6.27, 7.68-69, 8.38 and 9.30. In V 5.42 it refers to the time one must wait before 
bringing fire to a house where a person has died; in 5.53-56, to the time a woman 
must wait eating only meat, meal and wine without water, because of having 
suffered miscarriage, and being separated from the community; in 6.27 it is 
apparently included in an Avestan gloss in a context where a corpse is in a stream 
of water; 7.68-69 repeats 5.53-54; in 8.38 and 9.30 it refers to the time one must 
wait in the Barǝšnūm ceremony until the impure person’s body is dried from the 
bull’s urine. As a substantive, the agent noun Av. upa.maiti- in V 5.53-56 and 7.68-
69 is used in Av. upa.maitīm. āste as a periphrastic equivalent of Av. upa.mānaiia-. 
 Therefore, we can take for granted that Av. upa.mānaiia- implies a 
preventive wait because of temporal impurity and is referred either to a house 
becoming impure, because someone has died in it, or to people defiled by dead 
matter or by a corpse. But what must the relatives wait for? 
 In V 12 it is not evident if the relatives must wait so much time before 
purifying the house, before entering into the house again or simply before bringing 
to it fire, water, plants or any other pure item which could thereby be defiled. 
According to Cantera (in his communication "Daēuuas vertreibende Worte" in 
2009), they must wait before performing the purification’s ritual after which they 
will be able to enter into the house. Darmesteter (1887 145-146) and (1892-1893 
2.184) observed that the fact that in older times the son temporarily abandoned the 
house where his father died could point to a meaning “to wait (before entering into 
the house again)”. However, he prefers to interpret it as the period of mourning, 
during which the relatives interrupted their daily tasks. 
In my opinion, Av. upa.mānaiia- designates the period the relatives must 
wait before entering into the house again. According to the parallels with V 5.42 
and 5.53-56, during the period of wait it is prohibited to bring fire into the impure 
house and to become in contact with water. Regarding V 5.42, nine nights in winter 
and one month in summer are prescribed (nauua.xšaparəm. upa.mąnaiiən. aēte. 
yōi. mazdaiiasna. aiβi.gāme. āa  hama. māzdrājahīm “nine nights these Mazdean 
must wait in winter and one month in summer”) before bringing fire to the house. 
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The same period of time is prescribed in PRDd 2.1 ff. (Williams 1990 1.40-43, 2.6) 
and MU 1.138.1-15 ff. (Dhabhar 1932 154-155), but the prohibition concerns not 
only fire, but also uncooked food, water and people. 
The parallels of PRDd 2.1 ff. and MU 1.138.1-15 ff. point to the conection 
of Av. upa.mąnaiiąn with the period of time the relatives must wait before entering 
into the house, according to the degree of kinship. Because of this, and unlike 
Darmesteter (1892-1893 2.186), I think that this verb does not imply a period of 
mourning, but probably the time someone must wait before entering into the 
house where a relative has died. In any case, the time prescribed in V 5.42, PRDd 
2.1 ff. and MU 1.138.1-15 ff. obviously differs from the one prescribed in V 12. 
 
 
4.3. Ceremonies to be performed when a relative dies 
 
 According to V 12, when a relative dies some ritual prescriptions must be 
realised, regardless of the degree of kinship. They are described in V 12.2 and in 
their repetitions in 12.4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20.  
 To begin with, the living relatives must wash their bodies and clothes thrice 
and also recite the Gāϑās thrice (ϑriš.frasnāiti. tanunąm. ϑriš.frasnāiti. vastranąm. 
ϑriš.frasrūiti. gāϑanąm).  
 Then they must worship the fire, spread the barəsman- and offer libations 
to the good Waters (im . nō. ātrəm. yazaēta. barəsma. stərənaēta. aiβiiō. 
+vaŋhubiiō. zaoϑr . baraēta). As soon as this ritual is completed, the house is 
considered once again pure and the relatives, the pure elements and the Beneficent 
Immortals can enter. 
 This sort of cleansing prescriptions finds some parallels in the New Persian 
Rivāyats (Dhabhar 1932 167-175), which show a more detailed description of the 
ceremonies to be performed and of the prescriptions required when someone dies. 
But the most detailed accounts regarding these ceremonies are found in the last 
testament of Dastur Nōširwan Marzabān Kermānī (Dhabhar 1932 175-176), as 
well as in the ceremonies to be performed for one year after the death of a person 
aged fifteen years and upwards, described in the New Persian Rivāyat of Bahman 
Punjya (Dhabhar 1932 176-178). 
 
 
4.4. The impurity produced by the death of a relative according to the 
Indian normative texts 
 
 The old Indian normative literature attest similar prescriptions to those 
found in V 12 regarding the impurity produced by the death of a relative, but the 
time of wait does not depend on the degree of kinship, unlike in the Zoroastrian 
texts. In fact, in the Indian texts the time the impurity last when a relative dies is 
usually the same for all, ten days
7
, regardless of the degree of kinship (so in 
Mānavadharmaśāstra 4.217 (Dave 1972-1985 vol. II), Gautama’s Dharmasūtra 14.1, 
Baudhāyana’s Dharmasūtra 1.11.1, Vasiṣṭha’s Dharmasūtra 4.16 (Olivelle 2000 
                                                 
7
 According to Āpastamba’s Dharmasūtra 1.16.18 (Olivelle 2000 52-53), when a death has occurred 
in a house, one should not eat there for ten days. 
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152-153, 218-219, 370-371) and Garuḍa Purāṇa 2.5.3 (Shastri 1979 750), 2.39.3 and 
2.39.12 (Shastri 1980 912-913)). However, according to Mānavadharmaśāstra 5.57 
ff. (Dave 1972-1985 vol. III), where the impurity for each dead is described at 




 Another difference between V 12 and the Indian legal codes is that 
according to V 12 the period of impurity is longer for members of the community 
who have commited a tanu.pǝrǝϑa- sin, while according to the Indian legal codes it 
is longer for the lower castes. Indeed, according to Mānavadharmaśāstra 5.83 (Dave 
1972-1985 vol. III) and Garuḍa Purāṇa 1.222.33 (Shastri 1979 657) the brāhmaṇa 
becomes pure after ten days, the kṣatriya after twelve, the vaiśya after fifteen and 
the śūdra after a month. According to Gautama’s Dharmasūtra 14.2-5 (Olivelle 
2000 152-153), the period of impurity for a kṣatriya lasts for eleven days, twelve 
days for a vaiśya and one month for a śūdra, while according to Vasiṣṭha’s 
Dharmasūtra 4.27-30 (Olivelle 2000 372-373), the brāhmaṇa becomes pure after ten 
days, the kṣatriya after fifteen, the vaiśya after twenty and the śūdra after a month 
(Schmidt 1994 268). 
 The third difference between these normative texts is that according to V 12 
one of the means of purification is produced by reciting the Gāϑās thrice, while the 
Indian legal codes prohibited to recite the Vedas during the three days when the 
brāhmaṇa had accepted an invitation to a funerary rite or a king’s relative had died, 
as it is stated in Mānavadharmaśāstra 4.110 (Dave 1972-1985 vol. II). This 
prohibition, according to Āpastamba’s Dharmasūtra 1.10.3-4 (Olivelle 2000 40-41), 
is extended to twelve days after the death of one’s mother, father or teacher. 
 In spite of these differences, V 12 shares with these Indian legal codes at 
least the prescription regarding the washing of the body. According to 
Āpastamba’s Dharmasūtra 2.15.5-10 and Baudhāyana’s Dharmasūtra 1.11.24 
(Olivelle 2000 96-97, 220-221), among other prescriptions to be accomplished 
thrice when a relative dies, the mourners must dive into the water and come out of 
the water thrice. Also in Garuḍa Purāṇa 2.5.4-5 (Shastri 1979 750) it is stated that 
when a relative dies, one should take a bath thrice a day
9
. This agrees with the 
prescription of V 12 ϑriš.frasnāiti. tanunąm “by the washing of their bodies 
thrice”. 
                                                 
8
 vid. Baudhāyana’s Dharmasūtra 1.11.27-30 (Olivelle 2000 222-223) too. 
9
 Mānavadharmaśāstra 5.73 (Dave 1972-1985 vol. III) prescribes the bath during three days as a part 
of the purificatory rite. On the contrary, according to Āpastamba’s Dharmasūtra 1.10.5 one must 
take bath daily during twelve days after the death of one’s mother, father or teacher.  According to 
Mānavadharmaśāstra 5.77-78, 5.103 (Dave 1972-1985 vol. III) and Garuḍa Purāṇa 2.39.5 (Shastri 
1980 913), one becomes pure by bathing dressed in his clothes. 
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B) THE AVESTAN LANGUAGE IN V 10-12 
 
1. THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE AVESTAN TEXT 
 
 The Avestan language is divided into three variants: 
 1. Old Avestan: the Gāϑās (Y 28-34, Y 43-46, Y 47-50, Y 51 and Y 53), the 
Yasna Haptaŋhāiti (Y 35.2-41.6) and the prayers yaϑā. ahū. vairiiō (Y 27.13), a m. 
vohū (Y 27.14) and ā. airii mā. išiiō (Y 54.1). 
 2. Middle Avestan: Y 11.17-13.3 or 4, Y 56.1 and Y 58.1-7, according to 
Tremblay (2006 274). 
 3. Young Avestan: the remaining Avestan texts, including Vīdēvdād. 
 
 According to the communis opinio, Old Avestan is phonetically, 
morphologically and syntactically older than Young Avestan and is also closer to, 
and even more archaic than, the stage of the Vedic language preserved in the oldest 
Veda, namely the RV (Skjærvø 2003-2004 15). 
 Old and Young Avestan were not only considered as different 
chronological stages, but also as different dialects (Hoffmann & Narten 1989 77), 
(Skjærvø 2003-2004 27), (Panaino 2007 30-31). Tremblay (2006) regarded Young 
Avestan as the direct heir of Middle Avestan, which he considers a dialect different 
to that of Old Avestan. However, he neither proposed an absolute chronology nor 
a relative one for these stages of the Avestan language. 
 The implications of Tremblay’s Middle Avestan for the dating of Young 
Avestan have still not been discussed by scholars, who only took into account the 
dating of the Old and Young Avestan variants. On one hand, the dating of the Old 
Avestan language determined that of the Young Avestan; on the other hand, this 
dating depended on the supposed date Zaraϑuštra composed the Gāϑās. On the 
basis of this assumption, three main chronologies were proposed (Skjærvø 2003-
2004 16):  
- “Long” chronology: ca. mid-2nd millennium B.C. or earlier. 
- “Short” chronology: 7th-6th centuries B.C. (Median or early Achaemenian 
periods). 
- Intermediate chronology: ca. 1000 B.C. 
 
 The short chronology was mostly preferred during more than one century
10
. 
In recent times, however, some scholars have opted for long or intermediate 
chronologies, paying attention not on Zaraϑuštra’s authorship of the Gāϑās, but on 
the linguistic features that distinguish Old and Young Avestan
11
. They have 
therefore tried to establish an approximate periodisation of the oral composition of 
the Old and Young Avestan texts, their fixation or crystallisation, their 
canonisation and their oral and finally written transmission before our extant 
manuscripts. 
                                                 
10
 vid. a summary of its main supporters in (Skjærvø 1994 16 ff.). 
11
 Only Panaino (2007 24-25) criticises that the linguistic arguments were the only basis to establish 
this periodisation. 
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 The first proposal in recent times was made by Skjærvø (1994 201-202), who 
opted for a long chronology. He observed the oral features of the Avestan texts 
and tentatively divided the chronological stages of their composition according to 
the following time table: 
 2200-1700 B.C. Proto-Avestan (dialect of Proto-Iranian after the break-up 
 of the Indoiranian unity). 
 1700-1200 B.C. Old Avestan (time of composition of the YH and the 
 Gāϑās, as well as other literature, part of which survives in Young Avestan). 
 1200-900 B.C. Transition period (canonisation of the Old Avesta; 
 development of a “Zoroastrianised” religious literature in eastern Iran, 
 some of it preserved in the Young Avesta) 
 900-400 B.C. Young Avestan (composition and canonisation of the Young 
 Avestan corpus in eastern Iran and gradual spread westward). 
 
 Some years later, Kellens (1998 490-513) introduced some variations and 
specifications to Skjærvø’s time table and opted for an intermediate chronology. 
He identified three stages in the transmission of the Avestan texts, 1. composition 
and formulaic variations; 2. fixation; 3. canonisation, and distributed it according to 
the following scheme: 
 1200-1000 B.C. Composition of texts in Old Avestan. 
 1000-800 B.C. Transition period. Fixation of certain Old Avestan texts and 
 apparition of the first Zand. Composition of texts, elements of which could 
 have been reused in Young Avestan texts. 
 800-600 B.C. Canonisation of the Old Avesta. Composition of texts in 
 Young Avestan. First fixations. 
 Beginning of the 6th century. Canonisation of the Proto-Yasna A in eastern 
 Iran. 
 End of the 6th century. Importation of the Proto-Yasna A in western 
 Iran. 
 First half of the 5th century. Elaboration of religious calendar in western 
 Iran. 
 Second half of the 5th century. Canonisation of the Proto-Yasna B. 
 Second half of the 4th century. Third stage of the canonisation and end of 
 the composition of Avestan texts. 
 3rd century. Creation of the canon of the Yašts. 
 
 De Vaan (2003 11-15) took Kellens’ intermediate chronology as the basis of 
his own proposal and divided the history of the Avestan texts and their languages 
into the following stages: 
 1. ± 2000 B.C. Proto-Indo-Iranian. 
 2. ± 1500 B.C. Proto-Iranian. 
 3. ± 1200-1000 B.C. Old Avestan. 
 4. From ± 1200/1000 to ± 800/600 B.C. Early Young Avestan. Some of the 
 features of Young Avestan were imposed on the Old Avestan texts, which 
 were transmitted for several centuries. At a certain period between ± 800 
 and ± 600 B.C., the Old Avestan texts were canonised by speakers of 
 Young Avestan as sacred texts and added to the Young Avestan liturgy. 
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 5.  From ± 800/600 to ± 300 B.C. Late Young Avestan. Canonisation of 
 the Young Avestan texts. From ± 300 B.C. to ± 379 A.D.: the Avesta was 
 finally arranged into two subdivisions: a long liturgy (Yasna, Vīsparad and 
 Vīdēvdād) and a short one (Yašts and other texts of the Xwardag Abastāg). 
 6. From ± 300 B.C. to ± 950 A.D. Post-Young Avestan. Before the rise of a 
 written archetype, Young Avestan was no more a spoken language. Between 
 641 A.D. and ± 950 A.D. the archetype of the Avestan texts was written in 
 the Avestan alphabet. 
 7. After ± 950 A.D. Post-archetype. 
 
 More recently, Skjærvø (2003-2004) tried to specify the chronology of the 
Old Avestan language according to linguistic arguments. As he (2003-2004 26) 
states, “the linguistic analysis of the Old Avesta remains the most promising means 
of dating the texts, both relatively (comparing Old and Young Avestan) and 
absolutely (comparing Vedic and Old Persian)”. Out of this comparison, he 
concludes that:  
 1. OAv. preserves archaisms not found in YAv., but also some morphologic 
“innovations” with regards to the latter, so that they represent not only two 
chronological stages, but also two dialects. 
 2. Some phonetic divergences between OAv. and YAv. point to the fact that 
YAv. does not derive directly from OAv., at least as we know them from the 
manuscripts. However, this possibility cannot be ruled out.  
 He also proposes a tentative chronology of the history of the Avesta which 
traces back certain periods of de Vaan’s (2003) chronology to some centuries 
before: 
 1. Before 2000 B.C. Splitting up of the Indian and Iranian tribes. 
 2. ca. 1700-1200 B.C. Composition of texts that were to lead to the Old 
 Avestan texts, constantly updated (recomposed) linguistically in 
 performance. 
 3. Before 1000 B.C. Early Young Avestan period. Crystallisation of the Old 
 Avestan texts. 
 4. ca. 1000-600 B.C. Young Avestan period. Composition of the Young 
 Avestan texts, constantly updated (recomposed) linguistically in 
 performance. Canonisation of the Old Avestan text with introduction of 
 editorial changes. 
 5. 600-500 B.C. Crystallisation of the Old Avestan texts. 
 6. 500-400 B.C. Canonisation of select Avestan ritual texts under the 
 Achaemenids. Zoroastrian calendar in western Iran in 500-450 B.C. 
 7. From 400 B.C. up to ca. 500 A.D. Canonisation of the Avesta and 
 transmission of the entire immutable text with introduction of linguistic 
 novelties and changes made by the oral transmitters. 
 8. 500-600 A.D. Creation of the phonetic Avestan alphabet in which the 
 entire known corpus was written down from performances from select 
 performers. 
 9. From 600 A.D. Written transmission and deterioration of the text due to 
 the copying of manuscripts. ca. 1000 A.D. there is only one single 
 manuscript of each part of the extant Avesta, from which all our extant 
 manuscripts are descended. 
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 To summarise, we observe two main tendencies in recent studies regarding 
the dating of the Old and Young Avestan: 1. long chronology (Skjærvø 1994 and 
2003-2004); 2. intermediate chronology (Kellens 1998; de Vaan 2003). According to 
them, the period of composition of Old Avestan texts would be either 1700-1200 
B.C. (Skjærvø) or 1200-1000 B.C. (Kellens; de Vaan), while the Young Avestan 
texts would have been composed in 1000-600 B.C. (Skjærvø), 800-600 B.C. 




2. THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE YOUNG AVESTAN TEXT OF 
VĪDĒVDĀD 
 
 The dating of Old and Young Avestan texts has occupied many scholars 
through the history of Iranian studies and it implies problems with which I will 
not deal in this chapter
12
. Here I will only focus on the proposals regarding the 
dating of the Young Avestan text of Vīdēvdād. 
 Scholars disagreed in the chronology of the composition of Vīdēvdād, but 
they mostly considered it as a late composition, even made when Young Avestan 
was no longer spoken, on the basis of four main reasons:  
 1) its many “ungrammatical” passages; 
 2) its ascription to the Median magi; 
 3) the existence of Aramaic and Greek loanwords in Vīdēvdād;   
 4) the existence of Greco-Roman units of measure in Vīdēvdād. 
 
 1) The “ungrammatical” passages in Vīdēvdād were differently interpreted 
by Spiegel (1852-1863) and de Harlez (1875-1877), (1885).  
 Spiegel (1852-1863 1.14) was the first scholar who noticed that the language 
of Vīdēvdād shared with the Old Persian inscriptions of Artaxerxes II (405-359 
B.C.) the deterioration of the inflexion: apositions disagree with the nouns to 
which they refer; nominatives are used instead of accusatives and genitives; the 
Gen. Pl. substitutes other plural cases. According to him, however, this is not 
enough to state that both languages belong to the same period, because the same 
process could have previously ocurred in one language.  
 Spiegel (1852-1863 1.14) fixed this deterioritation at the time when these 
texts were put into writing, before Artaxerxes II for some part but after him for the 
most. Thus, he thought that the deterioration was due to the written transmission, 
not to the composition
13
. With regards to contents, Spiegel (1852-1863 1.13-14) said 
that the Gāϑās were the oldest Avestan texts, that Vīdēvdād followed them in 
antiquity and that the remaining Avestan texts were of a later date. 
 Haug (1862 223-224) followed Spiegel’s opinion about Vīdēvdād and tried 
to fix the dates of each Avestan text. According to him, the Gāϑās were composed 
ca. 1200 B.C., the longer part of Vīdēvdād ca. 1000-900 B.C., the younger Yasna ca. 
800-700 B.C. and the Pāzand part of Vīdēvdād ca. 500 B.C. The Yašts would be the 
latest texts in Young Avestan, composed after 400 B.C. Haug (1862 222) supposed 
that the longer part of Vīdēvdād was very old and that is was partially traceable to 
oral sayings descended from Zaraϑuštra himself. Nevertheless, he thought that it 
was composed by his successors, the Supreme High Priests, but he neither justify 
this statement nor the dates he proposed. 
 Conversely, de Harlez (1875-1877 cxciii ff.), (1885 346 ff.) based his 
statement about the late composition of Vīdēvdād on these “ungrammatical” 
                                                 
12
 Summaries of the main opinions can be found in Kellens (1998 490-513) and (2002 14 ff.), 
Tremblay (2006 234-237) and Skjærvø (2007a 112-115). 
13
 Bréal (1877 208) also noticed the lack of concordance between adjective and substantive in these 
texts, but he said that such mistakes could be due either to the copyists or to the composers. Geiger 
(1884 322) also said that the “ungrammatical” passages of the Avesta were due to its editors and the 
influence of the language they spoke. 
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passages. Indeed, he stated that these passages were more syntactically corrupted 
than the latest Old Persian inscriptions, especially with regard to the confusion 
between nominative and accusative. Hence he concluded that the most of the 
Avesta was composed during the last five centuries B.C. In (1885 349), however, de 
Harlez limited the period of the composition of the Avesta to the years between 
700 and 100 B.C. 
 Geldner (1896-1904 37) essentially agreed with de Harlez and limited the 
date of the whole Avesta between 560 B.C. and 379 A.D, partially following the 
chronology of the native tradition
14
. He (1896-1904 37-38) also accepted the 
identification of the Avestan Vīštāspa with Darius’ father, called in Greek 
Hystaspes
15
, which would date Zaraϑuštra’s life and Vīštāspa’s conversion to 
Zoroastrianism to the 6th century B.C. If the oldest Avestan texts, the Gāϑās, were 
composed at such a late date, the remaining Avestan texts would have certainly 
been composed later. 
 De Harlez and Geldner uncritically accepted the native chronology and did 
not take into account Spiegel’s critique regarding the use of the “ungrammatical” 
passages for dating Vīdēvdād. This argument has reached even to de Vaan (2004 
540). As Spiegel rightly observed, this “ungrammaticality” could have been due to 
the transmission. I will deal later with the problem of these “ungrammatical” 
passages. 
 
2) Moulton (1917 186-187, 225, 228) was the first to attribute the 
composition of Vīdēvdād to the Median magi,. Moulton (1917 6) partially followed 
Haug’s date for the Old Avestan texts and traced back the existence of Zaraϑuštra 
four or five centuries earlier than the traditional date of 660-583 B.C. However, he 
disagreed regarding the dating of Vīdēvdād.  
On one hand, he said that the ritualism of Vīdēvdād has nothing to do with 
Zaraϑuštra’s ethical teaching. On the other hand, he noticed that some practices 
attested in Vīdēvdād agree with those of the Median magi as described by 
Herodotus, like killing noxious animals, exposing the corpse and practicing 
incestuous marriage. Hence, he concluded that the Median magi would have 
composed Vīdēvdād. 
I must add that Moulton’s (1917) separation of Vīdēvdād from Zaraϑuštra’s 
teachings is as a result of his own preconceptions. However, this assumption was 
accepted without criticism and pervaded the works of several subsequent scholars, 
such as Nyberg (1938 336 ff., 378), Christensen (1941 28-29), (1944 35-36)
16
, 
Zaehner (1961 162), etc., and has until now remained in place without being 
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 According to it, Zaraϑuštra lived 258 years (Great Bundahišn) or 300 (Ardā Wīrāz Nāmag) before 
the Achaemenians. 
15
 Although Tremblay (2006 235) notices that this identification stems from Kleuker (1781 1.347), he 
obviates that Spiegel (1852-1863 1.42) observed that it is already found in Ammianus Marcelinus 
23.6: cuius scientiae (sc. Magiae) saeculis priscis multa ex Chaldeorum arcanis Bactrianus addidit 
Zoroastres deinde Hystaspes prudentissimus Darii pater. Spiegel (1852-1863 1.42) critised this 
identification because it is only based on the identity of nouns and does not take into account that 
there could have existed more than one Vīštāspa. 
16
 Christensen assigned the composition of Vīdēvdād to the Medians in (1944 35-36), but in (1941 
28-29) had stated that Vīdēvdād was composed during the last period of the Achaemenian rule, or 
even during the time between this period and that of the Arsacids. 
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critically re-examined. It is true that the practices described in Vīdēvdād were 
seemingly followed by the Median magi, if we trust Herodotus. Nevertheless, this 
does not necessarily imply that the Median magi composed this text, because they 
could have simply continued an older tradition. 
 
 3) The existence of Aramaic and Greek loanwords in Vīdēvdād was already 
proposed by Halévy in a communication to the Société Linguistique de Paris. He 
adduced the adoption of the Zoroastrian calendar in Persia after Darius I and the 
supposed Aramaic and Greek loanwords in Vīdēvdād to state that the Young 
Avestan texts were late compositions. Halévy’s arguments were accepted by de 
Harlez (1875-1877 cxciii ff.), (1885 346 ff.), who proposed a short chronology for 
all the Avestan texts. 
 Halévy’s list of supposed Aramaic and Greek loanwords in Vīdēvdād was 
reproduced and discused by Geiger (1884 361). The following Avestan words 
would derive from Aramaic: tanūra-, naska-, guδa-, guṇda-. The following would 
derive from Greek: gaēsu-, aspǝrǝna-, danar-. Nevertheless, as already Geiger 
(1884 358-366) argued, it is sometimes highly hypothetic and sometimes untrue 
that these words were Aramaic and Greek loanwords. Most can be easily explained 
by Indoeuropean etymology and only Av. tanūra- could be a Semitic loanword. 
Spiegel (1852-1863 1.12) already observed that Av. tanūra- could derive from 
Semitic, but he was not certain. Provided that it comes from Semitic, it does not 
necessarily stem from Aramaic, because it is found in other Semitic languages, such 
as Akkadian tinūru or Hebrew tanūr. Even if a single Avestan word in Vīdēvdād 
comes from Semitic, this does not mean that the composition of the whole 
Vīdēvdād ought to be late. Therefore, this argument cannot be used to state that 
Vīdēvdād was composed at a late date. 
 
 4) The last argument for the late dating of Vīdēvdād was proposed by 
Henning (1943 235-236). He stated that the system of units of measure for short 
distances attested in Vīdēvdād and Nērangestān, which is based on parts of the 
body, resembles so closely that of the Greco-Roman that its foreign origin can be 
taken for granted. According to him, the Macedonian conquerors introduced the 
system into Persia.  
 However, as Skjærvø (2007a 114) rightly observes, the measure systems 
based on parts of the body were very common in antiquity, for instance in Egypt 
and Mesopotamia. Therefore, this argument cannot support a supposed late date of 
composition of Vīdēvdād. Nevertheless, this argument maintains a post-
Alexandrian or even a Parthian date of composition of Vīdēvdād. See for instance 
Boyce (1975 95), (1991 68, n.78), who was convinced of this fact. 
 
 To summarise, only the “ungrammatical” passages of Vīdēvdād could 
support, at a first glance, its late date of composition. So I will add some 








3. “UNGRAMMATICAL” FORMS IN VĪDĒVDĀD 
 
The term ungrammatical referred to Vīdēvdād is mostly applied to 
divergences with regard to the nominal syntax of other Young Avestan texts. When 
applying this term, however, scholars did not take into account two important 
facts concerning Vīdēvdād: a) it is an oral composition; b) it is a normative text. 
As Skjærvø (2007a 115) observes, “the notion of grammatical “standards” is 
that of written languages and cannot be applied directly to unwritten languages”. 
Indeed, we must take into account that we are dealing with old oral compositions 
which have reached to us as late written texts after a lapse of many centuries. 
Therefore, the syntactic problems of Vīdēvdād must be explained according to the 
main stages in which an oral composition reaches to us (1. composition; 2. 
performances; 3. oral transmission; 4. written transmission) and to the different 
compositional patterns of normative texts. 
 
 
3.1. Syntactic divergences in formulas: compositional patterns 
 
Vīdēvdād is a normative text, composed by many lists of prescriptions, 
where usually the only variation is the new element added to a formulaic sequence. 
In oral compositions, and especially in normative texts, parallelism and adaptation 
of the new elements to parallel structures are more important than avoiding 
morphosyntactic discordance. That is why syntactic divergences in normative texts 
are probably not as a result of the stage of the language, but of the oral 
compositional patterns used in these types of texts.  
 
In V 10-12 there are many formulaic and repeated lists of prescriptions and 
spells. The main feature of the legalistic and apotropaic formulas of V 10-12 is the 
repetition of the verb of the prescription or spell and the substitution of its subject 
or object, which is added as a new element to the sequence, regardless of its 
inflection. These are the examples where, the verb remaining, a subject or object 
was added to the formula regardless of their inflection: 
- 10.5b ff.: paiti.pǝrǝne + Acc. > paiti.pǝrǝne + X. Out of the syntagms 
paiti.pərəne. aŋrəm. mainiiūm (10.5b), paiti.pərəne. nasūm. paiti.pərəne. 
hąm.raēϑβəm. paiti.pərəne. paiti.raēϑβəm (10.6a) or paiti.pərəne. iṇdrəm. 
paiti.pərəne. saurum. paiti.pərəne. n ŋhaiϑīm (10.9b), where the objects appear in 
accusative, as expected, new elements are added to the formula, regardless of their 
inflection. Thus, we find paiti.pǝrǝne + nominative (zairici in 10.10a; xvarəńiia. 
daēuuō and +vātō. daēuuō in 10.14a) or vocative (tauruui in 10.10a), instead of the 
expected accusatives. 
- 11.9: pǝrǝne + Acc. > pǝrǝne + X. The same can be said regarding the 
apotropaic formula pǝrǝne + object “I fight X” in V 11.9. Out of the syntagms 
pərəne. +aēšməm. pərəne. nasūm. pərəne. hąm.raēϑβəm. pərəne. paiti.raēϑβəm, 
where the objects appears in accusative, as expected, a variation is produced where 
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the verb pǝrǝne is repeated as a formula and objects are added, regardless of their 
inflection. Thus, we find pǝrǝne + nominative (xruuiγni, būiδiža, kuṇdiža, 
būšiiąsta. yā. zairina, būšiiąsta. yā. darəγō.gauua, kapastiš) or vocative (xrū, būiδi, 
kuṇda, mūiδi), instead of the expected accusatives. 
- 11.2b-c: yaoždāta. bun + Nom. Pl. Neut. (11.2b) > yaoždāta + X (11.2c). 
It seems that yaoždāta. bun + X was understood by the performers of Vīdēvdād as 
a formula where “X” did not necessarily agree in gender, number and case with 
yaoždāta
17
. In 11.2b the participle yaoždāta agrees with the subject in the sentence 
yaoždāta. bun. nmāna (Nom. Pl. Neut. + copulative verb in plural + Nom. Pl. 
Neut.) “the houses will be purified”. In 11.2c, however, the same pattern yaoždāta 
+ subject appears, but a list of subjects appears in accusative instead of the expected 
nominative: 
11.2b: yaoždāta. bun. nmāna (Nom. Pl. Neut. + copulative verb in plural + 
Nom. Pl. Neut.) 
11.2c: yaoždāta. ātrəm / āpəm / etc. (Nom. Pl. Neut. + Acc. in a copulative 
sentence). 
From the point of view of the composition, 11.2c seems a pasted copy of the 
participle yaoždāta of 11.2b plus the sequence of accusatives already mentioned in 
11.1c. Notwithstanding, the discordance between yaoždāta and its subject is 
confirmed by the parallel yaoždāta. bun. vohu. manō. yaoždāta. bun. +ma iiō “the 
Good Thought will be purified, the man will be purified” of V 19.23 and 25, where 
neither vohu. manō nor +ma iiō agree with yaoždāta. Hence we can conclude that 
11.2c was composed by means of a formulaic yaoždāta, to which several elements 
borrowed from the preceding passage of 11.1c were added, regardless of their 
expected inflection in the new passage. This is a matter of composition, not of 
incorrect grammar. 
- 11.12, 13, 18, 19: paršta + Voc. / Acc. (instead of Nom. Sing. Fem. / Nom. 
Pl. Neut.). The sequence of paršta + X seems to have been modelled on that of 
yaoždāta + Acc. in 11.2c. Indeed, in both cases a formulaic participle is following 
by a list of elements of a preceding passage, regardless of their expected inflection 
in the new passage. 
- 12.19a: Nom. + para.iriϑiieiti > X + para.iriϑiieiti. In V 12.1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 
13, 15 and 17 the same formula is repeated and only the subject of the verb 
para.iriϑiieiti varies. All these subjects appear in nominative. In V 12.19a we find 
the nominal syntagms tūiriia.puϑrō. puϑrō “the male cousin’s son” (Nom. + Nom.) 
and tūiriia.duγδa. vā. duγδa “the female cousin’s daughter” (Nom. + Nom.) as 
subjects instead of *tūiriia.puϑrahe. puϑrō (Gen. + Nom.) and *tūiriia.duγδrō. 
duγδa (Gen. + Nom.). Although the first could be interpreted as a compound 
*tūiriia.puϑrō.puϑrō, the presence of the conjunction vā between tūiriia.duγδa and 
duγδa in the following subject rules out this possibility. Hence we expect the 
syntagm Gen. + Nom. in both cases. So it seems that the only variation of the 
formula in 12.19a was made by adding the nominatives puϑrō and duγδa to the 
nominatives tūiriia.puϑrō and tūiriia.duγδa of 12.17a, regardless of their inflection. 
 
                                                 
17
 cf. the variation of the formula in V 19.20 buua . vohu. manō. yaoždātō “let the Good Thought be 
purified”, where the concordance is preserved. 
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In other apparent “ungrammatical” uses we observe different compositional 
patterns. We have already seen examples where the verb is repeated and its subject 
or object is substituted with another element in a sequence, regardless of its 
inflection. Thus, the discordance is found in the subject or object. On the contrary, 
in 11.4a, c, 5a, c, 6a, c and 7a, the objects appear in accusative, but the verb and the 
demonstrative accompanying the objects are not as expected. On one hand, the 
verb of the question of 11.1b, namely yaoždaϑāni (1st. Sing. Pres. Subj. Act.), is 
repeated in the answer instead of the expected *yaoždaϑō (2nd. Sing. Pres. Subj. 
Act.). On the other hand, the same neuter demonstrative ima  accompanies all the 
direct objects, regardless of their gender. cf. the commentary to V 11.4. 
The compositional patterns of these passages of V 11.4 ff. can be 
summarised as follows: 1. the verb of the question is just pasted in the answer, 
where it is used as a formula; 2. the first direct object of the list, namely ima . 
nmānəm in 11.4a, shows no discordance, because both the demonstrative and the 
substantive are Acc. Sing. Neut.; 3. out of this model, the remaining elements of the 
list, extracted from 11.1c, are copied by substituting nmānəm, but both ima  and 
yaoždaϑāni remain the same. The result is a formula ima  + X + yaoždaϑāni, where 
accusatives of all genders are added: ima . nmānəm. yaoždaϑāni (11.4a); ima . 
ātrəm. yaoždaϑāni (11.4c); ima . āpəm. yaoždaϑāni (11.5a); ima . ząm. yaoždaϑāni 
(11.5c); ima . gąm. yaoždaϑāni (11.6a); ima . uruuarąm. yaoždaϑāni (11.6c); ima . 
narəm. a auuanəm. yaoždaϑāni. ima . nāirikąm. a aonīm. yaoždaϑāni (11.7a).  
Bartholomae (1904 371, n.3), followed by Reichelt (1909 295), explained the 
discordance between the demonstrative and the substantive in V 11.4c ff. through 
the incorrect use of ima  (Acc. Sing. Neut.) instead of iməm (Acc. Sing. Masc.) or 
imąm (Acc. Sing. Fem.). On the contrary, Friš (1950 79) explained it as a 
correlation ima  ... ima , which would mark two possibilities and would mean 
“either ... or”
18
. In my opinion, this variance is not to be interpreted as a wrong use, 
but as a result of the oral compositional patterns of this kind of normative texts, 
where parallelism is more important than it is to avoid inconsistencies. 
 
 
3.2. Problems of transmission 
 
We have seen that many “ungrammatical” uses are due to the compositional 
patterns of the normative texts and do not mean that the texts are late. However, 
there are other syntactic divergences which could be caused not by the 
composition, but by the transmission. Besides the above mentioned compositional 
patterns, we must take into account that it is probable that in repetitions and lists 
new elements were introduced by imitating the same structure during the oral 
transmission. So some “ungrammatical” forms could be explained as interpolations 
in texts enlarged time by time
19
. 
We know from other oral traditions that oral compositions were always 
changed to some extent by their performers. This is why oral epic poetry, for 
instance, preserves variations of formulas. If the composition was metrical, the 
                                                 
18
 Two possibilities are marked by the correlations a  ... a  or vā ... vā in Old Avestan (Kellens & 
Pirart 1988-1991 2.112-113; 2.180-181). 
19
 vid. for instance the problem of the interpolations in Yt 1 in Panaino (2002 15 ff.). 
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performer was limited by the metre and could not vary so much. In prosaic texts, 
however, the performer could feel free to vary whatever he wanted, because he was 
also restrained by the contents. 
Variation in oral performances in several places and during many centuries 
could have introduced many deviations from the syntactic uses of the language of 
the composition. Even if we assume that the performers spoke the same language 
of the composition, this language surely should have not been exactly the same in 
each place and during some centuries. So the performers could have introduced in 
the composition their own diachronic and diatopic differences within the same 
Avestan language. But if the performers belonged to areas where Avestan was not 
the main language or simply it was no longer spoken, the possibility of deviation 
from the language of the composition increases. 
Furthermore, as Cantera indicates me, Vīdēvdād was not learned like Yasna 
and the Yašts. The latter were probably learned in the priestly schools in a very 
similar way as the Vedic texts, that is, with a high degree of precision which 
avoided possible corruptions. We must not forget that the correct recitation of the 
sacred texts had further cosmic implications and that a mistake in the recitation 
invalidates the ceremony. Normative texts like Vīdēvdād were surely much more 
exposed to variations and introduction of reforms in the frame of the legal 
discussions of the priestly authorities. So we must also pay attention to the 
different learning of Vīdēvdād with regards to the problems of its transmission. 
Therefore, the so called “ungrammatical” passages of Vīdēvdād can be 
explained either by the compositional patterns of oral normative texts, by the oral 
transmission of their performers and even by the peculiarities of its learning. But 
there is a further possibility: “ungrammatical” syntactic forms could have been 
introduced when Vīdēvdād was put down to writing.  
Unlike other Avestan texts such as Yasna and the Yašts, which must be 
recited by heart, Vīdēvdād can be read in the ceremonies. It is therefore probable 
that it was one of the first Avestan texts to be written. We do not know if there was 
any written version of Vīdēvdād before its reconstructed Sasanian prearchetype. In 
any case, “ungrammatical” syntactic forms could also have been introduced in the 
Avestan text when it was put into writing. In fact, some of the “ungrammatical” 
syntactic forms in Vīdēvdād are shared by the Yašts and, according to Panaino 
(2002 98 ff.), must be ascribed to the Sasanian (pre-)archetype. 
To summarise, from these divergences regarding the syntactic uses of other 
Avestan texts we cannot infer that Vīdēvdād was composed at a late stage. On the 
contrary, some of the inconsistencies can easily be explained because of the 
compositional patterns of the normative texts, others just as deviations occurred 
during the oral and eventually written transmission and others even to the 
peculiarities of the learning of these normative texts. 
I now will analyse the main features of the Young Avestan of V 10-12 and 








4. FEATURES OF THE YOUNG AVESTAN OF V 10-12 
 
On one hand, we must take into account that V 10-12 are very short 
fragard. Because of the meagre material, the analysis of the features of the Young 
Avestan in these chapters will provide only partial results. On the other hand, V 
10-12 offers plenty of quotations from Old Avestan texts, which must be ruled out 





4.1.1. Nominal syntax 
 
The nominal syntax of Young Avestan in V 10-12 does not differ 
substantially from that of other Young Avestan texts. However, in V 10-12 some 
divergences in gender, number and case point to a simplification of the nominal 
morphology. As far as these divergences are not systematic, they cannot be 
ascribed to the stage of Young Avestan of V 10-12. They must rather be explained 
as deviations occurred during the oral and eventually written transmission of 
Vīdēvdād, which could reflect features of the language of the performers or the 
people who transmitted this text.  
Divergences in the nominal syntax are not equally distributed in all the 
fragard. From a total number of 1533 inflected words included, 368 can be 
regarded as divergences from the nominal syntax, as we see in the following table: 
 
Fragard Total of inflected words Divergences in nominal syntax 
V 10 436 118 (27%) 
V 11 437 182 (41,6%) 
V 12 624 68 (10,9%) 
 
Therefore, the 24% of inflected words in V 10-12 would be divergences 
from the nominal syntax. The majority are found in V 11, while V 12 attests the 
least. 
These are the divergences in gender, number and case found in the Avestan 
text of V 10-12: 
 
A) Gender 
Discordance in gender is rarely attested, but there are at least two examples 
where the neuter and the masculine are used instead of the feminine:  
- 10.1b (twice), where aēta  (Acc. Sing. Neut.) appears instead of aētąm 
(Acc. Sing. Fem.) 
- 10.5b, 6a, 9b, 10a, 13a, 14a, where a aonō (Gen. Sing. Masc.) is found 




 B) Number 
A discordance which implies both number and gender is only found in im . 
... ātrəm in 12.2, repeated in 12.4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20. Indeed, Av. im  is 
Nom. / Acc. Pl. Fem, while Av. ātrəm is Acc. Sing. Masc. 
In other cases, the discordance affects both case and number, as in the 
following examples, where one Nom. Sing. appears instead of an Acc. Pl. and three 
Acc. Sing. are used instead of Nom. Pl.: 
- 10.14a: the first daēuuō (Nom. Sing. Masc.) is used instead of daēuuą 
(Acc. Pl. Masc.). 
- 10.16a, b, c, d: snaϑəm (Acc. Sing. Masc.) instead of snaϑa (Nom. Pl. 
Masc.). 
- 10.17a, b: hamaēstārəm (Acc. Sing. Masc.) instead of hamaēstārō 
(Nom. Pl. Masc.), as already Bartholomae (1904 1774) and Pirart (1995 
416) noticed. 
- 11.3a, 8a, 11a, 14a, 17a, 20a: vārəϑraγniiō.təməmca. baēšaziiō.təməmca 
(Acc. Sing. Masc.) instead of vārəϑraγniiō.təmāca. baēšaziiō.təmāca 
(Nom. Pl. Masc.). The same appears in V 9.27. 
 
C) Case 
In V 10-12 most syntactic divergences concern the cases. The nominative 
replaced other cases, especially the accusative, in some examples. The nominative 
instead of the accusative is used at least in 10 examples: 
- 10.1b: druxš (Nom. Sing. Fem.) instead of drujim (Acc. Sing. Fem.). 
- 10.1b: nasuš (Nom. Sing. Fem.) instead of nasāum / nasūm (Acc. Sing. 
Fem.). 
- 10.2a, b, c, d, 3c, 5a, 7c, 9a, 11c, 13a: ime (Nom. Pl. Masc.) instead of 
imą (Acc. Pl. Masc.). cf. V 11.3a, 8a, 11a, 14a, 17a, 20a imą. vacō and V 
11.4a, c, 5a, c, 6a, c, 7a imą. a . vacō. 
- 10.2a, b, c, d, 3c, 5a (2), 7c, 9a (2), 11c, 13a (2): Av. vaca (Nom. Pl. 
Masc.) instead of the expected Acc. Pl. Masc. vacō (< vac-) or even Acc. 
Pl. Neut. vac (< vacah-). 
- 10.5a: bišāmrūta (Nom. Pl. Masc.) instead of bišāmrūtą (Acc. Pl. 
Masc.). 
- 10.5a, 9a, 13a: baēšaziia (Nom. Pl. Masc.) instead of baēšaziią (Acc. Pl. 
Masc.). 
- 10.9a: ϑrišāmrūta (Nom. Pl. Masc.) instead of ϑrišāmrūtą (Acc. Pl. 
Masc.). 
- 10.13a: caϑrušāmrūta (Nom. Pl. Masc.) instead of caϑrušāmrūtą (Acc. 
Pl. Masc.). 
- 10.18a: maγa (Nom. Pl. Masc.) instead of maγą (Acc. Pl. Masc.), maybe 
influenced by the ending of the preceding nauua. 
- 11.3b, 8b, 11a, 20a: ahuna. vairiia (Nom. Pl. Masc.) instead of ahuną. 
vairiią (Acc. Pl. Masc.). 
  
 Among all these substitutions of the accusative by the nominative, the last 
five could be due to a corruption in the oral or even written transmission. Actually, 
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the endings –a and –ą could have been easily confused in the recitation. 
Nevertheless, the remaining examples cannot be explained in the same way, so that 
functional substitution of the accusative by the nominative is probable. 
 Notwithstanding, there are other passages in V 12, repeated in V 5, where 
the nominative is replaced by the vocative, as Bartholomae (1904 139, 1389) already 
noticed: 
- 12.21a: xańiiō.varəna (Voc. Sing. Masc.) and xańiiō. kaēša (Voc. Sing. 
Masc.) instead of the expected Nom. Sing. xańiiō.varənō (Nom. Sing. 
Masc.) and xańiiō. kaēšō (Nom. Sing. Masc.) respectively. 
- 12.22a: vazaγaci  (Voc. Sing. Masc.) instead of the expected xvazaγasci  
(Nom. Sing. Masc.). 
 
 The same replacement is found in the Yašts. Panaino (2002 98) explains it 
because “some apparent allegro-forms (e.g. –a instead of –ō) were introduced 
within the texts of the Later Yašts early in the Sasanian Archetype”. 
 We also see that the genitive replaced the Loc. Sing. in two examples and the 
Acc. Pl. in one example: 
- 10.18b: +a h . zəmō (Gen. Sing. Fem.) instead of a he. zəmi (Loc. Sing. 
Fem.) 
- 10.19a: aŋh uš. astuuatō (Gen. Sing. Masc.) instead of aŋhuuō. 
astuuaiṇti (Loc. Sing. Masc.). 
- 12.21a, 22b: dāmanąm (Gen. Pl. Neut.) instead of the expected dāmąm 
(Acc. Pl. Neut.) (Hoffmann & Forssman 1996 144). 
 
 However, these three replacements can be explained as reinterpretations of 
their endings during the transmission. The ending –ō in zəmō (10.18b) and astuuatō 
(10.19a) could have beenn reinterpreted as a Loc. Sing. like aŋhuuō. In dāmąm 




 4.1.2. Prepositions and postpositions 
 
 Postpositions were still preserved as such in V 10, as the examples of Av. 
gāϑāhuua (< *gāϑāhu + ā) in V 10.2a, b, c, d, 3a, b, 7a, b, 11a, b and 15a (3) 
demonstrate. 
 Prepositions were redundantly used in V 10 to reinforce preverbs, like in 
upa. juuaṇtəm. upa.duuąsaiti and upa. juuaṇtəm. +upa.raēϑβaiieiti in V 10.1b and 
10.17a-b, where the first upa is unnecessary, but it is used to reinforce the direction 
marked by the preverb (see the commentary to V 10.1b). This is also found in 
Middle Persian. 
 With regards to prepositional syntagms, the use of unexpected cases with 
the Avestan preposition haca must be observed. In Old Avestan the preposition 
hacā usually accompanies the genitive and the ablative, while YAv. haca is usually 
found with the ablative and the instrumental. In some passages of V 10-12, 
however, it is followed by nominative, accusative and genitive: 
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 - Nom., Gen., Instr.: in 10.5b, 6a, 9b, 10a, 13a and 14a the preposition haca 
is followed in the same sentence either by an Instr. (nmāna, vīsa, zaṇtu, da hu), by 
a Gen. (hauuaii sə.tanuuō, nmānō.patōiš, vīspatōiš, zaṇtupatōiš, da hupatōiš, 
vīspaii . a aonō. stōiš) or even by a Nom. (nā. paiti.iristō, nāirika. paiti.irista). 
 - Acc., Abl.: in 11.10a, 13a, 16a and 19a the preposition haca is followed in 
the same sentence either by an Abl. (nmāna , āϑra , apa , zəma , gao , uruuaraiiā ) 
or by an Acc. (narəm. a auuanəm, nāirikąm. a aonīm, str š, m ŋhəm, huuarə, 
anaγra. raoc , vīspa. vohu. mazdaδāta. a a.ciϑra). Although the use of the 
accusative can be explained as a repetition of the accusatives of V 11.1c, Av. haca + 
Acc. is attested in other Young Avestan texts (Bartholomae 1904 1752). 
 - Nom., Acc.: the preposition haca is accompanied by Acc. in 12.1c (haca + 
pitarəm, haca + mātarəm), 12.3b (haca + puϑrəm, haca + duγδarəm) and 12.5b 
(haca + xvaŋharəm, haca + brātarəm). Av. haca is also accompanied by Nom. in 




 To summarise, we observe that the preposition Av. haca is followed by 
nominative, accusative, genitive, instrumental and ablative. This use demonstrate 




 4.1.3. Attraction of cases 
 
Av. kąmci  appears instead of kasci  (Nom. Sing. Masc.) in kąmci . vā. 
taoxmanąm. para.iriϑiieiti (V 12.21a). The use of Av. kąmci  instead of the 
expected kasci  (Nom. Sing. Masc.) could be due to the anticipation of the Gen. Pl. 
ending of the following taoxmanąm. So it would be a corruption in the written 
transmission. However, Av. kąmci  + Gen. Pl. is used regardless of the expected 
ending of the indefinite in other passages of Vīdēvdād, like in V 8.2, 8.79, 9.32, 14.3 
and 18.71 kąmci . vā. hubaoiδitəmanąm. uruuaranąm “or of any one of the most 
aromatic plants” or in V 9.13 āa . hā. druxš. auuāstriieite. kąmci . vā. vacaŋhąm 
“And this Lie becomes weaker at every one of the words”. Because of this, it 
cannot be interpreted as a textual corruption. 
 The most likely explanation of this use has been proposed by de Vaan 
(2004). The ending –ąm in Av. aēšąm was reinterpreted as a Gen. Pl. ending and 
affected other pronominal stems. Hence in late Young Avestan Av. kąmci  and Av. 
ańiiąm (V 2.29, 2.37) were also understood as Gen. Pl.. After this reinterpretation, 
the ending of Av. ka- in the syntagm Av. ka- ci . vā + Gen. Pl. was attracted by 
this Gen. Pl., so that it became a fossilised syntagm Av. kąmci . vā + Gen. Pl. 
Subsequently kąmci  finally agreed with the Gen. Pl. and therefore was no more 
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 It seems that also in this passage haca + napō was attested, as the variant napō in K2, F10, T44 in 
the right margin, L1, T46, P1, L2 and L5 confirm. However, R3, E4, Mf2 and K9 show the correct 
naptō, so I agree with Geldner’s naptō in this case. 
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4.1.4. Verbal syntax 
 
With regards to verbs, there is no syntactic difference between their use in V 
10-12 and the rest of Young Avestan texts. The only verb worth-mentioning is Av. 
upa.mąnaiiąn in V 12.1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17 and 19. Although Geldner (1896) 
interpreted it as a corrupted variant of the optative Av. upa.mąnaiiən, due to the 
perseveration of ºąnº at the end of the word, this lectio difficilior finds no support 
in the manuscripts’ evidence of V 12, with the exception of some cases in the IndVS 
manuscript R278. Because of this, we cannot accept that all the variants 
upa.mąnaiiąn in V 12 are textual corruptions. They probably represent a correct 
subjunctive upa.mąnaiiąn. 
As Kellens (1984 269-271) observed, subjunctives are used in questions 
whenever a prescription is requested. They are frequent in direct questions in 
Vīdēvdād when they are introduced by Av. ka-, katāra- or cuuaṇt-. Consequently, 
as Av. upa.mąnaiiąn appears in a direct question introduced by , Geldner’s 





There is no difference between the nominal and verbal morphology of 
Young Avestan of V 10-12 and that of other Young Avestan texts. Regardless of 
the Old Avestan quotations present in these three fragard, each of the three 
genders, three numbers and eight cases are still preserved in the nominal 
morphology, although not all the cases in their three genders and numbers are 
attested in V 10-12. The dual number is surely attested only in V 10.18 pasu.vīra 
(Nom. / Acc. Du. Masc.), where we would expect the Dat. Du. Masc. 
pasu.vīraēibiia or pasubiia.vīraēibiia. 
Regarding verbal morphology, the three persons, two numbers (Sing., Pl.), 
only two tenses (Pres., Aor.), the five modes (Ind., Inj., Subj., Opt., Imper.) and 
two diathesis (Act., Mid.) are attested in V 10-12. Therefore, the dual and other 
tenses than the present and the aorist either lack in the verbal morphology of this 
stage of Young Avestan or they are simply unrepresented in these three fragard. 
The morphology of this Young Avestan is still rich enough to suppose that 
it was being simplified when V 10-12 was composed. Accordingly, the above 
mentioned syntactic divergences surely reflect the influence of Middle Iranian 
languages during the oral and eventually written transmission: 
 a) Gender: the neuter and the masculine replaced the feminine in some 
examples of V 10. This agrees with the indistinctness of gender in Middle Persian. 
 b) Number: singular and plural were not distinguished functionally in their 
nominative and accusative cases. This agrees with the morphosyntactic 
indistinctness of direct singular and direct plural cases in Middle Persian. 
 
These two isoglosses with Middle Persian and the fact that the preposition 
became more important than the case to mark circumstantial complements, which 
also agrees with Middle Persian, points to a possible influence of this language on 
the Young Avestan text of V 10-12. Thus, the apparent late uses of the Young 
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Avestan of V 10-12 would not be due to the composition, but to the influence of a 





Thematisation is the main feature common to the nominal and the verbal 
morphology of the Young Avestan of V 10-12. The progressive generalisation of 
the thematic inflection is reflected in two facts. On one hand, while in Old Avestan 
the genitive and ablative singular are not distinguished except in the thematic –a 
stems, in both Young Avestan and Old Persian the Abl. Sing. marker –  of the the 
thematic –a stems is extended to Abl. Sing. of the rest of nominal inflection 
(Skjærvø 2007b 854). On the other hand, old athematic declensions became 
progressively assimilated to a universal thematic paradigm. This process influenced 
even the pronominal declension. Moreover, some athematic verbs were 
progressively substituted by thematic paradigms. 
 Concerning thematisations of nominal and pronominal stems in V 10-12, 
they affect the noun vac- and the interrogative pronoun Av. kaiia-: 
- 10.3a, b, 7a, b, 11a, b, 15a (3), 16a, b, c, d, 17a, b: Av. vaca (Nom. Pl. 
Masc.), instead of the expected Nom. Pl. Masc. vacō (< vac-). 
- 10.3a, 7a, 11a: kaiia (Nom. Pl. Masc.) instead of the expected kaiie. 
This word is followed by the correct form aēte in all these passages, 
which excludes any influence of a following ending –a. cf. V 10.3b ime. 
aēte, where ime preserves the correct ending –e of its pronominal 
declension. 
  
 There are two cases of apparent thematisation: 
- V 12.1a: as Benveniste (1935 35) already observed, pitō (Nom. Sing. 
Masc.) is written instead of the expected pita, which however is attested 
in 12.3b. 
- V 12.9a, 11a: napō (Nom. Sing. Masc.) appears instead of the expected 
nap . 
 
 However, the fact that they were only found in the nominative points to 
another explanation. Concerning pitō, Panaino (2002 98) notices that in the Yašts 
the Nom. Sing. with –a of –tar- stems were confused with the thematic stems with 
–a already in the Sasanian (pre-)archetype. So they appear sometimes as Nom. 
Sing. with –ō. Therefore, the confusion is shared by Vīdēvdād and the Yašts and it 
can seemingly be ascribed to the transmission. 
 With regards to verbs, all the athematic verbs appear as such in V 10-12
21
, 
with only a single exception: 
- 10.2a, b, c, d, 3c, 5a, 7c, 9a, 11c, 13a, 11.4a, c, 5a, c, 6a, c, 7a: framrauua 
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 vid. pərənāne, mrao , həṇti, paiti.pərəne, aŋha , yaoždāite, yaoždaiϑīša, asti, yaoždaϑāni, bun, 
aŋhən, pərəne, āiti, stərənaēta, jaiṇti. 
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 Therefore, there are few examples of thematisation of nominal, pronominal 
and verbal paradigms in this stage of Young Avestan, in which athematic 
paradigms were still preserved as such. 
 
 
4.3. Phonetic adaptations of Old Avestan texts to Young Avestan 
 
 Phonetics in V 10-12 show no difference with regard to other Young 
Avestan texts, so that I will not deal with them in this chapter. The only feature of 
phonetics worth-mentioning in these fragard is the phonetic adaptations of Old 
Avestan texts to Young Avestan. 
The recitation of some Old Avestan texts is prescribed in V 10 and 11. For 
the most part, they are transmitted correctly in Old Avestan in the manuscripts. 
Sometimes, however, they do not appear in their original shape, but are adapted to 
Young Avestan phonetics in some manner. The existence of these Young Avestan 
adaptations could reveal either an old phenomenon in the oral performance and 
transmission or just a problem of written transmission in some Vīdēvdād 
manuscripts. 
As we will see, sometimes these adaptations are found together in the oldest 
PV, IndVS and IrVS manuscripts, so that they must go back to the pre-archetype 
of Vīdēvdād. In other cases, however, they are only found in later manuscripts, so 
that they must be regarded as a subsequent evolution in the written transmission. 
The adaptations going back to the pre-archetype of Vīdēvdād imply a 
number of problems. Provided that they are to be ascribed to the period of oral 
performance, they could imply that a Young Avestan version of the Old Avestan 
texts existed when Vīdēvdād was composed or even that these texts were no more 
recited in their Old Avestan shape. Thus, these adaptations would reflect the 
Young Avestan variant of that period. But then the question is why these texts are 
mostly transmitted correctly in Old Avestan, and why not all the whole Old 
Avestan quotations, but only to some isolated words, were adapted. 
In order to try to solve these problems, I will analyse the main Young 
Avestan adaptations I have identified in the Old Avestan quotations of V 10 and 
11. 
Old Avestan words in V 10 and 11 dressed in a Young Avestan garment can 
be grouped according to their consonantal or vocalic adaptations: 
a) Consonantal adaptations: 
They consist on the fricativisation of the intervocalic voiced stop –d- > –δ-, 
as we observe in the following cases: 
- 10.4: B2, T46 aniiaδacā instead of aniiadacā; B2, T46 daδəmahī instead of 
dadəmahī; B2 i ūiδiiāmahī and T46 i ūiδiiā.mahī instead of išūidiiāmahī; B2, 
T46 daδəmaide instead of dadəmaide; L1 huδāstimā, B2 huδāstəmā and T46 
huδāstəmā instead of hudāstəmā; B2, T46 fradaδāϑā instead of fradadāϑā. 
- 10.8: B2, T46 daδimahicā instead of dadəmahicā. 
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 vid. other Young Avestan examples of thematisation of athematic verbs in (Hoffmann & 
Forssman 1996 209, 217, 219). 
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- 11.6b: L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, 
P1, Br1, L2, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9 aδāiš instead of adāiš. 
 
Another example of Old Avestan consonantal adaptation to Young Avestan 
phonetics occurs seemingly with intervocalic *–h-. In such case, YAv. –ŋh- appear 
instead of OAv. –ṇgh-: 
- 10.4: B2, T46 m ŋhācā instead of m ṇghācā. 
 
The fricativisation of OAv. –d- > YAv. –δ- does not allow us to draw 
further conclusions about the period of composition, since fricativisation of voiced 
stops (intervocalic or not) occurs frequently through the written transmission. This 
is because the scribes surely could not differentiate fricatives and voiced stops in 
the pronunciation. Therefore, this fricativisation can be due to the transmission. 
The same can be said regarding the writing of YAv. –ŋh- instead of OAv. –
ṇgh- in B2, T46 m ŋhācā instead of m ṇghācā. On one hand, B2 and T46 are the 
only IndVS manuscripts that attest the full quotation and include this word. On 
the other hand, the confusion between ŋ and ṇg can be easily explained by the 
influence of the recitation, because actually they were not distinguished 
phonetically. Because of this, only one graphem, namely ŋ, was generalised and 
progressively substituted the old graphic distinction. As a matter of fact, the same 
generalisation of ŋ in medial and final position is also found in manuscripts of 
Yasna where no adaptation to Young Avestan is made, like those of the Sanskrit 
Yasna of Neryosangh (Geldner 1896 Prolegomena xxxi). So this adaptation can be 
explained as a mere graphic standardisation of ŋ during the written transmission. 
 
b) Vocalic and semivocalic adaptations: 
In V 10 and 11 they mostly concern the shortening of the Old Avestan long 
vowels and diphthongs in final syllable: 
- 10.4: B2, T46 vərəz ne instead of vərəz nē; B2, R278, P1, L2, G42, E4 . 
Mf2, K9 ahura instead of ahurā; B2 gaiiasca instead of gaiiascā; L4 
staotarasca instead of staotarascā; B2 ahura instead of ahurā. 
- 10.8: B2 yə instead of y . 
- 10.12: B2 jaṇtu instead of jaṇtū. 
- 11.4b: L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, 
T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 pafre instead of pafrē. 
- 11.4d: L4, P2, G34 . Br1, L2, E4 ahe instead of ahiiā. 
- 11.4d: D62, P2, K2, F10, B1, P10, M3 paoiriie; L1, P1 paōuruiie; B2, T46 
paōuruuiie; R278, Br1, L2 paouruiie; G42 paoiruiie; E4 paoruiie instead of 
OAv. xpaouruiiē. 
- 11.4d: YAv. pairi.jasāmaide instead of OAv. pairī.jasāmaidē. 
- 11.4d: L4 mazda instead of mazdā. 
- 11.5b, d: yazamaide instead of yazamaidē. 
- 11.6b: D62, P5, F10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 gauue 
instead of gauuōi. Only the variant gaōui in Mf2 and K9 points to the Old 
Avestan original form. 
- 11.7b: K2 . B2, T46 jaṇtu; E10 jantu instead of jaṇtū. 
- 11.7b: L4 nāiribiiasca instead of nāiribiiascā. 
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- 11.7d: Mf2 masata instead of masatā. 
 
In other cases the shortening is found in medial position, like in the 
following example: 
- 11.4b: bəṇduuō instead of b ṇduuō. The long vowel – - is only attested in 
L2 and FK1. 
 
Another frequent adaptation takes place in the simplification of the Old 
Avestan group *- - . We find it in the ending of the Gen. Sing. YAv. 
–ahe instead of the expected OAv. –ahiiā and in YAv. –īm instead of the expected 
OAv. – : 
- 10.4, 12: B2, T46 zaraϑuštrahe instead of OAv. zaraϑuštrahiiā or even 
Middle Av. zaraϑuštrahē. 
- 11.7b: zaraϑuštrahe instead of OAv. zaraϑuštrahiiā or even Middle Av. 
zaraϑuštrahē. 
- 10.12: L1, B2, T46 haiϑīm instead of haiϑii m. 
  
Concerning the Old Avestan long vowels and diphthongs in final syllable 
(and sometimes in medial position), they are usually well distinguished from the 
equivalent short vowels and diphthongs. Nevertheless, among all the cases found in 
V 10 and 11, the only shortenings shared by the oldest manuscripts of the three 
groups are those of V 11.4d (pairi.jasāmaide instead of pairi.jasāmaidē) and 11.5b, 
d (yazamaide instead of yazamaidē). Therefore, these isolated shortenings are also 
to be ascribed to the written transmission. 
 With regards to the simplification of the Old Avestan group *- -
, only zaraϑuštrahe, instead of OAv. zaraϑuštrahiiā or Middle Av. 
zaraϑuštrahē, in V 11.7b is shared by the oldest manuscripts of the three groups. 
This latter adaptation would be the only one that can be traced back to the 
pre-archetype of Vīdēvdād. In spite of the variant zaraϑuštrahe also being usual in 
the manuscripts in other Old Avestan texts, it cannot form the basis of the 
hypothesis of a Young Avestan version of the Old Avestan texts at the time when 
Vīdēvdād was composed. Therefore, all the phonetic adaptations of Old Avestan to 
Young Avestan in isolated words in V 10 and 11 must be regarded as later 
developments in the written transmission. 
 
 
To summarise, the Young Avestan language of V 10-12 does not differ 
substantially from that of other Young Avestan texts, neither in phonetics nor in 
morphology. Nevertheless, it attests some syntactic divergences: 
 
- Gender: feminines are substituted by masculines and neuters in two 
examples. 
- Number: singular and plural were not distinguished functionally in their 
nominative and accusative cases. This agrees with the morphosyntactic 
indistinctness of direct singular cases and direct plurals in Middle Persian. 
- Case: the nominative replaced other cases, especially the accusative. The 
vocative replaced the nominative in two examples, repeated in V 5. 
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 As far as verbal morphology is concerned, it is the same as in other Young 
Avestan texts. The fact that the dual and other tenses instead of the present and the 
aorist are not attested in these three fragard does not necessarily mean that they 
did not exist in the stage of Young Avestan of V 10-12. 
 Concerning syntax, these are the main features of the Young Avestan of V 
10-12: 
- Syntactic divergences in formulas are due to the compositional patterns of 
normative texts, not to the supposedly late or “corrupted” stage of the 
Young Avestan of V 10-12. 
- Postpositions were as such still preserved. Sometimes prepositions were 
redundantly used in V 10 to reinforce preverbs. 
- Use of unexpected cases with the Avestan preposition haca. Prepositions 
became more important than cases to mark circumstancial complements. 
 
 These partial results must be checked with the remaining fragard of 
Vīdēvdād and compared with other Young Avestan texts before drawing further 
conclusions. Nevertheless, in my opinion, the morphologic and syntactic data 
extracted from the analysis of V 10-12 can be laid as a provisional basis for further 
studies.  
 Concerning the relative chronology of V 10-12, I do not believe that it was 
composed when Parthian and Middle Persian were spoken. Conversely, I think 
that these uses are due to the western oral and eventually written transmission of 
the Avestan text of Vīdēvdād. In fact, if Parthian or Middle Persian would have 
been spoken when Vīdēvdād was composed, we would not expect so many correct 
uses in its Avestan text, which agrees with other Young Avestan texts. 
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C) THE PAHLAVI TRANSLATION OF V 12 
 
 
1. THE MANUSCRIPTS WITH PT OF V 12 
 
V 12 lacks in the old PV manuscripts. So no old PT of this fragard is 
preserved. Nevertheless, as far as I know, there are at least nine late PV 
manuscripts which attest a PT of V 12, namely K2, G25, R1, R3, F10, T44, T42, 
D66 and MU1. With the exception of T42, which is now under preservation at The 
First Dastur Meherji-rana Library in Navsarī and cannot be used, and Jāmāsp’s 




Theoretically, there are at least two different explanations for the presence 
of this PT in these manuscripts: either they preserve an old PT lost in the rest of 
manuscripts or it has been created in recent times. The first hypothesis seems very 
unlikely, because these manuscripts should continue a tradition different from the 
rest of all known PV manuscripts. However, as Cantera (2007b) and Cantera and I 
(2008) have recently demonstrated, at least two of them, namely K2 and T44, do 
stem from the oldest known PV manuscripts. K2 stems from K1, while T44 stems 
from L4, so that they clearly belong to the same tradition of the remaining 
preserved PV manuscripts. 
Thus, the second hypothesis, according to which these PTs were created in 
recent times, seems more likely. The making of new PTs must be explained in the 
frame of Dastur Jāmāsp Īrānī’s teaching and of the reformist schools stemming 
from it (Anquetil-Duperron 1771 1.326 ff.), (Cantera 2007b), (Cantera & Andrés-
Toledo 83-85). 
Because of a dispute between traditionalists and reformists concerning the 
use of the padām, the Dastur Jāmāsp Īrānī came from Kermān to Surat forty years 
before Anquetil wrote his travel report, that is, sometime in the 1720s. After 
resolving the dispute, he decided to check the current version of the PV used in 
Gujarat. He concluded that it was too long and not very accurate in several 
passages. In order to repair this situation he taught Avestan and Pahlavi to three 
Parsi Dasturs: Dārāb from Surat, Jāmāsp from Navsarī and a third one from 
Baruch, and also left in Surat a corrected PV manuscript. After he went back to 
Iran, his students continued teaching and correcting their PV manuscripts. The 
transmitted text of the PV manuscripts was thus corrected and not only under the 
influence of the Indian vulgata, as has often been stated, but also by collating other 
PV manuscripts.  
At least three different schools of copyists arose in Gujarat in the 18th and 
19th centuries, of which two were reformists: one started in Surat by Dastur Dārāb, 
the copyist of K2, and another started by Jāmāsp in Navsarī. The copyists of G25, 
G25a, F10 and T44 are to be ascribed to the reformist school of Navsarī. Both 
schools created a new exegetical and editorial movement which tried to stop the 
corruption of the Avestan written transmission and to correct the texts by means 
of additions, deletions, rearrangements, etc.  
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 Regarding D66, I have been able to collate only the PT of V 12.1-2. 
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In their attempt to fill the gaps in the old manuscripts, these reformist 
copyists seem to have created ex professo, together with other texts which will be 
analysed in this chapter, a new PT for V 12 by copying its Avestan text from a VS 






2. THE CREATION OF OTHER PTs IN THE PV MANUSCRIPTS 
  
V 12 is not an isolated case. In the old PV manuscripts there are some 
passages whose PT was lost during the written transmission or never existed. 
Hence, their PTs also lack in the remaining manuscripts stemming from them. 
However, some PV manuscripts preserve a PTs of these lost passages. 
As we will see, the PT of V 12, like other texts lacking in the old PV 
manuscripts, was created and inserted in the tradition of the PV in the frame of the 
reformist movement just mentioned, which probably stems from Dastur Jāmāsp 
Īrānī’s teaching. Therefore, we must analyse these new PTs of other passages and 
compare them with that of V 12. 
Among the manuscripts which attest the PT of V 12, R1 and R3 do not 
preserve the rest of the PV, and T42, D66 and MU1 cannot currently be studied. So 
only the manuscripts K2, G25 (only in its second volume, which includes V 12-22), 
F10 and T44 can be used for this comparison.  
I will analyse those passages whose PT was lost in the old PV manuscripts 
in order to elucidate the procedures that the new translators used when creating 
their own PTs. For this purpose, I will take into consideration Cantera’s (2007b) 
division of the types of omissions in the PV manuscripts and check how the scribes 
of these new manuscripts proceeded. 
 
 As Cantera (2007b 135 ff.) states, the PV manuscripts attest three kinds of 
omissions of PTs: 
1. The Avestan text present in the VS manuscripts is omitted in the PV 
manuscripts together with its PT. 
2. The Avestan text is included in the PV manuscripts, but it remains 
untranslated. 
3. The Avestan text of the VS manuscripts is included in the PV manuscripts 
and also its PT, but the PT of the foregoing clause is lacking. 
 
1. The Avestan text present in the VS manuscripts is omitted in the PV 
manuscripts and also its PT. 
In such case the copyists of K2, G25, F10 and T44 copied the Avestan text 
from a VS manuscript and rendered it into Pahlavi ex professo, as we observe in the 
following texts: 
- V 3.41: after spaiieiti. draošəm the oldest VS manuscripts attest spaiieiti. 
ẏātuγnəm (L1, T46, Mf2, K9), while others add (spaiieiti.) auuaγnəm (P1, L2, G42, 
E4, L5, B4)
24
. Neither the first text nor the second are included by Geldner (1896) 
in his edition, because the Avestan text as well as its PT lack in the PV manuscripts. 
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 L1 spaii.ēiti. ẏātuγnəm; T46 spaiiaēiti. yātuγnəm; P1 auuaγnəm. spaiiēiti. ẏātuγnəm; L2 spaiieiti. 
auuaγnīm. spaiieiti. yātuγnim; E4 spaiiaete. auua.ganəm. spiiaēiti. ẏātuγnim; L5 auuaγnəm. spaiiaete. 
yātu.ganəm; B4 spaiiaete. auuaganəm. spaiiaete. yātu.ganəm; G42 spaiieiti. auuaγnīm. spaiieiti. 
yātuγnīm; Mf2 spaiieiti. auuaγnīm. spaiieiti.ẏā.tuγnīm; K9 spaiieiti. ẏā. tuγnəm. vid. (Cantera under 
preparation D). 
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The second hand of K2a followed the first group of VS manuscripts, which 
only attests after spaiieiti. draošəm the Avestan text spaiieiti. ẏātuγnəm, copied this 
Avestan text and created a new PT for it: 
 
 
spaiiata. ẏātu.γnəm. <LMYTWN-yt yʾtwgnnk> 
 
The copyist of F10, however, followed the second group of VS manuscripts, 
namely those which attest the longer text (spaiieiti.) auuaγnəm. spaiieiti. ẏātuγnəm. 
He copied this Avestan text and left a blank, which was completed by the second 
hand of F10a with its PT: 
 
 
spaiiata. auua.γnəm. <LMYTWN-yt ʾytwn 
MHYTWN-tyh [ʾy H<NA> dʾnd AYḴ PWN 
KRA MNDOM y nywk ztyh LA YḆLWN-m 
BRA dʾnd
25
 AYḴ-š hdybʾlyh OḆYDWN-m 
krpk]> spaiiata. yātō.γnəm. <LMYTWN MN 
yʾtwk MHYTWN-tn'> 
 
The copyist of T44 added in the left margin the same Avestan text and a PT 
very similar to that of F10 and F10a: 
 
 
spiiaēti. auuaγnəm. <LMYTWN-yt ʾytwn 
MHYTWN-tyh [ʾy HN<A> dʾnnd AYḴ 
PWN KRA MNDOM y zt'yh kwnm ʾ-m 
krpk BRA HNA LA YḆLWN-m BRA HNA 
xdʾnnd AYḴ -š hdybʾlyh]> 
spiiaēti. yātu.γanəm <LMYTWN-yt yʾtwkyh 
MHYTWN-yt> 
 
With regards to their technique for the PT, all three could check the 
correspondence between Av. spaiieiti → Phl. <LMYTWN-yt> abganēd, because it 
is repeated in the foregoing passages, so that they only had to create a PT for Av. 
auuaγnəm and Av. ẏātuγnəm. Their PTs, however, are completely different. 
 The second hand of K2a created a pseudo-Pahlavi <yʾtwgnnk>, which 
seems to be an attempt to adapt Avestan phonetics into those of Pahlavi. The 
copyists of F10a and T44 in turn translated separately auua° and °γnəm, on one 
hand, and yātō° and °γnəm, on the other hand. Hence they rendered Av. auua° into 
Phl. <ʾytwn> and added to it Phl. <MHYTWN-tyh>. The result was pseudo-Phl. 
ēdōn zadīh, which obviously cannot be an old PT and makes no sense. Apparently 
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 <dʾnd AYḴ -š hdybʾlyh YHBWN-m krpk> in the left margin. 
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because of this, an explanatory gloss, modelled on the basis of the rest of glosses of 
V 3.41, was added. 
 The most important conclusions one may draw from the comparison 
between these PTs are that  
 a) they do not stem from a common source;  
 b) they have been created independently from different Avestan texts of VS 
manuscripts;  
 c) they show a different technique: K2a made a word adaptation, while F10a 
and T44 tried to interpret each word, misunderstood the dots and even added an 
explanatory gloss. 
  
- V 11.9e: after pərəne. +būšiiąsta. yā. darəγō.gauua, all the VS manuscripts 
attest pərəne. mūiδi. pərəne. kapastiš, but this text and its PT lack in the old PV 
manuscripts. In this occassion the copyist of K2 proceeded like in V 3.41, but he 
did not know how to render the Avestan words mūiδi and kapastiš into Pahlavi. 




pərəne. mūiδi. pərəne. kapstiš. ... <pwltynm 
/blank/ pwltynm /blank/ ...> 
 
 Conversely, the copyist of F10 omitted these Avestan words as well as their 
PT, but the second hand of F10a added all of them in the right margin: 
 
 
pərəne. mūiδa. pərəne. kapstiš. 
<pwltynm mwtk kʾltʾl pwltynm xkystwk> 
 
The copyist of T44 added the same PT of this Avestan passage, so that once 
again K2 differs from the group of F10 and T44: 
 
 
pərəne. mūiδa. pərəne. kapastiš. <pwltynm 




 Furthermore, K2 attests a different division of paragraphs. The Avestan text 
pərəne. mūiδi. pərəne. kapstiš. pərəne. pairik m ... is copied consecutively in K2 and 
its corresponding PT follows it, while in F10 and T44 we find the sequence Av. 
pərəne. mūiδa. pərəne. kapastiš + its PT + pərəne. pairik m ... + its PT. 
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 Regarding the PTs <mwtk kltʾl> and <xkystwk>, see the commentary to V 11.9. 
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- V 18.52-57: this passage is omitted in the old PV manuscripts, probably 
because of a loss of one folio in the copy from which L4 and K1 stem (Cantera 
under preparation D). Indeed, V 18 is completely disordered in L4 and K1.  
Among the innovative manuscripts, only F10 did not complete this passage. 
However, K2 and G25 attest in its right position the whole Avestan text together 
with its PT. In K2 we find: 
 
18.52. āa . hē. n ma. fr 
 
 
adaiϑiiāi. ātarə.dātəm. vā. ātarə.ciϑrim. vā. 
ātarə.zaṇtūm. vā. ātarə.daxiium. vā. k m.ci . vā. 
ātarə.dātan m. <AP-š ZK ŠM ʾtš prʾc dhšn'k ʾtš 
dʾt ʾywp ʾtš pytʾk ʾywp znd ʾywp dhšn' ktʾl-cʾy 
ʾywp ʾtš dʾtʾn' /blank/> 
 
18.53. sraošō. a iiō. drujim. apərəsa . apiiūxtā . 
paiti. vazarā . druxš. axāϑre. aiuuarəzəke. <slwš 
ʾhlwb'y dlwc pwrsyt BRA MN cygwnk AYḴ 
QDM wzl「nihā 」dlwc ʾhwʾlyh ʾw wlcšnk> 
kuta. aētaēš m. ar n m. tūiriiō. <ktʾl OLE-šʾn 
gwšnk tswm> 
 
18.54-55. āa . hē. hā. pati.dauuata. yā. daēuuī. 
druxš. sruša. a iia. huraoδa. <AP-š ZK 
ʾw' pshw dʾt MNW ŠDYA dlwc slwš ʾhlwb'y 
hwlst> 
hō. bāmā. mē. aētaēš m. tūiriiō. <ZK 
pwl L OLE-šʾn gwšnk tswm> 
ṇca.dasīm. saraδəm. 
frpatita. anaiβiiāsta. vā. anabadāstivā. pasca. 
tūirīm. gāmō.bairitīm. <MNW GBRA yẖky 
AHL MN 5 10 ŠNT plwptyt ʾnʾyywndyt ʾywp 
ʾn-BRA-dʾt AHL ZK tswm gʾm YḆLWN-šnk> 
ašarə. pascaiti. vaēm. yō. daē vaēm. 
auua.mauuāmahe. hizuuasca. piuuasca. 
xšiia.mana. pascaiti. <tyc AHL LNE bym 
MNW ŠDYA PWN ʾknyn' LNE BRA wnʾsym 
PWN ʾwcwʾn'c pyhwcšn' ŠLYTA AHL> 




<mlncynyt' ghʾn ʾst ʾwmnd ʾhlwb'y> 
yaϑa. zaṇda. yātuməṇta. mərəṇcaiti. <cygwn 




gaēϑ auuatīš. ašahe. <ghʾn ʾst ʾwmnd 
ʾhlwb'y> 
 
18.56. srušo im. apərə apiiū
paiti. vaza āϑre. aiuuarəzəke. 
<slwš ʾhlwb'y dlwc pwrsyt /blank/ QDM wzl 
dlwc ʾhwʾlyh ʾw wlcšnk> 
ciš. a he. asta. auzuuarəzəm. </blank/ ẔNE 
AYT LALA wlcšnk> 
 
18.57. āa . hē. hā. paiti.dauuata. yā. daēuuī. 
druxš. sruša. a iia. huruδa. <AP-š ʾw' ZK y pshw 
dʾt MNW ŠDYA dlwc slwš ʾšw' hwlst> 
naiciš. a he. asta. uzuuarəzəm. <LA ʾ-š ẔNE ʾst 
LALA wlcšnk> 
 
In G25 it is attested the following text: 
 
 
18.52 m. fradaiϑii . ātarə.dātəm. vā. 
ātarə.ciϑrəm. vā. ātarə.zaṇtūm. vā. ātarə.daxīūm. 
vā. k ə.dātahe. n m. <ʾytwn' ẔNE 
ŠM y prʾc bwltʾl ʾtwrm dʾt ʾywp ʾtwr ctl ʾywp ʾtwr 
znd ʾywp ʾtwr MTA ʾywp cyš-m-cʾy ʾtwr dʾt ŠM y 
[AYḴ ẔNE cygwn plznd BRA plšklt krtʾlyh LNE 
lʾd BRA ʾpspʾl ʾy spndrmt' bwnyk mynšn']> 
 
18.53. əm. apərə <slwš AHL 
ʾhlwb' dlwc pwrsyt [MN hwtk AYT MNW 
                                                 
27
 The first hand of K2 separated Av. mərəṇcaiti from Av. gaēϑ . astauuatīš. ašahe, left a blank for 
the first part and translated the second one. However, the second hand of K2a did not notice that 
Av. gaēϑ . astauuatīš. ašahe had been already translated and filled the blank after mərəṇcaiti with a 
PT from an Avestan text where Av. mərəṇcaiti was not separated from Av. gaēϑ . astauuatīš. ašahe 
by the PT. Because of this, the PT of Av. gaēϑ . astauuatīš. ašahe was copied twice. This is 
important to notice that the second hand of K2a compared the PT of K2 with another PT from a 
different manuscript which also completed the missing parts. Since none of our extant manuscripts 
attests exactly this PT here, it must stem from an unpreserved source. 
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ʾytwn' YMRWN-yt' AYḴ MN hyšm AYT 
MNW MN gnnʾgmynwg] 
<BRA MN ʾywcšn' wzl 
[AYḴ wzl HNHTWN-tn' ʾy pytʾkynyt' AYḴ 
hwstwkyh y PWN bym LA PWN hwstwkyh 
YHSNN-šn']> 
druxš. a āϑre. əuuaərzike. <AYḴ dlwc y ʾhwʾlyh 
[AYḴ nywkyh cʾnc ʾcš LOYT'] ʾwlcšn' [AYḴ 
MNDOM y plʾlwn LA wlcyḏ]> 
<ktʾl LK MN 
OLE-šʾn' gwšnʾn' tswm> 
 
18.54. āa . hē. hā. paiti.dauuata. yā. daēiuui. 
druxš. sraoša. a iia. huraoδa. <AP-š OL 




m. tūiriiō. <ZK pl MN 
OLE-šʾn' gwšnʾn' tswm> 
ika. pasca. paṇca.dasīm. sarədəm. 
frapatata. <MNW GBRA yyẖ AHL MN 15 ŠNT 
prʾc ʾwptyt' [AYḴ OḆYDWN-yt]> 
anaiβiiāsta. vā. ana.badāsta. vā. <BRA MN 
ʾnʾypyʾdʾt ʾywp BRA MN ʾ-YDOYTWN-tn> 
 
18.55. 
vaim. yō. daeuuae. 
auua.miūuuāmahe. hizuuasca. paiuuasca. 
xšaiiamana. pascaita. <AHL MN chʾl OD gʾmk 
tswm YḆLW<N>-šnyh [AYḴ tswm bʾl 
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yyẖ kʾlyh OḆYDWN-yt'] MN ZK tyc AHL 
LNE MNW ŠDYA [HWE-ʾm ʾywk bʾl LNE 
ʾpstn' YHWWN-m ʾ-š] PWN hm LNE BRA 
wnʾsym PWN ʾwzwʾn' pyhwcšn' ŠLYTA AHL> 
mərəṇgəṇti. giϑ ϑa. ziṇda. 
yātu.məṇta. mairiṇcaiti. gaeϑ  <BRA 
mlncynm gyhʾn' ʾstʾwmndʾn' ʾhlwb' lʾd AYḴ 
BRA mlncynm cygwn yʾtwk mynšn' gyhʾn' 
ʾstʾwmndʾn' ʾhlwb' lʾd MHYTWN-d [W 
mlncynd ZK cygwn L mlcnym L MNW ŠDYA 
W dlwc HWE-m]> 
 
18.56. əm. apərə  
<slwš ʾhlwb' dlwc pwrsyt' [MN hwtk AYT' 
MNW ʾytwn' YMRRWN-yt' AYḴ MN hyšm 




ʾywcšn' wzl [AYḴ wzl BRA HNHTWN-tn' ʾy 
KN pytʾkynyt' AYḴ hwstwkyh PWN bym LA 
PWN hwstwkyh YHSNN-šn']>  
druxš. a āϑre. əuuaərezike. <AYḴ dlwc y ʾhwʾlyh 
[AYḴ nywkyh cʾnc ʾcš LOYT'] ʾwlcšn' [AYḴ 
MNDOM plʾlwn LA wlcyḏ]> 
ərəzəm. <ME OLE PWN ZK 
AYT' LALA wlcšnyh> 
 
18.57. āa . hē. hā. paiti.dauuata. yā. daēuui. druxš. 
srao a. a iia. huraoδa. <AP-š OL OLE pshwynyt' 
MNW ŠDYA W dlwc y [AYḴ] slwš ʾhlwb' 
hwlwst> 
aoim. a he. asti. uzuuarəzəm. <ZK OLE PWN ZK 
AYT' LALA wlcšnyh> naiciš. a he. asti. 










hē. n mi. fradaiϑii . <ʾytwn' ẔNE ŠM LNE lʾd 
prẕnd BRA YHBWN-ʾt> 
ātarə.dātəm. vā. ātarə.ciϑrəmvā. ātarə.zaṇtūm. 
vā. ātarə.da iium. vā. k
ātarə.dātan mi. <MNW ŠM y OLE ʾtwr' dʾt 
ʾywp ʾtwr' chʾl ʾywp ʾtwr znd ʾywp ʾtwr' 
YHBWN ʾywp ktʾl-c-ʾy ʾtwr' dʾt ŠM [prẕnd 
LNE lʾd BRA YHBWN-ʾt]> 
 
18.53. sraoš ərə ū
āϑre. əuuarəzike. kō. tē. 
šn iō. 
 
18.54. āa . hē. hā. paiti.dauuaita. yā. daēuuī. 
druxš. sraošahe. a iia. huraoδa. hō. bāmē. 
aēta m. aršn m. tūiriiō.  
 
 The comparison between these three texts brings some interesting results. 
T44 did not preserve the same Avestan text as K2 and G25. Since its Avestan text is 
not the same, obviously it was copied from a different VS manuscript. 
It is also noteworthy that K2 and G25 did not show the same division of 
paragraphs as that of T44. K2 and G25 agree in V 18.52 and 18.57, while only T44 
deviates from their common division in 18.52. Nevertheless, the former 
manuscripts disagree in the rest of completed passages. For instance, in 18.53 K2 
attests the sequence Av. sraošō. ... aiuuarəzəke + its PT + Av. kuta. ... tūiriiō + its 
PT, while in G25 we find Av. srao ō. ... apərəsa  + its PT + Av. apaiiuxtā . paiti. 
vazrā  + its PT + Av. druxš. a āϑre. əuuaərzike + its PT + Av. kō. tē. ... tūiriiō + its 
PT. Also a different division is found in 18.54-56. However, we must take into 
account that K2 usually divided the paragraphs differently in the rest of Avestan 
and Pahlavi texts of Vīdēvdād, so that this fact by itself does not demonstrate that 
it stems from a different source. 
 
 Concerning the PT, there are also two groups of manuscripts. The PTs of 
K2 and G25 are very similar and differ from that of T44.  
Despite their similarity, the PTs of K2 and G25 are slightly different. On 
one hand, the scribe of G25 went one step farther than that of K2, because he 
completed the blanks of K2 and even added glosses to the PT. In this regard, it is 
closer to the PT of T44, which also adds glosses. On the other hand, their 
particular mistakes in the PT of some Avestan words can hardly be traced back to a 
common source. Instead they rather indicate that their scribes were making a 
different version of a common PT. Accordingly, innovative but mistaken PTs are 
found independently in K2 and G25. Let’s see some examples: 
a) Wrong PTs because of the dots: in 18.55 in K2, the Avestan numeral 
paṇca.dasīm was rendered not by Phl. <15>, but by <5 10>. The same is found in 
18.52 in G25, where Av. ātarə.dātahe.n m was rendered into Phl. <ʾtwr dʾt ŠM> 
ādur-dād-nām instead of Phl. <*ʾtwr dʾtʾn> ādur-dādān, or in 18.55 in G25, where 
Av. yātu.məṇta was rendered into Phl. <yʾtwk mynšn'> and °məṇta was wrongly 
connected with Av. man- “to think”. 
b) Wrong interpretation of an Avestan word deviating from their usual PT:  
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- Av. ātarə.daxiium → Phl. <dhšn'> in 18.52 in K2 (besides the omission of 
the PT of the first element of the compound ātarə°, Av. da hu- “country” has been 
confused with Phl. dahišn “creation”). 
- Av. zaṇda → Phl. <zywndyh> zīndīh in K2 in 18.55, but → Phl. 
<MHYTWN-d> zanēd in G25. 
- Av. k  → pseudo-Phl. <cyš-m-c-HD> in G25 in 18.52, where the 
Avestan word has been dismembered as k -m-c-i  and readapted as pseudo-Phl. 
čiš-am-iz-ē. 
- Av. naiciš → pseudo-Phl. <LA ME ʾ-š> nē čē ā-š in 18.57 in G25, which is 
an attempt of morphologic analysis, but a syntactic aberration. 
 
 Therefore, it is clear that the PTs of K2 and G25 belong to a different group 
than that of T44 and where made from the Avestan text of different VS 
manuscripts. Nevertheless, G25 went one step farther and completed the blanks of 
K2 and even added glosses lacking in K2. Moreover, it innovated and made 
mistaken PTs which cannot be traced back to a PT common to K2. 
 
- V 19.41-44: the PV manuscripts omit the Avestan text from 19.41 after the 
words mərə  to 19.44 aŋrō. xmańiiuš, and its corresponding PT. 
In G25 this passage lacks too. However, K2, F10 and T44 attest the complete 
Avestan and Pahlavi texts placed in their right position. 
In K2 there are many blanks in the PT which have been completed by the 
second hand of K2a: 
 
 
19.41. ... nazdištā . da hāuuō. yaoždāϑriiā . 
haca. frakarai. frakara.nōi . vāstri. vərəziiōi . 
pasuš. arəϑəm. gauua. arəϑəm. <nzdštʾn 
MTA-ʾn' ywšdʾslynyt MN prʾc klyn krt' ʾprʾc 
prʾc kltnyy wʾstl wlcynšnk pʾh'' hwlšnk 
gwspn<d> hwlšnk /blank/> 
 
19.42. 
nizbaiimi. karō. masiiō. upāpō. bun. jafran m. 
vairiian m. <BRA KRYTWN-m gl msʾy ʾw' 
ʾpʾn' bwn zplʾn' kʾmk hnd /blank/> 
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nizbaiiami. mərəzu. pōuru. aδātō. yōi.δištō.  
mainiiuu . dām n. sauuaŋhe. tiš. nizbaiiami. 
hapta. srauuō. bāmiia. hauu ŋhō. puϑr ŋhō. 
pusuu ŋhō. bauuaṇti. <KRYTWN-m /blank/ pwl 
hwtʾdʾt MNW dšt mynwgʾn' dʾmʾn swtynyt'  
ZK KRYTWN-m hpt sl [AYḴ hpt kyšwwl]
28
 




fradauuata. vīdauuata. framainiiata. 
vī.mainiiata. aŋrō. mainiiaoš. pōuru.mahrkō. <prʾc 
gwwyt BRA gwwyt prʾc mynynyt BRA mynynyt 
gnʾmynwg pwl mlg 
/blank/> 
 
daēuuan m. daēuuō. aṇdrō. daeuuō. saōuru. 
daēuuō. n ŋhiϑīm. d 
 
 
aēuuō. taōuruui. zaraca. aēšmaēm. xrūīdrūm. 
aγatašəm. daēum. zii m. daēuuō.dātəm. 
<ŠDYA-ʾn' xŠDYA W ʾndl dyw W swl dyw'  
nʾngt dyw' W tʾlyk W zʾlyk hšm hlwydlwhš 
ʾγtš dyw ẕmstʾn'-c ŠDYA-ʾn dʾt /blank/> 
iϑ əm. zauruua. daožd .fəδarō. 
kərənōiti. buiti. daēuuō. driβiš. daēuuō. daiβiš. 
daēuuō. kasuuiš. daēuuō. paitiš. daēuuō.  
daēuuan m. daēuuō.təmō. 
<syc W mwd zlmʾnnyh dwzd pyt klynyt bwt' 
dyw dlwyš dyw tndyh dyw kswk dwy pytʾk 




daēuuō. uiti. dauuata. hō. yō. dužd . aŋrō. 
mainiiuš. pōuru.mahrkō. ... 
... 
<ŠDYA-ʾn' QDM ʾw' dywʾn' MNW dwš dʾnʾk 





                                                 
28
 K2a was copying from a PT similar to those of F10 and T44, because it includes a gloss. As we 
have already observed, K2 usually omits the glosses, while the manuscripts from Navsarī included 
many of them. 
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In F10 there are three blank pages, but the second hand of F10a completed 
this large omission with the whole Avestan and Pahlavi texts placed in their correct 
position: 
 
19.41. ... nizdištā . dai hāuuō. yaoždāϑriiā . 
haca. frakari. frakərənaō . vāstaria. vərəziiaōi . 
pasuš. arəϑəm. gauue. arəϑəm. <nyzlyš ŠDYA 
MN nzdyyk y kyšwl y ywšdʾslgl BRA 
YATWN-yt prʾc kwnšn'yh prʾc kwnyt [AYḴ 
pyhw OḆYDWN-d xnẕdst OZLWN-yt] W 
wʾstlywš [AYḴ bwlcygl xywltʾk
29
 kyšwcʾl] 
OḆYDWN-yt pʾh hwlšn' lʾd W TWRA 
[gwspnd] hwlšn' lʾd> 
 
19.42. nizbaiiemi. karō. masiiō. upāpō. bun.  
jafran m. vairiian m. <BRA KRYTWN-m 
knʾl y ms MYA bwnd zwpl y wlʾn'> 
nizbaiiemi. mərəzu. zpouruuō. aδātō. yūiδištō. 
mainuu . dām n. <BRA KRYTW<N>-m 
ʾmwlcytʾl pwl hwtʾyh MNW hw-hwʾdšn' 
mynwgʾn' dʾmʾn' [ʾrtw<h>št' ʾmhrspnd]> 
bnizbaiiemi. hapta. sruuō. bāmiia. 





huu ŋhō. puϑr ŋhō. pusuu ŋhō. frabauuṇti.  
(19.43.) 
fradauuaiti. vīdauuata. framniieiti. vīmainiieiti. 
aŋrō. mainiiəuš. pouru.mahrkō. <ʾhw' ʾwmnd  
W pwslʾn' ʾwmnd W pwš ʾwmnd YHWWN-d 
prʾc hw-hwʾdšn' W ywdt hwʾdšn' W prʾc 
mynšn' W ywdt mynnšn' OḆYDWN-m 
gnʾkmynwg pwlmlg lʾd> 
daēuuan m. daēuuō. <ŠDYA-ʾn' ŠDYA> 
aiṇdarō. daeuuō. <ʾndl ŠDYA [MNW dwšmn y 
ʾrtwhšt AYT']> 
sauru.daēuuō. <sʾwwl ŠDYA [MNW dwšmn y 
štrywr AYT']> 
n ŋhaiϑīm. daeuuō. <nʾn'ghʾyt' ŠDYA [MWN 
dwšmn y spndrmt AYT']> 
tauruua. zairica. <tʾlyc W zʾlyc ŠDYA lʾd  
[MNW dwšmn y hwrdt W ʾmwrdt AYT']> 
aēšməm. xruuīm.draom. <hyšm y hlwyk dlwš 
lʾd> 
aγtišəm. daeum. <ʾktyš ŠDYA [MNW dwšmn 
y tyl AYT'] lʾd> 
zaii m. daeuuō.dātəm. <ẕmstʾn' 
  
                                                 
29
 Written <ywlδʾ>. 
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ŠDYA-ʾn dt lʾd> 
aiϑiiaejō. marəšaonəm. <syc nyhʾn lwbšnyh lʾd 
[AYḴ ʾstwydʾt']> 
zauruui. dužd fəδrō. kərənaoiti. <zwlwʾn' 
SLYA OḆYDWN'-yk lʾd> 
buiti. daeuuō. <bwt ŠDYA lʾd> 
dariβiš. daeuuō. <splk ŠDYA lʾd>  
daiβiš. daeuuō. <plyptʾl ŠDYA lʾd> 
kasuuiš. daeuuō. <kswyš ŠDYA [AYḴ KYNA]  
lʾd> 
paitiš. udaeuuō. <bwsʾsp ŠDYA lʾd> 




daeuua. uiti. daeuuata. <ʾn' ŠDYA SLYA 
hwʾdšn' gwpt> 
hō. yō. dužd . <OLE AYT' dwš dʾnʾk> 
aŋhrō. mainiiəuš. paouru.mahrkō. <gnʾk 
mynwg pwlmlg [gwpt hmʾy ŠDYA-ʾn' lʾd]> 
 
 
 T44 attest the same text as F10a also in its correct position: 
 
 
19.41. ... nizdištā . dai hāuuō. yaoždāϑriiā . 
haca. frakərə. frakairinōi . vāstra. vərəziiōi . 
pasuš. arəϑəm. gauua. arəϑəm. <nyzlyš 
ŠDYA MN ḆYN nzdyk y kyšwl y ywšdʾslgl 
BRA YATWN-yt prʾc kwnšnyh prʾc kwnyt 
[AYḴ pyhw' OḆYDWN-d xnẕdst OZLWN-
yt] W wʾstlywš [AYḴ bwlcygl ywltʾk kyšwcʾl] 
OḆYDWN-yt pʾh hwlšn' lʾd W TWRA 










19.42. nizbaiiaemi. karō. masiiō. upāpō. bun.  
jafran m. vairiian m. <BRA KRYTWN-m 
knʾl y ms MYA bwnd zwpl y wlʾn'> 
nizbaiiaemi. mərəzu. pōuru. aδātō. yūiδaštō. 
mainuu . dām n. <BRA KRYTWN-m 
ʾmwlcytʾl pwl hwtʾyh MNW hw-hwʾdšn' 
mynwgʾn' dʾmʾn' [ʾrtwhšt' ʾmhrspnd]> 
nizbaiiaemi. hapta. sruuō. bāmiia. 
<BRA KRYTWN-m hpt srdʾl y bʾmyk lʾd> 
huu ŋhō. puϑr ŋhō. pasuu ŋhō. bauuaṇti. 
(19.43.) 
fraduuaiti. vīduuaita. framainiiaeti. 
vīmainiiaeta. aŋrō. mainiiūš. paouru.mahrkō. 
<ʾhw' ʾwmnd W pwslʾn' ʾwmnd pws ʾwmnd
30
 
YHWWN-d prʾc hw-hwʾdšn' W ywdt hwʾdšn' 
ʾwmnd W prʾc mynšn' W ywdt mynšn' 
OḆYDW<N>-m gnʾkmynwg pwlmlg lʾd> 
daēuuan m. daēuuō. <ŠDYA-ʾn' ŠDYA> 
aiṇdarō. daeuuō. <ʾndl ŠDYA [MNW dwšmn y 
ʾrtwhšt AYT']> 
sauru.daēuuō. <sʾwwl ŠDYA 
 
 
[MNW dwšmn y štrywr AYT]> 
ϑīm. daeuuō. <nʾn'hʾyt' ŠDYA [MWN 
dwšmn y spndrmt AYT']> 
tauruua. zairica. <tʾlyc W zʾlyc ŠDYA lʾd  
[MNW dwšmn y hwrdt W ʾmwrdt AYT']> 
 aēšməm. xruuī.draošm. <hyšm y hlwyk 
dlwš lʾd> 
aγtišəm. daeum. <ʾktyš ŠDYA [MNW dwšmn 
y tyl AYT'] lʾd> 
zii m. daeuuō.dātəm. <ẕmstʾn' ŠDYA-ʾn dt  
lʾd> 
aiϑiiaejō. marəšaonəm. <syc nyhʾn' lwbšn' lʾd 
[AYḴ ʾstwydʾt]> 
zauruua. dužd fəδrō. kərənaoita. <zwlwʾn' 
SLYA OḆYDWN'-yk lʾd> 
buita. daeuuō. <bwt ŠDYA lʾd> 
dariβiš. daeuuō. <splk ŠDYA lʾd>  
daiβiš. daeuuō. <plyptʾl ŠDYA lʾd> 
kasuuiš. daeuuō. <kswyš ŠDYA [AYḴ 
 xKYNA] lʾd> 
paitiš. daeuuō. <bwsʾsp ŠDYA lʾd> 
daeuuan m. daeuuō.təmō. daeuuō 
 
 
                                                 
30
 <pws ʾwmnd> in the right margin. 
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<ŠDYA-ʾn' ŠDYA gwhlykyh lʾd> 
 
19.44.  
daeuua. uita. dauuata. <ʾn' ŠDYA SLYA  
hwʾhyšn' gwpt> 
<OLE AYT dwšdʾnʾk> 
a  <gnʾk mynwg 
pwlmlg [gwpt hmʾy ŠDYA-ʾn' lʾd]> 
 
 
In this passage, all these manuscripts preserve the same Avestan text with 
only some textual variants. Once again, the division of paragraphs of K2 differs 
from that of F10a and T44. While K2 attests the sequence Av. nizbaiimi. karō. ... 
vairiian  + PT + Av. nizbaiiami. mərəzu. ... bauuaṇti + PT in V 19.42, in F10a 
and T44 we find Av. bnizbaiiemi. karō. ... vairiian  + PT + Av. nizbaiiemi. 
mərəzu. ... dāmąn + PT + Av. nizbaiiemi. hapta. sruuō. bāmiia + PT + Av. 
huu ŋhō. ... frabauuṇti + PT. Also in 19.43 and 44 the division of paragraphs in K2 
differs from that of F10a and T44, but, as mentioned before, this is usual in K2. It 
therefore does not by itself demonstrate that its text stems from a different source. 
With regards to the PT, K2 disagrees from the common PT of F10a and 
T44. While the latter ones share some innovations, K2 attests other ones which 
clearly demonstrate that it does not stem from their common source: 
a) Wrong PTs because of the dots: the scribe of K2 wrongly analysed Av. 
frakərənao  as Av. frakara.nōi  in V 19.41, surely influenced by the preceding word 
frakarai, and misunderstood it as Av. frakara + the negative adverb nōi . Hence he 
rendered Av. frakarai into Phl. <prʾc krt'> and made a literal equivalence in Av. 
frakara.nōi  → pseudo-Phl. <prʾc kltnyy>, where <kltnyy> represents <klt> + the 
PT <ny> nē, that is, the Pahlavi negative adverb. The same is found in Av. yōi.δištō 
instead of Av. yūiδištō in 19.42. He divided it by a dot and interpreted that yōiº was 
the relative pronoun, so that he rendered this Avestan word into pseudo-Phl. 
<MNW dšt>. 
b) Deviations from the usual PT: 
- Av. upāpō: in K2 it is not rendered into Phl. ābīg in V 19.42, as usual, but 
into Phl. <ʾw' ʾpʾn'> ō ābān. Obviously the Pahlavi translator of K2 segmented the 
word as Av. upa + āpō → Phl. ō ābān. Although his interpretation is 
morphologically correct, it disagrees with the rest of PTs, so that it must be 
considered as an innovation and therefore not as an old PT. 
- Av. karō. masiiō: wrongly translated by <gl msʾy> gar masāy “mountain-
sized” in V 19.42. 
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- Av. vīº: in 19.43 the Avestan preverb vīº was wrongly equated with the 
New Persian verbal prefix bi-, so that it was translated as Phl. <BRA> bē in Av. 
vīdauuata → Phl. <BRA gwwyt> bē gōwēd and Av. vī.mainiiata → Phl. <BRA 
mynynyt> bē menēnēd. 
- Av. dauuata: in 19.44 he misunderstood this Avestan verb and rendered it 
into Phl. <dywʾn'> dēwān “demons”. 
 
On the other side, F10a and T44 share a PT which clearly stems from a 
common source, as we can observe in their interpretation of some Avestan words. 
For instance, in V 19.42 both of them translated the Avestan thematic ending of 
Nom. Pl. - ŋhō of Av. huu ŋhō. puϑr ŋhō. pusuu ŋhō by means of Pahlavi suffix –
ōmand. This is surely due to the confusion with the Avestan suffix –uuah-, which 
is usually translated as Phl. –ōmand, in Av. huu ŋhō and pusuu ŋhō. Moreover, 
they agree in some mistaken or innovative PTs: 
- Av. upāpō: the Pahlavi translators of F10a and T44 only understood ºāpō, 
so that they translated it as Phl. <MYA> āb. 
- Av. karō: in 19.42 it was interpreted as Phl. <knʾl> kanār. 
- Av. bun: in the same passage was misunderstood as Phl. <bwnd> bawand. 
- Av. sruuō “horns”: in 19.43 it was wrongly rendered into Phl. <srdʾl> sālār 
“authority”. 
- Av. uiti “so, thus”: in 19.44 they confused this Avestan adverb with the 
Pahlavi adjective <SLYA> wad “bad”. 
 
Therefore, it is evident that the PT of K2 does not belong to the same 
common tradition of those of F10a and T44. 
 
 
2. The Avestan text is included in the PV manuscripts, but it remains 
untranslated. 
 Sometimes an Avestan text extant in the old PV manuscripts just lost its PT 
through its written transmission. These omissions were usually supplied by a 
newly made PT in K2, F10 and T44, as we can see in the following passages: 
- V 11.9c: in the sequence pərəne. hąm.raēϑβəm. pərəne. paiti.raēϑβəm. 
pərəne. xrū. pərəne. xruuiγni. pərəne. būiδi. pərəne. būiδiža. pərəne. +kuṇda. pərəne. 
kuṇdiža all the PV manuscripts omit the PT of pərəne. xrū. ... pərəne. kuṇdiža. 
Only in K2 we find an attempt of PT. The copyist of K2 wrote the Avestan text, 
translated twice Av. pərəne → Phl. <pwltynm> purdēnam and left a blank to 
translate the Avestan words he did not understand. Afterwards he copied the PT of 
the following Avestan text, which is attested in all the PV manuscripts with its PT. 
This can be deduced by the fact that he copied the gloss in this PT, while he usually 
omitted all the glosses and commentaries embedded in the PT. 
 
 
<pwltynm /blank/ pwltynm /blank/ ...> 
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On the contrary, the copyists of F10 and T44 simply omitted the PT, like 
the rest of PV manuscripts. 
 
 
3. The Avestan text of the VS manuscripts is included in the PV manuscripts 
together with its PT, but the PT of the foregoing clause is lacking. 
In this case, the copyists of K2, F10 and T44 only needed to create ex 
professo the PT of an extant Avestan text: 
- 15.8: the PT of a  and the following Avestan text 
paiti. irišiieiti is lacking in all the PV manuscripts. They are also missing in T44, but 
in K2 the Avestan text a together with its PT and the following 
Avestan text were added by the second hand of K2a: 
 
 
<HT MN ZK BRA lyš'yt> 
ṇti 
 
 The same is found in G25: 
 
 
<HT MN ZK BRA lyšt 





 In G25 the following Avestan text is lacking. Moreover, Phl. <lyšt> has 
been misunderstood as Phl. rasēd, as the gloss with the Pahlavi verb <YATWN-
yt> rasēd demonstrates. 
In F10 the same PT and gloss and the omission of the same Avestan text as 
in G25 are found. However, a second hand has added the Avestan text in the left 
margin: 
 
<HT MN ZK BRA lyšyt' [AYḴ BRA 
YATWN-yt AHL BRA YMYTWN-yt]> 




- 15.21-22: the PT of vīspəm. ā. a ā ϑrāϑəm. kərə
spāna. uz.jasąn in 15.21 and the Avestan text əϑrəm. baraiti of the 
beginning of 15.22 lack in all the PV manuscripts, including T44. In K2, however, 
the PT is written in its right place, while the following Avestan text is supplied by 
the second hand of K2a around the text in this folio: 
 
 
<hmʾk MN ZK srdʾlyh kwnd> aita ẏō. 
ϑrəm. baraiti. 
<OLE-šʾn' ʾ-š MNW KLBA kk LALA lsyt 
MNW ...> 
 
 In G25 the PT is present and the following Avestan text is omitted, but the 
second hand of G25a added it in the right margin: 
 




 In F10 a PT similar to that of G25 is present, but the following Avestan text 
is lacking and was not suplied by a second hand: 
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<AP-š hmʾk MN ZK y srdʾlyh bld> 
 
 
- 18.5-6: the PT of 18.5 mā. dim. mruii . āϑrauuanəm. uiti. mrao . ahurō. 
mazd . āi. a āum. zaraϑuštra and the Avestan text of 18.6 təm. dim. mruii . 
āϑrauuanəm. uiti. mrao . ahurō. mazd . āi. a āum. zaraϑuštra are not preserved in 
the old PV manuscripts. In this case, G25 and T44 do not attest the PT of the 
Avestan text of 18.5, but they do preserve the Avestan text of 18.6. On the 




<... AL ʾn' lʾd YMRWN ʾslwk OLE-šʾn gwpt 
ʾwhrmẕd ʾy ʾhlwb'y zlwšt> 
 
 Only F10 attests the PT of 18.5 and the following Avestan text of 18.6: 
 
<OLE lʾd YMRWN-yḏ ʾslwn'yh hwʾdšn gwpt 
ʾwhrmẕd AYḴ HNA ʾhlwb' zltwhšt yt> 
tim. dim. mruii . āϑrauuanəm. uiti. mrao . 
ahurō. mazd . āi. a āum. zaraϑuštra 
 
 
To summarise, this is the scheme of the completed passages in each 
manuscript: 
 
 K2 G25 F10 F10a T44 
3.41 PT  PT + comm.  PT + comm. 
11.9c PT with 
blanks 
 lacking  lacking 
11.9e PT with 
blanks 
 lacking PT PT 
15.8 PT PT + comm. PT + comm.  lacking 
15.21-22 PT PT PT  lacking 
18.5 PT lacking PT  lacking 
18.52-57 PT PT lacking  partially 
19.41-44 PT with 
blanks 
lacking lacking (3 
blank pages) 
PT + comm. PT + comm. 
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The copyists of K2, G25, F10 and T44 were aware of the gaps in the old PV 
manuscripts and tried to supply them in order to correct the transmitted text. The 
most evident example of it is found in the creation of the PT of V 12, but, as we 
have observed, this is not an isolated case. In my opinion, this attempt to correct 
the old tradition of the PV stems from Jāmāsp Īrānī’s teaching and is to be inserted 
in the frame of a reformist movement.  
With regards to the new manuscripts studied in this chapter, it is 
represented by at least two different schools: that of Surat and that of Navsarī. K2 
is to be placed in the first one. It is also the only manuscript which tries to fill every 
gap in the written transmission. Furthermore, when its scribe was not sure about 
how to render some specific Avestan words, he left a blank. Moreover, his 
translation was more inaccurate, did not add glosses and it is completely different 
from those of the manuscripts of Navsarī. 
On the contrary, the manuscripts written in Navsarī, namely G25, F10(a) 
and T44 did not fill so many gaps. Furthermore, they even added some glosses and 
brief explanations not found in K2 (with the only exception of the second hand of 
K2a, which surely copied them from a manuscript similar to those of Navsarī). 
Moreover, the PTs of F10 and T44 are very similar and differ from that of K2, so 
that it is obvious that they do not stem from a common source. Since they are not 
old and do not stem from the same source, obviously they were created ex professo 
separately. 
Among the manuscripts written in Navsarī, G25 must be placed in an 
intermediate position. Indeed, it usually agrees with K2, but also completes the 
blanks of K2 and even added glosses lacking in K2. In this regard, it is closer to the 
tradition of Navsarī. Moreover, G25 innovated and made mistaken PTs which 
cannot be traced back to the PT of K2. Because of this, G25 could have been 
influenced by both traditions, namely that of Surat and that of Navsarī. 
 
As we will observe, these data also fit the PT of V 12. Indeed, each reformist 
school chose its own way, expressed by two main kinds of PTs, which I have 
edited as A and B respectively. The former was made by the reformist school of 
Surat, represented by K2 and the manuscripts which stem from it or were more 
influenced by its PT, while the latter one is to be ascribed to the reformist school of 
Navsarī (F10 and T44). 
This division is confirmed by the stemmatics of V 12, so that I will analyse it 







3. STEMMA CODICUM OF V 12 IN THE PV MANUSCRIPTS 
 
As mentioned above, at least nine manuscripts (K2, G25, R1, R3, F10, T44, 
T42, D66 and MU1) include a PT of V 12. In order to establish the relations 
between them in a stemma codicum, firstly we must extract the main data about 
them from their colophons and afterwards compare them with their shared errores 
significativi. 
K2 has no colophon. However, according to Rask’s information 
(Westergaard 1852 6), K2 was copied by Dastur Dārāb from an exemplar brought 
from Persia by Dastur Jāmāsp Īrānī, so that it would be close to Anquetil’s visit to 
India in the 18th century. 
G25 was copied by Mobed Tehmur Nawruz Mobed Rustam Sanjana in 
Navsarī in 1163 A.Y. (1794 A.D.). However, we have no information about the 
copyist of G25a, the second hand which wrote V 12. 
F10 was completed by Dastur Sorabji Kavasji Sorabji Meherji-rana in 
Navsarī in 1.2.1872 Saṁvat (1st volume) and 14.10.1872 Saṁvat (2nd volume), that 
is, 1815 A.D. However, V 12 with its PT has been added by a more recent second 
hand at the end of the second volume.  
T44 was completed by Mobed Sohrāb Dastur Frāmroz Sohrāb Rustom 
(Meherji-rana) in 1210 (in letters) or 1208 (in numbers) A.Y. (1841 or 1839 A.D.). 
In T44 the 12th fragard was written by the same hand, but was added at the end of 
the manuscript.  
According to Dhabhar (1925 125), T42 was written by Sorab Framji Sorab 
Rustom Maneck Mehernosh Kaekobad Meherji-rana from a manuscript of Mobed 
Rustom Mobed Behram Sanjana, and completed on the day Ohrmazd of the 
month Day 1224 A.Y. (1855 A.D.). Like in T44, the 12th fragard is added at the end 
of the manuscript by the same hand. 
The rest of manuscripts, namely D66, MU1, R1 and R3, attest no colophon. 
D66, now preserved at the K. R. Cama Oriental Institute of Mumbai, is the fourth 
volume of Dhabhar’s (1923a 49-50) manuscript 70 in the Mulla Feroz Library. 
According to Dhabhar’s information, the volumes of 70 were written by Dastur 
Edalji Darabji Sanjana. 
According to Jāmāsp (1907 xxii), the 267 folios of MU1 were written by 
Dastur Sōhrābjī Frāmjī Mehrjī-Rānā of Navsarī about 75 years before the 
publication of his book, that is, about 1832 A.D. According to Jāmāsp’s (1907) 
critical notes to V 12, it includes the same glosses and variants such as F10, so that 
it is very close to this manuscript. 
According to a note in New Persian at the beginning of V 12 in R1, we 
know that it was copied from a manuscript of Mobed Rustam Sanjana (Dhabhar 
1923b 135). Moreover, the water mark of its paper indicates the year 1867. 
Regarding R3 (Dhabhar 1923b 135), we have no further information. 
 
The analysis of these data brings some previous results. On one hand, if 
Rask’s information about K2 were true, K2 would be the oldest PV manuscript 
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which attests a PT of V 12, but it does not imply that it would be the common 
source of the remaining as we still do not know its filiation and relation with other 
manuscripts with a PT of V 12. Also D66 and R3 would be isolated for the 
moment.  
On the other hand, the second oldest manuscript, supposedly G25a, would 
be also isolated for the moment. T42 was copied from a manuscript of Mobed 
Rustom Mobed Behram Sanjana, while R1 was copied from a manuscript of 
Mobed Rustam Sanjana. Finally, the scribes of F10 and T44 belonged to the 
Meherji-rana family, so that it is possible that their PTs would be connected. 
Moreover, T44 was presented by Dastur Sōhrābjī Frāmjī Meherji-rana, the scribe 
of MU1, so that it is also very likely that MU1 was related with T44. Therefore, we 
can consider the possibility of including in the same group the 12 fragard in F10, 
T44 and MU1. 
To these hypothetical and previous relations, we must add the data of other 
added PTs. Actually, we have observed that K2 belongs to a tradition different 
from the manuscripts of Navsarī G25, F10 and T44. Furthermore, these three 
manuscripts agree in the addition of glosses and explanations with MU1, according 
to Jāmāsp (1907 403 ff.), and D66 (at least in V 12.1-2). On the contrary, K2, R1 
and R3 are usually free from glosses. Therefore, at a first glance it seems that there 
was a tradition of Surat (K2, R1 and R3) and a different one of Navsarī (G25a, F10, 
T44, MU1, D66 and maybe T42). However, in order to know exactly the inner 
relations of all these manuscripts, we must try to reconstruct a stemma codicum by 
means of their errores coniunctivi and errores separativi in their Pahlavi as well as in 
their Avestan texts. 
 
 
3.1. Errores coniunctivi of all the manuscripts 
 
 Although these manuscripts can be ascribed to two different groups, they 
could stem from a common source, provided that we take into account the 
following errores coniunctivi: 
 
a) Rare variants: 
- V 12.5a: <AH-dl> instead of <hwʾh(-l)> or <AHTE(-l)> for Phl. xwah(ar) 
“sister” in the second and third PTs in all the manuscripts. Regarding the 
first PT of Av. xvaŋhar-, the common mistaken variant <AHT'E> in K2, R3 
and T44, written as  in G25a could also indicate a common source. 
 
b) Glosses: 
- V 12.1e: F10 and MU1, according to Jāmāsp (1907 404), include in V 12.1e 
the gloss <HNA AYḴ ZK gywʾk mʾnšnyh BRA HNA gywʾk wtlyšn' 
AYT> at the end of the passage, namely after <tnʾpwlgʾn'>. D66 adds the 
gloss <AYḴ wnʾskʾlʾn' SLYYA myndʾnʾn'lʾd> to <tnʾpwhlkʾn' lʾd> in the 
same passage. Although this gloss is not found in the manuscripts of the 
tradition of Surat, the existence of a blank of one and a half line in K2 could 
indicate that the copyist of K2 knew that there was a gloss after this word 
<tnʾpwlgʾn'>. In their turn, G25a, R3 and R1 wrote <AYḴ> after 
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<tnʾpwlgʾn'>. Furthermore, R3 added <AYḴ> and a blank of one and a half 
line.  
  
 Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that T44 did not add neither gloss nor blank 
nor <AYḴ>. Furthermore, the gloss of D66, whose PT is the same as that of F10, 
MU1 and T44, attest a different gloss. Since all four manuscripts stem from a 
common source, it is unlikely that they did not include the same gloss. 
 On this account, the blank in K2 can be explained otherwise: K2 left a blank 
to be filled with the PT, but this was not finally filled completely, as usual in many 
passages in K2. Accordingly, other manuscripts compared their texts with that of 
K2 and understood that a gloss was omitted by K2, as usual in other passages too. 
Hence they added a Pahlavi gloss which never existed. If my assumption is correct, 
the blank in K2 cannot be used to demonstrate that a gloss existed in an alleged 
archetype of the PT of V 12. 
Therefore, only these three minor errores coniunctivi are not enough to state 
that all the PTs of V 12 stem from a common source. As a matter of fact, they 
could be due to the influence of Jāmāsp Īrānī’s teaching. It is possible that he made 
a model of PT of V 12, on which the rest of PTs were based, but this does not 
imply that they all were copied from a common written source. Moreover, the rest 
of newly made PTs in other passages which lack in the old PV manuscripts, as we 
we will see, demonstrate that at least two different schools of PTs existed.  
 
 
3.2. The groups α and β 
 
There are some errores separativi which clearly reveal the existence of two 
different groups of manuscripts, namely that of K2, G25a, R1 and R3 and that of 
F10, T44, D66 and MU1: 
 
a) Omissions: 
- Omissions of one or a few words. 
- 12.7c: K2, G25a, R1, R3 ┤AP-š gwpt ʾwhrmẕd├ 
- 12.11a: K2, G25a, R1, R3 /blank/ ┤npk├ 
- 12.11a: K2, R1 /blank/ ┤npyh├; G25a, R3 ┤npyh├ 
- 12.17a: K2, G25a /blank/ ┤4-wm├; R1, R3 ┤4-wm├ 
- Long omissions. 
- 12.9a: K2, G25a, R1, R3 ┤npk ... nyʾkyh├ 
 
b) Rare variants: 
- 12.2c: K2, G25a, R1, R3 tn'gʾn (instead of tn'). 
- 12.4c: K2, R1, R3 tn'hl; G25a tn'hl (instead of tn'). 
- 12.6c, 8c: K2, G25a, R1, R3 tn'hl (instead of tn'). 
 
Therefore, the common errores separativi in K2, G25a, R1 and R3 in 
comparison with the other manuscripts reveal the existence of a separate common 
ancestor. I will call it “α” and this first group of manuscripts “group α”. 
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Another group is formed by F10, T44, D66 and MU1. With the exception 
of D66, of which we do not know place of copy, the rest were written in Navsarī. 
Since I could check only V 12.1-2 in D66, I can only draw partial conclusions. 
Equally, for MU1 we must trust Jāmāsp’s (1907) information. According to all 
these data and the many glosses and explanations lacking in the group α, the 
manuscripts F10, T44, D66 and MU1 share some errores separativi, which are not 
present in the group α: 
 
a) Abbreviations: 
- 12.4c: F10, T44 ┤ϑriš. ... spəṇtanąm├ 
- 12.8b, 10a, 12a, 14b, 20a: F10, T44 ┤kuϑa. ... spəṇtanąm├ 
 
b) Additions: 
- Additions of one or a few words. 
- 12.2b: F10 ʾy , MU1, T44 ʾy , MU1; D66 ʾy syš (added before the 
first AYḴ). 
- 12.2d: F10, T44 ʾy (before spytʾmʾn'); D66 ʾy (before zltwhšt). 
 
c) Rare variants. 
- 12.22c: F10 , MU1, T44  
 
 Therefore, we can conclude that there was another separate ancestor, from 
which a second group of manuscripts (F10, T44, D66 and MU1) stem. I will call 
this second ancestor “β” and this second group of manuscripts “group β”. 
 This division into two groups agrees with the results of the analysis of other 
newly made PTs. Accordingly, there were two different schools, that of Surat and 
that of Navsarī, from which two different kinds of PTs stem. 
 
 




After considering the existence of these two groups of manuscripts, we must 
analyse their inner relations in each group. Regarding errores coniunctivi in the 
group α, K2 shares with each manuscript of its group the highest number of 
omissions, additions and rare variants, but it is R1 to which it is most closely 
related. Actually, K2 shares eight omissions, four additions, eight rare variants with 
R1: 
a) Omissions: 
- Omissions of one or a few words. 
-  12.6c: K2, R1, R3 ┤ʾp y ŠPYL├ 
-  12.11b: K2, R1 ┤vīsaitica├ (G25a in the right margin). 
-  12.19a: K2, R1, R3 ┤ʾywp BRA YMYTWN-yt├ 
-  12.21a: K2, R1 /blank/ ┤kʾmk├ 
-  12.21a: K2, R1 /blank/ ┤DYNA├ 
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-  12.21a: K2, R1 ┤ptylyt├ 
-  12.22f: K2, R1 ┤hʾnk├ 
- Long omissions. 
-  12.11a: K2, R1 ┤niiākō. ... napti├ 
 
b) Additions: 
- Additions of one or a few words. 
-  12.5a: K2 ʾy ʾywp; R1 ʾy ʾywp 
-  12.13a: K2, R1 AP-š gwpt ʾwhrmẕd ADYN' 
-  12.17a: K2 ʾywp BRA; R1, R3 ʾywp BRA (ʾywp added). 
  - Long additions due to perseveration. 
-  12.9a: K2 cuua . aēšąm. upa.mąniiąn. cuua ; G25a cuua . aēšąm. 
upa.mąniiąn. cuua ; R1 cuua . aešąm. upa.mąnaiiąn. (2nd -a- scratched) 
cuua  
 
c) Rare variants: 
-  12.11b: K2, G25a, R1 paṇca.dasa  
-  12.11b: K2, G25a, R1 ϑristəm 
-  12.11a: K2, G25a, R1 15 
-  12.11a: K2, G25a, R1 30 
-  12.15b: K2, R1 vīsaiti 
-  12.15b: K2 ciϑβrəstəm; R1 caϑβarəstəm 
-  12.15b: K2, R1 20  
-  12.15b: K2, R1, R3 40 
 
K2 shares only with R1 six omissions, two additions and three rare variants 
as errores coniunctivi. It is also much more closely related to K2 than to any other 
manuscript of the group α. R1 is the only manuscript of this group which often 
attests a PT where the rest just left a blank. We could suppose that scribe of K2 
could have consciously left blanks, but in V 12 they are mostly found in K2 when 
its scribe did not know how to render into Pahlavi a certain Avestan word. See for 
instance V 12.2d, where K2 attests blanks where the PT of Av. upāiti is expected, 
or V 12.9b, where a blank is left in K2 where the PT of Av. paṇcāstəm is expected. 
 On the contrary, the scribe of R1 really understood the Avestan text and 
rendered each Avestan word into Pahlavi. Therefore, obviously it cannot be the 
source of the other three. If this were ture, K2 would have incorporated the PT of 
these words, for which he left a blank because he did not understand them.  
Accordingly, in my opinion, the scribe of R1 innovated and filled the blanks 
of K2 by means of newly made PTs. Furthermore, R1 usually abbreviated the 
repeated passages and attests errores separativi not found in K2 which seem not to 
be the result of a tradition, but simply of the scribe of R1: 
 
a) Abbreviations: 
- 12.10a: R1 「tā」┤upāiti. ... spitama├ 
- 12.10a: R1 lʾpšt' ┤mʾn' ... mʾn'├ 
- 12.12b: R1 「tā」┤āa . ... pascaēta├ 
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- 12.12b: R1 npšt ┤mʾn' ... zltwšt'├ 
- 12.14b: R1 「tā」┤yaoždaϑāni. ... bun├ 
- 12.14b: R1 ┤frasnāiti. ... spəṇtanąm├ 
- 12.14b: R1 NPŠE ┤mʾn' ... zlthwšt'├ 
- 12.16b, 20a: R1 「tā」┤yaoždaϑāni. ... spitama├ 
 
b) Omissions: 
- Omissions of one or a few words. 
-  12.17a: R1 tūiriiō ┤puϑrō├ 
  - Long omissions. 
-  12.22f: R1 ┤W ... YḆLWN-t├ 
 
c) Additions: 
- Additions of one or a few words. 
-  12.2e: R1 ZK mʾn' (ZK added). 
-  12.22c: R1 HYA HYA (HYA added). 
   - Glosses. 
- 12.2d: R1 AYḴ wʾc ḆYN hʾnk YḎBHWN-yt 
 
d)  Transpositions: 
- Transpositions of words. 
- 12.22f: R1 hwlšnk W hʾnk (instead of hʾnk W hwlšnk). 
 
e) Rare variants: 
- 12.22e: R1 ʾny'šw 
 
On the contrary, K2 attests the following errores separativi, which are 
found mostly in repeated passages: 
  
a) Abbreviations: 
- 12.8d: K2 ┤kʾmk ... zltwšt├ 
 
b) Omissions: 
  - Omissions of one or a few words.  
- 12.2d: K2 /blank/ ┤KON├ 
- 12.2e: K2 /blank/ ┤lpd├ (thrice). 
- 12.4e: K2 /blank/ ┤lpd├ (thrice). 
- 12.6c: K2 ┤KON├ 
- 12.7c: K2 ┤knyk NPŠE pws├ 
- 12.9b: K2 /blank/ ┤50├ 
- 12.10a: K2 ┤aiβiiō. vaŋhubiiō├ 
- 12.12b: K2 ┤ϑriš.frasrūiti. gāϑanąm├ 
- 12.12b: K2 ┤upāiti├ 
- 12.14b: K2 ┤upāiti├ 
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- 12.16b: K2 ┤aiβiiō. vaŋhubiiō├ 
- 12.18d: K2 ┤spytʾmʾn'├ 
- 12.20a: K2 ┤stərənaēta. aiβiiō. vaŋhubiiō├ 
- 12.22c: K2 /blank/ ┤wltkyh BRA SGYTWN-ynyt├ 
 - Long omissions.  
- 12.22f: K2 /blank/ ┤W ... nmt├ 
 
c) Additions (deleted afterwards): 
 - Additions of one or a few words. 
- 12.5c: K2 aēšąm. dahmanąm 
- 12.9b: K2 ADYN' gwp AP-š 
  - Long additions due to perseveration. 
- 12.5a: K2 āa . ya . brāta. para.iriϑaiiata. aŋha. vā. para.iriϑaiiata. ADYN' 
MNW āa  
  
Since the errores separativi in K2 could have been easily supplied by the 
scribe of R1, because they occur mostly in repeated passages, it seems possible that 
R1 stems from K2. 
The second manuscript which is much more closely related to K2 is R3. 
Actually, K2 shares 12 omissions, two additions, three rare variants with R3: 
  
a) Omissions: 
- Omissions of one or a few words. 
- 12.6c: K2, R1, R3 ┤ʾp y ŠPYL├ 
- 12.7c: K2, G25a, R3 ┤BYRH├ 
- 12.11a: K2 /blank/ ┤nyyʾk├; G25a, R3 ┤nyyʾk├ 
- 12.13a: K2, G25a, R3 /blank/ ┤BLWL- LYDWN-k├ 
- 12.13a: K2, G25a, R3 /blank/ ┤BLWL-zʾtkyh├ 
- 12.14d: K2, R3 ┤lwd├ 
- 12.16c: K2, R3 ┤slʾyt├ 
- 12.19a: K2, R1, R3 ┤ʾywp BRA YMYTWN-yt├ 
- 12.20d: K2, R3 ┤blsm ASLWN-x1├ 
- 12.22c: K2 prʾc /blank/ ┤plwyt├; R3 prʾc ┤plwyt├ 
- 12.22h: K2, R3 ┤pʾhlwm├ 
  - Long additions due to perseveration. 
- 12.12b: K2, G25a, R3 ┤3 ... gʾsʾn'├ 
 
b) Additions: 
- Additions of one or a few words. 
-  12.14b: K2, R3 cy cygwn (cy added and deleted in both of them). 
-  12.17a: K2 ʾywp BRA; R1, R3 ʾywp BRA (ʾywp added). 
 
c) Rare variants: 
-  12.10a, 14c: K2, G25a, R3 tn'hl 
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-  12.16c: K2, R3 tn'hl 
 
K2 shares only with R3 five omissions, one addition and one rare variant. 
Apart from these, there is another fact which indicates to a closer relation between 
these manuscripts. Actually, after the last <YMYTWN-yt> in 12.22g there is a 
blank in K2. After that word, only K2 left a blank. Conversely, R3 copied in 
Pāzand the commentary to the parallel PT of V 5.38: (Pāz. mordh under the line) 
/New Persian be in az in avar tā/ /Pāzand na. rīman. azī. avastā. p dast. aī. anāni. 
r. kə. aγdīn. andošą. mar. zandh. barvąd. v. mōrdah. mrgarzą. mābi. azōrīman. 
nabūdam. tākaš. az. zandagī. nō ašūmārn st. gōgōsasp. goft. . ōšą. baą. mārīm. 
nabūvand. c . nasūš. harą. kaski. naibadīn. ōšą. nidavārad. mābi. ōšą. rīman. 
būdam. cai. hardīn. mardūm. ašō. ōbū . c . az. tūtoiirīinąm. daxiionąm. p dāst./. 
We could suppose that the scribe of R3 has filled the blank when copying 
K2. However, the existence of this blank indicates that the scribe of K2 knew that 
there was a commentary after this word, surely when comparing his PT of V 12.22 
with that of the parallel passage of V 5.38. He did not copy the commentary, but 
left a blank in order to mark its existence. Otherwise, we can suppose that K2 has 
copied from R3. However, R3 includes the following errores separativi not found 
in K2, so that K2 cannot be a copy of R3: 
 
a) Omissions: 
- Omissions of one or a few words. 
- 12.1a: R3 ┤pyt├   
- 12.1d: R3 ┤dhmʾn' cnd├ 
- 12.3a: R3 ┤BRE├ 
- 12.15a: R3 ┤tūiriia. vā. para.iriϑiieiti├ 
- 12.19a: R3 ┤MNW├ 
  - Long omissions. 
- 12.8a: R3 ┤dʾtʾl ... ʾhlwb'├ 
- 12.21a: R3 ┤ʾywp ... spnʾmynwg├ 
 
b) Additions: 
- Additions of one or a few words. 
- 12.1d: R3 MN tʾpwlkʾn' (MN added).  
 
c) Rare variants: 
- 12.3d: R3 80 
- 12.9b: R3 70 
- 12.11a: R3 5 21 
- 12.11a: R3 70 
- 12.15b: R3 paṇca.dasa 
- 12.15b: R3 ϑristəm (like F10, T44) 
 
The errores separativi in K2 could have been easily supplied by the scribes 
of R3 and R1. Actually, only some omissions present in K2 are not found in 
repeated passages, while the additions deleted in K2 could have already been 
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deleted by the scribe of K2. Therefore, we can suppose that R3 simply completed 
the omissions present in K2, as they are sometimes marked by a blank in K2. Thus, 
the only gloss included in R3 in 12.22g, where K2 attests a blank, could simply 
have been added by the scribe of R3. It is therefore unnecessary to reconstruct a 
common ancestor of K2 and R3. 
Furthermore, although R1 stems from K2, it cannot be a direct copy of K2, 




- Omissions of one or a few words. 
-  12.3d: R1, R3 ┤ʾwhrmẕd├ 
-  12.8d: R1, R3 ┤spytʾmʾn' zltwšt├ 
 
b) Additions: 
- Additions of one or a few words. 
-  12.1d: R1 haca. tanu.pərəϑanąm; R3 haca. tanu.pərəϑnąm (haca added). 
 
 On one hand, the significant errores separativi of R3, especially those 
relating to numerals, demonstrate that neither R1 can have been copied from R3, 
nor R3 from R1. On the other hand, the errores coniunctivi shared only by R1 and 
R3 imply to reconstruct a common ancestor of R1 and R3, which stems directly 
from K2. I will call it “α1”. 
Apart from supposing a common ancestor α1 for R1 and R3, we must take 
into account an interesting fact: R3 often agrees in the numerals of V 12 with the 
manuscripts from Navsarī F10, T44 and MU1. Since R3 clearly stems from K2, 
though not directly, and K2 clearly differs in the numerals, there is only a possible 
explanations for this fact: to suppose contaminatio in α1. Actually, it is possible that 
α1 copied the same numerals like K2, but a second hand could have compared K2 
with another manuscript from the group β. If the scribe of α1 corrected in the 
margin or above the line the variants of K2, we can explain why R1 agrees in the 
numerals with K2, while R3 agrees with the group β. Otherwise, we must suppose 
that an unpreserved and contaminated copy of α1 is the source of both R1 and R3, 
an option which is much more hypothetic, or even that such contaminatio only 




G25a is less closely related to K2 than any of the other manuscripts of the 




- Omissions of one or a few words. 
- 12.7c: K2, G25a, R3 ┤BYRH├ 
- 12.11a: K2 /blank/ ┤nyyʾk├; G25a, R3 ┤nyyʾk├ 
- 12.13a: K2, G25a, R3 /blank/ ┤BLWL- LYDWN-k├ 
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- 12.13a: K2, G25a, R3 /blank/ ┤BLWL-zʾtkyh├ 
  - Long additions due to perseveration. 
- 12.12b: K2, G25a, R3 ┤3 ... gʾsʾn'├ 
 
b) Additions: 
- Additions of one or a few words. 
-  12.1a: K2, G25a BRA ʾywp (BRA added). 
-  12.9a: K2 cuua . aēšąm. upa.mąniiąn. cuua ; G25a cuua . aēšąm. 
upa.mąniiąn.  cuua ; R1 cuua . aešąm. upa.mąnaiiąn. (2nd -a- scratched) 
cuua  
 
c) Rare variants: 
-  12.10a, 14c: K2, G25a, R3 tn'hl 
- 12.11b: K2, G25a, R1 (but corrected prima manu in the right margin as 
 paṇcāca) paṇca.dasa 
- 12.11b: K2, G25a (but corrected prima manu in the right margin as 
 paṇcā.satəm), R1 ϑristəm 
- 12.11a: K2, G25a (but corrected as 25), R1 15 
- 12.11a: K2, G25a (but corrected above the line as 50), R1 30 
  
Nevertheless, G25a does not share only with K2 neither omission nor rare 
variant, but only a single addition, namely 12.1a <BRA ʾywp>. This is not 
significant enough to state that G25a copied from K2. On the other hand, G25a 
exclusively shares with R1 or R3 neither omission nor addition nor rare variant. 
Moreover, the presence of some errores separativi in G25a, especially in the 
numerals, demonstrates that it cannot have been copied directly from R1 or R3: 
a) Rare variants: 
- 12.3a: G25a dwhtl 
- 12.15b: G25a dasa 
- 12.17b: G25a (but corrected prima manu in the left margin as dasa) 
paṇcā (instead of the expected dasa) 
- 12.17b: G25a (but corrected prima manu in the left margin as vīsata) 
dasa 
- 12.17b: G25a (but corrected above the line as 10) pnc 
- 12.17b: G25a (but corrected above the line as 20) 10 
- 12.22b, e: G25a ʾnʾhlwb' 
- 12.22b: G25a hmlyt 
 
G25a was also influenced by a contaminatio. His scribe usually follows the 
rare variants in the numerals only present in the group α, but sometimes prima 
manu and sometimes secunda manu corrects them according to those of the group 
β, as we observe in 12.17. Moreover, it innovates in the numerals in 12.15. 
Conversely, the second hand of G25b has filled in the gaps of the PT of 
G25a which were common to the group α when comparing G25a with a 
manuscript of the group β. Indeed, the variants supplied by G25b agree with those 
present in the manuscripts of the group β. 
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To summarise, apart from the branch of the group β, this it the stemma 
codicum we can reconstruct for the moment:  
 
α   β 
 
     
                                                   K2      
           
           
  G25a      α1           
 
          
        R1           R3 
  G25b 
  
 
3.4. Inner relations in the group β 
 
 The introduction of many common glosses and explanations in F10, T44, 
MU1 and D66 and the errores coniunctivi mentioned above reveal that they must 
be included in a separate branch of the written transmission of V 12. 
 F10 can be the source of the rest, because it only has a very insignificant 
error separativus, namely the omission ┤MNW├ in 12.7a. According to Jāmāsp’s 
(1907) footnotes, MU1 would be identical to F10. Since he stated that MU1 had no 
colophon, while F10 preserve two colophons, they cannot be considered the same 
manuscript. However, as far as we cannot check completely MU1, we cannot state 
that it is a copy of F10, that F10 copies from MU1 or even that they are two copies 
of the same manuscript. Nevertheless, it seems very likely that either MU1 or F10 
was the common source of T44 and D66. 
On the other hand, T44 show many errores separativi which demonstrate 
that it cannot be the common source of the remaining manuscripts: 
 
a) Omissions: 
- Omissions of one or a few words. 
- 12.2d: T44 ┤QDM├ 
- 12.17a: T44 ┤lʾd BRE├ 
- 12.17a: T44 ┤lʾd BRTE├ 
- 12.21a: T44 ┤vā├ 
  - Long omissions. 
- 12.1e: T44 ┤HNA ... AYT├ 
 
b) Additions: 
- Additions of one or a few words. 
-  12.2d: T44 OḆYDWN-x1 
-  12.2d: T44 OḆYDWN-x1 
- 12.7a: T44 OD 6 (OD before the numeral). 
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- 12.9a, 11a, 15a: T44 OD cnd (OD added). 
- 12.13a: T44 tanu.pərəϑanąm. āa  (āa  added). 
- 12.13a: T44 AP-š gwpt ʾwhrmẕd ADYN' (AP-š gwpt ʾwhrmẕd added). 
 
c) Rare variants: 
-  12.2b: T44 wstlg hm 
- 12.22b: T44 ʾnʾšw 
 
Neither can D66 be the common source of the other three manuscripts, 
since it attests the following errores separativi: 
 
a) Omissions: 
  - Long omissions. 
- 12.2d: D66 ┤PWN kʾmk ʾmhrspndʾn' lʾd BRA YḎBHWN-d W 
ʾbydʾtynʾnd ḆYN ZK mʾn'├ 
 
b) Additions: 
- Additions of one or a few words. 
-  12.2a: D66 gyhʾn' ʾst ʾwmndʾn' ʾhlwb' 
   - Long additions. 
- 12.1e: D66 AYḴ ŠPYL-ʾn' W ʾlcʾnnykʾn' lʾd (after dʾhmʾn') 
- 12.1e: D66 AYḴ wnʾskʾlʾn' SLYYA myndʾnʾn'lʾd (after tnʾpwhlkʾn' lʾd). 
 
c) Rare variants: 
-  12.1e: D66 AP-š (instead of ʾytwn') 
 
d) Transpositions: 
   - Long transpositions. 
- 12.2c: <ʾy zwhl ycšn' PWN kʾl YHSNN-yt slwš dlwn BRA YḎBHWN-
 yt> is placed after <MN MYA y ŠPYL zwhl bld>, instead of after <stwš 
 YḎBHWN-yt'>. 
 
To summarise, the stemma codicum of the PT of V 12 which can be 















α   β 
 
     
                                                   K2      
           
           
  G25a      α1           
 
          
        R1           R3 
  G25b 
       F10 MU1 
        
 
       T44 D66 
 
According to this fundamental division into two groups, I will analyse how 
these new PTs fit the old tradition and which innovative procedures their Pahlavi 









As in many other PTs of Avestan texts, the Pahlavi translators of V 12 
focused theirselves on rendering the original Avestan words into their closest 
semantic Pahlavi cognates. Afterwards they tried to preserve the exact order of the 
original text, though adapted sometimes because of semantic reasons (Josephson 
1997 153 ff.), (Cantera 1999b), (Cantera 2004a 240 ff.). Hence vocabulary and 
syntax were the most important for the Pahlavi translators, Avestan morphology 
was rendered somehow into that of Pahlavi, phonetics were laid aside and metrics 
were simply obviated. We find the same procedure through the history of the PT 
of Avestan texts, from the earliest PTs to the most recent ones, like that of V 12. 
The new PTs of V 12 share many procedures with the old PTs. 
Nevertheless, through their deviations with regards to the latter ones, we can 
notice that they were made in a more recent period. Indeed, when the PTs of V 12 
were made, Pahlavi was no longer spoken, but only written, and the New Persian 
language influenced these new PTs. Such influence in these new PTs is highlighted 
through the writing of some Pahlavi words, which reveal some phonological 
features demonstrating that these PTs are modern.  
Pahlavi used an archaic writing system which did not reproduce exactly the 
phonetic of this language. These new PTs, however, innovated and sometimes did 
not take into account the writing’s conventions of Pahlavi. As a matter of fact, they 
wrote some Pahlavi words according to the New Persian phonetics and even to the 
New Persian graphic conventions. So we can state that they are actually New 
Persian words with a “pseudo-Pahlavi” garment.  
With regards to those phonetic features which bring these PTs closer to 
New Persian, we find the following: 
a) Simplification of the Pahlavi group h + consonant. 
When these PTs were made, the Pahlavi group h + consonant had been 
simplified and h had already disappeared. Because of this, some Pahlavi words 
where this h is expected were written without it, as we see in the following cases: 
 - Pseudo-Phl. <tnʾpwlkʾn' / tnʾpwlgʾn'> tanāfurgān instead of Phl. 
 <tnʾpwhlkʾn'> tanāpuhlagān (only attested as such in 12.1d in G25a and in 
 12.7b in F10, and as <tnʾpwhlgʾn'> tanāpuhlagān in 12.3d in F10 and 12.5c 
 in G25a and F10). 
- Pseudo-Phl. <ʾtš> ātaš instead of Phl. <ʾthš> ātaxš (K2 and R3 in 12.14, 16, 
 18, 20 and 22).  
- Pseudo-Phl. <zwl> zōr > zur (K2 and R3 in 12.10, 16, 18 and 20) instead 
 of Phl. <zwhl> zōhr. This is also found in old PTs. 
- Phl. <zltwšt'> zardušt (K2, R3) instead of Phl. <zltwhšt'> zarduxšt (B, 






b) Lack of some short vowels written in Pahlavi.  
Although short vowels were not usually written in Pahlavi, there are some 
cases where they were preserved by convention
31
. However, these new Pahlavi 
translators seem not to have been aware of this convention, as the following 
examples indicate: 
- Pseudo-Phl. <dhmʾn'> dahmān (in both A and B in all the cases) 
 instead of Phl. <dʾhmʾn'> dahmān (only in 12.5d in T44
32
). I think that a 
 simplification of the group h + consonant did not occur in this word, but 
 rather the omission of the short a in the writing, as found in New Persian. 
- Phl. <blsm> barsom instead of Phl. <blswm> barsom
33
, which reproduces 
 the variant of NP. تلظن barsom, where no <w> is written. 
 
On the other hand, these late PTs reproduced the Avestan phonetics and 
sometimes deviated themselves from the old PTs. This is the case of pseudo-Phl. 
<spytmʾn'> spitamān in A instead of Phl. <spytʾmʾn'> spitāmān. While only B, R1 
and sometimes G25a translated it correctly as Phl. <spytʾmʾn'> spitāmān, the rest 
of manuscripts of A, namely K2 and R3, systematically attest the incorrect writing 
of <spytmʾn'> spitamān, which surely tried to reproduce the first short –a- of Av. 
spitama- instead of the expected first long vowel –ā- of Phl. spitāmān. 
Concerning the adaptations of the writing’s conventions of Pahlavi to those 
of New Persian that reveal that these PTs are not old, we find the following 
example: 
- <ʾyw(y)dʾsl> instead of Phl. <ywšdʾsl> yōǰdāsr. The latter is attested many 
times in R1, sometimes in G25a and only in 12.2a, d and 4b in B. A attests the 
wrong <ʾyw(y)dʾsl> with initial <ʾ->  in 12.2a, 2d, 4e, 6b, 6c and 12c, which 




                                                 
31
 vid. (Cantera 1998 369, n.42) and the commentary to V 4.26a in (Cantera under preparation A 
4.26) for the writing convention of <ʾh> for Phl. ah. 
32
 Nevertheless, this writing also appears in older PTs, like in V 13.35, where we find +da āi.ci  → 
<dhmʾn c> (K1), <dhmʾn-yc> (P2) , <dhmʾn-c> (G25a, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3). 
33







Regarding morphology, the Pahlavi translators needed to render Avestan 
synthetic morphology into the analitic structures of a Middle Iranian language like 
Pahlavi. So they used special procedures for each morphological category. As far as 
Josephson (1997 124 ff.) and Cantera (2004a 270 ff.) have already systematised 
them, I will apply their systematisation to the PTs A and B of V 12 in order to 
clarify their method. 
 
 




Avestan does not need prepositions to compose oblique cases. However, 
this is the case in Pahlavi. Hence the Pahlavi translators used prepositional 
syntagms to form dative (ō, pad), ablative (az), instrumental (pad) and locative 
(andar, pad), and other syntactic procedures to form the remaining cases. 
- Nominative: there is no special morphologic mark for this case in 
Pahlavi, with the only exception of the concordance with the verb in 
present tenses. A difference for the old PT might only exist in the case of 
past tenses (Cantera, 1999a 198 ff.), because an oblique case 
morphologically marked (e.g. pidar instead of pid) can be used. In the 
PT of V 12 the procedure is as expected, e. g. in V 12.1 [A] pid bē mīrēd. 
- Vocative: there is no special morphologic mark for this case in Pahlavi. 
- Acusative: there is no morphologic mark for it, but there is the 
concordance with the verb in past tenses and the absence of concordance 
in present tenses. However, sometimes the absence of a morphological 
distinction between singular and plural in the PT makes this criterium 
useless, for example, in V 12.2 zaoϑr . baraēta → zōhr barēd [A, B], 
where Av. zaoϑr  is an Acc. Pl., but Phl. zōhr is a direct object which 
could be the subject if barēd were not a transitive verb, because Phl. zōhr 
can be either a direct singular or a direct plural. 
On the contrary, with kinship nouns there is sometimes a difference 
between the oblique case and the direct case. As Sims-Williams (1981) 
for the Manichaean Middle Persian, Skjærvø (1983) for the Epigraphical 
Middle Persian and the Middle Persian of the Psalms and Cantera 
(1999a) for the Pahlavi already stated, the –r forms are used for the 
oblique singular and those without –r for the direct case
34
. In V 12, 
however, this distribution is sometimes confusing, as we see in the 
following examples: 
                                                 
34
 In kinship nouns the direct singular case goes back to the old nominative singular, while the 
origin of the indirect singular probably stems from the old accusative singular (Cantera under 
preparation E 25). 
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- Phl. pid: the direct case Phl. pid represents both Av. pitō (Nom. 
Sing.) and pitarəm (Acc. Sing.) in V 12. 
- Phl. mādar: Av. māta (Nom. Sing.) and mātarəm (Acc. Sing.) 
are rendered systematically by the oblique Phl. mādar in V 12. 
This can be due to the New Persian influence, but it is already 
found in other Pahlavi texts.  
- Phl. pus / pusar: the oblique <pwsl> pusar is used only in V 12.7 
[B]
35
. In the remaining passages, only the direct Phl. pus appears. 
Although the most usual PT is <BRE> or <pws>, we find the PT 
puϑrō → <pwslʾn> pusarān, that is, an oblique plural, in other 
late PTs like that of Vīštāsp Yašt, concretely in Vyt 52. 
- Phl. duxt / duxtar: all the manuscripts agree in all the passages in 
the variant Phl. duxt for direct as well as indirect case, but only 
G25a in V 12.3b attests the expect oblique duxtar for Av. 
duγδarəm. 
- Phl. brād / brādar: in all the manuscripts Av. brāta (Nom. Sing.) 
in V 12.5a and b is translated by the rare form <BLWL>, used as 
the oblique Phl. brādar
36
. On the contrary, the oblique Av. 
brātarəm in V 12.5b is rendered unexpectedly by the direct <blʾt> 
brād. 
- Phl. xwah / xwahar: while in V 12.5a all the manuscripts agree 
in the direct case Phl. <AHTE> xwah, in V 12.5b the direct and 
the indirect cases are both expressed by Phl. <AH-dl>, which is 
not the oblique case xwahar, but actually the oblique brādar. 
As Cantera (under preparation E 29) states, the oblique case is 
expected for the direct object in imparisyllabic nouns, as it continues the 
old accusative. However, the fact that the direct case was used for the 
direct object in isosyllabic nouns could have motivated that the direct 
was also used in older stages of Pahlavi than that of the PTs of V 12 for 
the direct object in imparisyllabic nouns. Because of this, the confusing 
distribution found in these PTs of V 12 does not necessarily demonstrate 
that they are late. 
- Genitive: there are several possibilities in Pahlavi, although there is no 
morphological difference between this case and the rest in singular. It 
can therefore only be identified as a genitive because of its position. 
With regards to the plural, in V 12 the only difference is the more 
frequent use of the plurals with –ān for the Pl. Gen., e.g. V 12.1 +aēšąm 
→ awēšān or tanu.pərəϑanąm → tanāpuhlagān, like for instance in V 
12.2 vastranąm → wastarag, although this is not systematic. 
- Dative: the only attested dative in V 12 is aiβiiō. +vaŋhubiiō, which is an 
indirect object mostly translated by āb <ī> weh. We expect the use of 
the preposition ō and therefore the syntagm ō āb<ān> ī weh, like, for 
instance, in Y 62.10 yō. a āi. aēsməm. baraiti → kē ō ōy barēd ēzm. 
Nevertheless, it is usual through the tradition of the PT to place the 
                                                 
35
 In K2 the PT of Av. kainīnō. xvatō. puϑrəm is omitted, but R1, R3 and G25a attest Phl. pus. 
36
 Regarding this word, see the commentary to V 12.5 <BLWL>. 
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dative as an indirect object at the beginning of the sentence without 
preposition ō. This is just what the PT of A did, so it cannot be regarded 
as a mistake. On the contrary, it is incorrect when translating the 
Avestan plural Av. aiβiiō. +vaŋhubiiō by the Pahlavi singular here. 
Neither the Pahlavi translators of B translated rightly this Avestan 
syntagm and did not understood that it was a dative, because in the sole 
passage where it is attested they translated it by az āb weh, that is, by the 
ablative. 
- Ablative: not attested in V 12. 
- Instrumental: the only attested instrumental forms in the Avestan text 
are ºfrasnāiti and ºfrasrūiti. Instead of being translated as nouns by 
means of the preposition pad + noun, the usual translation of the 
instrumental case, both are translated as verbs: 
- ºfrasnāiti → <(prʾc) HLLWN-yt'> (frāz) šōyēd. Only in V 
12.2 [B] firstly we find the PT <prʾc HLLWN-yt'> frāz šōyēd, 
while the preverb is omitted secondly. This PT indicates that 
it was misunderstood as a 3rd. Sing. Pres. Ind. Act. verb. The 
other cases are abbreviated in B. 
Regarding A, only <HLLWN-yt> šōyēd without 
preverb is attested in all the passages, with the exception of V 
12.8c and 14 (K2, R3) <HLLWN-šnk> šōyišnag in both cases.  
In the only parallels for this noun, namely V 5.57 and 
58, Av. frasnāiti → Phl. <prʾc šwst'> frāz šust, that is, the 
noun was understood as a verb too. 
- frasrūiti → <prʾc slʾyt> frāz srāyēd in V 12.2 [B]. As far as 
the PT of A is concerned, there are three PTs for the same 
word: 
a) <prʾc slʾyt> frāz srāyēd: V 12.2, 4, 6. 
b) <prʾc slʾdšnk> frāz srāyišnag: V 12.8, 10, 14 (K2, 
R3), 18, 20. 
c) <prʾc slʾdšn'> frāz srāyišn: V 12.14 (G25a), 16 
(G25a). 
However, A omits <prʾc slʾyt> in 12.12 and <slʾyt> in 12.16 
(K2, R3), where only <prʾc> is written. 
The only parallel for this noun, namely Y 9.14, 
translates it by <PWN ... prʾc slʾdšnyh> pad ... frāz srāyišnīh. 
Though not translating it as a noun, the Pahlavi verb used in 
A and B renders correctly Av. frā-srauuaiia- “to recite”, but 
in A it seems that the Pahlavi translators found more 
difficulties and made several mistakes. 





The Pahlavi translators of A and B usually preserved the nominal and verbal 
Avestan plurals, but these were sometimes translated incorrectly. 
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As Cantera (2004a 272) notices, unlike Josephson (1997 122), the plural in 
the PT is not usually expressed by the oblique plural mark –ān, but by plural forms 
of the direct case, morphologically identical with the singular ones:  
- Pl. zaoϑr  → Sing. / Pl. zōhr 
- Pl. yaoždāta → Sing. / Pl. yōǰdāsr 
- Pl. nmāna → Sing. / Pl. mān 
- Pl. aiβiiō. vaŋhubiiō → Sing. āb (ī) weh 
 
 Therefore, in Phl. zōhr, yōǰdāsr and mān there is no mistake, but that use of 
the plural direct case, not distinguished by the plural mark –ān of the oblique case. 
 However, whenever the Avestan words are Gen. Pl., the PT usually 
translated them by means of the ending –ān. Nevertheless, there are some examples 
in the PT of V 12 where those Gen. Pl. are translated by the plural direct case 
instead of the oblique with –ān: 
- Pl. tanunąm → Sing. tan 
- Pl. vastranąm → Sing. wastarag 
- Pl. apąm → Sing. āb 
- Pl. uruuanąm → Sing. urwar 
- Pl. dāman- (dāmanąm) → Sing. dām (only in A in 12.22b) 
 
 In such case, we can state that the Pahlavi translators of V 12 made a 
mistake.  
 
 5.1.3. Gender 
 
In Pahlavi no suffix distinguishes masculine, feminine and neuter. 
Nevertheless, gender distinction is very important in the enumeration of kinship 
nouns of V 12. Hence the Pahlavi translators were impelled to denote it using two 
main methods, namely heteronymy and suffixation. 
The first one, where the distinction between masculine and feminine is 
marked by different nominal roots, is represented in the PT of V 12 by the 
following couples: 
<pyt> pid / <mʾtl> mādar in V 12.1, 3. 
<BRE> pus / <dwht / BRTE> duxt in V 12.1, 3. 
<blʾt / BLWL> brād / brādar / <AHTE>
37
 xwah in V 12.5. 
<BRE BLWL> pus brādar
 38
 / <BRTE BLWL> duxt brādar
 39
 in V 12.13. 
 
As far as the second type is concerned, three kind of suffixes are found:  
- <-k> –ag (< Iir. *–a-kā-). 
- <-y>, <-yk>, <-yh>. 
- <-yn'> –ēn.  
The first one, namely –ag, is attested only in V 12.7 <mʾn'ptk>
40
 mānbedag, 
used as feminine of Phl. <mʾn'pt> mānbed in all the manuscripts with the 
                                                 
37
 Written <AH-dl> in 12.5b. 
38
 In G25b, F10 and T44. cf. NP pesar barādar “nephew”. 
39
 In G25b, F10 and T44. cf. NP doxtar barādar “niece”. 
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exception of R1. According to Salemann (1895-1901 277-278), Phl. –ag (< Iir. *–a-
ka-) forms only diminutives
41
, adjectives and nomina instrumenti. However, Horn 
(1898-1901 174) noticed the use of this suffix –ag in Phl. <tʾck> tāzag “Tāzag”, the 
feminine of Phl. <tʾc'> tāz “Tāz” in GrBd 14.36 [TD1 43v.4; TD2 106.9-10], and in 
Phl. <ymk> ǰamag “ amag”, the feminine of Phl. <ym> ǰam “ am” in GrBd 35.4 
[TD1 97v.11; TD2 228.9] (Pakzad 2005 390). Notwithstanding, he interpreted this 
suffix –ag as a diminutive, instead of as a feminine.  
In my opinion, the suffix –ag is used to form feminines in these examples 
and would be corroborated by the feminine with –ag in Phl. <mʾn'ptk> mānbedag, 
which therefore would be not an isolated case. Thus, I think that a suffix –ag for 
feminines may have existed in Pahlavi. 
 
The second suffix and the most usual one in V 12, written <-y>, <-yk> and 
<-yh>
42
, is present in the following couples, all of them hápax legómena: 
- <nyʾk / nyyʾk> niyāg (Masc.) / <nyʾyk> niyāye (Fem.) in V 12.9 firstly  
      and V 12.11 [A] secondly. 
          / <nyʾkyh> niyāye (Fem.) in V 12.9 [A]  
      secondly and in V 12.9 in F10 secondly. 
          / <nyyʾky> niyāye (Fem.) in V 12.9 in T44  
      secondly. 
          / <nyʾkyk> niyāge (Fem.) in 12.11 [B]. 
- <npk> nabag (Masc.) / <npky> nabage (Fem.) in V 12.9
43
 and 11 [B]. 
- <npylk> nabērag (Masc.) / <npylkyk> (Fem.) nabērage in V 12.9 [B]. 
- <BLWL- LYDWN-k> brādar-zādag (Masc.) / <BLWL-zʾtkyh> brādar-
zādage (Fem.) in V 12.13a (R1). 
- <4-wm BRE> čahārom pus (Masc.) / <4-wmyh BRTE> čahārome duxt 




The most likely readings of this suffix are –  or – : 
 
1. – : Phl. <-yk> –īg usually formed adjectives from nominal roots and Phl. 
<-yh> –īh formed abstract nouns, but this morphological distinction disappeared 
early on as they merged phonetically in the Pahlavi texts as [i:]
45
. Thus, the writing 
                                                                                                                                               
40
 R1 <mʾn' ptk yn'>. cf. the PT of Vr 3.3 nmānō.paϑnīm → <mʾnptyn' ... [ktk-bʾnwk]> mānbedēn 
... [kadag-bānūg], G 4.8 nmānō.paϑnīm → <mʾnptyn'> mānbedēn and Vyt 17 nmānō.paϑnii  → 
<mʾnptyh> mānbede (Dhabhar 1963 363), but V 7.42 nmānō.paitīm → <mʾnpt> mānbed and FīŌ 
77 nmānō.paϑni → <ktk bʾnwk> kadag-bānūg (Klingenschmitt 1968). 
41
 cf. the formation of diminutives in –ak in New Persian (Lazard 1989 284), in –k in Kurdish (Blau 
1989 333), in –ok in Somγunī (Lecoq 1989 343), in –aka in Feylī and Baxtiārī (Lecoq 1989 345), in –
aku in Sivandī (Lecoq 1989 347) or in –ak in Yaγnōbī (Bielmeier 1989 486). 
42
 This ending is used as feminine in Vyt 17 nmānō.paϑnii  → <mʾnptyh>. 
43
 Both are omitted in A, but G25b in the right margin completed it by <npk> and <npylk>. 
44
 However, in 12.17 [B] the same čahārome is used for both <4-wmyh BRE> čahārome pus and <4-
wmyh BRTE> čahārome duxt, while in and 12.19 [B] čahārom is used for both <4-wm BRE> 
čahārom pus and <4-wm BRTE> čahārom duxt. 
45
 In modern Iranian languages the suffix –  forms either abstract nouns or adjectives of relation in 
New Persian (Lazard 1989 284), in the Lorī dialects and in the dialects of Fārs (Lecoq 1989 343, 
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<-y>, <-yk> and <-yh> did not represent different variants –ī, –īg or –īh 
respectively when the PTs of V 12 were made, but it surely implied a common 
reading, maybe – . Since a suffix –  was never used in Pahlavi to form feminine, we 
must try to explain from where it is derived.  
The first possibility is that it was copied from Phl. nārīg “woman”. If so, the 
Pahlavi translators of V 12 could have made an attempt to establish a 
correspondence with the couple Phl. nar “man” / nārīg “woman”. 
Secondly, they may have borrowed the suffix –  from modern Iranian 
languages where it is used for feminine. Indeed, to my knowledge, feminine with 
the ending –ī is found in Semnanī (Lecoq 1989 307) and Pa tō (Skjærvø 1989 391). 
Thirdly, they may have created feminines with –  on the basis of the 
Gujarati feminines with -i. 
 
2. – : the reading –  can be justified because of: a) the Avestan words these 
Pahlavi forms translated; b) the development of Phl. –ag to New Persian –e; c) the 
existence of feminines with –  in modern Iranian languages. 
 Firstly, if we interpret <-y>, <-yk> and <-yh> as –e, this suffix could reflect 
an attempt to adapt the Avestan variants with –e to the feminines translated. 
Actually, Av. niiāka appears as niiāke in V 12.9 in K2, R1 and R3 and in V 12.11 in 
K2a in the right margin and R3. Av. napti is written as napte in V 12.9 in R1 and 
R3 and in V 12.11 in R3, while instead of Av. brātruiia in V 12.13 we find brātūiriie 
in K2 and R1, barātūiriie in G25a, F10 and T44, and brātruiie in R3. Thus, Phl. <-
y>, <-yk> and <-yh> could reflect a literal translation of Av. –e. Though possible, 
this interpretation finds two problems. On one hand, some manuscripts which do 
not attest the Avestan variants with –e, but with –a or –i, also show <-y>, <-yk> 
and <-yh> in their PTs. On the other hand, while Av. napti only appears as napte 
in R1 and R3, the rest of manuscripts which do not show this Avestan ending –e 
also attest Phl. <-y> or <-yk>. Therefore, it is evident that Phl. <-y>, <-yk> and <-
yh> renders the Avestan feminines regardless of the Avestan endings, so that a 
reading –e in this Pahlavi words cannot be supported using only the Avestan 
variants they translated. 
 Secondly, provided that we accept that the suffix –ag was used to form 
feminines in Pahlavi, as I do, an ending –e could reflect the normal evolution of 
Phl. –ag > NP. –e. In such case, the variants with <-y>, <-yk> and <-yh> are to be 
read as NP. –e < MP. –ag < OIr. *-a-k(ā)-. 
 Thirdly, a reading –  can be supported on the basis of the parallel feminine 
endings with –e in other modern Iranian languages, such as Semnanī (Lecoq 1989 
307), Kurdish (Blau 1989 330), Gurānī (Blau 1989 337), Sivandī (Lecoq 1989 346) 
or Pa tō (Skjærvø 1989 391), the feminine with –ê in Zāzā (Blau 1989 339) or the 
feminine oblique –ε in Yidγa and Munǰī (Skjærvø 1989 413). 
 I must admit that there is not a single possibility and that both readings –  
and –  can be justified. I have chosen the reading –e for <-y>, <-yk> and <-yh> 
simply because it fits the expected New Persian evolution of Phl. –ag, which in my 
opinion is used to form the feminine in Pahlavi. 
                                                                                                                                               
345), and abstract nouns in Sivandī (Lecoq 1989 347) and Kurdish (Blau 1989 333). The suffixes –ī / 
–īg form adjectives in Balōčī (Elfenbein 1989 356). 
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With regards to the third suffix for the feminine, namely –ēn, it is attested in 
V 12 in the following couple of hápax legómena: 
- <pyt BLWL> pid brādar (Masc.) / <pyt BLWL-yn'> pid brādarēn (Fem.) 
in V 12.15 (R1). 
Phl. <-yn'> can be interpreted as a suffix –īn. In Pahlavi a suffix –īn is 
present in old plurals from – - stems as a rest of OIr. *–īnām (Gen. Pl.), as found in 
Phl. frawardīn (Nyberg 1974 278).  
Nevertheless, as Klingenschmitt (1968 31) already noticed, a suffix <-ʾyn'> 
or <-yn'> was sometimes used in Pahlavi to form feminines, like in the couples 
Pāz. fravāk and fravākaẏn
46
 in Bd 15.25 (Justi 1868 37.12) or in the terminus 
technicus Phl. <hwslʾyn'> of FīŌ 38 (Klingenschmitt 1968 20-38). According to 
Klingenschmitt (1968 31; 37-38, n.20), this suffix is semantically parallel to Ved. 
and Av. –ānī- (e.g. Av. ahurānī-) and morphologically identical to Av. –aēnī- in 
Av. tištriiaēnī- “Frauen des Tištriia” and Av. paoiriiaēnī- “Name der Plejaden”, 
and to Sogd. <-ʾyn> in Sogd. <γwtʾyn> “queen” < OIr. *h a-tā ainī- (cf. Sogd. 
<γwtʾw> “king” < OIr. *h a-tā a-) (Benveniste 1966 29 ff.), which he interpreted 
as Old Iranian and Middle Iranian suffixes respectively to form feminines. 
I agree with Klingenschmitt (1968 31) and I interpret Phl. <-yn'> as –ēn. I 
add that Phl. <-yn'> was used as a feminine suffix too in old and recent PTs when 
translating the following Avestan feminines: 
- Av. nmānō.paϑnī- → Phl. <mʾnptyn'> mānbedēn (Fem.) in Vr 3.3 and G 
4.8; Phl. <mʾn' ptk yn'> mānbedagīn in V 12.7 in R1. 
- Av. vīspā- → Phl. <hlwspyn'> harwispēn (Fem.) in V 10.5b in L4, G34, 
T44 and E10. 
- Av. - → Phl. <ʾhlwb'yn'> ahlawēn (Fem.) in V 11.10a in E10 and in 
V 11.13a in E10 and P10. 
Therefore, it seems that the Pahlavi translators of V 12 were aware of the use 
of this suffix –ēn to form the feminine and they applied it accordingly. 
 
Suffixation in order to form feminines is a very interesting procedure in 
these PTs. On one hand, the Pahlavi translators of V 12 knew the rare and old 
Pahlavi suffixes of some feminines, namely –ag and –ēn, although they did not use 
them in the same PTs. As a matter of fact, the suffix –ēn appears in the PT of Av. 
nmānō.paϑnī- in other Pahlavi texts, but not in V 12, where a suffix –ag is 
preferred in the translation of this Avestan word. On the contrary, the suffix –ēn is 
only used in V 12 to render the hápax legómenon Av. tūiriia. 
Conversely, these Pahlavi translators innovated. Actually, when translating 
feminine kinship nouns which were unattested, such as Av. niiāka (V 12.9 and 11), 
napti (V 12.9 and 11), tūiriia (V 12.13) and +tūiriia.duγδa (V 12.15), they mostly 
used the suffixes <-y>, <-yk> and <-yh>, which I interpret as NP. –e. As far as 
they could not check any other PT for these hápax legómena, they were forced to 
create a new feminine form by means of the suffix –e. If my interpretation is right, 
this suffix NP. –e would derive from the Pahlavi suffix –ag, scarcely used for 
feminines. In such case, these PTs by means of NP. –e would be innovations only 
                                                 
46
 In GrBd 14.34 [TD1 43r.15; TD2 106.3-4] it is written <plwʾkyy>. 
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to a certain degree. Indeed, they would be the result of an older tradition which 
equated the Pahlavi suffix –ag with that New Persian one –e. Thus, the Pahlavi 
translators were writing pseudo-Pahlavi words, closer to New Persian. 
 
 
5.2. Verbal morphology 
 
5.2.1. Persons and numbers 
 
The only persons attested in V 12 are the 1st. Sing. and the 3rd. Sing. and 
Pl.: 
- 1st. Sing. 
- +yaoždaϑāni → <ywšdʾslynyt> yōǰdāsrēnēd in A in all the passages, 
<ywšdʾslym> yōǰdāsrē<na>m in 12.2 (F10) and <ywšdʾslynm> yōǰdāsrēnam 
in 12.4 (F10). T44 writes <-ym> in both 12.2 and 4 <ywšdʾslynym>, where 
the Avestan 1st. Sing. has been translated by a Pahlavi 1st. Pl.
47
 Hence only 
F10 would attest the right variant in 12.4. Although the expected ending of 
the 1st. Sing. Pres. Subj. Act. is <-ʾn> -ān, there was a tendency to substitue 
the subjunctive by the indicative in the PT (Cantera 1999a 182-184). So the 
ending <-m> in 12.4 cannot by interpreted as a mistake because of the 
person, but because of the mode. 
In the remaining parallels the manuscripts show variants with <-m>, <-
yḏ> and <-yt>: 
 - yaoždaϑāni → <ywšdʾslynm> yōǰdāsrēnam in V 11.1. 
- yaoždaϑāni → <ywšdʾslynyḏ> yōǰdāsrēnē in V 11.4a in D62, P2, 
F10, B1, P10, M3 and (Jmp), but <ywšdʾslynyt> yōǰdāsrēnēd in L4, 
G34 and E10, and <ywšdʾslyhynyt> yōǰdāsrīhēnēd in T44. In V 11.4c 
all the manuscripts attest <ywšdʾslynyḏ> yōǰdāsrēnē. In V 11.5a, c, 
11.6a, c and 11.7a we find mostly yaoždaϑāni → <ywšdʾslynyḏ> 
yōǰdāsrēnē too. 
- yaoždaϑāni → <ywšdʾslym> yōǰdāsrē<na>m
48
 in V 19.12, 21.6, 10 
and 14, and only in the manuscripts D62, F10 and P10 in V 11.1. 
 
- 3rd. Sing. 
When translated by means of a personal verbal ending, all the Avestan 3rd. 




- para.iriϑiieiti → <BRA YMYTWN-yt'> bē mīrēd in all the passages in 
both A and B. 
- yazaēta → <ycyt / YḎBHWN-yt> yazēd in all the passages in both A 
and B. 
                                                 
47
 However, as Ferrer (unpublished 57-58) observes, the ending <-ym> was used for the 1st. Sing. as 
well as for the 1st. Pl. in the PT. 
48
 This form is identical to the variant of F10 in V 12.2 and surely represents Phl. yōǰdāsrēnam. It is 
attested in V 11.1 in the manuscripts D62, F10 and P10 as well. 
49
 As a past, the injunctive Av. mrao  is translated by Phl. <gwpt> guft, as usual. 
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- hąm.raēϑβaiieiti → <hm gwmyhtyt> ham gumēxtēd in 12.21 and 22 in 
both A and B. 
- paiti.raēϑβaiieiti → <QDM gwmyhtyt> abar gumēxtēd in 12.21 and 22 
in both A and B. 
- jaiṇti → <MHYTWN-yt'> zanēd in 12.22 secondly in both A and B. 
- frāuuaiieiti → <prʾc znyt'> frāz zanēd in 12.22 only in T44
50
. G25b 
adapted it as Phl. <plwyt> frawēd. 
- azaiti → <BRA SGYTWN-ynyt> bē rawēnēd in 12.22 [A]. In K2 it is 
omitted, while in B we find the rare forms  (F10) and  (T44). 
The exceptions to this PT with <-yt> -ēd are two optatives with <-x1> and 
<-d> and two indicatives with <-d>: 
- stərənaēta → <ASLWN-x1> bandēd in each passage in both A and B, 
with the exception of 12.4 [A] and 12.20 [A]. In 12.4 [A] we find the 
incorrect <ASLWN-st'> bast, where <-st'> could be either a past or a 
confusion because of the very similar ending <-yt'>. In 12.20 [A] 
<ASLWN-x1> is omitted. 
- baraēta → <bld> bard in each passage in both A and B, with the 
exception of 12.12 [A], where the ending <-x1> is used in the heterogram 
<YḆLWN-x1>. Only G25a attests <YḆLWN-t> in 12.14, 16 and 18. 
- jaiṇti → <znd> zand in 12.22 firstly in both A and B. 
- apa.baraiti → <BRA bld> bē bard only in 12.22 [A]. While in B it is 
omitted, only in G25a we find <BRA YḆLWN-t> bē bard. 
 When interpreting <-d> in the PT of V 12, we could suppose that this 
ending reflects the verbal ending of the 3rd. Sing. NP. –ad. However, it is 
noteworthy that this ending <-d> in V 12 is only found in the verbs which also 
attest it in older PTs (Ferrer unpublished 115-116). Therefore, I have preferred to 
interpret <-d> as the old ending of this Pahlavi verbs, not as an influence of New 
Persian. 
 
- 3rd. Pl. 
- upa.mąnaiiąn → <QDM KTLWN-d> abar mānēnd only in 12.3 [A], 5 
[A], 17 (G25a), 19 [A]. It seems that the Pahlavi translators of A and B did 
not understand the ending of this Avestan verb because of the multiplicity 
of translations: 
- <QDM KTLWN-t> abar mānd in 12.3 (R1), 5 [B], 19 (R1). 
- <QDM KTLWN-yt> abar mānēd in 12.3 (T44). 
- <QDM NTLWN-yt> abar pāyēd in 12.3 [B]. 
- <QDM KTLWN-šn'> abar mānišn in 12.7 [B], 9 (F10), 11 [B], 13 
[B], 15 [B], 17 (T44), 19 [B]. 
- <QDM NTLWN-šn'> abar pāyišn in 12.9 (T44). 
- <QDM KTLWN-šnk> abar mānišnag in 12.13 [A], 15 [A]. 
- <QDM NTLWN-šnk> abar pāyišnag in 12.7 [A], 9 [A], 11 [A], 15 
(G25a), 17 [A]. 
- <QDM KTLWN-šnyh> abar mānišnīh in 12.1 in both A and B, 17 
(F10). 
                                                 
50
 F10 attests <prʾc znt>, while K2 and R3 only <prʾc> and R1 the rare <prʾc OD gwpt> . 
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- bun → <YHWWN-t> būd in V 12.2 (but in T44 <YHWWN-yt'> bawēd 
secondly), 4 in both A and B, and only in A in 12.6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 
(G25a). In K2 and R3 in 12.18 secondly and in both cases of 12.20 the group 
of A attests <bwd>, which represents either Phl. būd or NP. bawad.  
Both translations būd and bawēd are incorrect, but the second 
translation Av. bun → Phl. bawēd is confirmed by the parallels with V 11.2, 
17.10 and 19.23. 
 
 




The Old Iranian verbal stems, composed by present (present, imperfect), 
aorist and perfect (perfect, plusquamperfect), were reduced morphologically in 
Pahlavi to present and preterite stems. From the preterite, etymologically a perfect 
passive participle, the perfect, plusquamperfect and future perfect developped by 
means of analytic structures, formed by PPP. + copulative (h- / būdan, baw-) or 
estative verb (ēstādan, ēst-). 
This difference regarding the Avestan and Pahlavi verbs seems to have been 
noticed by the Pahlavi translators, because they usually translate the Avestan 
present with the Pahlavi present stem. Thus, we find in V 12: para.iriϑiieiti → 
<BRA YMYTWN-yt'> bē mīrēd; hąm.raēϑβaiieiti → <hm gwmyhtyt> ham 
gumēxtēd; paiti.raēϑβaiieiti → <QDM gwmyhtyt> abar gumēxtēd; jaiṇti → <znd 
/ MHYTWN-yt'> zanēd; frāuuaiieiti → <prʾc znyt'> frāz zanēd; azaiti → <BRA 
SGYTWN-ynyt> bē rawēnēd in 12.22 [A]; +yaoždaϑāni → <ywšdʾslynm> 
yōǰdāsrēnam in V 12.2 [B] and 4 [B] and <ywšdʾslynyt> yōǰdāsrēnēd in the rest of 
forms in A; yazaēta → <ycyt / YḎBHWN-yt> yazēd. 
On the other hand, while in stərənaēta → <ASLWN-x1> and baraēta → 
<YḆLWN-x1> the Pahlavi ending <-x1> can be interpreted in many ways, in 
baraēta → <bld> bard and apa.baraiti → <BRA bld> bē bard we find the ending 
<-d> (Ferrer unpublished 115-116). 
The main exception to the PT of an Avestan present as a Pahlavi present is 
the use of a preterite to translate the Avestan injunctive present (Cantera 2004a 
286-287), because it was understood as a past verb.  
Regarding V 12, apart from the Pres. Inj. Av. mrao , systematically 
translated by the preterite Phl. <gwpt> guft as usual, we find the Pres. Subj. 
upa.mąnaiiąn, whose verbal ending seems not to have been fully understood by the 
new translators, as we have already observed. Because of this, it was translated not 
only by different nominal forms and even different roots, but also by different 
persons and tenses. As a matter of fact, this 3rd. Pl. Pres. Subj. is translated by the 
present <QDM KTLWN-yt> abar mānēd (3rd. Sing. Pres.), <QDM KTLWN-d> 
abar mānēnd (3rd. Pl. Pres.) and <QDM NTLWN-d> abar pāyēnd (3rd. Pl. Pres.), 
while only in 12.3 (R1), 5 [B] and 19 (R1) it is attested by a preterite <QDM 




 5.2.2.2. Aorist 
 
As Cantera (2004a 289-290) points out, even the old Pahlavi translators did 
not any more recognise the meaning of the aorist. Therefore, it is very unlikely that 
the later translators of A and B recognised this tense. Indeed, the only aorist 
attested in V 12, namely bun, 3rd. Pl. Aor. Subj. Act. of bauu-, was translated in A 
and B by <YHWWN-t> būd, <YHWWN-yt> bawēd (T44) and <bwd> bawēd, 
that is, the same Avestan verbal form does not attest the same PT. 
Other Avestan Aor. Subj. are translated by Pres. Ind. verbs in Pahlavi 
(Cantera 2004a 289-290). This is confirmed by the parallels in V 11.2, 17.10 and 
19.23, which agree in the translation <YHWWN-yt> bawēd. Consequently, we 
can state in this case that the Pahlavi translators gave more importance to the mode 
than to the tense. Thus, <YHWWN-yt / bwd> bawēd would be the right PT 
instead of <YHWWN-t> būd. However, both A and B prefer <YHWWN-t> būd, 





With the exception of the injunctive, Pahlavi preserved the rest of the Old 
Iranian modes, namely indicative, subjunctive, optative and imperative, and created 
a new one, the hortative, by means of the particle ē + Pres. Ind. Act. 
Avestan modes other than indicative were also usually translated by the 
indicative in the PT. Nevertheless, in the old stage of the Pahlavi language 
represented by the old PTs, the subjunctive and the optative attest more persons 
than in any other further Pahlavi texts (Cantera 1999a) (Cantera 2004a 291-292).  
With the exception of the imperative, in V 12 all the rest of Avestan modes 
are attested, but in their PT all of them are rendered by means of the indicative in 
both A and B. Nevertheless, this fact is very frequent in other PTs, so that this fact 
does not by itself prove that the PTs of A and B are recent. 
 
 
 5.2.3.1. Indicative 
 
As usual, the Avestan indicative is translated by the same mode in the PT of 
V 12: para.iriϑiieiti → <BRA YMYTWN-yt'> bē mīrēd; hąm.raēϑβaiieiti → <hm 
gwmyhtyt> ham gumēxtēd; paiti.raēϑβaiieiti → <QDM gwmyhtyt> abar 
gumēxtēd; jaiṇti → <znd / MHYTWN-yt'> zand/zanēd; frāuuaiieiti → <prʾc 
znyt'> frāz zanēd; apa.baraiti → <BRA bld> bē bard. 
 
 
 5.2.3.2. Injunctive  
  
 The only injunctive in V 12 is mrao , which should be translated by a 




 5.2.3.3. Subjunctive 
 
In V 12 A and B agree in the use of the indicative when translating the 
Avestan subjunctive:  
- Av. +yaoždaϑāni → Phl. <ywšdʾslynm> yōǰdāsrēnam or <ywšdʾslynyt> 
yōǰdāsrēnēd; Av. bun → Phl. <YHWWN-t> būd, <YHWWN-yt> bawēd or 
<bwd> bawēd. 
-Av. upa.mąnaiiąn. When translated as a verb, the indicative appears too: 
<QDM KTLWN-yt> abar mānēd, <QDM KTLWN-d> abar mānēnd, <QDM 
NTLWN-d> abar pāyēnd, <QDM KTLWN-t> abar mānd. 
 
 
 5.2.3.4. Optative 
 
Apart from the optatives Av. stərənaēta → <ASLWN-x1> and Av. baraēta 
→ <YḆLWN-x1>, where the Pahlavi ending <-x1> can be interpreted in many 
ways, other Pahlavi endings are used when translating Avestan optatives: 
- Av. stərənaēta → <ASLWN-st'> bast in V 12.4 [A], where surely <-st'> is 
wrongly written instead of <-yt'>. In any case, the indicative is implied. 
- Av. baraēta → <bld> bard, where the indicative is used too. 






All the Avestan verbs in V 12 attest the active diathesis, so that no 
particularity can be noticed in their PTs, because of the absence of middle and 







6. SYNTAX AND TRANSLATION’S TECHNIQUE 
 
The Pahlavi translators of Avestan texts reproduced the Avestan word 
order, so that the syntax in the PT rarely shows the word order usually found in 
other Pahlavi texts (Cantera 2004a 241-242). 
This being a normal procedure in the technique of the old PTs, the word-
by-word reproduction of the Avestan text went one step further in A and B. 
Actually, these late PTs, especially that of A, differ from the older ones because 
they omitted every word which did not find a direct correspondence in the 
Avestan, though necessary in Pahlavi, such as prepositions, the ezāfe and Phl. kū 
after the verb guft. 
In their attempt to render exactly the Avestan text regardless of the Pahlavi 
syntax, they sometimes did not take into account the enclitics. Indeed, the Avestan 
adversative conjunction vā preserved its enclitic position in the less acurate PT of 
A, whose translators systematically misplaced Phl. ayāb in its attempt to reproduce 
the Avestan word order exactly. Thus, in A we find māta. vā → mādar ayāb (12.1), 
duγδa. vā → duxt ayāb (12.3), xvaŋha. vā → xwah ayāb (12.5), nmānō.paϑni. vā → 
mānbedag ayāb (12.7), niiāka. vā → niyāyī ayāb (12.9), napti. vā → niyāg ayāb 
(12.11 only in R1)
51
, xbrātruiia. vā → brādar-zādage ayāb (12.13 only in R1)
52
, 
tūiriia. vā → pid brādarēn ayāb (12.15 only in R1)
53
 and +tūiriia.duγδa. vā → <...> 
duxt ayāb (12.17)
54
. Moreover, the Pahlavi translators of both A and B mistook the 
Avestan emphatic particle vā for the adversative conjunction vā in 12.21, translated 
it by Phl. ayāb and even placed it in the Avestan enclitic position. 
Nevertheless, sometimes both A and B contradicted this usual tendency of 
word-by-word reproduction and reflected the expected Pahlavi syntax. Thus, in 
12.6 [A] we find ºfrasnāiti. tanunąm → tan šōyēd, instead of the syntagm šōyēd tan 
in the rest of passages. In 12.2 [B] it is attested Phl. gāhān frāz srāyēd, instead of 
the expected reproduction of the Avestan in frāz srāyēd gāhān, found in A in all 
the passages of the PT of V 12, which would fit Av. ºfrasrūiti. gāϑanąm and 
therefore the old type of PTs. 
 
In spite of these shared techniques, sometimes the Pahlavi translators of B 
deviated themselves from such a word-by-word reproduction of the Avestan text. 
Indeed, in all the cases where the Avestan adversative conjunction vā and the 
                                                 
51
 In this case the Pahlavi translators of K2, G25a and R3 did not know how to translate Av. napti, 
so that they left a blank where the Pahlavi word was expected and placed Phl. ayāb after this blank. 
52
 As in 12.11, the Pahlavi translators of K2, G25a and R3 did not know how to translate Av. 
brātruiia in 12.13, so that they left a blank where the Pahlavi word was expected and placed Phl. 
ayāb after it. 
53
 The same as in 12.11 and 13 regarding K2. However, G25a and R3 tried to translate Av. tūiriia by 
Phl. <BRTE / dwht> duxt. 
54
 The same as in 12.11, 13 and 15, but in this case the translators left a blank in order to translate the 
first element of the compound. On the contrary, they understood and translated rightly the second 
one, namely Av. duγδar-, by Phl. duxt “daughter”. 
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Avestan enclitic zī in 12.22b are attested, they placed their corresponding PT ayāb 
and čē in the correct position. The PT of Av. zī was simply omitted in A. 
Another difference between A and B is that the latter added glosses to the 
PT, thus contradicting the technique of a direct correspondence with the Avestan 
text and imitating the style of the old PTs. Apart from this fact, the glosses of B 
reveal two peculiarities. Firstly, in the gloss of V 12.2b ay gāhān xwānēd tā sē rōz 
there is a strange hyperbaton, because we expect ay tā sē rōz gāhān xwānēd (cf. the 
gloss in V 12.2c kū tā sē rōz stōš yazēd). Secondly, the first gloss is misplaced in V 
12.7 ēg kē mānbed bē mīrēd [ay kadag-xwadāy] ayāb mānbedag [ay kadag-bānūg] 
bē mīrēd and in 12.9 nabag az niyāg [kū nabērag] ud nabagī [kū nabēragī] az 
niyāgī. Actually, while the second glosses are placed in its correct position, namely 
immediately after the word which explains (mānbedag [ay kadag-bānūg]; nabagī 
[kū nabēragī]), the first ones do not immediately follow the glossed word (mānbed 
... [ay kadag-xwadāy]; nabag ... [kū nabērag]). Although there are some misplaced 
glosses in the old PTs, one-word explanations by means of a synonym are always 
placed immediately after the word they explain, so that this procedure is innovative 
in the PTs of B. 
Syntax in these PTs can also be used to demonstrate that they are not old. 
Actually, this can be inferred from the use of some New Persian structures, like 
Phl. <lʾd> rāy to mark the direct object in B, as in New Persian and late Pahlavi, or 
Phl. <MNW> kē instead of the expected Phl. <AMT> ka in both A and B. 
To summarise, we observe that the translation’s technique of A and B 
disagreed with the old PTs in their extreme attempt to reproduce the Avestan text. 
Both A and B omitted the Pahlavi prepositions, the ezāfe and Phl. kū after the verb 
guft because these Pahlavi words did not find a direct correspondence in the 
Avestan text. The use of Phl. <MNW> kē instead of Phl. <AMT> ka, and that of 
Phl. <lʾd> rāy to mark the direct object in B, also reveals that these PTs are not old. 
However, the PT of B tried to correct some mistakes, like the enclitic position of 
Pahlavi conjunctions just because they were enclitic in Avestan, and even imitated 








 As we have seen, the Pahlavi translators of B were mainly correct 
concerning syntax, while those of A were more careless. Considering that syntax 
and vocabulary were the most important issues for the Pahlavi translators, we must 
analyse their knowledge not only about Avestan and Pahlavi vocabulary, but also 
about the traditional rendering of Avestan words into Pahlavi. 
 In order to check the Pahlavi translators’ knowledge of this tradition and 
their degree of innovation, I have compared the PT of each Avestan word in V 12 
with the rest of preserved PTs of the same word. From this analysis, I can conclude 
that the vocabulary used in these new PTs agrees mostly with that of the old PTs 
with only some exceptions. I have grouped these according to the following 
scheme: 
1. PTs of Avestan hápax legómena 
2. Innovative PTs of Avestan words attested in other passages: 
 2.1. Variations out of the same root as that of old PTs 
  2.1.1. With a different suffix 
  2.1.2. Without a suffix attested in old PTs 
  2.1.3. Without preverb 
 2.2. Use of different Pahlavi words 
  2.2.1. Synonymic variation 
  2.2.2. Wrong PTs  
 
1. PTs of Avestan hápax legómena 
 Some Avestan kinship nouns of V 12 are hápax legómena, so that their PT 
cannot be compared with old PTs. It is in those nouns where we can observe with 
more detail the different procedures used by the Pahlavi translators of A and B. 
Both adapted at least one of these words from their Avestan phonetics, Av. niiāka- 
→ Phl. <nyʾk> niyāg in 12.9a and 11a
55
, and created its feminine equivalent Av. 
niiākā- by Phl. <nyyʾky / nyʾkyh / nyʾkyk / nyʾyk> niyāge / niyāye. On the 
contrary, they disagreed regarding the rest of hápax legómena of kinship nouns. 
While the Pahlavi translators of A usually left a blank because they did not 
understand those Avestan words, and they could not check them in any other PT, 
those of B reinterpreted them, as we can observe in the following examples: 
- napat- → <npk> nabag in B in 12.9a and in both cases in 11a, which seems 
a “re-Pahlavisation” from Phl. nab “grandson” (MacKenzie 1971 57). The 
Pahlavi translators of A left a blank in the three cases and only that of R1 
translated the first one in 12.11, but he mistook Av. napat- for Av. niiāka- 
and wrote Phl. <nyyʾk>, that is, the PT of Av. niiāka-. 
- naptī- → <npky> nabage in B in 12.9a and 11a firstly. Surprisingly in 
12.11a secondly the Pahlavi translator of T44 translated <npk> nabag, that 
is, the masculine noun. The Pahlavi translators of A did not translate it in 
                                                 
55
 In 12.9a secondly we find only the variant <nyyʾk> in B, which is however omitted in A. 
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these three cases, with the exception of that of R1, who translated the first 
one in 12.11, but he mistook Av. naptī- for Av. niiāka- and wrote once 
again Phl. <nyyʾk>, that is, the PT of Av. niiāka-. This confirms what we 
have observed regarding the PT of Av. napat-: they did not understand the 
meaning of this Avestan word. 
- brātūiriia- → <BRE BLWL> pus brādar only in 12.13a [B]. The Pahlavi 
translators of B correctly interpreted this Avestan word, translating it by 
pus brādar, which is the “re-Pahlavised” form of NP. پظز تزارزر “brother’s 
son, nephew”. The Pahlavi translators of A left a blank in the PT and only 
the translator of R1 translated it as <BLWL- LYDWN-k> brādar-zādag, 
which is also correct. 
- brātūiriiā- → <BRTE BLWL> duxt brādar only in 12.13a [B]. Like in the 
word mentioned before, the Pahlavi translators of B interpreted correctly 
this Avestan word and translated it with duxt brādar, which is the “re-
Pahlavised” form of NP. رزذتز تزارز  “brother’s daughter, niece”. Here the 
Pahlavi translators of A also left a blank, with the only exception of R1, 
which created by suffixation the feminine <BLWL-zʾtkyh> brādar-zādage 
from the masculine Phl. <BLWL- LYDWN-k> brādar-zādag. 
- tūiriia- → <4-wm BRE> čahārom pus only in 12.15a [B]. On one hand, 
the Pahlavi translators of B tried to translate an Avestan word which they 
did not fully understand. They mistook Av. tūiriia- “uncle” (< *tə r a- < 
*(p)tər a- < IE. *ph2t i o-; cf. Ved. pit vya- “uncle” (Mayrhofer 1992-
2001 2.130), (Hoffmann & Forssman 1996 52, 94)) for the homonymous 
numeral Av. tūiriia- “fourth” (< IIr. *(k)tur(ī) a-; cf. Ved. tur ya- “fourth” 
(Mayrhofer 1992-2001 1.657)). Hence they translated Av. tūiriia- “uncle” 
by Phl. čahārom “fourth”. The addition of Phl. pus “fourth son” is to be 
explained because these Pahlavi translators slipped into the PT of Av. 
+tūiriia.puϑra- of 12.17a and 12.19a. Indeed, considering the 
misunderstanding of Av. tūiriia- “uncle” → Phl. čahārom, Phl. čahārom pus 
would be the exact Pahlavi equivalent of Av. +tūiriia.puϑra-, but not of Av. 
tūiriia-. On the other hand, the Pahlavi translator of A did not understand 
the Avestan word and again left a blank, with the exception of that of R1, 
who correctly translated Av. tūiriia- by Phl. pid brādar “brother of the 
father > uncle”. 
- tūiriiā- → <4-wmyh BRTE> čahārome duxt only in 12.15a [B]. Once 
again the Pahlavi translators of B translated an Avestan word they did not 
understand and created by suffixation a feminine from the word already 
mentioned. Accordingly, they created the feminine čahārome from 
čahārom. The addition of the feminine equivalent to Phl. pus, namely Phl. 
duxt, is due to the same mistake as that of tūiriia-: the Pahlavi translators of 
B slipped into the following Av. +tūiriia.duγδar- of 12.17a and 12.19a, 
whose exact PT would be Phl. čahārome duxt. On the other side, the 
Pahlavi translators of A also left a blank, with the exception of that of R1, 
who created a feminine Phl. pid brādarēn “sister of the father > aunt” from 
the preceding Pahlavi masculine pid brādar “brother of the father > uncle”. 
- tūiriia.puϑra- → <4-wm BRE> čahārom pus only in G25b in 12.17a and in 
12.19a [B]. In 12.17a, however, B attests the feminine Phl. <4-wmyh BRE> 
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čahārome pus. This could make us think that their Pahlavi translators 
interpreted the first element of the compound tūiriia as a feminine because 
of the ending –a. Nevertheless, as far as B attests tūiriiō. puϑrō, this 
interpretation makes no sense. Hence we must consider that it is simply an 
incorrect translation. In any case, the Pahlavi translators of B obviously 
made a word-by-word translation and simply equated the wrong PT of Av. 
tūiriia- → Phl. čahārom and added to it that of Av. puϑrō → Phl. pus. On 
the other hand, the Pahlavi translators of A did not understand the Avestan 
compound and only translated the second element puϑrō → <BRE> pus in 
12.17a. Nevertheless, in 12.19a they neither translated the first nor the 
second element of the compound. 
- tūiriia.duγδar- → <4-wmyh BRTE> čahārome duxt only in 12.17a [B], but 
<4-wm dwht> in 12.17a in G25b and in 12.19a [B]. Like in the preceding 
compound, the Pahlavi translators of A did not understand it and only 
translated its second element duγδa → <BRTE> duxt in 12.17a, but omitted 
it in 12.19a without translating neither its first nor its second element. 
 
 Therefore, we notice that the Pahlavi translators of A were more 
conservative and just left a blank whenever they did not know how to render an 
Avestan word into Pahlavi. On the contrary, those of R1 and B interpreted the 
hápax legómena and translated them, although sometimes this was incorrect.  
 
 
2. Innovative PTs of Avestan words attested in other passages 
 2.1. Variations from the same root as that of old PTs 
 Although the PTs of V 12 usually agree with the old PTs in their common 
use of the same Pahlavi root to translate the same Avestan word, the PTs of V 12 
sometimes vary their suffixes, prepositions or preverbs, omit them or even add 
further Pahlavi words to the PT. 
  
 2.1.1. With a different suffix 
 There are some examples where the same Pahlavi root as that of old PTs is 
used, but another suffix is added: 
- ºfrasrūiti- → <prʾc slʾyt> frāz srāyēd (in A in 12.2, 4, 6, 12 and in B in 
12.2), <prʾc slʾdyt> frāz srāyēd (in R1 in 12.2), <prʾc slʾdšnk> frāz srāyišnag 
(in A in 12.8, 10, 14, 18 and 20) and <prʾc slʾdšn'> frāz srāyišn (in G25a in 
12.14 and 16) instead of Phl. frāz srāyišnīh (PT of Y 9.14). 
- xvarəϑa- → <hwlšnk> xwarišnag in both A and B in 12.22f instead of Phl. 
xwarišn of other parallels, like for instance V 5.20, 38, 55, 14.17 or HN 2.36. 
- varəta- → <PWN wltynšn'> pad wardēnišn (only in T44 in 12.22c) 
instead of Phl. pad wardagīh. While K2 omitted this PT, the rest of 
manuscripts of A agree in the PT <wltkyh> wardagīh, confirmed by the 
parallels of V 5.37, 18.12 and Y 8.6, which attest <PWN wltkyh> pad 
wardagīh, with the only difference of the absence of preposition in A. 
Because of these parallels, I do not interpret <wltkyh> in the PT of A as a 
*wardage (feminine with –e), which would agree with Av. gauu-, but 
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probably as an abstract with <-yh>. Nevertheless, the interpretation as a 
feminine cannot be ruled out. 
- mərəta- → <YMYTWN-ytk> xmurdag (in B in 12.22a and only in F10 in 
12.22d) and <YMYTWN-yt'> mīrēd (in A in 12.22d and g, and in T44 in 
12.22d) instead of Phl. murd (cf. the PT of V 5.36-38). 
 
 2.1.2. Without a suffix attested in old PTs 
 We also find at least one example where a expected suffix of the Pahlavi 
word is omitted: 
- juua- → <zynd / zywnd / zynd ʾnd> (in both A and B in the five cases of 
12.22c) instead of Phl. <zy(w)ndk> zīndag. K2 and R3 attest mostly 
<zynd>, but G25a and R1 wrote <zywnd>. Both A and B agree in the rare 
writing <zynd ʾnd> in 12.22b and d, which surely represents an adaptation 
of NP. zendé-and “they have lived”. On the contrary, in all the passages of 
V 5.36-38 and 5.61 we find unanimously the writing <zywndk> zīndag. In 
the plural in Y 45.7 it is attested <zyndkʾn'> zīndagān. In 13.3d L4, T44 and 
E10 show <zyndk> and K1 <zywndk>. Although the variants without the 
suffix <-k> are rare, they are confirmed by the variant <zywnd> of P2, K2 
and M3 in V 13.3d. 
 
 2.1.3. Without preverb 
 Sometimes the Pahlavi translators of A and B omitted the PT of preverbs, 
which was almost certainly due to the fact that they did not identify them as such. 
Here we find some examples: 
- ºfrasnāiti- → <HLLWN-yt> šōyēd instead of Phl. frāz šōyišn, where the 
Pahlavi translators interpreted this noun as a verb. Although we expect an 
abstract noun deriving from the Pahlavi verb šustan, šōy- “to wash”, this 
verb is the right one in this PT
56
. With regards to the Avestan preverb fraº, it 
is only translated in 12.2 [B] firstly as expected, that is, by Phl. frāz. The PT 
of A systematically omitted the preverb. 
- ºupāiti- → <lpd / lwd> [A] rawd instead of Phl. abar rawišn, which 
obviously implies that the Pahlavi translators of A understood this Avestan 
noun as a verb. PTs without preverb are also found in <SGYTWN-ynyt> 
rawēnēd (in T44 in 12.2 firstly), <KRYTWN-šn' OḆYDWN-x1> xwāhišn 
kunēd (in T44 in 12.2 thirdly) and <KRYTWN-šn'> xwāhišn (in F10 in 12.2 
thirdly). On the other hand, the Pahlavi translators of A preferred <lpd> 
and its variant <lwd> rawd (Ferrer unpublished 115-116), but we also find 
the variants <lpt> raft / rawd (especially in R1), <SGYTWN-t> (12.16, 
12.18 in G25a) and <SGYTWN-d> rawēnd (12.15 in G25a). In spite of the 
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 vid. frasnāδaiiən → <prʾc HNA šwdynd> in V 7.13 and 74; frasnāδaiiən → <prʾc HNA šwdnd'> 
in V 7.14; frasnāδaiiən → <prʾc HD šwdynd> in V 7.14 and 15; frasnāδaiiən → <prʾc HD šwdnd> 
in V 7.15; frasnāδaiiən → <prʾc ʾ  šwdynd> in V 7.74 and 75; frasnāδaiiən → <prʾc HNA 
HLLWN-d> in V 7.75; frasnāδaiiən → <prʾc HLLWN-yt> in V 7.75; frasnaii ṇte → <prʾc ʾy 
šwdnd> in V 8.11, 12 and 13; frasnāδaiiən → <prʾc ʾy HLLWN-yt> in V 8.40, 9.15; frasnāta → 
<prʾc šwst'> in V 8.40, 9.15, 18.19, 21, 22 and 26; frasnātaēibiia → <prʾc šwst'> in V 8.40, 9.15, 
18.19, 21, 22 and 26; frasnaēt e → <prʾc šwdšn> in V 8.98 and 99; frasnāδaiiən → <prʾc ʾy 
HLLWN-x1> in V 16.7; frasnāδaiiən → <prʾc ʾy HLLWN-d> in V 16.12; frasnāiiōi  → <prʾc 
šwdyhyt> in V 19.22; frasnaiieni → <prʾc šwdystym> in Vyt 49. 
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 When the Avestan verb has only a preverb, and the old PTs usually 
translated it by means of two preverbs, only one preverb is attested in these new 
PTs of A and B. This procedure depends on the translation’s technique of the 
Pahlavi translators of A and B, who omitted in their PTs every word that did not 
find a direct correspondence in the Avestan text, as in the following examples: 
- hąm.raēϑβaiieiti → <hm gwmyhtyt> ham gumēxtēd (in both A and B in 
12.21 and 22) instead of Phl. ō ham gumēxt. The PT ham gumēxtēd is the 
same as the one found in V 5.33 and it seems that it was copied out of it, 
because the rest of passages where this verb is attested, Av. hąm is translated 
by the two preverbs ō ham: 
hąm.raēϑβaiieiti → <OL hm gwmyhtyt> ō ham gumēxtēd in V 5.34, 
35, 36 
hąm.raēϑβaiieiti → <OL hm gwmyht> ō ham gumēxt in V 19.20 
hąm.raēϑβaiieiti → <OL hm gwmycyd> ō ham gumēzēd in V 18.62 
hąm.raēϑβaiieiti → <OL hm gwmycynd> ō ham gumēzēnd in V 
19.20 
  hąm.raēϑβǝṇti → <OL hm gwmycynd> ō ham gumēzēnd in N 61 
  hąm.raēϑβaṇti → <OL hm gwmycynd> ō ham gumēzēnd in N 62 
- frazābaoδah- → <prʾc bwd> frāz bōy (in both A and B in 12.22c) instead 
of Phl. frāz az bōy. Although the preposition <MN> az lacks in A and B, all 
the Pahlavi PV manuscripts attest <prʾc bwd> also in the parallel of V 
13.12a. Therefore, the variant found in V 12 is not as a result of the 
modernity of the PTs of A and B. 
 
 2.2. Use of different Pahlavi words 
 We can notice that the PTs of A and B are not old, because they used 
Pahlavi words different from those found in old PTs to translate the same Avestan 
words. In spite of this difference, they usually chose a mere synonymic variation, 
so that their PT was also correct. Nevertheless, sometimes they clearly did not 
understood several words and made a wrong PT. 
 
 2.2.1. Synonymic variation 
 Both A and B attest some examples of synomymic variation with regard to 
old PTs: 
- para.iriϑiieiti → <BRA YMYTWN-yt'> bē mīrēd in all the passages in 
both A and B instead of the verb Phl. widardan, wider-, the only one used 
in the PT to translate this Avestan verb
58
. 
                                                 
57
 vid. upāiti →  <QDM  lpd> abar rawd in V 15.9, 15.18; upāi  →  <QDM SGYTWN-t> abar raft 
in Y 9.1; upaētəm → <QDM SGYTWN-t YKOYMWN-yt> abar raft ēstēd in V 7.12, 13. On the 
contrary, in two passages the verb is different: upāiti → <BRA ʾyʾpyt> bē ayābēd in V 8.100, 101, 
102; upāiti → <QDM YHMTWN-yt'> abar rasēd in V 13.28. 
58
 vid. para.iriϑiieiti → <BRA wtylyt> bē widerēd in V 5.1, HN 2.1; para.iriϑiiō → <BRA wtlt> bē 
widard in HN 2.16 firstly and <BRA wtlt HWE-yẖ> bē widard hē secondly; para.iriϑiṇti → <BRA 
wtylyt> bē widerēd in V 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4; para.iriϑiiā  → <BRA wtlt'> bē widard in V 5.41, 5.42, 
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- upa.mąnaiiąn → <QDM NTLWN-> abar pāy- instead of <QDM 
KTLWN-> abar mān-. Although the latter is also attested in many passages 
in the PT of A and B
59
 and is confirmed by the old PT, where only Phl. abar 
mādan, mān- appears
60
, in both A and B Phl. <QDM NTLWN-> abar pāy- 
is found as well
61
. 
- yaoždāta- → <DKYA> pāk in A instead of <ywšdʾsl> yōǰdāsr. It is 
noteworthy that Phl. pāk usually glosses the adjective yōǰdāsr in old PTs. 
- stərənaēta → <ASLWN-x1> bandēd in almost all the passages in both A 
and B instead of the Pahlavi verb wistardan, wistar- “to spread”, the only 
one used in the old PTs
62
. 
- xvatō → <NPŠE> xwēš in 12.7 [A] and <hwt> xwad in 12.7 [B]. In K2 it is 
omitted. In the rest of passages of this adverb we find <NPŠE> xwēš (V 
15.11 and 12), <hwt> xwad (V 18.11) and <BNPŠE> xwad (V 19.13 and 34). 
- ańiiō.varəna- → <ywdt hwʾdšn'> ǰud-xwāyišn (in B in 12.21a) and <ZK 
kʾmk> ān kāmag (in G25a in 12.21a) instead of Phl. any-kāmag. The 
Pahlavi translators of A did not know what this adjective means and they 
simply left a blank, while those of B innovated with Phl. ǰud-xwāyišn, which 
is correct. Although Phl. ān kāmag is a wrong PT, because it confuses Av. 
ańiia- “another” with Phl. <ZK> ān “that, the”, it is however very close to 
the PT <ZK-ʾy kʾmk> any-kāmag in the only parallel of this Avestan word: 
V 15.2. 
- ańiiō. kaēša- → <ywdt kyš> ǰud-kēš (in B in 12.21a) and <ZK DYNA> ān 
dēn (in G25a in 12.21a). The Pahlavi translators of A, like in Av. 
ańiiō.varəna-, did not know how to translate it and left a blank, while those 
of B innovated again with a correct PT, where Phl. kēš is etymologically the 
same as Av. kaēša-. The attempt of PT in G25a by <ZK DYNA> ān dēn 
stems too from the wrong assimilation of Av. ańiia- “another” with Phl. 
                                                                                                                                               
5.43; para.iristahe → <BRA wtlt'> bē widard in V 6.10, 6.12, 6.14, 6.16, 6.18, 6.20, 6.22, 6.24, 6.42, 
7.11, 23, 28, 32, 33, 34, 73, 76, 8.35; para.iristahe → <BRA wtylšnyh> bē widerišnīh in V 19.28; 
para.iristanąm → <BRA wtltʾn'> bē widardān in Y 26.7; para.iristīm → <BRA wtylšnyh> bē 
widerišnīh in V 7.2, 19.33, HN 2.18 (twice), Vyt 64 (twice); para.iristi → <BRA wtlt'> bē widard in 
Y 23.3. 
59
 <QDM KTLWN-šnyh> abar mānišnīh in 12.1 in both A and B, 17 (F10); <QDM KTLWN-d> 
abar mānēnd only in 12.3 [A], 5 [A], 17 (G25a), 19 [A]; <QDM KTLWN-t> abar mānd in 12.3 
(R1), 5 [B], 19 (R1); <QDM KTLWN-yt> abar mānēd in 12.3 (T44); <QDM KTLWN-šn'> abar 
mānišn in 12.7 [B], 9 (F10), 11 [B], 13 [B], 15 [B], 17 (T44), 19 [B]; <QDM KTLWN-šnk> abar 
mānišnag in 12.13 [A], 15 [A]. 
60
 upa.mąnaiiən → <QDM HD KTLWN-d> abar ē mānēnd in V 5.42a; upa.mąnaiiən → <QDM 
KTLWN-ʾnd> abar ē mānānd in V 5.53, 55; upa.mąnaiiən → <QDM ʾ  KTLWN-d> abar ē 
mānēnd in V 5.54, 9.30; upa.mąnaiiən → <QDM HNA KTLWN-d> abar ēd mānēnd in V 5.56; 
upa.mąnaiiən → <QDM HNA mʾnynyt> abar ēd mānēnēd in V 6.27; upa.mąnaiiən → <QDM 
HNA xKTLWN-yt> abar ēd xmānēd in V 8.38; upa.maitīm → <QDM KTLWN-šnyh> of V 5.53 
and 5.54. 
61
 <QDM NTLWN-yt> abar pāyēd in 12.3 [B]; <QDM NTLWN-šn'> abar pāyišn in 12.9 (T44); 
<QDM NTLWN-šnk> abar pāyišnag in 12.7 [A], 9 [A], 11 [A], 15 (G25a), 17 [A]. 
62
 vid. starəta → <wstlšnyh> wistarišnīh in Vr 11.2; stərənaiti → <wstlšnyh> wistarišnīh in N 102; 
starəta → <wstlk> wistarag in V 3.25; stərətō → <xwstlt'> xwistard in V 19.2; xstərənəṇti → 
<wstlynd> wistarēnd in N 103. 
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<ZK> ān “that, the”. However, it is close to the only parallel for it, V 15.2, 
where we find the PT <ZK-ʾy DYNA> any-dēn. 
- vīkərə .uštāna- → <ywdtʾk BRA OḆYDWN-yt' HYA> ǰudāg bē kunēd 
gyān (in B in 12.22c) and <BRA OḆYDWN-d HYA> bē kunēnd gyān (in 
A) instead of Phl. ǰud kirrēnīd gyān. We might suppose that the PT of A 
simply omitted <ywdtʾk>. However, in my opinion, the PT of A 
reinterpreted the compound as Av. vīº → Phl. bē, Av. ºkərə º → Phl. 
kunēnd and Av. ºuštāna- → Phl. gyān. In both cases it varies regarding the 
parallels of V 5.37, 13.12a, 13a, 14a and 15a, where this Avestan compound 
is unanimously translated as <ywdt klynyt' HYA> ǰud kirrēnīd gyān. 
- frāuuaiieiti → <prʾc znyt'> frāz zanēd (in T44 in 12.22, written <prʾc znt> 
in F10). The PT of B does not agree with the only parallel of this verb: V 
5.37 frāuuaiiōi  → <plwynyt> frawēnēd, edited thus by Jamasp against the 
variant <plkʾt> of the manuscripts. Although the PT frāz zanēd of B in 
12.22 does not agree with the this old PT, we have to compare it with the 
parallel of N 65 nōi . āϑrō.frauuatimca → <LA ZK y ʾthš xplwynšn [twcʾk 
AYḴ BRA LA YKTLWN-yt]> nē ān ī ātaxš xfrawēnišn [tōzāg kū bē nē 
ōzanēd]. In this passage Av. frauuaiti- is translated by Phl. xfrawēnišn and 
this Pahlavi word is explained by ōzanēd. Thus, the Pahlavi explanation to 
Av. frauuaiti- in N 65 uses the same verb as the PT of Av. frāuuaiieiti in V 
12.22, namely Phl. zadan, zan-. The only difference is that the former chose 
the preverb ō, while the latter preferred the preverb frāz. 
 
 Sometimes the variation simply reflects a different interpretation, as we see 
in the following example: 
- ϑriš → <OD 3 YWM> tā sē rōz (in B in 12.2b) instead of <3 bʾl> sē bār (in 
all the passages in A). All the Avestan parallels of multiplicative + Av. fra-
snā- confirm that the PT of A is the right one
63
. In this case, the Pahlavi 
translators of B just understood that Av. ϑriš did not mean “thrice”, but 
“during three days”, so that they added Phl. rōz “day”. 
 Other cases of variation may be due to the fact that these Pahlavi translators 
could have had at their disposal Avestan-Pahlavi lexica where the Pahlavi word 
differred from the usual one in old PTs. This is at least what can be inferred from 
the following PT: 
- Av. brātar- → Phl. <BLWL> brādar instead of <AH> or <blʾt> brād 
(only in 12.5b secondly). Phl. <blwl> /bror/ represented the Gabrī variant 
of Phl. brādar and slipped into some Pahlavi texts from the Frahang ī 
Pahlawīg. vid. the commentary to this word in V 12.5. 
 
 2.2.2. Wrong PTs: 
- āa . ya  → <ADYN' MNW> (in all the passages of V 12, with the 
exception of 12.7a, where A and F10 only attest <ADYN'> and omitt 
<MNW>. The expected PT in Vīdēvdād would be <ADYN' AMT> ēg ka 
                                                 
63
 vid. ϑriš. frasnāδaiiən → <3 bʾl prʾc ʾy šwdynd> sē bār frāz ē šōyēnd in V 7.14; biš. frasnāδaiiən → 
<2 bʾl prʾc ʾ  šwdynd> dō bār frāz ē šōyēnd in V 7.75; ϑrisataϑβəm. frasnāt e → <30 bʾl ... prʾc 
šwdšn> sīh bār ... frāz šōyišn in V 8.98; paṇca.dasa. frasnāt e → <15 bʾl ... prʾc šwdšn> pānzdah bār 
... frāz šōyišn in V 8.99. 
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or simply <AMT> ka, as confirmed by most parallels
64
. However, in other 
instances Av. āa . ya  is translated by Phl. <cygwn'> čīyōn (V 7.3), <MNW> 
kē (Yt 3.1) and <ʾytwn' MNW> ēdōn kē (Yt 14.63). Only the late Vyt 43 
and Ny 3.6 (only in the manuscript U1) confirm the PT <ADYN' MNW> 
ēg kē of V 12 for Av. āa . ya . 
 This wrong PT is due to the late confusion between <MNW> kē and 
<AMT> ka (sometimes <AYḴ> kū too) because of the influence of NP. ke, 
where in some cases the functions of these three words merged. Thus, when 
Pahlavi was no more a spoken language, the scribes “re-Pahlavised” New 
Persian uses and they confused the  heterograms <MNW>, <AMT> and 
sometimes <AYḴ>. 
- tanu- (tanunąm) → <tn'gʾn> (12.2), <tn'hl> (12.4, 6, 8, 10, 14, 16, 18 in 
G25a and 20) or even <tn'ʾphl> (12.12) in the PT of A instead of <tn'> tan, 
only attested in 12.2 [B] and in 12.18 in K2 above the line and R3. The 
variants <tn'hl> and <tn'ʾphl> seem to be corruptions of Phl. <tnʾphlgʾn'> 
tanāpuhlagān, which appears in preceding passages. This means that the 
Pahlavi translators of V 12 wrongly took Av. tanu- for a synonym of Av. 
tanu.pərəϑa-. 
- Av. xvaŋhar- → Phl. <AH-dl> (in 12.5b) instead of <AHTE> xwah, 
surely due to a confusion with the heterogram of Phl. brādar, namely 
<AH>. 
- ºupāiti- → <KRYTWN-šn' OḆYDWN-x1> xwāhišn kunēd (in T44 in 
12.2 thirdly) and <KRYTWN-šn'> xwāhišn in F10 instead of <QDM 
SGYTWN-šn'> abar rawišn. 
- na- (nō) → <KON> nūn (in A in all the passages) instead of <LNE> amā 
(only in B in 12.2c). The Pahlavi translators of A surely confused the 
pronoun Av. nō with the temporal adverb Av. nū(n) because of their 
phonetic proximity. 
- paṇcāca. xvīsaitica → <5 21> (only in R3) instead of <25> wīst ud panǰ (in 
12.9b in both A and B and in 12.11b [B]). 
- paṇcāsatəm → <70> (only in R3 in 12.9b and 11b) instead of <50> panǰāh 
(only in B and the manuscripts G25a and R1 in 12.9b and 11b). 
- vā (emphatic) → <ʾywp> ayāb (in both A and B in 12.21). Surprisingly, in 
12.21 T44 omitted this vā, but translated it by <ʾywp> ayāb as well. 
- viš.huška- + tarō → <wyš hwšktl> wiš hušktar (in K2 and B in 12.22a). 
The Pahlavi translators in K2 and B made the same mistake, because they 
confused the adverb tarō following viš.huškō with the Avestan suffix for 
comparatives. They must have assumed that the dot separating the adverb 
from the compound actually divided the latter from its comparative suffix. 
On the contrary, the remaining manuscripts of A divided <tl> from <wyš 
hwšk>, so that they translated correctly. These manuscripts agree with the 
only parallel of this text, V 5.36, where we find <wyš hwšk> wiš-hušk and 
<LCD-r'> tar separately. 
                                                 
64
 āa . ya  → <AMT> ka in V 3.20, 5.13, 8.10; āa . ya  → <ADYN' AMT> ēg ka in Yt 6.1, 6.2, 7.4, 
V 8.1, 8.40 (twice), 17.4, Ny 1.12, 3.6 (but U1 writes <ADYN' MNW> ēg kē); āa . ya  → <W 
AMT> ud ka in V 9.15. 
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- zī → <ʾnd> and (in both A and B in 12.22b, and only in A in 12.22d) 
instead of <ME> čē. 
- frāuuaiieiti → <prʾc> frāz (in K2 and R3 in 12.22) or <prʾc OD gwpt> 
frāz tā guft (in R1). Only G25b attests Phl. <plwyt> frawēd, the same PT as 
that of V 5.37, which however must be corrected by the causative 
<xplwynyt> frawēnēd. 
- azaiti →  (in F10 in 12.22) and  (in T44), which I have not been able 
to interpret, instead of Phl. raw(ēn)ēd
65
. They were translated under the line 
by NP. mizanad “smites”. Obviously the New Persian translators confused 
the Avestan verb az- with Phl. and NP. zadan, zan- “to smite, to kill”, 
maybe as a result of their phonetic similarity. Nevertheless, we must also 
notice that Av. azaiti is also rendered into Phl. <znšn'> zanišn in P 8, where 
it seems to have occurred the same confusion. 
 
 
                                                 
65
 vid. azaite → <BRA SGYTWN-ynyt> bē rawēnēd in V 5.37; azaēta → <SGYTWN-yt> rawēd 
in V 18.68; azāite → <SGYTWN-ynyt> rawēnēd in V 18.76; xazōiϑe → <SGYTWN-ynd> 





8. PAHLAVI GLOSSES AND EXPLANATIONS 
  
 The Pahlavi translators of A consciously omitted all the glosses and 
commentaries to the PT in the entire Pahlavi text of Vīdēvdād, not only in V 12, 
because they did not find a direct correspondence in the Avestan text. Only B and 
rarely R1 included glosses and explanations to the PT, which suppose not only a 
deviation from the strictly word-by-word reproduction of A, but also that their 
Pahlavi translators imitated the style of the old Pahlavi translators.  
Some of them are quite unnecessary, because the Pahlavi text is clear 
enough, but some others try to shed some light on obscure words or to explain an 
aspect of the purification process. Moreover, they are especially interesting because 
we can thereby catch a glimpse of the procedures and language of the translators 




8.1. One-word synonymic explanations 
 
Among the first glosses, which only give a synonym of a word, we find 
urwar [kū ǰōrdā] “the plants [namely grain]” (12.2d); mānbed ... [ay kadag-
xwadāy] ayāb mānbedag [ay kadag-bānūg] “the master of the house ... [namely the 
householder] or the mistress of the house [namely the lady of the house]” (12.7a); 
and nabag ... [kū nabērag] ud nabagī [kū nabēragī] “ the grandson ... [namely the 
grandson], the grandaughter [namely the grandaughter]”
66
 (12.9a). Some of these 
synonymic explanations in V 12, typical through the history of the PT, are also 
attested in other PTs. Actually, mānbed ... [ay kadag-xwadāy] in 12.7 is parallely 
reflected in the PT of N 5.1, where nmānō.paitiš →  mānbed [xay kadag-xwadāy], 
and mānbedag [ay kadag-bānūg] in 12.7 is found, as we have already observed, in 
Vr 3.3 nmānō.paϑnīm → mānbedēn ... [kadag-bānūg]. 
 
 
8.2. Short explanatory glosses and brief explanations 
 
Sometimes the Pahlavi translators of R1 and B added short explatantory 
glosses and brief explanations, which usually tried to explain a sentence, but 
sometimes included a different interpretation. In these kinds of glosses and 
explanations we find the following examples: 
- 12.1f (only in F10) ēd kū ān gyāg mānišnīh bē ēd gyāg widerišn ast by 
“this (means) that that passage (refers) to the wait, but this passage refers to the 
death”. 
                                                 
66
 The explanation nabērag to Phl. nabag “grandson” in 12.9a seems a “re-Pahlavisation” from the 
equivalent NP. ًٍثیز “grandson”. The feminine counterpart nabērage is derived from the masculine 
one, like in other examples already seen. 
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- 12.2 (only in R1): ēn nūn ātaxš yazēd barsom bandēd āb ī weh zōhr barēd 
[kū nāf andar xānag yazēd] “He will worship this fire now, he will bind the 
barsom, he will bring libations to the good Waters [that is, the family will worship 
it (i.e. the fire) in the house]”. Here its Pahlavi translator specified that the worship 
of the fire must be performed by one’s own family in the house. 
- 12.2b: sē rōz frāz šōyēd tan [ān kū tā sē rōz tan pāk dārēd ud abāg apākīh 
nē gumēxtēd] “during three days he will wash his body [that (means) that during 
three days he will keep his body pure and will not mix it with impurity]”; tā sē rōz 
šust wastarag [dārēd kū wastarag ham pāk xnihumbēd] “ during three days he will 
wash his clothes [he will have (them so), that is, he will clothe his clothes clean 
too]”; and tā sē rōz [abāg yōǰdāsrīh] gāhān frāz srāyēd [ay gāhān xwānēd tā sē rōz] 
“during three days [with the purification] he will recite the Gāϑās [that is, he will 
recite the Gāϑās during three days]”.  
- 12.2c: ēn amā ātaxš yazēd [kū ātaxš andar ān mān rōšn dārēd ud wuzurg 
xnihēd] “he will worship this our fire [that is, he will keep the fire kindled in that 
house and he will build a high one]”. 
- 12.2d: yōǰdāsr pas bawēd mān [kū pas az sē rōz ān mān yōǰdāsr xnihēd] 
“then the house will be purified [that is, after three days he will purify the house]”. 
- 12.3: čand awēšān abar mānēnd [kū andar ān mān mānišn kunēd ud 
abastāg xwānēd] “how long must they wait (because of) them (before entering into 
the house) [that is, he waits in that house and recites the Abastāg]”. Here the 
Pahlavi translators only added some new information about the recitation of the 
Abastāg. 
- 12.21: ǰud-kēš [kū dēn ǰud dārēd] “another faith [that is, he has another 
religion]”. We must notice that a verbal sentence instead of a synonym explains 
here the compound of the PT. 
- 12.21 and 12.22: ham gumēxtēd [pad hamrēd] and abar gumēxtēd [pad 
payrēd] respectively. In both cases the Pahlavi translators of B continued the 
tradition of the PT, because these glosses are attested in other parallels. Actually, 
we find hąm.raēϑβaiieiti → <OL hm gwmyhtyt [PWN hmlyt]> ō ham gumēxtēd 
[pad hamrēd] in V 5.34, 35 and 36 and hąm.raēϑβaiieiti → <OL hm gwmyht 
[PWN hmlyt]> ō ham gumēxt [pad hamrēd] in V 19.20, and paiti.raēϑβaiieiti → 
abar gumēxtēd [pad payrēd] in V 5.33, 34, 35 and 36; paiti.raēϑβaiieiti → <OL hm 
gwmyht [PWN ptlyt]> ō ham gumēxt [pad payrēd] in V 19.20. It is noteworthy 
that the same gloss is also attested in V 19.20, where the Avestan verb 
paiti.raēϑβaiieiti is wrongly translated as Phl. ō ham gumēxt instead of abar 
gumēxt. 
- 12.22: mar druwand dō zang ēdōn ašemōg anāšō xspenāg-mēnōg dāmān 
ham gumēxtēd [pad hamrēd] [kē abāg ōy har ka rasēd pad xēm wattar bawēd] [ōy 
rāy xšustan abāyēd] “the vile, the liar biped, so an impious heretic defiles directly 
[with direct defilement] the creatures of the Beneficent Spirit [everyone who comes 
in touch with him, he becomes worse in his nature] [it is necessary to wash him]”. 
It is noteworthy that kē ... bawēd is extracted from V 5.36, but the Pahlavi 
translators of B added ōy rāy xšustan abāyēd, just where we find the New Persian 
structure for the direct object by object + postposition rāy, which reveals the 
modernity of this PT of V 12. 
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- 12.22d: nē ēdōn mīrēd [nē rēman] “not so when dead [he is not impure]”. 
The same is found in the parallel passage of V 5.37. 
 
 
8.3. Short commentaries 
 
Through the history of the PT anonymous commentaries and doctrines of 
some known commentarists were included in the transmitted Pahlavi text. These 
commentaries, more or less extensive, added information which cannot be 
extracted from the mere PT. 
In this way the Pahlavi translators of B added ritual information in two 
short commentaries in V 12.2c and d: 
- 12.2c: barsom bandēd [kū tā sē rōz stōš yazēd ud zōhr yazišn pad kār 
dārēd ud drōn srōš yazēd] “he will bind the barsom [that is, he will 
perform the stōš ceremony during three days, he will perform the 
ceremony of the libation(s) and he will consecrate the sacrificial bread to 
Srōš]”. 
- 12.2d: pad kāmag amahraspandān xwānišn kunēnd [kū drōn ud mizd ud 
āfrīnagān kunēnd ud amahraspandān rāy xyazēnd ud pad kāmag xwēš 
tan āb ud urwar xxwarēnd ud pad kāmag amahraspandān rāy bē yazēnd 
ud xayādēnēnd andar ān mān] “they will invoke the Beneficient 
Immortals at will [that is, they will consecrate the sacrificial bread, give 
the reward and recite the Āfrīnagān prayers, they will worship the 
Beneficient Immortals, they will consume for themselves water and 
plants at will, they will worship the Beneficient Immortals at will and 
remind them in that house]”.  
In the first commentary it is interesting to notice the New Persian use of tā 
sē rōz instead of the expected Phl. sē rōz, while in the second one we find the New 
Persian structure object + postposition rāy for the direct object in amahraspandān 
rāy xyazēnd and amahraspandān rāy bē yazēnd, which indicates that this PT of V 





8.4. Misplaced glosses 
 
Sometimes the glosses were misplaced from its correct position. There are 
two other glosses which have been misplaced only two positions: ēg kē mānbed bē 
mīrēd [ay kadag-xwadāy] “When the master of the house dies [namely the 
householder]” in 12.7a and tā čand awēšān abar mānišn nabag az niyāg [kū 
nabērag] “how long must (one) wait (because of) them (before entering into the 
house), the grandson with regard to his grandfather [namely the grandson]” in 
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 The same is valid for the PT of the Nyāyišn, where we find many times the structure object + 
postposition rāy + verb yaštan, yaz-, for instance in Ny 1.6a xwaršēd amarg rāyōmand arwand-asp 
rāy yazēm; 1.8a, b tištar drust-čašm rāy yazēm; 1.8c wārišnīg tištar stārag rāy yazēm; 1.8n 
zarrēnōmand abzār rāy yazēm; 1.9c ruwān ī xwēš rāy yazēm; 1.9d frawahr ī xwēš rāy yazēm; 2.12a 
mihr xwadāy buland kē amarg ud ahlaw ast ōy rāy yazēm, etc. 
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12.9a. Actually, we expect that these synonymic glosses were placed immediately 
after the word they explain, namely Phl. mānbed and Phl. nabag respectively. 
 
Another possible example of misplaced gloss, though much more than those 
of 12.7a, could be found in 12.3d. Indeed, the gloss gāhān ay abastāg xwānēnd of 
this passage should be placed either in 12.2d or in 12.3b. In such case, these would 
be the two possibilities: 
- 12.2d: gāhān frāz srāyēd [ay gāhān wēš xwānēd tā sē rōz] *[gāhān ay 
abastāg xwānēnd]* “he will recite the Gāϑās [that is, he will recite the 
Gāϑās during three more days] [they will recite the Gāϑās, namely the 
Abastāg]”. 
- 12.3b: tā čand awēšān abar mānēd [kū andar ān mān mānišn kunēd ud 
abastāg xwānēd] *[gāhān ay abastāg xwānēnd]* “how long must (one) 
wait (because of) them (before entering into the house) [that is, he 
remains in that house and recites the Abastāg] [they will recite the 







9. THE USE OF BLANKS 
  
 While B shows almost no conscious omission, but only abbreviations of the 
text repeated in 12.4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20, there are many omissions in A 
which demonstrate that the Avestan knowledge of their Pahlavi translators was 
minimal. Indeed, when they did not know the meaning of an Avestan word, they 
usually left a blank in the PT. These are the most noteworthy instances: 
12.11a, b: ┤npk├ ┤npky├ 
12.13a: ┤BRE blʾt├ ┤BRTE blʾt├ 
12.15a: ┤4-wm BRE├ ┤4-wmyh BRTE├ 
12.17a: ┤4-wmyh BRE├ ┤4-wmyh BRTE├ 
12.19a: ┤4-wm BRE BRE├ ┤4-wm dwht dwht├ 
12.21a: ┤ ywdt hwʾdšn'├ ┤ywdt kyš├ 
12.22c: ┤znyt'├ ┤PWN ... SGYTWN-yt├ 
  
Furthermore, in the Avestan sentence haŋhuš. xxvarəϑaheca. vastraheca. 
draošca. nəmataheca. aiiaŋheca. apa.baraiti of 12.22f, only the PT of Av. 
xxvarəϑaheca is included in both, while the rest of the PT is simply omitted. Only 
A (except R1) left a blank, so that their Pahlavi translators were aware that 








10. SUMMARY OF THE MAIN MISTAKES AND INNOVATIONS IN 
BOTH PTs 
  
As we have already observed, both manuscripts reveal the modernity of 
their PT in some mistakes and innovations in the tradition, which I summarise as 
follows: 
1. Phonetics 
- Some Pahlavi words are written according to New Persian (e.g. <ʾtš> ātaš 
in A instead of Phl. <ʾthš> ātaxš; <ʾyw(y)dʾsl> instead of Phl. <ywšdʾsl> yōǰdāsr). 
    
 2. Morphology 
2.1. Nominal morphology 
2.1.1. Number 
- Use of the direct plural instead of the oblique plural. 
2.1.2. Gender 
- Use of three endings for feminines:  
- <-k> –ag (< Iir. *–a-kā-). Used in older Pahlavi texts. 
- <-y>, <-yk>, <-yh> –e. Late, probably from Phl. –ag. 
- <-yn'> –ēn. Used in older Pahlavi texts. 
 
2.2. Verbal morphology 
2.2.1. Persons and numbers 
- The Avestan 1st. Sing. is sometimes translated by a Pahlavi 3rd. 
Sing. 
 
3. Syntax and translation’s technique 
- Extreme word-by-word reproduction without taking into account: 
- Enclitics: when Phl. ayāb translates the Avestan enclitic vā, it is 
placed in the same enclitic position in A. On the contrary, B is more 
accurate. 
- Prepositions needed in Pahlavi, which are sometimes omitted. 
- Ezāfe connection, generally omitted in these PTs. 
- Phl. kū after the verb guft, in spite of being required in Pahlavi. 
- The PT of B misplaced some synonymic glosses. 
- New Persian structures: 
  a) rāy to mark the direct object. 
b) Confusion between <MNW> kē and <AMT> ka in Av. āa . ya  
→ <ADYN' MNW> ēg kē instead of <ADYN' AMT> ēk ka. 
4. Vocabulary 
  4.1. PTs of Avestan hápax legómena 
  - A usually left a blank, while R1 and B interpreted and translated  
  them, though sometimes incorrectly. 
  4.2. Innovative PTs of Avestan words attested in other passages 
   4.2.1. Variations out of the same root as that of old PTs 
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    4.2.1.1. With a different suffix (e.g. Av. xvarəϑa- →  
   Phl. <hwlšnk> xwarišnag instead of Phl. xwarišn). 
    4.2.1.2. Without a suffix attested in old PTs (e.g. Av.  
   juua- → Phl. <zynd / zywnd> instead of Phl. <zy(w)ndk>  
   zīndag). 
    4.2.1.3. Without preverb (e.g. Av. ºfrasnāiti- →   Phl.  
   <HLLWN-yt> šōyēd instead of Phl. frāz šōyišn). 
   4.2.2. Use of different Pahlavi roots 
    4.2.2.1. Synonymic variation (e.g. Av. para.iriϑiieiti →  
   Phl. <BRA YMYTWN-yt'> bē mīrēd instead of the verb Phl.  
   widardan, wider-). 
    4.2.2.2. Wrong PTs (e.g. Av. na- (nō) → Phl. <KON>  





We observe that the PTs of V 12 did not proceed exactly like other Pahlavi 
translations of the Islamic period. Indeed, the usual procedure in the latter ones 
was to gather together old Pahlavi translations and compare them with the Avestan 
text to be translated in order to create a new PT. The translators of many Avestan 
texts of the Xwardag Abastāg based their PTs on the older PTs of Yasna and 
Vīdēvdād, as the quotations from those texts in the Xwardag Abastāg point out 
(Cantera 2004a 166 ff.). For example, the translators of the Wištāsp Yašt composed 
their Pahlavi translation from extracts from the Āfrīn ī Zardušt, Hādōxt Nask, 
Vīdēvdād and Yasna (Cantera 2004a 176 ff.).  
On the contrary, the Pahlavi translators of V 12 created new PTs ex professo 
without considering the parallels in older PTs by means of some shared procedures 
but also by means of different techniques. Both wrote some Pahlavi words 
according to the New Persian phonetics and writing system; confused and 
simplificated the Pahlavi morphology and created Pahlavi feminines; made a word-
by-word reproduction of the Avestan syntax without taking into account Avestan 
enclitics and the Pahlavi ezāfe connection, prepositions and kū after guft; and made 
innovative PTs of Avestan words attested in other passages, sometimes wrong. In 
my opinion, these common procedures stem from Jāmāsp Īrānī’s teaching. 
Although they share these procedures, A and B show a different division of 
paragraphs and did not make the same PT of some Avestan words. Moreover, the 
PT of A is more inaccurate than that of B, which also incorporated glosses and 
short commentaries. Hence we can conclude that they did not copy from the same 
source. 
To summarise, the new PTs of V 12, like those of the lost passages of V 18, 
19, etc., were made under the editorial teaching of Jāmāsp Īrānī, which gave at least 
two exegetical schools: one in Surat (A) and another one in Navsarī (B). Their PTs 
are not old and were made ex professo in order to fill the gaps of the written 
transmission. Although they attest some mistakes and reveal their modernity, they 
tried however to continue the transmission of the Pahlavi Vīdēvdād by means of a 
newly improved tradition. 
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D) TEXTUAL CRITICISM 
 
 
Do we really need a new edition of the Avesta? 
 
The huge task of editing the Avesta by collating more than a hundred 
manuscripts placed Geldner’s (1896) work at the pinnacle of research into the 
Iranian studies. Since then, no other complete edition of the Avesta has been 
undertaken, mainly because of the authority of Geldner’s work and the difficulties 
of collecting such a vast number of manuscripts. While Westergaard (1852) only 
collated manuscripts available in Europe, Geldner broadened his spectrum to 
include many manuscripts from India. In fact, it is a significant merit of Geldner to 
have noticed “that in India there was hidden an unopened store of manuscripts” 
(Geldner 1896 Prolegomena i). 
As far as the Iranian manuscripts are concerned, Geldner did not take a 
similar interest in them. In fact, the sole Iranian manuscripts he collated were 
brought to India before his time. Therefore, despiste Geldner’s edition being the 
first to incorporate Avestan manuscripts from Iran, it is important to note that this 
inclusion occurred by chance. 
The remaining manuscripts he used already belonged to European libraries 
at that time. Thus, Geldner increased so significantly the number of manuscripts 
that his edition almost consigned previous editions to oblivion
68
. 
Geldner’s edition however must still be considered as one of the most 
comprehensive works of the Iranian studies. Nevertheless, it must be deeply 
revised, not only because the Avestan studies have improved our knowledge of the 
Avestan language and of its written transmission, but also because of some 
problems our working team in Salamanca have found in it. Firstly, new 
manuscripts have been brought to light. Secondly, through our work with the 
manuscripts for our critical edition of Vīdēvdād by the autopsy of these 
manuscripts, we have observed that Geldner made some methodological mistakes. 
I will try to show why a new edition of the whole Avesta has to be carried out by 
analyzing Geldner’s procedures in his critical edition of Vīdēvdād. 
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1.1. Geldner’s recensio 
 
Geldner’s main contribution to the critical edition of the Avesta was his 
exploration of that “hidden an unopened store of manuscripts” of India; until then 
only manuscripts located in European libraries had been used. In the Prolegomena 
of his critical edition of the Avesta, Geldner described 134 manuscripts belonging 
at that time to the following libraries: 
1. Bombay University (B1, B2, B3) 
2. Mulla Firoze Library in Bombay (Mf1, Mf2, Mf3, Mf4) 
3. Some private collections in Bombay: 
a. Behmanji Rustamji Mullan Firoz (Br1, Br2) 
b. Peshotanji Behramji Sanjana (Pt1, Pt2, Pt3, Pt4) 
c. Dhanjibhai Framji Patel (Dh1) 
d. Edalji Darabji Rustomji Sanjana (E1, E2)  
e. Framji Fardunji Madan (F1, F2) 
f. Jamaspji Minocheherji Jamasp Asana (J1, J2, J3, J4, J5, J6, J7, J8, 
J9, J10, J11, J15, J16, J17) 
g. Jamsetji Bomanjee Wadia (Jb) 
h. Jamshedji Mânekji Unwalla (Jm1, Jm2, Jm3, Jm4) 
i. Khorshedji Bejanji (Kh1, Kh2) 
j. Mancherji Barzoji Powri (Mb1, Mb2) 
4. Jamshedji Peshotanji Sanjana’s private collection in Bulsar (Jp1) 
5. Hoshangji Jamaspji’s private collection in Poona (H1, H2, H3, H4, H5) 
6. Two manuscripts from Surat (S1, S2) 
 
For Vīdēvdād, Geldner used a total amount of 21 manuscripts, 9 of which 
are Pahlavi Vīdēvdād manuscripts (L4 and Pt2, which belong to the same group; 
K1 and the manuscripts which stem from it, that is, Ml3, K3b, B1, K3a, P2 and 
M3), 9 Indian Vīdēvdād Sāde (B2, Br1, L2, K10, L1, M2, O2, P1, Dh1) and 3 
Iranian Vīdēvdād Sāde (Mf2, Jp1, K9
69
). B1, B2, Br1, Dh1, Jp1, Mf2 and Pt2 were 
handed out to him from India. Ml3 came from Iran, but when its owner died it 
came into the hands of a committee in Bombay (Geldner 1896 Prolegomena xi). 
The rest were placed in different libraries in Europe. 
However, Geldner never travelled to India. So the manuscripts he used were 
not chosen according to his scientific criteria, but to those of the Indian Parsees 
who kindly sent them to him. Therefore, we cannot exclude that important 
manuscripts remained inaccessible to him. 
This becomes obvious when we compare the Indian manuscripts he used for 
the edition of Vīdēvdād with those included in Jāmāsp’s (1907) edition of the 
Pahlavi Vīdēvdād. On one hand, the group of L4 is scarcely represented in 
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 K9 was written in India, but it is a careful copy of the IrVS Mf2 (Geldner 1896 Prolegomena vii). 
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Geldner’s edition, because he only collated L4 and Pt2, in comparison to the 7 
manuscripts of the group of K1. Jāmāsp, on the contrary, collated more 
manuscripts of the group of L4. On the other side, Geldner’s did not know a very 
important manuscript used by Jāmāsp: IM. I will deal later with the importance of 
this manuscript for the written transmission of the Pahlavi Vīdēvdād. 
   
 
1.2. Mistakes in Geldner’s collatio 
  
Despite the huge merit of Geldner’s use of the Indian manuscripts, his 
procedures regarding his treatment of those preserved in Europe deserve a severe 
criticism. He admired Westergaard’s previous work with the manuscripts in 
Europe too much as to undertake their exhaustive examination. As Geldner (1896 
Prolegomena i) stated: “So admirably did Westergaard work through the 
manuscripts that were known to him, and so model the text he provided (sic), that 
without entirely new manuscript material, there would have remained little or 
nothing for me to do. A re-reading of the texts extant in Europe, I found, promised 
but little fruit.” 
His weak interest in “re-reading” the manuscripts in Europe reflected the 
fact that, during the preparation of his edition, he never travelled to some libraries 
where they were preserved. Instead of the original manuscripts in Paris, he used: a) 
Olshausen’s collations for P6, P10 and P12; b) copies by Olshausen for P2, P11, 
P13 and P14; c) and Brockhaus’ (1850) reprinted edition of Burnouf’s (1829-1843) 
lithographed copy for P1. The situation is similar regarding the manuscripts of the 
British Museum in London, where he used: a) the M. A. Stein’s collation for Lb1 
and Lb16; b) that of E. V. Arnold for Lb2; c) and that of A. V. Williams Jackson 
for Lb5. The only European library with Avestan manuscripts he visited was that 
of Copenhagen. 
When adopting Westergaard’s readings of most manuscripts in existence in 
Europe and those of the copies and collations of his European colleagues, Geldner 
made a methodological mistake. Its main consequences have proved to be, firstly, 
the confusion of some manuscripts due to the erroneous information contained in 
the collations. Secondly, we cannot be sure that the readings Geldner took from 
these copies and collations really correspond to those of the extant manuscripts, 
and a narrow revision actually shows some deviances. 
 
As far as the possible confusion of manuscripts is concerned, our analysis of 
the Pahlavi Vīdēvdād manuscripts from the Bibliotèque Nationale of Paris has 
showed that Geldner confused at least two of them (Cantera & Andrés-Toledo 
2008). In fact, our own autopsy of the Pahlavi Vīdēvdād manuscripts from the 
Bibliotèque Nationale of Paris has revealed a surprising fact: although Geldner 
(1896 Prolegomena xii) described and identified correctly the manuscripts P2 (= 
Suppl. Pers. 26) and P10 (= Suppl. Pers. 25), he confused them in the explanation of 
their relations with other Pahlavi Vīdēvdād manuscripts in his Prolegomena and in 
his critical notes to the text. This could be due to a mistake by Olshausen or by 
Geldner himself, but it alerts us about the validity of the variants of P2 quoted in 
the critical notes of Geldner’s edition. A few examples will suffice to demonstrate 
it: 
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- Geldner (1896 Prolegomena xv) stated that P2 pr. manu omits V 4.51 
and inserts it sec. manu in the margin. However, P2 attests it pr. 
manu, but not in the margin, while it is P10 pr. manu which omits it 
and writes it sec. manu in the margin. 
- According to Geldner (1896 Prolegomena x), in V 13.17 P2 pr. manu 
attests srao inō, which is corrected sec. manu as sraē əmnō. This is, 
however, what we find in P10, as we can observe: 
P2   P10 
                
  Thus Geldner apparently confused both manuscripts. 
- The same happens, for instance, in V 13.50. Geldner (1896 
Prolegomena xiv) stated that P2 pr. manu attests nasuš, but the 
readings in P2 and P10 are: 
P2   P10 
   
Obviously, Geldner has confused once again both manuscripts, 
because it is P10 pr. manu which attests nasuš and corrects it sec. 
manu as sunīš. 
 
 According to this, the data he ascribed to P10 correspond to P2. This is also 
the case in V 14.1, where the omission of Av. hazaŋrāiš. sūnīš. nairiiō.nāmanō in 
L4 and K1 is not completed in P10, despite Geldner (1896 Prolegomena xvi), but it 
is in P2. Therefore, it is obvious that Geldner’s data regarding P2 refer to P10, and 
viceversa. 
Surprisingly these data are not extracted from the critical notes to the text, 
but from the Prolegomena, where he presents the fundamental criteria for 
establishing the stemma codicum of Vīdēvdād. Therefore, after our observations, 
Geldner’s data regarding P2 and P10 must be reconsidered before studying their 
relation with the remaining PV manuscripts in order to build the stemma codicum. 
Geldner’s confusion of both manuscripts seems however to be older than 
himself; indeed already Westergaard had confused them: 
- According to Westergaard (1852 5, n.1; 6, n.2), in V 13.36 P2 attests 
by a first hand ipimno and by a second hand isimano, but this is 
found actually in P10: 
P2   P10 
   
- Westergaard (1852 5, n.1) stated that in V 13.42 P2 attests the 
correction draokhto, but this is what we find in P10: 
P2   P10 
   
- According to Westergaard’s (1852) edition, in V 1.10, which 
corresponds to Geldner’s V 1.9, P2 shows the variant , but 
this is the variant of P10: 
P2   P10 
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Obviously Westergaard confused both manuscripts too, and this could be 
the source of Geldner’s mistake. But Westergaard’s confusion is not so surprising if 
we consider his statement: “I shall here remark that I am indebted to Dr. Spiegel’s 
edition for the readings in the two Parisian copies, P2 and P10, which my limited 
stay there did not allow me to examine, any more than a third Parisian copy, P5, 
belonging to the same class” (Westergaard 1852 6, n.1). Therefore, we must search 
in Spiegel’s edition for the source of this mistake.  
As a matter of fact, Spiegel (1853-1858 1.8) already confused P2 (= Suppl. 
Pers. 26; C in his edition) and P10 (= Suppl. Pers. 25; F in his edition). According 
to him, C (= P2) was written in 1127 A.Y., has 488 pages and corresponds to Fonds 
d’Anquetil Nr. 1. Furthermore he identified F (= P10) as Nr. II of Anquetil’s 
Supplementum. P2 is written in 1127 A.Y. and has 488 pages, but it is really Nr. II 
of Anquetil’s Supplementum, while P10 is Fonds d’Anquetil Nr. 1.  
Spiegel’s mistake could imply either that he simply confused the data of the 
catalogues or possibly that he never even saw the manuscripts preserved in Paris. 
The latter seems most likely, as he admitted to have used Olshausen’s and Müller’s 
collations in his edition (Spiegel 1853-1858 1.8, 27-28). Did Olshausen or Müller 
already confuse these manuscripts? 
Although I have no information about Olshausen’s collation, as I have not 
had access to it, we can nonetheless suppose that the mistake would be present in 
his collation. Actually, Geldner admitted to have used Olshausen’s collation, but 
not that of Müller. Since Westergaard copied the data of P2 and P10 from Spiegel’s 
edition, and Spiegel used Olshausen’s and Müller’s collations, it is very likely that 
the source of this confusion was due to a mistake in Olshausen’s collations
70
. 
Therefore, Olshausen’s mistake would explain why these manuscripts were 
confused. Moreover, since Spiegel did not himself see the manuscripts, but instead 
used Olshausen’s and Müller’s already mistaken collations, he could not check if 
the data in these collations agreed with those of the original manuscripts. Thus, it is 
very likely that Spiegel confused Olshausen’s mistaken collations and mixed the 
names of the manuscripts. Later Westergaard continued the confusion, simply 
because in his edition he trusted Spiegel’s readings. Eventually the mistake was 
inherited in turn by Geldner, who did not collate the manuscripts in Paris, but was 
overly confident in Olshausen’s collation and in Westergaard’s edition. 
Geldner’s use of collations and copies made by others was thus not only a 
methodological mistake leading to confusion, but it is also responsible for some 
mistakes in the critical notes.  
We would expect of course that there would be no mistake in the 
manuscripts which Geldner saw himself. Unfortunately, there are some; in the 
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 Even though, it is noteworthy that M. J. Müller made a parallel mistake when collating P10. The 
manuscript Cod. Zend. 2 of the Bayerische-Staatsbibliothek of Munich is a collation of P10 made 
by M. J. Müller. According to Bartholomae (1915 2-3), at the end of Müller’s collation of Suppl. 
Persan 25 (= P10), he wrote in red ink a colophon with the year 1127 A.Y. Also according to the 
former, this is the colophon of Suppl. Persan 39 (= P5). This could explain why P2 and P10 were 
confused. P10 preserves no colophon, while the colophons in P2 and P5 attest that both were 
copied in 1127 A.Y. Müller also copied this date in his collation of P10, and because of this mistake 
three manuscripts of the same library were supposed to be written in 1127 A.Y. 
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variants of Geldner’s critical notes I have noticed some mistakes, of which I will 
show only some examples taken from V 11: 
 
- V 11.7d: according to Geldner: L4 i iiąm; but really: a īąm, partially 
written by the second hand of L4a. 
- V 11.12a: according to Geldner: L4 kuṇdiža; but really: knudižda. 
- V 11.12f: according to Geldner: L4 uruuar , K1 uruuaraii ; but 
really: L4, K1 uruuaraii . The right reading is, however, in P2, but 
this variant is not recorded by Geldner. 
 
The most significant of these mistakes is that they are recorded in the two 
oldest PV manuscripts, namely L4 and K1, just two of the most important ones 
when choosing the variants in the constitutio textus. Since the data recorded by 
Geldner sometimes does not correspond to the original manuscripts, a question 
arises: can we trust Geldner’s critical notes? 
In order to know if these mistakes are representative enough, I have 
analysed the critical notes to V 14 as an example. Among 246 variants of L4 and K1 
recorded by Geldner, he was wrong 15 times
71
. This means that only 6,09% of the 
variants of L4 and K1 in V14 were mistaken. His inaccuracy is slight, but it is 
significant enough in a critical edition and demonstrates that it must be deeply 
revised. 
Geldner’s first methodological mistake was already made in the recensio. 
Actually, as far as he did not himself see some manuscripts, he should not have 
included their readings in the collatio. Moreover, he trusted Westergaard’s previous 
edition, which inherited Spiegel’s and Olshausen’s mistakes, and did not check his 
critical notes with the manuscripts. Thus, the mistakes in the copies, collations and 
previous editions of his colleagues were continued in his own edition. To these 
mistakes, he added his own, as we see in the variants recorded in V 14. 
Therefore, the autopsy of the manuscripts is necessary to correct the 
mistakes made by Geldner. 
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 14.2b (L4 nisrinuuiiā , not °srinuiiā ), 14.4a (L4 frastərətnanąm, not frastərənanąm), 14.4b (K1 
da ō.pairaŋharštanąm. da ō.yaoždā, not simply pairaŋh°), 14.4b (L4 haδā.naēpāta, not all the 
manuscripts haδānaēpāta exc. K1; actually, there is no manuscript which attests Geldner’s 
haδānaēpāta), 14.5a (L4 udarō.ϑristanąm, not ϑrustanąm), 14.6c (L4 jaipi.janiiā , not janiiā ), 14.7c 
(L4 hidaranəm, but not corrected sec. manu to k, because there is no correction by  a sec. manu), 
14.7e (L4 tižibārəm, not tiži.bārəm), 14.9i (L4, K1 aēuuandasō, not aēuuaidasō), 14.11a (L4, K1 
vərəzaiiantəm, not vərəzaiiaṇtəm), 14.11c (K1, P2, M3 ərəzatō, not all Mss. ərəzatəm, exc. K1 
ərəzatō), 14.11d (K1, P2, M3 ya , not all Mss. yaϑa, exc. K1 ya ), 14.14d (K1 barəzuš, not barəziš). 
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1.3. Descriptio codicum of this edition of V 10-12 
 
Aside from the methodological mistakes made by Geldner, a new critical 
edition is justified by the new Vīdēvdād manuscripts discovered in India and Iran 
after Geldner’s edition. 
On one hand, in India many Avestan manuscripts, to which Geldner did 
not have access, were brought to light by other scholars at The First Dastur 
Meherji-rana Library of Navsarī (Dhabhar 1925)
72
, the K. R. Cama Oriental 
Institute of Mumbai (Dhabhar 1923a) (Dhabhar 1923b) and the Bhandarkar 
Oriental Research Institute of Poona (Cereti 1996). To them, we must add new 
Vīdēvdād manuscripts in the Indian libraries of The First Dastur Meherji-rana 
Library of Navsarī, the K. R. Cama Oriental Institute of Mumbai and the Bombay 
University Library, many of them already digitised by us and made available in 
www.avesta-archive.com. Furthermore, we have digitised another Vīdēvdād Sāde 
manuscript of the private collection of the Dastur Dr. F. M. Kotwal, which we 
have called FK1.  
On the other hand, in Iran three new Iranian Vīdēvdād Sāde manuscripts, 
unknown to Geldner, have come to light, two of them in Tehran and the third one 
in Mashhad. Unfortunately, I could not collate them before finishing my edition. 
These new manuscripts must be incorporated to Geldner’s stemma codicum 
of Vīdēvdād.  
Concerning the PV manuscripts, his stemma is partially valid, but 
unavoidably it must be rebuilt because of the new PV manuscripts. In his 
Prolegomena, Geldner (1896) established a stemma codicum of the PV manuscripts 
he had at his disposal. He collated 9 PV manuscripts, which he divided in two main 
groups: on one hand, the group of L4 and Pt2 and, on the other hand, the group of 
K1, Ml3, K3b, K3a, P2, B1 and M3. 
In my edition, I have incorporated to Geldner’s list the manuscripts D62, 
P5, K2, G25a, F10, T44, E10, P10, R1 and R3. Consequently, in my edition I have 
collated 15 PV manuscripts, of which R1 and R3 only contain Vīdēvdād 12. Now 
the scope is wider and we can understand better the inner relations of the PV 
manuscripts. Because of this, not only is a new edition needed, but also a new 
stemma codicum of the PV is required. 
Regarding the Vīdēvdād Sāde (VS) manuscripts, they are divided in two 
main groups: the Indian VS (IndVS) and the Iranian VS (IrVS). Geldner (1896 
Prolegomena xxi ff.) collated 9 IndVS manuscripts. As far as he considered that the 
IndVS represented the vulgata, and was conscious of having collated only a small 
part of what existed in India, he did not dare to establish any stemma codicum with 
these manuscripts. Nevertheless, at least, he divided the written transmission of the 
IndVS into two main groups: on one hand, the more carefully written group of 
Br1, L2 and K10 and, on the other hand, the group of L1, M2, O2, B2 and P1. The 
manuscript Dh1 held an intermediate position between both groups, according to 
Geldner (1896 Prolegomena xxi). According to Cereti (1998), this manuscript, 
together with the rest of Zoroastrian manuscripts of the Indian Museum, is 
supposed to be at the Biblioteca della Facoltà di Lettere dell’ Università di Firenze. 
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 Regarding Vīdēvdād, Cantera (2007b) has studied the relation between the new PV manuscripts 
from Navsarī and L4. 
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But it is now lost, either because it has been misplaced in this library or because it 
was destroyed by the 1966 flood in Florence. The rest of manuscripts, with the 
exception of Br1 and B2, were available. 
In our recent trip to India, we have collated 15 new IndVS manuscripts, 
mainly at The First Dastur Meherji-rana Library in Navsarī and the K. R. Cama 
Oriental Institute of Mumbai, which must be analysed and incorporated to 
Geldner’s list. We have rediscovered B2 at the Bombay University Library, whose 
colophon surprisingly remained unnoticed to Geldner and, thanks to the Cantera’s 
observation, has revealed that it is the oldest IndVS, apart from L1. The second 
oldest IndVS, namely R278, has been also discovered by us at the K. R. Cama 
Oriental Institute of Mumbai. Furthermore, although Geldner’s Br1 was 
considered lost, I have verified during my stay in Mumbai that it is really the 
manuscript D61 of the K. R. Cama Oriental Institute of Mumbai, where I could 
collate it. Thus, all the IndVS that Geldner used (with the exception of Dh1) are 
again available, together with a lot of newly discovered manuscripts. Accordingly, 
now the reconstruction of a stemma codicum of the IndVS is even more 
complicated. 
Until a complete edition of the Avestan text of Yasna, Vīsparad and 
Vīdēvdād is carried out, including these new discoveries, it is impossible to 
reconstruct a trustworthy stemma codicum of the IndVS manuscripts. Having 
edited only Vīdēvdād 10-12, I cannot dare to such a reconstruction. Furthermore, 
the fact that it can only be made by means of an Avestan text, which transmits a 
vulgata mostly identical in many manuscripts, this task is made even harder. This 
vulgata implies that collating many manuscripts does not usually provide enough 
differences between manuscripts. Because of this, they cannot all be incorporated 
to the edition before a motivated choice is justified. I have therefore incorporated 
to my edition the only IndVS manuscripts at my disposal which preserve a 
colophon. They are 11. Apart from the (supposedly) oldest manuscript L1 and the 
manuscripts P1, Br1 and L2, which Geldner already used, I have added six 
manuscripts to which Geldner did not have access: R278 (at the K. R. Cama 
Oriental Institute of Mumbai), T46, G42 and E4 (at The First Dastur Meherji-rana 
Library in Navsarī), L5 (at the British Library) and FK1 (from the private 
collection of the Dastur Dr. F. M. Kotwal). T46 (1033 A.Y.) is the fourth oldest 
IndVS and sometimes provides new readings, but it usually agrees with the rest of 
IndVS. On the contrary, G42, E4, L5 and FK1 are late and seem not important to 
reconstruct a stemma. The rest of newly discovered manuscripts must be still 
analysed in order to draw further conclusions. 
Regarding the IrVS manuscripts, during my stay at the K. R. Cama Oriental 
Institute of Mumbai, I could collate the oldest one: Mf2. Moreover, I have 
compared its variants with those found in its copy K9, which I have also collated. 
To summarise, for my critical edition of V 10-12, I have collated 27 







Pahlavi Vīdēvdād (PV): 
 
- L4: the oldest PV manuscript known to us, copied by Mihrābān Kay-
husraw Mihrābān in Navsarī on the day Hordād of the month Ābān 692 
A.Y. (1323 A.D.), according to the colophon preserved in its copies Pt2 
(Geldner 1896 Prolegomena ix) and E10. The old parts are partially lost 
and were completed by a second hand (L4b, e. g. in V 7) and by a 
modern one (Geldner’s L4a, e. g. in V 1) at de Guise’s command. A third 
hand (L4c) is found in V 10
73
. The 2nd, 3rd and 18th fragard are misplaced 
in the following passages: 2.18c > 2.11a > 2.15a > 2.19a; 3.25c > 3.29 > 
3.32d > 3.26; 18.1-7 > 18.16-44 > 18.12-16 > 18.45-51 > 18.7-11 > 18.58-
76. Library: British Library in London. Current signature: Mss. Avestan 
4. 
 
- K1: PV manuscript copied by Mihrābān Kay-husraw Mihrābān, the 
same scribe of L4, in Cambay on the day Dēn of the month Tīr 693 A.Y. 
(1324 A.D.) (Geldner 1896 Prolegomena vi). Folios 1-92 (V 1.1-5.26) are 
lost. Apart from the same misplacements as L4, it shows the following 
misplacement in the 9th fragard: 9.16 > 9.18c-20c > 9.17a-18d > 9.22e-
24e > 9.20d-22e > 9.24 ff. Its colophon was reproduced and translated by 
Sanjana (1895 xxxiv ff.). See also (Unvala 1940 123). Library: Kongelige 
Bibliothek in Copenhagen. Current signature: Cod. Iran 1. 
 
- D62: PV manuscript of the group of K1, but partially collated with a 
manuscript from that of L4. Copied by Erbad Sohrab Dastur Rustom 
Manec Mehernoš Kaykobad Meherji-rana in Navsarī on the day 
Ohrmazd of the month Ardwahišt 1111 A.Y. (1742 A.D.). It has been 
bound again in a complete disorder. Unknown to Geldner. Library: K. 
R. Cama Oriental Institute of Mumbai. Current signature: D. 62. 
 
- P2: PV manuscript of the group of K1, but partially collated with a 
manuscript of the group of L4. It stems possibly from the same source as 
D62. Copied by Mobed Dārāb Frāmrōz in Surat on the day Ādur of the 
month Mihr 1127 A.Y. (1758 A.D.) (Geldner 1896 Prolegomena xii). Its 
colophon was reproduced and translated by Unvala (1940 123 1-4). 
Library: Bibliothèque Nationale de France in Paris. Current signature: 
Suppl. Persicum 26. 
 
- P5: PV copied from the group of K1, but partially collated with a 
manuscript of the group of L4 and with VS manuscripts. It shows 
additions from the VS, rearrangements, etc. and usually a PT different 
from the rest of PV manuscripts, which stems, however, from the same 
source like K2. Copied in 15.10.1127 A.Y. (1758 A.D.), that is, later than 
P2. Its colophon was reproduced and translated by Unvala (1940 123 13-
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 In V 10.11a L4c attests , that is, āxtīirīm instead of āxtūirīm. The third hand of L4c could 
have copied from an IrVS manuscript, because ū is written as ī, a confusion exclusively found in the 
Iranian manuscripts. 
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14). Pages 644-647 are wanting. Library: Bibliothèque Nationale de 
France in Paris. Current signature: Suppl. Persicum 39. 
 
- K2: PV copied from the group of K1, but partially collated with a 
manuscript of the group of L4 and with VS manuscripts. Like P5, it 
shows additions from the VS, rearrangements, etc. and a PT different 
from the rest of PV manuscripts, but common to P5. This manuscript 
attest no colophon, but only a note written in Danish by Rask himself 
(Westergaard 1852 6), according to which it was copied by Dastur Dārāb 
from an exemplar brought from Persia by Dastur Jāmāsp Īrānī
74
. Thus, 
this manuscript would be close to Anquetil’s visit to India in the 18th 
century. It must be considered as a didactic manuscript belonging to the 
reformist school of Surat (Cantera & Andrés-Toledo 2008) and it attests 
a PT for V 12 before V 13. Library: Kongelige Bibliothek in 
Copenhagen. Current signature: Cod. Iran 2. 
 
- G25: PV of the group of L4 with New Persian interlinear translation 
copied by Mobed Tehmur Nawruz Mobed Rustam Sanjana in Navsarī 
in 1163 A.Y. (1794 A.D.), according to its colophon. The 12th fragard is 
added by another hand (G25a) There are some corrections by a second 
hand (G25b), which stem from other manuscripts of the group of L4. 
Only the second volume, which contains V 12-22, is available. It attests a 
PT for V 12 before V 13. Unknown to Geldner. Library: The First 
Dastur Meherji-rana Library in Navsarī. Current signature: G25. 
 
- G34: PV of the group of L4 with New Persian interlinear translation 
copied in Navsarī. It is the best preserved copy of L4. According to 
Kotwal’s unpublished catalogue, it was sold to Mancherji Faredunji for 
Rs. 25 by Faredunji Kawasji Barucha on the day Asman, month 
Mahafarvadin of 1204 A.Y. Unknown to Geldner. Library: The First 
Dastur Meherji-rana Library in Navsarī. Current signature: G34. 
 
- F10: PV of the group of K1 with New Persian interlinear translation, but 
partially collated with VS manuscripts. Copied by Dastur Sorabji 
Kavasji Sorabji Meherji-rana in Navsarī in 1.2.1872 Saṁvat (1st volume) 
and 14.10.1872 Saṁvat (2nd volume), that is, 1815 A.D. There are some 
corrections by a second hand (F10a), which stem from other 
manuscripts of the group of L4. Like P5 and K2, it shows additions from 
the VS, rearrangements, etc. and its copyist belongs to the reformist 
school of Navsarī (Cantera & Andrés-Toledo 2008). 1st volume: V 1-8. 
2nd volume: V 9-22. The 12th fragard is added in European paper at the 
end of the second volume by a recent hand. Unknown to Geldner. 
Library: The First Dastur Meherji-rana Library in Navsarī. Current 
signature: F10 of the Dastur Erachji Sorabji Meherji-rana’s collection 
(Dhabhar 1925 7-8). 
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 “Vendidad med pehlevi Oversættelse afskreven af Destur Daráb efter et gammelt Exemplar bragt 
fra Persien af Destur Jamasp íráni”. 
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- T44: PV of the group of L4 with New Persian interlinear translation, but 
partially collated with VS manuscripts. Copied by Mobed Sohrāb 
Dastur Frāmroz Sohrāb Rustom (Meherji-rana) on the day Dādār 
Hormizd, month Ordibehešt in 1210 (in letters) or 1208 (in numbers) 
A.Y. (1841 or 1839 A.D.), according to its colophon. Like P5 and K2, it 
shows additions from the VS, rearrangements, etc. and its copyist 
belongs to the reformist school of Navsarī. The 12th fragard is added at 
the end of the manuscript by the same hand. Unknown to Geldner. 
Library: The First Dastur Meherji-rana Library in Navsarī. Current 
signature: T44 of the Original collection (Dhabhar 1925 125). 
 
- E10: PV manuscript of the group of L4, but partially collated with VS 
manuscripts. Like P5, K2 and T44, it shows additions from the VS, 
rearrangements, etc. Like Pt2, it preserves the lost three colophons of 
L4, but it does not include the data of the final copyist, place and date of 
E10. Unknown to Geldner. Library: The First Dastur Meherji-rana 
Library in Navsarī. Current signature: E10 of the Naib-Dastur Edalji 
Navroji Meherji-rana’s collection (Dhabhar 1925 66). 
 
- B1: PV manuscript of the group of K1. Without colophon. Library: 
Bombay University Library. Current signature: not catalogued yet. 
 
- P10: PV manuscript of the group of K1, but partially corrected by a 
second hand (P10a) of the group of L4. Without colophon. Library: 
Bibliothèque Nationale de France in Paris. Current signature: Suppl. 
Persicum 26. 
 
- M3: PV manuscript of the group of K1. Without colophon. Library: 
Bayerische Staatsbibliothek in Munich. Current signature: Cod. Zend 
48. 
 
- R1: PV manuscript without colophon, although the water mark in the 
paper indicates year 1867. Only V 12 and parts of other texts of 
Vīdēvdād. At the beginning of the 12th fragard it is written in Persian 
that it was copied from a manuscript of Mobed Rustam Sanjana 
(Dhabhar 1923b 135). Unknown to Geldner. Library: K. R. Cama 
Oriental Institute of Mumbai. Current signature: R. 1. 
 
- R3: PV manuscript without colophon. Only V 12. Dhabhar (1923b 135) 
gave no further information regarding year or copyist. Unknown to 
Geldner. Library: K. R. Cama Oriental Institute of Mumbai. Current 






Indian Vīdēvdād Sāde (IndVS): 
 
- L1: IndVS manuscript dated 804 A.Y. (1435 A.D.) in Pāzand on folio 
246 (Unvala 1940 82). If true (Geldner 1896 Prolegomena viii), it would 
be the oldest VS manuscript preserved. Library: British Library in 
London. Current signature: Mss. Avestan 1. 
 
- B2: IndVS manuscript. Although Geldner (1896 Prolegomena ii) 
considered old, he did not noticed that it preserves the colophon. As 
Cantera has recently noticed, the colophon is written in folio 53v. 
According to it, this manuscript was written by Dārāb H rb  Hīrā in 
Surat on the day Mihr of the month Amurdād 995 A.Y. (1626 A.D.). 
Library: Bombay University Library. Current signature: Nº 28. 
 
- R278: IndVS manuscript copied by Mube  Rūšatam Varada θuuθā 
Navarōz Tihimūr Xuršē  Narašąg Muva  Žēšąg Šākēn, at the command 
of Hēravat v(a) Mubə  Kāuuš Vara  Aspądīārzī Zamašə -zī Kūkāzī Āšā 
in 1023 A.Y. (1654 A.D.). In folio 2r it is written: presented to Samsh-ul-
ulma Ervad Jeevanji Modi by his friend Ervad Maneckji Rustomji 
Unvala, 23-9-95. Unknown to Geldner. Library: K. R. Cama Oriental 
Institute of Mumbai. Current signature: R278. 
 
- T46: IndVS manuscript copied by Ervad Erach Dastur Xoršed Dastur 
Hošang on the day Ohrmazd of the month Mihr 1033 A.Y. (1664 A.D.), 
according to its first colophon in folio 77, and completed by Ervad 
Erach Dastur Xoršed Dastur Hošang Sanjana in Navsarī on the day 
Māraspand of the month Ābān 1033 A.Y. (1664 A.D.) (Dhabhar 1925 
126). Unknown to Geldner. Library: The First Dastur Meherji-rana 
Library in Navsarī. Current signature: T46 of the Original collection 
(Dhabhar 1925 126). 
 
- P1: IndVS manuscript copied by Dārāb Hērbed Rōstam Hērbed Xōršēd 
Hērbed Aspendyār Hērbed Rōstam in Surat on the Zāmyād of the 
month Mihr 1083 A.Y. (1714 A.D.), according to its Pāzand colophon. 
Its colophons were reproduced and translated by Unvala (1940 123 4-6). 
Burnouf (1829-1843) published a lithographed copy of P1, which was 
reprinteed by Brockhaus (1850). Library: Bibliothèque Nationale de 
France in Paris. Current signature: Suppl. Persicum 27. 
 
- Br1: IndVS manuscript copied in 1118 A.Y., 1805 Saṁvat (1748 A.D.). 
Library: K. R. Cama Oriental Institute of Mumbai. Current signature: 
D. 61. 
 
- L2: IndVS manuscript copied by Mobed Rostam Mobed Bahrām Dārāb 
Sohrāb Manāk Pešōtan Sanjana in Surat on the day Māh of the month 
Ardwahišt 1129 A.Y., Saṁvat 1816 (1759 A.D.). Its colophons were 
reproduced and translated by Unvala (1940 82-85). Library: British 
Library in London. Current signature: Mss. Avestan 2. 
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- G42: IndVS manuscript copied by Mobed Edal Mobed Jamšīd Mobed 
Maneck Beram Darab Sohrab Manec Pesotan Sanjana in Surat on 1159 
A.Y. (1789 A.D.). Unknown to Geldner. Library: The First Dastur 
Meherji-rana Library in Navsarī. Current signature: G42/1. 
 
- E4: IndVS manuscript copied by Behdin Xuršedji Kausji Edalji on the 
day Rām of the month Šahrewar 1161 A.Y., Saṁvat 1848 (1792 A.D.), 
according to its Gujarati colophon. Unknown to Geldner. Library: The 
First Dastur Meherji-rana Library in Navsarī. Current signature: E4 of 
the Naib-Dastur Edalji Navroji Meherji-rana’s collection (Dhabhar 1925 
64). 
 
- L5: IndVS manuscript copied by Hērbed Rūštam Hērbed Dārāb 
ərəšāspazī Pāvadī in Mumbai 
on the day Spandarmad of the month Day 1161 A.Y. (1792 A.D.), that 
is, later than E4. Its colophons were reproduced and translated by 
Unvala (1940 123 86-87). Library: British Library in London. Current 
signature: Mss. Avestan 5. 
 
- FK1: IndVS manuscript copied by Rostam bain Dastur Xuršid bən 
Dastur Mihirŋōš bən Dastur Bhrimwn bən Dastur Xuršət on 1172 A.Y. 
Belonging to the private collection of the Dastur Dr. F. M. Kotwal and 





Iranian Vīdēvdād Sāde (IrVS): 
 
- Mf2: the oldest IrVS manuscript known to us, copied by Husraw 
Anōšīrwān Rōstām Šahryār Wahrām Dahišnyār Mihrābān in Turkabad 
(Yazd) on the day Ādur of the month Ābān 987 A.Y. (1618 A.Y.). It 
attests two colophons, one after V 9 and another at the end of the 
manuscript. This important manuscript is descrived by Dhabhar (1923a 
13-14) in the number 15 of his catalogue. Library: K. R. Cama Oriental 
Institute of Mumbai. Current signature: D. 58.  
 
- K9: IrVS manuscript copied from Mf2 by Mobed Dārāb Dastur Sohrāb 
Dastur Bahman Hērbed Bahrām Hērbed Frāmrōz Dastur Šābuhr 
Hērbed Kaykobād on the day Day pad Dēn of the month Hordād 1115 
A.Y. (1746 A.D.), according to its colophon (Unvala 1940 134-135). 










In order to establish the stemmata codicum of the Avestan texts
75
 Geldner 
followed partially Lachmann’s (1842-1850) method for the edition of classical 
texts. By means of this method Geldner reconstructed the stemma codicum of the 
PV and the IrVS, but he did not dare to establish that of the IndVS, because he was 
conscious of having at his disposal only a part of the extant material. However, and 
unlike Lachmann, he based the collatio not only on the errores significativi, further 
divided by Maas into errores coniunctivi, that is, those connecting two or more 
manuscripts, and errores separativi, namely those which separate one manuscript 
from the rest. Geldner also took into account other minor variants, such as 




2.1. Stemma codicum of Vīdēvdād 
 
As far as Vīdēvdād is concerned, its archetype must be reconstructed on the 
basis of two main text-types
76
: a) that of the Pahlavi Vīdēvdād manuscripts, that is, 
those which attest a Pahlavi translation of the Avestan text; and b) that of the 
Vīdēvdād Sāde manuscripts, where only the Avestan text is preserved. 
The VS manuscripts show the text in full without abbreviation, mainly 
because they must be recited in a ritual, unlike the Pahlavi ones. Moreover, the 
arrangement of texts in the VS is completely different from that of the PV. While in 
the latter ones there is no further text between each fragard, in the VS the text of 
Vīdēvdād is added between Vīsparad and Yasna. Therefore, the Vīdēvdād Sāde can 
be considered a text-type, opposed to the text-type of the Pahlavi manuscripts.  
Notwithstanding, the text of the VS is substantially the same as that of the 
PV manuscripts with only slight differences, as Geldner (1896 Prolegomena xlv) 
already noticed. Accordingly, both text-types seem to stem from a common pre-
archetype. I will deal later with the problem of the reconstruction of this common 
pre-archetype. I will now analyse Geldner’s considerations, as written in his 
Prolegomena, about the archetype of Vīdēvdād in order to show the fundaments of 
his critical edition of Vīdēvdād. 
 
Geldner based his edition on the PV manuscripts. According to him (1896 
Prolegomena xiii ff.) all the known PV manuscripts stem from L4 and K1. 
According to the colophon in K1 and that of Pt2, which is a copy of L4, Māhyār 
Māhdād brought from Sīstān to India a manuscript written by Ardašīr ī Wahman ī 
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 Lachmann’s (1842-1850) method was systematised and improved by Maas (1957). As regards the 
main principles of stemmatics applied to Greek and Latin, vid. (Pasquali 1952), (West 1973), 
(Reynolds & Wilson 1974 VI.3), (Timpanaro 1981), (Bernabé 1992 54 ff.). 
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 Concerning the application of text-types to the textual criticism of other sacred texts, vid. 
Westcott & Hort’s (1881) text-types in the Greek New Testament. 
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Rōzweh Šāhburzēn Šāhmard from a manuscript copied by Hōmāst Wahišt in the 
12th century A.D. Hōmāst Wahišt’s manuscript, therefore, is the archetype of our 
extant Pahlavi Vīdēvdād and represents the written transmission current in Sīstān, 
according to Geldner (1896 Prolegomena xxiii).  
Anquetil-Duperron (1771 1.323, 2.4) reports that Ardašīr’s manuscript was 
copied twice in India. According to Westergaard (1852 4, n.1), from one of these 
two copies, made by Rōstām Mihrābān Marzabān, two other copies were made by 
Mihrābān Kayhusraw: L4 (692 A.Y., 1323 A.D.) and K1 (693 A.Y., 1324 A.D.). 
The remaining PV manuscripts known to Geldner stem from these two copies, 
whose stemma codicum he (1896 Prolegomena xix) reconstructed thus: 
Ms. of Hōmāst 
 
Ms. of Ardašīr (1205 A.D.) 
   
Ms. of Rōstām (after 1269) 
 
 
L4 (1323)     K1 (1324) 
 
                  Ml3 (1594) 
 
        B1            K3b 
 
    Y       X 
          corrections by a second hand 
 
 Pt2            P2 (1758) K3a      M3 
 
Geldner’s stemma had to be rebuilt because of the discovery of another 
important PV manuscript at the beginning of the 20th century: Jāmāsp’s (1907) IM 
(1575 A.D.). Its importance manifested as it is the only known manuscript which 
does not stem from L4 or K1.  
Before IM was discovered, all the known PV manuscripts were supposed to 
stem from one of these two copies of Rōstām Mihrābān Marzabān’s copy, which is 
reflected in Geldner’s stemma codicum. 
IM was brought from Iran to India by an Iranian Zoroastrian named 
Siyāwaxš Ormazdyār. It was presented to Mānakjī Sōhrābjī Kāwusjī Ashburner in 
1853 A.D., according to a Persian colophon on the last folio. In 1907 it was in 
Jāmāsp’s possession. Unfortunately now it is lost. 
IM contains a colophon at the end of V 9 and other colophons at the end of 
the manuscript, all of them reproduced by Jāmāsp (1907 xxiv ff.). According to the 
colophon after book 9, it was copied in Kermān by Marzabān Frēdōn Wahrām 
Rōstām Bunyār in 944 Y.E. (1575 A.D.) from a copy by Šahryār Ardašīr Ērič 
Rōstām Ērič (ε) that goes back to a copy by Wēžan Wahrāmšāh Wēžan (δ), who 
copied it from the manuscript of Ardašīr (β). Therefore, while IM stems from one 
copy of the manuscript of Ardašīr, L4 and K1 stem from a second copy of the 





α           (mss. of Hōmāst Wahišt)    
  
β            (mss. of Ardašīr ī Wahman ī  
               Rōzweh Šāhburzēn Šāhmard) 
 
           
     
      δ      (mss. of Wēžan     γ            (mss. of Rōstām  
                      Wahrāmšāh Wēžan)            Mihrābān Marzabān) 
        
          
 
 
         ε     (mss. of Šahryār Ardašīr 
                     Ērič Rōstām Ērič)     L4           K1 
                      (1323 A.D.)    (1324 A.D.) 
 
                    IM (1575 A.D.) 
 
Until IM can again be located, L4 and K1 are the oldest PV manuscripts we 
know and the only source of the rest of PV manuscripts. 
 
According to Geldner (1896 Prolegomena xx, xlv-xlvi), the Vīdēvdād Sāde 
manuscripts are divided into two groups, the Indian and the Iranian one, each 
stemming from an Indian and an Iranian vulgata respectively. These two vulgatae 
stem in turn from a common VS tradition, older than the archetype of our extant 
PV, and only retraceable by comparison of the scanty Iranian material with the 
great number of Indian manuscripts. 
As mentioned above, Geldner did not dare to reconstruct a stemma codicum 
of the Indian VS, and limited himself to the Iranian one 
Geldner (1896 Prolegomena xxxv) traced back the Iranian VS to a common 
ancestor of the 15th century approximately: 
     
    X 
 
   Ms. of Šahryār (ca. 1510 A.D.) 
 
 
       Ms. of Husraw-šāh (ca. 1585) 
 
   Ms. of Marzābān (ca. 1592) 
       Ms. of Wahrām (ca. 1610) 
Mf2 (1618) 
    Jp1 (1638) 
 
 
        K4 (1723)  
 
He denied the possibility of retracing the common ancestor of the Indian 
vulgata (1896 Prolegomena xxi) because of the great number of Indian VS 
manuscripts and because he admitted to have collated only “a fragment of what 
exists”. Kellens (1998 455) agrees with him. 
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Geldner was very cautious, since he knew he had at his disposal only limited 
materials. Nevertheless, his decision implies a problem. As a matter of fact, unless 
we try to reconstruct at least a provisional stemma codicum of the Indian VS, it is 
impossible to reach the archetype of the text-type of the VS, because one of its two 
branches lacks.  
But this problem does not only affect the VS text-type, but also that of the 
PV. Actually, since both text-types are supposed to go back to a common pre-
archetype, that of the whole Vīdēvdād, lacking any reliable archetype of the VS 
tradition, the latter cannot be established. Nevertheless, Geldner seems not to have 




2.2. Geldner’s archetype of Vīdēvdād 
 
Geldner (1896 Prolegomena xlvi) denied the possibility of reaching what 
Hoffmann & Narten’s (1989) called afterwards a Sasanian archetype, called pre-
archetype by modern textual criticism since Pasquali (1952). On this subject, 
Geldner was closer to Maas’ (1957) concept of the archetype than to that of 
Lachmann (1842-1850), because he only tried to reconstruct the text which the 
manuscripts can attest. Moreover, his doubts about the possibility of reaching this 
pre-archetype were closer to modern critics like Dawe (1964). 
Geldner’s concept of a common pre-archetype of Vīdēvdād determined the 
constitutio textus of his edition, so that I will outline some remarks about it. 
On one hand, Geldner (1896 Prolegomena xx) supposed that the VS text-
type “lies farther back than our oldest Pahlavi Vendîdâds in point of time, or 
before the Ms. of Rustam”, on account of the readings shared by all the VS, which 
differ from those of the PV. On the other hand, he (1896 Prolegomena xix) guessed 
that the VS text-type presupposes a common archetype excerpted and compiled 
out of the PV manuscripts because of two reasons: a) the VS incorporated glosses 




The VS certainly incorporated glosses from the PV (Geldner 1896 
Prolegomena xlvi). But these are sometimes difficult to distinguish from the 
original text, as he himself indicated. In such cases he admitted to have followed 
the Iranian VS, which according to him (1896 Prolegomena xxiii, xlvi) is almost 
free from glosses and preserves a better text than the Indian VS. He (1896 
Prolegomena xxii) furthermore stated that the IndVS manuscripts B2 and P1 
include corrections from the oldest PV manuscripts. Therefore, at a previous stage, 
our extant VS manuscripts would have copied the text of Vīdēvdād from the PV 
text-type. 
Geldner’s conclusions raise some methodological problems.  
The only textual materials now available are the extant manuscripts of both 
text-types. Provided that we admit that the direction of copy was PV > VS, as 
                                                 
77
 The only correction noted by Geldner would occur in V 18.70, where P1 agrees with L4 in the 
variant zaoϑrō. 
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Geldner did, we can no more take the text-type of the VS as older at a previous 
stage. Thus, a methodological contradiction arises. 
Furthermore, Geldner’s arguments for a direction of copy PV > VS must be 
reviewed. It is not true that some IndVS introduced corrections from the oldest PV 
manuscripts. Indeed, from a single example of a supposed correction from L4 in 
P1, we cannot infer that even this IndVS manuscript was corrected by means of the 
oldest PV ones. This is only a coincidence between two manuscripts which 
demonstrates nothing by itself, because it is nothing unusual. So the only influence 
of the PV on the VS text-type that could point to the previous existence of the PV 
text-type and to the direction of copy PV > VS is the incorporation of some 
Avestan glosses from the PT of the PV into the VS. However, we must admit that 
there were Avestan glosses to the Avestan texts, so that all the glosses of the VS 
must not necessarily be ascribed to the PT, that is, not all the glosses incorporated 
into the VS stem from the PV. They could have already been included in the 
Avestan text of the VS. 
 
 
2.3. The archetype of Vīdēvdād after Geldner 
 
After Geldner’s approach, new perspectives were made possible concerning 
the problem of the pre-archetype of Vīdēvdād. The most important contributions 
after Geldner were those of Humbach, Hoffmann & Narten and Kellens. 
Humbach (1973 109-110) stated that the PT was added to a previous VS text 
because of the comparison between V 15.49 and 15.50: 
 
V 15.49 
yō. gaδβąm. yąm. apuϑrąm. ϑraiiąm. 
bāuzdri. barəϑrica. puϑrāca. 
paēmainica. aiiatāca. taēca. aētaδaca. 




dātarə. yō. gaδβąm. jaiṇti. yąm. 
apuϑrąm. ϑraiiąm. bāuzdri. barəϑrica. 
puϑrāca. paēmainica. aiiatāca. taēca. 
aētaδaca. puϑrəm. baraiti. sūnąm. 
bāuzdri. kā. hē. asti. ciϑa. 
 
According to Humbach (1973 109-110), all the manuscripts of the PV and 
the VS text-type would stem from the same “Stammhandschrift”, namely a VS, 
because all of them attest the same wrong repetition. Humbach (1973) explains it 
out of a scribal mistake in a VS, from which the rest of manuscripts stem. The 
scribe of the archetype of the VS text-type would have copied wrongly the 
expected Avestan text of V 15.50, namely our V 15.49. He then noticed the mistake 
of V 15.49, marked it with deletion marks and copied the right one of V 15.50 
below. Later copyists of this manuscript did not notice the deletion marks and 
copied both V 15.49 and 15.50. Afterwards the Pahlavi translators rendered both 
texts into Pahlavi, also without noticing this repetition. 
In Humbach’s (1973) opinion, the PT was added after this mistake in the 
Avestan text was made. On one hand, if the PT was older than this scribal mistake, 
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the PV manuscripts would attest only one PT, regardless of the repetition of the 
Avestan text. On the other hand, this implies that all the extant Vīdēvdād 
manuscripts, both PV and VS, stem from a common manuscript. 
Humbach (1973 109-110), however, did not specify whether a PT was made 
from this VS “Stammhandschrift” or this PT already existed and was adapted to 
the VS. If it was made from this VS “Stammhandschrift”, it must necessarily have 
been made in Sasanian times because of the archaisms of the PT (Cantera 1999a). In 
such case, the VS “Stammhandschrift” would be at least as old as this archaic 
Pahlavi. On the contrary, if a PT already existed and was adapted to the VS, 
Humbach still could not explain where this PT came from. 
 
This idea of a common written archetype was continued by Hoffmann & 
Narten (1989). Indeed, they stated that both text-types, namely the PV and the VS, 
stem from a common “Stammhandschrift” written in the 9th or 10th century, which 






Stammhandschrift of Vīdēvdād 
 
 
  PV         VS 
 
According to them, the loss of some “Stammhandschriften”, in times when 
the Zoroastrian community was in danger and the Pahlavi literature flourished 
partly at the cost of the interest for Avestan, explains why only a meagre part of 
the Avesta is preserved.  
They state, unlike Geldner, that a critical edition of the Avesta must try to 
reconstruct this Sasanian (pre-)archetype. Nevertheless, as we have already 
observed, in the contaminated written transmission of Vīdēvdād this task cannot be 
easily fulfilled. 
 
The third most important approach to the pre-archetype of Vīdēvdād was 
made by Kellens (1998 472-473). He criticised Hoffmann & Narten’s vision of the 
written transmission of the Avesta because of its extreme linearity and explained 
the loss of the most part of the Avesta in a different way. 
According to him, apart from the Great Sasanian Avesta, described in 
Dēnkard 8-9, there was a parallel text of the Avesta for ritual purposes. This ritual 
Avesta comprised a textual canon for major rituals (Yasna, Vīsparad and Vīdēvdād) 
and another for minor rituals (Xwardag Abastāg). Our extant manuscripts would 
stem from this ritual Avesta. According to Kellens’ hypothesis, since our 
manuscripts stem from the ritual Avesta, then the text-type of the Sāde 
manuscripts would be the oldest one. In this regard he agrees with Humbach’s 
opinion. 
As far as Vīdēvdād is concerned, Kellens (1998 473) follows Humbach (1973 
109-113) and takes for granted a VS “Stammhandschrift” A previous to a PV 
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“Stammhandschrift” B. Like Humbach, he observes that there are some common 
omissions in the VS as well as in the PV manuscripts. This fact is corroborated 
sometimes by an omission in the PT too. According to Kellens, such omissions can 
only be explained because they already occurred in a common archetype, namely 
the VS “Stammhandschrift” A. The hyparchetypes of the VS and the PV stem from 
it. 
On the other side, he also notices that Avestan glosses from the PT of the 
PV manuscripts slipped even into the oldest VS manuscripts. This fact is explained 
by Kellens (1998 473) by means of the PV “Stammhandschrift” B. 
According to him, although the VS “Stammhandschrift” A would be older 
and all the manuscripts of Vīdēvdād stem from it, a copy of it with the PT already 
included, namely the PV “Stammhandschrift” B, was the source of all our extant 
PV as well as VS manuscripts. Regarding the latter ones, they would have been 
copied without the PT from this PV “Stammhandschrift” B. 
Kellens’ study finally agrees with Geldner’s opinion. Indeed, Kellens’ VS 
“Stammhandschrift” A would be the manuscript which “lies farther back than our 
oldest Pahlavi Vendîdâds in point of time, or before the Ms. of Rustam”. 
Nevertheless, Kellens did not explain where the PT of the PV manuscripts came 
from and how it was assembled with the Avestan text, since these PV manuscripts 
stem from a VS. Furthermore, it is unlikely that a new VS text-type could have 
been extracted from a PV manuscript, unless it was made by means of a copy-paste 
process of several manuscripts. Actually, this copy-paste process would mean that 
the new VS manuscripts after the “Stammhandschrift” B were extracted from 
different manuscripts with the text of Yasna-Vīsparad and Vīdēvdād 
independently. 
 
The last study about the pre-archetype of Vīdēvdād has been recently 
presented by Cantera in a conference at the École des Hautes Études in 2008. 
On one hand, Cantera criticised Humbach’s (1973) argument regarding V 
15.49-50. As already mentioned, Humbach stated that the repetition of the PT in 
the repeated Avestan text demonstrates that this PT was added, but not necessarily 
made, later. Since V 15.50 attests the complete Avestan text, if Humbach (1973) 
were right we would expect the PT rendering each Avestan word. As Cantera 
observes, however, both PTs omitted the PT of Av. jaiṇti. Hence Cantera 
concludes that a PT where Av. jaiṇti remained untranslated already existed before 
the Avestan text was copied twice. Thus, the VS was not translated later: a PT 
already existed and was added latter to the Avestan text. When the scribes noticed 
that the Avestan text was repeated, they simply copied again the only PT they had 
at their disposal. 
On the other hand, Cantera agrees with Kellens concerning the priority of 
the VS text-type, but he disagrees with him regarding the reconstruction of a PV 
“Stammhandschrift” B because of two reasons.  
Firstly, and unlike Kellens, he thinks that some Avestan glosses from the PT 
slipped into the VS text-type when this PT was joined to the Avestan text of the 
VS, because they show mutual influence. There was a process of mutual 
contamination when both text-types merged, but this does not imply the need of a 
“Stammhandschrift” B. 
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Secondly, Cantera notices that Kellens’ hypothesis of a VS 
“Stammhandschrift” A and a PV “Stammhandschrift” B does not explain a further 
problem: none of our extant PV manuscripts attest the 12th fragard. If all the VS 
manuscripts stem from this PV “Stammhandschrift” B, we would expect them not 
to include this 12th fragard. But they do. If Kellens’ hypothesis were right, its 
presence in the VS could only be explained either a) as an omission in the archetype 
of all our extant PV manuscripts, older enough to go back to the time when 
Dēnkard was written, because V 12 is not described in Dēnkard; or b) as an 
addition of this fragard in the VS manuscripts after the PT was embedded in the 
PV manuscripts. 
According to Cantera, V 12 is not preserved in the PV because it never 
belonged to the Vīdēvdād Nask of the Great Avesta, but only to the ritual Avesta. 
Cantera thinks that the scribes from the 10th century onwards were 
comparing both text-types when both traditions merged
78
, possibly from a single 
manuscript of each type. They did not simply copy, but also tried to improve the 
transmitted text in what can be viewed as an editorial attempt. Thus, whenever 
they did not find the corresponding fragard in the Vīdēvdād Nask of the Great 
Avesta, as it is the case of the 12th fragard, they simply omitted it in the PV 
manuscripts. According to Cantera (under preparation D), the scribes apparently 
preferred not to include the Avestan text without PT instead of adding an Avestan 
text without PT. On the contrary, they added some glosses from the PV into the 
VS manuscripts, especially when these glosses were accompanied by its 
corresponding PT. So both traditions contaminated each other. 
 
Like Geldner, Humbach and Kellens, Cantera considers that the Avestan 
text of Vīdēvdād is basically the heir of a VS text-type. He thinks that this VS was 
used for ritual purposes and existed as such in Sasanian times: our extant VS are, 
more or less, the direct heirs of the tradition of this ritual Avesta. 
As far as the PV text-type is concerned, he says that our extant PV 
manuscripts are the result of the addition of the PT of the Vīdēvdād Nask of the 
Great Avesta to this basic VS text-type. According to him, this Vīdēvdād Nask 
only preserved the PT together with its glosses and commentaries, although he 
does not rule out that it may have included an Avestan text very similar to that of 
the VS text-type. At a certain point of the written transmission, both traditions 
merged and the PT together with its glosses and commentaries was assembled with 
the Avestan text of the VS. So the process of adding a PT to an Avestan text would 
be parallel to that of the creation of the Pahlavi Yasna, as Cantera & de Vaan (2005) 
noticed on account of the manuscripts Pt4 and Mf4. Therefore, the creation of the 
PV text-type would be parallel to that of the Pahlavi Yasna text-type: an 
independent Avestan text, to which a PT was assembled. 
 
I agree with Cantera in refusing a PV “Stammhandschrift” B and I consider 
very unlikely that a whole VS could have been extracted from the PV text-type. 
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 Cantera and I have verified that this is a long term process which continued in India in the PV 
manuscripts from the 18th onwards. As Cantera notices, however, it is older than we had supposed 
(see for instance the revision of the manuscript mentioned in the colophon of the IrVS manuscript 
Jp1). 
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His explanation of the presence of Avestan glosses in the VS manuscripts because 
of the joint of an independent Pahlavi text to the VS text-type is more likely. 
Furthermore, this is confirmed by the parallel of the written transmission of the 
Pahlavi Yasna, composed joining a PT to the Avestan text. This allows us to 
explain better why sometimes the PT does not fit exactly the Avestan text. Indeed, 
both do not always fit because the texts were independently transmitted and only 
merged afterwards. I disagree, however, regarding his explanation of the absence of 
V 12 in the PV manuscripts. I will deal later with this problem. 
Cantera’s main innovation consists on tracing back both text-types to 
independent, later merging sources. But this has further theoretical and 
methodological consequences for the edition of Vīdēvdād: 
 
a) One Avestan pre-archetype.  
There would be only one Avestan pre-archetype, namely that of the ritual 
Vīdēvdād. As far as the Avestan text of the VS was copied from it, it must be taken 
as the basis and looked upon as preeminent. This contradicts Geldner’s method, 
because he based his edition on the PV manuscripts. Thus, Geldner’s edition must 
be revised according to the preeminence of the VS text-type. 
 
b) How to reach it.  
The stemma codicum of the IndVS is still an unfulfilled task, and so is 
accordingly that of the whole VS. But Geldner’s list of variants common to the VS 
text-type is of no use for it. Indeed, it is mostly based on dittographies, shared 
often by other manuscripts from the PV text-type and different from L4 and K1. 
As they can be found independently in manuscripts of a different text-type, due to 
common innovations, these minor mistakes cannot be used to reconstruct a pre-
archetype. Therefore, unless the stemma codicum of the whole VS text-type is 
built, we will never know which variants are supposed to stem from the pre-
archetype of the VS. Furthermore, the great amount of VS manuscripts makes this 
task all the more difficult. 
 
c) The stemma. 
If there was an open tradition, horizontal and contaminated in its very 
beginning, the reconstruction of a classical stemma codicum must be dealt with 
caution. The errores coniunctivi become more important than the errores separativi, 
because the scribes could have corrected the mistakes of the older manuscripts 
from which they copied. 
 
d) How to choose in case of divergence? 
Since these two text-types stem from a common VS source, the VS text-type 
must be the basis of the constitutio textus. 
Only when the IrVS, IndVS and PV manuscripts agree, a reading can be 
taken for sure or at least for reliable. If they disagree, the usual criterion of textual 
criticism of two versus one implies that a reading must be preferred when it is 
shared by the IrVS and the IndVS. If the VS disagree, a reading is more reliable 
when it is shared by the oldest manuscripts of the PV text-type and at least by the 
oldest manuscripts of any of the two branches of the VS text-type. 
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2.4. Types of mistakes in V 10-12 
 
 After considering the problem of the pre-archetype of Vīdēvdād and its 
implications for the stemmatics of this text, I will deal with another important 
subject in stemmatics: the types of mistakes in the written transmission. 
Geldner based his conclusions about the relations between manuscripts on 
some types of mistakes, such as dittographies and haplographies, which modern 
textual criticism rules out for the reconstruction of a stemma codicum. But before 
trying to build the stemma codicum of Vīdēvdād, we must search the types of 
mistakes found in the Avestan manuscripts and understand which ones are 
significant and which ones are not. 
The Avestan manuscripts share with those of other written traditions some 
types of mistakes, which are usually due to the writing itself, to the pronunciation 
or to psychological reasons. In V 10-12 I have found examples of the following: 
 
1. Derived from the writing: 
1.1. Confusion of similar graphems. 
This mistake is one of the most common in both Avestan and 
Pahlavi. Example: V 10.2b: K1 <sʾsʾn'> instead of <gʾsʾn'>. In Avestan it 
is very usual in the graphems formed by adding a diacritic to another 
graphem
79
. Example: V 10.2b: V 10.19a: B1 kamāici  and M3 kamāi.ci  
instead of +ka āici .  
Confusions are obviously more probable among similar graphems. 
Example: V 12.1a: G25a, R3, B2, L1, T46, P1, Br1, L2 attest māca instead 
of māta. 
 
1.2. Due to a wrong division of words. 
In Avestan the division of the words through dots by the scribes was 
not always correct, and in Pahlavi sometimes the scribe wrote a stroke in 
the midst of the word. As Cantera (2004a) notices, it is not properly a 
mistake, since it is due to the usual tendency of the scribes to separate 
endings from the lexeme. Example: V 10.4a: L1, B2 vōhū.n m and T46 
vōhū.nąm instead of xvohunąm; V 10.4a: B2, T46 aōge.madahecā instead 
of xaogəmadaēcā; V 11.2c: P2 <lwšn'yh> instead of <lwšnyh>. There are 
cases in Pahlavi where the wrong separation was not marked by a stroke, 
as in V 11.12g, where P2 attests <ʾhwwk ynšn'> instead of <ʾhwkynšn'>. 
2. Derived from the pronunciation 
These very common mistakes are mainly due to the inner recitation of the 
scribe when copying or to the pronunciation of another person while he was 
copying.  
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 Regarding the creation of different graphems in Avestan from the Pahlavi writing, vid. especially 
(Hoffmann & Narten 1989 23-33). Cereti is now studying the problem of the creation of the 
Avestan script in comparison with the Pahlavi writing of coins and epigraphy. 
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In Avestan they affect mainly the final vowels, but also phonetically close 
vowels and consonants in all positions. These confusions often indicate that some 
phonemes were not distinguished at the time when the copy was made. Examples:  
- V 10.5b: K1, B2, P1, Br1, L2, E4 attest nāirike instead of nāirika (surely 
because of a pronunciation of –a as [æ]). 
- V 11.8a: D62, B1, P10 <slʾdyš> instead of <slʾdyšn> does not mean that 
the scribes forgot a final stroke for <-n>, but that they were not pronouncing Phl. 
srāyišn, but possibly NP. sarāyeš. 
The same can be said regarding the PV manuscript K2, which systematically 
attest <ʾtš> instead of <ʾthš>. Of course, this variant implies that its scribe did no 
more pronounce Phl. ātaxš, but NP. ātaš. 
As Geldner (1896 Prolegomena l) noticed, this confusion, due to phonetic 
reasons, is a problem whenever we must choose between a middle or an active 
verbal ending. This problem cannot be easily solved, as the fluctuation between –e 
/ -i is very common in the manuscripts. Moreover, in such cases the PT usually 
does not help in the choice. 
 
3. Derived from the context 
The most frequent context-bound mistakes are due to the perseveration of a 
previous word or the anticipation of a following one. They are found especially in 
the Avestan nominal endings. However, sometimes it is difficult to distinguish 
such contextually conditioned mistakes from ungrammatical passages, which can 
be due not to a scribal mistake, but to a later composition. 
Among the most probable context-bound mistakes of perseveration and 
anticipation, the following ones can be mentioned:  
- V 10.5b: K1, P10, M3 paiti.pərənəm and D62 paiti.pərənm instead of 
paiti.pərəne by influence of the following aŋrəm. 
- V 10.9a: Br1, L5 ima instead of ime because of the preceding and following 
vaca. 
- V 10.19a: L4 yaoždaiϑiša instead of yaoždāitiš because of the preceding 
yaoždaiϑiša in L4. 
- V 11.3c: Mf2, K9 vairiiō instead of vairīm because of the preceding vairiiō. 
- V 11.4a: P2 vaca instead of vacō because of the preceding aδa and the 
following framruua; etc. 
 
4. Omissions 
4.1. Short omissions 
4.1.1. Haplographies 
Haplographies, that is, omissions of a syllable or a few 
graphems, are very common. Examples: V 10.1b: L1, B2, P1, L2 nas 
instead of nasuš; V 10.1b: L4 upa.raēϑβaiti instead of upa.raēϑβaiieiti; 
V 10.3b: P10 gāϑuua instead of gāϑahuua; V 11.9c: L4a <bwšsp'> 
instead of <bwšʾsp'>. 
 
4.1.2. Omissions of one or a few words 
With the exception of words with only one graphem, such as 
Phl. ud <W> or Phl. ī <y>, omissions of one or a few words are not 
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found as frequently as haplographies. Nevertheless, they are usual 
enough, especially in Pahlavi. Examples: V 10.1a: L4 ┤mazdąm├; V 
10.2d: L1 ┤ϑrišāmrūtaca├; V 10.10a: F10 ┤MN znd├; V 11.9f: 
┤ʾwlwl├; V 12.7a [A]: G25a ┤ʾywp├. 
Sometimes they are due to a saut du même au même. This 
visual mistake is due to the identity of two elements in the same line 
or in two paragraphs. The scribe slips then into the following one. So 
he omits the previous one together with the text written between 
both. The saut du même au même occurs when these two words have 
the same beginning (homoeoarcton) or the same ending 
(homoeoteleuton). 
An example of saut du même au même due to a homoeoarcton 
is found in V 10.5b: B1, M3 ┤haca. nāirika. paiti.iriste├ in this 
context: ... haca. nā. paiti.iristō. ┤haca. nāirika. +paiti.irista.├ haca. 
nmānahe. ... Since the following prepositional syntagms begins with 
haca. nā-, the scribe was not aware of having omitted it. 
 
4.2. Long omissions 
Long omissions, though less common, are very important for 
establishing the filiation of manuscripts. 
4.2.1. Saut du même au même 
4.2.1.1. Homoeoarcton 
Example:  
- V 10.1b: K1, D62, P2, B1, P10 M3 ┤upa. ... irista├ in the 
following context: 
kuϑa. aēta . druxš. pərənāne. yā. haca. irista. ┤upa. juuaṇtəm. 
upa.duuąsaiti. kuϑa. aēta . nasuš. pərənāne. yā. haca. irista.├ upa. 
juuaṇtəm. +upa.raēϑβaiieiti. 
Obviously, the scribe slipped from the first upa into the 




- V 10.7b: E4 ┤āa . ... ϑrišāmrūta├ in the following context: 
... ϑrišāmrūta. ┤āa . mrao . ahurō. mazd . ime. aēte. vaca. yōi. 
həṇti. gāϑāhuua. ϑrišāmrūta.├ ime. vaca. ... 
It seems that the scribe omitted this text because of ϑrišāmrūta. 
As both V 10.7a and b end with this word, he slipped into V 10.7c 
because he though he had already copied b. 
 
4.2.2. Longer omissions 
Longer omissions may also arise because of the loss of one or 
more folios. Although in V 10-12 I have found no omission of this 
type, the one of V 18.52-57 and V 19.42-44 must be explained in this 
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Dittographies are found when some graphems are added in a word, or 
when a syllable is repeated within the same word. This mistake is very usual, 
especially in late manuscripts. Examples: V 11.9b: P2 <pytlytʾn'> instead of 
<ptlyt>; V 11.11a: L4, K1 imąm instead of imą; V 12.1: K2, L1, P1, L5 
paitarəm instead of pitarəm; V 12.1: L2 tanu.pərəϑanan m instead of 
tanu.pərəϑan m. 
 
5.2. Additions of one or a few words 
This mistake is less common, but it happens too. Example: V 11.9c: L4a 
<pltwm MNW> (<MNW> added); V 11.9g: L4, T44 <ʾpzʾl y OLE> and 
E10 <ʾpzʾl OLE> (<OLE> added). 
5.3. Glosses 
The scribes often added glosses to some words or passages, mainly in the 
margin or above the line, which did not belong to the original text, unlike 
older glosses and commentaries like those of the Pahlavi commentators in 
the PT. As those glosses were sometimes difficult to distinguish from the 
rest of the text, later copyists eventually incorporated them.  
In other cases, a later copyist did not take them as glosses, but as 
corrections made by the original scribe or by any other person who 
corrected the text. So he copied them together with the rest of it. 
There are not many examples of glosses incorporated to the text, but Av. 
kainīnō. xvatō. puϑrəm in V 12.7 could be one of them, although I think that 
it was copied from a commentary to the lost PT of V 12. 
 
5.4. Longer additions 
Longer additions are very rare, but also important for textual criticism. 
In V 10-12 I have found only one, but there are good examples of them in V 
13. They are mainly due to perseveration, where the scribe slipped into a 
preceding text already copied and repeated it completely. 
A good example of this kind of addition is found after V 12.4, where the 
IndVS manuscripts L1 and P1 repeat 12.3-4. 
Concerning V 13, after yō in V 13.19b, the scribe of F10 went back to 
the preceding yō in V 13.18b. Thus he added again the Avestan and Pahlavi 
texts from this yō in V 13.18b till the following one in V 13.19b. 
 
6. Transpositions 
6.1. Transpositions of graphems 
Transpositions of graphems are very common in the Avestan 
manuscripts, especially because their scribes no longer spoke the languages 
they were copying. Examples: V 12.4: R3 vastarn m instead of vastran m; 
V 12.4: L1, B2, P1, Br1, L2, E4, L5 vaŋuhibiiō instead of vaŋhubiiō; V 12.9: 
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G25a dhaman m instead of dahman m; V 12.13: L5 caϑβarəstaim instead of 
caϑβarəsatəm. 
 
6.2. Transpositions of words 
Transpositions of words are rarer than the preceding ones. Nevertheless, 
there are some examples of them in Vīdēvdād. In V 10.13b only G34 writes 
haca. dai hu. haca. zaṇtu instead of haca. zaṇtu. haca. +da hu. The same 
manuscript changes the expected order of one aēte. vaca and writes vaca. 
aēte in V 10.15a. 
In V 11.9f the manuscripts L4, K1, T44, B1, P10, M3 attest <ʾwlwl 
gwspnd> instead of the expected <gwspnd ʾwlwl>, which was restitued in 
later PV manuscripts. 
In V 12.2 the IndVS manuscript FK1 attests ϑriša.frasrūta. gāϑn m. 
ϑrasanāiti. vastrin m instead of the expected ϑriš.frasnāiti. tanunąm. 
ϑriš.frasrūiti. gāϑanąm. 
In later manuscripts of reformist schools, transpositions of words in the 
PT are more usual, because of their scribes’ attempt to adapt the Pahlavi text 
to the Avestan word-order. 
 
6.3. Longer transpositions 
These are even less common than the other two, but they are attested in 
the manuscripts of Vīdēvdād too, though not in V 10-12. For instance, in V 
13.55b-56a all the PV manuscripts continued with the Avestan text of 13.56 
and added the PT of 13.55b after it. 
 
7. Hypercorrections 
They are motivated sometimes by a conscious attempt of correcting the 
transmitted text, and sometimes even by the religious belief of the scribe. In 
written traditions where the scribes were immersed in a religious practice, 
sometimes their religious belief slipped into the text they were copying. Although 
this kind of mistake is scarcely attested in the Avestan manuscripts, we find 
examples of it in V 10-12.  
For instance, in V 11.9f the scribe of E4 wrote hāitīm instead of āhitīm. 
Behind this hypercorrection stands the Avestan word for a chapter of Yasna, 
namely hāiti-. In V 12.2 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 and T46 attest yazata and R1 
ẏazata instead of yazaēta. Obviously, the scribes corrected the optative by the 
Avestan word for “divinity”, namely yazata-. 
 
 As we have observed, there are many types of mistakes in the written 
transmission of Vīdēvdād. Among them, only some kinds of omissions, additions 
and transpositions can be regarded as errores significativi: 
a) Omissions:  
- Omissions of one or a few words. 
- Omissions of whole sentences or even paragraphs. 
b) Additions: 
- Additions of one or a few words. 
- Glosses. 
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- Longer additions. 
c) Transpositions: 
- Transpositions of words. 
- Longer transpositions. 
  
To them we must add the variants completely different from the rest, which 
are not due to minor mistakes, but to a different source. 
Geldner noticed many of these errores significativi when collating the 
manuscripts of Vīdēvdād. However, he also took into account other minor 
mistakes to establish relations between the manuscripts and, more importantly, to 
make the stemma codicum of the PV and to group the IndVS into two branches. 
Since these minor mistakes can be easily made by scribes of different manuscripts 
regardless of the model they were transmitting, as happened often, they are but of 
little use for textual criticism. Since Geldner’s method was deficient in this regard, 
his stemma of the PV and his conclusions about the IndVS need to be reviewed. 
 
 
2.5. Stemmatics of the PV in V 10-11: errores coniunctivi 
 
Unlike Geldner, now we know about the existence of reformist schools of 
copyists which tried to correct and improve the written transmission of Vīdēvdād 
(Cantera & Andrés-Toledo 2008). This affects the analysis of the errores 
coniunctivi, which become thus more important than the errores separativi. 
The copyist of a manuscript can continue a mistake inherited from the 
manuscript he copies from, and this is significant enough to relate them. However, 
if the mistake of an older manuscript is not continued in another manuscript, this 
does not necessarily mean that the new copy does not stem from this older 
manuscript, because the scribe of the new one could have corrected it. 
 As far as my edition of V 10-12 is concerned, I am conscious of the 
impossibility of drawing any conclusion from the data of only these three fragard, 
of which the 12th is not even preserved in any old PV manuscript. Until a complete 
edition of Vīdēvdād is achieved, a stemma codicum cannot be considered definitive, 
but simply tentative.  
As V 12 lacks in the most of PV manuscripts, the stemma of the PV 
manuscripts with V 12 and their inner relations require a separate consideration. 
Hence I will content myself with just showing the only errores significativi in V 
10-11, which relate and divide the manuscripts I have used, until a definitive and 
complete edition of Vīdēvdād is achieved. 
 Apart from the important data from the colophons, the errores coniunctivi 
in V 10-11 which point to a common source for all the PV manuscript (except IM) 
are the following: 
 
a) Omissions: 
- Omissions of one or a few words. 
- 10.6a: L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤MN├ (omitted 
before <wys> and before <znd>). Only P2 and F10a above the line 
completed it. 
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- 10.6a: L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤MN ... dhywpt'├. 
Only P2 completed it. 
- 10.9a: L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤gwbšn'├ 
- 10.15a: L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤OLE-šʾn'├ 
(1st). 
- 10.15a: K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, L4a ┤OLE-šʾn'├ 
(3rd). 
- 10.17a: L4, D62, P2, G34, B1, P10, M3 ┤HWE-d├. Only F10 above the 
line, T44 and E10 completed it. 
- 10.18e: K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, L4a ┤MNW├. 
Only G34a above the line completed it. 
- 11.2c: L4, D62, G34, T44, B1, P10, M3 ┤ywšdʾslyh├ (after <mʾh>). Only 
P2, F10 and E10 completed it. 
- 11.2c: L4, D62, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 ┤ywšdʾslyh PWN├ (before 
<hwlšyt>). Only P2 and E10 completed it. 
- Long omissions due to a saut du même au même. 
- 11.4b: all the PV ┤pʾnkyh mhst AYḴ-m OD tn' y psyn'├ 
- 11.9e: L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3 ┤pərəne. mūiδi. pərəne. 
kapastiš├. It was completed in P5, K2, G34a, F10a, T44 and E10. 
- 11.9e: L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3 ┤pwltynm mwtk kltʾl 
pwltynm xkystwk├. It was completed in P5, partially in K2 and in G34a, 
F10a, T44 and E10. 
- 11.12a-b: L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 ┤ptkʾlym hšm ... 
paršta. hąm.raēϑβəm. paršta. paiti.raēϑβəm├. These manuscripts omit the 
PT of paršta. +aēšməm. paršta. nasūm, together with its gloss and the 
following Avestan text paršta. hąm.raēϑβəm. paršta. paiti.raēϑβəm. On the 
contrary, the manuscripts P5, K2, F10a and E10, which belong to reformist 
schools, try to complete it with a newly created PT, while P5, K2, G34a, 
F10a, T44 in the left margin and E10 seem to have supplied it by means of a 
VS manuscript. 
- 11.12e: L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤ptkʾlym … 
xkystwk├. It was completed in P5, partially in K2 and in F10a. 
 
b) Additions: 
- Additions of one or a few words. 
- 10.16a: L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3 HWE-d AYḴ; P2, E10 hnd 
AYḴ (<AYḴ> added). 
- 10.16c: L4, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 HWE-d AYḴ (<AYḴ> 
added). Only P2 does not attest the addition. 
- 10.17a: L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) HWE-d 
MNW (<HWE-d> added). 




In spite of some corrections, these errores coniunctivi reveal that all the PV 
(except IM) stem from a common source. Nevertheless, although the oldest 
manuscripts L4 and K1 where copied by the same scribe, namely Mihrābān 
Kayhusraw, he was not that accurate and made several mistakes, as Westergaard 
(1852) and Geldner (1896) already noticed. Because of this, in both manuscripts 
there are many errores separativi which divided the written transmission of the PV 
into two main groups, that of L4 and that of K1. 
 
 
2.5.1. The group of L4: errores coniunctivi 
 
Apart from L4, Geldner only collated the manuscript Pt2 from the group of 
L4. Although now Pt2 is lost, I have collated other manuscripts which stem from 
L4 and share with it many errores coniunctivi not present in the rest of 
manuscripts. These are the manuscripts G25, G34, T44 and E10, preserved at The 
First Dastur Meherji-rana Library in Navsarī, of which G25 cannot be used for V 
10-11, because only its second volume (V 12-22) is available.  




- Omissions of one of a few words. 
- 10.7a: L4, G34, T44, E10 ┤MNW├ 
- 10.7b: L4, G34, T44, E10 ┤gwbšn'├ 
- 11.2a: L4, G34, T44, E10 ywdtdywdʾt ┤HD├ (the rest, 
<ywdtdywdʾt-HD>) 
- 11.10a: L4, G34, T44, E10 ┤MN MTA├ 
 
b) Additions: 
- Additions of one of a few words. 
- 11.6c: L4, G34, T44 ywšdʾslynyḏ. YHBWN-yḏ; E10 ywšdʾslynyḏ YHHWN-
yḏ (<YHBWN-yḏ or YHHWN-yḏ> added) 
- 11.9g: L4, G34, T44 ʾpzʾl y OLE; E10 ʾpzʾl OLE (<OLE> added) 
 
c) Transpositions. 
- 10.2b-c: in L4, G34, T44 and E10 the Avestan text of V 10.2c follows that of 
V 10.2b and then their respective PTs are written. Thus, the sequence is: 
Avestan text of V 10.2b > Avestan text of V 10.2c > PT of V 10.2b > PT of V 
10.2c. On the contrary, in K1 and the manuscripts of its group the sequence is: 
Avestan text of V 10.2b > PT of V 10.2b > Avestan text of V 10.2c > PT of V 
10.2c. 
 
L4 is the oldest manuscript of this group and was copied in Navsarī as well. 
Nevertheless, it attests some errores separativi, concretely omissions, which are not 




- Omissions of one or a few words. 
- 10.1a: L4 ┤mazdąm├ 
- 10.1b: L4 ┤BRA├ 
- 10.6a: L4 ┤paiti.pərəne├ (3rd) 
- 10.15a: L4 ┤aēte├ 
- 11.7a: L4 ┤YMRRWN├ 
- 11.10a: L4 ┤y ʾhlwb'├ 
- Long omissions. 
- 10.11c: L4 ┤ime. ... framruua├ 
 
Since L4 is the oldest and the source of the rest of its group, which do not 
attest these omissions, they must essentially have corrected them either by means 
of another PV manuscript of the group of K1 or (exclusively for the Avestan text) 
with the help of another VS manuscript. Geldner does not register the variants of 
Pt2 in the preceding errores separativi of L4, so that it is impossible to know 
whether Pt2 already corrected them or not. At least we know that these corrections 
took place before G34, the second oldest manuscript preserved within this group, 
was copied. 
The rest of preserved manuscripts of this group share one omission and one 
addition not present in L4, so that these mistakes go back either to Pt2 or to a copy 
of this manuscript: 
 
a) Omissions: 
- Omissions of one or a few words. 
- 11.6b: G34, T44, E10 ┤pʾhlwm├ 
  
b) Additions: 
- Additions of one or a few words. 
- 11.9e: G34a in the right margin, F10a in the right margin, T44, E10 
<pwltynm mwtk kltʾl pwltynm xkystwk> 
 
As far as the rest of manuscripts of the group of L4 are concerned, I can 
only add some errores coniunctivi only present in T44 and E10. However, only 
with the data from V 10-11, I cannot dare to draw further conclusions about them: 
 
a) Omissions: 
- Omissions of one or a few words. 
- 10.5b: T44, E10 ┤mʾn'├ 
 
b) Additions: 
- Additions of one or a few words. 
- 10.18b: T44 vī.uruuarō.təməmca. huškō.zəmō.təməmca; E10 
vīuruuarō.təməmca. huškō.zəmō.təməmca (huškō.zəmō.təməmca added). 
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On the other side, there is not enough material to establish the position in 
the stemma of the additions and corrections of L4a, L4b, L4c, G34a, F10a and 
P10a, which belong to the group of L4 too. 
 
 
2.5.2. The group of K1: errores coniunctivi 
 
As we have already seen, K1 is the second copy of the manuscript of 
Rōstām Mihrābān Marzabān made by Mihrābān Kayhusraw. Nevertheless, K1 and 
the manuscripts that stem from it share many errores coniunctivi not found in L4, 
so that they form an independent group. 
Apart from K1, Geldner collated the manuscripts Ml3, K3b, K3a, P2, B1 
and M3 of this group. Of these, Ml3 is lost and K3b and K3a do not preserve V 10-
11, so that I cannot analyse their relation with the other manuscripts of this group 
in these fragard. B1 was lost since Geldner used it, but in our recent trip to India 
we have again found it. To Geldner’s manuscripts I have added in my edition the 
manuscripts D62, P5, K2, F10 and P10, all of them belonging to the group of K1. 
D62 is the third oldest PV manuscript of the group of K1. 
Regarding P5 and K2, Cantera and I (2008) have observed that they belong 
to a reformist school which tries to improve and correct the transmitted text by 
means of manuscripts of the group of L4 and VS manuscripts. Therefore, although 
both P5 and K2 can be traced back to K1, they completed several omissions of K1 
and the rest of manuscripts of its group. Moreover, as they usually created a new 
PT, they must be analysed very carefully, because their extreme contaminatio 
affects our considerations about their position in the stemma codicum.  
I must add that their PTs agree with each other, but it is completely 
different from that of the rest of PV manuscripts. This fact implies that they must 
be analysed apart from the more or less faithful copies of K1. Therefore I have 
preferred not to incorporate the Pahlavi variants of P5 and K2 into the critical 
notes to my edition of the PT, but to add their PT as an appendix. 
On the other side, F10 belongs to another reformist school of copyists as 
well, although it does not show as many corrections and innovations as P5 and K2. 
Regarding P10, we will see later that Geldner confused P2 and P10. 
 
These are the errores coniunctivi which K1 shares with D62, P2, B1, P10 and 
M3 (and sometimes with P5, K2 and F10): 
 
a) Omissions: 
- Omissions of one or a few words. 
- 10.5a: K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10 ┤gwbšn'├. M3 omits a longer text. 
- 10.7c: K1, B1, M3 ┤vaca├. M3 attests a blank. The rest completed it. 
- 10.9b: K1, D62, F10, B1, P10, M3 ┤MN├. Only completed in P2. 
- 10.10a: K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3 ┤ŠDYA├ 
- 10.17a: D62, P2, B1, P10, M3 ┤gwbšn'├. Only completed in F10. 
- 11.1c: K1, B1, P10 (but P10a uruuarąm. kuϑa above the line) ┤kuϑa. 
uruuarąm├. The rest completed it. 
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- 11.9f: D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3 ┤ZK y├. K1 cannot be read here. 
- 11.12g: K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3 ┤ZK├ 
- 11.12g: K1, D62, B1, P10 ┤gwspnd├. The rest completed it. 
- Long omissions due to a saut du même au même. 




- Additions of one or a few words. 
- 10.2d: K1 –e. aete; D62, M3 ime. aete; P2 ime. aiti; P5 ime. ite; K2 ime. v ite; 
B1, P10 imi. aete (aete added). 
 
K1 is the oldest manuscript of the group and, because of the shared errores 
coniunctivi, seems to be the source of the rest. Nevertheless, it attests some 
omissions not found in them: 
 
a) Omissions: 
- Omissions of one or a few words. 
- 10.11b: K1 ┤mazd ├ 
- 10.14a: K1 ┤paiti.pərəne. vātō. daēuuō├ 
- Long omissions due to a saut du même au même. 
- 10.16d: K1 ┤ẔNE ... snʾh├ 
 
b) Additions: 
- Additions of one or a few words. 
- 11.4a: K1 gwbšn' BRA (<BRA> added). 
 
Therefore, it is evident that the rest of manuscripts of this group have 
supplied these omissions and corrected the addition. The second oldest manuscript 
of this group, Ml3 (963 A.Y., 1594 A.D.), could have already corrected the 
mistakes of K1. However, as Geldner did not mention the variants of Ml3 in these 
passages, we cannot know whether they were already corrected in this manuscript 
or not.  
As far as I know, the only direct copy of Ml3 was the manuscript DJJ, 
whose colophon was reproduced by Jāmāsp (1907). This manuscript, written by 
Dastur Jamšīd Jāmāsp in Navsarī in 1767 A.D., is actually the only one preserving 
the same colophon as Ml3 (Jamasp 1907 x ff.). DJJ is lost as well, and we cannot 
know whether it included the contaminatio or not. In any case, D62 is older than 
DJJ and the mistakes of K1 are supplied in it. Accordingly, the corrections in the 
group of K1 must be traced back to Ml3 or to a direct descendent of it. 
 
 
2.6. Stemmatics of V 12: did it exist in the PV? 
 
The Avestan text of V 12 has been preserved in all the VS manuscripts. 
Nevertheless, this fragard lacks in all the old PV manuscripts and also in many 
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other recent manuscripts stemming from them. But after the 11th fragard the PV 
manuscripts numbered the following one as the 13th fragard. How could we 
explain its omission? 
Three possible explanations may be suggested: a) the 12th fragard was lost in 
the manuscript of Hōmāst Wahišt, the archetype of the PV, or in one of its copies 
between the 12th and 13th centuries from which L4 and K1 stem; b) it was lost in a 
PV manuscript older than that of Hōmāst Wahišt; c) V 12 never belonged to the 
PV. 
Provided that the first hypothesis were correct, this fragard would have 
been omitted in only one manuscript, from which the extant PV manuscripts stem. 
This could be Hōmāst Wahišt’s manuscript or a copy from it, from which the rest 
of the preserved PV manuscripts stem. 
In support of the second hypothesis could be the fact that V 12 lacks in the 
Dēnkard’s description of the contents of the Vīdēvdād Nask, where it should be 
placed between Dk 8.44.51 and 8.44.52. Dēnkard was composed in the 9th century, 
that is, several centuries before Hōmāst Wahišt’s manuscript. V 12 could thus have 
been lost very early, before Dēnkard was composed, in an archetype of the PV 
older than the manuscript of Hōmāst Wahišt. 
Cantera (under preparation D) considers nonetheless that the third 
hypothesis is the right one, and that V 12 never existed in the PV, but only in the 
VS. 
 
The first hypothesis was already denied by West (1892 161), followed by 
Geldner (1896-1904 5). He remarked that it is very unlikely that this omission is 
due to the loss of some folios in a copy older than L4 and K1, because no fragard 
fills exactly a certain number of folios of each manuscript. Actually, in the oldest 
PV manuscripts preserved, namely L4 and K1, each fragard is copied immediately 
after the foregoing one and no blank is left. Therefore, each fragard is not expected 
to begin at the top of a folio and to end at the bottom of another folio, and an 
omission of V 12 due to the loss of some folios would have affected either the end 
of V 11 or the beginning of V 13 or both of them. Moreover, West stated that if 
this omission was due to a loss of folios, it must have happened before Dēnkard 
was composed, since V 12 lacks in its description of the Nasks.  
Also Cantera (under preparation D) denies that the omission of V 12 could 
have been due to the loss of some folios, because of the same reasons as West. 
As regards to the absence of V 12 in the Dēnkard’s description, Cantera 
adds that it does not suffice to state that this fragard was already lost (or never 
existed) when Dēnkard was written. As a matter of fact, V 12 is not the only 
fragard that lacks in its description: part of V 10 and the whole V 21, whose 
Avestan text together with its PT is preserved in all the PV manuscripts, also lacks 
in the Dēnkard’s description
80
. Concerning V 10, after the description of V 9.47-57 
in Dk 8.44.50 (“About the strength and aid which are given to the druz nasuš by 
him who does not understand purifying, and yet would accomplish it; also the sin 
thereof at the bridge of judgement”), that of V 11 appears in Dk 8.44.51 (“About 
the victory of the yaϑāhūwayryō for the destruction of the druz and for the 
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 Even longer texts than V 12 lack in the Dēnkard’s description of the Vīdēvdād Nask, as Cantera 
(under preparation D) notices: V 4.17-55, 6.42-50, 7.16-22, 7.28-31, 8.35-72, 13.1-7. 
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healing”). Only V 10.12 ff. and V 11 could fit this description. In such case, we 
must suppose that V 10.12-20 and V 11 were considered as a unity and that the 
description of V 10.1-11 and V 12 lacks. 
Nevertheless, since half of V 10 and the whole V 21 are not described in  
Dēnkard, this text does not represent a fully trustworthy key to reconstruct exactly 
the Vīdēvdād Nask and cannot be adduced to support any conclusion about the 
absence of V 12. 
As the lack of V 12 in the Dēnkard’s description is not conclusive, and the 
loss of some folios being an unlikely explanation of its absence in the oldest PV 
manuscripts, another problem arises: how do we explain that these manuscripts 
omitted V 12 but numbered the following fragard as the thirteenth one, like in the 
VS manuscripts? 
According to Cantera (under preparation D), the PV stems from the 
Vīdēvdād Nask of the Great Avesta, while the VS stems from the ritual Avesta 
(without PT). The first one did not have V 12. However, as he states, these two 
traditions merged very early (at least, earlier than our extant manuscripts) in the 
framework of an editorial attempt to make both fit. The result was a common 
written recension of the Avestan text with only one main difference: V 12. When 
both traditions merged, V 12 was consciously excluded from the canonical 
recension of the PV by the Sasanian exegetes because this fragard never had a PT. 
When later on both traditions were compared, the numeration of fragard in the VS 
manuscripts was added to the PV ones, but V 12 was excluded from the PV 
manuscripts because of not having a PT.  
Thus, the only significant difference between the PV and the VS traditions 
would be the inclusion of V 12 in the latter one and its exclusion from the first one 
due to the lack of an old PT. 
In my opinion, however, there is an argument which points out that a lost 
PT of V 12 existed: the gloss of V 12.7c. Actually, as Darmesteter (1892-1893 2.185, 
189) already noticed, Av. kainīnō. xvatō. puϑrəm in V 12.7c is to be interpreted as 
an Avestan gloss from the commentary of a lost PT of V 12 that slipped into the 
Avestan text of the VS, as usual regarding other Avestan glosses in the VS 
manuscripts. I will deal with this in the commentary to V 12.7. 
 
 
2.7. Stemmatics of the IndVS 
  
The analysis of only three fragard along 11 manuscripts does not provide 
enough support to venture a trustworthy stemma codicum of the written 
transmission of the IndVS, which becomes even more complicated than that of the 
PV because of the inclusion of the Avestan texts of Yasna and Vīsparad. To this I 
must add the meagre errores significativi I have found in the Avestan text of 
Vīdēvdād 10-12 in the IndVS manuscripts.  
Nevertheless, some of these errores can help to sketch at least a provisional 
panorama of the inner relations of some IndVS, so that I will expound them. 
Among the four oldest IndVS manuscripts (L1, B2, R278 and T46), B2 and 
T46 are the only ones that attest all the Avestan text, even the quotations from 
Gāthic texts, in full. In this regard they agree with the IrVS, which also usually 
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attest it in full, as a result I think that they represent the oldest group of IndVS. 
That they must be grouped together can also be inferred from at least two errores 
coniunctivi: 
a) Omission of a few words: 
- 11.9c: B2, T46 ┤pərəne. būšiiąsta. yā. zairina├ 
b) Rare variant: 
- 11.7d: B2, T46 ašayā (instead of a ahiiā) 
 
Regarding the relation with each other, B2 is older than T46, so that T46 
could have been either copied from B2 or they could have had a common ancestor.  
Concerning the relation of B2 and T46 with the rest of IndVS manuscripts, 
none of them copied from B2 and T46. This can be assured on the basis of the 
omission of V 11.9c. Indeed, this text lacks in the rest of IndVS manuscripts but is 
present in both B2 and T46, as we have seen. Regarding T46, also the following 
additions lacking in later IndVS manuscript demonstrate that they could have not 
copied their text from T46: 
- 11.7a: T46 ẏaōždaϑāmi. ima . nāirikąm. a aonīm. ẏaōždaϑāmi 
- 11.9c: T46 yāzairine. pərəne. būšąsta. pərəne. kuṇdiža 
 
Another group of IndVS manuscripts is formed by L1 and P1. They are the 
only ones that repeat V 12.3-4 after 12.4c. Moreover, they share the following 
errores coniunctivi: 
a) Addition of one word: 
- 11.4d : L1 ahiiā ahe; P1 ahe. ahe 
b) Rare variants: 
- 12.18b: L1, P1 aeviiō 
- 12.21a: L1, P1 ẏaϑainiiō.varən 
- 12.22f: L1, P1 haŋuš 
 
L1 is seemingly older than P1. Notwithstanding, P1 cannot be a direct copy 
of L1, because L1 attests some errores separativi not present in P1: 
a) Omissions of one or a few words: 
- 12.6a: L1 ┤dātarə├ 
- 12.9a: L1 ┤niiāka. vā. para.iriϑiieiti├ 
b) Addition of one word: 
- 12.6b: L1 zaōϑr . b  
c) Rare variants: 
- 11.2c: L1 mazdaδā 
- 12.9a: L1 niiō.kō 
- 12.9a: L1 niiāō 
- 12.12b: L1 vsō 
- 12.22d: L1 nōō  
 
Nor can be L1 a copy of P1, because the following errores separativi of P1 
are not found in L1: 
a) Omission of a few words: 
- 11.12a-b: P1 ┤paršta. nasūm. ... paiti.raēϑβəm├ 
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b) Additions of one word: 
- 11.13a: P1 str usca (-ca added) 
- 12.4c: P1 ϑriš.frasnāiti (ϑriš added) 
 
Therefore, L1 and P1 must have been copied from a common ancestor. P1 
has no direct heir, as its errores separativi are not continued by any manuscript. 
Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that it shares with E4 two errores coniunctivi: 
a) Addition of one word: 
- 11.9d: P1, E4 pərəne. pərəne 
b) Rare variant 
- 11.11a: P1, E4 ahunahe 
 
The shared addition might have occurred by chance, while the rare variant is 
found in FK1 as ahōnahe. Thus, these sole common mistakes are not enough to 
state that E4 copied from P1. Otherwise we ought to suppose that E4 corrected the 
mistakes of P1. 
 
Another old manuscript which however seems isolated is R278. Indeed, it 
shares no error coniunctivus with the manuscripts mentioned before and even 
attests some errores separativi not present in them: 
a) Omissions of one or a few words: 
- 10.5b: R278 ┤haca. nāirika. paiti.iriste├ 
- 10.13b: R278 ┤xruuī.drūm├ 
- 11.12g: R278 ┤paršta. ... uruuar ├ 
- 11.18a: R278 ┤paršta. ... uruuar ├ 
- 12.5a: R278 ┤xvaŋha. vā. para.iriϑiieiti├ 
- 12.11a: R278 ┤napti. vā. para.iriϑiieiti├ 
- 12.15a: R278 ┤tūiriia. vā. para.iriϑiieiti├ 
b) Additions of one word: 
- 11.6d: R278 vaxša . ahurō 
- 11.10a: R278 haoma . haca 
 
None of the other younger IndVS manuscripts continued these errores, so 
that obviously none of them copied from R278. 
For the moment, L2 seems to be isolated as well. Actually, it is the only one 
that attests the following omissions of one or a few words: 
- 10.13b: L2 ┤haca├ 
- 11.9f: L2 ┤pərəne. pairikąm├ 
- 11.19a: L2 ┤haca. zəma ├ 
 
Finally, the three youngest manuscripts I have collated, namely E4, L5 and 
FK1, seem closely related. On one hand, E4 and L5 share at least two errores 
coniunctivi: 
a) Omission of a few words: 
- 12.19a: E4, L5 ┤vā. puϑrō├ 
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b) Rare variants: 
- 12.19b : E4 dasatanu.pərəϑan m; L5 dašatanu.pərəϑan m 
- 12.22b: E4 baizaŋhrō; L5 bizaŋharō 
 
On the other hand, L5 and FK1 share some errores coniunctivi not present 
in E4: 
a) Additions of one word: 
- 12.21a: L5 iniiō.vairiniiō. iniiō.vairiniiō; FK1 ainiiō.vairina. ainiiō.varəna 
b) Rare variants: 
- 11.7d: L5 mašitā; FK1 mašaitā 
- 12.11a: L5, FK1 naptō 
 
Among these three manuscripts, E4 is older, but attests some errores 
separativi not found in the other two, so that it cannot be their common source: 
a) Long omissions: 
- 10.7b: E4 ┤āa . ... ϑrišāmrūta├ 
- 12.4a-c: E4 ┤dātarə. ... mazd ├ 
b) Additions of a few words: 
- 12.18b: E4 upāita. ap m. vasō. upāita 
c) Rare variants: 
- 11.1c: E4 uuairə 
- 11.1c, 13a: E4 ašahe.caiϑra 
- 11.16a: E4 ašahecaiϑra 
- 12.7c: E4 puϑrō 
- 12.22f: E4 abraiti 
  
L5 attests some errores separativi not present in the other two as well: 
a) Omissions: 
- 12.8b: L5 ┤apąm. ... uruuaranąm. vasō. upāiti├ 
- 12.13a: L5 ┤cuua . aēšąm. upa.mąnaiiąn├ 
b) Additions of a few words: 
- 10.18f: L5 huu m. aŋhuu m (aŋhuu m added) 
- 12.12b: L5 spəṇtan m. spiṇtan m 
c) Rare variants: 
- 12.9b: L5 paṇca.sata 
- 12.10a, 14b: L5 auruuaran m 
- 11.1c: L5 mazdaδātahe 
- 11.4b: L5 fpara 
- 11.6b: L5 tāiš 
- 12.5b: L5 a haca 
 
Also FK1 attests some errores separativi lacking in the other two: 
a) Omissions 
- 10.9b: FK1 ┤nmānahe├ 
- 10.14a: FK1 ┤paiti.pərəne. ... stōiš├ 
- 10.19a: FK1 ┤yaoždaiϑīša. ... asti├ 
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- 11.10a: FK1 ┤haca. gao ├ 
- 11.13a: FK1 ┤haca├ 
- 11.18a: FK1 ┤g ├ 
- 12.15b: FK1 ┤āa . ... tanu.pərəϑanąm├ 
- 12.17b: FK1 ┤āa ├ 
- 12.18b: FK1 ┤vasō. upāiti├ 
b) Additions of one or a few words: 
- 10.19b: FK1 daen m. daen m 
- 11.9b: FK1 parəne. pairine 
- 11.9b: FK1 paiti.rϑβəm. pərəne. paiti.raϑβəm 
- 11.10a: FK1 ašaone. aša.ciϑra (ašaone added) 
- 12.6b: FK1 ātənr meamnō. ātarəm 
c) Rare variants: 
- 11.3b, 8b: FK1 ahunahe 
- 11.15a: FK1 pairə 
- 12.6b: FK1 aivīō 
- 12.8b: FK1 yaodāi 
- 12.9a: FK1 niipati 
- 12.14b: FK1 yaoϑāmi 
- 12.14b: FK1 vatarin m 
- 12.14b: FK1 upāiēi 
- 12.22f: FK1 araϑβaheca 
- 12.22f: FK1 nəmtaca 
 
Therefore, although they are connected, it is obvious that none of these 
latter three manuscripts copied from each other. 
 
To summarise, the IndVS manuscripts can be provisionally ascribed to the 
following groups: 
a) B2, T46. 
b) L1, P1. 
c) E4, L5, FK1 
The rest of IndVS manuscripts, namely R278, Br1, L2 and G42 still must be 





3. CONSTITUTIO TEXTUS IN GELDNER’S EDITION 
 
As we have remarked, Geldner followed partially Lachmann (1842-1850) 
for establishing the stemma codicum. However, Geldner’s method was not that of 
classical stemmatics for the constitutio textus. On the contrary, he (1896 
Prolegomena xlvi) admitted that he was basically eclectic, mainly due to the 
corrupted written transmission of the Avesta and the impossibility of editing an 
Avestan text only with one class of manuscripts. Nevertheless, he applied many of 
the principles of classical stemmatics to his edition. 
 Geldner’s criteria when editing his text must be revised before carrying out 
the effort of editing any Avestan text, because although he was right often, he also 
made several mistakes. I will try to examine them according to some principles 
used in textual criticism of classical texts since van Groningen (1963 113-115), 
divided into two types: the external evidence, which is related to the features of the 
manuscript and its written transmission, and the internal evidence, referred to the 
variants in the text. 
 
 
3.1. External evidence 
 
1. Lectio antiquior potior: the chronological principle 
 
Geldner’s edition is based on one of the most important principles of the 
external evidence since Lachmann (1842-1850), namely that which establishes that 
the reading is best when supported by the oldest manuscripts (lectio antiquior 
potior). As far as Vīdēvdād is concerned, this implies to give pre-eminence to the 
PV manuscripts L4 and K1. Furthermore Geldner supposed that the written 
archetype of Vīdēvdād went back to the PV, although he stated that its pre-
archetype corresponds to the VS text-type. Thus, Geldner (1896 Prolegomena xiii) 
concluded that the PV manuscripts L4 and K1, the oldest ones, were to be taken as 
the basis and that “it is only where both Mss. agree that the reading may be looked 
upon as well established” (Geldner 1896 Prolegomena xix). 
Notwithstanding, although L4 and K1 are the oldest manuscripts, they were 
written by the same inaccurate scribe. Indeed, as a comparison between both 
manuscripts demonstrates, they were copied very inaccurately and often disagree, 




In spite of the inaccuracy of their scribe in some concrete cases, the 
principle of antiquity might be supported in general terms for the PV if only L4 
and K1 were free from contaminatio. Unfortunately they are not, as Geldner 
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 Geldner (1896 Prolegomena xlvii) shows a good example where he did not follow the reading of 
the manuscripts L4 and K1: V 13.20-23. Actually, there is a repetition in these passages and these 
manuscripts often disagree. In such case, Geldner did not follow the variants of L4 and K1, but the 
sum of the best Indian and Iranian VS manuscripts. 
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already noticed. Moreover, as Cantera (under preparation D) concludes, the 
manuscript they copied from already contained mistakes. Thus, even when they 
agree, their common reading cannot always be traced back to the archetype of the 
PV. Since L4 and K1 are not reliable enough to support the choices in the edition, 
the chronological principle is here no more decisive: the VS manuscripts must also 
be taken into account. 
 




L4 and K1 are not complete and have been partially completed by a second 
and even a third hand. Furthermore, their oldest copies were made before the parts 
later completed by other hands were lost in the manuscripts. Thus the eliminatio 
codicum descriptorum, usually applied in textual criticism, cannot be used for many 
parts of Vīdēvdād, because the copies of L4 and K1 are needed for establishing 
many parts of the text which these two manuscripts do not preserve.  
For the parts lacking in the oldest PV manuscripts, some copies of the latter 
were the main source used by Geldner, because he thought that they were 
trustworthy copies of the manuscripts L4 and K1. However, they are not. Indeed, 
the comparison of the extant parts of L4 and K1 with their “copies” demonstrates 
in many cases that the recentiores belonging to each group do not agree with the 
oldest manuscript of their group. 
The recentiores not necessarily agreeing with the oldest manuscripts, a 
reading in one of these “copies”, or even in all of them, is not enough support for 
attributing it to the oldest manuscript from which they stem . 
Furthermore Geldner already noticed that the “copies” of L4 and K1 were 
influenced by a contaminatio, sometimes from the IndVS manuscripts (e.g. Pt2) 
and sometimes from other PV manuscripts stemming either from L4 or K1 (e.g. 
K2). However, he could not find out to what extent they were contaminated. In 
any case, if the “copies” of L4 and K1 were contaminated, they can no more be 
assigned to a horizontal written transmission. 
As regards the PT, the recentiores PV manuscripts are useful by themselves 
only in the cases where L4 and K1 do not preserve a PT. They cannot be used to 
reconstruct systematically the original readings of these oldest manuscripts because 
they are not (more or less) exact copies of the oldest PV of their branch, but rather 
improved copies of them influenced by editorial work. 
Concerning the Avestan text, whenever the copyists could not copy it from 
L4 or K1, they extracted it from the VS manuscripts. Being mere apographs of a VS 
manuscript, these texts are obviously useless for textual criticism. 
 
3. Lectio melioris classis potior 
 
The principle of antiquity proves not to be enough to give exclusive pre-
eminence to the PV, because the older manuscripts L4 and K1 are not definitely 
trustworthy. This is why it is even more important to supplement it with a further 
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 This is Bernabé’s (1992 70) modification of Pasquali’s (1952) principle recentiores non deteriores. 
According to the former, younger manuscripts are sometimes worse. 
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general principle of the external evidence: the reading of the best class of 
manuscripts is to be preferred (lectio melioris classis potior). 
Geldner solved the dilemma between these two principles in favour of the 
PV, that is, of the principle of antiquity, mainly because of his hypothesis of a 
Pahlavi archetype. Nevertheless, he also followed partially the principle of the best 
class. On one hand, he gave pre-eminence to the PV because the oldest manuscripts 
are preserved in this text-type and because his archetype of Vīdēvdād stems from 
the PV. On the other hand, he admitted that the best class of manuscripts is that of 
the IrVS ones, and so he (1896 Prolegomena xlvi) added that the PV has to be 
controlled by means of another class of manuscripts, especially the IrVS ones. 
However, no statistical criterion confirms that the IrVS manuscripts 
Geldner used are better than the oldest IndVS, nor viceversa, so that this principle 
cannot be applied in general terms before determining which group of manuscripts 
is the best. The same can be said regarding the principle according to which the 
reading of the best manuscript is to be preferred (lectio melioris codicis potior). 
 
4. The geographical principle and the contrast of two text-types 
 
 Geldner did not mention geographical considerations in his Prolegomena 
for the constitutio textus. This suggests that he did not pay attention to the 
geographical principle of the external evidence, according to which a reading is best 
when supported by the most diverse groups of local texts (Streeter 1924).  
Whenever the oldest manuscripts L4 and K1 of the text-type of the PV shed 
no light, then the IrVS was the touchstone in his edition. Although L4 and K1 were 
written in India, they represent the Iranian tradition of Sīstan, while the IrVS 
continued the written transmission of Yazd (Geldner 1896 Prolegomena xxiii). 
Since these both have properly an Iranian origin, the geographical principle could 
not be applied until at least one of them was compared with the IndVS 
manuscripts. 
 Now, the PV sometimes agrees only with the IndVS and sometimes only 
with the IrVS, while the two branches of the VS are often opposed to the Pahlavi 
one. So this principle must be applied very carefully, if at all. 
  
5. Repetitions and indirect transmission 
 
Many parts of the Avestan text of Vīdēvdād and its PT show parallels in 
other parts of the Avesta or were also transmitted by other Zoroastrian sources. 
The data offered by these alternative sources not only may supply criteria to prefer 
one reading to another, but they also partially allow us to know how this text 
looked in a stage previous to that of the extant Vīdēvdād. The quotations of V 11 in 
NM are a good example of it.  
Geldner’s procedure in these cases was not systematic. Indeed, regarding 
parallels and repetitions, he (1896 Prolegomena xlvii) admitted that “the selection 
of this or that reading has for the most part been made only after weighing the 
particular case individually and with the guidance also of experience and of a 
certain feeling”, and he recognised that he could have made mistakes. Clearly a 
more systematic method is required for a critical edition. 
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When preparing our edition of the text, the requirement of uniformity in 
repetitions must be also applied to the numerous quotations of Old Avestan texts 
in V 10-11. As they are sometimes adapted to Young Avestan phonetics and 
sometimes preserved in their Old Avestan appearance, uniformity is necessary in 
order to avoid further confusion, as even the same manuscript is not systematic. 
 
6. The aid of the Pahlavi translation 
 
 The Avestan text has suffered such a corrupted written transmission that 
sometimes one cannot take for sure that a reading in the Avestan text is correct. In 
case of doubt the Pahlavi translation can be of some use. 
 Geldner (1896 Prolegomena xlviii) considered that the PT of Vīdēvdād is 
trustworthy enough to choose the right Avestan reading whenever the sense in 
Pahlavi is the same
83
. So he claimed for a new edition of it in order to make 
available this important material. 
 On the other side, Geldner admitted that an Avestan word must not be 
ruled out whenever its Pahlavi translation lacks. The examples of omissions he gave 
are clear enough to accept that the lack of the Pahlavi equivalent proves nothing by 
itself. We must admit that Geldner was very accurate in this regard.  
 However, the PT is as important as the Avestan text proper in order to 
establish the relations between manuscripts and to reconstruct the stemma codicum 
of the PV. Nevertheless, he did not take it into account in his stemma, based only 
on the Avestan text. But the Avestan text of the PV manuscripts could have been 
partially completed by scribes collating VS manuscripts, as we know they did. 
Thus, beyond the mere comparison of the versions of the Avestan text, the PT 
seems to be a necessary complement to reach a stemma codicum of the PV. 
 
 
 3.2. Internal evidence 
 
1. Lectio difficilior potior 
  
Geldner usually followed the principle according to which the most difficult 
reading must be preferred, but to which he did not limit himself. In dubious cases 
he contrasted the Avestan word with its PT in order to choose the right variant, as 
in the case of haŋhuš instead of aŋhuš in V 5.38 and V 12.22 (Geldner 1896 
Prolegomena xlviii). 
 
2. Lectio brevior potior 
 
Geldner followed another principle of classical textual criticism according to 
which the shorter reading must be preferred, because “there is a tendency in 
general for words to grow longer as the corruption advances” (Geldner 1896 
Prolegomena xlviii). Nevertheless, he also notices the contrary process of 
haplography, usual in the Avesta too, which happens when identical or similar 
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 Regarding the importance of the Pahlavi translation in this and other cases, vid. (Klingenschmitt 
1969), (Klingenschmitt 1978), (Josephson 1997) and especially (Cantera 2004a). 
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syllables follow each other, as in V 18.68 paitiš instead of the right paititiš. 





4. CRITICAL NOTES 
 
 The fundamentals of a critical edition are obviously the search for the 
material, its selection, the study of the inner relations of the manuscripts by means 
of their most significant mistakes, and eventually the establishment of a reliable 
text. It is however no less important to understand how the text and its critical 
notes are presented to the reader. 
 Geldner’s presentation rests upon his method for editing the Avesta, but it 
implies some problems which must also be analysed before editing an Avestan text. 
 
 
 4.1. Problems of Geldner’s critical notes 
 
As it is known, Geldner wrote the Prolegomena of his edition after editing 
the whole text of the Avesta. This is the main source of many contradictions 
between his criteria, as established in the Prolegomena, and the critical notes to his 
edition and as such the following problems arise: 
 
1. Only the oldest manuscripts are recorded throughout. 
Geldner’s only interest was to reconstruct the original written text, 
i.e. Maas’ archetype. For Vīdēvdād he consequently focussed mainly on 
L4 and K1 and on their comparison with the oldest VS manuscripts. But 
according to his own claims (1896 Prolegomena xlvii, lii) as a mininum 
the variants of the oldest manuscripts of each class should have been 
recorded. For Vīdēvdād this would have implied to include not only the 
PV manuscripts L4 and K1, but also L1 (IndVS) and Mf2 (IrVS). 
 
2. Geldner did not always record all the variants of the manuscripts. 
 When Geldner recorded no variant of a word he edited, then we 
suppose that there is no variant at all. This is not the case however. His 
choice imply some problems: 
 a) Sometimes even the variants of the oldest manuscripts of one class 
are not recorded. This makes impossible any new attempt to reconstruct 
the text out of the variants he records. For example in V 14, of 150 
mistaken variants in L4 and 155 in K1, he only recorded 116 (77.33%) in 
L4 and 130 (83.87%) in K1, that is, he omitted 34 (22.67%) variants in 
L4 and 25 (16.13%) in K1. Thus, of 246 variants recorded in L4 and K1, 
he omitted 59 (23.98%)
84
. 
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 14.1a (L4 astuuaitīnąm), 14.1b (K1 udəm), 14.3a (L4 vohū.gaonahe; L4 vohū.kərətōiš; L4 
haδā.naēpataii ; L4 hōbaoiδitəmanąm; K1 nisərənuiiā ), 14.4a (L4 barəsmaēne), 14.4b (K1 
nisərənuiiā ), 14.5b (L4 spaknąm), 14.5c (L4a baeuuarə), 14.5e (L4 baeuuarə), 14.5f (L4 baeuuarə), 
14.5f (L4 dānō.karštanąm; K1 daonō.kar anąm), 14.5g (L4 bywl), 14.6b (L4 baeuuarə), 14.6b (K1 
ma inąm), 14.6d (K1 nisirunuiiā ), 14.7d (L4, K1 hankusrəm), 14.7e (L4 tiži.žnūtəm), 14.8a (K1 
a iia), 14.8a (K1 nisərənuiiā ), 14.8d (K1 xraβstraγnəm), 14.8e (L4 urunaiia), 14.9a (L4 vīspəm), 
14.9a (K1 nəsərənuiiā ), 14.10a (L4 ciϑim), 14.10a (L4 nisrinuiiā ), 14.11a (L4, K1 vərəzaiiantəm), 
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 b) Sometimes significant variants are not recorded. For example, in V 
11.1b Geldner edited nmānəm, but did not record any variant. My own 
autopsy has shown that Geldner’s nmānəm, which is the right reading, is 
attested in K1, D62, P5, K2, F10, E10, P10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, 
L2. But we find in L4, T44 . Mf2, K9 nəmānəm and in P2, B1 . E4, L5 
namānəm as well. The right variant is attested in manuscripts of 
different classes and groups, but the variant in the oldest one, L4, has not 
been recorded by Geldner. 
The same can be said, for instance, regarding V 11.5a, where Geldner 
edited imą and recorded no variant, although all the PV manuscripts 
(and therefore the oldest L4 and K1 as well), with the exception of F10, 
attest the variant imąm. Only the VS manuscripts attest imą. 
Not only is it necessary to record each variant but it is no less 
important to record the errores significativi in each manuscript, in order 
to establish the relations between them and to ascribe a manuscript to 
one or to another group within the same class. However, Geldner did 
not record each omission, addition, transposition, etc.  
As far as additions are concerned, after V 12.4 only L1 and P1 repeat 
V 12.3-4, so that it is clear that L1 and P1 are more closely related. 
Geldner, however, did not note this. 
c) Sometimes the variants of later manuscripts disagree with those of 
the oldest recorded ones. 
Unless all the variants are recorded for each word, the study of the 
inner relations of the rest of manuscripts, when they are different from 
the oldest ones recorded, is impossible. 
 Geldner could have chosen not to register the variants of the later 
manuscripts because of the eliminatio codicum. Since he did not proceed 
in this manner, he should have recorded all the variants of these later 
manuscripts. However, apart from the oldest PV manuscripts L4 and 
K1, the rest of PV manuscripts he had access to are hardly ever recorded.  
The first main consequence of this is that from his edition we cannot 
know whether the manuscripts belonging to the same class (PV, IndVS 
or IrVS) or even group (group of L4, group of K1, etc.) agree with the 
edited word, with its only recorded variant or possibly even neither of 
these.  
For instance, in V 13.16 Geldner edited tižidātahe, attested in L4, 
T44 and T46, and recorded only K1 taži. We find in K1, B1, M3 
taži.dātahe, but there are many other variants too: P2, G25 . L1, P1, Br1, 
L2 tiži.dātahe; P5 taža.dāitahe; K2 taža.dātahe; F10 ┤tiži.dātahe├; 
E10 . L5 tiždāiti; P10 taži.dātahe; E4a in the left margin tižidāti; Mf2, K9 
tiže.dātahe. Geldner’s note does not allow us to see the relations 
                                                                                                                                               
14.11b (K1 hakarə ), 14.12a (L4 ciϑim), 14.12a (L4 nisrinuiiā ; K1 nəsərənuuiiā ), 14.13a (L4 ciϑim), 
14.13a (L4 nisrinuiiā ; K1 nisirinuii ), 14.14a (L4, K1 nəmānəm), 14.14a (L4, K1 nisrinuiiā ), 14.14b 
(K1 nəmānəm), 14.14c (K1 ┤mrao ├), 14.14d (L4 nisrinuiiā ), 14.15a (L4 askəndąm; K1 
askənδąm), 14.15a (L4 nisrənuiiā ), 14.15c (K1 gaošāuuarə), 14.15c (K1 upa.vāδaiiaeita), 14.16a (K1 
anumiia), 14.16a (L4 ciϑim), 14.16a (L4 nisrinuiiā ), 14.16b (L4 gaδuuąm), 14.17c (L4 vāstriiaēita), 
14.18a (L4, K1 he), 14.18b (K1 nəmāne). 
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between the variants of K1 and other manuscripts of the same group, 
nor between K1 and the group of L4, nor even between the class of the 
PV manuscripts and that of the VS ones. 
Regarding omissions, in V 13.45d Av. aēšō. kasu. draonō. yaϑa.  
āϑrauua is omitted in K1, according to Geldner. However, when we 
collate the manuscripts, we observe that this text is omitted in D62, B1, 
P10 and M3 as well, but it is preserved in P2, P5, K2 and F10. These 
latter four manuscripts belong to the group of K1, so that Geldner’s note 
can lead us to the wrong conclusion that this omission is present in all 
the manuscripts stemming from K1. In other cases the omission is found 
in the oldest manuscript of a group, but it is not recorded by Geldner, as 
we find in V 13.46b, where only K1 omits Av. nmānahe. 
The second main consequence is that Geldner’s edition does not 
provide the information needed in the variants to revise the stemma 
codicum. Indeed, we do not have enough information in the critical 
notes. This proves to be fatal in case of lost of manuscripts after the 
edition:  the important manuscripts Pt2, Ml3 or Jp1 Geldner used are no 
longer available, and their information can no more be recovered. 
Furthermore, newly discovered manuscripts can hardly be 
incorporated to Geldner’s stemma, because their variants, omissions, 
additions, etc. cannot be compared with those of the manuscripts he did 
not record. This is why the new textual materials appeared since 
Geldner’s edition can only be evaluated on the basis of a new account of 
all available manuscripts, and why his stemma codicum must be 
reconstructed again. 
 
3. Only when he thought that some variants were different enough he 
recorded those of other later manuscripts too. 
 This procedure is deficient both because Geldner sometimes assigned 
a differential value to minor differences, which are now considered 
irrelevant in textual criticism, and because it rests upon subjective 
appreciations. Indeed, there is no apparent reason to quote the variant of 
some manuscripts in some cases and to omit them in others. 
 
4. Emendations and words above the line or in the margin by the same 
hand are not usually recorded. 
Geldner was not systematic in recording the emendations contained 
in the manuscripts. When only a graphem is crossed out, in general 
Geldner did not take it into account. However, an old reading with a 
crossed-out graphem can be copied by the scribe of another manuscript 
of the same family with or without this crossed-out graphem. 
On the other hand, sometimes only one word is written above the 
line or in the margin by the same hand. The scribe who is copying this 
manuscript may obviate these additions by an older hand in a fast 
reading. 
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Therefore, in order to establish the inner relations between the 
manuscripts, crossed-out graphems and words or graphems written 
above the line or in the margin must be systematically recorded.  
In the following example of V 11.4 we can observe the importance of 
taking them into account. In this passage Geldner recorded that L1 
attests the reading ahe, like L4 and L2. He not only was wrong, as L1 
actually shows ahiiā ahe but he also omitted that P1 attests ahe. ahe. In 
this case it is clear that the scribe of L1 (or maybe a second hand) noticed 
the mistake of repeating these words and deleted the second one. 
Moreover, he considered that the right variant should be ahii. This 
mistake has been reproduced in P1, which obviously has copied either 
from a common ancestor, from L1 itself or even from a manuscript 
stemming from L1, because both are the only manuscripts which repeat 
the demonstrative. Through Geldner’s note, however, we cannot deduce 
this at all. 
 
5. Second or third hands are sometimes obviated. 
The same can be said regarding the emendations by a second and 
even third hand. Geldner did not always distinguish and record that a 
second hand was implied, although it is very important for the inner 
relations between manuscripts. For example, in V 1.17 he edited 
varənəm and recorded no variant. Our autopsy reveals the following 
variants: T44, L4a . L1, T46, P1, L2, E4 . K9; K3b, P10 ┤varənəm├; 
K3a, P2 virinəm; P5 vairinəm; K2 yim ci vairinəm; F10 vərəna; E10 
varanəm; P10a, M3 virinim; L5 vərənəm. Here not only the omission in 
K3b and P10, but also the addition by a second hand in P10 is important 
for the inner relations between these manuscripts.  
Taking as an example V 14 in L4 and K1, we notice that Geldner 
recorded emendations by the same or a second hand or above the line 5 
times, but omitted them 4 times, that is, he omitted almost half of 
emendations. 
 
6. Different scribes in a manuscript are not always distinguished. 
Although it is very important for textual criticism, Geldner did not 
always distinguish between different scribes, like in L4. Actually, he 
only distinguished the first hand (L4) and a later one (L4a) for the 
supplements pasted on L4 (Geldner 1896 Prolegomena ix), although he 
(1896 Prolegomena xvii, n.2) noticed that at least two different hands 
corrected the manuscript L4. However, he made no difference and called 
both of them L4a.  
It seems clear that we have at least four different scribes in L4: the 
oldest hand (L4), a later second hand in the supplement of the beginning 
and other parts of the manuscript (L4a; e. g. in V 1), a third old hand in 
other supplements in the middle of the manuscript (L4b; e. g. in V 7) and 




7. Order of the manuscripts recorded. 
When Geldner recorded variants, he was not systematic in their 
order in the critical notes. Thus, sometimes an IndVS manuscript is 
recorded firstly, sometimes an IrVS one and sometimes a PV one. A 
systematic way of quoting each manuscript is needed in a critical edition, 
and the order of quotation and its justification have to be explained in it. 
As an example, we can observe Geldner’s incoherence in V 20.3 in 
the critical notes to višciϑrəm. He recorded that the right variant is 
confirmed by L1, K10, M2. Then he quoted Jp1, Mf2 viš. ciϑrəm; L4, L2, 
Br1 vəšciϑrəm; K1 visciϑrəm. Therefore, we expect in other critical notes 
the same sequence “right variant; IrVS; PV”. However, we find in other 
cases a different order, like for instance in V 9.40, where the variants to 
fraoirisaite are the following ones: K1; L4, L3 fraoirisaēite; Mf2 
fraōiriisiiete; Jp1 fraōirisiieite; L1, L2, Br1 fraorisiieiti. Neither the order 
in the classes of manuscripts nor the sequence within one class remains 
the same (e. g. Jp1, Mf2 in V 20.3, but Mf2, Jp1 in V 9.40). 
 
8. The differences in some graphems are not recorded. 
Geldner (1896 Prolegomena lii) stated that he consciously did not 
record the differences between aē/ae, aō/ao, n/ṇ and  in the variants. 
These differences, however, are sometimes important.  
The diphthong ao of the PV manuscripts is written aō almost always 
in the VS. When a PV manuscript has been completed by a VS, the fact 
that it attests aō can indicate that it was copied from a VS. 
Moreover, Geldner did not distinguish other graphems, such as ą / , 
in the critical notes. Until we are able to determine their exact 
distribution, this difference must be registered at least. 
 
9. The dot is not marked. 
Geldner (1896 Prolegomena lii) edited the enclitics and proclitics 
throughout as part of the word they were attached to, that is, without a 
dot. He did not register the manuscripts where this dot is written and 
those which do not attest it. 
The same can be said regarding compounds and some words wrongly 
separated by a dot (e. g. V 10.5b: K1 hāuua.ii sə.tanuuō; P2, F10, E10, 
M3 hāuuaii .sə.tanuuō instead of hauuaii sə.tanuuō). 
 
10. Confusing critical notes. 
In other cases, the critical notes are so confusing that we can hardly 
understand them. This is the case, for instance, of V 11.12. In this 
passage Geldner’s critical note to kuṇdi is the following one:  
(L1. O2. M2;) kunde L4. K1; kuṇda L1. 2. M2; (kuṇde L1. 2;) guṇdən 
Jp1. Mf2. 
Out of this note it is really impossible to know which one is actually 
the variant attested in L1. 
Another example will suffice to state that Geldner’s edition was not 
accurate enough. In V 13.35 his critical note to dahmāici  is as follows: 
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L4 and P. V.; dahmāci  K1; the rest kahmāici .  
On one hand, this is very confusing, because K1 is a PV too. On the 
other hand, if we test the manuscripts the result is very different: 
K1 da āci ; P2 . L1, T46, Br1, L2 . Mf2, K9 kahmāici ; P5, K2, G25, M3 
ka āici ; F10, T44 ka āicī ; E10, (G) dahmāici ; B1, P10 ka āci ; P1 
kahmāi.ci ; L5 kahmāi.cī ; E4 kahamāici . Actually, of the manuscripts 
recorded, only K1 and E10 attest the variant with d-, but not the rest of 
PV manuscripts. 
  
 13. Abbreviations. 
  Geldner’s preference for brevity was also applied to the abbreviations 
in the PV. Actually, when an Avestan text is repeated, the PV 
manuscripts usually abbreviate it, while the VS reproduce it in full. Since 
Geldner edited according to the text-type of the PV, he systematically 
abbreviated the text written in full in the Sāde manuscripts. His choice 
can be justified because of practical reasons, but it is not always possible 
to determine how much he abbreviated. 
Geldner’s preference for abbreviation also caused further problems. 
For instance, in V 11 the supposed abbreviation of the PV manuscripts 
after V 11.15 veils that there is no abbreviation properly, but rather an 
omission in the PV manuscripts, which can be noticed only by contrast 
with the VS ones. Therefore I have preferred to include the Avestan text 
always in full. 
 
All these problems derived from Geldner’s choices regarding the critical 
notes make urgent not only a deep revision of Geldner’s edition, but also of those 
partial editions of Avestan texts which are based on it. 
To this we must add the fact that the previous editors of the Avesta did not 
always see themselves all the original manuscripts they refer to, but that they relied 
sometimes on collations and copies made by other scholars. The mistakes in these 
copies passed into Geldner’s edition, as we have observed in the confusion of P2 
and P10. Geldner’s admiration for the previous editors of the Avesta led him to 
overlook the deficiencies of their work and of their editing methods. 
 
 
4.2. A new edition of the Avesta 
 
Geldner’s merit of having gathered and collated so many manuscripts for his 
edition is thus unfortunately overshadowed by methodological mistakes which 
need to be corrected. Furthermore, now we know more about the written 
transmission of the Avesta, and concretely of Vīdēvdād, and new manuscripts have 
been brought to light in recent times. Therefore, a new edition of the Avesta must 
be undertaken improving Geldner’s method, incorporating the new manuscripts 





4.2.1. Use of digitised images 
 
The new electronic possibilities are of great use for the task of collating 
manuscripts, because they provide us with digitised copies of the original 
manuscripts. Microfilms and facsimiles are no more needed, as the digitised copies 
in color have a much better quality.  
In Salamanca, in the frame of the ADA Project, we have built the web site 
www.avesta-archive.com, which already contains many digitised manuscripts of 
Vīdēvdād. Users can not only see each manuscript with an excellent quality of 
image, but also search concrete passages. Since all this is available for everybody, 
our own possible mistakes in the critical notes can be contrasted with the images of 
the manuscripts by the other scholars. 
The use of digitisation and internet now makes the task of collating the 
manuscripts much more efficient and easier than when Geldner undertook his 
edition. It is especially useful for the PT, because we can simply copy from the 
electronic digitised page the uncertain readings and paste them into our critical 
notes. This avoids inaccuracies and this technique is used in my edition when a 
variant cannot be easily interpreted. 
 
 
4.2.2. A new method for editing Vīdēvdād 
 
The new manuscripts and the new electronic helps for reading them alone 
would not justify the need of a new edition of Vīdēvdād. I will try now to present 
in a systematic shape my own methodological choices for the edition of V 10-12, 




Only the original manuscripts, or at least good and trustworthy 
reproductions of them, can be used in the edition. This includes good facsimiles, 
microfilmed copies or digitised copies, but excludes collations and copies made by 
others. So only the autopsy of the manuscripts allows us not to add previous 
mistakes to those we might make ourselves. 
2. Number of manuscripts 
The more manuscripts of each class we collate, the more reliable our text 
will be. More manuscripts do not necessary offer better readings, but provide us 
with a better knowledge of how they were transmitted. 
 
B) Stemmatics 
1. Towards a stemma codicum. 
The reconstruction of the stemma codicum of the archetype of the IndVS is 
necessary before drawing further conclusions about the pre-archetype of 
Vīdēvdād. Once the stemma codicum of the archetype of the IndVS will be 
reached, it will have to be compared with that of the IrVS in order to know as 
exactly as possible how the VS text-type looked. 
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With regards to the PV, the Pahlavi text is as important for establishing the 
stemma codicum of the PV as the Avestan text. 
2. The errores coniunctivi are more important. 
Since we have to count with a very early contaminatio, and since we know 
that some manuscripts were written by reformist schools, the errores coniunctivi 
get a greater relevance than the errores separativi for establishing the stemma 
codicum. As the new copies partially corrected the text they were copying and 
collated it with other manuscripts, only the errores coniunctivi may reveal the 
source they were copying from. 
3. Only errores significativi. 
The following errores significativi are the most important and the first to be 
taken into account for the stemma codicum: 
a)  Omissions:  
- Omissions of one or a few words (excluding Phl. <y> and <W>). 
- Omissions of whole sentences or even paragraphs. 
b) Additions: 
- Additions of one or a few words (excluding Phl. <y> and <W>). 
- Glosses. 
- Longer additions. 
c) Transpositions: 
- Transpositions of words. 
- Longer transpositions. 
d) Variants completely different from the rest. 
 Therefore, dittographies, haplographies, etc. mostly have to be ruled out. 
4. Statistical analysis 
Apart from the aforementioned errores significativi, the stemma codicum 
must be reconstructed with the help of a statistical analysis including all the 
variants. This will allow us to know which manuscripts are more faithful copies to 
its source, to find out which ones copied their variants from a different source, and 
also to determine which ones introduced innovations. Moreover, the analysis of the 
variants where a manuscript disagrees with its source, as compared with the rest of 
variants in other manuscripts, will provide exact data about the real influence of 
certain manuscripts on the written transmission. On the other hand, a 
systematisation of scribal mistakes will reveal which ones are the most usual. 
Therefore, a method combining the main criteria of traditional textual 
criticism, especially based on the errores significativi, and statistics not only of 
mistakes but also agreements between manuscripts, will provide us with the most 





C) Constitutio textus 
1. Eclecticism. 
None of the manuscripts is a codex optimus and none of the classes of 
manuscripts can be taken as the only basis. Hence we are forced to an eclectic 
method. 
2. VS + PV. 
Only when at least one of the two classes of VS manuscripts agrees in their 
oldest manuscripts with the oldest PV ones, a reading can be considered, if not the 
original, at least the most likely. Regarding the PV manuscripts, only when L4 and 
K1 share a common reading it can be ascribed to the hyparchetype of the PV and 
thus be compared with the two other classes, in order to verify whether or not it 
stems from the pre-archetype. Only when a text is not preserved in the PV 
manuscripts, the agreement of the oldest IndVS and IrVS is enough to choose their 
common reading, because the contrast with the PV lacks. 
3. The apographs still cannot be ruled out. 
The apographs of the oldest manuscripts of each class cannot be ruled out 
completely until the complete stemma codicum of the whole Vīdēvdād is achieved. 
Afterwards the eliminatio codicum will be necessary before editing a definitive text. 
4. Uniformity in parallel passages. 
When the same text is repeated in other passages, uniformity is necessary in 
order not to add more confusion. The same can be said regarding the quotations of 
Old Avestan texts in V 10-11. Only when their difference does not depend on a 
corruption in the written transmission it must be preserved and explained. 
5. Restoration of abbreviated passages. 
Abbreviated passages must be edited in full, even when they are not attested 
thus in the VS manuscripts. When part of the text lacks in all the manuscripts 
because of an abbreviation, I complete the text of this abbreviated passage in a 
height of font of 10 mm. 
6. Division of the text 
I divide the paragraphs according to the breaks of their PTs, using the 
brackets ||, and I number them by means of an alphabetical order (|a|, |b|, etc.). 
 
D) Critical notes 
1. A fix order when quoting the manuscripts. 
When the manuscripts are quoted in the critical notes, they must follow 
always the same fix sequence. 
2. Manuscripts by classes. 
The manuscript must be grouped by classes which can be distinguished at a 
first glance. I have grouped the three classes of manuscripts in my critical edition of 
Vīdēvdād according to their antiquity: firstly the Pahlavi Vīdēvdād (PV), secondly 
the Indian Vīdēvdād Sāde (IndVS) and thirdly the Iranian Vīdēvdād Sāde (IrVS). 
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This corresponds to the antiquity of the oldest manuscript preserved in each class: 
L4 (1323 A.D.), L1 (1435 A.D.
85
), Mf2 (1618 A.D.). A dot separates each class. The 
PV are marked in bold letters, the IndVS in plain (because the most of manuscripts 
of Vīdēvdād belong to this class) and the IrVS in italics. Within each class I arrange 
each manuscript according to its antiquity.  
When the antiquity of a manuscript is not specified by its colophon, I try to 
place it in the sequence by means of other external or internal evidences. For 
instance, K2 attests no colophon, and only Rask’s information and Anquetil’s 
notes are written in its beginning, but the analysis of this manuscript reveals that it 
was written before the following one in the sequence, namely G25 (1794 A.D.). 
3. Each variant must be recorded. 
Since we are forced to adopt an eclectic method, all the variants, crossed-out 
graphems, emendations above or under the line, omissions, additions (in the 
margin or not), transpositions, etc., in each manuscript (not only in the oldest ones) 
must be recorded in the critical notes, until the complete stemma codicum of the 
whole Vīdēvdād is achieved. Afterwards, as already mentioned, only the main 
sources of each text-type will be recorded in the critical notes and the eliminatio 
codicum will exclude the apographs from them. 
Regarding the crossed-out graphems, I mark them by means of a grey 
background. Graphems or words written above or under the line are written as 
superscript or subscript respectively. Omissions are marked between the brackets 
┤X├. Corrections by different hands are always distinguished. 
Every different graphem as well as the dots inside the words must be 
marked as variants in the critical notes. After Hoffmann & Narten’s (1989) 
research about the written transmission of the Avesta and their analysis of the 
creation of each Avestan graphem, Geldner’s linguistic criteria regarding the 
variants, especially regarding the sibilants š, , , must be corrected. 
4. Different hands must be marked. 
The different hands in the same manuscript must be distinguishable at a first 
glance in the critical notes. I have followed Geldner’s choice: L4a is the second 
hand and L4b the third one of L4, P10a is the second hand of P10, etc. 
  
To summarise: the methodological problems and mistakes of Geldner’s 
edition do not allow a mere addition of the newly found manuscripts. As Skjærvø 
(1994 235-236) says, “it ought to be clear that the Avesta is in need of re-editing, 
which, although it will not change the general shape of the overall phonology and 
morphology as we know them, is bound to affect numerous details”. 
                                                 
85
 L1 is not the oldest IndVS and its date is possibly wrong. Nevertheless, until the stemma codicum 
of the IndVS is achieved, I have for the moment no argument to change its place in the sequence of 
IndVS. Hence I have preferred to maintain it as the supposedly oldest IndVS manuscript in order 
not to add more confusion. 
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Now we have better possibilities than Geldner to improve his 
overwhelming task and to work towards a new stemma codicum. My edition of V 











































dhwm plglt bwn86 
dahom fragard bun 
Beginning of the tenth book 
 
I. Prayers to be recited in order to purify all that Nasu has polluted 
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 L4, D62, G34, (Jmp); K1, B1, P10 10 dhwm plglt' bwn; P2 ┤dhwm plglt bwn├; P5, E10 plglt 
dhwm bwn; K2 plglt dhwm BRA YKTYBWN-m 10; F10 plglt dhwm bwʾnn krtyy; T44 plglt 10-
hwm; M3 pargar . 10 dhwm plglt' bwn; L1, B2, R278, T46 10; P1 pargar ; Br1 10 pargar
dihum 10; L2 10 pargar  10; G42 10 parag əm 10; E4 10 dihum. pargar
bun 10; L5 10 pargəra nādahum; FK1 prag ; Mf2, K9 dʾhwm plglt bwn PWN yẕdʾn' 
kʾm 
87
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); E4, L5 zaraϑuštarō 
88
 L4, G34, T44, E10 . B2, T46 . Mf2, K9, (G); K1 ahur m; D62, P2, P5, K2, B1, P10, M3 . L1, R278, 
P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 「 tā 」 ┤ahurəm. ... astuuaitinąm├; F10 . FK1 ┤ahurəm. ... 
astuuaitinąm├ 
89
 K1 . T46 . Mf2, (G); L4 ┤mazdąm├; G34, T44, E10 . B2 . K9 mazd  
90
 K1, G34, E10 . Mf2, K9, (G); T44 . B2, T46 ahuramazda 
91
 L4, K1, T44, E10 mainiiū; G34 . B2, T46 . K9, (G) mainiiō; Mf2 maińiiō 
92
 L4, K1, T44 . Mf2, K9, (G); G34 . T46 sp nista; E10 spi ništa; B2 spinasta 
93
 L4, K1 . Mf2, (G); G34 gaēϑan ; T44 . B2 gaeϑan ; E10 gaeϑain ; T46 gaiϑanąm; K9「tā」
┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm├ 
94
 L4, K1, (G); G34, E10 astauuatan ; T44 . B2 astuuatan ; T46 . Mf2 astuuaitanąm 
95
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); E10 ašāum 
96
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, B1, P10, M3 . Mf2, (G); F10 aētē. aēta ; T44 aētaδa; E10 . L1, B2, 
R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . K9 aeta ; E4 aetaδa; FK1 aeta a 
97
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); F10, T44 . L5 druxša; E4 adruxš 
98
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42, E4, L5, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); F10 pərənānae; Br1 pərənānee 
99
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . Br1, L2, E4, L5, FK1, (G); L1, B2, 
R278, T46, P1, G42 . Mf2, K9 ẏā 
100
 L4, K1, D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2 haci 
101
 L4, K1, P5, K2, G34, T44 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . K9, (G); D62, F10, B1, 
P10, M3 . E4 irišta; P2, E10 iristi; Mf2 ərəsta 
102
 L4, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10a above the line . R278, P1, Br1, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, 
(G); K1, D62, P2, B1, P10, M3 ┤upa. ... irista├ 
103
 P5, K2, T44 . R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4, G34, P10a above the line 
juuaiṇtəm; F10, E10 jauuaṇtəm; L1, B2, T46 upajuuaṇtəm; FK1 zuuaṇtəm 
104
 L4 . L1, T46, P1 . Mf2, K9a above the line, (G); P5, G34, F10, E10 . B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5 ; K2 upa.raēϑβaiiēti. cygwn PWN OLE-šʾn dlwc ptkʾlym MNW MN OLE lystk 
ʾw' zywndk ; T44 ; P10a above the line ; FK1  
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|a| Zaraϑuštra asked Ahura Mazdā: “O Ahura Mazdā, most beneficient 
Spirit, Maker of the material creatures, Righteous, |b| how shall I fight 
this Lie, which from the dead hurls itself into the living, how shall I 
fight this Nasu, which from the dead contaminates the living? 
|a| [znd
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105
 L4, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, P10a above the line . Mf2, K9a above the line, (G); E10 . L1, B2, 
R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 aeta ; E4 aieta  
106
 L4, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10a above the line . T46, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9a above the line, (G); P5 
dnasuš; K2 . Br1 nasu; L1, B2, R278, P1, L2, G42 nas 
107
 L4, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10a above the line . Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1, (G); L1, B2, 
R278, T46, P1 . Mf2, K9a in the left margin ẏā 
108
 L4, P5, K2, G34, T44, P10a above the line . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, (G); 
F10, E10 iristi; L5 irišta; FK1 ərəsta; K9a in the left margin hacairisti 
109
 L4, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10a above the line . L1, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9a in the left margin, (G); B2 uipa 
110
 L4, D62, P5, K2, G34, T44, B1, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9a in 
the left margin, (G); P2 upajuuṇtəm (P2a above the line -a- before -ṇ-); F10, E10 jauuaṇtəm; P10 
upajuuaṇtəm; FK1 zuuaṇtəm 
111
 P2, M3; L4, (G) upa.raēϑβaiti; K1 upa.raēϑβaiie-; P5 upa.raēϑaβiiaēti; K2 upa.raēϑβiiaēti; G34 u 
upa.raēϑβaiti; F10 upa.raϑβaiiaeiti; T44 upa.raϑaβiiaeti; E10 upa.raeϑβiiaeti; B1, P10 
uparaēϑβaiieiti; L1, B2, Br1, L2, G42 upa.raeϑβaiieiti; R278, P1 upa.raϑβaiieiti; T46 
upa.raeϑβaiiaeiti; E4 upa.raeϑβaiiete; L5 upa.raeϑβaiiaete; FK1 upa.raeϑβiiaiti; Mf2, K9 
upa.raēϑβiieiti 
112
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 pwrsyt pww rsyt zltwhšt' MN 
ʾwhrmẕd AYḴ ʾwhrmẕd mynwg ʾpzwnyk dʾtʾl gyhʾn' ʾstʾwmndʾn' ʾhlwb' [dʾtʾl PWN zltwhšt 
KRYTWN-šnyy ʾpʾryk PWN stʾdšnnyy] ┤znd cygwn AHRN gywʾk npšt├ 
113
 K1, D62, F10, B1, P10; L4, G34, T44, E10, M3, (Jmp) npšt. L4 and G34 attest a short blank after 
this word. 
114
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 cygwn stw bwn' BRA OḆYDW-m MN 
MN cygwn 
115
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) OLE-šʾn' 
116
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10  
117
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); T44 ptk ʾlym 
118
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 AYḴ 
119
 L4, G34, F10, T44, E10, (Jmp); D62 stw bwn'; P2 st wbwn'; B1, P10, M3 stwbwn 
120
 L4c above the line, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4 ┤BRA├ 
121
 L4, D62, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 OḆYDWN- ; G34 OḆYDW-  (G34a –N-) 
122
 L4, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 ZK OLE 
123
 K1, D62, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, F10, T44, E10 lyst; P2 lysty 
124
 L4, G34, T44, E10, (Jmp); K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3 ʾw' 
125
 K1, D62, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, T44, E10 zyndk; P2 QDM zywndk; F10 zwndk 
126
 D62, P2, T44, B1, P10, M3; L4, G34, E10, (Jmp) dwbʾlyt; F10 dwbʾlst 
127
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 OL 
128
 L4, K1, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, M3, (Jmp); D62, P10 ptklym 
129
 L4, K1, D62, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 ; F10 stwb 
130
 L4, K1, D62 above the line, P2, G34, T44, E10, (Jmp); B1, M3, P10 (P10a -A) ┤BRA├ 
131
 K1, D62, P2, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4 OḆYDWN-y ; G34 OḆYDWN- ; F10  
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|a| [zand čīyōn pad any gyāg nibišt] |b| čīyōn pad xōy druz pahikārēm [kū-š čīyōn 
stō bē kunom] kē az ōy rist ō ōy zīndag abar dwārēd [pad hamrēh] čīyōn pad ōy 
nasuš pahikārēm [kū-š čīyōn stō bē kunom] kē az ōy rist ō ōy zīndag abar gumēxtēd 
[pad payrēh] 
|a| [The Pahlavi translation, as it is written in another passage] |b| How shall I fight 
this Lie [that is, how shall I defeat it]
 139
, which from the dead runs [with direct 
defilement] through the living, how shall I fight this Nasu [that is, how shall I 




 vid. the edition, translation and commentary of the Avestan text of V 10 by 
Pirart (1995 405-419). 
 vid. V 9.45 and 9.47 too, where the same Avestan text and PT from kuϑa 
upto +upa.raēϑβaiieiti is repeated. 
 
 
Av. pərənāne (10.1b) 
 Av. pərənāne was attributed to parət- “to fight ” by Bartholomae (1904 868-
869)
140
. Av. pərənāne should then be explained as an assimilation of *–t- + -n- > *–
nn- > –n- (Av. pərənāne < *pərənānne < *pərənātne). However, the usual 
evolution of IIr. *tn > Av. ϑn makes this explanation very unlikely. cf. Av. 
iiaoϑna- < IIr. - and Ved. cyautná- (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 1.555). Indeed, 
if Av. pərənāne belonged to parət- “to fight ”, we would expect *pərənāϑne < 
*p nātna  . 
 According to Kellens (1984 178, n.8), a root Av. par- must be proposed. 
Actually, Av. pərənāne it is the 1st. Sing. Pres. Subj. Mid. of the Avestan verb par- 
“to fight” (Klingenschmitt 1968 83-85), (Kellens & Pirart 1995 33), (Cheung 2007 
294)
141
. With a nasal infix in the present stem too, it is also attested in Khot. purr- (< 
*p na-) (Emmerick 1968 84), (Bailey 1979 244), (Emmerick 1989 212). 
                                                                                                                                               
132
 K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4 MN /blank/ 
133
 K1, D62, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, T44, E10 lyst; P2 lystk; F10 lysyt' 
134
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 ʾw 
135
 K1, P2, B1, M3, (Jmp); L4, D62, G34, T44, E10, P10 zyndk; F10 zwndk 
136
 P2; L4 dwbʾlyt PWN pt gwmyhtyt; K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, (Jmp) gwmyhtyt; E10 
gwmyhtyt; M3 gwmyhtyt' 
137
 L4, D62, P2, G34a, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 ┤PWN├ 
138
 E10, (Jmp); L4, G34, T44 ptylyt; K1 ptylyt'; D62, P2, B1, P10, M3 pytlyt'; F10 pytylyt 
139
 A variation of this gloss is added after Phl. wānīdan, wān- “you will overcome” in V 19.8: pad-
am kadār gōwišn wānē [kū-m stō bē kunē] “With which words will you overcome me [that is, will 
you defeat me]?” and in V 19.9: pad-at ān gōwišn wānēm [kū-t stō kunom] “With that words I will 
overcome you [that is, I will defeat you]”. On the other side, the same gloss is foud in V 19.12: 
čīyōn az awēšān xaz kunom az ōy druz az ōy duǰdānāg gannāg mēnōg [kū-š čīyōn stō bē kunom]: 
“How will I separate it from this Lie, from this ignorant Gannag Mēnōg [that is, how will I defeat 
him]?”. 
140
 Regarding this verb and Av. paršta, see my commentary to V 11.12. 
141
 Cheung (2007 294), though ascribing correctly this pərəne to par- “to fight, to struggle”, confuses 
the adjective pərəne (< Av. pərəna- “full”) in V 2.8, 12, 16 ff. with the the phonetically identical verb 




Av. upa.duuąsaiti (10.1b) 
 This verb seems an Avestan –s- (< IE. *-sk-)
142
 present from a root Av. 
duuan-, where the vowel –ą- entails some morphological and etymological 
problems. 
 On one hand, we expect a root in the zero grade in a –s- (< IE. *-sk-) 
present. In such case, the vowel -ą- < *-ā- in Av. °duuąsa- would denote a root 
ultimae laryngalis, that is, IE. *dh H-ske- > OIr. - > Av. °duuąsa- 
(Kellens 1984 157, n.12). According to Kellens (1984 157, n.12), Mayrhofer (1992-
2001 1.801) and Cheung (2007 83), the existence of this root ultimae laryngalis is 
confirmed by Ved. dhvan- “qualmen, rauchen” < IE. *dh -en-h2- (Mayrhofer 
1992-2001 1.801). Thus, in Av. °duuąsa- (< IE. *dh Hske-), like in Ved. dhvāntá- 
“dark, darkness; name of a wind” (< IE. *dh H-tó-)
143
, the nasal would have been 
analogically reintroduced after the vocalisation of the nasal sonants. 
 However, the reconstruction of a root ultimae laryngalis is problematic 
because of the causatives Ved. ádhvānayat “darkens” in RV 6.18.10 and Av. 
uzduuąnaiia  “causes to float upwards” in Yt 5.61, where the long vowel of Ved. 
°dhvānaya- and Av. °duuąnaiia- should stem from IE. *dh -. 
 Conversely, the vowel –ą- in Av. °duuąsa- could represent an irregular full 
grade OIr. -, as Kellens (1984 157, n.12) observes. I have identified a 
further Avestan parallel of a –sa- (< IE. *-sḱe-) present from a full grade in the 
root, which could support Kellens’ hypothesis: Av. ϑβązja- “in Bedrängnis 
geraten” (Bartholomae 1904 798). According to Hoffmann & Forssman (1996 188), 
the present Av. ϑβązja- stems from a full grade of the radical *t enzghe < *t engh-
ske-. Moreover, the syllabic structure is very similar: IE. *t engh-ske- in Av. 
ϑβązja- and IE. *dh en-ske- in Av. °duuąsa-. Therefore, Av. °duuąsa- would not 
be an isolated case of an inchoative present from a full grade of the radical and it 
can be analysed as OIr. -. 
 
 As far as the meaning of Av. °duuąsa- is concerned, Kellens (1984 157, n.12) 
says that it acquired the meaning “to fly” because of “sémantique populaire” from 
OAv. duuąman- / YAv. dunman- “cloud”. Although Pirart (1995 405) states that 
Kellens’ explanation is semantically difficult, he admits a verbal root Av. duuan- 
“to float, to move in the air”. 
 In my opinion, the meaning of Av. °duuąsa- must be determined according 
to two facts:  
                                                 
142
 Regarding the inexistence of PIE. *-sḱ- presents, which stem from a palatalised reflex of PIE. *-
sk-, vid. (Lubotsky 2001). 
143
 Mayrhofer (1992-2001 1.801) relates it to the Vedic root dhvan- and proposes a root ultimae 
laryngalis. So he explains Ved. dhvāntá- as IIr. *-CānC- < IE. *-C HC-. On the contrary, Pirart 
(1995 405) states that this Vedic word can be also interpreted as IE. *dh H-tó- and be related to a 
non-attested Vedic root *dhvam-, according to him in the same way that Ved. śāntá- “tranquilised” 
is related to Ved. śam- “to be calm” (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 2.610). However, he finally denies this 
possibility because of the causative Av. uzduuąnaiia- “to cause to float” < Av. duuan- in Yt 5.61. 
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 a) the subject of Av. °duuąsa- is always Av. nasu-, which is embodied as a 
fly (maxši.kəhrpa) in V 7.2 and 9.26. This image determines the interpretation of 
Av. °duuąsa- as “to fly”. But apparently it does not fit the meaning “to fume, to 
smoke” of Ved. dhvan-. Hence we must search other verbs from this root in 
Iranian in order to reach the exact meaning of this Avestan verb. 
 b) the root OIr. (H)- is also present in other Iranian languages 
(Cheung 2007 83): 
 - Khwar. δβʾny-, mδβʾny-  “to winnow” (Benzing 1983 254, 396). 
 - New East Iranian “to winnow”  lwan-, lust “to scatter, 
 winnow”). 
 
 According to these parallels and the image of Nasu as a fly, the most likely 
meaning for Av. °duuąsa- would be “to twirl”. The image of a circular movement 
in the air could have been applied either to the smoke, which would explain Ved. 
dhvan- “to fume, to smoke”, or to a fly. If my interpretation is right, we could 
suppose that Av. upa.duuąsa- actually meant “to twirl to, to hurl into”. 
 
 
Av. upa. ... upa.duuąsaiti; upa. ... +upa.raēϑβaiieiti (10.1b) 
 In both verbs the preverb Av. upa is repeated, as Bartholomae (1904 764, 
1483) already noticed. The repetition of Av. upa is problematic and has been 
interpreted in two ways depending of the consideration of the verbs as transitive or 
intransitive: a) Av. upa is a preposition in this passage, so that the verbs are 
intransitive; b) Av. upa is a repetition of the preverb, so that the verbs are 
transitive. 
 The first interpretation is proposed by Hale (1993 39). He denies the 
possibility of considering Av. upa. ... upa.duuąsaiti as an example of tmesis with 
preverb doubling and thinks that Av. upa is a preposition. According to him, Av. 
haca ... upa means here “from ... to”, so that this implies that these verbs are 
intransitive. 
 The second one is followed by Pirart (1995 406), who considers Av. upa a 
repetition because of the “diascévase scolaire” and therefore interprets the verbs as 
transitive. 
 I concur with Hale that Av. upa is repeated as a reinforcement of the 
direction by means of a preposition. The starting point is marked by the use of the 
preposition Av. haca and the target by Av. upa. The same kind of redundant 
marking of the direction is found in other Indoeuropean languages also with 
transitive verb, for instance in Greek. In Hdt. 6.72 we find ὑπό δικαστήριον 
ὑπαχθείς “being lead under the court of justice”, where Gr. ὑπάγω is transitive and 
the Greek syntagm “preposition ὑπό + Acc. + preverb ὑπό + verb” (Liddell & Scott 
1996 1874) is identical to that found in the Avestan scheme “preposition upa + Acc. 
+ preverb upa + verb”. Therefore, we cannot rule out that the repetition of Av. upa 
concealed a transitive verb in Avestan just, and that it combined with haca to 





Phl. zand čīyōn pad any gyāg nibišt (10.1a) 
 In the interpretation of this passage three questions arise: 
 - Firstly, why the usual PT of the Avestan formula pərəsa . zaraϑuštrō. ... 
 a āum, namely Phl. pursīd zarduxšt ... ahlaw, does not appear?  
 - Secondly, has it been substitued by the gloss Phl. zand čīyōn pad any gyāg 
 nibišt “The Zand, as it is written in another passage”?  
 - Thirdly, what does Phl. zand mean here? 
 
The first question cannot be easily answered. There are two possible 
explanations for the absence of Phl. pursīd zarduxšt ... ahlaw:  
a) it is an omission already in the common source of our extant PV 
manuscripts. Actually, this PT is omitted in L4 and K1, so that this omission 
would stem from their common source. Furthermore, in V 11.1a the PT of the 
same Avestan passage is omitted in all the PV manuscripts with the exception of 
P2. In L4 and G34 it is noteworthy that a blank, lacking in K1, appears after the 
gloss Phl. zand čīyōn pad any gyāg nibišt. Blanks are used in later manuscripts to 
mark that a text must be completed. However, in L4 they are never found, with the 
only exception of this passage. It is possible that the scribe of L4 was aware of the 
omission of the PT pursīd zarduxšt ... ahlaw in his source, but he could only fill the 
blank by means of the gloss, since there is not enough space to write this PT 
together with its gloss. Nevertheless, I know no other passage where the scribe of 
L4 left a blank and filled it afterwards, so that it remains unexplained why he 
proceeded in this manner in V 10.1a. 
b) a gloss could have substituted the PT, so that the PT pursīd zarduxšt ... 
ahlaw would have never existed in this passage. However, it would be surprising 
that this PT would have been substitued by a gloss here only. 
  
 Cantera (2004a 1-13) has extensively studied the meaning of Phl. zand in 
this passage and in further Pahlavi texts where this word is attested together with 
Phl. abastāg. According to him (2004a 13), the syntagm Phl. abastāg ud zand must 
be interpreted as “das Avesta und seine Auslegung”. Phl. zand comprised both the 
commentary or exegesis of the Avesta and its PT, although the latter meaning 
progressively consolidated itself in the Pahlavi literature, as early as the 9th century 
(Cantera 2004a 10). 
 Phl. zand in Vīdēvdād is only attested in this passage of V 10.1a. According 
to Cantera (2004a 10), Phl. zand čīyōn pad any gyāg nibišt “The Zand, as it is 
written in another passage” undoubtedly refers to V 2.1a, where after the usual PT 
pursīd zarduxšt ... ahlaw the gloss Phl. ay ohrmazd dādār ahlaw pad xwānišn 
abārīg pad stāyišn “that is, “Ohrmazd, Maker, Righteous” (are used) in the 
invocation; the rest, in the praise” is added. According to him, V 10.1a attests the 
same PT as V 2.1a, while only the gloss of V 2.1a lacks in V 10.1a. Hence he states 
that Phl. zand can only mean here “commentary”. As this word is only attested in 
V 10.1a, where it would mean “commentary”, the meaning “Pahlavi translation” 
would not have existed when the PT of Vīdēvdād was composed. 
 However Cantera overlooks two possibly relevant facts. Firstly, the PT 
pursīd zarduxšt ... ahlaw is explained in a passage closer to V 10.1a than V 2.1, 
namely in V 9.1, by the same commentary as that of V 2.1, namely Phl. ay ohrmazd 
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dādār ahlaw pad xwānišn abārīg pad stāyišn “that is, “Ohrmazd, Maker, 
Righteous” (are used) in the invocation; the rest, in the praise”. Provided that Phl. 
zand in V 10.1a refers exclusively to a “commentary” to the usual PT pursīd 
zarduxšt ... ahlaw, it is difficult to explain why it should refer to V 2.1 instead of 
the closer V 9.1. Furthermore, V 10 is inserted in the context of the Barəšnūm 
ceremony and it is in V 9 where this ceremony is described. 
 Secondly, it has been proved untrue that V 10.1a attests the same PT as V 
2.1a. On the contrary, no PV manuscript preserves the PT of the Avestan text of V 
10.1a, that is, Phl. pursīd zarduxšt ... ahlaw lacks in V 10.1a. If this PT was present, 
Cantera’s explanation of Phl. zand as “commentary” would fit perfectly, because 
the same explanation added to the PT of V 9.1 would be summarised by Phl. zand 
čīyōn pad any gyāg nibišt. In such case, this gloss would mean “The commentary, 
as it is written in another passage”, that is, as in V 9.1. However, since the PT 
pursīd zarduxšt ... ahlaw is absent in V 10.1a, the interpretation of Phl. zand 
depends on our explanation as to why this PT is lacking. 
 If we think that the PT has been omitted consciously, because it was already 
repeated in V 9.1a, Phl. zand must be understood in this passage not as 
“commentary”, but rather as “Pahlavi translation” or even “Pahlavi translation 
together with its commentary”. Thus, Phl. zand čīyōn pad any gyāg nibišt would 
summarise the PT of V 9.1a together with its commentary. 
 Conversely, if we suppose that in V 10.1a there was just an unconscious 
omission of the PT in the common source of L4 and K1, the gloss of Phl. zand 
would sumarise that of V 9.1a, not the PT together with its gloss. In that case, Phl. 
zand would mean here “commentary”. 




Phl. čīyōn pad xōy druz pahikārēm (10.1b) 
 This PT is repeated in V 9.45 and 9.47 in the same context. In V 9.45 the PT 
is almost identical to that of V 10.1b
144
, but we find an interesting variation in V 
9.47b-c: 
|b| čīyōn ān druz pahikārēd [kū-š stahmagīh čīyōn bē bawād] [ast kē ēdōn gōwēd 
ay čīyōn pad ān druz pahikārīhād kū-š čīyōn stō bē kunīhād] kē az ōy rist ō ōy 
zīndag abar dwārēd [pad hamrēh] |c| <čīyōn pad ōy nasuš pahikārēm [kū-š 
stahmagīh>
145
 čīyōn bē bawād] [ast kē ēdōn gōwēd ay čīyōn pad ōy nasuš 
pahikārīhād kū-š čīyōn stō bē kunīhād] kē az ōy rist ō ōy zīndag abar gumēxtēd 
[pad payrēh] 
|b| How will he fight this Lie [that is, how will the violence against it be] [there is (a 
commentator) who says: “how will this Lie be fought, that is, how will it be 
defeated”], which from the dead runs [with direct defilement] through the living, 
|c| (how will I fight this Nasu [that is), how will (the violence against it) be] [there 
is (a commentator) who says: “how will this Nasu be fought, that is, how will it be 
                                                 
144
 The only difference is found in the PT of the second Av. pərənāne as Phl. pahikār instead of 
pahikārēm in the group of K1. 
145
 Omitted in L4 and K1. 
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defeated”], which from the dead contaminates the living [with indirect 
defilement]?” 
 
Apart from the different PTs of Av. aēta , we must notice that the PTs of 
the verb Phl. pahikārdan, pahikār- imply different Avestan verbs: Phl. pahikārēd 
implies the activ Av. pərənāiti, while the passiv Phl. pahikārīhād reproduces Av. 
pərənāite. However, this correspondence between the Avestan verb and its PT is 
not found in V 9.47b-c, as we see: 
- Av. (druxš.) pərənāne → Phl. pahikārēd 
- Av. (nasuš.) pərənāiti/-e
146




 Actually, Phl. pahikārēd does not translate Av. pərənāne, but correctly Av. 
pərənāiti. Moreover, it is noteworthy that there were three different PTs of the 
same Avestan verb par-: Phl. pahikārēm, Phl. pahikārēd and Phl. pahikārīhād, 
corresponding to the three Avestan variants of the same verbal root in the same 
formula:  
- Av. pərənāne → Phl. pahikārēm 
- Av. pərənāiti → Phl. pahikārēd 
- Av. pərənāite → Phl. pahikārīhād 
 
 The correspondence between these three Avestan variants and their PTs in 
V 9 and 10 can allow us to go one step further, as it could point to the existence of 
several oral or written recensions of the Avesta before the PT was made. Let’s 
consider two possibilities: 
 a) Several archetypes of an Avestan text could have existed before the PT 
was composed.  
 b) Each school of Pahlavi translators and commentators could have had a 
different Avestan text and PT of Vīdēvdād. As a matter of fact, in Šnš 2.1 (Tavadia 
1930 30) it is mentioned the 3rd fragard 
corresponds to the 7th fragard of our extant manuscripts, while in Šnš 2.12 
(Tavadia 1930 36) it is mentioned the 5th fragard of t
commentator, whose contents are found actually in the 6th fragard of our extant 
manuscripts. 
 In such case, the divergences between PTs would reflect not only different 
PTs of the same Avestan text due to a different exegesis in each school, but even 
divergences in the Avestan text itself.  
 The sole examples of V 9 and 10 obviously are not enough to support such a 
conclusion, which ought to be verified by means of a deep revision of the variants 
in Avestan and their correspondences with possibly different PTs in other texts. 
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 L4, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3 pərənāiti; K1 pərənāite; K2, P5, T44, E10 pərənāne 
147
 Only P2 Av. pərənāiti → Phl. pahikārēnēd; K2 Av. pərənāne → Phl. pahikārēm. 
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10.2. |a| āa . mrao .
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 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, B1, P10, M3 . B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1, (G); G34 
marao ; T44, E10 ┤mrao . ahurō. mazd ├; L1, T46 . Mf2 mraō ; P1 mraōi ; K9 「tā」┤mrao . 
ahurō├ mazd  
149
 K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1, (G); L4, 
T44, E10 . Mf2, K9 imē; G34 imaē; R278 ima 
150
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . 
Br1, (G) framruua; P5 framruue; G34 framaruua; E4, FK1 framarauua; L5 fra.marauua 
151
 L4, K1, D62, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . Br1, E4, L5, FK1, (G); E10 yō; L1, B2, R278, T46, 
P1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9 ẏōi 
152
 L4, K1, D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); P2 yōihəṇti; T44 . P1 haṇti; L5 hiṇti 
153
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, E4, L5, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); P5 . G42 gāϑā.huua 
154
 L4, K1, D62, K2, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, R278, P1, (G); P2 gāϑāhuuabišāmrūta; P5 
bišāmruuta; G34 bišamarūta; T44 . B2, T46, L2, G42, E4 bišā.mrūta; Br1 baešā.mrūta; L5 
bišā.maruuta; FK1 bišā.mrūte; Mf2, K9 bišāmrīta 
155
 K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1, (G); L4, 
G34, T44, E10 . Mf2, K9 imē; L5 imi 
156
 T44 . L1, R278, P1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9; L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . Br1, 
(G) framruua; G34 framaruua; B2, T46 framarauua; L5 fra.maruua; FK1 framrūa 
157
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . E4, L5, FK1, (G); E10 yō; L1, B2, R278, T46, 
P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9 ẏōi 
158
 L4, D62, K2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2, 
K9, (G); P2 həṇta; P5 haəṇti; T44 haṇti; L5 hiṇti 
159
 L4, D62, K2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, R278, P1, Br1, L2, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2, P5 . 
B2, T46, G42, E4, L5 gāϑā.huua 
160
 K1, D62, K2, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, P1, Br1, E4, (G); L4, T44 ϑri āmrūta; P2, P5 
ϑrišā.mruuta; G34 ϑri āmarūta; F10 . R278, L2, G42, FK1 ϑrišā.mrūta; T46 ϑri ā.mrūta; L5 
ϑrisā.marūta; Mf2, K9 ϑrišāmrīta 
161
 K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1, (G); L4, 
G34, T44, E10 . K9 imē; E4 imae; Mf2 imē. vaca. framruua. ẏōi. həṇti. gāϑāhuua. caϑrušāmrīta. imē 
162
 L4, D62, P10 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9; K1, P2, P5, K2, F10, T44, E10, B1, 
M3, (G) framruua; G34 framaruua; R278 framrauua; L5 framarauua; FK1 framrūa 
163
 L4, K1, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . E4, L5, FK1, (G); D62 yōii; E10 yō; L1, B2, 
R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9 ẏōi 
164
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); P5 hənti; T44 haṇti; E4 həṇte; L5 hiṇti 
165
 L4, K1, D62, K2, G34, E10, P10 . L1, R278, P1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2, B1, M3 . B2, 
T46 gāϑā.huua; P5 gāϑāhūa; F10 gāϑāāhuua; Br1 gāϑāhūuua; FK1 gāϑāhūa 
166
 K1, D62, P2, B1, P10, M3 . L1, (G); L4 caϑru āmrūta; P5, T44 ciϑru ā.mrūta; K2, E10 
ciϑrušāmrūta; G34 caϑru marūta; F10 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 caϑrušā.mrūta; 
L5 caϑarušā.marūta; Mf2, K9 caϑrušāmrītaca 
167
 F10 . L1, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1, (G); L4, G34, T44, E10 . Mf2 imē; K1 –e. aete; 
D62, M3 ime. aete; P2 ime. aiti; P5 ime. ite; K2 ime. v ite; B1, P10 imi. aete (P10a above the line –e 
instead of –i); L5 ima; K9 imē. vaca. framruua. ẏōi. həṇti. gāϑāhuua. caϑrušāmrīta. imē 
168
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
















|a| And Ahura Mazdā said: “recite these words which are to be said 
twice while (reciting) the Gāϑās, |b| recite these words which are to be 
said thrice while (reciting) the Gāϑās, |c| recite these words which are to 
be said four times while (reciting) the Gāϑās, |d| recite these words 
which are to be said twice, thrice and four times while (reciting) the 
Gāϑās.” 











































 |d| ẔNE 
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 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9; L4 framrauua; K1, P2, P5, K2, F10, T44, E10, 
B1, M3, (G) framruua; D62, G34, P10 . L5 framaruua; FK1 framrūa 
170
 L4, K1, D62, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L2, L5, FK1, (G); P2, P5 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, 
Br1, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9 ẏōi; E10 yō 
171
 D62, P2, K2, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9, 
(G); L4, G34 hənti; P5 həti; T44 haṇti; L5 hiṇti 
172
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, L5 . Mf2, 
K9, (G); M3 . G42, E4 gāϑā.huua; FK1 gāϑāhūa 
173
 L4, K1, D62, K2, B1, (G); P2 bišāmruuta; P5, F10 . R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 bišā.mrūta; 
G34 . L5 bišā.marūta; T44 bišāmrūtaca; E10, M3 . L1, B2, P1 bišāmrūta; P10 bi āmrūta (P10a above 
the line –ca); Mf2, K9 bišāmrītaca 
174
 L4, D62, K2, B1, (G); P2 ϑrišāmruuta; P5, F10 . T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 ϑrišā.mrūta; G34 
āϑri āmarūta.ca; T44 ϑrišā.mrūtaca; E10 ϑrišāmrūti; P10, M3 . B2 ϑrišāmrūta (P10a above the line –
ca); L1 ┤ϑrišāmrūtaca├; R278 ϑrəšā.mrūta; L5 ϑarišā.marūta; FK1 ϑrašā.mrūta; Mf2, K9 
ϑrišāmrītaca 
175
 L4, (G); D62 caϑru āmrūta; P2, P5 . FK1 ciϑrušā.mrūta; K2 ciϑrušāmrūta; G34 
caϑaru āmarūtaca. kaiia. aē; F10 . L1, B2, R78, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 caϑrušā.mrūta; T44 
ciϑrušā.mrūtaca; E10 ciϑrušāmarūta; B1, P10 caϑrušāmruuta (P10a above the line –ca); M3 
caϑrušāmrūta; E4 caiϑrušā.mrūta; L5 ciϑrušā.marūta; Mf2, K9 caϑrušāmrītaca 
176
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 gwbšny 
177
 K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4 prʾc'; F10 plʾc 
178
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10; T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) YMRWN; E10 YMRWN-yt 
179
 K1, D62, P2, F10, E10, B1, P10; L4, G34, T44 HWE-nd; E10 hnd; M3 HWE-d; (Jmp) HWE-nd 
180
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 ZK gʾsʾn' 
181
 P2; D62, F10, B1, P10 byšʾmwlwt; L4, G34, T44, E10, (Jmp) byšʾmlwt; M3 byšmwlwt 
182
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, B1, P10, M3; F10 ywddt dyw dʾt-HD; E10, (Jmp) ywdtdywdʾt 
183
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 BRA ʾy 
184
 K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4  
185
 L4, P2, G34, T44, E10, (Jmp); D62, B1, P10, M3 gwbšnyh; F10 gwbšn' gʾsʾn' 
186
 D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4 prʾc' 
187
 L4, P2, G34, E10; D62, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) YMRWN 
188
 L4, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; D62, (Jmp) HWE-nd; F10  
189
 L4, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, (Jmp); K1 sʾsʾn'; P2 ; B1 , P10 , M3  
190
 P2; L4, T44, E10, (Jmp) slyšʾmlwt; K1 slwyšʾmlwt; D62, P10 slwyšʾmwlwt; G34 slyšmlwt; F10 
slyšʾmwlwt; B1 slwyšʾymlwt; M3 slwyšmwlwt 
191
 L4, G34, F10, T44, E10, (Jmp); D62, B1, P10, M3 gwbšnyh; P2 gwbšnyy 
192
 L4, K1, P2, G34, T44, E10; D62, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) YMRWN 
193
 K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3; L4, (Jmp) HWE-nd; E10 hnd 
194


























|a| u-š guft ohrmazd kū ēn gōwišn frāz gōw kē hēnd pad gāhān bišāmrūd 
[ǰuddēwdād-ē bē yaz] |b| ēn gōwišn frāz gōw kē hēnd pad gāhān srišāmrūd |c| ēn 
gōwišn frāz gōw kē hēnd pad gāhān časrušāmrūd |d| ēn gōwišn frāz gōw kē hēnd 
pad gāhān bišāmrūd-iz srišāmrūd-iz časrušāmrūd-iz [ēk ān ī pad gāhān ēk ān ī pad 
ǰuddēwdād] 
|a| And Ohrmazd said: “recite these words, which are to be said twice while 
(reciting) the Gāϑās [celebrate a uddēwdād], |b| recite these words, which are to be 
said thrice while (reciting) the Gāϑās, |c| recite these words, which are to be said 
four times while (reciting) the Gāϑās, |d| recite these words, which are to be said 
twice, thrice and four times while (reciting) the Gāϑās [one (thing is) what is in the 





 The prescriptive sense of this passage requires that the verb be either an 
optative or an imperative. However, Av. framrauua does not agree with the 
expected morphology of these modes. In order to clarify this rare Avestan verbal 
form, different explanations arose: a) it is a 2nd. Sing. Pres. Imper. secondarily 
thematised; b) it is a 1st. Sing. Pres. Subj. Act.; c) it is a corruption of the optative 
framruii . 
 Bartholomae (1904 1196, n.4) stated that Av. framrauua was a thematised 
2nd. Sing. Pres. Imper. Friš (1950 79), followed by Schindler (1982 201)
207
 and 
Hoffmann & Forssman (1996 201), interpreted it instead as a 1st. Sing. Pres. Subj. 
Act. This interpretation, however, implies an incoherence. It is Zaraϑuštra who 
asked Ahura Mazdā in V 10.1: kuϑa. aēta . druxš. pərənāne “how shall I fight this 
Lie”. As expected, V 10.2 begins with Ahura Mazdā’s answer: āa . mrao . ahurō. 
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 P2; L4, E10 cslwšʾmlwt; D62, P10a above the line cslyšʾmwlwt; G34 clswšmlwt; F10 
cslyšʾmwlwty; T44, (Jmp) cslwyšʾmlwt; B1 ; P10 , M3  
196
 L4, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, (Jmp); D62, B1, P10, M3 gwbšnyh 
197
 P2, E10; L4, G34 ┤YMRRWN├; D62, G34a, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) YMRWN 
198
 K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3; L4, (Jmp) HWE-nd; E10 hnd 
199
 L4, T44, E10; D62, P10, M3 byšʾmwlwt; P2 byšʾmlwt'; G34, B1, (Jmp) byšʾmlwt; F10 byšmwlwt 
(F10a -c) 
200
 L4, T44, E10; D62, P2, (Jmp) slyšʾmlwt'; G34 clswšʾmlwt-c; F10 slyšmwlwt (F10a -c); B1, P10, 
M3 slyšʾmlwt 
201
 L4, G34, T44, E10; D62, B1, P10 cslwšʾmlwty; P2 ctlwslwšʾmlwt' (the first –t- is corrected by –s-
); F10 ctlwšʾmwlwt (F10a -c); M3 cslwšʾmlwty; (Jmp) cslwyšʾmlwt 
202
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; (Jmp) ┤ʾywk ZK y PWN gʾsʾn'├ 
203
 L4, K1, D62, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 above the line, (Jmp); P2, G34, E10 ┤y├ 
204
 L4, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 W ʾywk 
205
 L4, D62, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2, G34, E10 ┤y├ 
206
 L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); T44 ywdtdywdʾt-HD 
207
 Schindler (1982 201) followed Friš (1950 79) in his interpretation of Av. framrauua as a 1st. Sing. 
Pres. Subj. Act. However, as Bartholomae (1904 1196, n.4), he stated that otherwise it can be a 2nd. 
Sing. Pres. Imper. secondarily thematised. 
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mazd . ime. vaca. +framrauua “And Ahura Mazdā said: “recite these words””. If 
Av. framrauua was a 1st. Sing. Pres. Subj. Act., the latter sentence must be 
understood as “And Ahura Mazdā said: “I will recite these words””. Obviously it 
makes no sense that Ahura Mazdā answered Zaraϑuštra’s question saying what he 
will do instead of prescribing Zaraϑuštra what to do. It is unlikely that the god 
recites himself the words required in the ceremony. Therefore, a prescriptive 2nd. 
person is expected in Ahura Mazdā’s answer. 
Pirart (1995 407) discards the interpretation of Av. framrauua as a 1st. Sing. 
Pres. Subj. Act. He also states that, if this form would be a 2nd. Sing. Pres. Imper. 
of an athematic verb, we would expect Av. framrūiδi, not framrauua. In his 
opinion, Av. framrauua is a corruption of the prescriptive optative framruii  (2nd. 
Sing. Pres. Opt. Act.). 
Pirart’s hypothesis is very likely and agrees with the use of 2nd. persons of 
prescriptive optatives in Vīdēvdād. It is paralleled in V 10-12: niϑβərəsōiš (2nd. 
Sing. Pres. Opt. Act.) 10.18a; yaoždaiϑīša (2nd. Sing. Pres. Opt. Mid.) 10.19a; 
srāuuaiiōiš (2nd. Sing. Pres. Opt. Act.) 11.2a; drəṇjaiiōiš (2nd. Sing. Pres. Opt. Act.) 
11.3a, 8a, 11a, 14a, 17a, 20a; frasrāuuaiiōiš (2nd. Sing. Pres. Opt. Act.) 11.3b, 8b, 
11a, 14a, 17a, 20a; baraēta (3rd. Sing. Pres. Opt. Mid.) 12.2c, 4c, 6b, 8b, 10a, 12b, 
14b, 16b, 18b, 20a; yazaēta (3rd. Sing. Pres. Opt. Mid.) 12.2c, 4c, 6b, 8b, 10a, 12b, 
14b, 16b, 18b, 20a; stərənaēta (3rd. Sing. Pres. Opt. Mid.) 12.2c, 4c, 6b, 8b, 10a, 
12b, 14b, 16b, 18b, 20a. 
Schindler had also guessed the possibility of taking it as secondarily 
thematised 2nd. Sing. Pres. Imper., and this cannot be totally excluded. In Young 
Avestan we find secondary thematisations of athematic verbs (e. g. Y 8.43 
naēnižaiti; Yt 12.3 and 5, V 20.5 frīnāmahi; V 12.2c, 4c, 6b, 8b, 10a, 12b, 14b, 16b, 
18b, 20a stərənaēta; V 19.2 fraorənaēta (Hoffmann & Forssman 1996 209, 217, 
219), etc.) as well as of non-thematic substantives (e. g. V 12.1a pitō instead of pita; 
V 12.9a napō instead of nap , etc.). Therefore, this second interpretation as a 2nd. 
Sing. Pres. Imper. is also likely. As far as it agrees with the manuscripts’ evidence 
and with the contexts where Ahura Mazdā prescribes the purifications’ formulas, I 
prefer it. 
On the other side, the Pahlavi translators understood correctly the meaning 
of Av. framrauua and translated it accordingly, namely by its Pahlavi equivalent 
2nd. Sing. Pres. Imper. frāz gōw. 
 
 
Av. bišāmrūtaca. ϑrišāmrūtaca. caϑrušāmrūtaca (10.2d) 
 Regarding the shortening of –ā + ca > -a-ca in words with more than three 
syllables, vid. (de Vaan 2003 188-191). 
 
 
Av. °āmrūta. ... framrauua (10.2a-d) 
Whenever Av. mrauu- is preceeded by a preverb, this is usually Av. fra. In 
such case, Av. fra-mrauu- means “to pronounce, to recite”, especially applied to 
prayers (Bartholomae 1904 1195). Nevertheless, we find the same meaning with the 
preverb ā in Av. āmrutō in N 6.4 (Kotwal & Kreyenbroek 1995 50-51). 
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With both preverbs Av. ā and Av. fra, the only parallel is attested in Yt 3.3: 
ā.dim framraomi. a əm. vahištəm “I invoke thee, A a Vahišta”. 
 
Phl. ēk ān ī pad gāhān ēk ān ī pad ǰuddēwdād (10.2d) 
 This gloss is not easily understandable by itself and depends on the meaning 
of the correllative ēk ... ēk. As far as this text refers to the Barəšnūm ceremony, two 
main possible interpretations in the context of this ceremony can explain the 
correllative ēk ... ēk: a) it refers to two different persons; b) it distinguishes two 
texts. 
Regarding the first possibility, we know from Modi (1922 123) that in 
modern practice the Barəšnūm ceremony must be performed by two priests. One 
being a hērbed, the other must be a purifier (Phl. yōǰdāsragar)
208
. But as far as I 
know, no text prescribes that each priest must recite a certain text. So it seems 
unlikely that Phl. ēk ān ī pad gāhān ēk ān ī pad ǰuddēwdād meant “one (priest 
recites) what is in the Gāϑ uddēwdād”. 
 According to the second possibility, this gloss could be interpreted as “on 
the one side, what is in the Gāϑās; on the other side, uddēwdād”. 
But what does this mean? 
In my opinion, this gloss can only be understood as a continuation of the 
preceding gloss Phl. ǰuddēwdād-ē bē yaz “celebrate a uddēwdād” in V 10.2a. As a 
matter of fact, it seems to have been misplaced from V 10.2a, where it makes more 
sense.  
In the PT of V 10.2a the recitation twice of some Gāthic texts is prescribed. 
According to the commentator who introduced the first gloss Phl. ǰuddēwdād-ē bē 
yaz, this implies to celebrate a Vīdēvdād ceremony. Therefore, this first 
commentator mistook the recitation of Gāthic texts in the Barəšnūm ceremony for 
the celebration of a Vīdēvdād ceremony. Provided that the second gloss Phl. ēk ān 
ī pad gāhān ēk ān ī pad ǰuddēwdād followed immediately this first gloss, as I 
suppose, a second commentator would have specified that “one thing is what is in 
the Gāϑās” (Phl. ēk ān ī pad gāhān) and “another thing is what is in the 
uddēwdād” (Phl. ēk ān ī pad ǰuddēwdād). Therefore, the second commentator 
disagreed with the first, because he thought that the recitation of the Gāthic texts in 
the Barəšnūm ceremony has nothing to do with the celebration of a Vīdēvdād 
ceremony. In my opinion, this interpretation as a misplaced gloss is more likely, so 
that the PT of V 10.2a would run as follows: 
 
u-š guft ohrmazd kū ēn gōwišn frāz gōw kē hēnd pad gāhān bišāmrūd [ǰuddēwdād-
ē bē yaz] <ēk ān ī pad gāhān ēk ān ī pad ǰuddēwdād> 
And Ohrmazd said: “recite these words, which are to be said twice while (reciting) 




                                                 
208
 In V 9.32 (Jāmāsp 1907), (Anklesaria & Kapadia 1949 242), however, Abarag prescribed two 
purifiers: abarag guft ay yōǰdāsragar dō ōh abāyēd “Abarag said: ‘Two purifiers would be 
necessary’”. Also regarding the importance of this yōǰdāsrgar in the ritual of purification, cf. MU 
1.299.10 ff. 
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|a| Maker of the material creatures, Righteous, which are these words 
which are to be said twice while (reciting) the Gāϑās? |b| And Ahura 
Mazdā said: “these are the words which are to be said twice while 
(reciting) the Gāϑās, |c| recite these words twice.” 
                                                 
209
 Mf2; L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . FK1, (G) ┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm. 
āum├; P5 . Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5「tā」┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm. āum├; K2 . L1, B2, R78, 
T46, P1 . K9「tā」 āum; G34 gaēϑan  
210
 G34 ┤astuuaitinąm. āum├; Mf2 astuuaitanąm 
211
 L4, K1, D62, P5, K2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R78, T46, P1, FK1, (G); P2 kaiiea; G34 
kauua; Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2 kiia; L5 kaiiae; K9 dātarə. kiia  
212
 L4, K1, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . Mf2, (G); D62 aētae; E10 aeti; L1 aēti; B2, R78, 
T46, P1, Br1, L2, E4, L5, FK1 aete; G42 aeta; K9 aēta  
213
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10 . P1, L5, FK1, (G); E10 yō; M3 . L1, B2, R78, 
T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9 ẏōi 
214
 K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, E10, B1, P10. L1, B2, R78, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9, (G); 
L4, G34 hənti; T44 haṇti; M3 hiṇti; L5 hiṇta; FK1 həṇta 
215
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . B2, R78, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, 
K9, (G); P5 . L1, T46, E4, L5 gāϑā.huua 
216
 K1, D62, P5, P10, M3 . L1, (G); L4, T44 bi āmrūta; P2, K2 bišāmruuta; G34 bišamarūta; F10 . 
B2, R78, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 bišā.mrūta; E10 baešāmrūta; B1 bišamrūta; L5 
bišā.marūta; Mf2, K9 bišāmrīta 
217
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, B1, P10, M3 . Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1, (G); G34 . L5 marao ; T44, 
E10 ┤mrao . ahurō. mazd ├; L1, B2, R78, T46, P1 . Mf2 mraō ; K9 「tā」┤mrao . ahurō├ 
mazd  
218
 K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . R78, P1, Br1, L2, E4, L5, FK1, (G); L4, G34 . Mf2, 
K9 imē; T44 aēmē; L1, B2, T46 imi; G42 aime 
219
 L4, D62, P5, K2, G34, B1, P10, M3 . Mf2, K9, (G); K1, F10, T44 . L1, B2, R78, T46, P1, Br1, L2, 
G42, L5, FK1 aete; P2 aiti; E10 aeti; E4 vaete 
220
 L4, K1, D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L5, FK1, (G); P2 . L1, B2, R78, T46, P1, Br1, 
L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9 ẏōi; E10 yō 
221
 K1, K2, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, R78, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4, G34 hənti; 
D62 həṇte; P2 həṇta; P5 . FK1 hənta; F10 haṇta; T44 . B2 haṇti; L5 hiṇti 
222
 L4, K1, D62, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, M3 . L1, B2, R78, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); P2 gāϑā.hūa; P5 . L5 gāϑā.huua; P10 gāϑuua (P10a above the line –āh-) 
223
 D62, P5, K2, G34, F10a in the right margin, B1, P10, M3 . L2, (G); L4 bi āmrūta; P2 bišāmruuta; 
F10 ┤bišāmrūta├; T44 bi ā.mrūta; E10 bišāmrūti; L1, B2, R78, T46, P1, Br1, G42, E4, FK1 
bišā.mrūta; L5 bišā.marūta; Mf2, K9 bišāmrīta 
224
 K1, D62, P5, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R78, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2, (G); L4, 
K2, G34, T44 . K9 imē; P2 aeme (P2a above the line i- instead ae-); L5 ima 
225
 L4, (G) āδbitīm; K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2 ; B1, P10 . K9 ā  (P10a above the line –a- after ā-); R278 
aitīm 
226
 K2 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; L4 framrauua; K1, D62, P2, P5, F10, T44, E10, 
B1, P10 (P10a above the line –a- after –r-), M3 . T46, FK1, (G) framruua; G34 framaruua; E4 
framarauua; L5 fara.marauua 
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 PWN gʾsʾn' 
byšʾmlwt
236




 bʾl prʾc YMRRWN
239
 
|a| dādār kadār awēšān gōwišn kē hēnd pad gāhān bišāmrūd |b| u-š guft ohrmazd 
kū ēn awēšān gōwišn kē hēnd pad gāhān bišāmrūd |c| ēn gōwišn dō bār frāz gōw 
|a| Maker, which are these words which are to be said twice while (reciting) the 
Gāϑās? |b| And Ohrmazd said: “these are the words which are to be said twice 




cf. N 16.1-2 (Kotwal & Kreyenbroek 1995 98-99), where an abridged version 
of V 10.3-4 is given. 
 
 
Av. xā bitīm (10.3c) 
 In Av. xā bitīm < IIr. *ā-d  (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 1.767-768), the 
group PIr. *-d - develops into Av. – b-. But this is not the only development of 
this group in Avestan. As a matter of fact, PIr. *d  (< IIr. *d , *dh ) yields 
different results in Old Avestan and Young Avestan according to its initial or 












                                                 
227
 L4, K1, G34, F10, T44, E10, (Jmp); D62, P2, B1, P10, M3 gwbšnyh 
228
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3; E10 hnd; (Jmp) HWE-nd 
229
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10  
230
 K1; L4, D62, T44, E10, B1, P10, (Jmp) byšʾmlwt; P2 byšʾmlwty; G34, M3 byšmlwt; F10 
byšʾmwlwt 
231
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 ʾwhrmẕd 
232
 L4, K1, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; D62, (Jmp) ┤ẔNE├ 
233
 L4, K1, G34 (G34a above the line -ʾn), T44, E10, (Jmp); D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3 gwbšnyh 
234
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34a above the line, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 ┤MNW HWE-d 
PWN├ 
235
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34a above the line, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3; E10 hnd; (Jmp) HWE-nd 
236
 L4, G34, T44, E10, B1, M3, (Jmp); D62 byšʾmwlwt; P2 byšʾmlwty; F10 byšmwlwt; P10 
byšʾʾmwlwt' 
237
 L4, K1, D62, G34, T44, E10, P10, (Jmp); P2 gwbšnyy; F10, M3 gwbšnyh; B1 gwbšnyh' 
238
 (Jmp); L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 OD 2 
239
 L4, K1, P2, G34, E10, B1, M3; D62, F10, T44, P10, (Jmp) YMRWN 
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, duua.dasa(°), duuācina, duua  
-, uz-duuąnaiia-; 
duuar- (verb), a-duuarəṇta, apa.duuar-, 
upa.duuar-, paṇcā.saduuarąm, pairi.duuar-, 
fra-duuar-, nižduuar-, haṇ-duuar-, haṇ-
duuarna-, hąm.duuar-; duuar- (noun), 










































, a- -, a- išta-, ā-
itīm, išta-, upa. bišta- biš-, 
biš-, varə biš-, vītarə šah-,  








, bi°, ; 
bišiš.framāta-  
 
In the medial position, this group is found in Old Avestan and Young 
Avestan, but not in Old Persian: 
 
                                                 
240
 IIr. - < IE. -. cf. Ved. dvéṣas- (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 1.771). 
241
 IIr. -. cf. Ved. dhúni- “thunder” (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 2.263) and Ved. dhvan- 
“to thunder” (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 1.801). Regarding the accent of *dh -, see the Vedic 
neutra in –man- with full grade in the root, like for instance Ved. kárman- (MacDonell 1916 69). 
242
 IIr. *d á-. 
243
 IIr. *d - (Kent 1953 30, 192). 
244
 < *duvara- “door” + varϑi- “cover, protection” (Kent 1953 192). 
245
 IIr. *d (Kent 1953 30, 192). 
246
 IIr. *d - (Kent 1953 30, 192). 
247
 IIr. ham (Hoffmann & Forssman 1996 87). 
248
 IIr. . 
249
 IIr. -. 
250
 IIr. -. 
251
 IIr. . cf. Ved. dvit  (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 1.767). 
252
 IIr. *d -. cf. Ved. - (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 1.767-768). Obviously, in the preceding 
examples, OAv. -a- between d- and –b- is an anaptyctic vowel, while -i- is an epenthetic vowel 
before –b- (Hoffmann 1958/1967 11). 
253
 IIr. -. cf. Ved. dvéṣas- (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 1.771). 
254
 According to Werba (1986 358), YAv. - must be interpreted as an “Altostiranischen” form.  
255
 IIr. -. 
256
 IIr. *d -. 
257
 IIr. *d º. 
258
 IIr. . 
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arəduuī-; ərəduuō, ərəduu ; diduuaēša, diduuišma; 
xraožduua-; varəduua-; vazduuarə; həṇduua, həṇduuō 
YAv. –δβ- 
aδβan-, aδβadāitiiasca; ərəδβa-, ərəδβōº; gaδβā-; darəzaiiaδβəm, 
nidarəzaiiaδβəm; dāraiiaδβəm; rāmōiδβəm; vaxəδβanąmca, 
vaxəδβōibiiascā; vāraiiaδβəm; viδβana; sciṇdaiiaδβəm; 
zəmbaiiaδβəm 
 
 This multiplicity of results has been explained by Hoffmann & Forssman 
for Old Avestan and by Werba for Young Avestan. 
With regards to Old Avestan, Hoffmann & Forssman (1996 87) thought 
that the difference between the results OAv. duu- and OAv. db- in OAv. 
duuaēšah- and OAv. daibišiiaṇt- respectively is due to the different vowel which 
follows them in each case. According to them, when the following vowel was –a-, 
the group IIr. *d - was preserved as OAv. duu- (OAv. duuaēšah-). On the 
contrary, when the vowel –i- follows this group, IIr. *d - develops into OAv. 
*dbi- (OAv. daibišiiaṇt-). 
However, I think that the different results in Old Avestan could not be due 
to the change of the vowel, but to the shift of the accent. Indeed, when the accent 
followed immediately the initial group PIr. *d -, this group was preserved as such 
in OAv. duu-. On the contrary, when the accent was not placed in the syllable just 
after the initial *d -, this group turned into OAv. db-. We can observe this 
evolution in the following table: 
 
IIr. - > OAv. duu - IIr. -C - > OAv. dbV-C - 
OAv. duuaēšah- (< IIr. -) OAv. daibišəṇtī (< IIr. < IE. 
) 
OAv. daibišiiaṇt-  
(< IIr. - < IE. -) 
OAv. daibišuuaṇt-  
(< IIr. - < IE. -) 
OAv. duuąnman- “cloud” (< IIr. *dh -) OAv. daibitā (< IIr. ) 
OAv. daibitiia- (< IIr. *d -) 
 
 The only exceptions to this rule could be OAv. duuafša- and OAv. 
duuaēϑā, whose etymology is unknown, provided that they are to be really 
analysed as PIr. *d afšá-
263
 and PIr. ϑ - respectively.  
                                                 
259
 IIr. * d-  (Hoffmann & Forssman 1996 241). 
260
 According to Werba (1986 343, n.22), PIr. *band á- “glücklich” is substantivised as PIr. 
*bánd a- and related to Ved. bhand- “sich glücklich fühlen” (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 2.244-245).   
261
 Unknown etymology. According to Pirart (1985 205, n.5), it is probably related to Av. vazdah-, 
which he (1985 204-205) interprets as *vánas+DHĀ and translates as “hommage charmeur”. 
Kellens & Pirart (1988-1991 1.118, 2.300) translate Av.  as “charme”. 
262
 Written –δuu- sometimes. 
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Apart from these two possible exceptions, if my interpretation is right, this 
evolution affecting only Old Avestan can be enunciated as follows: 
 
 - IIr. - > OAv. duu - 
 - IIr. -C - > OAv. dbV-C - 
 
 Apparently the same explanation could be right in Old Avestan in medial 
position. However, on one hand, Old Avestan only attests –duu- in this position. 
On the other hand, OAv. aduuaēša- (cf. Ved. adveṣá- (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 
1.770)), OAv. aduuan- (cf. Ved. ádhvan- (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 1.68)) and OAv. 
b ṇduua- (if it really stems from PIr. *bánd a-, as Werba (1986 343, n.22) states, 
and not from PIr. *band á-) would contradict this rule in medial position. So the 
rule can be completed by stating that in Old Avestan there would be a difference 
because of the shift of the accent only when PIr. *d - appears in the initial 
position. 
 
 For Young Avestan, however, I have found no accentual pattern which 
explains the divergences. In any case, here the different results cannot be explained 
because of the change of the vowel. When PIr. *d  is followed by the vowel –a-, 
the five results duu-, db-, b-, δb- and b are found in Young Avestan. Also when 
the following vowel is –i- there is not a unique result: PIr. *d  + -i- > YAv. b-, δb-
, b; PIr. *-d - + -i- > YAv. –duu-. Therefore, neither the change of the vowel nor 
the shift of the accent seem to determine the different results in Young Avestan. 
The only explanation of this divergence in Young Avesan has been 
proposed by Werba (1986 358). According to him, YAv. - in YAv. 
ṇt- and ṇt- vs. OAv. duu- is a dialectal variation, concretely an 
“Altostiranischen” form. Although Werba does not mention it, he seems to state 
that a variant YAv. b- must be interpreted as western Iranian because of the 
development PIr. *d - > Parth. b-. 
Two main objections must be made to Werba’s explanation. On one hand, 
he obviates that Young Avestan attests four different results in initial position 
(duu-, db-, b-, δb-, b) and two more in medial position (–duu-,–δβ-). If YAv. b- is 
to be interpreted as a dialectal variation, concretely as a western Iranian form, he 
ought to explain to which dialect the rest of variants are supposed to be ascribed. 
On the other hand, the interpretation of YAv. b- as a western Iranian form 
seems to derive from the development PIr. *d - > Parth. b-, although Werba does 
not mention it. Indeed, Parthian attests this development, but this is not exclusive 
of this language. As a matter of fact, among other results, PIr. *d - yields b- in 
western Middle Iranian languages like Parthian and Middle Persian, but also in 
modern eastern Iranian languages like Pa tō, Parāčī, Ormuṛī and Waxī, as we can 





                                                                                                                                               
263
 Possibly related to Khwar. ʾδβšy- “to envy”. vid. (Benzing 1983 28). 
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PIr. *#d - > b- 
































 Although the variation in Young Avestan could be explained because of 
dialectal differences, there is no reason why YAv. b- ought to be interpreted as a 
western Iranian development. Moreover, different developments of this 
Protoiranian group are attested even in the same Middle and New Iranian 
languages, and sometimes a particular development is shared by two or more 
geographically distant Iranian languages. Hence it is very problematic to ascribe a 
particular development to a concrete linguistic subgroup or dialect.  
 Therefore, in my opinion, PIr. *-d - > YAv. – b- in YAv. xā bitīm could 
have represented a variant of a particular Avestan dialect, though not necessarily 
western Iranian. In any case, if dialectal differences were implied in the different 
results of this Young Avestan group, we cannot locate them geographically because 
of the many results of PIr. *d  in each Iranian language. 
 
 Finally, I must add a brief consideration about my choice of – b- vs. 
Geldner’s –δb-. With the exception of L4 āδbitīm, all the manuscripts attest either 
āa .bitīm or ā .bitīm. Obviously, this variant is due to a wrong separation of ā- + 
bitīm stemming from a misunderstanding between ā- +  and āa . Indeed, the 
scribes interpreted Av. bitīm as + bitīm. This is a normal confusion, since 
Young Avestan only attest bitiia- (not *duuitiia-, *dbitiia- or * itiia-). 
 Although the variant āδbitīm of L4 finds a parallel in YAv. a-δbišta- vs. a-
bišta-, I have preferred to emend it as xā bitīm, because the rest of PV manuscripts 
and all the IrVS and IndVS agree in the variant – .b-. 
                                                 
264
 vid. (Durkin-Meisterernst 2004 105-106, 108-109, 121). 
265
 vid. (MacKenzie 1971 18). 
266
 vid. (Skjærvø 1989 377), (Skjærvø 1989 402-403). 
267
 vid. (Kieffer 1989 453). 
268
 vid. (Kieffer 1989 453). 
269
 vid. (Skjærvø 1989 377). 
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270
 K1, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (G); L4 yāse; D62 yā.sā; P2 ahiiāsā. 2 bʾl; P5 . L5 yāsā. 2 bʾl; K2 
yā.sā. 「tā」 2 bʾl; G34 yāsān; L1 ẏāsā. 2「tā」; B2 ẏāsnā; R278, P1, L2, G42, E4 ẏāsā. 2; T46 ẏāsā; 
Br1 ẏā.sā. 2; FK1 ahiiāiiāsā. 2 bār; Mf2 ẏāsā; K9 ẏāsā 
271
 B2, T46 . Mf2, K9; L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . R278, P1, Br1, L2, 
G42, E4, L5, FK1, (G) ┤nəmaŋhā. ... uruuānəm├; L1 「tā」┤nəmaŋhā. ... uruuānəm├ 
272
 B2 uštā. nazdastō; T46 ustā. nazdastō; Mf2, K9 ustā.nazastō 
273
 B2, T46 . ; Mf2 maińii uš 
274
 B2, T46; Mf2, K9 mazd  
275
 B2 paōiruuīm; T46 paoiruuīm; Mf2 paōuruuō; K9 paōuruuī 
276
 B2, T46 ϑnā; Mf2, K9 iiaōϑanā 
277
 B2, T46; Mf2, K9 xratīm 
278
 B2, T46 . Mf2; K9 maanaŋhō 
279
 T46; B2 . K9 ẏā 
280
 B2, T46 xšnəuuīšcā; Mf2 ẏāxšn uuīšā; K9 xšn uuīšā 
281
 B2 . Mf2, K9; L1, T46 cā 
282
 L1, T46; B2 uruuānəm. 2; Mf2 uruuąnəm. ahiiā. ẏāsā. 2 bʾl; K9 uruuā nəm. ahiiā. ẏā. 2 bʾl 
283
 vid. (Insler 1975 25): “With hands outstretched in reverence of him, (our) support, the spirit 
virtuous through truth, I first entreat all (of you), Wise One, through this act, for (that) through 
which Thou mayest satisfy the determination of (my) good thinking and the soul of the cow”; 
(Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.105): “En hommage à (celui qui offre) le secours, les mains tendues, je 
(vous) demande à tous la (formule) fondamentale du bénéfique état d’esprit, ô Mazdā, avec 
l’Harmonie et l’acte (rituel) grâce auquel tu choies l’efficacité de la divine Pensée et l’être de la 
Vache”; (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.117): “With hands stretched out (and) in 
reverence to Him I first entreat all (those present), O Wise One, for actions of support for the spirit 
prosperous through truth, (for the spirit) with which Thou mightest satisfy the intellect of good 
thought and the soul of the cow”. 
284
 L4 . T46 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, Br1, L2, E4, L5 . 
K9 humatan m; R278 m. 2「tā」; G42, FK1 m. 2 
285
 T46; L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G) ┤hūxtanąm. ... mahī├; B2 hūxtan m 
286
 B2 huuarəstan m; T46 huuarəstanąm 
287
 B2, T46 ya .cā 
288
 B2, T46 aniiaδacā 
289
 B2 vərəjiia.manan mcā; T46 vərəjiiamana.nąmcā 
290
 B2 vāuuarəzənan mcā; T46 vāuuarəzənanąm.cā 
291
 T46; B2 aibiijarətārō 
292
 B2 nainaistātrō; T46 nainaistārō 
293
 B2 yaϑanā; T46 yaϑnā 
294
 L1, B2 vōhū.n m; T46 vōhū.nąm 
295
 L1, T46; B2 mahī. humatan m. 2 
296
 vid. (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.133): “Nous sommes les glorificateurs de ce qui est et a été 
bien pensé, bien dit, bien accompli, ici et ailleurs; étant donné notre mise en place (rituelle), nous ne 
sommes pas les dénigreurs des bons (acts rituels)”; (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.143): 
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performed (actions) – both (those that are now) performed and (those) that have been performed 
here and elsewhere – a we are non-abusers [praisers] of the good (things)”. 
297
 L4, K1, P2, P5, G34, T44 . FK1, (G); D62, K2, F10, E10, B1, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, 
G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9 ašahiiā; P10 ašahā (P10a above the line –ii-); Br1 ašahiiā 2 
298
 L4, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10 . L1, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1  . Mf2, K9, (G); K1, B1, 
P10, M3 ā  (P10a above the line –a- after ā-); P5 ┤āa . ... ahubiiā├ 2 bʾl; K2 「tā」 ┤āa . ... 
ahubiiā├2 bʾl; F10 . B2, T46  
299
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); T44 
sarī; E4 srairī; FK1 srii 
300
 L4, K1, D62, G34, B1, P10, M3, (G) ┤ . ... ahubiiā├; P2 . G42 ┤ . ... ahubiiā├ 2 
bʾl; F10, E10 . B2, T46 ašahiiā; L1, R278 2「tā」┤ . ... ubōibiiā├; P1, Br1, L2, E4 ┤ . 
... ahubiiā├ 2; FK1 ašhiiā. 2; Mf2, K9「tā」┤ . ... ubōibiiā├ 
301
 B2, T46 vərəz ne; FK1 ┤vərə  ahubiiā├ 
302
 T46; B2 kahmāicī  
303
 T46; B2 hāt m 
304
 B2 jī.jiš m; T46 jī.jišąm 
305
 B2 vahešt m; T46 vaheštąm 
306
 B2; T46 ubōibiia 
307
 L1, T46; B2 ahubā. ašahiiā. a . sarī. 2; Mf2, K9 ahubiiā. 2 bʾl 
308
 vid. (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.134): “Dans l’union avec l’Harmonie, dans le clan de 
l’Harmonie, à quiconque je dis que l’effort pour se concilier les Existants est très bon pour les deux 
existences”; (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.144): “He has declared the best search for 
refuge, for anyone among those who exist, (to be) in the shelter of truth (and) in the community of 
truth, for both existences”. 
309
 L4, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1, (G); 
E10 ┤yaϑā. tū.ī ├; L1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaϑā 
310
 D62, B1, P10, M3 . L1, L2, G42, (G); L4, P2, G34, F10 tū; P5 yaϑātū; K2, T44 . B2, R278, T46, 
P1, Br1, E4, FK1 tūī; L1 tū.ī. ahuramazdā. 2「tā」ϑβā. mazdā. ahurā; L5 yaϑātūī; Mf2, K9 tīī 
311
 L4, D62, G34, T44, B1, P10, M3, (G) ┤ahurā. … ahurā├; P2, P5, F10 . FK1 ahurahe; K2 ahurō; 
B2, R278, P1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9 ahura 
312
 Mf2, K9; P2, P5, F10 mazd . 2 bʾl; K2 mazd . 「tā」 2 bār; L1 ahuramazdā; B2 mazd ; R278 
mazd . 2 「tā」; P1 mazd . 2; T46 ahuramazd ; Br1 ahuramazd . 2; L2, E4, FK1 mazdā. 2; G42 
mazdā. 2 bʾl; L5 ahuramazdā. 2 bʾl 
313
 P2, P5, K2, F10 . R278, P1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 ┤m ṇghācā. ... ahurā├; B2, T46 m ŋhācā; Mf2, 
K9「tā」 ┤m ṇghācā. ... išūidiiāmahī. ϑβā├ 
314
 B2; T46 vaōcascā 
315
 B2 vərəšcā; T46 vərəscā 
316
 B2, T46 ẏā 
317
 B2, T46 vōhū 
318
 B2, T46 daδəmahī 
319
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320
 B2 yaz. 
321
 B2; T46 ẏazaϑā 
322
 B2 i ūiδiiāmahī; T46 i ūiδiiā.mahī 
323
 B2, T46; Mf2 above the line, K9 mazd  
324
 T46 . Mf2 above the line; B2 ahurā. yaϑā. tūī. ahura.mazd . 2; K9 ahurā. 2 bʾl 
325
 vid. (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.138): “La bonne (pensée) telle que tu l’as pensée, la bonne 
(parole) telle que tu l’as dite, le bon (rituel) tel que tu l’as fondé, le bon (acte rituel) tel que tu l’as 
accompli, nous les exerçons sur toi, nous te les appliquons, par eux nous te faisons consécration, 
nous te rendons hommage, nous t’apportons la vigueur, ô Maître Mazdā”; (Humbach & Elfenbein 
& Skjærvø 1991 1.148-149): “Just as Thou, O Wise Ahura, didst conceive, and pronounce, and 
create, and work (all) the good (things), so we offer (and) commit (them) to Thee, so we worship 
Thee with them, so we revere, so we invigorate Thee (with them), O Wise Ahura”. 
326
 Mf2 above the line, K9, (G); L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, E10, P10a above the line . L1, B2, 
R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 humāīm; K1, B1, P10, M3 ┤humāim. ... mazdā. ahurā├; 
T44 haomāīm 
327
 T44 . B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, (G); L4, G34, P10a above the line . L1, FK1 īžəm; D62, F10, 
E10 ┤īžīm. ... hudāstəmā├; P2 . R278 ┤īžīm. ... hudāstəmā├ 2; P5, K2 yūžəm; P1 ẏžīm; L5 
┤īžīm. ... hudāstəmā├ 2 bʾl; Mf2 「tā」  ┤ϑβā. īžīm. ... aŋhuuō├; K9 「tā」  ┤ϑβā. īžīm. ... 
aŋhuuō├ 
328
 K2 . B2; L4, G34, T44, (G) ┤yazatəm. ... hudāstəmā├; P5 yazitəm. 2 bʾl; L1 2「tā」┤yazatəm. 
... aŋhuuō├; T46 ẏazatəm; P1, Br1, L2, E4 ┤yazatəm. ... hudāstəmā├ 2; G42 ┤yazatəm. ... 
hudāstəmā├ 2 bʾl; FK1 yažtim 
329
 B2; K2 「tā」  ┤a . ... hudāstəmā├ 2 bār; T46 a aŋhācəm; FK1 ┤a . ... 
hudāstəmā├ 2 bār 
330
 B2, T46 daδəmaide 
331
 B2, T46 tūn  
332
 B2 gaiiasca; T46 g aiiascā 
333
 B2, T46 ast m.t scā 
334
 L1, T46 hatąm; B2 . K9 hāt m; Mf2 above the line hātą 
335
 L1 huδāstimā; B2 huδāstəmā. humāīm. ϑβā. īžəm. 2; T46 huδāstəmā; Mf2, K9 hudāstəmā. 2 bʾl 
336
 vid. (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.139): “Rends les hommes, ô Maître Mazdā, partisans de 
l’Harmonie, désireux de l’Harmonie, bienveillants, pâtres, (fais) qu’ils nous aident pour une 
communauté durable qui détienne l’invigoration et soit assez nombreuse”; (Humbach & Elfenbein 
& Skjærvø 1991 1.150): “We elect Thee, the blessed (and) abundant Yazata, (Thee) who agreest with 
truth. Thus mayest Thou be for us both, life and frame in both existences, O most munificent one 
among those who exist”. 
337
 L1, R278, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4, T44 ϑβō 
338
 L1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2, (G); L4 staotarasca; D62 ϑβstōtarscā; P2 ϑβōisti.trascā; P5 ϑβōišta.tarascā; 
K2 . E4 ϑβōištō.tarascā; G34 . B2 ϑβōistō.tarascā; F10 ϑβōstō.tarascā; T44 sataotrascā; E10 . Br1 
ϑβōistaotarascā; P10a above the line ϑβstaō.tarscā; R278 satō.starascā; T46 ϑβōistōitarascā; P1 
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339
 T46; L4, D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, T44, E10, (G) ┤mąϑranascā. ... ahurā├; P2 . R278, P1, Br1, L2, 
E4, L5 ┤mąϑranascā. ... ahurā├ 2; P5 . G42 ┤mąϑranascā. ... ahurā├ 2 bʾl; K2 「 tā」
┤mąϑranascā. ... ahurā├ 2 bʾl; L1 2「tā」┤mąϑranascā. ... fradadāϑā├; B2 m ϑranascā; FK1 
┤mąϑranascā. ... ahurā├ 2 bār; Mf2, K9「tā」┤mąϑranascā. ... daēnābiiō├ 
340
 T46; B2 ahura 
341
 B2, T46 aōge.madahecā 
342
 B2 usmahecā; T46 ┤usmahicā. vīsāmadaēcā├ 
343
 B2 vīsāmadahecā 
344
 B2, T46 mauuaeϑəm 
345
 B2, T46 fradaδāϑā 
346
 L1 dain .biiō; B2 dainābiiō; T46 dainā.biiō 
347
 L1, T46; B2 ahurā. ϑβōistaotarascā. 2; Mf2, K9 ahurā. 2 bʾl 
348
 vid. (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.140): “Nous déclarons être, ô Maître Mazdā, désirons être et 
acceptons d’être tes laudateurs et les dépositaires de tes formules”; (Humbach & Elfenbein & 
Skjærvø 1991 1.150): “We declare ourselves Thy praisers and disciples, O Wise Ahura, and we are 
willing, and we are taking our positions. The firm prize which Thou hast presented to (our) 
religious views, O Wise Ahura”. 
349
 L4, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); R278 ustā 
350
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, F10, B1, P10, M3 . T46, Br1, G42, E4, FK1; K2, T44, E10 . B2, R278, L2, L5 
. Mf2, K9, (G) ahmāi; G34 amāi; L1, P1 ẏahmāi 
351
 E10; L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . FK1, (G) ┤ya āi. ... manaŋhō├; P2 . R278, P1 
┤ya āi. ... manaŋhō├ 2; P2 ┤ya āi. ... manaŋhō├ 2 bʾl; K2「tā」┤ya āi. ... manaŋhō├ 2 bār; 
L1 2「tā」┤ya āi. ... vaŋh uš ├; B2, G42, E4 ẏahmāi; T46 ẏa āi; Br1, L2, L5 yahmāi; Mf2, K9「
tā」┤ya āi. ... gaēm├ 
352
 B2, T46; Br1, L2, E4 ┤uštā. ... manaŋhō├ 2; G42, L5 ┤uštā. ... manaŋhō├ 2 bʾl; FK1 ┤uštā. ... 
manaŋhō├ 2 bār 
353
 B2 kahmāi.cī ; T46 ka āi.cī  
354
 T46; B2 xšaii s 
355
 B2, T46 utaīuuitī 
356
 B2, T46  
357
 B2, T46 vasmī 
358
 B2, T46 ārmaiti 
359
 B2; T46 ašīš 
360
 L1 g m; B2, T46 gaem 
361
 L1, T46; B2 manaŋhō. uštā. ahmāi; Mf2, K9 manaŋhō. 2 bʾl 
362
 vid. (Insler 1975 61): ““May the Wise Lord, who rules at will, grant wishes to him, to the person 
whosoever has wishes”. I (therefore) wish enduring strength to come, in order to uphold the truth. 
By reason of my piety, grant this to me: the rewards of wealth and a life of good thinking”; (Kellens 
& Pirart 1988-1991 1.143): “Bonheur à celui qu’il soit, dont le Maître Mazdā, qui le peut, exauce le 
souhait! Je souhaite atteindre la jouvence et la tonicité, détenir l’Harmonie. Fais-moi ce cadeau, ô 
Déference,: que la vie de la divine Pensée soit pour moi un octroi de richesses!”; (Humbach & 
Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.151): “I wish that, as desired, might(iness) along with stability should 
come to him to whosoever the Wise Ahura, ruling at (His) will, may grant the (things) desired. 
Grant me truth, O Right-Mindedness, so that (I) may seize it, (with) rewards (consisting) of wealth 
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363
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 
. Mf2, K9, (G); K1 spəntā; T44 spaṇtā; L5 spiṇtā 
364
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, (G) 
mainiiū; T44 . L5 mainiiūm; FK1 mainīū; Mf2 maińiiī; K9 mainiiiī 
365
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (G) ┤vahištācā. ... ahurō├; P2 . R278, P1, Br1, L2, E4 
┤vahištācā. ... ahurō├ 2; P5 . G42, L5 ┤vahištācā. ... ahurō├ 2 bʾl; K2「tā」 ┤vahištācā. ... 
ahurō├ 2 bār; L1 2「tā」 ┤vahištācā. ... xšaϑrā├; B2, T46 vahestācā; FK1 ┤vahištācā. ... ahurō├ 
2 bār; Mf2, K9「tā」 ┤vahištācā. ... ārmaitī├ 
366
 B2, T46 manaŋhācā 
367
 B2 iiaoϑnācā; T46 iiaōϑnācā 
368
 B2 ahmāiδ n; T46 ahmāiδąn 
369
 B2 haoruuātā; T46 haōruuātā 
370
 B2; T46 amərətācā 
371
 L1, B2; T46 āramaitī 
372
 L1, T46; B2 ahurō. spəṇtā. mainiiū. vaheštācā. 2; Mf2, K9 ahurō. 2 bʾl  
373
 vid. (Insler 1975 89): “Through a virtuous spirit and the best thinking, through both the action 
and the word befitting truth, they shall grant completeness and immortality to Him. The Wise One 
in rule is Lord through piety”; (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.167): “Grâce au bénefique état 
d’esprit, par la très divine pensée, l’acte et la parole (rituels), (les consécrations) harmonieuses lui 
confèrent l’immortalité et l’integrité. Le Maître Mazdā est avec l’emprise et la Déference”; 
(Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.174): “With prosperous spirit and best thought, with 
action and word in accordance with truth, (those present) shall offer Him integrity and immortality. 
The Ahura (will) remember (that) with power and right-mindedness”. 
374
 (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, T44, E10, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 
vōhū; Mf2, K9 vohī 
375
 D62, P2, P5, K2, T44, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9; L4, K1 
vohuxšaϑrəm; G34 vōhuxšaϑr m; F10, E10 xšaϑrīm; B1 vōhūxšaϑrəm; L5 xašaϑrəm; FK1 xšϑrəm; 
(G) x aϑrəm 
376
 P5, K2, F10, E10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, L2; L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, B1, P10, M3 ┤vairīm. ... 
varəšānē├; P2 . P1, Br1, E4 ┤vairīm. ... varəšānē├ 2; G42, L5 ┤vairīm. ... varəšānē├ 2 bʾl; FK1 
vərīm; Mf2, K9 vāirim 
377
 T46; P5 ┤bāgəm. ... varəšānē├ 2 bʾl; K2 「tā」 ┤bāgəm. ... varəšānē├ 2 bār; L1 2「tā」
┤bāgəm. ... ├; B2 bāγəm; R278, L2 ┤bāgəm. ... varəšānē├ 2; FK1 ┤bāgəm. ... varəšānē├ 2 
bār; Mf2, K9「tā」 ┤bāgəm. ... vahištəm├ 
378
 T46; B2 aibībairištəm 
379
 B2 vīdīš.mnāiš; T46 vīdīš.manāiš 
380
 B2, T46 aṇtarəcaraitī 
381
 B2 ϑnāiš; T46 ϑnāiš 
382
 B2, T46 vahistəm 
383
 B2, T46 nū.cī ; Mf2, K9 nīcī  
384
 T46; L1 vərəšānē; B2 varəšānē. vōhū. xšaϑrəm. vairīm. 2; Mf2 varəišān . 2 bʾl; K9 var išān . 2 bʾl 
385
 vid. (Insler 1975 61): “That good rule must be chosen which best brings good fortune to the man 
serving it with milk. In alliance with truth, it shall encompass the best (for us) through its actions, 
Wise One. This very rule shall I now bring to realization for us”; (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 



































 vid. (Hintze 2002 33-34), who remarks the importance of V 10.4, 10.8 and 
10.12 for corroborating that the same sequence of Old Avestan texts surviving 
today and the times each text must be recited, and probably the same Yasna liturgy 
itself too, was already in existence when Vīdēvdād was composed. 
 
 
                                                                                                                                               
la divine emprise de choix très apporteuse de part. Ce (...), je vais à présent l’exercer à notre 
avantage”; (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.186): “The desirable good power, (which is) 
an excellent bringer of wealth to him who is liberal with abundance whatsoever, is exchanged 
between (God and men), with truth. (The power which is) the best through actions, O Wise One, 
that I will provide for us right now”. 
386
 L4, P5, K2, F10, E10 . L1, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, (G); P2 vihištā; G34 vaheštā; T44 vaihištā; 
B1 vahištō 
387
 L4, P5, G34 . R278, P1, Br1, L2, (G); K1 vahištāištīm; D62, M3 vahištōištīm; P2 īstīš; K2 šštiš; 
F10, T44, E10 . G42, E4 īštīš; B1 ištīm; P10 vahištōīštīm (P10a above the line –ā- instead of –ō- and 
–iš instead of -īm); L1 ištiš; B2, T46 vahištāīstiš; L5 vihištāīštīš; FK1 vahištāīštīš; Mf2, K9 vahištāīštiš 
388
 B2, T46; L4, K1, D62, P5, F10, T44, E10, P10, B1, M3, (G) ┤srāuuī. ... iiaoϑanā├; P2 ┤srāuuī. 
... iiaoϑanā├ 2; K2 「tā」┤srāuuī. ... iiaoϑanā├ 2 bār; L1 2 「tā」┤srāuuī. ... vaŋhuii ├; R278, 
P1, L2, E4 ┤srāuuī. ... iiaoϑanā├ 2; Br1, G42, L5 ┤srāuuī. ... iiaoϑanā├ 2 bʾl; FK1 ┤srāuuī. ... 
iiaoϑanā├ 2 bār; Mf2, K9「tā」┤srāuuī. ... vaŋhuii ├ 2 bʾl 
389
 B2, T46 spitā.mahiiā 
390
 B2, T46 ẏezī 
391
 B2, T46 yauuō 
392
 B2, T46 āhuuaŋhe.uuīm 
393
 B2 yaecā; T46 yecā 
394
 B2, T46 dəbən 
395
 B2, T46 saškəm.cā 
396
 B2 daenaii ; T46 dainaii  
397
 L1 iiaōϑnāiscā; B2 iiaōϑnā. vahištāīstiš. 2; T46 iiaōϑnā; Mf2, K9 iiaōϑanācā 
398
 vid. (Insler 1975 111): “ (to the adherents.) The best wish of Zarathustra Spitama has been heard if 
the Wise Lord shall grant to him those attainments in accord with truth and a good existence for all 
his lifetime. Likewise, to those who have accepted and taught the words and actions stemming from 
His good conception”;  (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.189): “Il est connu que le très bon rite est de 
Zaraϑuštra Spitāma, puisque le Maître Mazdā leur conférera pour l’éternite les faveurs 
harmonieuses (et) la bonne existence (rituelle), à lui et à ceux qui lui ... et son experts dans les 
paroles et les actes de la divine conscience”; (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.192): “The 
best vigour will become famed (for being in possession) of Zaraϑuštra Spitama, if the Wise Ahura in 
accordance with truth may have granted him (as) boons good existence for all time, (to him) and to 
(those) who practise and master the statements and actions of his good religion”. 
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 haca. vīsō. vīspatōiš.
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399
 D62, P5, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, E4, (G); L4 bišāmrūta; P2 bišāmruuta; K2, F10, T44 . B2, R278, 
T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 bišā.mrūta; G34 bi āmarūta; L5 bišā.marūta; Mf2, K9 bišāmrīta 
400
 D62, P5, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); 
L4, K2, G34, T44 imē; P2 ima; L5 imi 
401
 L4, T44 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, E10, P10, (G) 
framruua; G34 . E4, L5 framarauua; B1 framaruua; M3 framaruua; FK1 framrūa 
402
 L4, K1, P5, K2, T44, E10, B1, M3 . R278, L2, G42, FK1; D62 vāraϑraγniš; P2 vārəϑra.gγniš; G34 
vāriϑraγniš; F10 vārəϑraγnaiš; P10 vāϑraγniš (P10a above the line -rə- after –ā-); L1, P1 vārəϑraγni; 
B2 vārəϑrəϑraγni; T46, Br1 vārəϑrəγni; E4 vāraϑraγniš; L5 vāraϑra.gana; Mf2, K9, (G) vārəϑraγne 
403
 L4, K2, B1, P10 . Mf2, K9; D62 baēšaziš; P2, P5, T44 . L1 bišaziia; G34, (G) ; F10 
baešazaiš; E10 biššaziia; M3 baēšaziia; B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 baešaziia; FK1 
biešaziia 
404
 L4, P5, K2, G34, T44, E10, B1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1, (G); K1, P10, M3 
paiti.pərənəm (P10a above the line –e); D62 paiti.pərənm; F10 paiti.pərəna.əm; E4 paitai.pairine; 
Mf2, K9 paiti.pirine 
405
 L4, P5, G34, E10 . L1, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); D62, P2, K2, F10, B1, P10, 
M3 aŋhrəm; T44 . L5 aŋharəm; B2 aŋrə; E4 ahrəm 
406
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, 
FK1, (G) mainiiūm; T46 aŋrəmainiiūm; Mf2 maiińiiī; K9 maińiiī 
407
 L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, (G); L4, P2, G34, T44 nəmāne; K1, D62, P5, K2, F10, E10, 
B1, P10, M3 . FK1 . K9 nmāne; R278, E4 namāna; L5 namāne 
408
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9, 
(G); P5 vīš; T44, E10 . L5, FK1 vīse 
409
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L5 hazca 
410
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42, E4, L5, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); G34 zaṇti; Br1 zatu 
411
 L4, K1, D62, K2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . R278; P2 . Br1, L5, FK1, (G) dai hu; P5 dai hō; 
G34 . L1, B2, T46, P1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9 daŋhu 
412
L4, G34 . Mf2, K9, (G); K1 hāuua. ə.tanuuō; D62 hā ə.tanuuō; P2, F10, E10, M3 
hā .sə.tanuuō; P5 hāuu .sətanuuō; K2 dhāuu ə.tanuuō; T44 hāuu .sən.tanuuō; B1 
hā ə.tanuuō; P10 hāuuaiia ə.tanuuō; L1 hāuu e.tanuuō; B2, T46, P1, Br1, G42 
hāuu .se.tanuuō; R278, FK1 hāuua .se.tanuuō; L2 hāuu .se.tanauuō; E4 hāuua .se.tanauuō; 
L5 hāuua e.tanuuō 
413
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); E4 hacanā 
414
 L4, K1, P5, K2, G34, T44, E10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); 
D62 paiti.irište; P2 paiti.irištahe; F10 paiti.irišta (F10a deletes –a and writes –ō); B1, P10, M3 
paiti.iriste (P10a above the line –ō); L5 paiti.ərəštō 
415
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); B1, M3 . R278 ┤haca. nāirika. paiti.iriste├ 
416
 L4, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10 . L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); K1 . B2, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 nāirike; 
D62 nāirik; P2, P10 nāiriki; L1 nāirike; T46 nāirikae 
417
 T44; L4, K1 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G) paiti.iriste; D62, P2, P5, K2, E10, 
P10 paiti.iristō (P10a above the line –i); G34 paiti.iristi; F10 paiti.irištō (F10a above the line –i); E4 






















|a| “And after these words to be said twice, recite these words, 
victorious, healing:” |b| I fight the Evil Spirit, away from the house, 
away from the clan, away from the tribe, away from the country, away 
from the own body, away from the defiled man, away from the defiled 
woman, away from the master of the house, away from the headman of 
the clan, away from the headman of the tribe, away from lord of the 

































                                                                                                                                               
418
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, E4, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); G42 hhaca 
419
 K2, E10 . L1, B2, T46, L2, G42, (G); L4, K1, T44, B1, M3 . Mf2, K9 nəmānahe; D62 namānehe; 
P2, G34 nəmāne; P5 nmāne; F10 nmanōe; P10 . R278, P1, L5 namānahe; Br1 nōmānahe; E4 
namānōahe; FK1 namāne 
420
 L4, D62, P5, G34, F10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2 . Mf2, (G); K1, P2, B1, P10, M3 
nəmānō.patōiš; K2 nmānō.ptōiš; T44, E10 . E4, L5, FK1 namānō.patōiš; G42 nmānō.patōiš; K9 
nnmānō.patōiš 
421
 L4, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, R278, Br1, L2, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2, P5 . FK1 
vīs.patōiš; K2 . B2, T46, P1, G42 vīsptōiš; E4 vīš.patōiš 
422
 K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34a above the line, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, 
Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4, G34 ┤haca├ 
423
 L4, G34, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, L2 . Mf2, K9, (G); D62, F10, T44, E10 . Br1, L5, FK1 
zaṇtu.patōiš; P2 . R278 zaṇtō.patōiš; P5 zaṇ  zaṇtu.patōiš; K2 zaṇtu.ptōiš; G42, E4 zaṇtuptōiš 
424
 K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, G42, E4, L5, FK1 
. Mf2, K9, (G); L4, G34 ┤haca├; L2 dhaca 
425
 L4, K1, D62, K2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; P2, G34 . L1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1, (G) 
dai ; P5 . B2, R278, T46, P1 . Mf2, K9 daŋ  
426
 L4, D62, B1, P10, M3; P2 dai hu.paitōiš; P5, E10 daŋhu.patōiš; K2 da hu.ptōiš; G34 . L2, E4, L5, 
FK1 dai hu.patōiš; F10, T44 da hu.patōiš; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, (G) dai hupatōiš; G42 
dai hu.ptōiš; Mf2, K9 daŋhupatōiš 
427
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); E10 haci 
428
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5 . K9, (G); F10 . FK1 ; Mf2 vīspaiiā 
429
 L4, D62, P2, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . G42, L5, (G); G34 . R278 . Mf2, K9 a aōnō; E10 . Br1, L2, 
E4, FK1 ašaonō; L1 ašōnō; B2, P1 ašaōnō 
430
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . B2, R278, P1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, 
K9, (G); P5, K2 ; L1 staōiš; T46 nōstōiš; Br1 staōiš 
431
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, (Jmp); M3 ┤ZK ... byšʾzynytʾl├ 
432
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, B1, P10, (Jmp); F10, E10 ┤y├ 
433
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10; (Jmp) ┤MN├ 
434
 P2; L4, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, (Jmp) byšʾmlwt; K1 byšʾmlw-; D62 byšʾmwlwt; F10 byšmwlwt 
435
 L4, G34, T44, E10, (Jmp); K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10 ┤gwbšn'├ 
436
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, (Jmp); G34 ┤ẔNE gwbšn'├ 
437
 L4, K1, D62, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, (Jmp); P2 gwbšnyy 
438
 P2, D62, F10, T44, E10, (Jmp); L4, G34, B1, P10 YMRWN-yyh y 
439
 G34, E10; L4 pylwckl; D62, P2, B1, P10, (Jmp) pylwcgl; F10 ; T44 pylwcklyh 
440


































































|a| ān ī pas az bišāmrūd gōwišn ēn gōwišn frāz gōwē
476
 pērōzgar bēšāzēnīdār |b| bē 
purdēnam gannāg mēnōg az mān az wis az zand az deh az ī xwēš tan az mard kē 
abar rist az nārīg kē abar xrist az mān mānbed az wis wisbed az zand zandbed az 
deh dahibed az harwisp ān ī ahlaw stī 
                                                                                                                                               
441
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 PWN 
442
 K1, D62, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, P2, G34 (G34a above the line –w-), F10, T44 pltynm 
443
 (Jmp); D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3 gnʾk 
444
 D62, P2, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, T44, E10 gnʾgmynwg; F10 mymwg 
445
 K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10, M3, L4a above the line, (Jmp); B1 GBRA mʾn' 
446
 K1, G34a above the line; D62, B1, M3, (Jmp) MN ZK; P2, P10 W MN ZK; G34 ┤MN wys 
znd├; F10 MN ZK y; T44 W; E10, L4a above the line ┤MN├; B1 MN  
447
 K1, D62, P2, G34a above the line, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4a above the line wyš 
448
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34a above the line, T44, P10a above the line, (Jmp); F10 MN ZK; E10 W; B1, 
P10, M3 ┤MN├ 
449
 L4, G34, T44, E10, P10, (Jmp); K1, D62, P2, F10 W MN; B1 ┤MN├; M3 W 
450
 L4, P2, G34, F10, E10, (Jmp); D62 kMTA; T44 TA; B1 , P10  (P10a corrects zn- by 
MN); M3 ZK kMTA 
451
 L4, G34, T44, E10, (Jmp); D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3 W MN 
452
 L4, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 ┤ZK├ 
453
 M3 above the line; L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, (Jmp) ┤y├ 
454
 L4, G34, T44, E10; D62, P2, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) hwyš; F10 hwyš and NPŠE under it 
455
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 W MN 
456
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 mlt 
457
 P2; K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, (Jmp) lyst; M3 lyst'; L4a above the line lst 
458
 P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, L4a above the line, (Jmp); L4, K1, D62, B1, P10, M3 ┤MN├ 
459
 K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, L4a above the line, (Jmp); M3 ʾylyk 
460
 K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4a ┤MNW├ 
461
 L4, D62, G34 (G34a above the line lyst), F10, T44, E10, P10 YHMTWN-yt; P2 lyst' 
YHMTWN-yt; B1, M3 YHMTWN-yt'; (Jmp) YMYTWN-yt 
462
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); T44, E10 ┤mʾn'├ 
463
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 mʾn pt 
464
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10, M3, (Jmp); B1 ys 
465
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 wys pt 
466
 L4, K1, D62, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 znn 
467
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 znd pt 
468
 L4, D62 above the line, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) 
469
 L4, F10, E10, (Jmp); D62, B1, P10, M3 MTyy; P2 MTA; T44 MTA y 
470
 D62, P10, M3; L4, G34, E10 MTA y pt; K1, F10, (Jmp) dhywpt; P2 W dhywpt'; T44 MTA-pt 
471
 D62, F10, E10, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, K1, T44, B1 W MN; P2 W 
472
 D62, P2, B1, P10, M3; L4, G34, T44, E10 hlwspyn'; F10, (Jmp) hlwsp 
473
 L4, K1, G34, F10, T44, B1, M3; D62, P2, E10, P10, (Jmp) ┤y├ 
474
 (Jmp); L4, G34 ʾhlwb'ʾn; K1, D62, F10, T44, E10, M3 ʾhlwbʾn'; P2, B1, P10 ʾhlwbʾn 
475
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 stk 
476
 Regarding the reading of <-yyh> as a 2nd. Sing. Pres. Opt. Act. –ē in the PT, vid. (Cantera 1999 
178-180, 189-193) and (Ferrer unpublished 89-93). 
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|a| “After the words to be said twice, recite these words, victorious, healing:” |b| I 
fight Gannag Mēnōg, away from the house, away from the clan, away from the 
tribe, away from the country, away from the own body, away from the man who is 
defiled, away from the woman who is defiled, away from the master of the house, 
away from the headman of the clan, away from the headman of the tribe, away 




The list in V 10.5 ff. 
 In V 10.5 ff. there is a peculiar list, composed by 12 elements, without 
parallels in the rest of the Avestan literature: nmāna. / vīsa. / zaṇtu. / +da hu. / 
ə.tanuuō. / nā. paiti.iristō. / nāirika. +paiti.irista. / nmānahe. 
nmānō.patōiš. / vīsō. vīspatōiš. / zaṇ ṇtupatōiš. / +da +da hupatōiš. 
. 
 Parts of this list, however, are repeated in other Avestan texts. The most 
closely related to that of V 10.5 ff. is found in Yt 10.18:  
uta. nmānəm. uta. vīsəm. uta. zaṇtūm. uta. da iiūm. uta. nmānanąm. 
nmānō.paitiš. uta. vīsąm. vīspaitiš. uta. zaṇtunąm. zaṇtupaitiš. uta.  
da iiunąm. xda hupaitiš. uta.  da iiunąm. fratəmaδātō.  
“(Miϑra enraged and provoked comes forth to smash) the house, the 
clan, the tribe, the country, the heads of the houses who preside over 
the houses, the heads of the clans who preside over the clans, the heads 
of the tribe who preside over the tribe, the heads of the countries who 
preside over the countries, and the councils of the premiers of the 
countries” (Gershevitch 1967 82-83).  
 
 In this passage of Yt 10.18, the only variations with regard to V 10.5 ff. are 
the absence of hauuaii sə.tanuuō. / nā. paiti.iristō. / nāirika. +paiti.irista and the 
substitution of  by da iiunąm. fratəmaδātō. In Yt 10.87, 
which is repeated in Y 62.5, 68.5 and Ny 5.11, Av. xda husastīmca completes the 
list after da iiu-: nmānəmca. vīsəmca. zaṇtūmca. da iiūmca. xda husastīmca “the 
house, the clan, the tribe, the country, and the empire (lit. command of countries)” 
(Gershevitch 1967 114-115, 296-299). 
 As Gershevitch (1967 298) noticed, this fivefold division is parallel to the 
fivefold division of religious authorities (Av. ratu-): 
 A      B 
 nmāniia-   - nmānanąm. nmānō.paitiš 
vīsiia-    - vīsąm. vīspaitiš 
zaṇtuma-    - zaṇtunąm. zaṇtupaitiš 
da iiuma-   - da iiunąm. xda hupaitiš 
 zaraϑuštrō.təma-
477
  - da iiunąm. fratəmaδātō 
 
                                                 
477
 cf. Y 19.18: kaiia. ratauuō. nmāniiō. vīsiiō. zaṇtumō. dā iiumō. zaraϑuštrō. puxδō “Which are the 
ratu-? That of the house, that of the clan, that of the tribe, that of the country, Zaraϑuštra (is) the 
fifth” (Gershevitch 1967 265). 
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 In my opinion, the list of V 10.5 ff. has been modelled on the same scheme 
of a fivefold division in two groups, where the three elements hauuaii sə.tanuuō. / 
nā. paiti.iristō. / nāirika. +paiti.irista in the list A correspond to vīspaii . a aonō. 
stōiš in the list B, as we observe in the following scheme: 
 A      B 
 nmāna    - nmānahe. nmānō.patōiš 
vīsa     - vīsō. vīspatōiš 
zaṇtu     - zaṇ ṇtupatōiš 
+da hu    - +da +da hupatōiš 
 ə.tanuuō  
nā. paiti.iristō   -  
nāirika. +paiti.irista 
 
 Accordingly, the elements of the list of V 10.5 ff. correspond to a fivefold 
division, which finds its correspondence in a social and religious equivalence. Some 
elements can be added and some can be excluded from the list, but it seems that all 
of them are based on a common fivefold pattern: 
 A      B 
nmāna / nmāniia-    - nmānahe. nmānō.patōiš 
vīsa / vīsiia-     - vīsō. vīspatōiš 
zaṇtu / zaṇtuma-    - zaṇ ṇtupatōiš 
+da hu / da iiuma-    - +da +da hupatōiš 
ə.tanuuō  
nā. paiti.iristō   /da husastīm  -  / 
nāirika. +paiti.irista   /zaraϑuštrō.təma-      da iiunąm. fratəmaδātō 
 
 However, I do not think that the fivefold social division of V 10.5 ff. was 
motivated by any division of religious authorities, but properly to that of the 
Gāϑās themselves. Indeed, each social authority finds its equivalence in the fivefold 
division of the Gāϑās, whose beginning has been recited in V 10.4 together with 
five sections of the Yasna Haptaŋhāiti. This equivalence was already made in Šnš 
13.15 (Kotwal 1969 45), where each Gāϑā is associated to a member of the fivefold 
social division: 
frāgām ī pad ahunawaid gāh frāz barēd mānbedān ān ī pad uštawad gāh frāz 
barēd wisbedān ān ī pad spandamēn gāh frāz barēd zandbedān ān ī pad wohuxšahr 
gāh frāz barēd dahibedān ān ī pad wahištōišt gāh frāz barēd zarduštrōdom 
The frāgām which one raises at the Ahunauuaitī Gāϑā (is) for the masters of the 
houses, that which one raises at the Uštauuaitī Gāϑā (is) for the headmen of the 
clans, that which one raises at the Spəṇtāmainiiū Gāϑā (is) for the headmen of the 
tribes, that which one raises at the Vohuxšaϑrā Gāϑā (is) for lords of the countries, 
that which one raises at the Vahištōištī Gāϑā (is) for the zarduštrōdom. 
  
 Therefore, the texts to be recited twice in V 10.4, with the only exception of 
the texts of the Yasna Haptaŋhāiti inserted between Y 28.1 and 43.1, correspond to 




 V 10.4 (Gāϑās)    V 10.5 (social authorities) 
Ahunauuaitī (Y 28.1)  -  nmānahe. nmānō.patōiš 
Uštauuaitī (Y 43.1)   -  vīsō. vīspatōiš 
Spəṇtāmainiiū (Y 47.1)  -  zaṇt uš. zaṇtupatōiš 
Vohuxšaϑrā (Y 51.1)  -  +da h uš. +da hupatōiš 
Vahištōištī (Y 53.1)   -  (zaraϑuštrō.təma-)  
 
 So each Gāϑā protects each human group and its social authority, with the 
only discordance of the last elements of the lists, where hauuaii sə.tanuuō / nā. 
paiti.iristō / nāirika. +paiti.irista and its equivalent vīspaii . a aonō. stōiš have 
substituted the zaraϑuštrō.təma- in the list. 
 
 
Av. ə.tanuuō (10.5b) 
Three main phonetic features in this syntagm are remarkable: a) the 
preservation of a final –s in external saṁdhi; b) YAv. h(a)uua- vs. OAv. -; c) the 
variant hāuua- with long vowel in the manuscripts. 
In external saṁdhi the preservation of the final –s, written here as –sə before 
the following t-, is also found in Y 9.3, 6, 9, 12 kasə.ϑβąm, Y 10.13 yasə.tē, Y 10.18, 
V 17.9 im sə.tē, Y 10.19 ə , Y 43.8 +vasasə.xšaϑrahiiā, Y 58.7 nəmasə.tōi, 
Y 62.1, Yt 5.90, 10.30, 33, 91, 13.20, 17.61 yasə.ϑβā, Hb 2, Āny 1, 3, Ny 1.1, 1.19, 
2.1, 5.4, 20, V 21.1 nəmasə.tē, V 13.10-11, 22.1, 8 yasə.ta , Yt 1.13 +isə.xšaϑra and 
+isə.xšaϑriiōtəmō, Yt 5.90, 94 yasə.tauua, Yt 8.34 ə , Yt 8.43 ə , Yt 
10.112 yasə.tąm, Yt 15.46 karədarəsə.nąma, Yt 16.2 usə.hišta and Yt 19.87 
yasə.taxmō.  
When followed by °tanuuō it is attested in Y 9.19 + ə.tanuuō, V 4.50-52 
+aošaŋhaiϑ ə.tanuuō, in the same ə.tanuuō in V 16.7 and in Yt 10.23 
ϑ ə.tanuuō. It is also remarkable that OIr. *-ās + t- was written in 
Avestan as – ə.t-, where the “Kompromißform” - - (Hoffmann & Forssman 1996 
112) reflects the expected result of final *-ās without saṁdhi. This is explained by 
de Vaan (2003 384-385) as an attempt to preserve the same vowel –  by analogy 
with the forms without saṁdhi. 
 
Regarding the degree of the first vowel in Av. hauuaii sə°, we must explain, 
on one hand, why YAv. hauua- is found instead of YAv. huua-
478
 and whether Av. 
ha° is etymologically right or it contains an anaptyctic vowel; on the other hand, 
the variant hā° in the manuscripts also deserves an explanation. 
According to Pirart (1995 409) and de Vaan (2003 49), this –a- in Av. 
hauuaii sə° must be interpreted as an anaptyctic vowel, because this word stems 
from IIr. *s á s. More recently, however, de Vaan (2005 703) admits another 
possibility. 
He (2005 699, 703) observes that a- is only attested in Old Avestan, in 
Young Avestan adaptations of Old Avestan texts and in Young Avestan 
compounds, while in the rest of cases Young Avestan only knows hauua-. 
                                                 
478
 The variant - is only present in Old Avestan, according to de Vaan (2005 703). 
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OAv. a- (and maybe YAv. huua-) would imply IE. *s -, while YAv. 
hauua- could stem from IE. *se -. The coexistence of IE. *se - “his, her, its 
own” together with IE. - “id.” would be confirmed by the doublets Gr. ἑός, 
Lat. suus “id.” < IE. *se and Gr. ὅς “id.” < IE. *s   (Hoffmann & Forssman 
1996 169), (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 2.788), (de Vaan 2005 703). Only Greek and 
Young Avestan attest these doublets, which according to de Vaan developped 
separately in each language. Indeed, as he (2005 703-704) observes, the rest of 
Iranian languages confirm that only PIr. *h - existed and that it was replaced 
analogically by hauua- in Young Avestan due to other personal and demonstrative 
pronouns in initial *ha°. 
Although I think that de Vaan’s explanation regarding the replacement of an 
old *h - by YAv. hauua- is likely, I disagree with him concerning the existence of 
Young Avestan forms huua-. He states that they are to be emended by hauua-, 
which in his opinion is more numerous and more frequently attested in the good 
manuscripts, but he does not demonstrate this statement by means of statistics. On 
the contrary, he simply quotes some examples extracted from Geldner’s (1896) 
edition.  
Since Geldner omitted many variants and did not consign systematically the 
oldest ones, we cannot trust de Vaan’s statement unless we verify all the variants of 
YAv. h(a)uua- in all the available manuscripts. Until this work has been fulfilled, I 
must just notice that variants of YAv. huu° exist together with those of YAv. hauu° 
even in the oldest manuscripts (e. g. V 10.18f huuąm in K1; V 13.8b huuō in Mf2; V 
13.39a huuāuastrəm in L4 and huuāuuāstrəm in Mf2). Therefore, and unlike de 
Vaan, I cannot confirm that only hauua- existed in Young Avestan without forcing 
the manuscripts’ evidence. 
 
With regards to the third problem concerning how to explain the variant hā° 
in the manuscripts, this variant could be interpreted as a scribal particularity or as a 
feature of the Avestan language.  
On one hand, each manuscript does not always attest the same variant. As a 
matter of fact, while Av. hauuaii  in V 10.19a shows no variant with hā° in the PV 
nor in the VS manuscripts, in the rest of passages of V 10 the same manuscripts 
attest sometimes ha° and sometimes hā°. No evident distribution is found in them. 
On the other hand, the vowel –a- in initial syllable tends to be lengthened in 
Avestan, especially if the vowel of the following syllable is –a- (de Vaan 2003 105). 
Therefore, the variant hā° originates itself from ha°, so that we must suppose an 
Avestan stem hauua-, from which *a developped into ā in initial syllable. So the 
correct variant would be hauua-. According to de Vaan (2003 105), this 
development is attested in Old as well as in Young Avestan. But as regards Young 
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 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); G34 pati.pərəne; B2, T46 paiti.pərəni 
480
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1, (G); Mf2, K9 nasīm 
481
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10, M3 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); B1 paitipərəne; L1 paiti.pərəni 
482
 L4 . Mf2, (G); D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 h m.raēϑβəm; P2, E10 . FK1 
h m.raϑβəm; L1 hąm.raeϑβəm; B2 h m.raϑəm; R278, Br1, L2, G42, L5 h m.raeϑβəm; T46 
hąm.raϑəm; P1 hąm.raϑβəm; K9 hṇm.raēϑβəm 
483
 L4c above the line, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, 
P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4 ┤paiti.pərəne├ 
484
 L4c above the line, K1, K2, T44, B1, P10, M3 . Mf2, K9, (G); D62 paiti.raēϑəm; P2 paiti.raϑəm; 
P5, F10, E10 . P1 paiti.raϑβəm; G34 (G34a above the line paiti.) raēϑβəm; L1, B2, R278, T46, L2, 
G42, L5 paiti.raeϑβəm; Br1 paite.raeϑβəm; E4 paiti.raiϑəm; FK1 above the line pitiraϑβəm (in red 
ink) 
485
 B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4, K1, G34, B1, P10, M3 nəmāna; D62, P2, T44 
nəmāne; P5, F10, E10 . L1 nmāne; K2 nmānahe; P1, E4 namāna; L5, FK1 namāne 
486
 K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4 haca. haca 
487
 L4, K1, D62, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, 
K9, (G); P2 vīs; P5 above the line vīš; E10 . L5 vīse; FK1 vīše 
488
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, F10, T44, E10, B1, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); G34, P10 zaṇti 
489
 L4, D62, K2, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . R278, Br1, E4; P2 . L1, L2, G42, L5, FK1, (G) dai hu; P5 
vīsa. haca. daŋhō; G34, E10 . B2, T46, P1 . Mf2, K9 daŋhu 
490
 Mf2, (G); L4, G34 hāuua ə.tanuuō; K1, D62, T44, B1, P10, M3 . B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42 
h .se.tanuuō (P10a above the line -ə- instead of –e-); P2 hāuu .se.tanuuō; P5, K2 
hāuu e.tanuuō; F10, E10 h .sə.tanuuō; L1 .se.tanuuō; P1 hauuaiiāu.se.tanuuō; E4 
hā .sae.tanauuō; L5 . K9 hāuua e.tanuuō; FK1 hacah .se.tanūō 
491
 L4, K1, D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2 ┤haca. ... paiti.irista├ 
492
 K1, P5, K2, G34, T44, B1, P10, M3 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . K9, (G); D62 
paiti.irištō; F10 paiti.airištō; E10 paiti.iristi; L1 nāpaiti.iristō; L5 paiti.ərəštō; FK1 paiti.irista; Mf2 
paiti.rəstō 
493
 P5, G34, T44, E10, M3 . Br1, L2, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, B1, P10 . L1, 
B2, R278, T46, P1, G42, L5 nāirike; K2 nāirka 
494
 T44 . L2, E4; L4, K1, K2, G34, B1, P10, M3 paiti.iristō; D62 paiti.irštō; P5 . L1 paiti.iristi; F10 
paiti.irištō (F10a deletes –ō and writes –i); E10 paiti.iristahe; B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, G42, FK1 . K9, 
(G) paiti.iriste; L5 paiti.ərəšte; Mf2 paiti.riste 
495
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); P5 hca 
496
 K1, K2, E10, P10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4, P2, G34, T44 nəmānahe; 
D62 nmānehe; P5 nmānō; F10 nmāne; B1 . R278, P1, E4 namānahe; L5, FK1 namāne 
497
 L4, K1, D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, 
(G); P2, T44 nəmānō.patōiš; Br1 nmānōpatōiš; E4 namanō.patōiš; L5 namanō.ptōiš; FK1 
namānō.paitōiš 
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|a| I fight Nasu, I fight the Direct defilement, I fight the Indirect 
defilement, away from the house, away from the clan, away from the 
tribe, away from the country, away from the own body, away from the 
defiled man, away from the defiled woman, away from the master of the 
house, away from the headman of the clan, away from the headman of 
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 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2 above the line, K9, (G); P5 vīsa 
499
 L4, K1, P5, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, 
(G); D62, K2, P10 vīsptōiš; P2 vīs.paitōiš; FK1 vīspaitōiš 
500
 K1, B1, M3 . B2, T46, P1, L2 . K9, (G); L4, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44 . Br1, G42, E4, L5, FK1 
zaṇtu.patōiš; D62, P10 zaṇtuptōiš; P2 zaṇtu.paitōiš; E10 zaṇtu.ϑpatōiš (-ϑ- partially scratched); L1 
zaṇtōpatōiš; R278 zaṇt upatōiš; Mf2 zaṇtu.patupatōiš 
501
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); G34 ┤ ├ 
502
 L4, K1, D62, P5, K2, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . E4; P2 . L1, R278, L2, G42, L5, FK1, (G) dai ; 
E10 . B2, T46, P1 . Mf2, K9 daŋ ; Br1 daz  
503
 L4, K1, D62, M3; P2, P5 dai hō.patōiš; K2 da hu.ptōiš; F10, T44, B1, P10 . E4 da hu.patōiš; E10 
. P1 daŋhu.patōiš; L1, (G) dai hupatōiš; B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 dai hu.patōiš; T46 
daiŋhu.patōiš; Mf2 daŋhupat uš; K9 daŋhupatōiš 
504
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); P5, F10 . FK1  
505
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, P10 . R278, L5, FK1, (G); E10 . Br1, L2, G42, E4 ašaonō; L1 
ašaōnō; B2, P1 . Mf2 aōnō 
506
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10 . L1, B2, R278, P1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, (G); 
P5 aonōstōiš; K2 ašunōstōiš; B1, M3 aonōistōiš; T46 . K9 aōnōstōiš; Br1 staoiš 
507
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, (Jmp); M3 ┤BRA pwltynm nswš├ 
508
 D62, P2, T44, B1, P10, (Jmp); L4 pwltynm; G34 pwlt ynm' MNW PWN ptylyt lymn' bwt 
YKOYMWN'-yt; F10 pltynm; E10 pwltynwm 
509
 K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4 pwltynm; G34 pwlt ynm; E10 pwltynwm 
510
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 AMT; B1 MNW 
511
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 ┤PWN├ 
512
 L4, G34, T44, E10; K1, D62, P2, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) bwt; F10 YHWWN-yt 
513
 B1, M3; L4, D62, P2, T44, E10, P10, (Jmp) YKOYMWN-yt; G34, F10 YKOYMWN'-yt 
514
 D62, T44, B, P101, (Jmp); L4 pwltynm; P2, F10 pltynm; G34 pwlt ynm; E10 pwltynwm; M3 
pwltynm 
515
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 ┤MNW├; E10 MN 
516
 E10, (Jmp); K1, F10 pytlyt; D62, P2, B1, P10, M3 hmlyt' (P10a adds pt-); G34, T44 ptylyt 
517
 K1, P2, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, E10 bwt; D62 YHWWN-t; F10 bwwt 
518
 K1, B1, M3; L4, D62, P2, F10, T44, P10, (Jmp) YKOYMWN-yt; G34, E10 YKOYMWN'-yt 
519
 P2, F10a above the line; L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤MN├; (Jmp) W 
520
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10a above the line, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; G34 wyš 
521
 P2, F10a above the line; L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10 , M3┤MN├; (Jmp) W 
522
 F10a above the line; L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤MN├; P2 W MN; (Jmp) 
W 
523



















 mʾn' mʾnpt MN wys wyspt MN znd xzndpt
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|a| bē purdēnam nasuš bē purdēnam kē pad hamrēh [rēman būd ēstēd] bē 
purdēnam kē pad payrēh [rēman būd ēstēd] az mān az wis az zand az deh az <ī> 
xwēš tan az mard kē abar rist az nārīg kē abar rist az mān mānbed az wis wisbed 
az zand xzandbed az deh xdahibed az harwisp ān ī xahlaw stī 
|a| I fight Nasu, I fight him who [has become impure] by direct defilement, I fight 
him who [has become impure] by indirect defilement, away from the house, away 
from the clan, away from the tribe, away from the country, away from the own 
body, away from the man who is defiled, away from the woman is defiled, away 
from the master of the house, away from the headman of the clan, away from the 





Av. nasūm, hąm.raēϑβəm, paiti.raēϑβəm (V 10.6a) 
 The Direct defilement (Av. hąm.raēϑβa-) and the Indirect defilement (Av. 
paiti.raēϑβa-) appear only in the enumerations of evil entities of Vīdēvdād. They 
are mentioned together with Nasu in this passage of V 10.6, but also in the list of V 
11.9a-b (repeated in V 11.12, 11.15 and 11.18) and in V 19.12. While the same 
sequence nasu-, hąm.raēϑβa-, paiti.raēϑβa- is repeated in V 10 and 11, in V 19.12 




 Av. ºraēϑβa- stems from a root IIr. *(H)rith- “to blend, to mingle” (de Vaan 
2003 215-216). As a verb, it is present in Av. iriϑ-, whose present stems are Av. 
iriϑiia-, raēϑβa- and raēϑβaiia-. With Av. nasu- as subject, this verb is also 
preceeded by the preverb upa in V 3.14, 9.45 and 10.1, where it means “to 
contaminate”.  
                                                 
524
 P2, (Jmp); L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤MN ... dhywpt'├ 
525
 P2; (Jmp) W MN 
526
 P2; (Jmp) y 
527
 P2 lysty; (Jmp) lyst 
528
 P2; (Jmp) W MN 
529
 P2; (Jmp) ┤MNW├ 
530
 P2; (Jmp) YMYTWN-yt' 
531
 P2; (Jmp) OD ┤MN ... dhywpt'├ 
532
 P2 W zndpt 
533
 P2 W dhywpt 
534
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); T44 W MN 
535
 K1, B1, P10, M3; D62, F10, (Jmp) hlwsp; P2 hlwst'; G34, T44, E10 hlwsty 
536
 L4, K1, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; D62, P2, (Jmp) ┤ZK y├ 
537
 L4, K1, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, M3; P10 ┤y├ 
538
 (Jmp); L4, D62, G34 ʾhlwbʾn; K1, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 ʾhlwbʾn'; P2 ʾhlwb'ʾn 
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 Apart from the verb, this root yielded some nouns: 
- Av. paiti.raēϑβa- “indirect defilement” (Bartholomae 1904 834). 
- Av. raēϑβiškara- “he who mingles; name of a priest” (Bartholomae 1904 
1483). 
- Av. raēϑβišbajina- “mixing vessel” (Bartholomae 1904 1484). 
- Av. hąm.raēϑβa- “direct defilement” (Bartholomae 1904 1811). 
- Av. hąm.iristi- “blend” (Bartholomae 1904 1811). 
 
With the preverbs hąm and paiti it designates in Vīdēvdād the termini technici 
for direct and indirect defilement (Bartholomae 1904 1482-1483), (Cantera under 
preparation A 5.33). 
 
The evolution of OIr. *-a CC- > YAv. –aēCC- instead of the expected –
ōiCC- (de Vaan 2003 355) has been explained in two ways. According to Fortson 
(1994 44), the result of OIr. *- - > YAv. –aē- instead of –ōi- before the cluster 
OIr. *-ϑ - in YAv. raēϑβa- vs. OAv. rōiϑβən (Y 31.7) is explained because Av. 
raēϑβa- would stem from OIr. ϑ -, a Sievers variant of OIr. ϑ -. Av. 
rōiϑβən would stem from the latter one.  
Unlike Fortson, de Vaan (2003 342-343, 355) thinks that in Young Avestan, 
contrariwise to Old Avestan, the initial r- conditioned the development of OIr. *-
- > YAv. –aē- before the cluster OIr. *-ϑ -. Actually, he states that OIr. *-a CC-
, *-a C#- yielded YAv. –aēCC-, -aēC# when the cluster was –st-, –sm-, –šm- or –
ϑr-, or when the the diphthong was preceeded by r- and followed by the clusters –




















































                                                 
539
 Mf2; L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . FK1, (G) ┤gaēϑanąm. 
astuuaitinąm. āum├; K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1 . K9「tā」 āum; Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5「tā」
┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm. āum├ 
540
 Mf2 astuuaitanąm 
541
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (G); L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, 
G42, E4 . Mf2, K9 kiia; L5, FK1 kaiie 
542
 L4, K1, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1 . Mf2, K9, (G); D62, P10, M3 aētae; P5 itē; K2 ite; E10 . FK1 aeti; 
L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, E4, L5 aete; G42 aeta 
543
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L5, FK1, (G); E10 yō; L1, B2, R278, T46, 
P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9 ẏōi 
544
 K1, D62, P2, K2, F10, E10, B1, P10 (P10a above the line –n- instead of -ṇ-), M3 . L1, B2, R278, 
P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4, G34 hənti; T44 hanti; T46 həṇte; E4 həṇtai; L5 hiṇti; FK1 
hənta 
545
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, 
K9, (G); P5 . B2, T46, E4, L5 gāϑā.huua 
546
 L4, K1, D62, K2, B1, P10, M3 . L1, (G); P2 ϑrišā.mruuta; P5 ϑrišāmruuta; G34 ϑri āmarūta; F10, 
E10 . B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 ϑrišā.mrūta; T44 ϑri ā.mrūta; R278 ϑrišā.mrušā.mrūta; L5 
ϑrišā.marūta; FK1 ϑrišā.mrūti; Mf2, K9 ϑrišāmrīta 
547
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, (G); E4 ┤āa . ... ϑrišāmrūta├ 
548
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, E10, B1, M3 . Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, (G); G34 marao ; T44 
┤mrao . ahurō. mazd ├; P10 mrao ; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1 mraō ; K9 above the line「tā」
┤mrao . ahurō├ mazd  
549
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 
. Mf2, (G); K2 ahurō  
550
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 
. Mf2, (G); K2 mrzd  
551
 K1, D62, P2, P5, F10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9 
above the line, (G); L4, K2, G34, T44 imē; E10 ima 
552
 L4, K1, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . Mf2, K9 above the line, (G); D62, P2, E10 . L1, B2, R278, 
T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 aete; P5 aiti; K2 aēti 
553
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10 . Br1, L5, FK1, (G); E10, M3 yō; L1, R278, T46, 
P1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9 in the left margin ẏōi 
554
 K1, P2, P5, K2, F10, E10, B1, P10 (P10a above the line –n- instead of -ṇ-), M3 . L1, R278, T46, 
P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9 in the left margin, (G); L4, P5, G34 hənti; D62 həṇta; T44 haṇti; B2 
ẏōihəṇti; L5 hiṇti; FK1 hənta 
555
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 
. Mf2, K9, (G); T46, L5 gāϑā.huua 
556
 L4, K1, D62, K2, B1, M3 . L1, (G); P2 gāϑā.huuaϑrišāmrūta; P5, F10 . B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 
ϑrišā.mrūta; G34 ϑri āmarūta; T44 . FK1 ϑri ā.mrūta; E10 ϑrišāmrūti; P10 ϑrišāmrūta; R278 
ϑrišā.mrūte; L5 ϑarišā.marūta; Mf2, K9 in the left margin ϑrišāmrīta 
557
 K1, K2, F10, E10, B1, M3 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4, G34, T44 
imē; D62, P10 ime. iti; P2 ime. ite; P5 ime. aitē; L1 imi; L5 ima; FK1 imae 
558
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 
. Mf2, K9, (G); K1, B1, M3 ┤vaca├ (M3 attests a blank) 
559
 L4, K1, D62, P5, K2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 
. Mf2, K9, (G); P2 ā.ϑritīm; G34 āϑrətəm (G34a above the line –ritīm); L5 āϑaritīm 
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|a| Maker of the material creatures, Righteous, which are these words 
which are to be said thrice while (reciting) the Gāϑās? |b| And Ahura 
Mazdā said: “these are the words which are to be said thrice while 
(reciting) the Gāϑās, |c| recite these words thrice.” 
































 3 bʾl prʾc YMRRWN
576
 
|a| dādār kadār awēšān gōwišn kē hēnd pad gāhān srišāmrūd |b| u-š guft ohrmazd 
kū awēšān gōwišn kē hēnd pad gāhān srišāmrūd |c| ēn gōwišn sē bār frāz gōw 
|a| Maker, which are these words which are to be said thrice while (reciting) the 
Gāϑās? |b| And Ohrmazd said: “these are the words which are to be said thrice 




cf. N 17.1-2 (Kotwal & Kreyenbroek 1995 98-99), where an abridged version 
of V 10.7-8 appears. 
 
 
                                                                                                                                               
560
 D62, F10, P10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; L4 framrauua; K1, P2, K2, T44, 
B1, M3 . FK1, (G) framruua; P5 framrūa; G34 framaruua; E10 frmruua; E4 framarauua; L5 
frafmruua 
561
 K1, D62, P2, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34 OLE-šʾny; T44 OLE-šʾn'y 
562
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 gwbšnyy 
563
 K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, T44, E10 ┤MNW├ 
564
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; P2 HWE (P2a above the line -d); (Jmp) HWE-nd 
565
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10  
566
 K1, P2, T44, E10, P10, M3, (Jmp); D62 slyšʾmwlwt; G34 slyšmlwt; F10 slyšmwlwt; B1 
slyšʾmlwtlwt 
567
 F10; L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 OLE-šʾn; (Jmp) ẔNE OLE-šʾn' 
568
 K1, D62, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, T44, E10 ┤gwbšn'├; P2 W gwbšnyy 
569
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, (Jmp); M3 MN 
570
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; (Jmp) HWE-nd 
571
 L4, K1, D62, P2 above the line, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 pa 
572
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34  
573
 K1, M3; L4, P2, T44, E10, P10, (Jmp) slyšʾmlwt; D62 slyšʾmwlwt; G34 slyšmlwt; F10 slyšmwlwt 
574
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, (Jmp); M3 MNW 
575
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10, M3, (Jmp); B1  
576
 L4, K1, P2, G34, E10, B1, M3; D62, F10, T44, P10, (Jmp) YMRWN 
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10.8. |a| a əm. vohū.
577
 vahištəm. astī. uštā. astī. uštā. xa





















































 (= Y 35.5)
602
 
                                                 
577
 L4, (G); D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 vōhū; P2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, L5 vōhū. 3; P5 vōhū. 3. 3 bʾl; K2 vōhū.「tā」3 bʾl; FK1 vōhū. 3 bār; Mf2, K9 vohī. 3 gwptn' 
578
 vid. (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.115): “Truth is the best (part of all that is) good. 
As desired (all) the desired (things) are available (as) truth for (that) which (is) best truth / or: for 
(him) who (is) Best Truth / or: for (him) who (represents) best truth”. 
579
 L4, G34, E10 . B2, R278, Br1, G42, E4, L5, FK1, (G); K1, D62, F10, B1, P10 (P10a above the line 
– ), M3 ye; P2 yē; L1, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏ ; T46, L2  
580
 L4, K1, D62, F10, B1, P10 . L1 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2 səuuistō; P5, K2 əuuaštō; G34, E10 . B2, 
T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4 ; T44 ; M3 siuuištō; R278, FK1 s ; P1 s uuštō; L5 
s  
581
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (G) ┤ahurō. ... paitī├; P2 . R278, P1, Br1, L2, 
E4, L5 ┤ahurō. ... paitī├ 3; P5 . G42 ┤ahurō. ... paitī├ 3 bʾl; K2 「tā」┤ahurō. ... paitī├ 3 bʾl; L1 
3「tā」┤ahurō. ... mərəždātā.mōi├; FK1 ┤ahurō. ... paitī├ 3 bār; Mf2, K9 「tā」┤ahurō. ... 
├ 
582
 B2, T46 ārmaitiscā 
583
 T46; B2 a əm.cā 
584
 B2 frāda gaeϑəm; T46 frādaδ.gaeϑəm 
585
 B2 vōhū 
586
 B2; T46 vōhūxšaϑrəmcā 
587
 B2; T46 sratāmōi 
588
 B2 mərəzdātā.mōi; T46 mərəzdātāmōi 
589
 B2; T46 ā.dāi 
590
 L1 ; B2 kahiiāi.cī ; T46  
591
 L1, T46; B2 paitī. y . s uuištō. 3; Mf2, K9 paitī. 3 bʾl 
592
 vid. (Insler 1975 53): “The Wise One who is the Mightiest Lord, and piety, and truth which 
prospers the creatures, and good thinking, and (good) rule – listen to me, gave mercy on me, when 
there is any requital”; (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.124): “Ô Maître Mazdā qui es très opulent, 
Déference, Harmonie qui fais prospérer les troupeaux, divine Pensée et emprise, écoutez-moi et 
faites-moi grâce chaque fois lors de la présentation!”; (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 
1.138): “(Thou) who (art) the strongest Ahura and the Wise One, and (You who are) Right-
Mindedness and Truth promoting the herds, as well as Good Thought and Power, do listen to me! 
do have mercy on me at any apportionment!”. 
593
 D62, P5, G34, F10, E10, P10 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1; L4, (G) hux aϑrōtəmāi; 
K1, P2, B1, M3 . L1 . Mf2, K9 huxšaϑrōtəmāi; K2 huxšϑrō.təmāi; T44 hux aϑrō.təmāi; E4 
huxšaϑrō.taimāi 
594
 L4, K1, D62, P5, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (G) ┤bā. ... vahištāi├; P2 . P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, L5 ┤bā. ... vahištāi├ 3; P5 . Mf2, K9 ┤bā. ... vahištāi├ 3 bʾl; K2「tā」 ┤bā. ... vahištāi├ 3 
bʾl; L1 3 「tā」┤bā. ... a āicā├; R278 「tā」 ┤bā. ... vahištāi├; FK1 ┤bā. ... vahištāi├ 3 bār 
595
 B2, T46 bā  
596
 B2, T46 ahma  
597
 B2, T46 aeibī 
598
 B2, T46 daδimahicā 
599







































                                                                                                                                               
600
 B2 huu n.mahecā; T46 huuąn.mahecā 
601
 L1; B2 vahištā. huxšaϑrō.təmāi. 3; T46 vahištā 
602
 vid. (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.133): “Celui sur qui l’emprise est bonne, pour autant que cela 
nous concerne, nous exerçons évidemment l’emprise sur lui, la lui appliquons, la lui addressons – 
lui, c’est le Maître Mazdā et (c’est aussi) la très divine Harmonie”; (Humbach & Elfenbein & 
Skjærvø 1991 1.144): “As far as we are able, we truly assign [offer], commit and delegate the power 
which (is) with us to the best ruler who (is) the Wise Ahura, and to Best Truth”. 
603
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); T46 dužūarənāiš 
604
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (G) ┤vaēšō. ... vahiiō├; P2 . R278, P1, Br1, L2, 
E4, L5 ┤vaēšō. ... vahiiō├ 3; P5 . G42 ┤vaēšō. ... vahiiō├ 3 bʾl; K2 「tā」┤vaēšō. ... vahiiō├ 3 
bʾl; L1 3 「tā」┤vaēšō. ... ərəžəjiiōi├; B2, T46 vaešō; FK1 ┤vaēšō. ... vahiiō├ 3 bār; Mf2, K9 「tā
」┤vaēšō. ... drigauuē├ 
605
 B2; T46 rāstītōi 
606
 B2, T46 arəjīš 
607
 B2, T46 aešasā 
608
 B2, T46 pəšō.tanuuō 
609
 B2; T46 ┤kū├ 
610
 B2, T46 ašauuā 
611
 T46; B2 yə 
612
 B2; T46  
613
 B2, T46 ϑ  
614
 B2 vas ītōiscā; T46 ┤ ├ 
615
 B2, T46 ərəžijiiō 
616
 L1 drə ; B2 drəgaouuē; T46 darəgaōuuē 
617
 T46; L1 ┤vahiiō├; B2 vahiiō. vahišāt. īštiš. 3; Mf2, K9 vahiiā. 3 bʾl 
618
 vid. (Insler 1975 113): “Poison adheres to those of evil preferences. They are decline and 
darkness, these furious violators of truth whose persons have been condemned. Where is the 
truthful Lord who would expel them from life and liberty? (to the Wise Lord). Such is Thy rule, 
Wise One, through which Thou shalt grant what is very good to Thy needy dependent who lives 
honestly”; (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.133): “... Où est le Maître partisan de l’Harmonie qui peut 
les écarter de la subsistance et de la liberté? Sur toi, ô Mazdā, s’exerce l’emprise (rituelle) en raison 
de laquelle tu veux bien faire le meilleur don au nécessiteux qui vit droitement”; (Humbach & 
Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.194): “Through those of bad preferences poison spreads. They (are 
personified) obscuration [pl.] (and) darkness [pl.], (those) greedy violators of truth, with their 
bodies forfeit. Where (is) the truthful Ahura who might deprive them of (their) livelihood and 
liberty? That power (is) Thine, O Wise One, through which Thou mayest grant the better (part) to 



















































                                                 
619
 L4, K1, D62, K2, B1, P10, M3 . L1, (G); P2 ϑrišā.mruuta; P5, F10 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, 
G42, E4, FK1 ϑrišā.mrūta; G34 ϑri āmarūta; T44 ϑri āmrūta; E10 ϑrišāmrūti; L5 ϑarišā.marūta; 
Mf2, K9 ϑrišāmrīta 
620
 K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); L4, T44 imē; Br1, L5 ima 
621
 L4, F10 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; K1, D62, P2, K2, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . 
R278, (G) framruua; P5 fra.mrūi; G34 framaruua; E4, L5 framarauua; FK1 framrūa 
622
 L4, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10 . Br1, L2, G42; K1, P2, B1, P10, M3 vārəϑraγnīš (P10a above the 
line –i- instead of –ī-); D62 vāϑraγnīš (D62a –r- after –ā-); L1, B2, R278, T46, P1 vārəϑraγni; E4 
vārəϑrəγniš; L5 vārəϑra.gana; FK1 vārəϑraγnaiš; Mf2, K9, (G) vārəϑraγne 
623
 K1, P5, K2, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . Mf2, K9; L4, G34, (G) ; D62, P2 baēšazaiia; F10 
baešazaiia; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 baešaziia; Br1 bišziia 
624
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); E4 paiti.pairəne 
625
 Mf2, K9, (G); L4 . T46 in the left margin andrəm; D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, P10, M3 . R278, E4 
indarəm; G34, E10 andarəm; T44 . L5, FK1 aṇdarəm; B1 . L1, B2, P1, Br1, L2, G42 indrəm 
626
 L4, D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . 
K9, (G); K2 paiti; T46 in the left margin paiti.pairini; Mf2 paiti.pərəne 
627
 K1, E10, P10 . Br1, G42, (G); L4 sauru; D62, F10, B1, M3 . R278, L5, FK1 surum; P2 srum; P5, 
K2 saorəm; G34 suru; F10 saurəum; L1 saurəm; B2, P1 saorum; T46 in the left margin surəm; L2 ; 
E4 saourum; Mf2, K9 saōrəm 
628
 L4, D62, P5, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); P2 paiti.pərəna; K2 paiti; T46 in the left margin paiti.pərənə 
629
 D62, P2, B1, P10, M3 . G42, (G); L4, T44 ēϑīm; K1 ϑīm; P5, K2 . B2, R278, T46, P1, 
Br1, L2, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9 aiϑəm; G34 əϑīm; F10 i ϑīm; E10 eϑīm; L1 
aiϑəm; L5 ϑīm 
630
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . Mf2, K9, (G); G34 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, 
L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 daeum; F10 deum 
631
 L4, K2, P10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); D62, P5, F10, E10, M3 nmāne; P2, 
G34a above the line nəmāne; G34 ┤nmāna. haca├; T44 . L5 namāne; B1 . P1, E4, FK1 namāna 
632
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, E4, L5 . Mf2, 
K9, (G); T44 vīsə; E10 . FK1 vīse; G42 vīs a 
633
 D62, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . B2, T46, P1; P2 dai hō; P5 . L1, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1, (G) dai hu; E10 . Mf2, K9 daŋhu 
634
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, 
T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (G) ┤haca. ... stōiš├ 
635
 Mf2; P5 hāuu e.tanuuō; K2 hāuu ə.tanuuō; L1, B2, R278, T46, G42, FK1 
h .se.tanuuō; P1, L5 h e.tanuuō; Br1, L2 ha .se.tanuuō; E4 hāa .se.tanuuō; 
K9 ha e.tanuuō 
636
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5. Mf2, K9; FK1 hacanā 
637
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42, E4; Br1 paiti.iristō; L5 paiti.irištō; FK1 paiti.irista; Mf2, 
K9 paiti.ristō 
638
 P5 . L1, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9; K2 nāirki; B2, T46 nāireka; L5 nāirike 
639
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, FK1; G42 paiti.iriste; E4 paiti.irišta; L5 paiti.ərəšte; Mf2, 
K9 paiti.riste 
640























|a| “And after these words to be said thrice, recite these words, 
victorious, healing:” |b| I fight Iṇdra, I fight Sauru, I fight N ŋhaiϑiia, 
away from the house, away from the clan, away from the tribe, away 
from the country, away from the own body, away from the defiled 
man, away from the defiled woman, away from the master of the house, 
away from the headman of the clan, away from the headman of the 
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 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; P5 nmānō.paitōiš; K2 nmānō.ptōiš; E4, L5 
namānō.patōiš; FK1 namānō.paitōiš 
642
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; Br1 vīšō; G42 vīspō; E4 vīsōe 
643
 P5 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9; K2 vīs.ptōiš; L5 vīsptōiš; FK1 vīspaitōiš 
644
 B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42; P5 . FK1 zaṇtu.paitōiš; K2 zaṇtu.ptōiš; L1, T46, E4, L5 . K9 
zaṇtu.patōiš; Mf2 zaṇtu.pataōiš 
645
 K2 . B2, T46, P1, Br1, E4; P5 . L1, R278, L2, G42, L5, FK1 dai ; Mf2, K9 daŋh uš 
646
 P5 . FK1 dai hu.paitōiš; K2 da hu.ptōiš; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2 dai hupatōiš; G42, L5 
dai hu.patōiš; E4 da hu.patōiš; Mf2 daŋhpat uš; K9 daŋhupatōiš 
647
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . K9; FK1 vīspii ; Mf2 vīspaiiā 
648
 P5 . R278, G42, L5; L1, P1 ašaōnō; B2, Br1, L2, E4, FK1 ašaonō; Mf2, K9 nō 
649
 L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; P5 satō š; K2 naostōiš; T46 
nōstōiš 
650
 L4, D62, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2, G34, T44, E10 ┤y├ 
651
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 ┤MN├ 
652
 K1, P2, M3; L4, T44, E10, (Jmp) slyšʾmlwt; D62, B1 slyšʾmwlwt'; G34 slyšmlwt; F10 slyšmwlwt 
653
 (Jmp); L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, M3 ┤gwbšn'├; P10 YM 
654
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 3 
655
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 gwbšnyh 
656
 L4, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 pprʾc 
657
 L4, P2, G34, E10, B1, M3; D62, F10, T44, P10, (Jmp) YMRWN 
658
 L4, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, M3; D62, P10, (Jmp) pylwcgl; F10  
659
 L4, T44, (Jmp); K1, D62, P2, G34 byšʾznytʾl; F10 ; E10 byšʾzynytʾl p; B1, P10, M3 
wyšʾznytʾl 
660
 L4, D62, P2, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 pwlt ynm; E10 pwltynwm 
661
 L4, D62, F10, T44, B1, P10a above the line, M3, (Jmp); P2 ZK indarə; G34 andər; E10 andrə; P10 
┤indər ... pwltynm├ 
662
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10a above the line, M3, (Jmp); E10 PWN 
663
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, B1, P10a above the line, M3, (Jmp); G34 pwlt ynm'; E10 pwltynwm 
664
 L4, D62, P2, G34a above the line, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 swr; E10 swl ŠDYA 
665
 D62, P2, G34, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, T44 W BRA; G34a above the line BRA; F10 BRA 
pltynm BRA 
666
 D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 pwltynwm 
667
 D62, P2, F10, P10, (Jmp); L4, E10 iϑ; G34 ŋaiϑ; T44 ēϑa; B1, M3 ϑ 
668
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, (Jmp); G34, E10, B1, P10 mʾn; T44 ʾn mʾn; M3 mʾn 
669
 L4, G34, T44, E10 W; K1, D62, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ┤MN├; P2 W MN 
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|a| ān ī pas az srišāmrūd gōwišn ēn gōwišn frāz gōw pērōzgar bēšāzēnīdār |b| bē 
purdēnam 「indər」 [dēw] bē purdēnam sawr bē purdēnam 「n ŋhaϑa」 dēw az 
mān xaz wis xaz zand az deh 
|a| “After the words to be said thrice, recite these words, victorious, healing:” |b| I 
fight [the demon] Indər, I fight the Sawr, I fight the demon N ŋhaϑa, away from 




The list of demons 
In Vīdēvdād there are three main lists of demons: a) that of V 10.5-14; b) 
that of V 11.9-10 ff.; c) that of V 19.43. 
The first one includes 13 demons: aŋrəm. xmańiiūm, nasūm, hąm.raēϑβəm, 
paiti.raēϑβəm, iṇdrəm, saurum, n ŋhaiϑīm, +tauruui, xzairici, aēšməm. 
+xruuī.drūm, +akatašəm, xvarəńiia, +vātō. 
The second one is composed of 17 demons: aēšməm, nasūm, hąm.raēϑβəm, 
paiti.raēϑβəm, xrū, xruuiγni, būiδi, būiδiža, +kuṇda, kuṇdiža, +būšiiąsta. yā. 
zairina, +būšiiąsta. yā. darəγō.gauua, mūiδi, kapastiš, pairikąm, āhitīm, aŋra. 
xmańiiō. 
The third one also sums 17 demons: aŋrō. xmańiiuš. pouru.mahrkō, iṇdrō, 
+sauru, +n ŋhaiϑīm, tauruui, xzairici, +aēšməm. xruuī.drūm, +akatašəm, ziiąm, 
iϑiiejō, +maršaonəm, zauruua. duždąfəδrō, būiti, driβiš, daiβiš, kasuuīš, +paitišō. If 
we add the demon Kuṇda, mentioned in V 19.41, all make 18. 
 The comparison between the lists reveals some shared compositional 
patterns. On one hand, the three evil beings related to impurity, namely nasu-, 
hąm.raēϑβa- and paiti.raēϑβa-, were mentioned together and in the same order in 
both V 10 and 11. On the other hand, the same sequence of 7 demons formed by 
iṇdra-, sauru-, n ŋhaiϑiia-, +tauruui-, xzairicī-, aēšma- +xruuī.drū- and +akataša- 
appears in both V 10 and 19. As far as we only find their names in Vīdēvdād, we 
are unable to know whether they were just part of a formula which could be 
amplified by the addition of more elements or they formed a closed group of seven 
demons. 
 
 The parallel phenomenon of the creation of a fixed number of Beneficent 
Immortals might help us to solve the question. We know from Narten’s (1982) 
study that the number of Beneficent Immortals was not closed until late times, 
when a fixed group of seven was consolidated. At the head of this group, Ahura 
Mazdā was sometimes included. Likewise a parallel list of seven demons, opposed 
to the Beneficent Immortals, could have become fixed in the Avestan and Pahlavi 
texts. 
 Pirart (2007a 42) denies that these demons were opposed to the Beneficent 
Immortals in post-Gāthic times and thinks that this process is to be ascribed to the 
                                                                                                                                               
670
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 wʾs 
671
 L4, P2 W MN; D62, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) W; T44, P10 ┤MN├ 
672
 D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, T44 ┤MN├; E10 W 
673
 L4, K1, D62, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; P2 TA; F10 MTA-k; (Jmp) MTA OD gywʾk 
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9th century A.D. Although a late date can be assumed for this opposition, it could 
be traced back some centuries earlier, that is, to Sasanian times, at least in one case: 
the PT of Y 48.1a, where the demon Indar is considered the opponent of 
Ardwahišt (Dhabhar 1949 209): 
ka pad ān dahišn [pad tan ī pasēn] ahlāyīh druz wānēd [ašwahišt indar] (...) 
When in this creation [in the Future Body] Truth overcomes Lie [Ašwahišt 
(overcomes) Indar] (...) 
 
 In any case, some Pahlavi texts clearly reveal the opposition between the 
Beneficent Immortals and some demons, considered rather as arch-demons
674
, as we 
observe in GrBd 34.27 (Pakzad 2005 386), (Anklesaria 1956 34.26 in 290-291): 
pas ohrmazd gannāg mēnōg ud wahman akōman ud ašwahišt +indar
675
 ud šahrewar 
+sawr
676
 ud spandarmad tarōmad [ī ast nanhais] ud hordād ud amurdād xtawriz ud 
+zāriz
677
 ud rāst-gōwišnīh ān ī drō-gōwišnīh ud srōš ahlaw xēšm ī +xruīdruš
678
 gīrēnd 
Then Ohrmazd will catch Gannāg Mēnōg, Wahman Akōman, Ašwahišt Indar, 
Šahrewar Sawr, Spandarmad Tarōmad [who is Nanhais], Hordād and Amurdād 
Tawriz and Zāriz, the True speech the False speech and the righteous Srōš Wrath 
of the bloodstained stick. 
 
 With slight variants, the same is found in WZ 35.37 (Gignoux & Tafazzoli 
1993 134-135): 
ud rōšnān ǰud ǰud +hamēstār ī xwēš zanēd čīyōn wahman akōman <ud> ardwahišt 
indar ud šahrewar sōr <ud> spandarmad nānghait ud hordād <ud> amurdād 
tawriz ud zariz <ud> gōšurwan druz ī gurg-tōhmag mēnōg ī zōr abzōr ī az 
zarmānīh 
And each of the luminaries will smite his own adversary: Wahman Akōman, 
Ardwahišt Indar, Šahrewar Sōr, Spandarmad Nānghait, Hordād and Amurdād 
Tawriz and Zariz, the Soul of the Cow the Lie of the race of the wolves, the Spirit 
of the Strength the Lack of strength because of the old age. 
 
 It is noteworthy that these Pahlavi texts still do not show a closed list of 
seven Beneficent Immortals and their evil counterparts. In GrBd 34.27, on the 
contrary, 9 Beneficent Immortals and the same number of arch-demons appear, 
while in WZ 35.37 the lists include 8 elements
679
. The list is even reduced to five 
                                                 
674
 Regarding the list of arch-demons and the texts where they are mentioned, vid. (Jackson 1895 655 
ff.). 
675
 Pakzad (2005 386) transcribes Andar, but the initial <ʾ-> must be read as i- in this case, according 
to the Avestan name iṇdra- of this demon. 
676
 Pakzad (2005 386) transcribes Sawul. 
677
 Pakzad (2005 386) reads Zariz, but I prefer Zā(y)riz, according to the variants <zʾylyc> (TD2), 
<zʾlyc> (DH, K20, K20b). 
678
 Pakzad (2005 386) transcribes xurdruš. 
679
 cf. Dk 5.7.4 (Amouzgar & Tafazzoli 2000 38-39), where at least 9 demons plus Gannāg Mēnōg 
are mentioned: 
... nikōhīdag ud zadag dāštan ī dēwān dēw gannāg mēnōg u-š māzan abzārān čīyōn akōman ud 
indar ud +sawr ud nanhais ud tāriz ud zāriz ud agdaš ud āz ud xešm ud abārīg māzan dēw 
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demons in other texts, like in NM 1.10.9 (West 1882 319), (Dhabhar 1912 47), 
where they are evidently opposed to the Beneficent Immortals: 
xō
680
 čand ka sahišn pas ō mēnōg dastwarān wōn ayābīhist čīyōn čē spitāmān 
zarduxšt guft ēstēd kū fradom ǰār ka-š spitāmān amahraspand dīd hēnd ēg-aš 






 <ud> zāriz kē hēnd 
mazantom 
To many, when an opinion regarding the spiritual (world) is obtained afterwards 
by the priestly authorities, (it transpires) as has been said regarding Spitāmān 
Zarduxšt: “the first time when Spitāmān saw the Beneficient Immortals, then he 
thought that they were Indar, Sārw, Nanhais, Tāriz and Zāriz, which (are) the most 
gigantic”. 
 
 The list of arch-demons was progressively fixed with seven, although traces 
of an older stage, where it was still open, remained. In this intermediate stage GrBd 
1.54 (Pakzad 2005 23-24), (Anklesaria 1956 1.55 in 18-19) is to be placed: 
gannāg mēnōg pad ān petyāragōmandīh az +kamālīgān
684
 dēwān nazdist akōman 
frāz kirrēnīd pas +indar pas +sawr
685
 pas nanhais pas tarōmad pas xtawriz ud zariz 
pas abārīgān dēwān haftom xwad gannāg mēnōg 
Gannāg Mēnōg, as contracreation, created Akōman as the first of the chief demons, 
then Indar, then Sawr, then Nanhais, then Tarōmad, then Tawriz and Zariz, then 
the rest of demons. The seventh (was) Gannāg Mēnōg itself. 
 
 The final stage, when the number of arch-demons became fixed with seven, 
is reflected in other Pahlavi texts as well as in the New Persian Rivāyats. Thus, in 
Dk 9.21.4 [M 811.1] the number of seven demons (Phl. haft dēwān) is mentioned 
without further explanation, while in SdB 1.5 (Dhabhar 1909 70), (Dhabhar 1932 
505) the name of the seven arch-demons is specified: 
رطیس ّ ُفت زیْ اًسر  يین تزّظایي طري تؼذیس زرزی عّ آُزهي گدظتَ چْى 
یزید ّ ُیؼن ّ ُز یک اسیتی تساز اکْهي ّ اًسر ّ طاّل ّ ًاًیکِیت ّ تارید ّ گ
                            هؼاطفٌساى اطت                                    ُویظتار اضس ّ 
And when the accursed Ahreman heard these words, a great distress 
befell him and he created seven demons in the material world: Akoman, 
Andar, Sāwal, Nānikhait, Tārix, Zāirix and Hišm. And every one is 
opponent and adversary of the Beneficient Immortals. 
   
 
 
                                                                                                                                               
... (it is necessary) to keep blamed and smitten the demon of demons Gannāg Mēnōg and the 
powerful Māzan (demons) like Akōman, Indar, Sawr, Nanhais, Tāriz, Zāriz, Agdaš, Greed, Wrath 
and the rest of Māzan demons. 
680
 Dhabhar (1912 47) edited <KN>. 
681
 Dhabhar (1912 47) edited <sʾlw'>. 
682
 Dhabhar (1912 47) edited <nʾkyhʾs>. 
683
 Dhabhar (1912 47) edited <tʾwylyc'>, which seems a corruption of <tʾylyc'>, which surely 
represents Phl. tāriz. 
684
 According to TD2, DH <kmʾlykʾn'>. Pakzad (2005 23) edits kamāmlīgān. 
685
 Pakzad (2005 24) transcribes Sawul, but accepts the possible readings Sawar / Sāwal. 
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Av. iṇdrəm (10.9b) 
 Much has been written about the relation of the Avestan Iṇdra with the 
Vedic Indra
686
. I will only focus on what can be deduced from the Zoroastrian 
literature. 
In the Avestan texts, Iṇdra is only mentioned in this passage of V 10.9 and 
in the list of demons of V 19.43. With regards to the Pahlavi texts, since V 19.43 
preserves no Pahlavi translation and there is no further explanation about him in 
that of V 10.9, the oldest note about this demon appears in the PT of Y 48.1a, 
mentioned above, where Indar is the opponent of Ardwahišt. 
 In later Pahlavi texts, like in those mentioned above, Indar is just part of a 
enumeration of evil beings, and no particular feature describes him. Whenever his 
evilish activity is mentioned, it is in connection with Sawr and Nanhais, who 
prevent believers from wearing the under-shirt and the sacred girdle. Thus, sinners 
who do not wear the under-shirt and the sacred girdle worship Indar and Sawr, 
according to Dk 9.9.1 [K43 147.8-10; M 792.18-20] (West 1892 181-182): 
abar pahrēz ī az ēzišn ī gannāg mēnōg rāy
687
 anāstawān ī dēn ud ān ī az ēzišn ī 
indar ud ān <ī> sawr xrāy an-ēbyāst dād 
About abstaining from non-professing faith in the religion because of the worship 
of Gannāg Mēnōg and from the custom of being without the sacred girdle because 
of the worship of Indar and Sawr. 
 
 The relation between the sin of being ungirdled and the influence of Indar, 
Sawr and Nanhais is attested in other texts, like GrBd 27.7 (Pakzad 2005 318), 
(Anklesaria 1956 27.6 in 234-235) and 27.10 (Pakzad 2005 319), (Anklesaria 1956 
27.9 in 234-237): 
27.7. +indar
688
 dēw kār ēn kū menišn ī dāman az frārōnīh kardan wōn afsārēd 
čīyōn snēxr ī xūb-afsārd ēn ō menišn ī mardōmān abganēd kū šabīg ud kustīg nē 
abāyēd dāštan 
The function of the demon Indar is this: that he freezes the minds of the creatures 
from practising righteousness, like much frozen snow. He throws this into the 
minds of the mortals: “you ought not to wear the under-shirt and the sacred 
girdle”. 
27.10. čīyōn gōwēd kū kē tis ō ān mardōmān dahēd kē dād ēn kū šabīg ud kustīg nē 
abāyēd dāštan ēg-aš +indar ud +sawr
689
 ud nanhais šnāyēnīd bawēd 
As one says: “He who gives something to those mortals whose law is this, that one 
ought not to wear the under-shirt and the sacred girdle, then he makes happy 
Indar, Sawr and Nanhais”. 
 
                                                 
686
 See the discussion of the problem in Kellens (1994 17-20). On the basis of the proper noun 
zariašba in the tablets from Persepolis (Mayrhofer 1973 254), whose Vedic cognate is háryaśva-, 
epithet “à affectation particulière” of Indra, Swennen (2009  308) has recently stated that an 
Indoiranian god Indra existed and that poets of a Proto-Avestan language devoted hymns to him. 
According to Swennen (2009  308), Indra belonged to the old Iranian pantheon, but was 
“délibérément évacué” from it by the Zoroastrians, who turned him into a demon. 
687
 The same rare structure az + (...) + rāy is found in WZ 35.22 az har mardōm-ē rāy “of each 
mortal” (Zaehner 1972 218), (Gignoux & Tafazzoli 1993 132-133), (Panaino 1998 98). 
688
 Pakzad (2005 318) reads andar. 
689
 Pakzad (2005 318) reads sawul. 
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 The only Pahlavi text where traces of particular features of the demon Indar 
could appear is Dk 9.32.3 [M 836.7-13] (Pirart 2007a 63-64, 81): 
passox ī ohrmazd ō awēšān kū duǰdānāg dwārēd ō bun ī ān xarγand
690
 tom ēdōn 
ašmā harwist +kē
691
 dēw hēd ā-tān az akōman-iz ast tōhmag [kū-tān tōhmag az 
ānōh kū akōman] ud waran-iz ī abesīhēnīdār ud āz-iz ī an-hambār
692
 ud indar-iz ī 
kōšīdār dēw
693
 <ī> mēnōg ī ahlamōγīh ud frāz frēbēd mardōm stī pad huzīwišn ud 
amarg ruwānīh 
The answer of Ohrmazd to them (was): “You, ignorant, rush to the confine of that 
horrible darkness. All of you who are demons (are) thus, then your origin stems 
from Akōman [that is, your origin (stems) from there where Akōman (stems)], the 
destroyer Lust, the insatiable Greed and the fighter Indar too, spiritual demons of 
heresy, and you deceive the existence of the mortals regarding proper living and 
immortal spirituality.” 
  
 According to West (1892 253), who read Indar, the hypothesis of a warrior 
god of Indoiranian origin demonised afterwards by Zoroastrianism is confirmed 
by the epithet Phl. kōšīdār “fighter, slayer” of Indra. On the contrary, Pirart 
(2007a 63-64, 81), who denies this hypothesis, emends Madan’s (1911) <yndlc> by 
x<ʾnʾhlc> and interprets it as Ana  / Anārti “malchance / absence de l’envoi des 
pensées, paroles et gestes bons”. He reads Phl. ana -iz ī kō<x>šīdār <ī> dēn <ī> 
mēnōg ī ahlamōγīh instead of Phl. indar-iz ī kōšīdār dēw <ī> mēnōg ī ahlamōγīh 
and translates it as “qu’Anārti (“malchance / absence de l’envoi des pensées, paroles 
et gestes bons”) qui, ennemie de Dainā (“la religion mazdéenne”) est la Mānyavī 
(“la (diablesse) abstraite, l’allégorie”) de l’hérésie” instead of “the fighter Indar too, 
spiritual demons of heresy”. Hence he thinks that there is no fighter Indra in Dk 
9.32.3, so that this text cannot be used to state that an Indoiranian god Indra was 
demonised by Zoroastrianism. 
 I disagree with Pirart’s emendation, which finds no support in the 
manuscripts’ evidence, and I think that the demon Indra appears here as a fighter, 
although I must accept that the sole Pahlavi text of Dk 9.32.3 is not enough to 
support the hypothesis of a demonisation of an Indoiranian god Indra. 
 In the New Persian Zoroastrian literature, Indar acquired a role in 
individual eschatology, as we see in SdB 2.13-16 (Dhabhar 1909 71), (Dhabhar 1932 
506): 
 ّ اًسر زیْ کار آًظت کَ هززهاًزا زل تٌگی زُس ّ غن ّ اًسٍّ زر زل هززهاى افگٌس  
 ّ چْى هززم گٌاٍ کٌٌس ایؼاًزا تسّسخ تزز ّ عقْتت تزّاًِا تٌوایس                       
         هززم کَ پیْطتَ زژم رّي تاػٌس اًسر زیْ کٌس                                         
 ّ طز چٌْز پْل ًرظت اًسر زیْ پیغ آیس ّ چٌْز پْل تز زرًّساى اّی تٌگ کٌس      
                                                 
690
 I follow Pirart’s (2007 63, 81) emendation. 
691
 I follow Pirart’s (2007 63, 81) emendation as <MNW> kē, confirmed by the PT of Y 32.3a, 
quoted in Dk 9.32.3: ēdōn ašmā harwist kē dēw hēd ā-tān az akōman-iz ast tōhmag [kū-tān tōhmag 
az ānōh kū akōman] (Dhabhar 1949 148). 
692
 Pirart (2007 63-64, 81) emends it as x<ʾnʾpwhl> anāpǝ  “inexpiable”. 
693
 Pirart (2007 63-64, 81) reads it as kōšīdār <ī> dēn “qui, ennemie de Dainā (“la religion 
mazdéenne”)”. 
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13. And the function of the demon Indar is this, that he gives anguish to 
the heart of the people and infuses grief and anxiety in the heart of the 
people. 
14. And when people commit a sin, he carries them to hell and inflicts 
punishment to their souls. 
15. When people have a sad aspect, it is the demon Indar who causes it. 
16. And the demon Indar comes first at the head of the Pass of Činvad 
and he straitens the Pass of Činvad for the liars. 
 
 
Av. saurum (10.9b) 
 The name of the demon Sauru, generally interpreted as Av. sauruua-, only 
appears in this passage of V 10.9 and in the list of demons of V 19.43. The 
interpretation as sauruua- implies two main problems: a) the variants in the 
manuscripts and the expected morphology of this word; b) its relation with Ved. 
śarvá-. 
 With regards to the first problem, Geldner (1896) edited saurum in V 10.9, 
where an Acc. Sing. is expected, and saoru in V 19.43, where it should appear in 
Nom. Sing. On one hand, provided that we accept Geldner’s choice, Av. saoru in V 
19.43 should be the Nom. / Acc. Sing. Neut. of Av. saoru- (or rather sauru-) or just 
an unexpected Instr. Sing. Masc. or Fem. of Av. sauru, in the same way we find in 
two other –u stems like zaṇtu and +da hu. Otherwise, as a Nom. Sing. Masc. or 
Fem., we would expect *sauruš. On the other hand, if sauru were the Nom. / Acc. 
Sing. Neut. of Av. sauru-, then saurum in V 10.9 could not be its Acc. Sing. Neut., 
but the Acc. Sing. Masc. or Fem. of either Av. sauru- or Av. sauruua-, as Spiegel 
(1871-1878 2.128, n.1) already noticed. Although in the second case we would 
expect *saurūm < *sauruuəm, the fact that –um and –ūm alternate in the written 
transmission of the Avesta makes difficult to ascribe saurum to Av. sauru- or Av. 
sauruua-. In order to try to solve these problems and decide whether this noun is 
to be interpreted as sauru- or sauruua- and as a Masc./Fem. or a Neut., we must 
analyse the variants of this word in V 10.9 and 19.43. 
 In V 10.9 only the oldest PV manuscript L4 (and its copy G34) attest a 
variant without –m, sauru, which might be interpreted either as the Nom. / Acc. 
Sing. Neut. of sauru- or just as a haplography of sauru<m>. Since the rest of PV as 
well as VS manuscripts agree in the variant with –m, this latter one is to be 
preferred from the point of view of textual criticism. 
 In V 19.43 a Nom. Sing. is expected and the manuscripts’ variants point to 
an original reading xsauru. While the PV manuscripts do not preserve this passage, 
the oldest VS ones agree in a variant with –u (R278 suru; L1 saoru; Mf2 sāuru), 
except B2 and T46, which attest surō, probably a corruption from xsuru or xsauru. 
As far as xsauru seems to be the original reading, it is to be interpreted either as 
Nom. / Acc. Sing. Neut. or as an unexpected Instr. Sing. Masc. or Fem. in V 19.43. 
 As we have observed, we must edit saurum in V 10.9, which cannot be the 
Acc. Sing. Neut. of Av. sauru-. Hence the reading sauru of V 19.43 cannot be 
interpreted as a Nom. / Acc. Sing. Neut., but as an unexpected Instr. Sing. Masc. / 
Fem. Let’s see if these readings belong to Av. sauru- or Av. sauruua-. 
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 Regarding the second problem, that of the relation of an Avestan demon 
Sauruua with the Vedic god Śarvá, it was motivated by the supposed etymological 
identity between them proposed by Burnouf’s (1833 528-529) and it was continued 
by all following scholars, with the only exception of Darmesteter (1892-1893 
2.175), Spiegel (1871-1878 2.128-129) and Jackson (1895 656), who interpreted it as 
sauru-. This supposed correspondence was used to support the hypothesis of a 
demonisation of Indoiranian gods by Zoroastrianism. 
 Taking this hypothesis for granted, Gray (1929 182) interpreted Av. 
sauruua- as “Archer, Crusher”, on the basis of the connection of Śarvá with 
cynegetics, on one hand, and the supposed etymological relation between Ved. 
śarvá-, Ved. śáru- “arrow, spear” and Ved. śar- “to break, to crush” (Mayrhofer 
1992-2001 2.617-618), on the other hand. According to the same link with 
cynegetics and the Vedic Śarvá, Pirart (2007a 43, 119 n.310), who also interprets 
this Avestan word as sauruua-, has recently broadened to Lat. cervus “deer” the 
etymological relation between Ved. śarvá- and Av. sauruua-. 
 Although Śarvá is an epithet of Rudra / Śiva in post-Vedic literature 
(Böhtlingk & Roth 1855 7.104), (Gray 1929 182), (Christensen 1941 34), 
(Mayrhofer 1992-2001 2.621), he is mainly associated to the god Bhavá in Vedic 
(Pirart 2007a 118). Nevertheless, Śarvá is not only accompanied by Bhavá or Rudra 
in Vedic literature, but also by many other gods, as Pirart (2007a 117-119) rightly 
notices. Among them, the mention of Índra together with Śarvá in AVŚ 8.8.18 = 
AVP 16.30.6 (Whitney & Lanman 1905 2.505 ff.), (Pirart 2007a 112) is noteworthy, 
as it could support the interpretation of Av. sauru- as sauruua-: 
 índraś cākṣ ṁ ṁ hatam 
 And Índra, with both snare and net, Śárva, slay that army. 
 
 Although Índra only accompanies Śarvá in this text of the Atharvaveda, it is 
noteworthy that the former was invoked firstly and the second afterwards. 
Actually, this order in Vedic fits the Avestan sequence of Iṇdra and Sauruua of V 
10.9 and 19.43. But this does not necessarily imply that the Avestan Sauru must be 
read as Sauruua nor that he was a demonised Indoiranian god Śárva, as many 
scholars supposed. As a matter of fact, the existence of an Avestan demon 
homonymous with a Vedic god is difficult to be explained from the Avestan textual 
evidence and implies a problem in the reconstruction of an Indoiranian religion. 
 
 Already Spiegel (1871-1878 2.128-129) noticed that the Avestan Sauru was 
not related with Śarvá, but rather with a personified śáru- “arrow, spear” 
(Böhtlingk & Roth 1855 7.100), (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 2.618), which is expelled in 
some Vedic texts. In my opinion, the interpretation of this demon as Sauru, 
supported by the Avestan manuscripts’ evidence, and its comparison with Ved. 
śáru- “arrow, spear” explains better why it appears together with Iṇdra. Actually, 
Índra’s arrow or spear (Ved. śáru- (Masc. / Fem.)), by which he kills his enemies, is 
mentioned in several Vedic texts, like for instance RV 1.100.18, 2.12.10, 4.28.3, 
6.27.6 and 7.85.2. In other Vedic texts this weapon seems to be personified and is 
mentioned in curses, like in RV 10.27.6, 10.125.6, 10.182.3, and in apotropaic texts, 
like in RV 7.71.1, 8.18.11, AVŚ 1.2.3 (where Índra is invoked too), 1.19.2 (in plural, 
where Índra is invoked as well) and 12.2.47. 
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 The association of Índra with this weapon and its appearance in curses and 
apotropaic texts finds a worthy parallel in Vīdēvdād. Actually, on one hand, Iṇdra 
is mentioned together with Sauru in V 10.9 and 19.43, and, on the other hand, V 
10.9 is an apotropaic formula. That is why, as I suppose, Iṇdra and Sauru are 
mentioned together in the apotropaic formula of Vīdēvdād and in the list of 
demons of V 19.43. Whether Av. sauru meant “(Iṇdra’s) arrow” or was already a 
personified evil entity, I cannot be certain, although I think that the second 
possibility is more likely. However, its personification in Vedic and its appearance 
in the Vedic curses and apotropaic texts demonstrate that Ved. śáru- was not a god, 
but something to be feared. This fits its appearance in Vīdēvdād as an evil being to 
be expelled and rules out its interpretation as a demonised Indoiranian god Śárva. 
Thus, if we accept Av. sauru- instead of sauruua-, the hypothesis of a Zoroastrian 
reform which demonised some Indoiranian gods cannot be supported by this 
word, since there is no Avestan Sauruua, but Sauru. 
 
 With regards to the Pahlavi literature, Sawr
694
 also immediately follows the 
demon Indar in the lists and is opposed to Šahrewar. Sawr is so closely related to 
Indar that the Pahlavi texts state that both are worshipped when someone commits 
the sin of being ungirdled (vid. Dk 9.9.1 and GrBd 27.10). 
 But Sawr plays another role in other Pahlavi texts. He is the leader of the 
demons and acts as an oppressive ruler, according to GrBd 27.8 (Pakzad 2005 318-
319), (Anklesaria 1956 27.7 in 234-237): 
+sawr
695
 dēw [kū sālār ī dēwān] kār ēn kū duš-pādixšāyīh ud stahm ud adādestānīh 
ud mustgarīh 
The function of the demon Sawr [that is, the leader of the demons] is this: evil rule, 
oppression, illegality and violence. 
 
 As Pirart (2007a 80) has observed, popular etymology (or rather Sasanian 
exegetes) reinterpreted the name of Sawr according to a wrong connection with 
Phl. sar “head”. Hence he was considered the “head” or leader (Phl. sālār <srdʾl> < 
*sar-dār) of the demons and therefore associated with the ruleship and the 
oppresion. 
 This interpretation of Sawr as an oppressor was followed in the New 
Persian Zoroastrian literature, as we see in SdB 2.22 (Dhabhar 1909 72), (Dhabhar 
1932 506-507): 
 لن کٌٌس ّ هصازرٍ زّطت زارز ػاىّ طاّل زیْ کار آًظت کَ پازػاُاى کَ ظ
اری ّ زسزی راٍ زاري ُز چَ تسیي هاًس طاّل زیْ راٍ ًوایس ّ زر زل هززهاى طز
 افگٌس ّ هززهاى گن راٍ کٌس تا کارُای ًاػایظت کٌٌس تا تساى طثة ُالک افتس          
And the function of the demon Sāval is this, that he likes the rulers who 
practise oppression and fining. He allows pickpocketing and robbery. 
                                                 
694
 Written either <swl>, <sʾwl> or <sʾlw'> in Pahlavi. Although it is commonly transcribed as 
Sawul, I prefer to read it as Sawr. Nevertheless, taking into account the Pahlavi forms with alef 
<sʾwl> or <sʾlw'> and their Pāzand writing sāwar (K20b in GrBd 34.27) and sārw (K20, M51 in 
GrBd 34.27), we must interpret these variants as Phl. sāwr and sā(w)rw respectively. In any case, 
these later forms were continued in the New Persian name of this demon, namely طاّل, which is 
usually read as Sāvul. 
695
 Pakzad (2005 318) reads sawul. 
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The demon Sāval gives way to all that is related with it and he infuses it 
in the heart of the people. And he makes that people take the wrong 






Av. n ŋhaiϑīm (10.9b) 
 In the Avestan lists of demons N ŋhaiϑiia is always placed after Sauru in the 
sequence Iṇdra - Sauru - N ŋhaiϑiia of V 10.9 and 19.43, the only Avestan passages 
where this demon appears. 
 His Vedic etymological cognate n satya-, epithet of the Áśvināu, appears 
usually in dual and only once in singular: in RV 4.3.6 (Böhtlingk & Roth 1855 
4.126), (Spiegel 1871-1878 2.129-130) (Jackson 1895 657-658), (Gray 1929 183), 
(Thieme 1978 44), Pirart (1995 401-403; 2001 106-107). In the Mahābhārata it is 
also found in the singular.  
 As far as the Avestan N ŋhaiϑiia is attested only in singular, there is a 
discordance between the Vedic general use in dual and its Avestan cognate in 
singular. In order to make both fit, Pirart (1995 21-22), on one hand, interprets that 
Av. n ŋhaiϑīm is a corruption from an old dual *n ŋhaiϑiiā > *n ŋhaiϑe > 
*n ŋhaiϑə/-i > n ŋhaiϑəm/-īm, and, on the other hand, he thinks that the 
following demons of the list, namely Tauruui and Zairicī, which according to him 
also appear in dual, refer to this dual xn ŋhaiϑe. So they would be the names of the 
two Indoiranian *n sat a-, only manifest in Avestan. However, in p. 403 he states 
that the singular n satyāya in RV 4.3.6 designates one of the two Áśvināu, while 
Rudra is the name of the other. 
 In my opinion, Pirart’s emendation is to be ruled out, because it finds no 
support from the manuscripts’ evidence. Indeed, all the manuscripts agree in the 
variants with –m in both V 10.9 and 19.43. Hence it is very unlikely that the same 
corruption occurred in two passages in different fragard. 
 Moreover, Pirart’s hypothesis is based on an expected equivalence between 
the number of formulas to be recited in V 10 and that of demons to be exorcised as 
a result, which however does not occur. According to Pirart, the formulas to be 
recited twice expel the Evil Spirit and Nasu, while the three demons Iṇdra, Sauru 
and N ŋhaiϑiia are exorcised by the formulas to be recited thrice. Since Tauruui 
and Zairicī follow these three demons and therefore would break the sequence, 
because they are also exorcised by the formulas to be recited thrice, Pirart 
interprets them as the names of the two Indoiranian *n sat a-. Thus, the demons to 
be exorcised by the formulas to be recited thrice would not be five, but probably 
three, and the correspondence between the number of formulas and that of demons 
would be exact. As far as the n satya- are usually two in Vedic, this 
correspondence would fit, if Tauruui and Zairicī would be these two n satya-. 
 This hypothesis is suggestive taking into account the structure of V 10 and 
its ritual background. However, it must be rejected because of three reasons. 
Firstly, it is not true that two demons were exorcised by the formulas to be recited 
                                                 
696
 That is, the noose of death. Regarding the image of the noose of death in Old Indian as well as 
Old and Middle Iranian texts, vid. Andrés-Toledo (2009c). Concerning this image in other 
literatures, see Scheftelowitz (1912) and Eliade (1947-1948). 
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twice. As a matter of fact, after these formulas, four evil entities are mentioned: the 
Evil Spirit (Av. aŋrəm. xmańiiūm), Nasu (Av. nasūm), the Direct Defilement (Av. 
hąm.raēϑβəm) and the Indirect Defilement (Av. paiti.raēϑβəm). As far as the first 
supposed correspondence does not fit, it cannot be justified why the second one 
should do it. 
 Secondly, I do not think that Tauruui and Zairicī were written in dual. As a 
matter of fact, if we compare this list of V 10 with that of V 11.9, we realise that 
there are other names of demons whose ending is also –i: būiδi and mūiδi (V 11.9). 
Nevertheless, there is no reason to suppose that these demons of V 11.9 were also 
in dual. Therefore, the interpretation of Tauruui and Zairicī as dual is not the only 
possible one. 
Thirdly, neither in the Avestan nor in the Pahlavi lists of demons Tauruui / 
Tawriz and Zairicī / Z riz are assimilated to N ŋhaiϑiia / Nanhais. On the 
contrary, while they are always considered different evil entities, Nanhais is an 
epithet of Tarōmad in GrBd 34.27. 
Finally, I must add that the parallel of Ved. n satya- as a singular in RV 
4.3.6, continued in the Mahābhārata, confirms that an unique Indoiranian *n sat a- 
could have existed. I do not believe that this was an Indoiranian god demonised by 
Zoroastrianism. I think rather that it was simply an epithet applied to divine 
beings, which probably acquired different meanings in the Indian and the Iranian 
groups. 
 
 As far as concrete features of this demon are concerned, in the Avestan texts 
no further information about him is given. However, in the Pahlavi literature he is 
considered the adversary of Spandarmad. As mentioned before, in GrBd 34.27 he is 
assimilated with Tarōmad, while he is associated with the sin of being ungirdled in 
GrBd 27.10, together with Indar and Sāwar. 
 Nevertheless, the demon Nanhais also shows some particular features. 
Actually, he causes dissatisfaction, according to GrBd 27.9 (Pakzad 2005 319), 
(Anklesaria 1956 27.8 in 234-237): 
nanhais dēw kār ēn kū ahunsandīh ō dāman dahēd 





 In the New Persian Zoroastrian literature more functions are ascribed to 
this demon, which confirm its assimilation with Tarōmad, as we observe in SdB 
2.26-28 (Dhabhar 1909 72-73), (Dhabhar 1932 507): 
م رطس ًاًیکِیت زیْ کار آى تاػس کَ هززهاى تتکثز تکٌس ّ چْى رًدی توزز
ز ّ زر ایشز اسّ زر زارز تا کزفِا ًکي تاًس ّ چیزػًْاًیکِیت اّرا ًگذارز ّ تیا
 ًاطپاص ػْز                                                                                         
 ّ چْى هززهاى اّرا پٌس زٌُس اّ تتز تاػس ّ ًصیحت ًپسیزز                               
کَ کٌس اس ّ تی طاعتی پازػاٍ هازر ّ پسر ّ سى زر ػُْز ّ تٌسٍ زر ذساًّس 
 ًاًیکِیت زیْ تاػس                                                                                  
                                                 
697
 As Pirart (2007a 80) notices, popular etymology (or Sasanian exegesis) has reinterpreted Phl. 
nanhais according to Phl. a-hunsandīh “dissatisfaction”. 
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26. The function of the demon Nānikhait is this, that he makes people 
arrogant and when any lamentation afflicts the mortal, Nānikhait does 
not leave him. And he makes him confused and deprives him of 
courage, so that he makes no meritorious deed and is ungrateful to God. 
27. And when people give him advice, he turns worse and does not 
accept the admonition. 
28. And the disobedience to the ruler, the mother and the father, of the 
woman to the husband, of the slave to the master, which he practises, is 































































|a| I fight Tauruui, I fight Zairicī, away from the house, away from the 
clan, away from the tribe, away from the country, away from the own 
body, away from the defiled man, away from the defiled woman, away 
from the master of the house, away from the headman of the clan, away 
                                                 
698
 L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, 
(G); P5, K2 ┤paiti.pərəne. ... stōiš├; B2, T46 paiti.pərəni; E4 paiti.pairane 
699
 Br1, L2, G42; L4, K1, D62, G34, T44, B1, P10, M3, (G) tauru; P2 turu (P2a above the line –a- 
before –r-); F10 taouruua; E10 . L1 tauruue; B2, T46 taoruua; R278 tauruua; P1 taorūa; E4 
taoruuae; L5 turuue; FK1 turuuai; Mf2, K9 tauruuī 
700
 L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); E4 paiti.pərəni 
701
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, L5, (G) zairica; F10 . E4, FK1 
zaraica; Br1, L2, G42 zarica; Mf2, K9 zāirica 
702
 D62, P10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2, T44 nəmānahe; G34, F10, 
E10 nmāne; B1 . R278, P1 namāna; L5, FK1 namāne 
703
 L4, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); D62 haca 
704
 L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2, 
K9, (G); E10 . L5 vīse 
705
 K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4 dhaca 
706
 L4, K1, D62, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L2, E4; P2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, G42, L5, FK1, (G) 
dai hu; G34, E10 . Mf2, K9 daŋhu 
707
 P2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9; L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, 
P10, M3, (G) ┤haca. ... stōiš├; Mf2 ┤haca├ 
708
 P2 ┤ ə.tanuuō. ... stōiš├; L1, B2, P1, L5 . Mf2, K9 hāuuaii se.tanuuō; R278, T46, G42, 
FK1 hāuuaii .se.tanuuō; Br1, L2 hauuaii .se.tanuuō; E4 hāuuaii sae.tanuuō 
709
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; E4 hacanā 
710
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4; L5 paiti.ərəštō; FK1 paiti.irista; Mf2, K9 paiti.ristō 
711
 B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9; L1 nāirənka; E4 nāiriki; L5 nāirike 
712
 Br1, L2, G42, FK1; L1 paiti.iristi; B2, R278, T46, P1, L5 paiti.iriste; E4 paiti.rište; Mf2, K9 
paiti.riste 
713
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; E4, L5 namānahe; FK1 namāne 
714
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; E4, L5, FK1 namānō.patōiš 
715
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2; E4 vīš.patōiš; L5 . K9 vīsptōiš 
716
 L1, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); B2, T46 zaṇtuš 
717
 L1, Br1, L2, G42; B2, P1 zaṇtōpatōiš; R278, L5 . Mf2, K9 zaṇtu.patōiš; T46 zaṇtōpatōiš; E4 
zaṇtō.patōiš; FK1 zaṇtu.paitōiš 
718
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 dai ; E4 ; Mf2, K9 daŋh uš 
719
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2 dai hupatōiš; G42, L5 dai hu.patōiš; E4 ; FK1 
dai hu.paitōiš; Mf2, K9 daŋhupatōiš 
720
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; E4 hca 
721
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9; FK1 vīspii  
722
 R278, L5; L1, B2, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 ašaonō; Mf2, K9 ōnō 
723
 L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; T46 ōnōstōiš 
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from the headman of the tribe, away from lord of the country, away 

























|a| bē purdēnam tawriz [dēw] bē purdēnam zāriz [dēw]  az mān az wis az zand az 
deh 
|a| I fight [the demon] Tawriz, I fight [the demon] Zāriz, away from the house, 




Av. +tauruui (10.10a) 
 The manuscripts disagree in the name of this demon, which is only attested 
in V 10.10 and 19.43. As far as V 10.10 is concerned, each group of manuscripts 
seems to have preserved a different reading: tauru (PV), tauruua (IndVS), tauruuī 
(IrVS). Indeed, while the oldest PV manuscripts attest tauru, the oldest IndVS 
agree in variants with –a (B2, T46 taoruua; R278 tauruua; with the exception of L1 
tauruue) and the IrVS in the variant with –ī (Mf2, K9 tauruuī). In order to choose 
one of them, the contrast with V 19.43 is required. 
 In V 19.43, absent in the PV manuscripts, the oldest IndVS agree in a variant 
with –i (B2 taouruui; L1, T46 tauruui) and the IrVS attest the same variant of V 
10.10, namely tauruuī. Since final vowels are usually lengthened in the IrVS, the 
variant tauruui is seemingly the original one in V 19.43. In V 10.10 this agrees with 
the variants tauruui of some IndVS manuscripts (Br1, L2, G42) and tauruuī of the 
IrVS ones, so that those variants with –a are to be interpreted as corruptions of a 
final –i. Since tauruui is seemingly the original variant in V 19.43 and it is also 
represented in V 10.10, I have chosen it in my edition. On the contrary, de Vaan 
(2003 261) prefers the variant +tauruuī of the IrVS manuscripts, but there is no 
etymological –ī in this Avestan word, if we trust the etymology proposed for Av. 
tauruui-. 
 Av. +tauruui was already connected with the Vedic root tūrv- by 
Darmesteter (1875 33-34). Afterwards it was more precisely related to Ved. t rvi- 
“conquerer” by Persson (1912 777), followed by Gray (1929 184), Nyberg (1938 
339 ff.), Christensen (1941 34) and Mayrhofer (1992-2001 1.662). This Vedic word 
                                                 
724
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 pltynm; E10 pwltynwm 
725
 L4, K1, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; D62, P2 twlyk; F10 tʾlyk; (Jmp) tlyc 
726
 K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34 W BRA; E10 PWN; B1, P10 BRA W 
727
 K1, P2, G34, F10, T44, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4 pwltynm; D62 W pwltynm; E10 pwltynwm; B1 
pwwltynm 
728
 L4, K1, G34, T44, B1, M3, (Jmp); D62, F10 zʾlyk; P2 zʾylyk; E10 zairci; P10 zʾylykyk 
729
 L4, G34, T44, E10, P10a above the line, (Jmp); K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3 ┤ŠDYA├ 
730
 P2; L4, G34, T44, E10 W; K1, D62, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ┤MN├ 
731
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 wʾs 
732
 P2; L4, G34, E10 W; K1, D62, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ┤MN├; F10 ┤MN znd├ 
733
 K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10; L4, G34, T44, M3, (Jmp) ┤MN├; E10 W 
734
 L4, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; K1 MTyy; D62 MTA; P2 MTA OD; (Jmp) MTA OD gywʾk 
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is a hápax legómenon only present in RV 9.42.3 (Pirart 2007a 44-45), where it 
designates one of the Áśvināu, according to Pirart (1995 22) (2007a 58-59, 149-150). 
 
In the Pahlavi literature the demons Tauruui and Zairicī are usually 
mentioned together and also belong to the list of the arch-demons
735
. According to 
Dk 9.9.1 [K43 147.10-11; M 792.20-21] (West 1892 182), they are worshipped 
when people walk with one boot: 
ud ān ī az ēzišn ī tawriz
736
 ud zāriz rāy ēw-mōg dwārišn 
And walking with one boot because of the worship of Tawriz and Zāriz. 
 
 This idea continued in the New Persian Rivāyat, as it is confirmed by MU 
1.95.15-18 = MU 2.468 (Unvala 1922), (Dhabhar 1932 101-102): 
کَ تارید ّ  تصگٌاٍ چٌساى ّ یکَ پای تزٌَُ رفتي آًزا ایوْک زّارػٌی گْیٌس اّرا
 سارخ زیْ را یشػي کززٍ ّیؼتَ تاػس                                                           
And walking bare-footed they call ē-mōk-dwārišnī (walking with one 
boot). Such a sin is as if Tārix and Zārix were worshipped. 
 
 
Av. xzairici (10.10a) 
 The name of this demon, attested in V 10.10 and 19.43, has usually been 
read as zairica. Actually, this is the variant common to the oldest PV and IndVS 
manuscripts in V 10.10, while the IrVS ones attest zāirica. In V 19.43, not preserved 
in the PV manuscripts, the oldest IndVS and the IrVS agree in the variant zairica 
(L1, B2, T46 . Mf2). Therefore, from the point of view of textual criticism, we 
should edit zairica. 
Darmesteter (1880-1887 2.175, n.9) interpreted Av. zairica as zairi-ca, where 
–ca would be an enclitic. But Spiegel (1871-1878 2.130, n.1), followed by Jackson 
(1895 657-658), noticed that the existence of the feminine Av. zairicī- demonstrates 
that this –ca is not an enclitic, but belongs to the name. However, he read it as 
Zairica and did not correct it as Zairicī. Furthermore, Jackson (1895 657-658), 
related Av. zairica with Ved. jarás- “old age”. 
 Spiegel’s interpretation was developped by Bartholomae (1904 1680), who 
interpreted Av. zairica as a Nom. Du. of Av. zairik- and compared it with Av. 
zairiiaṇc- (Masc.) and zairicī- (Fem.). However, he related them not to Ved. jarás- 
“old age”, but to Av. zairi- “yellowish” (cf. Ved. hári-) + the suffix -aṇc- (cf. Ved. 
śvityáñc- “whitish”). Gray (1929 184), Christensen (1941 34) and Pirart (2007a 47) 
followed this etymology and translated zairica as “celui qui est de coleur d’or” and 
“jaunâtre” respectively. Moreover, Christensen stated that this name referred to a 
liquor that gives immortality, an interpretation which depends on his view of some 
Zoroastrian rites in comparison with shamanism, but cannot be supported by the 
Avestan passages where this demon appears. 
 Pirart (1995 22, 412) follows partially Bartholomae’s interpretation of Av. 
zairica as a Nom. / Acc. Du., but adds that *zairiiaṇca would be expected. He 
                                                 
735
 vid. GrBd 27.13 (Pakzad 2005 319), (Anklesaria 1956 27.12 in 236-237): 
awēšān har šaš kamālīgān dēwān gōwēd abārīg hamkār ud hamayār ī awēšān hēnd 
All of them are considered the arch-demons. The rest are their collaborators and assistants. 
736
 Written <tʾwlyc'> in Madan (1911) and in K43 (Dresden 1966). 
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adopts the variant +zāirica of the IrVS manuscripts
737
 and proposes that this dual 
stems from *źhārīcá-, thematised and derived by  from - 
“yellowish”. According to him, +zāirica would be a dvandva compound together 
with tauruui. 
Unless we accept Pirart’s hypothesis regarding Av. n ŋhaiϑīm as a 
corruption of a dual xn ŋhaiϑe, a hypothesis that I rule out in my commentary to 
Av. n ŋhaiϑīm in V 10.9, there is no need to interpret tauruui and zairica as 
dvandva compounds in dual. 
In my opinion, the misunderstanding of this name is due to a corruption in 
the written transmission from the Nom. Sing. of Av. zairicī-, namely Av. zairici, to 
zairica, because of an anticipation of the ending –ca of the following word haca and 
because of the usual confusion between final –i and –a. If my interpretation is 
right, we must correct zairica by xzairici, the Nom. Sing. Fem. of Av. zairicī- 
“yellowish” (cf. Av. zairicī- “Zairicī, name of a righteous woman” in Yt 13.139 
(Bartholomae 1904 1681) and Ved. śvitīc - (Fem.) “whitish”). 
 
 Regarding the Pahlavi literature, popular etymology or Sasanian exegesis 
reinterpreted Av. zairicī- according to a supposed relation with Phl. zahr “poison” 
(Pirart 2007a 80). On one hand, its phonetic is very close to Phl. zahr “poison” and 
zahrag “bile, gall” (MacKenzie 1971 97). On the other hand, the PT of this demon 
as <zʾlyc> or <zʾlyk> could have been misunderstood by the scribes as <zhlyk> 
zahrīg, so that the confusion with Phl. zahr “poison” and even with Phl. zahrag
738
 
can also be explained graphically. 




 dēw pad xwarišnān zahrēnīdan <ud> margīh wihānēnīdan 
And (he appointed) the demon Zāriz to poison foods (and) to cause death. 
 




čīyōn gōwēd kū xtawriz
741
 ī tarwēnīdār ud +zāriz ī zahr-kardār 
As one says: “Tawriz the conquerer and Zāriz the poisoner”. 
 
                                                 
737
 Nevertheless, in a recent publication Pirart (2007a 47) prefers the reading with short vowel 
zairica. 
738
 cf. FīŌ 192 (Klingenschmitt 1968 69), where Phl. zahrag <zhlk> is the PT of Av. zārasca “gall”. 
739
 Jaafari-Dehaghi (1998 124) edits zariz, but the manuscripts attest <zʾylyc'>, which is an 
adaptation of Av. zairicī-. 
740
 Since Tawriz usually appears together with Zariz, the first one is also associated with the use of 
venom in the previous passage of GrBd 27.11 (Pakzad 2005 319), (Anklesaria 1956 27.10 in 236-
237): 
xtawriz dēw ān kē zahr ō urwarān dāmān gumēzēd 
The demon Tawriz is she who mingles poison into the vegetable creatures. 
Pakzad (2005 319) reads it as Tariz, but all the manuscripts attest <tplyc'>. In my opinion, this 
represents a deviation from the reading <twlyc> of the PV manuscripts in V 10.10, which I interpret 
as Tawriz. 
741
 Pakzad (2005 319) reads it as Tariz, but all the manuscripts attest <tplyc'> here as well. 
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 The same relation between Zāriz and poison was continued in the New 
Persian Zoroastrian literature, as we observe in SdB 2.32-33 (Dhabhar 1909 73), 
(Dhabhar 1932 507): 
کَ ًاذْػی تاػس ایؼاًزا ًاذْػی زراى  ٸّ تارید ّ سارید زیْ کار آًظت کَ چیشُا
                                                        چیشُا زٌُس                                    
ّ زر زّسخ رّاى زرًّساًزا ذْرػِای پلیس تکٌٌس ّ پلیس ّ گٌسٍ ایؼاًزا زٌُس ّ هْکل 
 ایؼاى تاػٌس تا آًگاٍ کَ آى ذْرػِا ذْرًس ّ عذاب رّاى ایؼاى ًوایٌس                  
32. And the function of Tārix and the demon Zārix is this, that they give 
unpleasantness to those things which have the unpleasantness in them. 
33. And in hell they make foul the food for the souls of the liars and 
they give them foulness and stench and they are their vigilants until 
they eat the food and they inflict torture to their souls. 
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|a| Maker of the material creatures, Righteous, which are these words 
which are to be said four times while (reciting) the Gāϑās? |b| And 
Ahura Mazdā said: “these are the words which are to be said four times 
while (reciting) the Gāϑās, |c| recite these words four times.” 
                                                 
742
 Mf2; L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . FK1, (G) ┤gaēϑanąm. 
astuuaitinąm. a āum├; K2┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm├; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1 . K9「 tā」
┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm├ āum; Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5「 tā」┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm. 
āum├ 
743
 Mf2 astuuaitanąm 
744
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . R278, L5, FK1, (G); G34 kauua (G34a 
above the line –ii- instead of –uu-); L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9 kiia 
745
 L4, K1, P5, G34, F10, T44, B1, M3 . Mf2, K9, (G); D62, P2, K2, P10 aēta; E10 . L1, B2, R278, 
T46, P1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 aete; Br1 aiete 
746
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10 . G42, E4, L5, FK1, (G); E10, M3 yō; L1, B2, 
R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2 . Mf2, K9 ẏōi 
747
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9, 
(G); G34 hənti; F10 həṇta; T44 haṇti; E4 həṇte; L5 hiṇti 
748
 K1, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, 
(G); L4 . L1, E4, L5 gāϑā.huua; D62 gāϑāhuua; FK1 gāϑāhuuō 
749
 L4, D62, B1, P10, M3 . L1, (G); P2, P5 ciϑrušā.mruuta; K2 caiϑrušāmrūta; G34 caϑru āmarūta; 
F10 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 caϑrušā.mrūta; T44 ciϑru.šāmrūta; E10 ciϑrušāmrūta; E4 
caiϑrušā.mrūta; L5, FK1 ciϑrušā.mrūta; Mf2 caϑrušāmrīta; K9 caϑršāmrīta 
750
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, B1, P10, M3 . B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1, (G); G34 . L5 
marao ; T44, E10 ┤mrao . ahurō. mazd ├; L1, T46, P1 . Mf2 mraō ; K9 「tā」┤mrao . ahurō├ 
751
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); K1 ┤mazd ├ 
752
 L4, K1, P2, P5, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, 
(G); D62 ime; K2, G34, T44 . K9 imē 
753
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . Mf2, (G); P5 aite; K2 itē; E10 aiti; L1, R278, T46, 
P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 aete; B2, L5 aeti; K9 aēti 
754
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L2, FK1, (G); P5 . L1, R278, T46, Br1, G42, 
E4 . Mf2, K9 ẏōi; E10 . L5 yō 
755
 K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10 (P10a above the line –n- instead of -ṇ-), M3 . L1, 
R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4 hənti; B2, P1 ẏōihəṇti; T44 hanti; L5 hiṇti 
756
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); E4, L5 gāϑā.huua 
757
 D62, P10 . L1, B2, T46, (G); L4 caϑru āmrūta; P2 ciϑrušāmrūta; P5, T44 ciϑru ā.mrūta; K2 
ciϑruo.šāmrūta; G34 caϑru āmarūta; F10 . R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42 caϑrušā.mrūta; E10 
ciϑrušāmruuti; B1, M3 caϑrušāmruta; E4 caϑruš.mrūta; L5 ciϑrušā.marūta; FK1 ciϑrušā.mrūta; Mf2 
ciϑrušāmrīta; K9 caϑrušāmrīta 
758
 L4c in the left margin, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, (G); L4 ┤ime. ... framruua├; G34, T44 . K9 imē; B2, T46 imi 
759
 K1, P2, P5, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1, (G); 
L4c in the left margin . Mf2, K9 āxtīirīm; D62 āx tūirīm; K2 āxtūirīm; G34 āxštūirīm 
760
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . K9; L4c in the left margin, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, 
F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . Mf2, (G) framruua; G34 framaruua; FK1 framrūa 
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 PWN gʾsʾn' cslwšʾmlwt
765
 |b| 













 bʾl prʾc YMRRWN
772
 
|a| dādār kadār awēšān gōwišn kē hēnd pad gāhān časrušāmrūd |b| u-š guft 
ohrmazd kū ēn awēšān gōwišn kē hēnd pad gāhān xčasrušāmrūd |c| ēn gōwišn čahār 
bār frāz gōw 
|a| Maker, which are these words which are to be said four times while (reciting) 
the Gāϑās? |b| And Ohrmazd said: “these are the words which are to be said four 




cf. N 18.1-2 (Kotwal & Kreyenbroek 1995 98-99), where an abridged version 
of V 10.11-12 is quoted together with ritual directions and prescriptions if a text to 
be recited is omitted. That these texts of Nērangestān are really quotations from V 
10 can be deduced by comparison between the Avestan text of N 18.1 and its PT: 
kaiia. caϑrušāmrūta. 
kadār awēšān gōwišn kē hēnd pad gāhān časrušāmrūd 
 
It is evident that the PT of N 18.1 is taken from V 10.11, because it 
reproduces all the words present in the Avestan text of V 10.11 instead of the two 





                                                 
761
 K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4 ; P2   
762
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 W gwbšn' 
763
 L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10, (Jmp); B1, M3 MN 
764
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, B1, P10, M3; F10 HWE-d; E10 hnd; (Jmp) HWE-nd 
765
 (Jmp); L4, T44, E10 ctlwšʾmlwt; D62 cslyšʾmwlwt'; P2, B1, P10, M3 cslyšʾmlwt'; G34 ctlwšmlwt; 
F10 cslyšmwlwt 
766
 L4, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; G34 ẔNM; (Jmp) ẔNE HWE-d 
767
 L4, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 gwbšnyy 
768
 K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4 HWE-nd 
769
 L4, T44, E10 ctlwšʾmlwt; K1 ctlyšʾm-; D62 ctlyšʾmwlwt; P2 csylyšʾmwlwt'; G34 ctlwšmlwt; F10 
ctlyšmwlwty; B1 ctlyšʾmlwt'; P10 cslwtlyšʾmlwt; M3 cslyšʾmlwt'; (Jmp) ctlwyšʾmlwt 
770
 L4c in the left margin, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, P10, M3, (Jmp); T44 gwb gwbšn'; B1 gwbšn'' 
771
 L4c in the left margin, K1, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); D62 W 4 
772
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 vasnā. haiϑii m.
791
 d . ahūm.
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 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . B2, T46, Br1, E4, L5, FK1, (G); L1, 
R278, P1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9 ẏaϑā 
774
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, L5, FK1, (G); Mf2, K9 ahī 
775
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (G); P2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1 vairiiō. 4; P5 vairiiō. 4 bʾl; K2 vairiiō. 「tā」4 bʾl; Mf2, K9 vairiiō. 4 gwptn' 
776
 vid. (Insler 1975 59): “Wise One, therefore tell me the best words and actions, namely, those 
allied with good thinking and truth, as the just claim for my praises. By our rule, Lord, Thou shalt 
truly heal this world in accord with our wish”; (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.101): “Harmonieux 
comme un (maître est harmonieusement) digne de choix par l’existence (rituelle), le modèle des 
actes de l’existence de la divine Pensée et leur emprise sont attribués au Maître Mazdā, dont (cette 
emprise) fera un pâtre pour les nécessiteux”; (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.115): “Just 
as (a judgement) is worthy of being chosen by the world, so the judgement, (which) in accordance 
with truth itself, (is to be passed) on the actions of good thought of the world, is assigned to the 
Wise One, and the power (is assigned) to (Him), the Ahura, whom (people) appoint as a shepherd 
to the poor”. 
777
 L4, D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 
. Mf2, K9, (G); P2  
778
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); T44   
779
 B2, T46 . Mf2, K9; L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (G) ┤vahištā. ... ahūm├; P2 . 
R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 ┤vahištā. ... ahūm├ 4; P5 ┤vahištā. ... ahūm├ 4 bʾl; K2 「tā
」┤vahištā. ... ahūm├ 4 bʾl; L1 ┤vahištā. ... vasnā├ 
780
 B2 iiaoϑnācā; T46 iiaōϑnācā; Mf2, K9 iiaōϑanācā 
781
 B2; T46 . Mf2, K9 vaōcā 
782
 B2, T46 tātū; Mf2, K9 tātī 
783
 B2, T46 vōhū; Mf2, K9 vōhī 
784
 B2, T46; Mf2, K9 manaŋh  
785
 Mf2, K9; B2, T46 ašāicā 
786
 B2, T46 . Mf2; K9 išudim 
787
 B2, T46; Mf2, K9 stītō 
788
 Mf2, K9; B2, T46 xšamākāi 
789
 B2, T46; Mf2 fəra. ahurā; K9 fəra. ahurā 
790
 Mf2, K9; B2, T46 fraš m 
791
 Mf2, K9; L1, B2, T46 haiϑīm 
792
 T46; L1 dāhūm; B2 ahūm. mazdāa . mōi. vahištā. 4; Mf2 d ahīm. mazdā. a . mōi. 4 gwptn'; K9 
dāahīm. mazdā. a . mōi. 4 bʾl 
793
 vid. (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.129): “Ô Mazdā, dis-moi les hymnes et les actes très bons! 
Rends donc plantureux, en raison de la divine Pensée et de l’Harmonie, l’apport de vigueur de 
l’éloge, (rends plantureux) en raison de l’emprise (rituelle) sur vous, ô Maître, l’(acte) cultuel et 
l’existence par le ... !”; (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.143): “O Wise One, tell me about 
the best (things), both eulogies and actions, (tell me about) them with good thought, and (tell me) 
with truth (about) the invigoration (consisting) of praise. Through Your power make real the 
existence (which is) brillant in (my) imagination, O Ahura”. 
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794
 L4, G34, E10 . L1, L2, E4 . Mf2, K9, (G); D62, P10 āairiiemā; P2 āairiie.mā; P5 āiriiēmā; K2 
āriiēmā; T44 . L5 āiriiō.mā; B1, M3 ā.airiiemā; B2, P1 āirii mā; R278 āairiiō ; T46 āi ; Br1 
āirii .mā 
795
 E10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, E4, L5; L4, K1, D62, P5, K2, G34, T44, B1, P10, M3 i iiō; P2 
a iiō; F10 āiriie.māi iiō; P1, (G) ; G42 āiriiō ; FK1 āiriiō.māišiiō; Mf2, K9「tā」┤išiiō. ... 
ahurō├ 
796
 T46, B2; L4, K1, D62, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤rafəδrāi. ... ├; P2 . R278, P1, Br1, 
L2, E4, L5, FK1 ┤rafəδrāi. ... ├ 4; P2 . G42 ┤rafəδrāi. ... ├ 4 bʾl; K2 「tā」
┤rafəδrāi. ... ├ 4 bʾl; L1 rafədrāi 
797
 T46; B2 jaṇtu 
798
 B2, T46 narə.biiascā 
799
 B2, T46 zaraϑuštrahe 
800
 B2; T46 ẏā 
801
 B2 ; T46  
802
 B2 a aiiā; T46 ašaiiā 
803
 B2, T46 yā.sā 
804
 T46; B2 y m 
805
 T46; B2 išii m 
806
 B2, T46 . Mf2, K9; L1 masa.tąm 
807
 L1, T46; B2  āirii mā. išiiō. rafəδrāi. 4; Mf2 mazd . 4 gwptn'; K9 mazd . 4 bʾl gwptn' 
808
 vid. (Wolff 1910 72): “Her komme der liebe Airyaman zur Unterstützung zu den Männern und 
Frauen des Zaraϑuštra, zur Unterstützung des gutes Sinns. Welches Ich den köstlichen Lohn 
verdient, (dem) erbitte ich den Preis der Gerechtigkeit, den begehrenswerten, welchen Ahura 
Mazdāh zuteilen wird.”; (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.195): “Que la tribu vigoureuse aille au 
secours! / Aux hommes et aux femmes de Zaraϑuštra / Pour le secours de la divine Pensée / La 
conscience qui gagne une récompense de choix / Je demande l’octroi de l’Harmonie / La (...) 
vigoureuse dont le Maître Mazdā s’est enivré” or “Que la tribu vigoureuse aille au secours! / Aux 
hommes et aux femmes de Zaraϑuštra / Pour le secours de la divine Pensée, je demande à la 
conscience, qui gagne une récompense de choix, l’octroi de l’Harmonie, (octroi) que le Maître 
Mazdā pense vigoureuse”; (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.195): “Let the tribe, provided 
with invigoration, come to the support of the men and women of Zaraϑuštra, to the support of 
good thought, a religious view which will deserve a desirable prize. I entreat for the invigorating 



































































                                                 
809
 D62, B1, P10, M3 . L1, (G); L4 caϑru āmrūma; P2 ciϑrušā.mruuta; P5 ciϑru āmrūta; K2 
ciϑrušāmrūta; G34 caϑru āmarūta; F10 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 caϑrušā.mrūta; 
T44 ciϑru ā.mrūta; E10 ciϑrušā.mrūti; L5 ciϑrušā.marūta; Mf2, K9 ciϑrušāmrīta 
810
 D62, P2, P5, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1, (G); L4, K2, 
G34, T44 imē; L1 eme; L5 imi; Mf2, K9 ima 
811
 L4 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9; K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, T44, E10, B1, 
P10 (P10a above the line –a- after –r-), M3, (G) framruua; G34 . L5 framaruua; FK1 framrūa 
812
 L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L1, R278, L2, G42, FK1; P5, E10 vārəϑraγna; K2 
varəϑraγna; B2, T46, P1 vārəϑraγni; Br1 vārəϑrəγniš; E4 vāraϑraγniš; L5 vārəϑriganiš; Mf2, K9, (G) 
vārəϑraγne 
813
 K1, D62, K2, T44, B1, P10, M3 . Mf2, K9; L4, P2, (G) ; P5 bišaziia; G34 bae ; F10, 
E10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 baešaziia; E4 baišeziia 
814
 Mf2, K9; L4, K2 əməm; K1 məməm; D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3, (G) əm; T44 
. L5 aesməm; E10 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4 aešməm; T46 aešəm; P1 ae əm; FK1 aesəməm 
815
 L1, L2, G42; L4, D62, G34, E10, B1, P10, M3 xruuīm.draoš; P2 xruuīdruxš; P5 xrūī.drum; K2 
xruuī.drum; F10 . B2, P1, E4 xruuīdrūm; T44 xruuīm.drūmaoš; R278 ┤xruuī.drūm├; T46 
xrūuīdrūm; Br1 xrūīdrūm; L5 xarūī.darūm; FK1 xrūī.drūm; Mf2, K9 xruuīdrīm; (G) xruuīm.drūm 
816
 K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, G42, L5, 
FK1 . Mf2, (G); E4 paiti.pairəne; K9 pai ərəne 
817
 Mf2, K9; L4, F10 aγ əm; K1, D62, P2, B1, P10, M3, (G) əm; P5, K2 aγatašim; G34 
aγ əm; T44 aγəm. əm; E10 aγi.tašəm; L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 aγatašəm; P1 
aγ məm; E4 aγaetašəm; L5 agatašəm 
818
 L4, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, (G); K1, D62, P2, B1, P10 (P10a above the line –u- before –m-), 
M3 daēm; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 daeum; Mf2, K9 daēuum 
819
 L4, K1, D62, G34, P10 . L1, B2, T46, P1, L2, G42 . K9, (G); P2, T44 nəmāne; P5, K2, E10 nmāne; 
F10 . L5, FK1 namāne; B1, M3 . R278, E4 namāna; Br1 namāna; Mf2 nmānahe 
820
 L4, K1, D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9, 
(G); P2 vīš; T44, E10 . L5, FK1 vīse; L2 vīsa. haca 
821
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); G34 dai hu 
822
 L4, K1, D62, K2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L2, E4; P2 hdai hō; P5 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, 
Br1, G42, L5, FK1, (G) dai hu; G34 zaṇtu; Mf2, K9 daŋhu 
823
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, 
T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (G) ┤haca. ... stōiš├; L2 ┤haca├ 
824
 P5 štanuuō; K2 hāuuī e.tanuuō; L1, T46, L5 h e.tanuuō; B2, P1 
hauu e.tanuuō; R278, G42, FK1 h .se.tanuuō; Br1 hauu .se.tanuuō; L2 
ha .se.tanuuō; E4 . Mf2, K9 ha e.tanuuō 
825
 P5, K2 . L1, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1; L5 paiti.irištō; Mf2, K9 paiti.ristō 
826
 K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2; P5 above the line nārəka; E4, L5 nāiriki; K9 
nāirka 
827
 G42, FK1; P5 above the line, K2 paiti.iristō; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, E4 paiti.iriste; L5 
paiti.iristi; Mf2, K9 paiti.riste 
828
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; P5, K2 nmāne; E4 namāna; L5, FK1 namāne 
829
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; P5 nmānō.paitōiš; K2 nmānō.ptōiš; E4, L5 
namānō.patōiš; FK1 namānō.paitōiš 
 238 
|a| “And after these words to be said four times, recite these words, 
victorious, healing:” |b| I fight the Wrath of the bloodstained stick, I 
fight the demon Akataša, away from the house, away from the clan, 
away from the tribe, away from the country, away from the own body, 
away from the defiled man, away from the defiled woman, away from 
the master of the house, away from the headman of the clan, away from 
the headman of the tribe, away from lord of the country, away from all 
the righteous existence. 
|a| ZK y
838







































|a| ān ī pas az časrušāmrūd gōwišn ēn gōwišn frāz gōw pērōzgar bēšāzēnīdār |b| bē 
purdēnam xēšm ī xruīdruš bē purdēnam agdaš dēw az mān az wis az zand az deh 
|a| “After the words to be said four times, recite these words, victorious, healing:” 
|b| I fight the Wrath of the bloodstained stick, I fight the demon Agdaš, away from 
the house, away from the clan, away from the tribe, away from the country. 
                                                                                                                                               
830
 P5 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9; K2 vīsptōiš; FK1 vīspaitōiš 
831
 P5, K2 . L1, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; B2 hca 
832
 L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2 . Mf2, K9; P5 . G42, L5 zaṇtu.patōiš; K2 zaṇtu.ptōiš; P1 zaṇtupatōiš; 
E4 zaṇtō.patōiš; FK1 zaṇtu.paitōiš 
833
 P5, K2 . E4; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 dai ; FK1 dai ; Mf2, K9 daŋh uš 
834
 P5 . E4 da hu.patōiš; K2 da hu.ptōiš; L1, G42, L5 dai hu.patōiš; B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2 
dai hupatōiš; FK1 dai hu.paitōiš; Mf2 daŋhupatōiš; K9 daŋhuptōiš 
835
 K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9; P5 . FK1  
836
 P5 . B2, L5; L1 . K9 ašaōnō; R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 ašaonō; T46, P1 . Mf2 nō 
837
 P5 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; K2 naostōiš 
838
 L4, G34, F10, B1, M3; D62, P2, T44, E10, P10, (Jmp) ┤y├ 
839
 L4; D62, B1, P10, (Jmp) ctlwyšʾmlwt; P2 ctlwšʾmlwt'; G34, F10, T44, E10 ctlwšʾmlwt; M3 
ctlyšʾmlwt 
840
 K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, (Jmp); L4 ẔNE gwbšn; M3 ┤gwbšn'├ 
841
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 ┤ẔNE gwbšn'├; B1  
842
 L4, K1, D62, P2, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 ┤gwbšn'├ 
843
 P2, E10, M3; L4 YMLLWN; D62, F10, T44, P10, (Jmp) YMRWN; G34 YMLLWNy; B1 W 
YMRRWN 
844
 L4, K1, P2, T44; D62, G34, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) pylwcgl; F10  
845
 L4, D62, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 byšʾznytʾl; G34 byšznytʾl; F10 byšʾzynyytʾl 
846
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 pwltynwm; B1 pwltynm 
847
 F10, P10; L4, K1, G34, B1, M3, (Jmp) hšm; D62, P2, T44, E10 hyšmy 
848
 L4, K1, G34, B1, P10, M3; D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, (Jmp) ┤y├ 
849
 (Jmp); L4, G34, T44, E10 hldlwš; K1, D62, F10, B1, P10, M3 hylwdlwš; P2 hlwdlwš 
850
 L4, G34, F10, T44, B1, M3, (Jmp); K1, D62, P10 pwltyn (D62a above the line -m); P2 ; 
E10 pwltynwm 
851
 L4, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 ʾkts 
852
 F10; L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, B1, P10, M3 ┤MN├; T44, E10, (Jmp) W 
853
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 wyš 
854
 D62, P2, F10, P10; L4, G34, T44, E10, (Jmp) W; K1, B1, M3 ┤MN├ 
855
 L4, D62, T44; P2, F10 W MN; G34 ┤MN├; E10, (Jmp) W; B1 MNW; P10 MNW; M3 W 
MNW 
856
 L4, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; F10 MTA-k; (Jmp) MTA OD gywʾk 
 239 
Av. +xruuī.drūm (10.13b) 
 I agree with de Vaan’s (2003 260) emendation +xruuī.drūm, because 
Geldner’s (1896) xruuīm.drūm is due to the influence of the ending –m on the 
second element of compound. 
 Regarding its formation, the first element xruuīº belongs to a Caland’s 
system. cf. Av. xrūra- “raw, bloody”, Ved. krūrá- “raw” (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 
1.414-415); Av. xrū- “raw flesh”. As a Caland’s system, we expect a final short 
vowel xruuiº. However, all the manuscripts agree in the reading with long vowel 
xruuīº. Accordingly, I have edited xruuīº. 
 The second element ºdru- of this compound can stem either from Av. 
dāuru- “wood” or from Av. drauu- “to run”, according to Hintze (1994 245). She 
(1994 247) agrees with Hoffmann (1976 419) and states that it is possible that an 
aniṭ verbal root Av. dru- existed together with another seṭ verbal root Av. drū- “to 
run”. From the latter Av. drū-, the root-noun Av. drū- “running” would derive. 
Accordingly, she interprets Av. xruuī.drū- and translates it as “der einen 
grausamen Lauf hat”. 
 On the contrary, de Vaan (2003 260) observes that the analysis of this 
second element of compound as a root noun dru(H)- “to run” is contradicted by 
the inflexion of ºdru-. Actually, while the root noun Av. hū- “pig” attests a Gen. 
Sing. huuō in the PT of V 7.52Q (Cantera under preparation A 7.52), Av. ºdru- 
attests a Gen. Sing. ºdraoš, that is, it is not inflected as a root noun. 
 Therefore, I agree with de Vaan’s (2003 260) interpretation as “having a 




Av. +akatašəm (10.13b) 
 There are two main problems in this compound. On one hand, its first 
member puts a textual problem. The reading aγaº is attested in the PV of the group 
of L4 and in the IndVS manuscripts, while the variant akaº is found in those PV 
manuscripts of the group of K1 and in the IrVS manuscripts. They can be traced 
back to IIr. *agha-º “evil” or *akaº “evil” respectively, meaning the same. Since 
both can be supported by the manuscripts’ evidence, my choice is not the only 
possible one. Moreover, in the only parallel of this passage, namely V 19.43, only 
the IrVS attest akaº, while all the rest agree in the reading aγaº. However, although 
aγaº is attested in the oldest manuscript, the PV L4, I agree with Geldner (1896), 
Kellens (1974 177-178) and Pirart (1995 413-414) in preferring akaº. 
On the other hand, it cannot be stated whether the second member of this 
compound, namely ºtašəm, belongs to an athematic stem ºtaš- or to a thematic one 
ºtaša-. The only passages where this compound is found, namely V 10.13 and V 
19.43, attest the Acc. Sing. akatašəm, which can be interpreted either as an 
athematic or a thematic substantive. The only parallel of ºtaš(a)- as a second 
element of compound is Av. vīspataš(a)- in Yt 1.14, but its variants in the 
manuscripts do not help to solve the problem, as Kellens (1974 178-179) observed. 
However, Pirart (2007b 97) prefers to interpret it as Av. +vīspa.taša- and doubts if 
taš- produced a root-noun. In any case, it seems clear that this second element of 
compound stems from IIr. *taćš- “to fell, to cut” (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 1.612). 
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According to this etymology and for the use of this verb applied to the 
composition of hymns, Pirart (1995 413) translates it by “qui façonne de funestes 
(hymnes)” and “fabricant de mauvaises (paroles rituelles)” in (2007b 97, n.422). 
Although this interpretation is possible, I agree with Kellens’ translation as “qui 
crée le mal” and I translate Av. akatašəm by “who creates evil (things)”. 
 
 Concerning the main features of this demon, in the list of Dk 5.7.4 he is 
only mentioned without any further explanation, but in other Pahlavi texts he is 
associated with repudiation (Phl. nakkīrā) of that which is righteous, as we observe 
in Dk 9.9.1 [K43 147.12; M 792.21-22] (West 1892 182): 
ud ān <ī> az ēzišn ī xagdaš
857
 rāy duš nakkīrā-gar 
And repudiating harmfully because of the worship of Agdaš. 
 
This is also the case in GrBd 27.25-26 (Pakzad 2005 322-323), (Anklesaria 
1956 27.24-25 in 238-239): 
25. +agdaš
858
 dēw druz ī nakkīrāyīh kē dāmān az tis ī frārōn nakkīrā kunēd 
The demon Agdaš is the Lie of repudiation, which makes the creatures repudiate 
righteous things. 
26. čīyōn gōwēd kū kē tis ō ān dahēd kē mardōm az tis ī frārōn nakkīrā dārēd ēg-iš 
+agdaš dēw šnāyēnīd bawēd kē tis ō ān tan dahēd kē dād ēn kū dastwar nē abāyēd 
dāštan ēg-iš xēšm dēw šnāyēnīd bawēd kē tis ō ān tan dahēd kē dād ēn kē gōwēd 
kū mārγan nē abāyēd dāštan ēg-iš ahreman abāg hāmist dēwān šnāyēnīd bawēd 
As one says: “Whoever gives something to that mortal who repudiates righteous 
things, then he has praised the demon Agdaš; whoever gives something to that 
person whose law is such that one must not have any religious authority, then he 
has praised the demon Wrath; whoever gives something to that person whose law 
is such that he says that one must not have any killer of snakes, then he has praised 
Ahreman together with all the demons.”  
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 Written <ʾktʾš> in Madan (1911) and K43 (Dresden 1966). 
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 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); E4 paiti.pairine; FK1 ┤paiti.pərəne. ... stōiš├ 
860
 L4, K1, P5, K2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, (G) varəniia; D62 
varəneiia; P2 vāranaiia; T44 varəniiaš; B2, T46, P1 varənaiia; L5 vərəniie; Mf2 varaniia; K9 
varaniia 
861
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . Mf2, K9, (G); E10 . R278, T46, Br1, L2, 
G42, E4, L5 daeuuō; L1, B2, P1 daiuuō 
862
 L4, D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10 above the line, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, 
G42, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); K1 ┤paiti.pərəne. vātō. daēuuō├; P2 paita.pərəne; L2 paiti.pərənōe; E4 
paite.pərəne 
863
 D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, E10, B1, P10 above the line (P10a above the word –um), M3 . L1, B2, 
R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5; L4, G34 vātum; T44 vātu; Mf2, K9, (G) vātīm 
864
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10 above the line, M3  . Mf2, K9, (G); E10 . R278, T46, 
Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 daeuuō; L1, B2, P1 daiuuō 
865
 L4, K1, G34, M3 . L1, B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9, (G); D62, P5, K2, F10, T44, E10, P10 
nmāne; P2 nəmāne; B1 . R278, P1 namāna; L5 namāne 
866
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, 
K9, (G); T44, E10 . L5 vīse 
867
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, L5 . K9, (G); Mf2 haca. zaṇtu. haca 
868
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, G42, E4, L5 
. Mf2, K9, (G); P5 zaṇtō; L2 zantu 
869
 L4, D62, K2, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . E4; P2, P5 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, (G) 
dai hu; G34, E10 . Mf2, K9 daŋhu; T46 dae hu 
870
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9; L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, 
P10, M3, (G) ┤haca. ... stōiš├ 
871
 P5, K2 hāuu e.tanuuō; L1, R278, T46, G42 h .se.tanuuō; B2, Br1, L2 hauuaii .se.tanuuō; 
P1 . K9 hauuaii se.tanuuō; E4 hauuaii .se.tanauuō; L5 h e.tanuuō; Mf2 hauuaāii se.tanuuō 
872
 P5, K2 . L1, R278, P1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2, K9; B2, E4 hacanā; T46 nāi 
873
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4; L5 paiti.irištō; Mf2, K9 paiti.ristō 
874
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; E4, L5 nāirike 
875
 Br1, G42; P5 paiti.iristō; K2 paiti.iristaō; L1, R278, L2 paiti.iriste; B2, T46, P1 paiti.iristahe; E4 
paiti.ərəsta; L5 paiti.ərəšti; Mf2 paiti.risti; K9 paiti.riste 
876
 L1, B2, T46, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; P5, K2 nmāne; R278, P1, E4 namānahe; Br1 namāne; L5 
namāne 
877
 L1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; P5 nəmānō.patōiš; K2 nmānō.ptōiš; B2, T46, P1 nmānō.paitōiš; R278, 
E4, L5 namānō.patōiš 
878
 K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9; P5 vīsa 
879

















|a| I fight the Varəńiia demons, I fight the demon Vāta, away from the 
house, away from the clan, away from the tribe, away from the country, 
away from the own body, away from the defiled man, away from the 
defiled woman, away from the master of the house, away from the 
headman of the clan, away from the headman of the tribe, away from 
lord of the country, away from all the righteous existence. 




















|a| bē purdēnam waranīg dēw bē purdēnam wādīg dēw [wādīgar]  az mān xaz wis 
az zand az deh 
|a| I fight the demon of Lust, I fight the demon of the Wind [who causes Wind (to 





Av. xvarəńiia (10.14a) 
 There are two problems regarding this substantive. Firstly, the Nom. Pl. 
xvarəńiia disagrees with the Nom. Sing. daēuuō. Secondly, its meaning and 
etymology are unclear. 
 As far as the first problem is concerned, Av. xvarəńiia appears as a plural in 
the parallels of Y 27.1, Yt 5.22, 10.97 and 13.137, where it designates a class of evil 
beings. Hence we expect, on one hand, the Acc. Pl. xvarəńiią instead of the Nom. 
Pl. and, on the other hand, the Acc. Pl. daēuuą (Pirart 1992 106) instead of the 
Nom. Sing. daēuuō. 
 
 Concerning the etymology and meaning of Av. xvarəńiia-, Spiegel (1852-
1863 1.177) translated it as “Daeva des Regens”, surely because of a confusion 
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 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2; P5 za ṇh
tēuš; K2 dzaṇ  
881
 R278, Br1, L2 . Mf2; P5 . L1, G42, L5 zaṇtu.patōiš; K2 zaṇtu.ptōiš; B2, P1 zaṇtōpatōiš; T46, E4 
zaṇtō.patōiš; K9 zaṇtpatōiš 
882
 K2 . E4; P5 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 dai ; Mf2, K9 daŋh uš 
883
 E4; P5 dai hō.patōiš; K2 da hu.ptōiš; L1, G42, L5 dai hu.patōiš; B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2 
dai hupatōiš; Mf2 daŋhupatōiš; K9 daŋhuptōiš 
884
 K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9; P5  
885
 P5, K2 . L1, T46, L5; B2, P1 ašaōnō; R278 . ; Br1, L2, G42, E4 ašaonō 
886
 P5 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2; K2 stōiš; K9 stōiš 
887
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 wlnnyk 
888
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, (Jmp); M3  
889
 L4, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 wʾtyk; T44, E10 wʾtyc 
890
 K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34 y wʾtykl; T44, E10 wʾtygl 
891
 L4, D62, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 ┤MN├; K1, E10, (Jmp) W; P2 MNW 
892
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 wyš 
893
 P2; L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 ┤MN├; E10, (Jmp) W 
894
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3; P2, E10, (Jmp) W 
895
 D62, P2, G34, E10, P10, M3; L4, B1 MT-yy; F10 MTA-k; T44 MTA y; (Jmp) MTA OD gywʾk 
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between the PT waranīg and Phl. wārānīg “rainy”. cf. Av. vār- “rain” 
(Bartholomae 1904 1410). 
 Westergaard (1853 83) said that this word stem from Av. varəna-, attested 
in V 1.17
896
 and Yt 5.33, which he interpreted as the extreme western limits of the 
sky where the boundary between heaven and earth is found and the sun conceals 
itself. That is why Av. xvarəńiia- would refer to evil beings, according to 
Westergaard. I must add that his interpretation was based on the wrong 
etymological connection between Av. varəna-, Ved. váruṇa- and Gr. oúranos. 
 De Harlez (1881 cxxx) denied Westergaard’s interpretation and agreed with 
the native interpretation of Av. xvarəńiia, according to which it stems from Av. 
var- “to choose, to desire” (Bartholomae 1904 1360-1361). Nevertheless, he 
translated it as “déva de l’égarement” in V 10.14 (1.122), but also admitted the 
translation “déva de la luxure” and even Spiegel’s (1852-1863 1.177) “déva de la 
pluie”. 
 Bartholomae (1904 1373) continued the idea that Av. xvarəńiia- stems from 
Av. varəna- of V 1.17 and Yt 5.33, but interpreted it as a toponim. Thus, Av. 
xvarəńiia would be the name of the Varəńiia demons, that is, the demons from 
Varəna. 
 
 As we observe,  Av. xvarəńiia can be explained at least by means of two 
possible etymologies: the root Av. var- “to choose, to desire” and the toponim Av. 
varəna-. Although I cannot discard these interpretations, I must point to a further 
possibility: its connection with Ved. varaṇá- “Crataeva roxburghii, name of a 
magic tree”, whose etymology is not clear (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 2.513-514). 
 On one hand, we have seen that in Av. xvarəńiia is mentioned together with 
the demon +vātō “(evil) Wind”. It is noteworthy that the Vedic word possibly 
connected with Av. xvarəńiia also appears together with Ved. - “wind” in an 
interesting parallel in the Atharvaveda: AVŚ 10.3.13 = AVP 16.64.3 (Whitney & 
Lanman 1905 574), (Petr & Vavroušek 1996): 
 yáthā v ṣ  
 ṅ ṇás tvābhí rakṣatu 
 As the Wind breaks the trees, lords of wood, with force, 
 so break my rivals, those born before and after; let the varaṇá- protect you.   
 
 The main difference between both texts is that Av. xvarəńiia is not a singular 
and designates a collective of evil beings.  
 On the other hand, Av. xvarəńiia is accompanied by IIr. *da a-. 
Surprisingly, the same word is placed after Ved. varaṇá-, for instance, in AVŚ 
10.3.11 = AVP 16.64.1-2 (Whitney & Lanman 1905 573), (Petr & Vavroušek 1996): 
 ayáṁ me varaṇá úrasi r ḥ 
  
 This varaṇá- in my breast, the divine lord of wood, oh King, 
 let it drive away my enemies, like Indra the Dásyus, the Ásuras. 
 
  
                                                 
896
 Regarding the possible location of this land, vid. (Cantera under preparation A 1.17). 
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 Although Ved. devó is referred properly to vánaspátiḥ, it is clear that devó 
vánaspátiḥ (Nom. Sing.) “divine lord of woods” is used as an epithet of Ved. 
varaṇá (Nom. Sing. in saṁdhi). Therefore, AVŚ 10.3 offers a good parallel to V 
10.14 and can point to an Indoiranian connection. Actually, in both texts OInd. 
* - / OIr. * - + IIr. -, on one hand, and OInd. * - / 
OIr. * - + IIr. *da a-, on the other hand, are mentioned together. Because 
of this, we can suppose that Av. xvarəńiia are the demons related to the *varana- 
(tree), whose magic properties were invoked in the Atharvaveda. The association of 
this tree with magic could have meant that it gave its name to a type of demons in 
Zoroastrianism. 
 This old connection between Wind and *varana- was continued in the 
Pahlavi literature: in Dd 36.31 (Jaafari-Dehaghi 1998 122-123), (Pirart 2007a 121-
123), where a completely different list of demons is found, Way and Waran are also 
mentioned together. 
 
 In the PT of Av. xvarəńiia in V 10.14a, Phl. waranīg, we see the plurality of 
Varəńiia demons merged into one single demon called Waran, the personification 
of Lust, and this remains so in the Pahlavi literature. Its importance was already 
manifested in the Dēnkard, where it was considered the adversary of Spandarmad, 
as we see in Dk 8.9.3 [M 685.12-15] (West 1892 21): 
ud ān ī wahman ud spandarmad ud srōš ud ahrišwang <ud> was yazdān ud ān ī 
akōman ud waran ud xešm <ud> anahl ud was dēwān 
And that of Wahman, Spandarmad, Srōš, Ahrišwang and many (other) divinities 




 Apart from Dk 9.32.3, where Waran is called the destroyer (waran-iz ī 
abesīhēnīdār “the destroyer Lust”), in Great Bundahišn we find specific features of 
this demon, as we observe in GrBd 1.47 (Pakzad 2005 20), (Anklesaria 1956 1.48 in 
14-15): 
u-š az stī ī xwad-dōšagīh waran ī wad ī nēst-kirb frāz kirrēnīd čīyōn waran abāyist 
And from the essence of selfishness
898
 he miscreated the evil Lust without body
899
, 
since Lust was necessary. 
                                                 
897
 In other Pahlavi texts Lust is mentioned together with Greed (Phl. āz) and Wrath (Phl. x šm), 
like in AW (JamaspAsana 1913 89), (Asmussen 1974 238), Dk 3.33 (de Menasce 1973 49), Dk 6.23 
(Shaked 1979 10-11), Dk 6.E8 (Shaked 1979 188-189), VīD 12 (Molé 1967 128-129), (Asmussen 
1974 238), WZ 30.41 (Shaked 1980 26, n.11), (Gignoux & Tafazzoli 1993 106-107), WZ 34.36 
(Gignoux & Tafazzoli 1993 122-123) or PRDd 62.10 (Williams 1990 1.222-223, 2.107). 
898
 cf. Dd 36.42 (Jaafari-Dehaghi 1998 126-127), where Waran is accompanied by the epithet xwad-
dōšag “selfish”. Also in Dk 6.1b (Shaked 1979 2-3), partially quoted in Dd 94.2 (West 1882 270), 
Lust is assimilated to Selfishness (Phl. xwad-dōšagīh), while Wisdom (Phl. xrad) is equated to 
Religion (Phl. dēn). Regarding this latter passage, as Shaked (1979 229) notices, the ambiguity of the 
Pahlavi script makes that Phl. xrad “wisdom” could be read as Phl. ard “Ard” (=Ahrišwang). 
Nevertheless, Shaked prefers to edit Phl. xrad and I agree with his interpretation. Concerning Phl. 
xwad-dōšagīh as “Eigenwilligkeit”, referred to the opposition against the authority of the religion, 
and the association of Waran with xwad-dōšagīh, vid. (Cantera 2003 22 ff.). 
899
 The fact that Lust has no body (Phl. nēst-kirb), or simply its mention together with Av. vāta- 
“Wind” in V 10.14, could explain why Lust appears together with Way, the personification of the 
evil wind, in the list of Dd 36.31 (Jaafari-Dehaghi 1998 122-123). 
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 The association of Lust with selfishness gives as a result its connection with 
sexual practices condemned by Zoroastrianism, as it is corroborated by GrBd 27.29 
(Pakzad 2005 323), (Anklesaria 1956 27.30 in 238-239): 
waran dēw ān kē abārōn marzišnīh kunēd čīyōn gōwēd waran ī a-rāh 






Av. +vātō (10.14a) 
 There is a textual problem in the choice of this reading. On one side, the 
oldest PV manuscript, namely L4, attests vātum, which in its turn seems to be on 
the basis of the variant vātīm in the IrVS manuscripts. On the other side, the group 
of K1 and the IndVS manuscripts agree in the variant vātō. 
Pirart (1995 414) notices that these two variants are problematic, but he does 
not find a solution. He believes that the reading vātīm implies to correct it as 
xvāitīm. This emendation is followed by de Vaan (2003 548) “without hesitation”. 
However, no epenthetic vowel is attested in the manuscripts. Conversely, as he 
also notices, if we choose vātum, an infection of –ā- + -Cu- > -ō- + -Cu- would be 
expected.  
Since the variant in L4 and that of the IrVS add phonetic problems to our 
choice, I would prefer that of K1 and the IndVS manuscripts, namely vātō, 
according to which the name of the demon mentioned here is not Vātiia 
(Bartholomae 1904 1410), (Gray 1929 216), (Christensen 1941 33, 35), but Vāta. 
 Regarding the function of this demon, apart from this text, it appears only 
in two passages of the Anthology of Zādspram, namely WZ 8.1-2 (Molé 1963 288), 
(Gignoux & Tafazzoli 1993 62-63): 
1. ka-š nazd būd ō zāyišn ahreman tab dēw ud dard dēw ud +wād dēw har ēk abāg 
sad ud panǰāh dēw bē ō ōzadan ī zardušt frēstād hēnd 
When it became near to his birth, Ahreman sent the demon Fever, the demon Pain 
and the demon Wād, each one with one hundred and fifty demons in order to kill 
Zardušt. 
2. u-š +mēnōgīhā frāz ō mādar šud hēnd ud az tab ud dard ud wād awištābīhist 
And spiritually they came inside his mother and she was afflicted by Fever, Pain 
and Wād. 
 
In this passage the function of the demon Wād is to contribute to provoke 
abortion. This idea seems to be confirmed by WZ 31.2 (Gignoux & Tafazzoli 1993 
112-113), where it is said that Wād fights against the foetus before the birth: 
sē rōz pas az marg ka ruwān andar bīm handāzag sē rōz ī pēš zāyišn ka wād andar 
tan kōxšīdār 
Three days after death, when the soul is frightened, it is like the three days before 
birth, when Wād is fighting inside the body. 
                                                 
900
 vid. Dd 36.63 (Jaafari-Dehaghi 1998 134-135), where the same syntagm Phl. waran ī a-rāh is 
found and Dk 5.7 (Pirart 2007a 133-134), where we find the equivalent Phl. abē-rāh waran. In Dk 
6.274 (Shaked 1979 106-109) lust and bodily desire (Phl. waran ud tan-kāmagīh) are mentioned 
together, while in Dk 6.C39 (Shaked 1979 158-159) the adjective Phl. waranīg “lusty, greedy” is 











































|a| “These are the words which are to be said twice while (reciting) the 
Gāϑās, these are the words which are to be said thrice while (reciting) 
the Gāϑās, these are the words which are to be said four times while 
(reciting) the Gāϑās.” 
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 D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); L4, G34, T44 imē 
902
 L4c above the line, D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4 ┤aēte├; P2 
aēta; E10 aeti; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 aete 
903
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . Br1, FK1, (G); P5 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, 
G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9 ẏōi; E10 yō 
904
 L4, K1, D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, 
K9, (G); P2 . E4 həṇta; T44 haṇta; B2 hənti; L5 hiṇti 
905
 L4, D62, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . K9, 
(G); P2, P5, B1 . L5 . Mf2 gāϑā.huua 
906
 K1, D62, P5, B1, P10, M3 . L1, (G); L4 bi āmrūta; P2 bišā.mruuta; K2, F10 . B2, T46, P1, Br1, 
L2, G42, FK1 bišā.mrūta; G34 bi ā.marūta; T44 bi ā.mrūta; E10 bišāmrūti; R278 baešā.mrūta; E4 
baišā.marūta; L5 bišā.marūta; Mf2, K9 bišāmrīta 
907
 K1, D62, K2, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4, 
G34, T44 imē; P2 ┤ime. aēte. vaca├; P2a above the line aēme; E4 imae; FK1 aime 
908
 B1, M3 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4 aētē; K1, F10, E10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 
aete; D62 aēiti; P2a above the line aēt; P5 imeite; K2 itē; G34 vaca; T44 aēti; P10 ite 
909
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); G34 aēte 
910
 L4, D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L5, FK1, (G); E10 yō; L1, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, 
G42, E4 . Mf2, K9 ẏōi 
911
 L4, D62, P5, K2, G34, E10, B1, P10, M3 . R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2 
yōihəṇti; F10 . E4 həṇta; T44 . L1 haṇti; B2 ẏōihəṇti; T46, L5 hiṇti 
912
 L4, K1, D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, P10, M3 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . K9, (G); 
P2, B1 . L1, E4 . Mf2 gāϑā.huua; E10 gāhuua 
913
 K2, P10, M3 . L1, (G); L4, D62 ϑri āmrūta; P2 ϑrišā.mruuta; P5, F10, B1 . B2, R278, T46, P1, 
Br1, L2, G42, FK1 ϑrišā.mrūta; G34 ϑri āmarūta; T44 ϑri ā.mrūti; E10 ϑrišāmrūi; E4 ϑrišā.marūta; 
L5 ϑrišā.marūta; Mf2, K9 ϑrišāmrīta 
914
 K1, D62, P2, P5, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, 
(G); L4, K2, G34, T44 imē; FK1 aime 
915
 L4, K1, P2, G34, B1, M3 . Mf2, (G); D62, K2, P10 (P10a above the line –ē- before –t-) iti; P5 aetē; 
F10, E10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 aete; T44 aēta; K9 aēti 
916
 K1, P2, P5, K2, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L5, FK1, (G); L4, E10 yō; D62, G34 ┤yōi. həṇti├; L1, 
B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9 ẏōi 
917
 D62, P2, P5, K2, E10, B1, P10, M3, L4a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); F10 
həṇta; T44 haṇti; E4 yōihəṇta; L5 hiṇti; FK1 hənti 
918
 D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10a above the line, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2, B1 . L5, FK1 gāϑā.huua; P10 ┤gāϑāhuua├; L4a gāϑāhuuō 
919
 D62, B1, M3 . L1, (G); L4 caϑru āmrūta; P2 ciϑrušā.mruuta; P5, T44 ciϑru ā.mrūta; K2 
ciϑrušā.mrūta; G34 caϑru ā.marūta; F10 ciϑraošā.mrūta; E10 ciϑrušāmrūti; P10 caϑrušāmruuta; B2, 






































|a| ēn awēšān gōwišn kē hēnd pad gāhān bišāmrūd ēn awēšān gōwišn kē hēnd pad 
gāhān srišāmrūd ēn awēšān gōwišn kē hēnd pad gāhān xčasrušāmrūd 
|a| “These are the words which are to be said twice while (reciting) the Gāϑās, these 
are the words which are to be said thrice while (reciting) the Gāϑās, these are the 
words which are to be said four times while (reciting) the Gāϑās.” 
 
 
                                                 
920
 (Jmp); L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤OLE-šʾn'├ 
921
 D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, P10, M3, L4a, (Jmp); E10 prʾc YMRRWN MNW; B1 W MNW 
922
 D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, L4a; (Jmp) HWE-nd 
923
 D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34, L4a ┤PWN├ 
924
 D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4a gʾsʾ 
925
 D62, P2, T44, E10, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34, F10, B1, L4a byšmlwt 
926
 L4 (repeated by L4a), K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; (Jmp) HWE-nd 
927
 K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34, L4a ┤PWN├ 
928
 D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4a gʾsʾ 
929
 D62, T44, E10, B1, P10, (Jmp); P2 W slyšʾmlwt'; G34 slyšmlwt; F10 slyšmwlwt; M3 slyšʾmlwt; 
L4a ϑriš-mlwt 
930
 D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4a ┤ẔNE OLE-šʾn'├ 
931
 (Jmp); K1, D62, P2, F10, P10 ┤OLE-šʾn' gwbšn'├; G34, T44, E10, B1, M3 ┤OLE-šʾn'├ 
932
 L4, G34, F10a above the line, E10, P10a above the line, M3, (Jmp); T44 gw gwbšn'; B1  
933
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3; P2 OLE-šʾn HWE-d; E10 hnd; (Jmp) HWE-nd 
934
 L4, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2  
935
 L4 (L4a -mlwt), D62, P2, E10, B1, P10, M3 ctlwšʾmlwt; G34 ctlwšmlwt; F10 ctlyšʾmwlwt; T44 



































































                                                 
936
 K1, D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 
. Mf2, K9, (G); K2, T44 imē; L4a MNW MN 
937
 P5, G34, F10, B1, M3 . Mf2, K9, (G); D62, P2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 
aete; K2 itē; T44 aēta; E10 aeti; P10 iti (P10a above the line –e- before –t- and –e instead –i); L4a 
OLE-šʾn' 
938
 D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4a  
939
 L4, K1, D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L1, L5, (G); P2 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, 
G42, E4 . Mf2, K9 ẏōi 
940
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9, 
(G); F10 həṇta; T44 haṇti; E10 yōhəṇti; L5 hiṇti; FK1 yōihəṇta 
941
 L4 (L4a -he), K1, D62, P5, K2, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); P2, E10 aŋrō; G34 aŋharahe; F10 aŋhra; T46 aŋhrahe 
942
 K1, K2, B1, P10 ma ; D62, P5, F10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . K9, 
(G) ; P2 mainiiūm; G34 maniiōiš; T44 mainiiuš; E10 mainiiūš; L4a miniiuun m; L5 
aŋhara ; Mf2 maińii uš 
943
 K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 
. Mf2, K9, (G); E10 sanaϑəm; L5 sanaϑim 
944
 K1, D62, P2, P5, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . K9, (G); L4 
(L4a ai-) aimē; K2, G34, T44 imē; R278 ima; FK1 aeme; Mf2 ime. ime 
945
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3 . Mf2, K9, (G); P5 aiti; K2 aētē; T44 aēta; E10 aeti; L1, 
B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 aete 
946
 K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L5, FK1, (G); E10, L4a yō; L1, B2, R278, T46, 
P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9 ẏōi 
947
 K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, E10, B1, P10, M3, L4a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 
. Mf2, K9, (G); F10 həṇtai; T44 haṇti; L5 ϑhiṇti 
948
 P5, M3 . Mf2, K9; K1, D62, P2, B1, P10, (G) ; K2 aēšməm; G34, T44 amahe; F10 
əmahe; E10 aešməm; L4a ašmhe; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 aešmahe; L5, FK1 
aesmahe 
949
 G42; L4, D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (G) xruuīm.draoš; P2 xrūīm.druš; E10 
xrūīm.drumš; L1, L2, E4 xruuīdraoš; B2, R278, T46, P1 xruuīdraōš; Br1 xruuūīdraoš; L5 
xarūī.daruxš; FK1 xruuaiidruxš; Mf2, K9 xrauuīdraōš 
950
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); P5 sanaϑəm; R278, L5 sanaϑəm 
951
 K1, D62, P2, P5, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); 
L4, K2, G34, T44 imē; L1 aete; FK1 aime 
952
 K1, D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3 . Mf2, (G); L4 vaete; K2 itē; T44 aēta; E10 . L1, B2, 
R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 aete; K9 aēti 
953
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10 . L5, FK1, (G); E10 yō; M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, 
Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9 ẏōi 
954
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, E10 (at the bottom of the previous page, but həṇi in the 
beginning of the following one), P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9, 
(G); T44 haṇti; B1 həṇte; E4 ẏōihəṇta; L5 hiṇti 
955
 L4 vī. māzainiianąm; K1 māzaēniianąm; D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, T44, P10 . FK1 . K9 
māzaniian m (P10a above the line adds vīspan m); G34 . B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42 māzainiian m; 
E10 mā.zaniian m; B1, M3 māzaēniian m; L1, T46, P1, (G) māzainiianąm; E4 māzananąm; L5 
mā.zainiian m; Mf2 māzaiianąm 
 249 
|a| “These are the words which are a blow against the Evil Spirit. |b| 
These are the words which are a blow against the Wrath of the 
bloodstained stick. |c| These are the words which are a blow against the 
Māzańiia demons. |d| These are the words which are a blow against all 
the demons.” 








 |b| ẔNE 





































                                                                                                                                               
956
 L4, K1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . K9 daēuuan m; E10 
daeuuan m; L1 daiuuanąm; T46, P1 daeuuanąm;  B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 daeuuan m; 
FK1 uuan m 
957
 L4, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, E10, B1 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, E4, FK1 . Mf2 above the line, K9, 
(G); D62, P10, M3 . R278, L5 sanaϑəm; T44 ┤snaϑəm├; G42 dsnaϑəm 
958
 P2, P5, E10, B1, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4, K2, G34, 
F10 in the left margin, T44 imē; K1, D62, F10, P10 ┤ime. ... snaϑəm├; L5 imi 
959
 L4, P2, P5, G34, B1, M3 . K9, (G); K2 itē; F10 in the left margin . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, 
G42, FK1 aete; T44 aeta; E10 . L5 aeti; E4 aetae; Mf2 aēti 
960
 L4, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10 in the left margin, T44, E10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); B1 vaca 
961
 L4, P2, P5, G34, T44, B1, M3 . L5, FK1, (G); K2a above the line, F10 in the left margin yō; E10 hi 
yō; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9 ẏōi 
962
 P2, P5, G34, F10 in the left margin, E10, M3 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9, 
(G); K2a above the line, T44 haṇti; B1 həṇte; L1 hanti; E4 ẏōihəṇte; L5 hiṇti 
963
 L1, T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); L4 həṇtvīspanąm; P2, P5, K2, G34, F10 in the left margin, T44, E10, B1, 
M3 . B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . K9 vīspan m; FK1 vīspain m 
964
 L4 . Mf2, (G); P2, K2, G34, T44, B1, M3 . K9 daēuuan m; P5, F10 in the left margin, E10 . R278, 
Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 daeuuan m; L1 daiuuanąm; B2 daiuuan m; T46, P1 daeuuanąm; FK1 
m 
965
 L4, P2, P5, G34, F10 in the left margin, T44, E10, B1 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); M3 . R278, L5 sanaϑəm 
966
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3 HWE-d AYḴ; P2, E10 hnd AYḴ; T44 HWE-d PWN; 
(Jmp) HWE-nd AYḴ 
967
 (Jmp); D62, P2, F10, P10 gnʾk 
968
 D62, P2, F10, P10, (Jmp); G34, E10, B1 gnnʾgmynwg; T44 gnʾgmynwg; M3 ; L4a  
969
 D62, F10, B1, P10 (P10a above the line ʾcš), M3; P2 ; G34, T44, E10 ʾcš snʾh; L4a snʾh 
MN; (Jmp) snyš 
970
 G34; L4, D62, P2, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 HWE-d AYḴ; E10 hnd AYḴ; (Jmp) HWE-nd AYḴ 
971
 D62, P2, G34, F10, E10a under the line, B1, M3; L4, T44, P10, (Jmp) hšm; E10 ┤hyšm├ 
972
 G34, (Jmp); L4, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤y├ 
973
 (Jmp); L4, G34, T44 hwldlwš; D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3 hlwdlwš; E10 hlydlwš 
974
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10, M3; P2 snyh; B1, (Jmp) snyš 
975
 K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34 ┤gwbšn'├ 
976
 L4, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 ┤MNW├ 
977
 P2; L4, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 HWE-d AYḴ; (Jmp) HWE-nd AYḴ 
978
 (Jmp); L4, G34, T44, E10 mʾznykʾn; D62 mʾznšnyzʾn'; P2 mʾzngʾny ZK; F10 , P10 
 (P10a on the top of the page ); B1 , M3  
979
 L4, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10a on the top of the page, (Jmp); D62, F10, P10 ┤ŠDYA-ʾn' ... 
HWE-d├ (but F10 supplied it prima manu in the left margin); M3 ŠDYA-n' 
980
 G34, T44, E10, M3; L4, F10 in the left margin snyh; P2 ┤snʾh├; B1, (Jmp) snyš 
 250 
|a| ēn awēšān gōwišn kē xhēnd gannāg mēnōg snah |b| ēn awēšān gōwišn kē xhēnd 
xēšm ī xruīdruš snah |c| ēn awēšān gōwišn kē hēnd māzanīgān dēwān snah |d| ēn 
awēšān gōwišn kē hēnd harwisp dēwān snah 
|a| “These are the words which are a blow against Gannāg Mēnōg. |b| These are the 
words which are a blow against the Wrath of the bloodstained stick. |c| These are 
the words which are a blow against the Māzan demons. |d| These are the words 




Av. snaϑəm (10.16a-d) 
 There are three parallels of of the Dat. Sing. snaϑāi appearing instead of the 
Acc. Sing. snaϑəm attested here
987
: Y 27.1, Y 57.32 and V 9.13: 
Y 27.1. əm. dazdiiāi. ahūmca. ratūmca. 
yim. ahurəm. mazdąm. snaϑāi. aŋrahe. x tō. snaϑāi. 
+aēšmahe. +xruuī.draoš. snaϑāi. xmāzańiianąm. daēuuanąm. snaϑāi. 
vīspanąm. daēuuanąm. xvarəńiianąmca. druuatąm. 
This (is) to give him (a present), to the Almighty, to the Lord and Judge 
Ahura Mazdā; to (smite a) blow against the liar Aŋra Mańiiu, to (smite 
a) blow against the Wrath of the bloodstained stick, to (smite a) blow 
against the Māzańiia demons, to (smite a) blow against all the demons 
and the Varəńiia liars. 
 
Y 57.32. snaϑāi. aŋrahe. x ϑāi. +aēšmahe. 
+xruuī.draoš. snaϑāi. xmāzańiianąm. daēuuanąm. snaϑāi. vīspanąm. 
daēuuanąm. xvarəńiianąmca. druuatąm. 
To (smite a) blow against the liar Aŋra Mańiiu, to (smite a) blow against 
the Wrath of the bloodstained stick, to (smite a) blow against the 
Māzańiia demons, to (smite a) blow against all the demons and the 
Varəńiia liars. 
 
V 9.13. āa . hā. druxš. auuāstriieite. kąmci . vā. vacaŋhąm. snaϑāi. 
aŋrahe. xmańii uš. druuatō. snaϑāi. +aēšmahe. +xruuī.draoš. snaϑāi. 
xmāzańiianąm. daēuuanąm. snaϑāi. vīspanąm. daēuuanąm. 
And this Lie will be knocked down
988
 at every one of the words to 
(smite a) blow against the liar Aŋra Mańiiu, to (smite a) blow against the 
                                                                                                                                               
981
 L4, P2, G34, F10 in the left margin, T44, E10, B1, M3; K1 ┤ẔNE ... snʾh├ 
982
 L4, P2, G34, F10 in the left margin, E10, B1, M3, (Jmp); T44 gbbšn' 
983
 P2; L4, T44, E10, B1, M3 HWE-d AYḴ; G34 HWE-d AYḴ; F10 in the left margin HWE-d AYḴ 
hw; (Jmp) HWE-nd AYḴ 
984
 L4, G34, F10 in the left margin, T44, E10; D62, P2, F10, P10 hlwspyn'; B1, M3 hlwspʾn'; (Jmp) 
hlwsp 
985
 L4, D62, P2, G34, F10 and F10 in the left margin, T44, P10, (Jmp); E10 ŠDYA-n; B1, M3 ŠDYA-
n' 
986
 L4, D62, G34, F10 and F10 in the left margin, T44, E10, P10; P2 ; B1, M3, (Jmp) snyš 
987
 Pirart (1995 415) emends it by xsnaϑāi because of the parallel of Y 27.1. I have preferred to 
maintain snaϑəm and to consider it as a variation in the formula in Vīdēvdād. 
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Wrath of the bloodstained stick, to (smite a) blow against the Māzańiia 
demons, to (smite a) blow against all the demons. 
 
 The comparison between these lists and that of V 10.16 offers some 
interesting points. The parallel of V 9.13 is the most closely related to that of V 
10.16. On one hand, the context is the same in both of them, namely the Barəšnūm 
ceremony. On the other hand, the order and the elements in the list are the same. 
Contrary to this, those of Y 27.1 and Y 57.32 add xvarəńiianąmca. druuatąm at the 
end of the list. 
  
 
Phl. snah (10.16a-d) 
 Regarding the correct reading of Phl. <snʾh> as snah instead of MacKenzie’s 
(1971 75) snāh, vid. (Cantera 1998 369, n.42) and the commentary to V 4.26a in 
(Cantera under preparation A 4.26). 
 
                                                                                                                                               
988
 Av. auuāstriieite (< auua + ā + star- “to knock down” (Bartholomae 1904 1596)) is parallel to Av. 
auuāstriiata in Yt 1.29: spəṇtaii . ārmatōiš. dōiϑrābiia. auuāstriiata. mairiiō “by the eyes of Spəṇtā 
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 K1, D62, P2, P5, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); L4, K2, G34, T44 imē 
990
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L1 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2 aēti; E10 . R278, T46, 
P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 aete; B2 aeti 
991
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10 . L5, (G); E10 yō; M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, 
Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9 ẏōi 
992
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, 
K9, (G); F10 həṇtai; T44 haṇti; L5 hiṇti; FK1 yōihəṇti 
993
 D62, P2, P5, K2, T44, E10, P10 . L5, FK1; L4, G34, B1, M3, (G) auuai ; F10 a ; L1, B2, 
R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9 auuaŋ  
994
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, E10, P10 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); F10 
draoj ; T44 draujō; B1 drojō; M3 draojō; R278 druzō; E4 daraoujō; L5 darujō 
995
 D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, P10 . L5, FK1; L4, K1, G34, T44, E10, B1, (G) auuai ; M3 auuai hā; L1, 
B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9 auuaŋ  
996
 L4, D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 
. Mf2, K9, (G); K2 . E4 nsāuuō 
997
 Mf2, K9, (G); L4, P5, G34, T44, E10 hamistārəm; D62 hahmaištārəm; P2 haməstārəm; K2, B1, 
M3 . L5 hamištārəm; F10, P10 hamaištārəm; L1, B2, T46, P1, L2, G42 hamaestārəm; R278, Br1 
hamaeštārəm; E4 hamestārəm; FK1 hamaistārəm 
998
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, L2, E4, L5, FK1, 
(G); P1, Br1, G42 . Mf2, K9 ẏā 
999
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L1 ẏāhaca 
1000
 L4, K1, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, 
(G); D62 irisšta; P2, E10 iristi; E4, L5 irišta; FK1 iriste 
1001
 D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); P5 umpa 
1002
 D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10 (P10a above the line –i- before -ṇ-), M3 . L1, B2, R278, 
T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, (G); L4 upa uuaiṇtəm; K2 juuṇtəm; E10 zuuaiṇtəm; E4 upajuuaṇtəm; 
FK1 zuuaṇtəm; Mf2, K9 jauuaṇtəm 
1003
 L4, K1 . L1, T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . B2, R278, Br1, 
L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 upa.duu saiti; T44 upa.duua saiti 
1004
 P2, P5, F10, E10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4, K2, 
G34 imē; D62, B1, P10 imi; T44 imēē 
1005
 L4, D62, P2, P5, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2 itē; G34 aētē; E10 aeti; L1, B2, R278, 
P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 aete; T46 aemte 
1006
 D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . Br1, L5, FK1, (G); E10, L4a yō; L1, B2, R278, 
T46, P1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9 ẏōi 
1007
 D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, E10, B1, P10, M3 . R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); F10 
həṇtai; T44 . L1 haṇti; B2, T46 həṇte; E4 həṇta; L5 hiṇti 
1008
 D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, P10 (P10a above the line –i- before - -) . E4, L5, FK1; L4, K1, G34, T44, 
E10, B1, (G) auuai ; M3 auuai ; L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42 . K9 auuaŋ ; P1 auuaŋhāu; 
Mf2 auuaŋhā 
1009
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, T44, E10, B1, P10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9, 
(G); G34, F10, M3 draojō; E4 draoujō; L5 darujō 
1010
 D62, P2, P5, K2, P10 (P10a above the line –i- before - -) . L5, FK1; L4, G34, T44, E10, B1, M3, 
(G) auuai ; F10 a ; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, E4 . Mf2, K9 auuaŋ ; G42 aŋuuaŋh  
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|a| “These are the words which are the subduer of that Lie, of that Nasu, 
which from the dead hurls itself into the living. |b| These are the words 
which are the subduer of that Lie, of that Nasu, which from the dead 
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1011
 D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, L4a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2 nsāuuō; E4 nasāuuiiō 
1012
 Mf2, K9, (G); L4 (L4a ha-), K2, G34, F10, T44, E10 hamistārəm; D62, B1, P10, M3 
hame.stārəm; P2 haməstārəm. hamaϑa. yaϑa. pərə ; P5 . L1, B2, T46, E4 hamestārəm; R278, Br1 
hamaeštārəm; P1 haestārəm; L2, G42 hamaestārəm; L5 hamaistārəm; FK1 hamēstārəm 
1013
 L4, K1, D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . B2, T46, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1, (G); P2 . 
L1, R278, P1, Br1 . Mf2, K9 ẏā 
1014
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1 . K9, (G); K2 ┤haca├; Mf2 vhaca 
1015
 L4, P5, K2, G34, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); 
D62, F10 . L5 irišta; P2, E10 iristi; E4 airišta 
1016
 D62, P2, K2, P5, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, (G); E10 
zjuuaṇtəm; E4, L5 upajuuaṇtəm; FK1 juuaṇtim; Mf2 jauuaṇtə; K9 jauuaṇtəm 
1017
 L1; L4, G34, (G) upa.raēϑβaiti; K1, M3 . Mf2 upa.raēϑβaiieite; D62, P10 upa.raēϑβaiiata; P2 
upa.raēϑβaϑiieiti; P5 upa.raēϑβaiiaiti; K2 upa.raēϑβiiaēti; F10 upa.raϑβaiiata; T44 upa.raϑβaita; E10 
upa.raϑβiiaiti; B1 upa.raϑβaiieite; B2, T46, P1 upa.raiϑβaiieiti; R278 upa.raeϑβaiieiti; Br1 
upa.raeϑβaiieiti; L2 upa.raeϑβaiiaēiti; G42, FK1 upa.raeϑβiieiti; E4 upariϑβiiaeti; L5 
uparaeϑβaiiaete; K9 upa.raēϑβiiaeiti 
1018
 L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 OL-'šʾn 
1019
 L4, G34, F10, T44, E10, (Jmp); D62, P2, B1, P10, M3 ┤gwbšn'├ 
1020
 F10 above the line, T44, E10; L4, D62, P2, G34, B1, P10, M3 ┤HWE-d├; (Jmp) HWE-nd AYḴ 
1021
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3; E10 above the line KN; (Jmp) OLE-šʾn' 
1022
 L4, D62, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3; K1, P2, E10, (Jmp) dlwc; T44 dlwc W 
1023
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) OLE-šʾn' 
1024
 P2, F10, B1, M3, (Jmp); L4, K1, D62, G34 (G34a added n-), T44, P10 snʾh; E10  
1025
 L4, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 hmlystʾl; B1  
1026
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) HWE-d MNW; G34 HWE-d MN 
1027
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 MNW; T44 OLE 
1028
 L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); T44 MN 
1029
 L4, (Jmp); D62, F10, B1, P10, M3 lwst'; P2 lysty; G34, T44, E10 lyst 
1030
 E10; D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3 OLE ʾw'; G34, T44 OL OLE; (Jmp) ʾw' 
1031
 P2, B1, (Jmp); D62, G34, F10, T44, P10 zyndk; E10 znd; M3 zywndk 
1032
 K1, D62, P2, G34a above the line, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, L4a, (Jmp); G34 ┤PWN 
hmlyt├ 
1033
 K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, L4a, (Jmp); F10 gwbšn' 
1034
 K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 MN (F10a -W) 
1035
 K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3; T44 HWE-d AYḴ; (Jmp) HWE-nd AYḴ 
1036
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; (Jmp) OLE-šʾn' 
1037
 K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4 dlwc y 
1038
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3; E10 OL; (Jmp) OLE-šʾn' 
1039
 L4, K1, D62, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 hmlystʾl; F10 hmstʾl 
1040
 P2, M3, (Jmp); L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10 ┤MNW├ 
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|a| ēn awēšān gōwišn kē hēnd ōy druz xōy nasuš hamēstār xkē az ōy rist ō zīndag 
abar dwārēd [pad hamrēh] |b| ēn awēšān gōwišn kē hēnd ōy druz ōy nasuš 
hamēstār kē az ōy rist ō zīndag abar gumēxtēd [pad payrēh] 
|a| “These are the words which are the subduer of this Lie, of this Nasu, which 
from the dead runs through the living [with direct defilement]. |b| These are the 
words which are the subduer of this Lie, of this Nasu, which from the dead 




Av. drujō. … nasāuuō (10.17a-b) 
 Nasu is called druj- “Lie” in several passages of Vīdēvdād. This association 
is usually expressed by means of the syntagms Av. aēša. druxš. yā. nasuš (V 3.14, 
5.27-32, 6.30, 6.33, 6.36, 6.39, 7.1-4, 7.9-10, 7.24, 7.27, 8.16-18, 8.41-72, 9.40-41, 
9.48) and Av. hā. druxš. yā. nasuš (V 9.15-26). 
 
 
Av. nasāuuō (10.17a-b) 
 This form shows an unexpected presuffixal lengthened grade –ā-. From Av. 
nasu- we would expect a Gen. Sing. *nasuuō < IIr. *nać ás < IE. *neḱ és
1048
.  
As Cantera (2007a 13, n.11) notices, Av. nasāuuō (Gen. Sing.) is analogical to 
Av. nasāuuō (Nom. Pl.), which attests a presuffixal lengthened grade –ā-. 
 
 
                                                                                                                                               
1041
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, (Jmp); P2, M3 ┤MN├ 
1042
 L4, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, (Jmp); K1, D62, B1, P10, M3 OLE y 
1043
 D62, B1, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, F10, T44, E10 lyst; P2 lystʾn 
1044
 D62, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, T44, E10 OL OLE; P2 OLE'; F10 ʾw 
1045
 P2, B1, M3, (Jmp); L4, D62, G34, F10, T44, P10 zyndk; E10 zynd 
1046
 P2, B1; L4, G34, T44, E10, (Jmp) gwmyhtyt; D62, P10 gwmyštyt; F10 gwmyhtyt; M3 gwmyhtyt' 
1047
 (Jmp); L4, T44, E10 ptylyt; K1, D62, P2, B1, P10, M3 pytlyt'; G34 ptlyt; F10 pytlyt 
1048
 According to Cantera (2007a 13, n.11), Av. *nasuuō would suggest a holokynetic inflection 
*néḱō ḱ . But Tremblay (1996 142) remarks that the parallel of Gr . νέκῡς denies that a 
holokynetic was implied. Indeed, unlike holokynetics, this Greek parallel shows both root accent 
and full grade in the root. Accordingly, Tremblay proposes that Av. nasu- would belong to an 
“anakynetical” *neḱṓ ḱus. As Cantera (2007a 13, n.11) says, if Tremblay’s analysis is right, 
this apophonic type would be the only one where the accent in the weak cases moves back with 















































                                                 
1049
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, L5, FK1 . K9, (G); Mf2 āa  
1050
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, 
FK1, (G); G34 tū; Mf2, K9 tīm 
1051
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 
. Mf2, K9, (G); E4, L5, FK1 zaraϑuštara 
1052
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 
. Mf2, K9, (G); T44 nauua; M3 nauua 
1053
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); E4 maγəm 
1054
 L4, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (G); K1 niϑβərə-; D62 niϑβərəšsōiš; L1, B2, 
R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 niϑβarəsōiš; E4 niϑβrəsōiš; L5 niϑβari.šōiš; FK1 naiϑβarə.šōiš; Mf2, K9 
nəϑβərəsōiš 
1055
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . B2, T46, L2, E4, L5, FK1, (G); L1, R278, 
P1, Br1, G42 . Mf2, K9 ẏa  
1056
 D62, P5, K2, F10, E10, B1, P10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4, 
P2, G34 . FK1 a ha ; T44, M3 ai ha  
1057
 L5 . K9; L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, P10; G34, T44, B1, M3 . FK1, (G) ai ; K1 ai ; E10 . L1, 
B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2 aŋ  
1058
 K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); E4 a zimō 
1059
 P2, P5, K2, E10, P10 (P10a above the line –ii- instead of –ī-) . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; L4 viiāpō.təməmca; D62, B1, M3, (G) vī.āpōtəməmca; G34 vī.āpō.təməm.ca; 
F10 vī.āpəmō.təməmca; T44 viāpō.təməmca (but –i- corrected as –ī-); L1 vi.āpōtəməmca 
1060
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . K9, (G); K1, B1 . T46 
vīuruuarō.təməmca; G34 vīuruuarō.təməm.ca; T44 vī.uruuarō.təməmca. huškō.zəmō.təməmca; E10 
vīuruuarō.təməmca. huškō.zəmō.təməmca; P10, M3 . Mf2 vī.uruuarōtəməmca; L5 
vī.uruuarō.təməməmca 
1061
 L4, P10 (P10a above the line an instead of ana), (G) əϑa; D62, P2, K2, F10, T44, E10, B1, 
M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, FK1 . Mf2 ana. arəϑa; P5 anā. arəϑa; G34 an arəϑa; Br1, L2, G42 
ana arəϑa; E4 ana.xarəϑa; L5 anāxarəϑa; K9 ana. araϑa 
1062
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); P5 pasubiia.vīra; B2, T46 pasuvīra 
1063
 L4, D62, G34, T44 . L2, L5, FK1, (G); P2, P5, K2, F10, E10, B1, P10 (P10a corrects –ā as - ), M3 
yaoždā; L1, R278, G42 ẏ ; B2, T46, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōžd ; Br1 yaož ; E4 yaožδ  
1064
 P5, K2, G34, T44, L4a; K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3 ma iiā; E10 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, 
G42, E4, L5 mašiiāi; R278 ma ii ; FK1 mašii ; Mf2, K9, (G)  
1065
 T44, E10 . L1, R278, T46, E4, L5; K1, D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, B1, M3 . B2, P1, L2, G42, (G) aipi; 
FK1 aipii; Mf2, K9 aipe 
1066
 K1 . L1, T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P5, G34, T44, E10, B1, M3 . B2, R278, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . 
K9 z ϑəm; P2, F10 z mϑəm; K2, L4a aipīz ϑəm; P10 . Br1 aipiz ϑəm 
1067
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, FK1; G34 . B2, P1, E4 
vaheštā; T44 vahištāi; L1 . Mf2, K9, (G) vahišta; L5 vihistāi 
1068
 K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4a h  
1069
 D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L5, (G); F10 yaoždā; L4a yaoz ; L1, R278, P1 . 


























|a| “And you, Zaraϑuštra, must dig nine holes, |b| in this earth where 
there were least water and fewest plants, |c| [not drinkable by both flock 
and men.] |d| “who endows with life force the birth even for the mortal, 
the best”. |e| This, the Mazdean (religious) conscience, Zaraϑuštra, (is) 
what endows (it) with life force. |f| “Who purifies his conscience by 
means of good thoughts, good words and good deeds.” 
|a| ADYN' LK zltwhšt'
1081
 9 mγ BRA PSKWN-šn'
1082

































                                                 
1070
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 
. Mf2, K9, (G); E4, L5 zaraϑuštara; FK1 above the line zraϑuštr (in red ink) 
1071
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1, (G); L1, 
B2, R278, T46, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏā 
1072
 K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3 . Mf2, K9, (G); P5 daēni; T44 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, 
Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 daena; E10, L4a daeni; FK1 daina 
1073
 F10, T44, E10 . G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); K1, D62, P10 mazdaiiasnīš; P2 māzdiiasnīš; P5, K2, G34, 
M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, E4, FK1 māzdaiiasnīš; B1 māzdaiiasniiš; L4a māzdaiiasniiš; P1 
māzdasnīš; L5 māzdaiiasni 
1074
 K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, L4a . L2, FK1, (G); L1, Br1, G42, E4 . 
Mf2, K9 ẏō; B2, R278, T46, P1 ẏōi 
1075
 K1 . L1, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, L4a . Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . 
K9 huu m; B2, R278 hauu m; T46, P1 . Mf2 hauuąm; L5 huu m. aŋhuu m 
1076
 L4, K1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3 . K9 daēn m; T44, E10 . B2, R278, 
Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 daen m; L1, T46, P1 daenąm 
1077
 Br1, L2, (G); L4, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L5 yaoždāiti; D62 yaoždāitai; T44 
yaoždāita; L1 ẏaoždāite; B2, T46 yaōždāiti; R278, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāiti; G42 ẏaoždāiti; E4 
yaožδāite; FK1 yōždāiti 
1078
 L4, G34, T44, B1, M3 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . K9, (G); D62 humatāišsca; P2, P5, K2, 
F10, E10, P10 . T46, E4, L5, FK1 humatāisca; Mf2 humtāišca 
1079
 L4, G34, T44, E10, B1, M3 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, (G); D62, P2, K2, F10, P10 . T46, 
E4, L5, FK1 hūxtāisca; P5 huuxtāisca; Mf2 hīxtāišca; K9 hīxtāišca 
1080
 L4, B1 . L2, G42, (G); D62, P5, K2, F10, P10 . L1, T46 huuarəštāisca; P2 huuarəštštāisca; G34, 
T44, M3 . B2, P1, FK1 . K9 huuarəštāišca; E10 huuarəštāišci; R278 hūarəštāišca; Br1 huuarštāica; E4 
huuarštāisca; L5 huuarastāisca; Mf2 huuarištāišca 
1081
 G34, T44; L4, P2, F10, E10 zltwhšt; K1, D62, B1, M3 zltwšt'; P10, (Jmp) zltwšt 
1082
 L4, D62, P2, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 PSKN-šn (G34a above the line –W-); F10 PK 
PSKWN'-šn' 
1083
 L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 ┤PWN├ 
1084
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, M3, (Jmp); E10 HNA; P10 YM ẔNE 
1085
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 zmyk 
1086
 L4, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, (Jmp); K1, D62, P10 ywdt-MYAy-twm; G34 ywdt-MYA-tm (G34a 
above the line –w-); M3 ywdt-MYAy-twm 
1087
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); T44, E10 ywdt-ʾwlwl-twm hwšk-ẕmyk-twm 
1088
 L4, G34, T44, E10; D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ┤W├ 
1089
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, (Jmp); E10, M3 ʾn' 
1090
 K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, T44, E10 ┤y├ 
1091
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, (Jmp) HNA; F10 HNA HNA; M3 HN 
1092
 L4, K1, G34, T44, E10; D62, P2, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ẔNE; F10 YWMy 
1093























































































」KRA 2 ʾywk] 
                                                                                                                                               
1094
 L4, K1, T44, E10, B1, M3; D62, P2, G34, F10, P10, (Jmp) dlhnʾ 
1095
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 ┤PWN├ 
1096
 L4, K1, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); D62, P2, F10 hmʾkʾl; G34 hmgʾl 
1097
 D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10, (Jmp); L4 šʾyt AMT HPLWN-d; B1, M3 LAšʾyt' 
1098
 L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, M3, (Jmp); E10 ʾpʾryk; P10 ʾpʾrryk 
1099
 K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, L4a, (Jmp); E10 kl kʾl 
1100
 K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4a MNW 
1101
 K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, L4a, (Jmp); G34 HPLWN-d 
1102
 K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4c above the line , T44  
1103
 G34, T44, E10; L4 ZK-yh; D62, P2, F10, B1, P10 (P10a above the line ZK-yh), M3, (Jmp) 
DKYA 
1104
 K1, D62, P2, G34, E10, B1, P10; T44 ywšdʾslyh y; L4a  ; F10, M3, (Jmp) ywšdʾsl 
1105
 K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 mlt mʾn'; L4a  
1106
 G34, T44, E10, L4a; K1, D62, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) pʾkyh; P2 W pʾkyh 
1107
 D62, P2, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, L4a, (Jmp); G34 y PWN; T44 y W 
1108
 D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, T44 W AHL 
1109
 K1, D62, P2, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, T44 LYDWN-šn' y; F10 LYDW-šn; E10 zltwhšt 
LYDWN-šn' 
1110
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10, T44 pʾhlwwm 
1111
 D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 AMT BRA; L4a MNW 
1112
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, E10, B1, P10, M3; F10, T44, (Jmp) MNDOM y 
1113
 L4, D62, P2, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; G34 ywšdʾslyh y; F10, (Jmp) ywšdʾsl 
1114
 L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, M3, (Jmp); P10 špīl 
1115
 L4, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, P10, (Jmp); K1, B1, M3 ZK y; F10 MNW ZK y 
1116
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 ywšdʾsl 
1117
 D62, (Jmp); L4, P2, T44, E10, P10 YMRWN-m; K1, F10, B1, M3 YMRRWN-m; G34 
YMRWN-yt (G34a above the line -m) 
1118
 P2, G34, T44; D62, B1, P10, M3 zltwšt'; F10, L4a zltwhšt; E10, (Jmp) zltwšt 
1119
 G34a above the line, (Jmp); K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, L4a ┤MNW├ 
1120
 K1, D62, P2, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, L4a, (Jmp); G34, T44 PWN y 
1121
 D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, L4a, (Jmp); K1 dyn'y; F10 W DYNA 
1122
 K1, D62, B1, P10, M3, L4a, (Jmp); P2, G34, F10, T44, E10 ┤y├ 
1123
 (Jmp); K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 mẕdy ṉʾn'; L4a mẕdy ṉʾn 
1124
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 pʾytʾk 
1125
 G34a above the line, T44, (Jmp); L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 MN 
1126
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2, T44 ┤y├ 
1127
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10; F10, B1, P10, M3 dyn'y; (Jmp) ḆYN 
1128
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 MNW 
1129
 D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34 DK (G34a above the line -YA) 
1130
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, M3, (Jmp); P10  (P10a above the line hwmt) 
1131
 G34, T44, E10; L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ┤W├ 
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|a| ēg tō zarduxšt nō maγ brīnišn |b| kē hēnd pad ēn zamīg ǰud-āb-tom ǰud-urwar-
tom |c| [an-abar-xwarišn pah ud wīr] [ān ī xē rōz sāl drahnā pad hamkār nē šāyēd 
pad abārīg kār šāyēd ka kand xwēd apāk] |d| yōǰdāsrīh mardōmān [pākīh pad 
ruwān] pas az zāyišn pahlom [ka bē zād hēnd ā-šān čiš-ē yōǰdāsrīh pad ruwān weh] 
|e| ān yōǰdāsrīh [gōw] zarduxšt kē pad dēn ī māzdēsnān [paydāg] |f| kē ān ī xwēš 
dēn yōǰdāsrēnēd [kū az wināh pāk dārēd] pad humat ud hūxt ud huwaršt [ay「
daēnąm. aŋhuuąm.」har dō ēk] 
|a| “Then you, Zarduxšt, must dig nine holes, |b| which in this earth are the most 
separate from water and the most separate from plants, |c| [not drinkable for flock 
and men] [the (earth) which for one year and a day is improper for the same use, is 
proper to another use; if it is dug when moist, (it is) impure]. |d| “Purification (is) 
for the mortals [purity for the soul] the best after birth” [when they are born, then 
one thing (is) good for the soul: purification]. |e| [Say] the (formula of) purification, 
Zarduxšt, which is [manifest] in the religion of the Mazdeans. |f| “Who purifies 
one’s own conscience [that is, keeps it pure from sin] by means of good thoughts, 




 The same Avestan text and PT as V 10.18d-f with only slight differences are 
found in V 5.21c-e (Cantera under preparation A 5.21): 
|c| yaožd . ma iiāi. aipī. ząϑəm. +vahištā. |d| hā. yaožd . zaraϑuštra. yā. 
daēna. māzdaiiasniš. |e| yō. huuąm. aŋhuuąm. yaoždāite. humatāišca. 
hūxtāišca. huuarštāišca. 
|c| ywšdʾslyh ANŠWTA [pʾkyh PWN lwbʾn'] AHL MN LYDWN-šn' pʾhlwm 
[AMT BRA LYDWN-t HWE-d ʾ-šʾn' MNDOM-1 ywšdʾslyh PWN lwbʾn' 
ŠPYL] |d| ywšdʾslyh [YMRRWN-m] zltwhšt PWN dyn' y mʾẕ ṉʾn' [pytʾk] |e|  
ZK y NPŠE ywšdʾslynyt [AYḴ MN wnʾs pʾk YHSNN-yt] PWN hwmt W hwht 
W hwwlšt' [ʾy「aŋhuuąm. daēnąm.」KRA 2 ʾywk] 
|c| yōǰdāsrīh ī mardōm [pākīh pad ruwān] pas az zāyišn pahlom [ka be zād hēnd 
ā-šān čiš ay yōǰdāsrīh pad ruwān weh] |d| yōǰdāsrīh  [gōwam] zarduxšt pad dēn ī 
māzdēsnān [paydāg] |e| ān ī xwēš yōǰdāsrēnēd [kū az wināh pāk dārēd] pad humad 
ud hūxt ud huwaršt [ay「aŋhuuąm. daēnąm.」har dō ēk] 
 
 As we observe, the Avestan texts of V 5.21e and V 10.18f differ in one word: 
Av. aŋhuuąm in V 5.21e and Av. daēnąm in V 10.18f. Both fit the context, so that 
they can be considered as a mere variation.  
The beginning of V 10.19a, where we find Av. daēnąm. ərəzuuō. 
yaoždaiϑīša, shows that at least in V 10.18f the right reading was Av. daēnąm. 
Furthermore, in V 5.21e the PT of Av. aŋhuuąm, namely Phl. axw, lacks, so that 
                                                                                                                                               
1132
 L4, M3; D62, P2 (but P2a adds –w- before –h-), G34, T44, E10, (Jmp) hwht; F10, P10 hwwht; 
B1 hwwht' 
1133
 G34, T44, E10; L4, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ┤W├ 
1134
 G34, F10a, T44, E10, P10; L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, M3 yy; (Jmp) ┤ʾy ... ʾywk├ 
1135
 L4; D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 daēn m; E10 daen m 
1136
 L4; D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 aŋhuu m 
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Av. daēnąm is possibly the right variant. Nevertheless, the variant Av. aŋhuuąm is 
older than the Pahlavi commentaries of both passages, where we find ay「
aŋhuuąm. daēnąm.」har dō ēk (V 5.21e) and ay「daēnąm. aŋhuuąm.」har dō ēk 
(V 10.18f). Therefore, it is clear that it existed in V 5.21e, in spite of not having 
been translated in the PT.  
But these commentaries provide much more important information: the 
Pahlavi commentary on V 5.21e presupposes the commentator’s knowledge of V 
10.18f and viceversa. 
The variation in the order of the Avestan words quoted in each of them can 
be explained by taking into account the Avestan variant in each case and this 
mutual reference. Indeed, in V 5.21e the Avestan variant is aŋhuuąm, so that the 
commentator places it firstly and equates it with the one found in V 10.18f. On the 
contrary, since in V 10.18f the Avestan variant is daēnąm, the commentator places 
it firstly and equates it with that of V 5.21e. 
 
 
Av. xanaiβiš əϑa (10.18c) 
The form of this word which can be inferred from the manuscripts’ 
evidence is Geldner’s ana. arəϑa. If it is right, it is a hápax legómenon in Avestan 
to be analysed as *an-ā- arəϑa “with no food”. In such case, anaº would be 
interpreted like *an-āº in Av. an-a-bdāta- “nicht (mit dem Hemd) bekleidet”, Av. 
an-a-bdāti- “Sichnichtbekleidet mit -, Nichtanziehen (des Hemds)”, Av. an-a-
mərəždika- “erbarmungslos”, Av. an-a-saxta- “der den Ablauf der (bestimmten) 
Zeit noch nicht erreicht hat”, Av. an-a-spərənah- “Unvollständigkeit”, Av. an-a-
ząϑa- “noch nicht geboren”, Av. an-a-šita- “unbewohnbar”, Av. an-a-haxta- “der 
nicht berechtigt (geeigenschaftet und ermächtigt) ist (etwas zu tun)” or Av. an-a-
- “ungekocht” (Bartholomae 1904 118-122). 
However, the parallel of V 6.32 (repeated in V 6.38 and 41) might shed some 
light on what I think to be the original form implied: Av. ana<iβiš>. arəϑa. 
In V 10.18c this supposed ana. arəϑa is followed by a dvandva compound 
Av. pasu.vīra. This syntagm seems an explanation to V 10.18b, which was possibly 
added later. It indicates that the place where the holes must be dug not only is to be 
separate from pure things, but also must have no drinkable water. Otherwise these 
pure things and the pure water would be contaminated. 
In V 6.32, 38 and 41 Ahura Mazdā says that the water is pure after removing 
the impurity caused by Nasu, and then it can be drinked by both flock and men: 
pasca. nasāuuō. nižbərəϑi. pasca. āpō. parahixti. aēša. āfš. yaoždiia. bauuaiti. vasō. 
aiβiš. arəϑa. pasubiia.vīraēibiia. hamaϑa. yaϑa. paraci  “Nach der Entfernung der 
Leiche (aus dem Wasser) und nach der Ausschöpfung des Wassers, ist dieses zu 
läuternde Wasser nach Belieben trinkbar für Vieh und Mann genauso wie zuvor” 
(Cantera under preparation A 6.32, 38, 41). 
The syntagm aiβiš. arəϑa. pasubiia.vīraēibiia in V 6.32, 38 and 41 is parallel 
to the syntagm ana. arəϑa. pasu.vīra in V 10.18c. The only differences would be 
the negative an-, the preposition ā added to º arəϑa instead of aiβiš, and the use of 




. In any case, Av. əϑa in V 10.18c 
is used as the antonym of əϑa in V 6.32, 38 and 41. But was Av. 
əϑa the right form? In my opinion it was not, and this can be inferred from 
its PT, which shows to be crucial to see how the old form was progressively 
corrupted in the written transmission.   
In V 10.18c Av. ana. arəϑa is rendered by Phl. an-abar-xwarišn, which 
however does not translate Av. *an-ā- əϑa. As a matter of fact, Av. ā is never 
translated by Phl. abar. This Pahlavi preposition and preverb, however, does 
render Av. aiβi, either separate or in compounds
1138
. Accordingly, Phl. an-abar-
xwarišn is translating not Av. *an-ā- arəϑa, but Av. xan-aiβiš- arəϑa, that is, the 
antonym of the Avestan form aiβiš- arəϑa of V 6.32, 38 and 41. And this is just 
what we find in V 6.31. 
In V 6.31 the following text is attested: vīspəm. ā. a ā . aēša. āfš. aiiaoždiia. 
anaiβiš. arəϑa. yauua . aēša. nasuš. nižbərəta “(Sechs Schritte in jede Richtung) ist 
dieses Wasser nicht zu läutern (und) ungenießbar so lange bis diese Leiche entfernt 
wird” (Cantera under preparation A 6.31). As expected, Av. əϑa is 
rendered by Phl. an-abar-xwarišn. 
According to this parallel, in my opinion, Av. ana. arəϑa is not to be 
interpreted as *an-ā- arəϑa, but as a haplography of Av. xan-aiβiš- arəϑa → Phl. 
an-abar-xwarišn. Also in this case the PT helps us to notice the corruption of an 
Avestan word through the written transmission. Accordingly, I have emended 
Geldner’s ana. əϑa by xan-aiβiš- əϑa in my edition. 
So we expect a syntagm Av. xanaiβiš. arəϑa. xpasubiia.vīraēibiia (or 
xpasu.vīraēibiia) “not drinkable for both flock and men”, referred to water (Av. 
āfš). However, Av. xanaiβiš. əϑa refers to the adjective Av. +vī.āpō.təməmca 
(Nom., Acc. Sing. Neut. / Acc. Sing. Masc.). Since Av. āfš does not appear in this 
passage, we must suppose that Av. xanaiβiš. əϑa. pasu.vīra is either a very 
ungrammatical syntagm that belongs to V 10.18b or rather a gloss added to explain 
Av. +vī.āpō.təməmca. vī.uruuarō.təməmca and rendered into Pahlavi. In my 
opinion, the second possibility is more likely, despite the fact that Avestan glosses 
inserted in the PT were not usually rendered into Pahlavi. 
 
 
Av. pasu.vīra (10.18c) 
 The formula IE. *peḱu- + * iHro- and its variations have yielded a rich 
phraseology in Indoeuropean (Schmitt 1967 16 ff., 214 ff.), (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 
2.108-110), (West 2007 100-101). 
                                                 
1137
 This parallel seems to have been noticed at least by the scribe of P5. Actually, only the 
manuscript P5 attests the variant pasubiia.vīra instead of pasu.vīra. On one hand, the dual 
pasubiia.vīraēibiia is attested only in V 6.32, 38 and 41. On the other hand, it seems very unlikely 
that a later manuscript like P5 created the right dual form pasubiia in V 10.18c. Accordingly, at least 
the scribe of P5 was thinking of V 6.32, 38 and 41 when copying V 10.18c. 
1138
 See for instance Av. aiβi → Phl. abar in V 2.30, 2.38, etc.; Av. aiβi.gati- → Phl. abar-rasišnīh in V 
8.4, Av. aiβi.varšta- → Phl. abar-warzišnīh in V 5.14, ec.; Av. an-aiβi.γnixta- → Phl. an-abar-zad in 
V 7.29; Av. an-aiβi.druxti- → Phl. an-abar-drōzišn in Y 65.11; Av. an-aiβi.vastra- → Phl. an-abar-
wastarag in V 8.10; Av. an-aiβi.vārəṇtiia- → Phl. an-abar-wārān in V 6.50; Av. an-aiβi.srauuana- 
→ Phl. an-abar-xšnūd in V 3.40; Av. an-aiβiiāsti- → Phl. an-abar-rawišnīh in V 18.30-31, etc.  
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In Avestan it is attested either separate or as a dvandva compound in dual
1139
 
in the following passages: 
a) Separate: Y 31.15 ( ), Y 45.9 ( ṇg), Y 58.6 (pasūš. 
... ṇg). 
b) Dvandva compound in dual: 
 - Nom., Voc., Acc. pasu.vīra: Y 9.4, Yt 10.112, 13.12, 15.16, 19.32, Dk 
3.113
1140
, V 10.18c. 
 - Gen. pasuu .vīraii : Yt 13.10, 43, 44, Vr 7.3.  
 - Dat., Abl., Instr. pasubiia.vīraēibiia: V 6.32, 38, 41. 
 
 
Av. +ma iiāi. +aipī. ząϑəm. +vahištā (10.18d) 
 This quotation from Y 48.5c is found in V 5.21c and 10.18d. Each of its 
words has been interpreted differently by some scholars and these are the main 
problems regarding each word: 
 
1. Av. . 
The first problem of this word concerns its interpretation either as an 
adjective Av. yaoždāh- or a root-noun Av. yaoždā-. 
Bartholomae (1904 1236) thought that an adjective Av. yaoždāh- 
“vollbringend, vollkommen machend” was attested in the Nom. Sing.  of Y 
48.5, and in its quotations of V 5.21 and V 10.18. 
On the contrary, Humbach (1959 2.77), Kellens (1974 204), Schmidt (1975 
2), Insler (1975 287), Narten (1982 113), Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø (1991 
2.199), Pirart (1995 416) and Cantera (under preparation A 5.21) considered that 
Av. yaožd  is the Nom. Sing. of a root-noun Av. yaoždā-. Nevertheless, the choice 
is difficult, as Kellens (1974 205) observed, because in both cases the Nom. Sing. is 
the same. 
Most scholars agree in the interpretation of this word as a root-noun. They 
disagree, however, about the type of root-noun and consider it either a nomen 
agentis or a nomen actionis: 
- Nomen agentis: 
- “die ... gesund macht” (Humbach 1959 1.139, 2.77). 
- “qui donne force vitale” (Kellens 1974 204) in Y 48.5, but 
“purificatrice” in V 5.21. 
- “die heilbringende” (Narten 1982 113), (Humbach & Elfenbein & 
Skjærvø 1991 2.199). 
- “mit (Lebens-)Kraft versehen” (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 2.420). 
 - “die Läuternde” (Cantera under preparation A 5.21). 
- Nomen actionis: 
- “perfection (or purification)” (Schmidt 1975 2). 
- “vitalization” (Insler 1975 287). 
- “préparation” (Pirart 1995 416). 
  
                                                 
1139
 When the dual is used in these compounds, both elements of the formula show a dual ending, 
also in oblique cases (Duchesne-Guillemin 1936 44-45), (Szemerényi 1980 227), (Hintze 1994 184). 
1140
 vid. (de Menasce 1973 120). 
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 In order to solve this question, we must take into account all the root-nouns 
with ºdā-. In Avestan there are nomina agentis as well as nomina actionis expressed 
by root-nouns with ºdā-. The first ones are represented by:  
- Av. akō.dā- “who creates evil things”.  
- Av. a auuasta.dā- “who gives sanctity”.  
- Av. azrazdā- “infidel”.  
- Av. āzuiti.dā- “who gives invigoration”.  
- Av. +usadā- “who gives the sources”.  
- Av. gaiiō.dā- “who gives life”.  
- Av. xšaϑrō.dā- “who gives power”.  
- Av. cagədā- “who gives a present”.  
- Av. xciϑrā.dā- “who gives bright things”.  
- Av. puϑrō.dā- “who gives sons”. 
- Av. baēšazaδā- “who gives the cure”.  
- Av. fraxšti.dā- “who gives supplication”.  
- Av. vąϑβō.dā- “who gives flocks”.  
- Av. arənō.dā- “who gives arənah-”.  
- Av. - “who gives the best”.  
- Av. vaŋhudā- “who gives good things”.  
- Av. rauuazdā- “who gives liberty”.  
- Av. zrazdā- “faithful”. 
- Av. hauuaŋhō.dā- “who gives prosperity” (Kellens 1974 201-220).  
 
Only Av. mazdā- “Wisdom”, Av. ādā- “oblation” and Av. viiādā- “ritual 
distribution” belong to the second ones (Kellens 1974 201-220). Among these 
three, Av. mazdā- can be interpreted as “sage” too, that is, as a nomen agentis 
(Kellens 1974 203). 
 Although there are at least two sure nomina actionis with ºdā-, most root-
nouns with ºdā- in Avestan are nomina agentis. Moreover, there are two Avestan 
nomina actionis from the same root as Av. yaož-dā-, namely Av. yaoždāϑra- and 
Av. yaoždāiti- “purification”, and a third one from the same root as Av. yaožº, 
namely Av. yaošti- “purification” (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 2.125). 
Accordingly, although we cannot rule out that it was a nomen actionis, the 
interpretation of Av. yaoždā- as nomen agentis seems more likely. 
 
 The second main problem of Av. yaoždā- concerns its first element yaožº < 
yaoš. As an independent word, Av. yaoš is attested only in Old Avestan, concretely 
in Y 43.13 (kāmahiiā. t .mōi. dātā. darəgahiiā. +yao  naēciš. dārəšt. itē), 
44.9 (kaϑā.mōi. yąm. yaoš. daēnąm. yaoš. dānē) and 46.18 (y . maibiiā. yaoš. ahmāi. 
ascī . vahištā). However, its meaning remained obscure until its Vedic parallel yóṣ(-
) was noticed. 
 Although Ved. yóṣ(-) was already connected with Lat. iūs by Kuhn (1855), 
until Justi (1864 242) the relation between Ved. yóṣ(-) and Av. yaoš had not been 
noticed. This connection was followed by Bartholomae (1904 1233-1234), Dumézil 
(1948), de Bie (1955 146), Duchesne-Guillemin (1970 205), Schindler (1975 266), 
Szemerényi (1978), Narten (1986 199, n.22) and Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 
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(1991 2.188). However, these authors disagreed with regard to the morphology and 
semantics of Av. yaoš / Ved. yóṣ(-). 
 Justi (1864 242) simply noticed the parallel between these words and, 
following the native tradition, interpreted Av. yaoš as “pure”. 
Bartholomae (1904 1234, n.5) added an etymological approach. According 
to him, Av. yaoš stems from * -
1141
 > * -, which would be a 
“Kompositionsform neben * -”. This * - would stem from IE. * əš-, 
where -ə- is a laryngeal; it is the same form which would give Lat. iūs as well. 
Taking for granted the connection between Lat. iūs, Ved. yóṣ(-) and Av. 
yaoš Dumézil (1948) equated Av. yaoždā- with Lat. iūsta facere “to perform the 
ceremonis called denicales feriae”. According to him, both originally meant “to 
purify from defilement by death”. Nevertheless, he did not state precisely how Av. 
yaožº must be interpreted morphologically. 
According to de Bie (1955 146), the Indoiranian form which appears as 
* - in composition was not * - < * -, but IIr. * - < IE. * -. In 
his opinion, Lat. iūs, which would stem from IE. * e/os-
1142
, was related. 
Duchesne-Guillemin (1970 210) proposed a different etymology. He (1970 
206) firstly said that Av. yaožº could stem from IE. * - < IE. * - “young” and 
be related to Skr. yoṣā- “woman” and Sogd. ʾynč < * - < * - < 
* - “young woman” (Duchesne-Guillemin 1966 74). But finally he (1970 
210) admitted that it was related to Lat. iūs, which would stem from IE. * - 
“fitting; what is exact, unmixed, pure” < IE. * - “to join, to fit”. 
Insler (1975 287) translated Av. yaoždā- as “vitalization” and considered it a 
root-noun. However, he did not mention any further relation either with Ved. 
yóṣ(-) or with Lat. iūs. 
Schindler (1975 266) interpreted Av. yaoždā- as IIr. * hā- < IE. * -s 
dheh1- “Heil setzen, heilwirkend machen”. He thought that Lat. iūs probably stems 
from IE. * , but he did not specify whether or not this Latin word is related to 
IIr. * . According to him, this IIr. *  would be present in Av. yaožº and Ved. 
yóṣ(-), which he translated as “Heil!”. 
Previously most scholars had thought that Lat. iūs, Ved. yóṣ(-) and Av. yaoš 
were etymologically related and had interpreted Av. yaožº in Av. yaoždā- as an 
accusative of the verb dā-. But Szemerényi’s (1978) study about Av. yaožº and Ved. 
yóṣ(-) changed this view. 
As he (1978 160) stated, all the authors who dealt with this problem were 
“content with an atomistic approach” and simply gave different etymologies, but 
did not fully explain these words. Actually, in spite of having noticed the 
etymological parallel between Av. yaožº and Ved. yóṣ(-), nobody knew what Ved. 
yóṣ(-) really meant before Szemerényi.  
From his comprehensive study about these words three main conclusions 
can be derived:  
a) With regards to morphology, he concluded that these words must be 
understood as the Gen. Sing. of Av. āiiu- and Ved. - respectively, as the 
                                                 
1141
 Although Bartholomae did not mention it, this reconstruction was already proposed by 
Brugmann (1897 1.301). 
1142
 He followed the reconstruction already proposed by Schleicher (1876) for Lat. iūs. 
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syntagm darəgahiiā. yaoš in Y 43.13 demonstrates. He denied that Lat. iūs, 
stemming from IE. *  and having a different meaning, was related to Av. yaožº 
and Ved. yóṣ(-), and reconstructed the paradigm of the latter ones as IE. - 
(direct case) / . Already Thieme (1951 176) had suggested that Ved. 
yóṣ(-) was connected with Ved. -, but did not define exactly how. 
b) Concerning syntax, he discarded the interpretation of Av. yaožº in Av. 
yaoždā- as an accusative expressing the direct object of the verb dā- and stated that 
it must be understood rather as a “genitive of sphere”. 
c) As far as their meaning is concerned, Szemerényi followed Benveniste 
(1937) and translated them as “life force”. According to Szemerényi (1978 162-163, 
166), OAv. yaoš “life force” firstly referred to strenght and afterwards developped 
into the idea of cleansing and ritual purification in YAv. yaoždā-, as most of its 
contexts demonstrate. 
Szemerényi’s study about Av. yaožº and Ved. yóṣ(-) has gone unnoticed for 
Narten (1986 199, n.22), who follows Schindler (1975 266).  
Also Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø (1991 2.188) do not mention 
Szemerényi’s article. Actually, although they state that the first element of this 
compound is Av. yaoš and interpret it as the Gen. Sing. of Av. āiiu- “duration, life-
time, age”, they (1991 2.188) translate Av. yaoš as “of use, useful” in Y 46.18 and 
Ved. yóṣ(-) as “welfare”
1143
. Furthermore they say that Av. yaoš was petrified as an 
indeclinable word in Av. yaož-dā-, which they translate as “to purify, conserve, 
make durable”. Therefore, in spite of not having quoted his article, Humbach & 
Elfenbein & Skjærvø agree with Szemerényi’s morphologically analysis. However, 
they disagree with regards to the meaning they assigned to the Avestan and Vedic 
words, without explaining why. 
 
In my opinion, Szemerényi’s (1978) interpretation is right for OAv. yaoš. 
However, it does not explain a surprising fact: why would Av. yaož-dā- be the 
only first member of a compound which presents a genitive in Avestan?  
Although the Avestan verb dā- is used more frequently with accusative and 
dative for the direct and indirect object respectively, it is also attested with genitive, 
not necessarily the so-called genitive of sphere (Bartholomae 1904 713-718). In 
Avestan, however, no compound attests a genitive in the first member
1144
. 
Therefore, it seems unlikely that Av. yaoždā- was the only exception to this. 
Accordingly, Szemerényi’s (1978) proposal for OAv. yaoš seems not to explain the 
compound Av. yaoždā-.  
Nevertheless, Av. āiiu- attests another exception which could support 
Szemerényi’s (1978) explanation: Av. yauuaēº. Actually, this dative of Av. āiiu- is 
used as a first element of compound in Av. yauuaējī- and Av. yauuaēsū- 
(Bartholomae 1904 1266), (Duchesne-Guillemin 1936 127), (Narten 1986 260), 
                                                 
1143
 Surprisingly, Szemerényi (1978 166) quotes Lat. lucri facere “to put down under the heading, 
profit, consider as profit” as example of the genitive of sphere and after this example translates Av. 
yaoždā- as “to place within the sphere of vital power”. Did Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø (1991 
2.188) slip from this Latin example when translating Av. yaoš? 
1144
 Duchesne-Guillemin (1936 127) said that Av. vāxš.bərəti- and maybe Av. bāzuš.aojah- included 
a genitive as a first element of compound. However, Kellens (1974 40) demonstrated that this is 
false. 
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(Mayrhofer 1992-2001 1.172). No other Avestan compound attests a dative as a 
first element, so that Av. yauuaēº is an exception. 
All the scholars agree about the interpretation of Av. yauuaēº as the dative 
of Av. āiiu- and the first element of these two compounds, although they are 
exceptions in Avestan.  
In my opinion, despite being a further exception, Szemerényi’s (1978) 
interpretation of Av. yaožº as the genitive of Av. āiiu- and the first element of this 
compound must be accepted, because it is parallel to the exceptional use of the 
dative Av. yauuaēº. Accordingly, I interpret Av. yaoždā- as “who endows with life 
force”. I cannot explain, however, why only Av. āiiu- is used in genitive and dative 
as a first element of compound in Avestan. 
 
2. Av. +ma iiāi. 
Concerning the ending of Av. +ma iiāi, three readings have been proposed: 
1. ºāi; 2. ºā; 3. ºāu. 
The first one, represented by Geldner’s (1896) , was considered by 
Narten (1982 112) as the most likely one because of the parallels of V 5.21 and V 
10.18, where ºāi is the most attested variant. Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 
(1991 1.177, 2.199) eventually adopted the variant +ma iiāi and translated it as “for 
mankind”, that is, as a Dat. Sing
1145
.  
 However, Humbach (1959 1.139) corrected it by +ma iiā. Kellens (1974 
204), Schmidt (1975 2) and Insler (1975 90-91, 287, 333) followed Humbach’s 
emendation in Y 48.5. Nevertheless, Kellens maintained the reading +ma iiāi in V 
5.21, although he said that +ma iiā is to be preferred in Y 48.5 because it represents 
the lectio difficilior. While Kellens (1974 204) and Schmidt (1975 2) interpreted 
+ma iiā as an Instr. Sing., Insler (1975 90-91, 287, 333) stated that it is a Voc. Sing. 
because of its position before the caesura. Later, Kellens & Pirart (1988-1991 3.223) 
added that it is not sure that +ma iiā designated here the man, and that a metrical 
argument lacks. 
The third reading ºāu is only present in Pirart (1995 416-417), who 
conjectures a Loc. Sing. xma iiāu from Av. mərəiϑiiu-, although he is not sure of 
this emendation. Its main problem is that it cannot be supported by the 
manuscripts’ evidence. 
In my opinion, +ma iiāi is to be preferred in V 5.21 and V 10.18 for a 
number of reasons. Firstly, it is the most attested variant in V 5.21 and V 10.18 in 
the Pahlavi as well as in the Sāde manuscripts and it is also found in Y 48.5. Since 
these passages quoted that of Y 48.5, there is no reason to edit in Yasna a different 
variant from the one attested in Vīdēvdād. Secondly, there is no need to correct the 
well attested variant ºāi by the non-attested one xma iiāu. Thirdly, that we should 
prefer a Dat. Sing. ºāi in V 10.18 is corroborated by the parallel syntagm Av. 
yaoždāitiš. +ka  in V 10.19a. Actually, Av. +ka  is placed in the same 
position as Av. +ma iiāi, while Av. yaoždāitiš in V 10.19a is a variation of Av. 
yaožd  in V 10.18d. Fourthly, Av. +vahištā is accompanied by a dative in other Old 
                                                 
1145
 The same ending of Dat. Sing. –āi was adopted by Smith’s (1929 134) xmašāi, following 
Bartholomae (1879). This reading, however, cannot be supported on the basis of the manuscripts’ 
evidence. 
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Avestan passages, like in Y 31.1 (aēibiiō. vahištā), 35.3 (vahištā. ... ubōibiiā. 
ahubiiā), 47.5 (a āunē. ... vahištā) and 48.3 (vaēdəmnāi. vahištā). Therefore, 
+ma iiāi seems the most likely choice. 
 
3. Av. +aipī. ząϑəm 
There are two main problems regarding these words: a) the syntactic 
relation between Av. aipī and ząϑəm; b) the morphology and meaning of Av. 
ząϑəm. 
While Geldner (1896) edited Av. aipī and ząϑəm as two separate words, 
Bartholomae (1904 85) corrected it as +aipī.ząϑəm, related it to Ved. apijá- “after-
born” and translated it as “die künftige Geburt”. Smith (1929 134), Morgenstierne 
(1938 260), Dumézil (1969 35, n.1), Lommel (1971), Kellens (1974 204), Schmidt 
(1975 2), Insler (1975 91, 287), Narten (1982 113), Morano (1987 945), Kellens & 
Pirart (1988-1991 2.126, 3.223) and Pirart (1995 416-417) considered +aipī.ząϑəm as 
one word too, but their interpretation disagreed concerning the meaning of +aipī 
and ząϑəm. 
Smith (1929 134), Morgenstierne (1938 260) and Lommel (1971 149) 
followed Bartholomae (1904 85) in translating +aipī.ząϑəm as “the future birth”. 
Moreover, Morgenstierne (1938 260) added the parallel of Yidγa-Munǰi vəzä o 
“womb, pregnant (animal)”, which according to him would stem from *upaº or 
*api-ząϑa-. Because of this parallel, Morano (1987 945) agrees with Morgenstierne 
(1938 260). 
Dumézil (1969 35, n.1), following Bartholomae’s (1904 85) emendation Av. 
+aipī.ząϑəm, compared it with Gr. ἐπιγονή and accordingly translated it as 
“descendance”. Dumézil’s interpretation and translation were followed by Kellens 
(1974 204) and Pirart (1995 416-417). 
Schmidt (1975 2) and Narten (1982 113), however, disagreed with Dumézil 
(1969 35, n.1) and understood it as “at (her) birth” and “bei ihrer Entstehung” 
respectively. 
 
Kellens & Pirart (1988-1991 2.126) add a syntactic argument to their 
interpretation of Av. +aipī.ząϑəm as one word. As they noticed, there is no 
Indoiranian *ápi + Acc. Accordingly, Av. aipī. ząϑəm cannot be interpreted as a 
prepositional syntagm “after birth”, as the Pahlavi translators did when translating 
them as Phl. pas az zāyišn “after birth”. They interpret Av. +aipī.ząϑəm as a 
preverb plus verbal noun, following Morano (1987 945, 990). However, they do 
not specify that, although there is no Indoiranian *ápi + Acc., Av. api is used as a 
preposition with accusative, according to Morano (1987 986). 
Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø (1991 1.177, 2.199), followed by Cantera 
(under preparation A), agree with Kellens & Pirart (1988-1991 2.126) with regard 
to the impossibility of considering Av. aipī. ząϑəm as a prepositional syntagm. 
However, Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø (1991 1.177, 2.199) do not think that 
these words must be put together. In their opinion, Av. aipī like Ved. ápi can stand 
in front of or after the noun to which it refers. Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 
(1991 1.177, 2.199) think that Av. aipī refers to Av. ząϑəm and translate them as 
“also birth”. 
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Cantera (under preparation A) continues Humbach & Elfenbein & 
Skjærvø’s (1991 1.177, 2.199) observation about the double position of Ved. ápi, 
but separates Av. aipī from Av. ząϑəm. According to him, Av. aipī refers not to 
Av. ząϑəm but to Av. +ma iiāi. Following Bartholomae (1904 83), he states that 
Av. aip  usually modifies the previous word in Avestan. 
Regardless of the interpretation of Av. aipī, all the authors consider that Av. 
ząϑəm stems from Av. ząϑa- “begetting, birth” (< IIr. * an(H)tha-), a noun in –
ϑa- from the root Av. zan- “to beget, to give birth” (cf. Ved. jan- “to beget, to give 
birth” (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 1.567-569)). Only Insler (1975 91, 287) interpreted 
Av. +aipī.ząϑəm as an adverb with suffix –ϑam with the meaning “on earth”. 
In my opinion, Insler’s (1975 91, 287) interpretation must be ruled out on 
account of the parallels of Av. ząϑa-. Actually, this word means “begetting, birth” 
in all the passages where it is attested, namely in Y 19.8, 43.5, 44.3, 48.5, 48.6, 65.2, 
Yt 13.93, V 5.21, 10.18, 21.4, 6, 10, 14 and Vyt 49. Of these, the most closely related 
parallel to Y 48.5 (= V 5.21, 10.18) appears in Y 65.2 (Szemerényi 1978 170) yā. 
vīspanąm. +aršnąm. +xš ā. vīspanąm. +hāirišinąm. ząϑāi. garəβą. 
yaoždaδāiti “who gives life force to the semen of all the males, who gives life force 
to the wombs of the females for begetting” and in V 21.6, 10 and 14 frā.tē. 
ząϑəmca. +vaxšaϑəmca. azəm. iδa. frasnaiieni. frā.tē. kəhrpəmca. +təuuīšīmca. 
yaoždaϑāni. kərənaomi. ϑ ϑ  “I will cleanse 
here your birth and grouth, I will endow with life force your body and strenght, I 
will make you rich in children, rich in milk”. Obviously in these parallels Av. 
ząϑa- has nothing to do with “earth”, but with “begetting, birth”.  
Moreover, in Y 65.2 the use of Av. yaoždā- as a verb with Acc. and Dat. is 
parallel to that of the nomen agentis Av. yaoždā- with Acc. and Dat. in Y 48.5, V 
5.21 and 10.18. The only difference is that in the latter ones Av. ząϑa- appears as 
Acc., but in Y 65.2 as a Dat. On the contrary, in V 21.6, 10 and 14 Av. ząϑa- is 
found in Acc., like in Y 48.5, V 5.21 and 10.18. The only difference between these 
passages and those of V 21 is the verb Av. fra-snā- “to cleanse” instead of Av. 
yaoždā-, which however appears in the following and parallel verbal syntagm 
frā.tē. kəhrpəmca. +təuuīšīmca. yaoždaϑāni. 
 
 
4. Av. +vahištā. 
This word was interpreted by Bartholomae (1904 85) as a Nom. Sing. 
feminine referred to Av. cistōiš. Bartholomae’s interpretation of this word in Y 48.5 
was followed by Humbach (1959 2.77), Kellens (1974 204), Narten (1982 113) and 
Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø (1991 1.177, 2.199). 
On the contrary, Smith (1929 134) interpreted Av. +vahištā as an Acc. Pl. 
neuter and translated the whole sentence as “consummate for man the future birth, 
the best-things”. 
Nevertheless, Kellens (1974 204), Pirart (1995 416) and Cantera (under 
preparation A 5.21) considered that the same word agree with Av. yaožd  in V 5.21 
and translated this syntagm as “purificatrice excellente”. The latter interpretation, 
according to which Av. +vahištā accompanies Av. yaožd , was also followed by 
Schmidt (1975 2) and Insler (1975 91, 287) for Y 48.5. Therefore, this word is 
interpreted as a Nom. Sing. Fem. 
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On the other side, Kellens & Pirart (1988-1991 3.223) doubted about how 
to interpret Av. +vahištā and did not comment on it. 




Phl. ay「daēnąm. aŋhuuąm.」har dō ēk (10.18f) 
 Regarding the relation of the gloss of V 5.21e with that of V 10.18f, vid. the 
















































|a| “You, righteous, must purify your (religious) conscience, for thus 
there is for everyone of the material life purification of this, of his own 
                                                 
1146
 L4, K1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . K9 daēn m; P5 daēn m. aŋhuu m; 
E10 . B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 daen m; L1, T46, P1 daenąm; FK1 dain m 
1147
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, 
(G); B2, R278, T46, P1 ərəžuuō; Br1 mərəzuuō 
1148
 (G); L4 yaoždaiϑiša; D62, P2, F10 yaoždātiš; P5, P10 yaoždāϑiš; K2, E10 . L5 yaoždāitiš; G34 
yōždaiϑiša; T44 yaoždaϑiša; B1, M3 . Br1, L2, G42 yaoždāiϑiš; L1 ẏaōždāitiša; B2, R278, T46, P1 
ẏaōždāitiš; E4 yaožδāiϑiš; FK1 ┤yaoždaiϑīša. ... asti├; Mf2, K9 ẏaōždaiϑīša 
1149
 L4, K1, D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44 in the left margin, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, 
L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2, E10 aϑazī 
1150
 D62, P2, K2, P10 . L5; L4, G34, T44 in the left margin, B1, M3, (G) ai ; P5, F10, E10 . L1, B2, 
R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9 aŋ  
1151
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44 in the left margin, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, 
P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); E4 sta 
1152
 P2, P5, K2, E10 . FK1, (G); L4 yaoždaiϑiša; D62, F10, T44 in the left margin, P10 (P10a above 
the line –a- instead of –ā-) yaoždāiϑiš; G34 yaoždaēϑiša; B1 yaoždāiϑiš; M3 yaoždāϑiš; L1, Br1, L2, 
G42 ẏaoždāitiš; B2, R278, T46, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāitiš; E4 ẏaožδāitiš; L5 ẏaoždāitiši 
1153
 L4, K1, D62, P5, K2, F10, T44, P10; P2 kahmāicī ; G34 ka āi.ci ; E10 . FK1 ka āicī ; B1 
ka ; M3 kamāi. ; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9, (G) kahmāici ; L5 
kahamāicī  
1154
 L4, D62, P2, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9, (G); P5, K2, G34, 
E10 . R278, T46, L5, FK1 astauuatō 
1155
 D62, K2, G34, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1, (G); L4 
hauuaii ; P2 hauuō ; P5 huuaii ; F10 ; T44 hauuii ; L5 hāuuaii ; Mf2 hauuaii se; K9 
hauuaii se 
1156
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, R278, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); B2, T46, P1 ərəžuuō; E4 ərəzuuō 
1157
 L4, K1, K2, G34, F10, M3 . Mf2, K9, (G); D62, B1, P10 . L1, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 
; P2, T44, E10 ; P5 . FK1 daen ; B2, T46, P1 dai  
1158
 P5, K2, E10 . E4, L5, FK1, (G); L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 yōi; L1, B2, R278, P1, 
Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9 ẏō; T46 ẏōi 
1159
 L4, K1 . L1, T46, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10 . B2, R278, Br1, L2, E4, L5, 
FK1 . K9 huu m; M3 h m; P1 huuą; G42 hauu m; Mf2 hauuąm 
1160
 L4, K1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . K9 daēn m; P5, E10 . B2, R278, 
Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 daen m; L1, T46, P1 daenąm; FK1 daen m. daen m 
1161
 K1 . Br1, L2, E4, (G); D62 yaoždāita; P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, L4a . L5 
yaoždāiti; L1, G42 ẏaoždāite; B2, T46 yaōždāiti; R278, P1 . K9 ẏaōždāiti; FK1 yaoždāiti.š; Mf2 
ẏaōždāite 
1162
 L4, T44, E10, B1, M3 . L1, R278, P1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, P10 . B2, 
T46, Br1, E4, L5 humatāisca; G34 haomatāišca; F10 humat sca 
1163
 L4 (L4a -šca), P2, G34, T44, B1, M3 . L1, B2, R278, P1, L2, G42, FK1, (G); D62, K2, P10 . T46, 
Br1, E4, L5 hūxtāisca; P5 huuxtāisca; F10 hūxt sca; E10 hūxtāisca; Mf2, K9 hīxtāišca 
1164
 G34 . L1, Br1, L2, (G); L4 (L4a huuarəštāi-), T44, M3 . B2, R278, P1, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9 
huuarəštāišca; D62, K2, P10 (P10a above the line -ə- after –r-) huuarštāisca; P2, P5 . T46 
huuarəštāisca; F10 huuarəšt sca; E10 huuarəštāsca; B1 huuarəštāišcca; E4 huuaraštāisca; L5 
huuarastāisca 
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conscience, righteous, |b| (for everyone) who purifies his conscience by 










































 2 ʾywk] 
|a| dēn xabēzag yōǰdāsrēnēd čē ēdōn ōy ast yōǰdāsrīh kadār-iz-ē axw ī astōmand ān ī 
xwēš dēn abēzag |b| kē ān ī xwēš dēn yōǰdāsrēnēd pad humat ud hūxt ud huwaršt 
[ay「daēnąm. aŋhuuąm.」har dō ēk] 
|a| You, pure, will purify (your) conscience, because thus there is purification for 
him, for everyone (in the) material life, for his own conscience, pure, |b| who 
purifies his own conscience by means of good thoughts, good words and good 




Av. ərəzuuō (10.19a-b) 
 Av. ərəzuuō was interpreted either as an adverb or as a Voc. Sing. It was 
considered as an adverd by Geldner (1884 14). Bartholomae (1904 355, n.1) 
followed Geldner and said that the interpretation of this word as a Voc. Sing. 
referring to Zaraϑuštra is less likely. 
 On the contrary, Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø (1991 2.96), Hoffmann 
& Forssman (1996 130), Josephson (1997 54) and Cantera (under preparation A 
5.17) analyse Av. ərəzuuō as the Voc. Sing. of Av. ərəzu- “straight, righteous” (cf. 
Ved. jú- “gerade, richtig” (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 1.252-253)). Moreover, according 
to Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø (1991 2.96), the Voc. Sing. ərəzuuō “O 
straightforward one” always refers to Zaraϑuštra in Young Avestan. In order to 
support his interpretation, they add the parallel of RV 2.27.9 jáve mártyāya “to 
                                                 
1165
 L4, G34, T44 y ʾpyck y; D62, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) y ʾpyck; P2 y ʾck; E10 ʾpyck y 
1166
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 QDM 
1167
 L4, G34, T44, E10; D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ʾw' 
1168
 L4, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 ywšdʾsl 
1169
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, P10, (Jmp); F10 ; B1, M3 ktʾl-c-HD y 
1170
 L4, K1, D62, G34, T44, E10, P10, (Jmp); P2 ʾst'ʾwmnd; F10 ʾst ʾwmnd; B1 , M3  
1171
 L4, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); D62, P2, F10 ┤y├ 
1172
 L4, G34, T44, E10; K1, D62, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) hwyš; P2  
1173
 K1, P2, E10; L4, D62, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) dyn' y 
1174
 P2, G34, T44, (Jmp); L4, D62, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 MN (F10a -W) 
1175
 L4, G34, F10, T44, B1, M3 above the line; D62, P2, P10, (Jmp) ┤y├; E10 OD PWN 
1176
 L4, D62, G34, T44, B1, P10, M3; P2 AMT; F10, E10, L4a, (Jmp) hwmt 
1177
 G34, T44, E10; D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, L4a, (Jmp) ┤W├ 
1178
 B1, M3; L4, D62, F10, T44, E10, P10, (Jmp) hwht; P2 ; G34  
1179
 L4, G34, T44, E10; D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ┤W├ 
1180
 B1, P10; L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, (Jmp) hwwlšt; E10 hwlšt; M3 hwwlšt' 
1181
 L4, K1; D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, P10, M3 da ; E10 da ; B1 da ; (Jmp) aŋhuuąm 
1182
 K1; L4 (L4a -u m), D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 aŋhuu m; (Jmp) daēnąm 
1183
 K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4a ┤KRA 2 ʾywk├ 
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the straightforward mortal”, where Ved. jú- does not refer to the path, as usual, 
but to a mortal. 
 I agree with their interpretation of Av. ərəzuuō as the Voc. Sing. of Av. 
ərəzu- “straight, righteous” in V 10.19 too. However, I must remark two syntactic 
peculiarities of this vocative in this passage. On one hand, the same vocative is 
repeated in V 10.19a. On the other hand, the second vocative Av. ərəzuuō is placed 
in the midst of the syntagm hauuaii . daēnaii . 
 As regards the repetition of the two vocatives, it represents no syntactic 
problem, as far as the first one appears in the apodosis and the second one in the 
protasis. Concerning the position of the vocative in the midst of the syntagm 
hauuaii . daēnaii , I have found a possible parallel in FrW 4.1 (Westergaard 1852 
332) airiiamanəm. xtē. išīm. mazištəm. mraomi. spitama. vīspanąm. ərəzuuō. 
srauuaŋhąm “I recite to you the Airiiaman Išiia, o Spitama, the most powerful, o 
righteous, of all the formulas”. Actually, like in V 10.19a, in FrW 4.1 Av. ərəzuuō is 
placed in the midst of a syntagm in genitive. Therefore, though rare, it is not 
exclusive of Vīdēvdād. Furthermore, the presence of the preceding vocative Av. 
spitama confirms Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø’s (1991 2.96) statement, 
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 pāiiūm. +dad  mā. drə əšatā. 
+ hē. xań ϑ ϑ ϑ əm. ϑraoštā. 
ahurā. tąm. mōi. dąstuuąm. daēnaiiāi. frāuuaocā. (= Y 46.7)
1191
 
ərəϑrəm.jā. ϑ ṇghā. yōi. həṇtī. ciϑ




                                                 
1184
 K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . B2, R278, T46, Br1, E4, L5, FK1, (G); 
L4 (L4a ya-) yaaϑā; L1, P1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9 ẏaϑā 
1185
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, L5, FK1, (G); P5 aŋhū; Mf2, K9 ahī 
1186
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10 . T46, (G); P5, M3 vairiiō. ʾywk; K2 vairiiō. 「tā
」 yek (in NP.); L1 vairiiō (īk in Pāzand); B2, G42 vairiiō. 1; R278, L5, FK1 vairiiō (īak in Pāzand); 
P1 vairiiō (ẏak in Pāzand); Br1, L2, E4 vairiiō (yak in Pāzand); Mf2, K9 vairiiō. ʾywk gwptn' 
1187
 vid. (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.101): “Harmonieux comme un (maître est harmonieusement) 
digne de choix par l’existence (rituelle), le modèle des actes de l’existence de la divine Pensée et leur 
emprise sont attribués au Maître Mazdā, dont (cette emprise) fera un pâtre pour les nécessiteux”; 
(Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.115): “Just as (a judgement) is worthy of being chosen by 
the world, so the judgement, (which) in accordance with truth itself, (is to be passed) on the actions 
of good thought of the world, is assigned to the Wise One, and the power (is assigned) to (Him), 
the Ahura, whom (people) appoint as a shepherd to the poor”. 
1188
 P2, P5 . T46, (G); L4 (L4a -anā), G34, T44, B1, M3 . R278, Br1, E4, L5, FK1 nā; K1, D62, 
K2, F10, E10, P10 . L1, B2, P1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9  
1189
 K1, D62, P2, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, L4a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); P5 mazdā. mazdā; K2, G34, T44 ┤mazdā├ 
1190
 L4, T44 「tā」┤mauuaitē. ... mā├; K1, G34, P10「tā」┤mauuaitē. ... xapa.nasiiehi├; D62 . 
Br1「tā」┤mauuaitē. ... gaēϑ ├; P2, P5, K2, E10, B1, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42, E4, L5 
「tā」┤mauuaitē. ... astuuaitīš├; F10 . FK1 ┤mauuaitē. ... gaēϑ ├; Mf2, K9「tā」┤mauuaitē. ... 
a ahe├ LOYŠE gwptn'; (G) ┤mauuaitē. ... xapa.nasiiehi├ 
1191
 vid. (Insler 1975 83): “Whom hast Thou appointed as guardian for me, Wise One, if the deceitful 
one shall dare to harm me? Whom other than Thy fire and Thy (good) thinking, through whose 
actions one has nourished the truth, Lord? Proclaim that wondrous state to me for the shake of the 
(good) conception”; (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.160): “Qui me désignes-tu comme protecteur, ô 
Mazdā, chaque fois que le partisan de la Tromperie cherche à me contraindre, à faire tort, sinon ton 
feu et la pensée, par les actes (rituels) desquels, ô Maître, vous engraissez l’Harmonie? Proclame 
mon enseignement à la conscience!”; (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.169): “(But) whom 
dost Thou appoint (as) guardian for one such as me, O Wise One, when the deceitful one tries to 
seize me in order to injure (me), (whom dost Thou appoint) other than Thy fire and thought, with 
whose [du.] actions one nourishes truth, O Ahura? Proclaim a message about that to my religious 
view”. 
1192
 vid. (Insler 1975 71): “This I ask Thee. Tell me truly, Lord. How shall smash the obstacle (of 
deceit) in order to protect, in accord with Thy teaching, those pure ones who exist in my house? As 
world-healer, promise us a judge, and let obedience to him come through good thinking, to him 
whomsoever Thou dost wish him to be, Wise One”; (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.153): “Quel est 
le briseur d’obstacles parmi les Existants, afin qu’il (me) protége suivant ton explication? Que des 
cadeaux remarquables me soient faits! Ô guérisseur de l’existence (rituelle), fournis-moi le modèle! 
Et que l’obéissance à ce (...) vienne en raison de la divine Pensée, ô Mazdā, à celui, quel qu’il soit, 
auquel tu veux qu’elle vienne!”; (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.161): “Who (is) a 
resistance-breaker (able) to protect (those) who exist, by Thy proclamation? Accord (as) a 
judgement bright (things to be) in my house, O Healer of existence. Let (recompense for) obedience 
come to him through good thought, O Wise One, to him, to whomsoever Thou wishest”. 
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 apa. druxš. nase. 





























|a| ahlāyīh abādīh ī pahlom ast 
|a| Truth is the best prosperity. 
                                                 
1193
 vid. (Pirart 1995 418-419). 
1194
 vid. (Pirart 1995 418-419). 
1195
 vid. (Kellens 1984 120) and (Pirart 1995 418-419). 
1196
 L4 aēnīš; K1 māmərəncinīš; G34 māmərəṇcaēnīš; T44 mərəṇcinīš; P10 māmərəmcanīš (P10a 
above the line -ṇ- instead of –m-, -i- before –n-); (G) māmərəṇcainīš. Regarding the emendation Av. 
+mā. xmərəṇcīša, vid. (Kellens 1984 166, n.10) and (Pirart 1995 418-419). 
1197
 D62 . FK1, (G); L4 astauuaitīš; K1 . Br1 astuuaitiš; G34, T44, P10 astauuaitiš; F10 āstuuaitiš 
1198
 K1, D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10 . B2, T46, P1, (G); K2, E10, M3 . L1, R278, Br1, L2, 
G42, E4, L5, FK1 ašahe; L4a ašahe 
1199
 vid. (Wolff 1910 134, 367): “Schütz uns vor dem Feind, o Mazdāh und o heilige Ārmatay! 
(Ver)schwinde daēvische Drug, (ver)schwinde daēvaentstammte, (ver)schwinde daēvageschaffene, 
(ver)schwinde daēvaerzeugte! Verschwinde, o Drug, zieh ab, o Drug, verschwinde völlig, o Drug, 
im Norden sollst du verschwinden, nicht sollst du die stoffliche Welt des Aša zunichte machen!”. 
1200
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42, E4, L5, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); Br1 j əm 
1201
 (G); L4, K1, D62, G34, B1, P10, M3 ┤vohū├; P2, P5, K2, F10, T44, E10 . L1, T46, P1 vōhū; B2, 
G42 vōhū. 1; R278, L5, FK1 vōhū (īak in Pāzand); Br1, L2 vōhū (yak in Pāzand); E4 vohū (yak in 
Pāzand); Mf2, K9 vohī 
1202
 vid. (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.115): “Truth is the best (part of all that is) good. 
As desired (all) the desired (things) are available (as) truth for (that) which (is) best truth / or: for 
(him) who (is) Best Truth / or: for (him) who (represents) best truth”. 
1203
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; K2 「tā」ʾhlʾdyh; F10, (Jmp) ┤ʾhlʾdyh ... AYT├ 
1204
 T44, E10; L4, G34 W ʾpʾtyh; K1, D62, K2, B1, P10, M3 ┤ʾpʾtyh ... AYT├; P2 ʾpʾtyy 
1205
 T44; L4, P2, G34, E10 ┤y├ 
1206
 L4, G34, T44; P2 AYT; E10 ʾst' 
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Report of the Dēnkard 
Dk 8.44.51 [M 782.1-2; K43b 128.5-6] 
abar pērōzgarīh ī yaϑāhūwayryō pad druz zadārīh ud bēšāzēnīdārīh 




yʾcdhwm plglt bwn1207 
yāzdahom fragard bun 
Beginning of the eleventh book 
 











































 kuϑa. narəm. 
                                                 
1207
 L4, D62, F10, M3; P2, T44, E10 ┤yʾcdhwm plglt bwn├; P5, K2 plglt yʾcdhwm bwn; G34 
yʾcdhm plglt bwn; B1 11 yʾcdhwm plglt bwn 11; P10 yʾcdhwm plklt bwn; L1, B2, R278, T46 11; P1 
pargar ; Br1, L2 11 pargar  11; G42 parg ẏāzdahum. 11 plglt yʾcdhwm 
bwn 11; E4 11 yāzdahum. pargar 11; L5 pargəra 11; FK1 pargr ; 
Mf2, K9 yʾcdʾhwm plglt' bwn 
1208
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); E4, L5 zaraϑuštarō 
1209
 L4, K1, D62, G34, T44, B1, P10 . B2, T46 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2, K2 . R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5「tā」┤ahurəm. ... astuuaitinąm├; P5 ahurahe; F10 . L1, FK1 ┤ahurəm. ... astuuaitinąm├; 
E10, M3 ┤ahura. ... ├ 
1210
 L4, K1 . T46 . Mf2, (G); D62, P5, G34, T44, B1, P10 . K9 mazd m 
1211
 L4, K1, D62, G34, P10 . B2, T46 . Mf2, K9, (G); P5 ahurahe 
1212
 L4, K1, D62, G34, P10 . B2, T46 . Mf2, K9, (G); T44 ahuramazda; B1 ahurmazda 
1213
 L4, G34, T44 ┤mainiiō. ... ├; K1, (G)「tā」┤mainiiō. ... astuuaitinąm├; D62, B1, P10 
「tā」┤mainiiō. ... ├; P2, K2, E10, M3 . L1, P1, L2, E4, L5 ┤mainiiō├; P5 mainiiu; B2, T46 
. K9 mainiiō; Mf2 maińiiō 
1214
 K9; P5 . B2, T46 . Mf2  
1215
 Mf2; P5 gaēϑan ; B2 gaeϑan ; T46 gaeϑanəąm; K9 ┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm├ 
1216
 T46; P5 astauuatan m; B2 astuuaitin m; Mf2 astuuaitanąm 
1217
 K1, P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4, T44, E10, M3 
┤ ├; P2  
1218
 K1, D62, P5, K2, F10, E10, P10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, (G); L4, T44 . Mf2, K9 
nəmānəm; P2, G34, B1 . R278, E4, L5, FK1 namānəm 
1219
 K1, (G); L4, P2, G34, T44, E10 . L1, Br1, L2, L5, FK1 yaoždaϑāmi; D62 yaoždaϑāma; P5 
yaoždaϑāme; K2 yaoždaϑāne; F10 yaoždaϑāmai; B1, M3 yaoždaϑāne; P10 yaoždaϑānme; T46, G42 
ẏaoždaϑāmi; L1, B2, R278, P1 ẏaōždaϑāmi; E4 yaoždaϑmi; Mf2, K9 ẏaōždaϑāmē 
1220
 K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4 kuϑā 
1221
 L4, K1 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, 
M3 . R278, E4, L5, FK1 ātarəm; E10 āta rəm 
1222
 L4, K1, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); D62 kuϑa 
1223
 L4, K1 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, 




























|a| Zaraϑuštra asked Ahura Mazdā: “O Ahura Mazdā, most beneficient 
Spirit, Maker of the material creatures, Righteous, |b| how should I 
purify the house, |c| how the fire, how the water, how the earth, how 
the cattle, how the plants, how the righteous man, how the righteous 
woman, how the sun, how the moon, how the endless lights, how all 





 MN ʾwhrmẕd AYḴ
1242





 ʾstʾwmndʾn' ʾhlwb' |b| cygwn PWN mʾn' ywšdʾslynm
1245
 [AYḴ OD「
                                                                                                                                               
1224
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34a in the right margin, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, 
T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); G34 ┤kuϑa. gąm├ 
1225
 L4, K1 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34a in the right margin, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, 
M3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 g  
1226
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 
. Mf2, K9, (G); K1, B1, P10 (but P10a uruuar m. kuϑa above the line) ┤kuϑa. uruuarąm├ 
1227
 L4 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10a above the line, M3 . L1, B2, 
R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 uruuar m; K9 urauuar m 
1228
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . R278, T46, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); E10 
. L1, B2, P1, Br1, L2 ašauuanəm; E4 narəmašauuanəm 
1229
 L4 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, 
L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 nāirik  
1230
 K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, T44, B1, P10 (but P10a – - above the line), M3 . L5, FK1, (G); L4 
; G34 m (G34a above the line –ī- instead of – -); E10 ašauuanīm; L1, B2, R278, T46, 
P1 . K9 ; Br1, L2, G42, E4 ašaonīm; Mf2 īm 
1231
 Mf2, (G); L4, D62, K2, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . K9 str uš; P2, P5, 
G34, F10, T44, E10 . E4, FK1 star uš; L5   
1232
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2a above the line, K9, (G); E4 uuairə 
1233
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2a above the line, K9, (G) 
1234
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, T44, E10, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); F10 ; B1 ana.γra; E4 anaγarə; L5 ana.gara 
1235
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, 
FK1, (G); L1, B2, P1 . Mf2, K9 raōc  
1236
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10,  M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, 
G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L5 vīspe 
1237
 Mf2, (G); L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, G42, 
E4, L5, FK1 vōhū; B1 vohū; L2 vhu; K9 vōhu 
1238
 L4, D62, P2, K2, F10, P10 (but P10a –he above the line), M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, 
G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); G34, T44 . L5 mazdaδātahe; E10 mazdaδāti; B1 mazda.δāta 
1239
 F10, T44, M3; L4, P5, G34, B1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, G42, (G) ϑra; D62, P2, K2 
ϑra; E10 . Br1, FK1 . Mf2, K9 ašaciϑra; P10 ϑra; L2 aša.ciϑra; E4 ašahe.caiϑra; L5 
aša.ciϑara 
1240
 P2, (Jmp); L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤pwrsyt ... ʾhlwb'├ 
1241
 P2; (Jmp) zltwšt 
1242
 P2; (Jmp) ┤AYḴ├ 
1243
 (Jmp); P2 ┤y├ 
1244
 (Jmp); P2 ┤y├ 
1245

















 cygwn PWN MYA cygwn PWN ẕmyk cygwn PWN 





















 mʾh cygwn PWN 















ʾwhrmẕd dʾt' MNW MN ʾhlʾdyh pytʾkyh
1270
 
|a| pursīd zarduxšt az ohrmazd kū ohrmazd mēnōg abzōnīg dādār ī gēhān ī 
astōmandān ahlaw |b| čīyōn pad mān yōǰdāsrēnam [kū tā「airime.」nē bawād] [ast 
kē「anusō.」 gowēd] |c| čīyōn pad ātaxš čīyōn pad āb čīyōn pad zamīg čīyōn pad 
gōspand čīyōn pad urwar čīyōn pad mard ī ahlaw čīyōn pad nārīg ī ahlaw čīyōn pad 
star čīyōn pad māh čīyōn pad xwaršēd čīyōn pad ān ī asar rōšnīh čīyōn pad harwisp 
ābādīh ī ohrmazd-dād kē az ahlāyīh paydāgīh 
|a| Zarduxšt asked Ohrmazd: “O Ohrmazd, bountiful Spirit, Maker of the material 
creatures, Righteous, |b| how shall I purify the house [so that it does not become  
「airime.」] [there is (a commentator) who says「anusō.」], |c| how (shall I 
purify) the fire, how the water, how the earth,  how the cattle, how the plants, how 
the righteous man, how the righteous woman, how the stars, how the moon, how 
the sun, how the endless lights, how all prosperity created by Ohrmazd, whose 
manifestation (stems) from Truth?” 
 
                                                 
1246
 L4, T44, E10, (Jmp); K1, B1, P10, M3 airme; D62, F10 airāme; P2 airāmi; G34 airimē 
1247
 L4, K1, P2, G34, T44, E10, M3, (Jmp); D62, F10, B1 W LA; P10 WLA 
1248
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, (Jmp); E10 YHWWN-yt; M3  
1249
 G34, F10, T44, E10, M3, (Jmp); L4 asnusō; D62, B1, P10 anuso; P2 anaoso 
1250
 D62, B1; L4, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10, M3, (Jmp) YMRWN-yt; G34a above the line 
YMRWN  
1251
 D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4 PWN 
1252
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10  
1253
 L4, G34, T44, (Jmp); D62, P2, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤y├ 
1254
 D62, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2, G34 ʾhlwb'' 
1255
 L4, D62, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 PWN ZK 
1256
 L4, K1, D62, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 nʾlyk; F10 nʾylk 
1257
 L4, (Jmp); D62 ZY; P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤y├ 
1258
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 ʾhlwb'' 
1259
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, M3, (Jmp); P10a above the line PWN stl cygwn PWN PWN 
1260
 D62, P2, F10, E10, B1, P10a above the line, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, T44 stwl 
1261
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 cygw 
1262
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 ┤PWN├ 
1263
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); T44 ┤ZK├ 
1264
 L4, K1, F10, M3; D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, (Jmp) ┤y├ 
1265
 K1, P2, P10, (Jmp); L4, M3 ʾsl y lwšnyh; D62 hlw ʾsl' lwšnyh; G34, T44, E10 ʾsl' y lwšnyh (G34a 
above the line corrects ʾsl' by ʾsl); F10 ʾnγl ʾsl-lwšnyh; B1 ʾsl' lwšnyh 
1266
 L4, K1, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, M3, (Jmp); D62, F10, P10 W cygwn 
1267
 L4, K1, G34, T44, E10, B1, M3, (Jmp); D62, F10, P10 hlwsp; P2 hlwspyn 
1268
 L4, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, M3, (Jmp); K1, D62 (but ʾpʾtyh above the line), B1, P10 ʾthš 
1269
 K1, G34, T44, (Jmp); L4, P2, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤y├; D62 ZY 
1270
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 pytʾk 
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In NM 1.7.10-11 (Dhabhar 1912 34-35), (West 1880 2.307-308) we find the 
quotation of this text from Vīdēvdād with some variants: 
10. u-š wandīdād
1271
 yazišnīh-iz abastāg gōwišnīh-iz wāz gīrišn<īh>-iz čīyōn-aš 
pursīd zarduxšt az ohrmazd kū čīyōn <pad mān> yōǰdāsrēnam kū tā「airiieme.
1272
」nē bawēd ast kē hamāg「anusō.」gōwēd 
11. čīyōn pad ātaxš čīyōn
1273
 pad āb čīyōn pad zamīg čīyōn pad gōspand čīyōn pad 
urwar čīyōn pad mard ī ašō čīyōn pad nārīg ī ašōnī
1274
 čīyōn pad star čīyōn pad māh 




 čīyōn pad 
harwisp ābādīh
1277
 <ī> ohrmazd-dād kē az ahlāyīh paydāgīh 
10. And he must celebrate the Wandīdād ceremony and recite the Avesta and take 
the (introductory) prayer
1278
 so as Zarduxšt asked Ohrmazd: “how shall I purify 
<the house>, [so that it does not become「airiieme.」][there is (a commentator) 
who says “everything (is)「anusō.」”]
1279
, 
11. “how (shall I purify) the fire, how the water, how the earth, how the cattle, 
how the plants, how the righteous man, how the righteous woman, how the stars, 
how the moon, how the sun, how the endless lights [how the endless lights], how 
all prosperity created by Ohrmazd, whose manifestation (stems) from Truth?” 
 
 A parallel of this Pahlavi translation of V 11.1-7, partially written in Pārsī 
and Pāzand, is attested in MU 1.609.14-613.6 concerning the purification of 
different things too. Here I reproduce its first part, MU 1.609.16-17 (Unvala 1922), 
(Dhabhar 1932 394): 
|a| pərə ϑuštrō. ahurəm. mazd m. ahura. mazda. mainiiō. 
sp ništa. dātarə. gaēϑan m. astuuaitin  
 تشًّیي زازار گیِاى اطتوٌساى اػْپزطیس سرتؼت اس اّرهشز کْ اّرهشز هیٌْ ا
|b| kuϑa. nmānəm. yaoždaϑāmi 
cūn. pad. mąn. yaoždāϑranəm. [kuϑā. airiman. na. bā . hušt. anu ō. guii .] 
|c| kuϑa. ātarəm. kuϑa. āpəm. kuϑa. z m. kuϑa. g m. kuϑa. uruuar m. 
kuϑa. narə əm. kuϑa. nāirik ϑ ϑa. 
                                                 
1271
 Dhabhar (1912 34) edited <wndydʾt W>, which must be <wndydʾt'>. cf. the variant <wndydʾt> 
in Supp. Šnš 13.19 [K20 172v.20]. For the interpretation of this wrong variant, which seems the 
origin of the New Persian reading Vandīdād / Vendīdād, vid. (Cantera 2006 53-54, n.6). 
1272
 Of course Av. airime was wrongly written here. 
1273
 Dhabhar (1912 34-35) edited <W cygwn> in all cases, but the comparison with the text from 
Vīdēvdād makes clear that we must not edit <W>. 
1274
 Phl. <ʾšwknyḏ> is a transliteration of Av. a aonī-.  
1275
 Dhabhar (1912 35) edited <ʾnglg>, which surely comprise <ʾngl> or maybe <ʾngl y>. 
1276
 As the text of Vīdēvdād demonstrate, <cygwn PWN xʾngl lwšn'> is a gloss which explains 
<cygwn PWN ZK y ʾsl lwšnyh>. 
1277
 Dhabhar (1912 35) edited <ʾhlʾdyh>, like W and BK
as it is written in Vīdēvdād. 
1278
 For the meaning and passages of wāz griftan as terminus technicus for the first part of the prayer 
after a ritual lustration vid. (Chacha 1936 51-52) and (Boyce 1971a 58). 
1279
 West (1880 2.307) did not understand this sentence, because he thought that here the Avestan 
phrase ā. airii mā. išiiō from Y 54.1 was quoted. Hence he translated “where he does not attain unto 
the Airyemâ” and explained it as “how is the purification to be effected when all the spells are not 
recited?”, which in this context makes no sense. 
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əm. kuϑa. huuarə. kuϑ ϑa. vīspa. vohū. 
ϑra. 
چْى پس آتغ چْى پس آب چْى پس سهیي چْى پس گْطپٌس چْى پس اّرّر چْى پس هزز 
اػْ چْى پس ًاریک اػْ چْى پس طتْر چْى پس هاٍ چْى پس ذْرػیس چْى پس اًفز 
ّطپ آّازي اّرهشززاز کَ اج اػیآ پیسا                                  رّػي چْى پس ُز  
 
Pārsi and Pāzand translation:  
|a| Zardušt asked Ohrmazd: “O Ohrmazd, bountiful Spirit, Maker of the material 
creatures, Righteous, |b| how shall I purify the house [so that it does not become  
「airiman.」] [there is (a commentator) who says「anu ō.」], |c| how (shall I 
purify) the fire, how the water, how the earth,  how the cattle, how the plants, how 
the righteous man, how the righteous woman, how the stars, how the moon, how 
the sun, how the endless lights, how all prosperity created by Ohrmazd, whose 
manifestation (stems) from Truth?” 
 
 As we observe, this Pārsi and Pāzand translation follows the PT of 




 vid. (de Vaan 2003 512, 520-521). 
 
 
Phl. kū tā「airime.」nē bawād (11.1b) 
 Bartholomae (1904 189) established for Av. airime the meaning “still, 
ruhig”, which Narten (1968) agreed with. However, this meaning makes no sense 
in the context of V 11.1b. On the other hand, Humbach (1985) compares Av. 
airime with Ved. árma- “verlassener, öder Platz” (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 1.120, s.v. 
árma-), which in its turn is related to Germ. *arma- “vereinsamt, verlassen” {de 
Vries 1962). Av. airime would then be a locative of an Av. arma-. Therefore, he 
accepts for Av. airime the meaning “lonely or isolated place/region”, an option 
already proposed by Dhabhar (1932 394), who understood it as “secluded”. 
Cantera (under preparation C) states more precisely that the Avestan structure 
airime. gātūm.hē. ni-had- in V 9 and 16 is a terminus technicus for the isolation of 
somebody who is considered a source of impurity
1280
. 
Therefore, in this text it would be stated how the purification should be 
performed in order that the house which has become impure does not just turn 
into an isolated place. By means of this interpretation it could also be implied a 





                                                 
1280
 cf. (Dhabhar 1932 394): “airime. gātu a secluded place where an armesht (i.e., a woman who has 
brought forth a still-born child) or any person defiled by nasā should remain until the impurity is 
removed”. 
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Av. anusō (11.1b) 
The quotation here of this Avestan word can be explained with regard to the 
preceding Av. airime. If we accept that Av. airime is used as a terminus technicus, 
probably Av. anusō can also be explained in the same way. Indeed, in V 9.41 we 
also find Av. anusō in the context of the purification of a house and here it is stated 
that the sun, the moon and the stars warm “unwillingly” (Av. anusō) the impure 
ones
1281
. V 9.41 was quoted as a resource of authority regarding purification, as NM 
2.3.5 (Dhabhar 1912 67), (West 1880 2.338), (Kanga 1975), where part of the PT of 
V 9.41 is quoted, indicates: 
ēg ašmā yōǰdāsrgarīh kardan frēzwānīg būd čē ān kār ēdōn awizīrišnīg kū ān kē 
abar rist
1282
 kū rēman būd ēstēd ā-š star-iz ud māh ud xwaršēd ahunsandīhā padiš 
tāb
1283
 meh šnāyēnīdārīh ī ātaxš ud āb ud zamīg ud 
gōspand ud nar <ī> ahlaw ud nārīg ī xahlawe
1284
 padiš ast 
Then it was obligatory for you to perform the work of the purification, for this 
action is so unavoidable that even the stars, the moon and the sun warm 
unwillingly him who has been in contact with (someone) dead, namely impure. 
(This action is also) so helpful that by means of it there is a great propitiation of the 
fire, the water, the earth, the cattle, the righteous man and the righteous woman. 
 
From the quotation of this passage on, Av. anusō became a terminus 
technicus in a context of purification, as is shown by the parallel where V 9.41 is 
quoted, namely NM 1.4.2-3 (Dhabhar 1912 17-18), (West 1880 2.292-293)
1285
: 
2. čīyōn pēšēnīgān guft ēstēd kū ka az kār hilīhēd har āb ātaxš urwar ud mard ī ašō 
ud gōspand ud harwisp dām ī ohrmazd bēšīd ud kāst ud šaspēnīd bawēd  
3. čīyōn gōwīhēd pad dēn kū ōy tan ī rist
1286
 kē-š nasuš abar dwārīd ēstēd「anusō. zī. 
spitama. zaraϑ ə
anusō. auue. stārō. 」... 
2. As the ancients have said: “When someone ceases to celebrate it (the barešnūm 
ceremony) every water, fire, plant, righteous man, cattle and all the Ohrmazd’s 
creation becomes damaged, decreased and gone astray
1287
.” 
                                                 
1281
 V 9.41: anusō. zī. spitama. zaraϑ ə. ā.tāpaite. anusō. hāu. 
“Widerwillig ja (nur) wärmt, o Spitama Zaraϑuštra, sie, die Verunreinigten, 
die Sonne dort, widerwillig (tuts) der Mond dort, widerwillig die Sterne dort”; vid. Wolff (1910 
386). 
1282
 One more time Dhabhar (1912 67) edited <lsyt'>, but I think that we must prefer here <xlyst'>, 
Phl. rist. 
1283
 I follow Kanga’s (1975 29) emendation, who read kū instead of the ka written here. 
1284
 Dhabhar (1912 18) edited <ʾy>, which was read by Kanga (1975 29) as ē. In my opinion, Phl. 
<ʾhlwb' ’y> could represent an attempt of translating the Avestan feminine by means of a Pahlavi 
feminine –e. vid. The Pahlavi translation of V 12, chapter 1.5.1.3 of the introduction, regarding the 
Pahlavi endings for the feminine. 
1285
 With regards to NM 1.7.10, where V 11.1 ff. is quoted, also West (1880 2. 307) stated that this 
anusō was a quotation from Vīdēvdād. 
1286
 Dhabhar (1912 18) edited <lsyt'>, but I prefer here <xlyst'>, not only because of the context but 
also because of the variant <lsytk> in MR and J, which surely corresponds to <xlystk>, namely Phl. 
ristag “corpse”. This erroneous reading <lsyt'> can be explained from the script of the united 
characters y+s ( ).  
1287
 I follow Dhabhar’s (1912 18) interpretation, who related Phl. <šspynyt'> with NP. ػظپ 
“leaping, absence”, and I translate “gone astray” because of the context. 
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3. As it is said in the Religion regarding this dead body, whom Nasu has run 
through, “for unwillingly, o Spitama Zaraϑuštra, that sun, unwillingly that moon, 
unwillingly those stars warm them, the polluted ones” ... 
 
As already mentioned, Av. airime seems to be the terminus technicus for the 
secluded place where somebody impure is temporarily isolated. Thus, the first 
gloss seems to indicate that, unless the house is purified, it becomes so impure as an 
airime, that is, as a place of isolation. In the second gloss Av. anusō seems also to be 
used as a terminus technicus, but it appears to be applied to something impure. 
Thus, according to the second gloss, unless the house is purified, it becomes not a 
place of isolation, but simply impure. 
I cannot specify whether or not Av. anusō refers to a special form or degree 
of impurity. That it is a terminus technicus for something impure can also be 
inferred from the parallel of V 12.2 ff., where its antonym Av. vasō appears. 
Actually, in V 12.2 ff., when the house where someone is dead is purified, the 
waters, the plants and the Beneficient Immortals can enter at will (Av. vasō). 
 
 
Av. Direct Object + yaoždā-  Phl. pad + name + yōǰdāsrēnīdan (11.1b-c) 
It is striking that the Avestan transitive structure DO + yaoždā- was 
translated by an unusual intransitive Pahlavi structure with pad. Av. yaoždā- is 
mostly translated in Pahlavi by the transitive DO + yōǰdāsrēnīdan, yōǰdāsrēn-: V 
7.16 (Av. hā. mē. āpō. yaoždaδāiti  Phl. ān ān ī man āb yōǰdāsrēnēd), 9.1 (Av. 
tanūm. yaoždaiϑiiąn  Phl. tan yōǰdāsrēnēnd), 9.37-38 (eight times Av. DO + 
yaoždaϑō  Phl. DO + yōǰdāsrēnēd), 21.6 (Av. kəhrpəmca. təuuīšīmca. 
yaoždaϑāni  Phl. kirb <ud> tuxšišn yōǰdāsrē<na>m), N 55.1 (Av. āϑrasca. tišrō. 
ϑraxtiš. ẏaoždaϑ  Phl. ātaxš s xsraxt yōǰdāsrēnēd) and 56.1 (Av. āϑrasca. 
aēuuąm. ϑraxtim. yaoždaϑ  Phl. ātaxš ēk sraxt yōǰdāsrēnēd). 
Complements with pad of the verb Phl. yōǰdāsrēnīdan, yōǰdāsrēn- indicate 
means of purification, e. g.: V 5.21 (Av. huuąm. aŋhuuąm. yaoždāite. humatāišca. 
hūxtāišca. huuarštāišca  Phl. ān ī xwēš yōǰdāsrēnēd pad humad hūxt huwaršt), 
8.36 (Av. huuąm. tanūm. pairi.yaoždaiϑ uš. maēsmana. apāca  Phl. ān ī 
xwēš tan abar yōǰdāsrēnēd pad gōmēz pad-iz āb) and Dd 31.10 (pad ān ī abardom 
šōyišnīh pad ān ī widāxtag āhan bē yōǰdāsrīhēnd az gast rēbag “through that 
supreme washing with molten metal, they become purified from the horrible 
deceit” (Jaafari-Dehaghi 1998 103)). The periphrastic structure yaoždāϑrəm. barāni 
instead of yaoždaϑāni in V 19.12, where Av. kuϑa. narə əm. yaoždaϑāni. 
kuϑ aonīm. yaoždāϑrəm. barāni is translated by Phl. čiyōn mard ī 
ahlaw yōǰdāsrē<na>m čīyōn nārīg ī ahlaw yōǰdāsr abar baram, also does not attest 
this rare use of an intransitive Phl. yōǰdāsrēnīdan, yōǰdāsrēn- with pad. 
The direct object of Phl. yōǰdāsrēnīdan, yōǰdāsrēn- is never expressed by 
Phl. pad + noun. As a matter of fact, this latter syntagm is actually used as the 
complement of the noun Phl. yōǰdāsrīh. Actually, in V 3.39 Av. nauua.hē. asti. 
yaoždāϑrəm “and there is no purification for it” is translated by Phl. ud nē ōy ast 
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yōǰdāsrīh [pad ruwān] “and there is no purification for it [for the soul]”
1288
. 
Furthermore, the syntagm Av. yaoždāta + noun is systematically translated in V 
11.2 by Phl. yōǰdāsrīh pad + noun, where Phl. yōǰdāsrīh pad + noun must be 
understood as “purification for + noun”. 
Phl. pad + noun + yōǰdāsrēnīdan, yōǰdāsrēn- instead of the expected 
syntagm noun + yōǰdāsrēnīdan, yōǰdāsrēn- “to purify + noun” could apparently be 
explained as a contamination due to the influence of the correct syntagm Phl. 
yōǰdāsrīh pad + noun, “purification for + noun”. However, we must take into 
account that the same structure Phl. čīyōn + pad + noun + transitive verb is also 
found in other PTs, as we see for example in V 10.1b čīyōn pad xōy druz pahikārēm 
... čīyōn pad ōy nasuš pahikārēm “how shall I fight this Lie ... how shall I fight this 
Nasu”. So it seems that Phl. pad + noun was also used to express the direct object 
of transitive verbs in the PT. 
 
 
Av. a a.ciϑra-  Phl. az ahlāyīh paydāgīh (11.1c) 
 There is a problem regarding the PT of the second element of this Avestan 
compound, namely °ciϑra-, because of the supposed polysemy of this Avestan 
word, which was understood either as “evident, manifest” or “seed, origin”. 
Bartholomae (1904 586-587) distinguished two different Av. ciϑra-: 1ciϑra- 
“offenbar, klar, sichtbar” and 2ciϑra- “Same, Ursprung”, and considered unlikely 
that both words were etymologically one and the same. As far as Av. a a.ciϑra- is 
concerned, Bartholomae (1904 240) translated it as “der seinen Ursprung im Aša 
hat”, because he explained the second element of this compound from 2ciϑra- 
“Same, Ursprung”, vs. 1ciϑra- “offenbar, klar, sichtbar”. Also Wolff, who 
translated this syntagm as “alles mazdāhgeschaffene ašaentstammte Gute”; 
Lommel (1927 14), who translated it as “alles gute, das von dem Weisen geschaffen 
der Wahrheit entstammt”; and Panaino (2002 38), who undestands it as “all good 
things created by Mazdā having their seed in Truth”, accepted Bartholomae’s 
explanation.  
More recently, Pirart (2009 244-245) has continued Bartholomae’s (1904 
586-587) 2ciϑra- “Same, Ursprung”, since he understands Av. afš.ciϑra- as “(astres) 
Apciϑra (=qui sont apparentés à l’eau [ou de nature hydrique])”, Av. zəmasciϑra- 
as “(astres) Zmciϑra (=qui sont apparentés à la terre [ou de nature terreuse])” and 
Av. gaociϑra- as “(la Lune) apparentée au lait [d’aspect ou de nature laiteuse])” 
respectively. 
On the contrary, Duchesne-Guillemin (1955 98 n. 6) denied Bartholomae’s 
skepticism regarding the identity of both words and adduced the parallel of Lat. 
speciēs “id.” (cf. Lat. spiciō “I see, I behold”). According to Gershevitch (1967 213-
214), the polysemy of Av. ciϑra- is also inherited by some Middle and New Iranian 
words. Regarding Avestan compounds with ciϑra- as second element, Mayrhofer 
(1977 I/28-29) hesitated whether it meant “Glanz, glanzvolle Erscheinung” or 
                                                 
1288
 cf. the use of Phl. yōǰdāsrīh pad ruwān “purification for the soul” in the glosses of V 5.21c and 
10.18d. 
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“Same, Herkunft” in the personal name ātərə.ciϑra- of Yt 13.102
1289
, that is, he 
accepted that both meanings existed. 
Other scholars only took into account 1ciϑra- in their interpretations of 
some Old Iranian compounds, although they did not deny that 2ciϑra- existed. 
Schmitt (1982 IV/22) stated that the Lycian personal name kizza-prñna- stems 
from OP. *čiça-farnā, where OP. *čiça- < PIr. *ciϑra-, and translated it as “mit 
strahlendem Glanz”, namely by 1ciϑra-. Also Gignoux (1986 268) and (2003 85) 
thought that the first element of the Middle Persian compounds čihr-ohrmazd and 
čihr-burzin stem from OIr. 1ciϑra- “resplendissant”. In the Avestan compound 
gaociϑra-, Kellens (1996 86) interprets the second element as “caractéristique-
remarquable” or “marque-distinctive”, that is, as 1ciϑra-. 
However, Soudavar (2006) went one step further. He denied that Av. 2ciϑra- 
ever existed and stated that the only meaning of Av. ciϑra- and their cognates in 
Old, Middle and New Persian was “appearance, radiance, etc.”. According to him 
(2006 168-169), the Avestan compound a a.ciϑra- cannot mean “containing the 
seed or principle of A a”, but only “of just appearance” or “he who radiates 
justice”. Also Panaino (2009 208-214) has recently stated that it is not necessary to 
postulate another stem Av. 2ciϑra-.  
Like Soudavar and Panaino, I think that Bartholomae’s 2ciϑra- “origin” 
cannot be taken for granted in Avestan. All the passages to which Bartholomae 
(1904 587) assigned the meaning “origin” can also be easily understood if we 
translate Av. ciϑra- as “appearance”. Because of this, I have translated Av. 
a a.ciϑra- as “which (have) the brightness of Truth”. Moreover, I think that 
Bartholomae’s (1904 587) 2ciϑra- “origin” is motivated by the Pahlavi exegesis of 
this word in compounds. 
Av. a a.ciϑra- is translated by Phl. kē az ahlāyīh paydāgīh “whose 
manifestation (stems) from Truth”. This translation indicates that the Pahlavi 
translators understood that the right meaning of Av. °ciϑra- in this compound was 
“manifest”. 
Nevertheless, the PT of other Avestan compounds whose second element is 
°ciϑra- disagrees with this interpretation. In several compounds, Av. ciϑra- was 
interpreted as “origin, seed”, as their PT tōhmag demonstrates: Y 58.1 (Av. 
huciϑra-  Phl. hutōhmag), Vr 16.1 (ātarš.ciϑra-  Phl. ātaxš tōhmag), Yt 3.8 and 
3.11 (Av. ažiciϑra-  Phl. azdahāg tōhm
1290
), Yt 3.8 and 3.11 (Av. vəhrkō.ciϑra-  
Phl. šagr ud gurg tōhm), Yt 3.8 and 3.11 (Av. bizəṇgrō.ciϑra-  Phl. dō-zangān 
tōhm
1291
), Yt 3.15 (Av. ažiciϑra.ažiciϑrōtəma-  Phl. azdahāg tōhm meh azdahāg 
tōhm), Yt 3.15 (Av. vəhrkō.ciϑra.vəhrkō.ciϑrōtəma-  Phl. šagr ud gurg tōhm meh 
šagr ud gurg tōhm), Yt 3.15 (Av. bizəṇgrō.ciϑra.bizəṇgrō.ciϑrōtəma-  Phl. dō-
zangān tōhm meh dō-zangān tōhm), Yt 6.4, Ny 1.14, V 5.62, 8.80 and 18.76 (Av. 
təmasciϑra-  Phl. tom tōhmag
1292
), V 8.21, 9.27-28 and 10.20 (Av. daēuuō.ciϑra-  
                                                 
1289
 In the parallel Av. huuarə.ciϑra- of Yt 13.98, however, Mayrhofer (1977 I/52) did not hesitate, 
because he translated it as “Sonnen-prächtig”, that is, he thought that 1ciϑra- was implied. 
1290
 In Yt 3.9 Av. ažiciϑranąm remains untranslated. 
1291
 In Yt 3.12 Av. bizəṇgrō.ciϑranąm is not translated. 
1292
 Dhabhar (1927 20) read tom tomīgān in Ny 1.14, but U3, U4, D, Mf2 and DR attest <twmk’n'>, 
which must be corrected by <xtwhmk’n'> and surely contains the right reading tō<h>magān. 
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Phl. dēw tōhmag), V 8.75 and 18.52 (Av. ātrə.ciϑra-  Phl. ātaxš tōhmag), V 13.16 
(Av. spaciϑra-  Phl. sag tōhmag), V 21.13 (Av. afš.ciϑra-  Phl. āb tōhmag
1293
), 
Vyt 56 (Av. raēuua .ciϑrā-  Phl. rāyōmand tōhmag) und HN 2.9 (Av. 
raēuuasciϑrā-  Phl. rāyōmand tōhmag). 
In other cases, Phl. čihr, either “appearance, shape” or “seed, origin” 
(MacKenzie 1971 22), is used in the PT: V 20.3 (Av. viš.ciϑra-  Phl. wiš-čihr), S 
1.13 (Av. afš.ciϑra-  Phl. āb čihr(ān); but AK, E āb tōhmag
1294
), S 2.13 (Av. 
afš.ciϑra-  Phl. āb čihrag; but AK, E āb tōhmag), S 1.13 (Av. zəmasciϑra-  Phl. 
zamīg čihr(ān); but AK, E zamīg tōhmag), S 2.13 (Av. zəmasciϑra-  Phl. zamīg 
čihrag; but AK, E zamīg tōhmag), S 1.13 (Av. uruuarō.ciϑra-  Phl. urwar 
čihr(ān); but AK, E urwar tōhmag) and S 2.13 (Av. uruuarō.ciϑra-  Phl. urwar 
čihrag; but AK, E urwar tōhmag). The variants with Phl. tōhmag instead of Phl. 
čihr indicate that the Pahlavi translators understood Phl. čihr as “seed, origin” in 
these passages. 
To summarise, it is evident that the Pahlavi translators rendered Av. ciϑra- 
by two different words, but this does not imply that the Avestan word was 
polysemic. Therefore, in my opinion, the meaning of Av. 2ciϑra- “origin” can be 
rejected. 
 
                                                 
1293
 The same Avestan compound, however, is translated as Phl. āb čihr(ān) in S 1.13. 
1294
 Sometimes tōhm(ag) and čihr alternate. This is the case of HN 2.9 too, where the gloss [kū-š 
tōhmag az yazdān] after rāyōmand tōhmag is a mere stilistic variation of the epigraphic Middle 
Persian kē čihr az yazdān. 
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11.2. |a| āa . mrao .
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1295
 L4, D62, P2, P5, F10, B1, P10, M3 . B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, (G); K2 . L1, T46, P1 . Mf2 
; G34 ; T44, E10 ┤mrao  ahurō. mazd ├; FK1 ; K9 「tā」┤mrao  ahurō├ 
1296
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . Br1, L2, E4, L5, FK1, (G); L1 
ẏaōždāϑrəm; B2, P1 . Mf2 ẏaōždāϑrəm; R278 yaōzdāϑrəm; T46, G42 ẏaoždāϑrəm; K9 
ẏaōžϑdāϑrəm 
1297
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3 . R278, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, (G); T44 srāuuaiiōiš; E10 
srāuuaiiō; L1, B2, T46, P1 srāuuiiōiš; E4 srāuuaiiōš; L5 sarāuuaiiaōiš; FK1 sr uuaiiōiš; K9 
srāuuaiiaōiš 
1298
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); E4 zraϑurštara; L5 zaraϑuštara 
1299
 L4, K2, G34, B1, P10, M3 . Br1, L2, L5, FK1, (G); D62 yaoždāita; P2, P5, F10, T44, E10 
yaoždāiti; L1, B2 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; R278 ẏaōzdāta; T46, G42 ẏaoždāta; P1 ẏaōžδāta; E4 
yaožδāita 
1300
 L4, G34 . Mf2, (G); D62, B1, P10, M3 . L5, FK1 pascaita; P2, P5, F10, T44, E10 . E4 pascaiti; K2 
pscaiti; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 pascaeta; K9 ātrəm. pascaēta 
1301
 L4, K1, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, (G); D62, B1 . 
FK1 buna; P10 buna; M3 bunā; E4 baon; Mf2, K9 bīn 
1302
 L4, K1, P10 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, E10 nmāne; 
G34, B1 . R278 namāna; T44, M3 . E4, L5, FK1 namāne 
1303
 D62, K2, G34, F10, P10 . L2, G42, L5, FK1, (G); L4, T44, M3 yaoždāita; P2, P5, E10, B1 
yaoždāiti; L1, R278, Br1 ẏaoždāta; B2 yaōždāta; T46, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; E4 yaožδāite 
1304
 L4, D62, K2, P10 . L1, B2, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2, P5, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, M3 . 
R278, T46, E4, L5, FK1 ātarəm 
1305
 L4, D62, K2, G34, F10, P10 . Br1, L2, L5, FK1, (G); P2, P5, E10 yaoždāiti; T44, B1, M3 
yaoždāita; L1, B2, R278, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; T46, G42 ẏaoždāta; E4 yaožδāite 
1306
 L4, D62, K2, G34, P10 . L5, FK1, (G); P2, P5, E10, B1 yaoždāiti; F10 yaoždātaəma; T44, M3 
yaoždāita; L1, B2, T46, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; R278, Br1, L2, G42 ẏaoždāta; E4 yaožδāite 
1307
 L4 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, 
L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 z  
1308
 L4, D62, K2, G34, F10, P10 . Br1, L2, L5, FK1, (G); P2, P5 yaoždāiti; T44, M3 yaoždāita; E10 in 
the left margin yaoždāiti; B1 yaoždāiti; L1, B2, R278, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; T46, G42 ẏaoždāta; E4 
yaoždāite 
1309
 L4 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10 in the left margin, B1, P10, M3 . 
L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 g  
1310
 L4, D62, K2, G34, F10, P10 . Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1, (G); P2, P5, E10, B1 yaoždāiti; T44, M3 
yaoždāita; L1, B2, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; R278, T46 ẏaoždāta; E4 yaožδāite 
1311
 L4 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, 
L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 uruuar  
1312
 L4, D62, K2, G34, F10, P10 . Br1, L2, L5, FK1, (G); P2, P5, E10, B1 yaoždāiti; T44, M3 
yaoždāita; L1, B2, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; R278, T46, G42 ẏaoždāta; E4 yaožδāite 
1313
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . R278, T46, L5, FK1 . Mf2, (G); E10 . L1, B2, 
P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . K9 ašauuanəm 
1314
 L4, D62, K2, G34, F10, P10 . L2, L5, FK1, (G); P2, P5, E10, B1 yaoždāiti; T44, M3 yaoždāita; 
L1, B2, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; R278 ẏaōzdāta; T46, Br1, G42 ẏaoždāta; E4 yaožδāite 
1315
 L4 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, 



























|a| And Ahura Mazdā said: “you shall recite the (formula of) 
purification, Zaraϑuštra. |b| Then the houses will be purified
1331
, |c| the 
fire (will be) purified, the water (will be) purified, the earth (will be) 
purified, the cattle (will be) purified, the plants (will be) purified, the 
righteous man (will be) purified, the righteous woman (will be) purified, 
the stars (will be) purified, the moon (will be) purified, the sun (will be) 
purified, the endless lights (will be) purified, all goods made by Mazdā 
which (have) the brightness of Truth (will be) purified.” 







 BRA YḎBHWN] |b|  xywšdʾslyh
1335
 AHL YHWWN-yt PWN 
mʾn' |c| ywšdʾslyh
1336
 PWN ʾthš ywšdʾslyh
1337





                                                                                                                                               
1316
 L4, D62, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . R278, G42, L5, (G); P2, P5 ; E10 . Br1, L2, 
E4, FK1 ašaonīm; L1, B2, T46, P1 . Mf2, K9  
1317
 L4, D62, K2, G34, F10, P10 . Br1, L2, FK1, (G); P2, P5, E10, B1 yaoždāiti; T44, M3 yaoždāita; 
L1, B2, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; R278 ẏaōzdāta; T46, G42 ẏaoždāta; E4 yaožδāite; L5 yaoždātar 
1318
 Mf2, (G); L4, K2, F10, B1, P10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . K9 str uš; D62, P2, P5, 
G34, T44, E10, M3 . E4, FK1 star uš; L5   
1319
 L4, D62, K2, G34, F10, P10 . L2, G42, L5, FK1, (G); P2, P5, E10, B1 yaoždāiti; T44, M3 
yaoždāita; L1, R278, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; B2 yaōždāta; T46, Br1 ẏaoždāta; E4 yaožδāite 
1320
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); M3 m ŋhaəm 
1321
 L4, D62, K2, G34, F10, P10 . Br1, L2, L5, FK1, (G); P2, P5, B1 yaoždāiti; T44, M3 yaoždāita; 
E10 yaožidāiti; L1, G42 ẏaoždāta; B2 yaōždāta; R278, T46, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; E4 yaožδāiti 
1322
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); F10 hauuarə 
1323
 D62, K2, G34, F10, P10 . Br1, L2, L5, FK1, (G); P2, P5, E10, B1 yaoždāiti; T44, M3 yaoždāita; 
L4a yoždāta; L1, B2, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; R278 yaōždāta; T46, G42 ẏaoždāta; E4 ẏaožδāite 
1324
 D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); 
L4a ┤  yaoždāta├; L5 anagra 
1325
 D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10 . T46, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1, (G); P2 ; B1, M3 
; L1, B2, R278, P1 . Mf2, K9 raōc ; E4 anaγrə  
1326
 D62, K2, G34, F10, P10 . L5, FK1, (G); P2, P5, B1 yaoždāiti; T44, M3 yaoždāita; E10 ẏaoždāiti; 
L1, B2, R278, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; T46, Br1, L2, G42 ẏaoždāta; E4 yaožδāiti 
1327
 L4, D62, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, 
K9, (G); P2, P5 vīspaca; E4 vīspai; L5 vīspe 
1328
 L4, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 
vōhū; B1, E10 vōhu; P10 vūhū; Mf2 vohī; K9 vōhī 
1329
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); E10 mazdaδāti; L1 mazdaδā; L5 mazdaδāta 
1330
 K2, T44, B1, M3 . FK1; D62, P2, P5, G34, P10, L4a . L1, B2, T46, P1, (G) ϑra; F10 
onciϑra; E10 ašiihciϑra; R278, G42 aša.ciϑra; Br1, L2 ašaciϑra; E4 ašacaiϑra; L5 aša.ciϑara; Mf2 
a aciϑra; K9 ašaiciϑra 
1331
 vid. Kellens (1984 388), who also gives to the Subj. Aor. bun a future meaning. 
1332
 L4, D62, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 ywšdʾslyy; F10 ywšdʾsl 
1333
 G34, T44; L4, P2, F10, E10 zltwhšt; D62, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) zltwšt 
1334
 P2, F10, B1, P10, M3; L4, T44, E10, (Jmp) ywdtdywdʾt; D62 ywdt dyw dʾt HD; G34  
1335
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ywšdʾsl 
1336
 L4, G34, T44, E10; K1, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ywšdʾsl; D62 in the right margin ywšdʾsl 



































































|a| u-š guft ohrmazd kū yōǰdāsrīh srāyišn zarduxšt [kū ǰuddēwdād-ē bē yaz] |b| 
xyōǰdāsrīh pas bawēd pad mān |c| yōǰdāsrīh pad ātaxš yōǰdāsrīh pad āb yōǰdāsrīh 
pad zamīg yōǰdāsrīh pad gōspand yōǰdāsrīh pad urwar yōǰdāsrīh pad mard ī ahlaw 
yōǰdāsrīh pad nārīg ī ahlaw yōǰdāsrīh pad star yōǰdāsrīh pad māh yōǰdāsrīh pad 
xwaršēd yōǰdāsrīh pad asar rōšnīh yōǰdāsrīh pad harwisp ābādīh ī ohrmazd-dād kē 
az ahlāyīh paydāgīh 
|a| And Ohrmazd said: “the (formula of) purification must be recited, Zarduxšt 
[that is, celebrate a uddēwdād]. |b| Then there will be purification for the house, |c| 
purification for the fire, purification for the water, purification for the earth, 
purification for the cattle, purification for the plants, purification for the righteous 
man, purification for the righteous woman, purification for the stars, purification 
                                                                                                                                               
1337
 G34, T44, E10; L4, K1, D62 in the right margin, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ywšdʾsl 
1338
 G34, T44, E10, L4a; K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ywšdʾsl; P5, K2 ywydʾsl 
1339
 K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, B1, M3, L4a, (Jmp); T44 ; P10a PWN 
1340
 L4, G34, T44, E10; D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ywšdʾsl 
1341
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, M3, (Jmp); P10a PWN 
1342
 L4, G34, T44, E10; K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ywšdʾsl 
1343
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, M3, (Jmp); B1 ┤PWN├; P10a PWN 
1344
 L4, G34, T44, E10; K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ywšdʾsl 
1345
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, F10, B1, M3, (Jmp); P10a PWN 
1346
 L4, G34, T44, (Jmp); K1, D62, P2, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤y├ 
1347
 L4, K1, D62, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 ʾhlwb''; F10 Wʾhlwb'y 
1348
 L4, G34, T44, E10; D62, P2, F10, B1, M3, (Jmp) ywšdʾsl 
1349
 D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, M3, (Jmp); L4 ┤PWN├; E10, P10a PWN 
1350
 L4, T44, (Jmp); K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤y├ 
1351
 L4, K1, D62, P2, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 ʾhlwb''; F10 ʾhlwb'y 
1352
 L4, G34, T44, E10; K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ywšdʾsl 
1353
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, M3, (Jmp); P2, B1 ┤PWN├; P10a PWN 
1354
 L4, D62, P2, F10, (Jmp); K1, G34, B1, P10, M3 stwl; E10 stl y 
1355
 E10; L4, K1, G34, T44, B1, M3 ┤ywšdʾslyh PWN├; D62, P2, F10, P10, (Jmp) ywšdʾsl 
1356
 P2, F10, E10, (Jmp); L4, G34, T44 ┤PWN├ W; D62, P10 ┤PWN├ 
1357
 E10; L4, D62, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 ┤ywšdʾslyh PWN├; P2, (Jmp) ywšdʾsl 
1358
 P2, E10, (Jmp); L4, D62, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 W 
1359
 L4, K1, P2, T44, E10, B1, M3, (Jmp); D62, G34, P10 hwlšyt; F10  
1360
 L4, G34, T44, E10; K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, (Jmp) ywšdʾsl; M3 ywšdʾsl 
1361
 L4, K1, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, M3, (Jmp); D62, F10, P10 ʾsl' 
1362
 D62, E10, B1, P10, (Jmp); L4, G34 y lwšn'; P2 lwšn'yh; T44 y lwšnyh; M3 lwšn' 
1363
 L4, G34, T44, E10; K1, D62, P2, F10, P10, M3, (Jmp) ywšdʾsl; B1 ywšdʾsl 
1364
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 ┤PWN ├ 
1365
 G34, T44, E10, B1, M3, (Jmp); L4 hlwsp' y; D62 hhlwsp; P2 hlwspyn; F10, P10 hlwsp 
1366
 L4, D62, G34, T44, E10, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 ʾhlw; F10 ; B1 ʾtš 
1367
 L4, K1, G34, T44, M3; D62, P2, F10, E10, B1, P10, (Jmp) ┤y├ 
1368
 L4, K1, D62, P2, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 ʾhldyh; F10  
1369
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 pytʾkyhʾ 
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for the moon, purification for the sun, purification for the endless lights, 
purification for the all prosperity created by Ohrmazd, whose manifestation 




 The Pārsī translation of this passage is attested in MU 1.610.7-16 (Unvala 
1922), (Dhabhar 1932 394): 
|a| āa . mrao . ahurō. mazd . yaoždāϑrəm. srāuuaiiōiš. zaraϑuštra.  
ز           تَ یش آع گفت اّرهشز کْ ایْسزاثزطزایؼي اػْ سرتؼت کْ آى خسزیْزاز
|b| yaoždāta. pascaēta. bun. nmāna 
ایْسزاثزپض تیس پْ هاى 
|c| yaoždāta. ātrəm.
1370
 yaoždāta. āpəm. yaoždāta. z m. yaoždāta. g m. 
yaoždāta. uruuar m. yaoždāta. narə əm. yaoždāta. nāirik m. 
u əm. yaoždāta. huuarə. 
yaoždāta. anaγra ū ϑra.      
ایْسزاثزپس آتغ ایْسزاثز پس آب ایْسزاثز پس سهیي ایْسزاثز پس اّرّر ایْسزاثز پس 
هزز اػْ ایْسزاثز پس ًاریگ اػْ ایْسزاثز پس طتْر ایْسزاثز پس هاٍ ایْسزاثز پس 




|a| And Ohrmazd said: “the (formula of) purification must be recited, Zardušt [that 
is, celebrate the uddēwdād]. |b| Then there will be purification for the house, |c| 
purification for the fire, purification for the water, purification for the earth, 
purification for the plants, purification for the righteous man, purification for the 
righteous woman, purification for the stars, purification for the moon, purification 
for the sun, purification for the endless lights, purification for the all prosperity 
created by Ohrmazd, whose manifestation (stems) from Truth.” 
 
 It should be noticed here that the purification for the cattle is not 
mentioned, because پسایْسزاثز  گْطپٌس  is lacking. On the other hand, it seems that 
this text has been adapted from a manuscript of the group of K1, because the 
variant ایْسزاثز, which agrees with the variant Phl. yōǰdāsr, is used instead of 




Av. yaoždāϑrəm. srāuuaiiōiš (11.2a) 
 Among all the texts where Av. yaoždāϑra- “purification” (Bartholomae 
1904 1235-1236) is attested, this is the only passage where this noun is the direct 
object of a verbum dicendi. Because of this, I have preferred to translate it here as 
“(formula of) purification”. 
 
 
                                                 
1370
 Av. ātrəm. yaoždāta in the right margin. 
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Phl. srāyišn (11.2a) 
 All the PV manuscripts agree in the variant <slʾdšn'>. However, this seems 
to be a corruption from the oldest reading <slʾdyh>, which represents a Pahlavi 
optative. 
 Actually, the first part of the PT of V 11.2a is included in a Pahlavi text 
older than the oldest PV manuscript, namely in NM 1.7.12 (Dhabhar 1912 35), 
(West 1880 2.308): 
u-š guft ohrmazd kū yōǰdāsrīh srāyē zarduxšt [kū wandīdād-ē bē yaz] yōǰdāsr pas 
bawēd  
And Ohrmazd said: “you shall recite the (formula of) purification, Zarduxšt [that 
is, celebrate a Wandīdād]. Then it will be pure.” 
 
Dhabhar (1912 35) edited <slʾdyh>, which surely corresponds to a 2nd. 
Sing. Pres. Opt. Act. <-yh>, namely srāyē
1371
. The variant <slʾdyšn' y> in the 
manuscript MR of NM fits with the variant <slʾdšn'> in Vīdēvdād except for the 
ezafe, which could imply a wrongly written Phl. srāyišnīh.  
It seems that <-yh> was confused by the scribes with <-š> along the written 
transmission. This supposed <-š> was the source of the interpretation of this 
Pahlavi 2nd. Sing. Pres. Opt. Act. <-yh> as <-šn>, which finally turned into <-
šn'>. This variant was transmitted in the PV manuscripts and eventually passed to 
the Pārsī translation of this passage in MU 1.610.7-16, where we find طزایؼي. 
However, the attested variant <slʾdyh> srāyē seems to be the oldest translation and 
here the correct reading, as it translates exactly the Avestan 2nd. Sing. Pres. Opt. 
Act. srāuuaiiōiš.  
As we have already observed in NM 1.7.11 regarding the gloss čīyōn pad 
anagr rōšn, it seems that Manuščihr used a slightly different PT of Vīdēvdād from 
that which is preserved in the PV manuscripts. 
                                                 
1371
 For the optative forms preserved in the old Pahlavi of the PT vid. (Cantera 1999a 187-193). 
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 yaϑā. ahū. vairiiō.
1381
 aϑ  hacā. 
ϑ  xšaϑrəmcā. ahurāi. ā. yim. 

















 aϑ  
                                                 
1372
 P1 . Mf2, (G); L4, K1 . T46 imąm; D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . R278, E4, 
L5, FK1 im ; L1, B2, Br1, L2, G42 . K9  
1373
 L4 . B2, T46, P1, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); D62, K2, P10 drənjiiaoiš; P2 drənjiiōiš; P5 drəṇjiiaoiš; G34 
draṇjaiiōiš; F10, T44 . FK1 darəṇjiiōiš; E10 darəṇjaiiōiš; B1 drənjaiiōiš; M3 darəmnjaiiōiš; L1 
drəjaiiōiš; R278「tā」┤drəṇjaiiōiš. ... vairiia├; Br1 darəṇjaiiōiš; L2, E4「tā」┤drəṇjaiiōiš. ... 
vārəϑraγniiō.təməmca├; L5 dariṇjiiōiš 
1374
 L4, K1, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L5, FK1, (G); D62 yōi.š; P2 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, G42 
. Mf2, K9 ẏōi; P5 yaoi; E10 yō 
1375
 D62, P5, K2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . FK1; L4 vārəϑraγniiōtəmca; P2 . Mf2 
vāraϑraγniiōtəməmca; G34 vārəϑraγniiō.təməm.ca; L1, T46, P1 vārəϑra.γniiō.təməmca; B2 
vārəϑra.γniiōtəməmca (-ə- corrects a wrong –m-); Br1 vārəϑraγniiōtəmə.mca; G42 . K9, (G) 
vārəϑraγniiōtəməmca; L5 vārəϑrə.γaniiō.təməmca 
1376
 P5; L4, K1, G34, E10 ┤baēšaziiō.təməmca├; D62 bišaziiō.təməmca; P2 baēšazīō.təməmca; K2 
bišaziiō.təməca; F10, B1, M3 . L1, T46, P1, Br1, G42, L5, FK1 baešaziiō.təməmca; T44 
baēšaiziiōtəməmca; P10 b; B2 baešaziiōtəməmca; L2 baešaziiō.təmca; E4 baišaiziiō.taməmca; Mf2, 
K9 baēšaziiōtəməmca; (G) baē aziiōtəməmca 
1377
 D62, P5, K2, F10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4, 
G34, T44, E10 panca; P2 pəṇca 
1378
 L4, D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, (G); K1 
ahurna; K2 ahuni; T44 . FK1 ahunahe; Mf2, K9 ahunō 
1379
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
(G); L5, FK1 vairiie; Mf2, K9 vairiiō 
1380
 L4, P2, F10, E10 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); D62 frasrāuuiiōitš; P5 
frasrāuuiiaoiš; K2 frasāviriiōiš; G34, T44 frasrāuuiiōiš; B1, M3 frasrā.vairiiōiš; P10 frasrāutaiiōiš; L1 
frasrāuuaōiš; L5 frasarāuuaiiōiš 
1381
 L4, K1, D62, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . Br1, L2, E4, L5, (G); P2, P5 ┤yaϑā. ahū. 
vairiiō├; L1, T46, P1 ẏaϑā. ahū. vairiiō; B2 ẏaϑā. ahū. vairiiō. 4 (in Indian numeral) 4 (in Pahlavi 
numeral); R278 ẏaϑā. ahū. vairiiō. p (in Pāzand); G42 ẏaϑā. ahū. vairiiō. 5 (in Pahlavi numeral) 5 
(in Indian numeral); FK1 yaϑā. ahū. vairiiō. 5; Mf2, K9 ẏaϑā. ahī. vairiiō 
1382
 vid. (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.101): “Harmonieux comme un (maître est harmonieusement) 
digne de choix par l’existence (rituelle), le modèle des actes de l’existence de la divine Pensée et leur 
emprise sont attribués au Maître Mazdā, dont (cette emprise) fera un pâtre pour les nécessiteux”; 
(Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.115): “Just as (a judgement) is worthy of being chosen by 
the world, so the judgement, (which) in accordance with truth itself, (is to be passed) on the actions 
of good thought of the world, is assigned to the Wise One, and the power (is assigned) to (Him), 
the Ahura, whom (people) appoint as a shepherd to the poor”. 
1383
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); F10 ahunīm 
1384
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, L5, FK1, (G); Mf2, K9 vairiiō 
1385
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1, (G); F10 ┤tanūm. ... vairiiō├; Mf2, K9 tanīm 
1386
 L4, K1, P2, P5, K2, G34, E10, B1, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1, (G); D62, 
P10 pāitī; T44 pāita; E4 pāite; Mf2, K9 paiti 
1387
 L4, P2, P5, K2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . B2, T46, L2, E4, L5, FK1, (G); D62 yaϑā. aϑā; L1, 
R278, P1, Br1, G42 . Mf2, K9 ẏaϑā 
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ϑ  xšaϑrə  









+ ə əšatā. + x ϑ ϑrascā. 
ϑ əm. ϑraoštā. ahurā. tąm. mōi. dąstuuąm. daēnaiiāi. 
frāuuaocā. (= Y 46.7)
1394
 
ərəϑrəm.jā. ϑ ṇghā. yōi. həṇtī. ciϑrā. mōi. 




pāta.nō. + bišiiaṇta . pairi. mazd sca. ārmaitišca. spəṇtasca. nase. daēuuī. druxš. nase. 
daēuuō.ciϑre. nase. xdaēuuō.frakarste. nase. xdaēuuō.frādāite. apa. druxš. nase. apa. 
druxš. duuāra. apa. druxš. vīnase. apāxəδre. xapa.nasiiehi. +mā. xmərəṇcīša. gaēϑ . 
astuuaitīš. a ahe.
1396
 (= V 8.21, SrB 3)
1397
 
                                                                                                                                               
1388
 L4, K1, P2, P5, K2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, 
FK1, (G); Mf2, K9 ahī 
1389
 L4, K1, P2, P5, K2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, T46, P1, Br1, L2, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); B2 
vairiiō. īak. (in Pāzand) 1 (in Pahlavi numeral); R278, FK1 vairiiō. īak. (in Pāzand); G42 vairiiō. 1 
(in Indian numeral) 
1390
 vid. (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.101): “Harmonieux comme un (maître est harmonieusement) 
digne de choix par l’existence (rituelle), le modèle des actes de l’existence de la divine Pensée et leur 
emprise sont attribués au Maître Mazdā, dont (cette emprise) fera un pâtre pour les nécessiteux”; 
(Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.115): “Just as (a judgement) is worthy of being chosen by 
the world, so the judgement, (which) in accordance with truth itself, (is to be passed) on the actions 
of good thought of the world, is assigned to the Wise One, and the power (is assigned) to (Him), 
the Ahura, whom (people) appoint as a shepherd to the poor”. 
1391
 P2, (G); L4, K1, D62, K2, F10, E10, P10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9 k mnā; 
P5 ʾywk k mnā; G34, T44, B1, M3 . E4, L5, FK1 nā 
1392
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, L5, FK1, (G); Mf2, K9 mazd  
1393
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . 
K9, (G) 「tā」┤mauuaitē. ... astuuaitīš├; F10, M3 . FK1 ┤mauuaitē. ... astuuaitīš├; Mf2 「tā sar
」┤mauuaitē. ... astuuaitīš├ 
1394
 vid. (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.160): “Qui me désignes-tu comme protecteur, ô Mazdā, 
chaque fois que le partisan de la Tromperie cherche à me contraindre, à faire tort, sinon ton feu et la 
pensée, par les actes (rituels) desquels, ô Maître, vous engraissez l’Harmonie? Proclame mon 
enseignement à la conscience!”; (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.169): “(But) whom dost 
Thou appoint (as) guardian for one such as me, O Wise One, when the deceitful one tries to seize 
me in order to injure (me), (whom dost Thou appoint) other than Thy fire and thought, with whose 
[du.] actions one nourishes truth, O Ahura? Proclaim a message about that to my religious view”. 
1395
 vid. (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.153): “Quel est le briseur d’obstacles parmi les Existants, afin 
qu’il (me) protége suivant ton explication? Que des cadeaux remarquables me soient faits! Ô 
guérisseur de l’existence (rituelle), fournis-moi le modèle! Et que l’obéissance à ce (...) vienne en 
raison de la divine Pensée, ô Mazdā, à celui, quel qu’il soit, auquel tu veux qu’elle vienne!”; 
(Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.161): “Who (is) a resistance-breaker (able) to protect 
(those) who exist, by Thy proclamation? Accord (as) a judgement bright (things to be) in my house, 
O Healer of existence. Let (recompense for) obedience come to him through good thought, O Wise 
One, to him, to whomsoever Thou wishest”. 
1396
 L4, D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2, E10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, 
Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 ašahe; L5 ašhe 
1397
 vid. (Wolff 1910 134, 367): “Schütz uns vor dem Feind, o Mazdāh und o heilige Ārmatay! 
(Ver)schwinde daēvische Drug, (ver)schwinde daēvaentstammte, (ver)schwinde daēvageschaffene, 
(ver)schwinde daēvaerzeugte! Verschwinde, o Drug, zieh ab, o Drug, verschwinde völlig, o Drug, 
im Norden sollst du verschwinden, nicht sollst du die stoffliche Welt des Aša zunichte machen!”. 
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|a| “Then you shall recite these words, which will be the most victorious 
and most healing.
1398
 |b| You shall murmur five Ahuna Vairiia: yaϑā. ahū. 
vairiiō. aϑā. ratuš. a ā cī . hacā. vaŋh uš. dazdā. manaŋhō. iiaoϑananąm. aŋh uš. 
mazdāi. xšaϑrəmcā. ahurāi. ā. yim. drigubiiō. dada . vāstārəm. (= Y 27.13) |c| The 
Ahuna Vairiia protects the body: yaϑā. ahū. vairiiō. aϑā. ratuš. a ā cī . hacā. 
vaŋh uš. dazdā. manaŋhō. iiaoϑananąm. aŋh uš. mazdāi. xšaϑrəmcā. ahurāi. ā. yim. 
drigubiiō. dada . vāstārəm. (= Y 27.13) |d| k m.nā. mazdā. mauuaitē. pāiiūm. 
+dad . hiia . mā. drəguu . dīdarəšatā. +aēna hē. xańii m. ϑβahmā . āϑrascā. 
manaŋhascā. yaii . iiaoϑanāiš. a əm. ϑraoštā. ahurā. tąm. mōi. dąstuuąm. daēnaiiāi. 
frāuuaocā. (= Y 46.7) 
k . vərəϑrəm.jā. ϑβā. pōi. s ṇghā. yōi. həṇtī. ciϑrā. mōi. dąm. ahīmbiš. ratūm. cīždī. a . 
hōi. vohū. sərao ō. jaṇtū. manaŋhā. mazdā. ahmāi. yahmāi. va ī. kahmāicī . (= Y 
44.16) 
pāta.nō. + bišiiaṇta . pairi. mazd sca. ārmaitišca. spəṇtasca. nase. daēuuī. druxš. nase. 
daēuuō.ciϑre. nase. xdaēuuō.frakarste. nase. xdaēuuō.frādāite. apa. druxš. nase. apa. 
druxš. duuāra. apa. druxš. vīnase. apāxəδre. xapa.nasiiehi. +mā. xmərəṇcīša. gaēϑ . 
astuuaitīš. a ahe. (= V 8.21, SrB 3)” 
|a| ʾytwn'
1399
 ẔNE gwbšn' dlncynyt
1400



































|a| ēdōn ēn gōwišn dranǰēnēd kē hēnd pērōzgartom ud bēšāzēnīdārtom |b| panǰ 
ahunawar frāz srāyišn yaϑāhūwayryō [panǰ bē gōw] |c| ahunawar pad tan pānagīh 
rāy [ēk ud did]  
|a| Thus you will murmur these words, which are the most victorious and most 
healing. |b| Five Ahunawar must be pronounced: yaϑāhūwayryō [say it five 
(times)]. |c| “The Ahunawar (is recited) for the protection of the body [once and 
one more time].” 
 
 
                                                 
1398
 = V 9.27 and SrB 1; cf. Yt 13.20 too. 
1399
 P2, (Jmp); L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤ʾytwn' ... byšʾcynytʾltwm├ 
1400
 P2; (Jmp) YMRWN-yh 
1401
 (Jmp); P2 ┤W├ 
1402
 P2; (Jmp) byšʾcynytʾltl 
1403
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; (Jmp) ʾhwnwl 
1404
 L4, G34, T44, E10, (Jmp); K1, D62, F10, B1, P10, M3 PWN; P2 PWN prʾc 
1405
 M3; L4, K1, P2, G34, F10, E10, P10, (Jmp) slʾdšnyk; D62 slʾdyšnyk; T44 slʾdšnyk'; B1 slʾdšn 
1406
 M3; L4, G34 ytʾhwwylwk; D62, P2 ytʾhwwlyyw; F10 ytʾhwwylw; T44, E10 ytʾhwwylywk; B1, 
P10 ytʾhwwylyyw'; (Jmp) ytʾʾhwwylyw' 
1407
 L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10, M3, (Jmp); B1 6 
1408
 L4, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34  
1409
 L4, D62, P2, B1, P10, M3; G34 ; F10, T44, (Jmp) YMRWN; E10 YMRWN-yt 
1410
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; (Jmp) ʾhwnwl PWN 
1411
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, (Jmp); M3 ptn' 
1412
 L4, D62, P2, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3; G34 pʾngyh; E10 pʾnkyk; (Jmp) pʾnkyynyt 
1413
 L4, D62,  P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; (Jmp) ┤lʾd├ 
1414
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 Wʾywk 
1415
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10, T44 ┤W├ 
1416
 L4, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); D62, P2, F10 TWWḆ 
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In MU 1.610.18-611.1 (Unvala 1922), (Dhabhar 1932 394) we find the Pārsī 
translation of this text, where |a| is omitted. It is noteworthy there the mix of Pārsī, 
Pāzand and Avestan parts: 
|a| aϑa. im . vacō. drəṇjaiiōiš. yōi. aŋhən. 「tā」 paṇca. ahuna. vairiia. 
frasrāuuaiiōiš. yaϑā. ahū. vairiiō. 
5
1417
ّیؼي پزاج طزایؼي ایثااُّْیزیْ پٌح گ 
|b| ahunəm. vairīm. tanūm. pāiti. 
ahunauuar. pa. p n.gi. tan. rā. yak. da .
1418
 
aکوٌا هشزا تا طز  ahe. nama. 
 
Pārsi and Pāzand translation: 
|a| Five (Ahunawar) must be recited: yaϑāhūwayryō [it must be said five (times)]. 
“The Ahunawar (is recited) for the protection of the body [once and one more 
time]
1419
. Kemnā mazdā to the end a ahe by name.” 
 
 
The Srōš Bāǰ as a formula of purification 
In V 11.3 the recitation of five yaϑā. ahū. vairiiō and part of Srōš Bāǰ 2 is 
prescribed as a formula of purification
1420
. With regards to the yaϑā. ahū. vairiiō, 
several sources prescribe the number of yaϑā. ahū. vairiiō to be recited in each 
occassion. In the Sūdgar Nask, according to Dk 9.2.7 [M 787.17; K43b 139.1-2], 
five Ahunawar are prescribed to remove the druz: panǰ ka ō druz bē barišnīh “five 
(Ahunawar), when (it is) to remove the druz”. Also according to ŠnŠ 19.5 
(Dhabhar 1932 11-12), (West 1880 1.405), (Kotwal 1969 78-79) one must recite five 
Ahunawar in order to remove the druz: 
panǰ kē ō wināh wizārdan šawēd druz bē barišnīh rāy čē pādifrāh pad dastwarīh ī 
ēn panǰ kas šāyēd wizārdan mānbed wisbed <zandbed> dehbed ud zarduxštrōtom 
u-š ašemwohū <ud> ahunawar panǰ pad sar bē gōwišn 
Five (Ahunawar must recite) he who comes to redeem a sin in order to remove the 
druz, for he can redeem the punishment with the authority of these five persons: 
the master of the house, the clan headman, the headman of the tribe, the headman 
of the country and the zarduxštrōtom, and he must say the ašemwohū (and) the 
Ahunawar five (times) in the beginning
1421
. 
                                                 
1417
 Here it is written Pārsi 5 prāj srāyišn, that is, “Five (Ahunawar) must be recited”. 
1418
 The Pāzand translator inverted the Pahlavi word-order of Phl. pad tan pānagīh rāy and wrote 
Pāz. pa. pąn.gi. tan. rā, which turned into Pahlavi would be *pad pānagīh tan rāy. Moreover, he 
omitted the conjunction Phl. ud in the gloss ēk ud did and wrote Pāz. yak. da . 
1419
 cf. MU 1.14.9 (Dhabhar 1932 10):  
تؼت فزهْزٍ اطت کَ ایثااُّْیزیْ سّار زیْاًظتت ّ پاطثاى تي زازار اّرهشز سر
The Maker Ohrmazd has prescribed to Zartušt that the yasā-āhū-wayryō is a helper against the 
dīwān and a bodyguard. 
1420
 Regarding the combination of the Srōš Bāǰ with the prayers k m.nā. mazdā (Y 46.7), k  
vərəϑrəm.jā. (Y 44.16) and the formula pāta.nō (...) (V 8.21). vid. Cantera’s (unpublished) 
communication “Daēuuas vertreibende Worte”. 
1421
 vid. (Kotwal 1969 111), who explains that here the beginning of the Patet and the five Ahunawar 




Av. drəṇjaiiōiš  Phl. dranǰēnēd 
  The PT of V 11.3a only appears in P2, where Av. drəṇjaiiōiš is translated by 
Phl. <dlncynyt> dranǰēnēd
1422
. The Pahlavi ending <-yt> of this verb can be 
interpreted as a 3rd. Sing. Pres. Ind. Act., 2nd. Pl. Pres. Ind. Act. or as a 2nd. Pl. 
Imper. 
  It seems more likely that the optative Av. drəṇjaiiōiš was translated by an 
imperative, not by an indicative, so that I prefer to understand the ending <-yt> of 




                                                                                                                                               
یؼت طزّع پٌح ایثاُّْیزیْ هیثایس  ذْاًسى 
For the ceremony of Srōš five yasāhūwayryō must be recited. 
1422
 vid. other PTs of Av. drəṇjaiiōiš in the parallels of V 9.27 and Hōšbām 1 in (Cantera 2004 167-
168, 233). 
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 ərəϑ uhī. ādā. gaidī. mōi. ā.mōi. arapā. 




















                                                 
1423
 D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4, 
T44 nəmānəm; R278, E4, L5, FK1 namānəm 
1424
 L4, M3 . L1, B2 yaōždaϑāmi; D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10 . T46, L2, G42, L5, 
FK1 yaoždaϑāmi; R278, P1 ẏaōždaϑāmi; Br1 ẏaoždaϑāmi; E4 yaožδaϑāma; Mf2 ẏaōždaϑāme; K9 
ẏaōždaϑāmē; (G) yaoždaϑāne 
1425
 Mf2, (G); L4, K1 imąm; D62, P2, P5, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . FK1 im ; K2, F10 . L2, 
G42, E4, L5 . K9 im ; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1 ima  
1426
 L2, G42, E4, FK1; L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 iδa; L1, B2, R278, 
T46, P1, Br1 ┤a ├; L5 . Mf2, K9, (G) aδa 
1427
 L4, D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2 vaca 
1428
 L4 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, T44, E10, P10 . R278, FK1, 
(G) framruua; G34, B1, M3 framaruua; E4 fra.mrauua; L5 framarauua 
1429
 L4, K1, D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); P2 a δa 
1430
 L4, K1, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 
. Mf2, K9, (G); D62 mā. mā; P1, L5 a mā 
1431
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . Br1, L2, E4, L5, FK1, (G); E10 . L1, B2, 
R278, T46, P1, G42 . Mf2 ẏauuā; K9 iiamuua 
1432
 L2; L4 banduuō; K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, G42, 
E4 bənduuō; P5 binduuō; T46 bən.duuō; P1 . Mf2, K9, (G) bəṇduuō; L5 bəṇδuuō; FK1  
1433
 Mf2, K9; L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, 
G42, E4, (G) pafre; F10 pa.frae; L5 fpara; FK1 pafrae 
1434
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L5 mazistō 
1435
 vid. (Insler 1975 95): “Yes, throughout my lifetime I have been condemned as the greatest 
defiler, I who try to satisfy the poorly protected (creatures) with truth, Wise One. If requital is 
good, come to me and give support to me. Through good thinking find a means of destruction of 
this”; (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.171): “Le (mauvais) chef B ṇduua s’emplit depuis toujours de 
mon grain, alors que moi, je cherche à choyer les ... avec Harmonie, ô Mazdā. Ô divine 
présentation, viens vers moi, aide-moi! Trouve par la divine Pensée un moyen de le réduire en 
cendres!”; (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.179): “The chieftain B ṇdva has stuffed 
himself with my barley. (Come to me), O Wise One, (to me) who try to satisfy the ill-herded 
(cows) with truth. Come to me (as personified) good apportionment, (and) support me! Effect his 
death with good thought!”. 
1436
 L4, K1, K2, G34, B1 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); D62, P2, P5, F10, T44, M3 . 
E4, L5, FK1 ātarəm; E10 hātrəm; P10 ātārəm; R278 ātarəm 
1437
 L4, D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 yaoždaϑāmi; K2 
yaoždadaϑāmi; L1, T46, P1 ẏaōždaϑāmi; B2 yaōždaϑāmi; R278 ẏaōždaϑāme; E4 yaožδϑāme; FK1 
yaoždaϑāma; Mf2 ẏaōždaϑā.me; K9 ẏaōždaϑāmē; (G) yaoždaϑāne 
1438
 T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); L4, K1 imąm; D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10 . FK1 im ; K2, F10 . L1, 
B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . K9 im ; P5 mim m; M3 ┤imą├ 
1439
 R278, E4, L5; L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 iδa; L1, B2, T46, P1, 
Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G) aδa; FK1 a a 
1440
 L4, K1, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . 










 ahurā. ϑβā. 
ϑ xa  hē. (= Y 36.1)
1448
 
|a| “If I want to purify this house, then pronounce these words:” |b| a . 
mā. yauuā. +b ṇduuō. +pafrē. mazištō. ərəϑ
vaŋuhī. ādā. gaidī. mōi. ā.mōi. arapā. ahiiā. vohū. aošō. vīdā. manaŋhā. (= Y 49.1) 
|c| “If I want to purify this fire, then pronounce these words:” |d| ahiiā. 
ϑβā. āϑrō. +vərəz nā. xpaouruiiē. pairi.jasāmaide. mazdā. ahurā. ϑβā. ϑβā. 
mainiiū. sp ništā. y . ā. axtiš. xa āi. y m. axtōiiōi. d hē. (= Y 36.1) 



















 ẕmʾn' <pʾnkyh 
















                                                                                                                                               
1441
 L4, K1, T44 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . K9; D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . T46 
. Mf2, (G) framruua; G34 . E4, L5 framaruua; FK1 frmruua 
1442
 D62, P5, K2, G34a in the right margin, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . B2, R278, T46, G42, L5, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9; L4, P2, G34 . Br1, L2, E4, (G) ahe; L1 ahiiā ahe; P1 ahe. ahe 
1443
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); FK1 ϑβō 
1444
 K1, P2, P5, B1, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, G42, L5 . Mf2, K9; L4, G34, (G) vərəzāna; D62 və ənā; 
K2, P10 ; F10 vərəzą nā; T44 ; E10 vərəzanā; R278, Br1, L2, FK1 vərəzənā; E4 
vairizinā 
1445
 L4, G34, T44, E10 . FK1 paoiriiō; D62, P2, K2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (G) paoiriie; P5 paoirīō; L1, P1 
paōuruiie; B2, T46 paōuruuiie; R278, Br1, L2 paouruiie; G42 paoiruiie; E4 paoruiie; L5 paoiriia; 
Mf2, K9 paōuruiiē 
1446
 L4, K2, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3 . R278, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); D62, P2 paiti.jasāmaide; P5 
pairi.jasāmaede; T44 . B2, T46, P1, Br1, E4, FK1 pairi.jasā.maide; E10 pairi.jasāimaiδa; L1 
paijasā.maide; L5 pairī.jasāi.maiδi 
1447
 K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; L4, (G) mazda 
1448
 vid. (Narten 1986 40): “Mit der Gemeinde dieses Feuers hier nahen wir dir zu Beginn, o Weiser 
Herr, dir samt deinem heilvollsten Geist, der ein Übel für denjenigen ist, den du für das Übel 
bestimmst”; (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.134): “Avec le clan fondamental de ce feu, nous te 
servons, ô Maître Mazdā, (et nous) te (servons) avec ton état d’esprit très bénéfique, qui est pourtant 
une douleur pour celui que tu veux soumettre à la douleur”; (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 
1991 1.145): “Primarily we attend Thee, O Wise Ahura, with the community of this fire, (we 
attend) Thee with Thy most prosperous spirit, which is pain(ful) to the one whom Thou mayest 
seize for pain(ful treatment)”. 
1449
 D62, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, E10 ywšdʾslynyt; P2 ywšdʾslynyḏ; T44 ywšdʾslyhynyt 
1450
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 ẔNE ym 
1451
 L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); K1 gwbšn' BRA 
1452
 L4, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; K1, F10, (Jmp) YMRWN 
1453
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); T44 LA 
1454
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 ┤OD├ 
1455
 G34, E10; L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ʾw'; T44 OLEL 
1456
 L4, G34, F10, T44, E10; K1, D62, P2, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ┤y├ 
1457
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; (Jmp) bytm 
1458
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) hm 
1459
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34a under the line and in the right margin, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, 
(Jmp); G34 ʾnkyh. G34a in the right margin adds <ms kwn AYḴ>. 
1460
 D62, F10; L4, K1, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) YMRWN-yt 
1461
 To be restored, following IM (Jāmāsp 1907 434). 
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HWE-yḏ ʾ-t BRA xŠḆKWN-
1465













 <y> LK 








|a| [ka] ēdōn pad mān yōǰdāsrēnē ēg ēn gōwišn frāz gōw |b| ēdōn man hamē tā ō ān 
ī bēdom zamān <pānagīh mahist [kū-m tā tan ī pasēn> xhamē pānagīh <ī> dāmān 
kardan] [ast kē ēdōn gōwēd ay <hamē> kū nūn kē andar āmad hē ā-t bē xhilam] |c| 
[ka] ēdōn pad ātaxš yōǰdāsrēnē ēg ēn gōwišn frāz gōw |d| ēdōn ō ēd <ī> tō ātaxš 
fradom pad warzišn bē rasam ohrmazd [pad pahrēz <ud> šnāyēnīdārīh] 
|a| [If] thus you perform the purification for the house, then pronounce these 
words: |b| “Thus I (will) always (be) to the end of the time the greatest protection 
[that is, I will always provide protection to the creatures till the Future Body] 
[There is (a commentator) who says: “the latter ‘always’ that you have added, I will 
delete it to you”].” |c| [If] thus you perform the purification for the fire, then 
pronounce these words: |d| “Thus I will arrive firstly by means of (this) deed to 




This text is rendered into Pāzand in MU 1.611.2-11 (Unvala 1922), (Dhabhar 
1932 394): 
|a| əm. yaoždaϑāne. im . iδa. vacō. framrauua. 
ki. īdīn. pa. m n. yaoždāϑ ərāj. guua.  
|b| 
 
yauuā. bəṇduuō. pafr . mazištō. 
īdīn. ham. tā. ni. bītim. zəm n. həmə. xpąnigi.
1475
 dō. m n. kirdan. hast. 
əhərəm.  
|c| əm. yaoždaϑāne. im . iδa. vacō. framrauua. 
ki. īdīn. pa. آتغ yaoždāϑ ərāj. guua.  
|d| ahiiā. ϑβā. āϑrō. vərə  
īδīn. ōi. tu. āta ərdum. pa. varəzəšni. bi. varəzəm. ōrməzdā. pa. 
pahrəzi. vašnāsīdār. 
                                                                                                                                               
1462
 L4, D62, P2, G34a above the line, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 ; T44 , E10  
1463
 K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, T44, E10 AMT 
1464
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, (Jmp); P2 YATWN-yt; M3 YATWN-t 
1465
 L4, D62, B1, P10, M3 LA ŠḆKWN- ; P2, E10, (Jmp) ŠḆKWN-m; G34 ŠḆKWN-ym; F10 
ŠḆKWN-m; T44 ŠḆKWN-y . I have preferred not to edit <LA> following IM (Jāmāsp 1907 434), 
which omits it. 
1466
 L4, K1, D62, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 ZK ʾthš; F10 ʾtš 
1467
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34a above the line, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 ┤ẔNE├ 
1468
 L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 gwb'šn' 
1469
 L4, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; F10, (Jmp) YMRWN 
1470
 L4, G34, T44, E10; D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ʾw' 
1471
 D62, P2, F10, P10, (Jmp); L4, G34, E10, B1 ʾy; T44, M3 ┤HNA├ 
1472
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34a above the line, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 PWN 
1473
 L4, K1, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); D62 YHMTWN-ytm 
1474
 L4, G34, T44, E10, P10; D62, P2 pʾhlcšn'; F10 phlycšn'; B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) pʾhlycšn' 
1475
 MU 1.611.2-11 (Unvala 1922) hąnigi. 
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Av. xyaoždaϑāni (11.4a and c) 
 From V 11.4 onwards there is a surprising change of grammatical person: 
the 1st. Sing. yaoždaϑāni instead of the expected 2nd. Sing.  
In V 11.3 Ahura Mazdā prescribed the recitation of several texts. Since he 
answers Zaraϑuštra’s question, he uses the 2nd. Sing. in his admonition. In the 
following passages, namely V 11.4-7, there is a sequence where each polluted thing 
requires the recitation of a formula of purification. Ahura Mazdā is supposed to 
tell Zaraϑuštra which formula must be recited in each case, so that the expected 
enumeration would imply a sort of conditional clause “if you want to purify X, 
you must pronounce the following words”. However, the subject is changed and a 
1st. Sing. yaoždaϑāni appears and, furthermore, there is no conditional 
conjunction.  
On one hand, the use of Av. yaoždaϑāni can be interpreted as a pasted copy 
of the 1st. Sing. of V 11.1b, thus acting as a more efficient litany. On the other 
hand, the use of a conditional clause without a conditional conjunction finds a 
parallel in Y 53.7: +vīzaiiaϑā. mag m. t m. a . v . va. vaiiōi. aŋhaitī. ap məm. vacō 
“(If) you abandon this sacrament, then ‘woe’ will be your last word” (Humbach & 
Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.194, 2.246)
1476
. 
According to Cantera (in his communication “Daēuuas vertreibende 
Worte”), this change of grammatical person can be explained because the formula 
“X yaoždaϑāni. imą. +a . vacō. framrauua” was never recited in the ritual, but just 
added as a sort of nērang to the Avestan text. This is why both verbs do not agree. 
I think that Cantera’s explanation is very likely. 
With regards to its PT, this Avestan conditional clause in V 11.4 ff. was 
correctly interpreted by the Pahlavi translators: the 1st. Sing. yaoždaϑāni was 
translated by the 2nd. Sing. yōǰdāsrēnē, instead of the expected 1st. Sing. 
yōǰdāsrēnam used in V 11.1, while the 2nd. Sing. Pres. Imper. framrauua is 
translated by the 2nd. Sing. Pres. Imper. frāz gōw. Furthermore, they understood 
the conditional meaning of this clause, as the use of ka ēdōn illustrates. 
 
 
Av. +b ṇduuō. +pafrē. mazištō (11.4b) 
 The recitation of two Old Avestan texts, namely Y 49.1a (= V 11.4b) and 
36.1a (= V 11.4d), is prescribed in V 11.4 in order to purify the house and the fire. 
 Concerning Y 49.1a, I wonder why this text must be recited in V 11.4b to 
purify a house. In Y 49.1 no house (Av. nmāna-) appears, unlike other incantations 
in V 11, where that which is to be purified is always mentioned in the text. The 
answer might be found in a wrong interpretation of mānaiieitī in Y 49.2. Av. 
mānaiieitī belongs to the verb mānaiia- “to think” (Kellens 1984 153), so that there 
is no etymological relation with Av. nmāna-, but its phonetic similarity could have 
induced the composers of V 11 to link both words. Therefore, the recitation of Y 




                                                 
1476
 Insler (1975 112-113) also interprets this text as a conditional clause. 
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Comparison between the PT of V 11.4b and d and the PT of Y 49.1a and 36.1a 
With regards to Y 49.1a, it is remarkable that the PT of V 11.4b differs from 
it: 
Y 49.1a (Dhabhar 1949 213) 
ʾytwn' L hmʾy OD ʾw' ZK y bytwm ẕmʾn' pʾnkyh mhst [AYḴ-m OD tn' y 
psyn' hmʾy pʾnkyh y dʾmʾn KN OḆYDWN-šn'] 
ēdōn man hamē tā ō ān ī bēdom zamān pānagīh mahist [kū-m tā tan ī pasēn 
hamē pānagīh ī dāmān ōh kunišn] 
Thus I (will) always (be) to the end of the time the greatest protection [that 
is, I must always provide protection to the creatures till the Future Body] 
V 11.4b 
ʾytwn' L hmʾy OD OL ZK y bytwm ẕmʾn' <pʾnkyh mhst [AYḴ-m OD tn' 
y psyn'> xhmʾy pʾnkyh <y> dʾmʾn' krtn'] [AYT' MNW ʾytwn' YMRRWN-
yt ʾy <hmʾy> AYḴ KON MNW ḆYN YATWN-t HWE-yḏ ʾ-t BRA 
ŠḆKWN- ] 
ēdōn man hamē tā ō ān ī bēdom zamān <pānagīh mahist [kū-m tā tan ī 
pasēn> xhamē pānagīh <ī> dāmān kardan] [ast kē ēdōn gōwēd ay <hamē> 
kū nūn kē andar āmad hē ā-t bē xhilam] 
Thus I (will) always (be) to the end of the time the greatest protection [that 
is, I will always provide protection to the creatures till the Future Body] 
[There is (a commentator) who says: “the latter ‘always’ that you have 
introduced, I will delete it to you”]. 
 
Cantera (2006a 62-63) has already compared both PTs. On one hand, and 
leaving aside the insertion of the gloss and the explanation in V 11.4b, it is evident 
at a first glance that the omission in V 11.4b must be explained as a saut du même 
au même. The scribe of the archetype from which Vīdēvdād stems would have 
missed out the line from the first pānagīh to the second one. This explains why the 
PT of Y 49.1a is semantically coherent by itself, unlike that of V 11.4b. 
On the other hand, Cantera (2006a 63) noticed that the Pahlavi translators 
made three main mistakes. Firstly, they ascribed Av. yauuā not to Av. yauua- 
“corn” but to Av. aiiu- “duration”, so that they translated it by Phl. hamē 
“always”. This mistake was still repeated by Bartholomae (1904 1265) and Insler 
(1975 95). Insler translated this Avestan passage as “Yes, throughout my lifetime I 
have been condemned as the greatest defiler”. On the contrary, Kellens & Pirart 
(1988-1991 1.171) and Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø (1991 1.179) understood 
rightly this word and translated “Le (mauvais) chef B ṇduua s’emplit depuis 
toujours de mon grain” and “The chieftain B ṇdva has stuffed himself with my 
barley” respectively. 
Secondly, Av. ṇduuō was misunderstood too, because it was translated by 
Phl. bēdom (+zamān) “last (time), end (of the time)”, probably due to phonetic 
similarity.  
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Finally, Av. pafrē, 3rd. Sing. Perf. Ind. Act. of Av. 2par- “to fill”
1477
, was 
translated by Phl. pānagīh “protection”, because this word was derived from Av. 
pā- “to protect”. 
 
The PTs of Y 36.1a and V 11.4 are almost identical, except for the position 
of Phl. fradom: 
Y 36.1 (Dhabhar 1949 169) 
ʾytwn' ʾw' HNA
 
 y LK ʾthš PWN wlcšn' pltwm BRA YHMTWN-m 
ʾwhrmẕd [PWN pʾhlyc W šnʾdynytʾlyh] 
ēdōn ō ēd ī tō ātaxš pad warzišn fradom bē rasam ohrmazd [pad pahrēz ud 
šnāyēnīdārīh] 
 V 11.4d 
ʾytwn' OL HNA
 
 <y> LK ʾthš pltwm PWN wlcšn' BRA YHMTWN-m 
ʾwhrmẕd [PWN pʾhlyc <W> šnʾdynytʾlyh] 
ēdōn ō ēd <ī> tō ātaxš fradom pad warzišn bē rasam ohrmazd [pad pahrēz 
šnāyēnīdārīh] 
Thus I will arrive firstly by means of (this) deed to this Thy fire, Ohrmazd 
[as protection and propitiation]. 
 
While in Y 36.1a Phl. pad warzišn fradom renders exactly the syntax of Av. 
vərə , in V 11.4b there is an anteposition of Phl. fradom in Phl. 
fradom pad warzišn. 
Finally, we must say something about the Pāzand translation of these above 
mentioned texts. Obviously it is based on the PT of V 11.4. This can be inferred 
not only from the fact that it omits the same words, but also because it adds the 
same gloss and explanation as V 11.4a. Although there are fewer differences 
between the PT of V 11.4d and that of Y 36.1a, we can state that the Pāzand 
translation of this text is also based on the PT of V 11.4d. Actually, the position of 
Pāz. pərdum. pa. varəzəšni reproduces that of Phl. fradom pad warzišn in V 11.4d. 
 
 
Av. imą. + . vacō  Phl. ēg ēn gōwišn (11.4a and c) 
  Most PV manuscripts attests Av. iδa in this syntagm, while the VS usually 
show Av. aδa. Because of them, Geldner (1896) edited aδa. Neither Av. iδa nor Av. 
aδa are ever placed in any other Avestan text between a substantive and its 
adjective, with the exception of V 11.4-7. The structures with Av. aϑa. imą. vacō in 
V 11.3, 8, 11, 14 and 17 are semantically parallel to this Av. imą. aδa. / iδa. vacō and 
are also followed by quotations of other Avestan texts. However, Av. aϑa is never 
placed between substantive and its adjective in these passages, so that the 
unexpected position of Av. aδa / iδa in this syntagm must be explained. 
 In this regard Lommel’s (1928 140) emendation of Av. aδa in V 11.4 ff. must 
be taken into account. According to Lommel, Av. aδa in V 11.4 ff. must be 
corrected by Av. ā  to obtain a metric sequence of 8 syllables. In such case, the text 
of V 11.4 ff. would be imą. xā +framrauua. 
                                                 
1477
 Bartholomae (1904 852) and Insler (1975 95) misunderstood the text. The first ascribed it to an 
Av. 5par- “verhindern”, only attested here, and the second to Av. 3par- “verurteilen”. 
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 Apart from the metrical support of Lommel’s emendation, I must add that 
there is also a syntactic one. The sequence Acc. + ā(a)  + Acc. at the beginning of a 
phrase has two good parallels in the Yasna Haptaŋhāiti, as clearly demonstrated in 
Y 35.9 (imā. ā . uxδā. vac . ahurā. mazdā. a əm. +manaiiā. vahehiiā. frauuaocāmā) 
and 38.1 ( ənābīš. haϑrā. yazamaidē) (Narten 1986 40, 43). Of 
these, Y 35.9 is the most closely related parallel of V 11.4 ff, as we observe when 
comparing  ... frauuaocāmā of Y 35.9 with imą. x vacō. 
+framrauua.  
Thus Lommel’s emendation must be accepted on the basis not only of 
metrical, but also of syntactical criteria. Only we must emend Av. aδa / iδa by Av. 
a  instead of Av. ā . As Kellens & Pirart (1988-1991 2.106) noticed, Av. ā  is found 
after –ā in the YH, while in the rest of contexts Av. āa  or a  is attested. If Av. ā
āa  present the same distribution in Vīdēvdād, then āa must be edited. Since 
Av. a  is attested in some manuscripts, I have preferred to edit a instead of āa . 
Therefore, Av. aδa and iδa are to be interpreted as mistaken forms of Av. a  which 
slipped into the written transmission. 
In the PT of this Avestan structure we find the expected Phl. ēg ēn gōwišn. 
Although the PT normally follows the same order of the Avestan text, Phl. ēg is 
always placed in the initial position, so that the exact reproduction of Av. imą. +a . 
vacō can never have been translated by Phl. **ēn ēg gōwišn. 
 
 
Phl. ast kē ēdōn gōwēd ay <hamē> ... (11.4b) 
 The commentary added to the gloss of V 11.4b introduces a short 
explanation of Phl. hamē which has remained unnoticed to scholars, due to 
Jāmāsp’s (1907 434) mistake when editing this passage. Nobody seems to have 
noticed that Phl. ay kū cannot follow the verbum dicendi Phl. guftan, gōw-. 
Provided that we follow Jāmāsp’s edition, either ay or kū should be deleted. 
The solution to this textual problem is given by IM. This is the only 
manuscript which adds Phl. <hmʾy> hamē after ay. Jāmāsp (1907 434) marked that 
IM added this word, but considered that it must be deleted, according to the rest of 
PV manuscripts, which did not include it. However, on one hand, the introduction 
of this adverb between ay and kū avoids the problem of the juxtaposition of two 
conjunctions for the same verbum dicendi. On the other hand, it gives a clue to 
understand this commentary: the Pahlavi commentator proposed his own 
emendation to the passage. 
We have observed that the PT of V 11.4b disagrees with that of Y 49.1a. The 
starting point of the deviation is Phl. hamē in V 11.4b. If we do not correct it by 
means of the PT of Y 49.1a and we do not include the commentary of V 11.4b, this 
PT would read as follows: 
ēdōn man hamē tā ō ān ī bēdom zamān xhamē pānagīh <ī> dāmān kardan 
“Thus I (will) always provide protection to the creatures to the end of the 
time always”. 
 
 The mistaken repetition of Phl. hamē, written secondly as Phl. <hm> in the 
PV manuscripts, seems to have been noticed by a Pahlavi commentator, who added 
the following gloss: 
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 hamē kū nūn kē andar āmad hē ā-t bē hilam 
“the latter ‘always’ that you have added, I will delete it to you (= from your 
translation)” 
 
Only IM attests Phl. hamē in this gloss and Phl. bē hilam instead of bē nē 
hilam, the reading of the rest of PV manuscripts. If we accept the correction by 
means of IM, a Pahlavi commentary not understandable by itself would become 
clearer: it introduces a conscious emendation to a previous PT. Although its 
commentator did not notice that the repetition of Phl. hamē was due to a saut du 
même au même in another PT, at least he noticed that it was a mistaken translation 




Av. paouruiiē (11.4d) 
 This Avestan word has been interpreted either as an Instr. Sing. or as a Loc. 
Sing.  
On one hand, Kellens (1986 226) and de Vaan (2003 423-424), stated that is 
Instr. Sing. However, as Narten (1986 139) observed, IIr. *  (Instr. Sing.) > 
PIr. *par (i) ā  should have yielded OAv. *paoruiiā, namely *-iiā
1478
, but not OAv. 
paouruiiē.  
According to Narten (1986 139), the ending –ē in this Avestan word must be 
interpreted as a Loc. Sing. Actually, IIr. * > PIr. * developed into 
OAv. *pauruiiē, with epenthesis of –u- after –r-, and then with metathesis of the 
group *- - > *- - to YAv. paoiriie (cf. for instance YAv. baoiriia- < PIr. 
* -). The attested form in Old Avestan is, however, paouruiiē. The vowels 
–aou- in this Old Avestan word must be explained as an influence of YAv. –ao-, 
where *-ar - > *-a r - > *-aori- > *-aoiri-
1479
, because *paoruiia- is expected in 
Old Avestan. 
                                                 
1478
 cf. YAv. hāuuaiia(-ca), hāuuōiia < PIr.  (Hoffmann & Forssman 1996 57). The exceptions 
of kaine, fraŋrase and pāδauue, where –e < *- (de Vaan 2003 401), must be explained by the YAv. 
vocalism, because the group *-  remains in OAv. 
1479
 Regarding the PIr. group *-ar i- in its development in Old and Young Avestan vid. (Hoffmann 




























 ahurānīš. ahurahiiā. hauuapaŋhā. 














                                                 
1480
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, E4, L5, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); R278 ātpəm; G42 āptrəm 
1481
 L4, B1, P10, M3; D62, P2 yaoždaϑāmai; P5, G34, (G) yaoždaϑāne; K2, F10, T44, E10 . L2, E4, 
L5, FK1 yaoždaϑāmi; L1 ẏaōždaϑāmi; B2, P1 ẏaždaϑāmi; R278, T46 yaōždaϑāmi; Br1, G42 
ẏaoždaϑāmi; Mf2, K9 ẏaōždaϑāmē 
1482
 T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); L4, K1 imąm; D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . FK1 im ; F10 
. L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . K9 im   
1483
 R278, FK1; L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1 iδa; E10 
aiδa; L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G) aδa 
1484
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); G34 vaca; FK1 vacaō 
1485
 L4 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, (G) 
framruua; G34, M3 . FK1 framaruua; E4 framarauua; L5 fra.maruua 
1486
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2  apō; T44  apō 
1487
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); G34, E10 aδa 
1488
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, F10, P10, (G); P5 yazamēde; G34 yaza.maide; T44 ẏazaimade; E10, B1, 
M3 yaz.; L1, P1, Br1, L2, G42 ẏaz; B2 yazmaide; R278, E4 yaz; T46 . Mf2, K9 ẏazamaide; L5 y.; 
FK1 yazamai e 
1489
 K2, (Narten 1986 43) and (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.147); L4, G34 maēkaiṇtišcā; 
K1, D62, P2, P10, M3 maēkaimtīšcā; P5 maēkīm.tīšcā; F10 mēkaimṇ.tīšcā; T44 maikaiiaṇtašcā; E10 
maēkaiiəntašcā; B1 maēkaim.tīšcā; L1, B2, R278, P1, G42, E4 maekaiiaṇtīšcā; T46, L2 
maikaiiaṇtīšcā; Br1 maekaiiaṇtīscā; L5 maikaiiaṇtīscā; FK1 maēkaiiṇtīšcā; Mf2, K9, (G) 
maēkaiṇtīšcā 
1490
 D62, P2, B1, P10, (G); L4 ṇtišcā; P5 h ṇtīscā; K2 ṇtīšcā; G34 
ṇtišcā; F10, M3 . FK1 . Mf2, K9 h ṇtīšcā; T44 ṇtašcā; E10 ṇtašca; L1, 
L2 hē.buuaintīšcā; B2, G42 hē.buuaiṇtīšcā; R278 hē.buuantīscā; T46 hē.buuiṇtīšcā; P1 
hē.buuaiintīšcā; Br1 hē.bauuaiintīscā; E4 hē.buuaṇntīšcā; L5 hē.bauuaiṇtīscā 
1491
 L4, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9, (G); 
D62, P2 fruuazaŋhō; R278 frauuajaŋhō; L5 frauuazaṇ ; FK1 fruua.zaŋhō 
1492
 vid. (Narten 1986 43): “Die Wasser verehren wir, die funkelnden, saftbringrenden, die durch die 
Wohlwirksamkeit des Herrn dahineilenden göttlichen Herrinen -: euch, ihr gut zu überquerenden, 
gut fließenden, mit guten Badestellen versehenen – ein Geschenk für beiderlei Dasein”; (Kellens & 
Pirart 1988-1991 1.137): “Nous faisons consécration aux eaux, à celles qui ... et à celles qui ...; ô 
épouses, (filles) du Maître, qui véhiculez et avez du savoir-faire, (nous) vous (faisons consécration), 
à vous qui êtes aisées à traverser, ... et qui offrez de bons bains; nous vous apportons un cadeau pour 
les deux existences”; (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.147): “We worship the waters, tasty 
and juicy, the Ahurānīs who flow forth owing to the artful work of the Ahura. And we present You 
(O waters), who provide a good crossing, who are well flowing, and good to swim in, (as support) 
for both existences”. 
1493
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, 
FK1 . Mf2 above the line, K9, (G) 
1494
 L4 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, 
L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 z  
1495
 P5, G34; L4 yaoždaϑāni; D62, P2, F10 yaoždaϑāme; K2, B1, M3, (G) yaoždaϑāne; T44, E10 . 
T46, L2, L5 yaoždaϑāmi; P10 yaōždaϑāne; L1, R278, P1 ẏaōždaϑāmi; B2 yaōždaϑāmi; Br1, E4 


















yazamaidē. (= Y 38.1)
1505
 
|a| “If I want to purify this water, then pronounce these words:” |b| apō. 
a . yazamaide. maēkaiṇtīšcā. h buuaṇtīšcā.
1506
 frauuazaŋhō. ahurānīš. 
ahurahiiā. hauuapaŋhā. hupərəϑ scā. v . huuō.γžaϑ scā. hūšnāϑr scā. ubōibiiā. 
ahubiiā. cagəmā. (= Y 38.3, 67.6) |c| “If I want to purify this earth, then 
pronounce these words:” |d| imąm. āa . ząm. gənābīš. haϑrā. 
yazamaide. yā.n . baraitī. y scā. tōi. gən . ahurā. mazdā. a ā . hacā. vairii . t . 
yazamaidē. (= Y 38.1) 
|a| [AMT] ʾytwn' PWN MYA ywšdʾslynyḏ
1507














                                                                                                                                               
1496
 T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); L4 imąm; D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . FK1 im ; F10 . 
L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . K9 im  
1497
 R278, G42, E4, L5, FK1; L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, 
P1, Br1 iδa; L2 . Mf2, K9, (G) aδa 
1498
 T44 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, E10, B1, P10, 
(G) framruua; G34 frmaruua; M3 . E4 framaruua; L5 fra.marauua; FK1 framrūe 
1499
 L4 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, 
L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 im  
1500
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); F10 ; E4  
1501
 L4 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, 
L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 z  
1502
 L4, K1, D62, P2, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9, 
(G); P5 gaēnābīš; K2, G34 ; F10 γənābīš; G42 gəbnābīš; L5 gənā.bīš 
1503
 L4, K1, P2, K2, G34, F10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); D62, 
P5, T44, B1, P10 . FK1 haraϑrā; E10 harəϑ  
1504
 L4, D62, K2, P10, (G); P2 yazamaēide; P5 yazamai ; G34 yaza.maide; F10 yazamaiδe; T44 
yaezaimaede; E10, B1, M3 . Br1, L2, E4 yaz; L1, R278, P1, G42, FK1 ẏaz; B2 ẏazmaide; T46 
ẏazamaidi; L5 y.; Mf2, K9 ẏazamaide 
1505
 vid. (Narten 1986 43): “Diese Erde hier verehren wir nun mit den erhabenen Frauen zugleich. 
(Sie), die uns trägt und deine erhabenen Frauen, o Weiser Herr, die aufgrund der Wahrheit 
vortrefflich sind, die verehren wir”; (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.136): “Nous faisons consécration 
à la terre en même temps qu’aux déesses; elle qui nous porte et tes déesses harmonieusement dignes 
d’élection, ô Maitre Mazdā, nous leur faisons consécration”; (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 
1991 1.147): “We worship this earth together with (its) females, (this earth) which carries us, and 
(those) females who (are) Thine, O Wise Ahura, (who are) worthy of being chosen in accordance 
with truth, those we worship”. 
1506
 Regarding the meaning and etymology of +maēkaiiaṇtīšcā. h buuaṇtīšcā vid. (Narten 1986 43) 
and (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.147). 
1507
 L4, K1, G34, T44, E10, B1, M3, (Jmp); D62 ywšdʾslynyhl; P2 ywšdʾslyn; F10 ywšdʾslynlyḏ; P10 
ywšdʾslynl 
1508
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 gwbšnyh 
1509
 D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, M3; L4, F10, P10, (Jmp) YMRWN 
1510
 D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, E10 ycm; T44 ycwm 
1511
 L4, T44, E10 ; D62, P2, B1, P10, M3 ; G34 ; the Pāzand text of L4 above the line, 
G34a under the line, T44 above the line au; F10 uu. ; (Jmp) xvai. 
1512
 E10; L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 āca; the Pāzand text of L4 above the line, G34a 
under the line, T44 above the line āja; (Jmp) ā ca 
1513
 L4, K1, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); the Pāzand text of L4 above the line, G34a 

































|a| [ka] ēdōn pad āb yōǰdāsrēnē ēg ēn gōwišn frāz gōw |b| āb ēdōn yazam [kē「
xxvāi. āca」ǰām] |c| [ka] ēdōn pad zamīg yōǰdāsrēnē ēg ēn gōwišn frāz gōw |d| ēn 
zamīg abāg mādagān yazam [abāg ardā fraward ī mādagān ī was「γniiehe.」] 
|a| [If] thus you perform the purification for the water, then pronounce these 
words: |b| “Thus I worship the water(s) [which (are)「xvai. (= perspiration) tāca (= 
flowing)」, crystalline (water)].” |c| [If] thus you perform the purification for the 
earth, then pronounce these words: |d| “I worship this earth together with the 
women [together with the righteous fraward of the many women「γniiehe.」].” 
 
 
This text is rendered into Pāzand in MU 1.611.12-19 (Unvala 1922), 
(Dhabhar 1932 394): 
|a| əm. yaoždaϑāne. im . iδa. vacō. framrauua. 
ki. īdīn. pa. āv. yaoždāϑ  
|b| maēkaiṇ iṇtīšcā. frauuazaŋhō. 
āv. īdīn. yazə m.]  
|c| m. yaoždaϑāne. im . iδa. vacō. framrauua. 
ki. īdīn. pa. zəmīn. yaoždāϑ    
|d| im m. m. gənābīš. haϑrā. yaz. 




Comparison between the PT of V 11.5b and d and the PT of Y 38.3a and 1a 
 As far as the PT of Y 38.3a, it shows several differences in comparison with 
that of V 11.5b:  
 Y 38.3a 
                                                 
1514
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); T44 MNW 
1515
 G34, (Jmp); L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, M3 ┤PWN├; P10a PWN 
1516
 K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4 gwbšn' BRA 
1517
 L4, K1, D62, P2, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 BRA; F10 Wprʾc 
1518
 L4, D62, P2, G34, E10, B1, M3; F10, T44, P10, (Jmp) YMRWN 
1519
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 AMT ʾytwn' ẔNE 
1520
 K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, E10 ycm; T44 ycwm 
1521
 L4, G34, F10, T44, E10, (Jmp); K1, D62, P2, B1, M3 ┤LWTE ... y├; P10a –m LWTE ʾltʾy plwlt ʾy NKḆ 
y 
1522
 L4, G34, (Jmp); F10 ʾltʾ 
1523
 L4, G34, F10, (Jmp); T44 ; E10  
1524
 (Jmp); L4, G34, F10, T44, E10 ʾy 
1525
 (Jmp); L4, G34, E10 NKḆ-šʾn; F10 NKḆ-tʾn'; T44  
1526
 (Jmp); L4, G34, F10, T44, E10 ┤y├ 
1527
 L4, P2, G34, (Jmp); K1, D62, T44, E10, B1, P10 γniieh; F10, M3 γniieh. 
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MYA ʾytwn' YḎBHWN-m「maēkaiṇti」 [pšng y PWN ʾwlwl QDM 
YKOYMWN- ḏ 「haēbuuaṇt」[glʾn' tcšn'] ZK-c「frauuāz」[y 
wʾlʾnyk] 
āb ēdōn yazam「maēkaiṇti」[paššing ī pad urwar abar ēstēd miznē]「
haēbuuaṇt」[garān tazišn] ān-iz「frauuāz」[ī wārānīg] 
Thus I worship the water(s)「maēkaiṇti」[exudation which lays on the 
plants, dew], haēbuuaṇt [strong flowing] and frauuāz [rainy] too. 
V 11.5b 
MYA ʾytwn' YḎBHWN-m [MNW「x +tāca.」yʾm] 
āb ēdōn yazam [kē「xxvāi. +tāca」ǰām] 
Thus I worship the water(s) [which (are)「xvai. +tāca」crystalline (water)]. 
 
The most striking difference between each of these is found in the glosses. 
On one hand, the Pahlavi translators of Y 38.3a understood that maēkaiṇtīšcā. 
h buuaṇtīšcā. frauuazaŋhō were three kinds of water, and glossed them as 
exudation or dew, strong flowing and rainy water. On the other hand, the Pahlavi 
translators of V 11.5b added a rare gloss which could make us think that they did 
not understand these Avestan words.  
In my opinion, however, this rare gloss of V 11.5b implies just a different 
translation, but a similar interpretation. Although the corruption of the written 
transmission of this gloss does not help much to solve the problem of its 
interpretation, I think that the Pahlavi translators of both Y 38.3a and V 11.5b 
considered that three kinds of water were mentioned. While the translatiors of Y 
38.3a interpreted them as Phl. paššing / miznē “exudation / dew”, Phl. garān tazišn 
“strong flowing” and Phl. wārānīg “rainy”, the translators of V 11.5b chose Pāz. 
xxvāi “perspiration” (cf. Phl. xw y “sweat, perspiration”, NP. xwai), Pāz. +tāca 
(surely representing Phl. tāzag “flown, poured”, from Phl. tāxtan, tāz- “to cause to 
run, to flow, to pour”) and Phl. ǰām “glass” (maybe understood as crystalline 
water). 
If I am right, there would have been a similar interpretation, although the 
words chosen in the Pahlavi translation were different in Yasna and in Vīdēvdād: 
 
Avestan word PT of Yasna PT of Vīdēvdād 
maēkaiṇtīšcā Phl. paššing / miznē 
“exudation / dew” 
Pāz. xxvāi 
“perspiration” 
h buuaṇtīšcā Phl. garān tazišn “strong 
flowing” 
Pāz. +tāca “flown, 
poured” 
frauuazaŋhō Phl. wārānīg “rainy” Phl. ǰām “crystalline 
(water)” 
 
This could imply that a similar exegesis was followed by two schools of 
Pahlavi translators, which only differed in the words used. 
 
Regarding the PT of Y 38.1a, it is not exactly the same as that of V 11.5d: 
Y 38.1a 
ẔNE ẕmyk LWTE NKḆ-ʾn' ʾytwn' YḎBHWN-m 
ēn zamīg abāg mādagān ēdōn yazam 
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I worship thus this earth together with the women. 
V 11.5d 
ẔNE ẕmyk LWTE NKḆ-ʾn' YḎBHWN-m [LWTE ʾltʾy plwlt y NKḆ-ʾn y 
KBD 「γniiehe.」] 
ēn zamīg abāg mādagān yazam [abāg ardā fraward ī mādagān ī was「
γniiehe.」] 
I worship this earth together with the women [together with the righteous 
fraward of the many women「γniiehe.」]. 
 
They attest two divergences, mentioned by Cantera (2006a 62). Firstly, the 
PT of Y 38.1 translated Av. āa  by Phl. ēdōn correctly, but in the PT of V 11.5 it is 
lacking. And secondly a gloss is added only in Vīdēvdād after Phl. yazam, where 
Av. gənābīš was interpreted by the commentator of Vīdēvdād as the frauua i- of 
the women. Nevertheless, using this gloss alone we cannot know whether this 
Avestan word refers to goddesses, to feminine frauua i- or to any other feminine 
being. 
Finally, we must notice that once again the Pāzand translation mentioned 
above stems from the PT of V 11.5b, because the PT of Y 38.3 and Y 38.1 differs 
from it in several words. 
 
 
Phl. pad zamīg yōǰdāsrēnē (11.5c) 
Unlike the previous passages, none of the Pahlavi manuscripts attest in V 
11.5c pad in the structure pad + object (here zamīg) + yōǰdāsrēnīdan, yōǰdāsrēn-. 
Only P10a supplied it above the line. However, I have followed Jamasp’s addition 
of pad because it is generally documented in this structure in V 11. Otherwise, 
there would be a discordance regarding the rest of passages of V 11. 
 
 
Av. γniiehe. (11.5d) 
In the gloss of V 11.5d, Av. γniiehe is probably a corrupted and thematised 
Gen. Sing. γniiehe
 
 of Av. gənā-
1528
, parallel to the thematic Gen. Sing. of Av. gənā- 
in Vyt 50 γanahe. In the glosses of Vīdēvdād, there is also another thematised Gen. 
Sing. of a non-thematic substantive: Av. spānahe (< Av. span-, instead of sūnō) in V 
13.48j. 
Nevertheless, I cannot explain why Av. γniiehe is quoted here, and it is 
impossible even to know whether or not it belongs to a quotation of a non-
preserved Avestan text. The only passages where gənā- appears in connection with 
frauua i- are Y 1.6 and 2.6, but these also shed no light on V 11.5. 
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 rāmācā. vāstrəmcā. dazdiiāi. surunuuatascā. asurunuuatascā. 






















                                                 
1529
 L4 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, 
L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 g  
1530
 K2, B1, P10, M3; L4 yaoždaϑāmi; D62 yaoždaϑāmai; P2, F10 yaoždaϑāme; P5, (G) yaoždaϑāne; 
G34, T44, E10 . Br1, L2, L5, FK1 yaoždaϑāmi; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1 ẏaōždaϑāmi; G42 
ẏaoždaϑāmi; E4 yaoždaϑā.me; Mf2 ẏaōždaϑāme; K9 ẏaōždaϑāmē 
1531
 L4, K1 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . FK1 im m; K2 . L1, B2, 
R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . K9 im ; F10 ┤imą├ 
1532
 R278, G42, E4, L5; L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, Br1 iδa; B2, 
T46, P1, L2 . Mf2, K9, (G) aδa; FK1  
1533
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); K1 vaca 
1534
 L4 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; K1, P2, P5, K2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, (G) 
framruua; D62, G34, M3 framaruua; E4, L5 fra.maruua; FK1 framrūe 
1535
 D62, P5, F10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, (G); L4, G34 gauui; P2, T44, E10 
. R278, L5, FK1 gauua; K2 gauuae; Mf2, K9 gaōui 
1536
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, E4, FK1 . Mf2, 
K9, (G); P5 . R278, G42 adāiš; L5 tāiš 
1537
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1, (G); G34 
ϑanāiš; E10 ϑāiš; L1, B2, T46 . Mf2, K9 ϑnāiš 
1538
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . E4, (G); L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, 
L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9 ẏāiš 
1539
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); P5 
vahištāiš; K2, G34, B1, P10, M3 . E4 vaheštāiš; L5 vihištāiš 
1540
 L4, D62, P2, K2, B1, P10, M3 fraē iiāmahī; P5 fraēi iiā.mahī; G34 fra iiāmahī; F10 fraē iiā.mahī; 
T44 . E4 frašiiāmahī; E10 . R278, L5 fraešiiā.mahī; L1, B2, T46, P1, L2, G42 fraešiiāmahī; Br1 
fraešaiiāmahī; FK1 frašiiā.mahī; Mf2 fraēšiiāmahe; K9 fraēšiimahe; (G)  
1541
 vid. (Narten 1986 39): “Der Kuh hierdurch, durch diese Werke, die die beste sind, Frieden und 
Weide zu schaffen, treiben wir die Hörenden und die Nichthörenden, die Herrschenden und die 
Nichtherrschenden an”; (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.133): “Pour la Vache ... nous invitons ceux 
qui écoutent et ceux qui n’écoutent pas, ceux qui ont emprise et ceux qui n’ont pas emprise, à lui 
assurer paix et pâture”; (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.144): “Through these, (namely) 
through the actions that (are) the best, we urge those who listen as well as those who do not listen, 
those who exercise power as well as those who do not exercise power, to establish peace and (to 
provide) a pasture for the cow”. 
1542
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); P1 ma ; FK1 ima  
1543
 L4 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, 
L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 uruuar  
1544
 P5, K2, B1, P10, M3; L4, G34, T44, (G) yaoždaϑāne; D62 . Br1, L2, E4, L5, FK1 yaoždaϑāmi; 
P2 yaoždaϑāmai; F10 yaoždaϑāme; E10 yaodaϑāmi; L1 ẏaōždaϑāmi; B2, P1 ẏaōždaϑāmi; R278 
yaōždaϑāmi; T46, G42 ẏaoždaϑāmi; Mf2, K9 ẏaōždaϑāme 
1545
 L4 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . FK1 im m; K2, G34a above the 
line . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . K9 im ; G34 ┤imą├ 
1546
 E4, L5; L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . FK1 iδa; F10 imąδa; L1, B2, R278, 
T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G) aδa 
1547
 L4, D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, 













|a| “If I want to purify these cattle, then pronounce these words:” |b| 
gauue. aδāiš. tāiš. iiaoϑnāiš. yāiš. vahištāiš. fraēšiiāmahī. rāmācā. 
vāstrəmcā. dazdiiāi. surunuuatascā. asurunuuatascā. xšaiiaṇtascā. axšaiiaṇtascā. (= Y 
35.4) |c| “If I want to purify these plants, then pronounce these words:” 
|d| a . a iiāi. a ā. mazd . uruuar . vaxša . 
|a| [AMT] ʾytwn' PWN gwspnd ywšdʾslynyḏ
1556





 |b| ZK y
1559































] |c| [AMT] ʾytwn' PWN 
                                                                                                                                               
1548
 L4 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (G) 
framruua; G34 framaruua; E10 framrauua; E4 fra.maruua; L5 framarauua; FK1 framruue 
1549
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); FK1 aδa 
1550
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . K9, (G); L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, B1, P10 axiiā; 
P5, E10, M3 a iiā; T44 a aiiā; L5, FK1 axiiāi; Mf2 a iiiiāi 
1551
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1, (G); E10 . Mf2, K9 ašā 
1552
 L4 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, 
F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L5 mazdā 
1553
 K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4a uruuarā 
1554
 K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, L4a . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2, 
K9; G34, (G) vax a ; R278 vaxša ; E4 vax ; FK1 va a  
1555
 vid. (Insler 1975 91): “And the Wise One shall increase the plants for her through truth, He 
(who is to be) Lord at the birth of the foremost existence”; (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.169): “Et 
pour la (Vache), que Mazdā fasse donc pousser les plantes en raison de l’Harmonie, lui, le Maître au 
moment de l’engendrement de l’existence fondamentale!”; (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 
1.177): “For her, the Wise One shall make the plants grow with truth, the Ahura, at the begetting of 
the primal existence”. 
1556
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, (Jmp); M3  
1557
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 gwbšny 
1558
 L4, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, M3; D62, F10, P10, (Jmp) YMRWN 
1559
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2, T44, E10 ┤y├ 
1560
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 ┤W├ 
1561
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, (Jmp); M3 wstl 
1562
 L4, G34; K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ┤y├ 
1563
 G34a above the line; L4, D62, P2 , F10 , T44 , B1, P10 , M3 ; 
G34 KRYTWN-šn'; E10 ; (Jmp) ktwnšn' 
1564
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34, T44 pʾhst; E10 pʾhst y BRA OḆYDWN-x1 
1565
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, P2, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 OLE 
1566
 L4, G34, F10, T44, E10; K1, D62, P2, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ANŠWTA 
1567
 L4, D62, P2, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34, T44, E10 ┤pʾhlwm├ 
1568
 L4, K1, P2, G34, T44, E10, M3, (Jmp); D62, B1, P10 plmdšn'; F10 pʾhlwmplmdšn' 
1569
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 kʾlẔNE 
1570
 L4, G34, T44, E10; D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) YHWWN-ʾt 
1571
 L4, G34, T44, E10, B1, M3, (Jmp); D62, P2 ; F10 pʾhstl; P10 pʾhstʾhst-1 
1572










 |d| ʾytwn' 
PWN ZK y
1578














|a| [ka] ēdōn pad gōspand yōǰdāsrēnē ēg ēn gōwišn frāz gōw |b| ān ī gōspandān 
dahišn [āb ud wāstar] ān ī awēšān kunišn [pahast <ī> awēšān mardōmān] pahlom 
framāyišn [kū-šān gōspandān rāy pahlom kār ēn kard bawēd pahast-ē bē kunēnd 
u-š āb ud wāstar dahēnd] |c| [ka] ēdōn pad urwar yōǰdāsrēnē ēg ēn gōwišn frāz gōw 
|d| ēdōn pad ān ī ōy tarsagāhīh [ka gāw ī ēkdād tan bē dād] ohrmazd urwar 
waxšēnīd [kū-š bē abzāyēnīd] 
|a| [If] thus you perform the purification for the cattle, then pronounce these 
words: |b| “The gift for the cows [water and fodder], this deed for them [the fold of 
these men] must be ordered as the best” [that is, for their cows this will be done as 
the best deed. They will gather a fold and they will give them water and fodder]. |c| 
[If] thus you perform the purification for the plants, then pronounce these words: 
|d| “Thus because of his reverence to it [when he created the cow of the sole-




Also this text is rendered into Pāzand in MU 1.611.19-612.11 (Unvala 1922), 
(Dhabhar 1932 394): 
|a| m. yaoždaϑāne. im . iδa. vacō. framrauua. 
ki. īdīn. gaospəṇ  yaoždāϑ ərāj. guua. 
|b| gauue. aδāiš. tāiš ϑ  




piiastī. ba. kunəṇ əhəṇ  
|c| m. yaoždaϑāne. im . iδa. vacō. framrauua. 
ki. dīn. pa. uruuar. yaoždāϑranāi. dihā.
1586
 ni. pərāj. guua.  
                                                                                                                                               
1573
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 YHBWN-t 
1574
 K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34 ʾwlwlʾn; T44, E10 ʾwlwlʾn' 
1575
 P2, F10, B1, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, T44 ywšdʾslynyḏ. YHBWN-yḏ; D62 ywšdʾslynyḏ YHBWN-yḏ; 
E10 ywšdʾslynyḏ YHHWN-yḏ; P10 ywšdʾslynyḏ, and P10a YHBWN-yḏ 
1576
 L4, P2, G34, T44, E10, (Jmp); K1 BA; D62, B1, P10, M3 BRA; F10 BRA gwbšn' 
1577
 L4, P2, G34, T44, E10, M3; D62, F10, P10, (Jmp) YMRWN 
1578
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 ┤y├ 
1579
 K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4a ┤AMT├ 
1580
 G34, T44, L4a; K1, D62, P2, B1, P10, M3 TWRAy; F10, E10, (Jmp) ┤y├ 
1581
 G34, E10, L4a, (Jmp); K1 'ʾywkdʾt; D62, B1, P10, M3 'ʾywk'dʾt; P2 ʾywk BRA 'dʾt; F10 BRA 
'ʾywk' dʾt; T44 ʾywk dʾt 
1582
 K2, G34, T44, E10, L4a; D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) whšʾnyt' 
1583
 K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10, L4a AYḴ 
1584
 (Jmp); D62, F10, B1, P10 ʾpzʾdyynyt'; P2, G34, T44, E10, M3 ʾpzʾdyynyt; L4a ʾpdyynyt 
1585
 We must notice that the incorrect writing <KTWN-šn'>, instead of the expected and right 
<kwnšn'> kunišn, originates the wrong interpretation of this word as <KRTWN-šn' / KLYTWN-
šn'>, here Pāzand  < Phl. xwandan, xwān-. 
 311 
|d|  




Comparison between the PT of V 11.6b and d and the PT of Y 35.4a and 48.6a 
There are some differences between the PT of Y 35.4 and that of V 11.6b, 
mainly regarding the glosses (Cantera 2006a 63-64): 
Y 35.4  
ZK y gwspndʾn' dhšn' [MYA] ZK y OLE-šʾn' kwnšn' [pʾhst <y> OLE-šʾn' 
ANŠWTA-ʾn' y ḆYN ẔNE gyhʾn' kʾl y] pʾhlwm plʾmdšn' 
ān ī gōspandān dahišn [āb] ān ī awēšān kunišn [pahast <ī> awēšān 
mardōmān ī andar ēn gēhān kār ī] pahlom framāyišn 
The gift for the cows [water], this deed for them [the fold of these men in 
this world] must be ordered as the best [deed]. 
V 11.6b 
ZK y gwspndʾn' dhšn' [MYA W wʾstl] ZK y OLE-šʾn' kwnšn' [pʾhst' <y> 
OLE-šʾn' ANŠWTA-ʾn] pʾhlwm plmʾdšn' [AYḴ-šʾn' gwspndʾn' lʾd pʾhlwm 
kʾl ẔNE krt' YHWWN-yt AYḴ pʾhst-1 BRA OḆYDWN-x1 AP-š MYA W 
wʾstl YHBWN-d] 
ān ī gōspandān dahišn [āb ud wāstar] ān ī awēšān kunišn [pahast <ī> 
awēšān mardōmān] pahlom framāyišn [kū-šān gōspandān rāy pahlom kār ēn 
kard bawēd pahast-ē bē kunēnd u-š āb ud wāstar dahēnd] 
The gift for the cows [water and fodder], this deed for them [the fold of 
these men] must be ordered as the best [that is, for their cows this will be 
done as the best deed. They will gather a fold and they will give them water 
and fodder] 
 
At a first glance, the main difference is that the PT of Y 35.4 attests a shorter 
first gloss, but its second gloss is longer than that of V 11.6b. On the contrary, the 
PT of Y 35.4 adds no gloss after Phl. framāyišn. 
However, the PTs of Y 48.6 and V 11.6d are mostly identical: 
Y 48.6 
ʾytwn' PWN ZK y OLE tlskʾsyh [AMT TWRA y ʾywkdʾt tn' BRA 
YHBWN-t] ʾwhrmẕd ʾwlwl whšynyt [AYḴ-š BRA ʾpzʾdynyt] 
ēdōn pad ān ī ōy tarsagāhīh [ka gāw ī ēkdād tan bē dād] ohrmazd urwar 
waxšēnīd [kū-š bē abzāyēnīd] 
Thus because of his reverence to it [when he created the cow of the sole-
created body], Ohrmazd made the plants grow [that is, he made them 
increase]. 
V 11.6d 
ʾytwn' PWN ZK y OLE tlskʾsyh [AMT TWRA y ʾywkdʾt tn' BRA dʾt] 
ʾwhrmẕd ʾwlwl whšynyt [AYḴ-š BRA ʾpzʾdynyt] 
                                                                                                                                               
1586
 Obviously this mistake reflects the addition of Phl. <YHBWN-yḏ> dahē stemming from L4: 
L4, G34, T44 ywšdʾslynyḏ. YHBWN-yḏ; D62 ywšdʾslynyḏ YHBWN-yḏ; E10 ywšdʾslynyḏ YHHWN-
yḏ; P10 ywšdʾslynyḏ, and P10a YHBWN-yḏ 
 312 
ēdōn pad ān ī ōy tarsagāhīh [ka gāw ī ēkdād tan bē dād] ohrmazd urwar 
waxšēnīd [kū-š bē abzāyēnīd] 
 
As we observe, the PT of Y 48.6 shows hardly any variation from that of V 
11.6d, because it simply writes dād by <YHBWN-t> instead of <dʾt>. 
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 (= Y 54.1)
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1587
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, G42, L5 . K9, (G); 
E10 . Br1, L2, E4 . K9 ašauuanəm; FK1 ašuuanəm 
1588
 D62, P5, G34, B1, P10; P2 yaoždaϑāmai; K2, T44, E10, (G) yaoždaϑāne; F10 yaoždaϑāma; M3 
yaoždaϑānei; L4a . L2, E4, L5 yaoždaϑāmi; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1 ẏaōždaϑāmi; Br1, G42 
ẏaoždaϑāmi; FK1 yaoždaϑā.me; Mf2, K9 ẏaōždaϑāme 
1589
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34a in the right margin, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, 
T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); G34 ┤ima . ... yaoždaϑāni├ 
1590
 L4 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34a in the right margin, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . 
L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . K9 nāirik m; FK1 nārik  
1591
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34a in the right margin, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . R278, T46, G42, L5 . K9, 
(G); E10 ašauuanīm; L1, B2, Br1, L2, E4, FK1 ašaonīm; P1 ašōnīm;  
1592
 L4, D62, K2, E10, B1, P10, M3; P2 yaoždaϑāmai; P5 yaoždāme; G34a in the right margin . Br1, 
L2, E4, L5 yaoždaϑāmi; F10 yaoždaϑāma; T44, (G) yaoždaϑāne; L1, G42 ẏaoždaϑāmi; B2, P1 
ẏaōždaϑāmi; R278 yaōzdaϑāmi; T46 ẏaōždaϑāmi. ẏaōždaϑāmi; FK1 
yaožadaϑāme; Mf2 ẏaōždaϑānəme. barāme; K9 ẏaōždaϑāmēnəm. barāme 
1593
 T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); L4, K1 imąm; D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . FK1 im ; L1, 
B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . K9   
1594
 E4, L5; L4, K1, P2, P5, K2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . T46, FK1 iδa; F10 imąδa; D62 . L1, B2, 
R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G) aδa 
1595
 L4, K1, D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2 vaca 
1596
 L4, T44 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, B1, P10 . 
FK1, (G) framruua; G34 fr.maruua; E10 frmruua; M3 framaruua; E4 framarauua; L5 fra.maruua 
1597
 L4, K1, G34, E10, B1, M3 . Br1, L2, E4 . Mf2, K9, (G); D62, K2, P10 ; P2 ┤ā├ 
; P5 āairiiaēmā; F10 ┤ā├ ; T44 ┤ā├ ; L1, B2, P1, G42 ā ; R278 
ā. airiiō.mā; T46 ┤ā├  ; L5 ┤ā├   
1598
 E10 . B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2, K9; L4, K1, D62, P5, K2, G34, B1, P10, M3 . L1 i ; 
P2, F10 i ; T44 ; R278, (G) ; E4 aišiiō; FK1  
1599
 L4, K1, F10, T44, B1, M3 . B2, T46 . Mf2, K9, (G); D62, K2 rfəδrāi; P2 rfədrāi; P5 rafēdrāi; G34 
rafəδarāi; E10 ; P10 rafəδrāi; L1 ┤rafəδrāi. ... išiiąm├; R278, P1, Br1, G42「tā」┤rafəδrāi. 
... išiiąm├; L2 「tā」┤rafəδrāi. ... ahurō├; E4 rafəδrā; L5 rafiδarā; FK1 rafəδarā 
1600
 D62, P2, B1, P10, M3, (G); L4, G34, T44 jantū; P5, F10 . FK1 jaṇtō; K2 . B2, T46 jaṇtu; E10 
jantu; E4, L5 「tā」┤jaṇtū. ... ahurō├; Mf2, K9 jaṇtī 
1601
 K2, M3 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4, G34, T44, E10 narəbiiascā; D62, P5, F10, B1 nərəbaiiascā; P2 
nairibiiascā; P5 narē.biiascā; B2, T46, FK1 narə.biiascā 
1602
 D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . B2, T46, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4 nāiribiiasca; T44 
nāiri.biiasca 
1603
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10 . B2, T46 . Mf2, K9, (G); P5, E10 . FK1 zaraϑuštra; 
M3 zaraϑuštrahe.  
1604
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, M3 . B2, T46, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); P10  
1605
 L4, K1, P2, T44, E10, M3 . B2, T46, (G); D62, K2 ; P5 rafaēdrāi; G34 rfədarāi; F10 . Mf2, 
K9 rafəδrā; B1 rafədrāi; P10 r ; FK1 rafəδarā 
1606
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . B2, T46, (G); FK1 y ; Mf2, K9 ẏā 
1607
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3 . Mf2, K9, (G); T44, E10 daenā; B2, T46, FK1  
1608
 L4, D62, P5, K2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . B2, T46, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2 vairiim 
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|a| “If I want to purify this righteous man, if I want to purify this 
righteous woman, then pronounce these words:” |b| ā. airii mā. išiiō. 
rafəδrāi. jaṇtū. nərəbiiascā. nāiribiiascā. zaraϑuštrahe.
 
|c|  
rafə əm. |d| 
išiiąm  





































                                                                                                                                               
1609
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . B2, T46, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); G34 hnā ; F10 
 
1610
 B2, T46, (G); L4, D62, P2, P5, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . FK1 miždim; K2 miiaždəm; G34 
miždəm; E10 miždim. a; Mf2, K9 mīždim 
1611
 K1, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3, (G); L4, T44, E10 . FK1 . Mf2, K9 ašahiiā; D62 ah ; 
B2, T46 ašayā 
1612
 L4, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10 . FK1, (G); P5 yā.usā; K2, F10, B1, P10, M3 yā.sā; B2, T46 ẏā.sā; 
Mf2, K9 ẏāsā 
1613
 D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, B1, P10, M3 . B2, T46, FK1, (G); L4 i ; G34, T44 a əm; E10 əm. išim; 
Mf2 ašīm; K9 ašim 
1614
 L4, K1 . T46, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . B2, FK1 y ; Mf2 ẏąm; 
K9 ẏ  
1615
 T46; L4 a ; K1 . Mf2, (G) i ; D62, P2 a m; P5, K2, B1, P10 a ; G34, T44 . FK1 
i m; F10, M3 . K9 a m; E10 ašii m; B2 išii m 
1616
 L4, K1, D62, P2, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, (G); P5, F10 masaitā; K2, 
G34 . R278, E4 . K9 mastā; G42 masatā; L5 mašitā; FK1 mašaitā; Mf2 masata 
1617
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9, 
(G); P5, T44, E10 . L5, FK1 mazdā  
1618
 vid. (Wolff 1910 72): “Her komme der liebe Airyaman zur Unterstützung zu den Männern und 
Frauen des Zaraϑuštra, zur Unterstützung des gutes Sinns. Welches Ich den köstlichen Lohn 
verdient, (dem) erbitte ich den Preis der Gerechtigkeit, den begehrenswerten, welchen Ahura 
Mazdāh zuteilen wird”; (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.195): “Que la tribu vigoureuse aille au 
secours! / Aux hommes et aux femmes de Zaraϑuštra / Pour le secours de la divine Pensée / La 
conscience qui gagne une récompense de choix / Je demande l’octroi de l’Harmonie / La (...) 
vigoureuse dont le Maître Mazdā s’est enivré” or “Que la tribu vigoureuse aille au secours! / Aux 
hommes et aux femmes de Zaraϑuštra / Pour le secours de la divine Pensée, je demande à la 
conscience, qui gagne une récompense de choix, l’octroi de l’Harmonie, (octroi) que le Maître 
Mazdā pense vigoureuse”; (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.195): “Let the tribe, provided 
with invigoration, come to the support of the men and women of Zaraϑuštra, to the support of 
good thought, a religious view which will deserve a desirable prize. I entreat for the invigorating 
reward of truth which the Wise Ahura has devised”. 
1619
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 mlt 
1620
 L4, G34, F10, T44, (Jmp); K1, D62, P2, E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤y├ 
1621
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 ʾhlwb'y 
1622
 D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4 ywšdʾslyḏyḏ 
1623
 K1, D62, P2, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, T44 W ʾytwn' 
1624
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 ┤PWN├ 
1625
 K1, (Jmp); L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤y├ 
1626
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 ʾhlwb'y 
1627
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, M3, (Jmp); P10 ywšdʾlnyḏ 
1628
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 gwbšn'y 
1629
 D62, G34, T44, E10, B1, M3; L4 ┤YMRRWN├; P2, F10, P10, (Jmp) YMRWN 
1630
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3; E10, (Jmp) ZK y 
1631













































 hwʾstʾl HWE-d 
[hʾwšt'
1656














|a| [ka] ēdōn pad mard ī ahlaw yōǰdāsrēnē ēdōn pad nārīg ī ahlaw yōǰdāsrēnē ēg ēn 
gōwišn frāz gōw |b| ān ērmān xwāhišnīh ā-t ō rāmišn rasišn [kū abāyēd madan u-t 
pad rāmišn abāyēnd kardan] narān ud nārīgān <ī> zarduxšt |c| wahman rāmišntom 
hēnd [kū tō-z abāyēd madan u-t pad rāmišn abāyēnd kardan] kē ān ī dēn kāmag 
arzānīg bawēd pad mizd [ī ēdar ud ān ī ānōh] |d| ān ī ahlāyīh tarsagāh xwāstār 
hēnd [hāwišt] [kū-m pad ān tarsagāhīh] ān ī ohrmazd mehīh [bawād xmowbedān 
mowbedīh] 
                                                                                                                                               
1632
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); T44 ʾt AYT 
1633
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 lʾmšn'' 
1634
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 šn' YHMTWN-šn' 
1635
 L4, K1, G34, F10, T44, E10, M3, (Jmp); D62, P2, P10 ʾpyt; B1 ʾpʾyt 
1636
 L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); K1, E10 ʾ-t 
1637
 L4, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 ʾpyynd 
1638
 L4, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 ZKL 
1639
 P2, M3, (Jmp); L4, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10 ┤W├ 
1640
 G34; L4, P2, F10, E10 zltwhšt; K1, M3, (Jmp) zltwšt; D62, T44, B1, P10 zltwšt' 
1641
 P2, P10; L4, T44 lʾmšn' twm; D62 Wlʾmšn'twm; G34, B1 lʾmšntwm; F10 W lʾmšn'; E10 lʾmšn 
twm; M3 lʾmšn'twm; (Jmp) lʾmšn  
1642
 L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34a above the line krtn'; T44 ┤mtn'├ 
1643
 L4, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 ʾ-t 
1644
 L4, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10  
1645
 L4, D62, P2, G34, T44, P10, (Jmp); F10 ; E10 ʾpʾyynd; B1 ʾpʾyyn'; M3 ʾpʾyyn 
1646
 L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 krtn' ʾpʾyynd krtn'; T44 ; B1 krtn 
1647
 L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); T44 AMT 
1648
 L4, G34, F10, T44; K1 y; D62, P2, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ┤y├ 
1649
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 ḆYN 
1650
 L4, G34, T44; D62, P2, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ┤y├; F10 W 
1651
 D62, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, P2, G34, T44, E10 ┤W├ 
1652
 L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); T44 ┤y├ 
1653
 L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 TME 
1654
 K1, D62, F10, B1, P10, M3; L4, G34, T44, E10, (Jmp) ┤y├; P2 OLE 
1655
 L4, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); D62 tlsklʾš; P2 ; G34 tlskʾs; F10 ; T44 ┤tlskʾs ... PWN 
ZK├ 
1656
 D62, B1; L4, K1, P2, G34, F10, E10, P10, M3 hʾwšt; (Jmp) hʾwwšt' 
1657
 D62, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4 ZK y; P2 ZK-t 
1658
 E10; L4, K1, G34, M3 tlskʾsyhʾ; D62 tlʾskʾsyh; P2 ; F10 tlsksyh; T44, B1, P10 tlʾskʾsyhʾ; 
(Jmp) tlskʾsyh y 
1659
 L4, F10, T44, B1, M3; D62, P2, G34, E10, P10, (Jmp) ┤y├. G34a above the line adds hwʾstn' 
1660
 L4, G34, T44; K1, D62, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) bʾt; P2 bwʾt; E10 YHWWN-yt 
1661
 L4, P2, G34, E10, M3, (Jmp) mʾnptʾn; D62, B1, P10 mʾnptʾn'; F10, T44 mʾn'ptʾn' 
1662
 L4, D62, B1, P10, M3; P2 mgwptyy; G34, F10, T44, (Jmp) mʾnptyh; E10  
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|a| [If] thus you perform the purification for the righteous man and if you perform 
the purification for the righteous woman, then pronounce these words: |b| “May 
the desirable Ērmān come to please you, Zarduxšt’s men and women [that is, he 
ought to come and they ought to please you]; |c| they please Wahman the most 
[that is, you ought to come too and they ought to please you]. Who loves the 
religion deserves a reward [that from here and that from there].  |d| The reverent 
ones [the disciples] for the Truth [that is, with reverence to me] are eager for 
Ohrmazd’s supremacy [may they achieve the highest priesthood]”.” 
 
  
This text is rendered into Pāzand in MU 1.612.13-613.6 (Unvala 1922), 
(Dhabhar 1932 394): 
|a| ə əm. yaoždaϑ
yaoždaϑāne. im . aδa. vacō. framrauua. 
yaoždāϑranā. īdīnha. nāirika. 
yaoždāϑ ni. parāj.  
|b| i iiō. rafəδrāi. jaṇtū. nərəbiiascā. nāiribiiascā. 
zaraϑuštrahe. 
n. īrm ṇ
nir n. u. nāirik n. zarϑštar.  
|c| əδrāi. ma əm. 
 
vahmən. rōmə ṇ ə ṇ
kardan.] kii n. kimkn. kōma. araz nī. bə ni. ō. 
knōšn.]  
|d| ii  




Comparison between the PT of V 11.7b-d and the PT of Y 54.1 
 We must remark once again that the Pāzand translation stems from the PT 
of V 11.7, which is very different from the PT of Y 54.1: 
ZK ʾylmʾn' hwʾdšnyh ʾw' lʾmšn' YHMTWN ʾw' ZKL-ʾn' <W> nʾylykʾn' 
zltwšt' [AYḴ-šʾn' PWN lʾmšn' BRA OḆYDWN] whwmn' lʾmšn'-c [LK-c 
ẔNE kʾl KN kwnšn'] AYḴ AMT ZK y dyn' kʾmk [y dynbwltʾl] ʾlcʾnyk 
YHWWN-yt PWN mzd [mzd y mynwg] ZK y ʾhlʾdyh tlskʾs [hʾwšt] hwʾstʾl 
HWE-’nd [hʾwšt y nywk] PWN ZK hwʾdšn ZK y ʾwhrmẕd msyh 
OḆYDWN-ʾnd [AYḴ-m dyn' PWN ptwnd BRA SGYTWN-ʾt bwt MNW 
mgwptʾn' mgwptyh gwpt] 
ān ērmān xwāhišnīh ō rāmišn ras ō narān <ud> nārīgān <ī> zardušt [kū-šān 
pad rāmišn bē kun] wahman rāmišn-iz [tō-z ēn kār ōh kunišn] kū ka ān ī 
dēn kāmag [ī dēn-burdār] arzānīg bawēd pad mizd [mizd ī mēnōg] ān ī 
ahlāyīh tarsagāh [hāwišt] xwāstār hānd [hāwišt ī nēk] pad ān xwāhišn ān ī 
ohrmazd mehīh kunānd [kū-m dēn pad paywand bē rawād būd kē 
mowbedān mowbedīh guft] 
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Come, desirable Ērmān, to please Zardušt’s men and women [that is, please 
them], to please Wahman too [you must do this deed too], so that, if he [the 
believer] loves the religion, will deserve a reward [spiritual reward]. May the 
reverent ones [the disciples] be eager [the good disciples] for the Truth, may 
they fulfil with the prayer Ohrmazd’s supremacy [so that in connection my 
religion may come. There was (a commentator) who said: “the highest 
priesthood”].” 
  
























 yaϑā. ahū. vairiiō.
1673
 aϑ  hacā. 
ϑ  xšaϑrəmcā. ahurāi. ā. yim. 









pāiiūm. + ə əšatā. + x ϑ ϑrascā. 
ϑ əm. ϑraoštā. ahurā. tąm. mōi. dąstuuąm. daēnaiiāi. 
frāuuaocā. (= Y 46.7)
1678
 
                                                 
1663
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); FK1 aϑi 
1664
 K1 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); L4 imąm; D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . R278, L5, 
FK1 im ; L1, B2, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . K9  
1665
 L1, B2, T46, P1, G42 . Mf2, K9; L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . R278, 
(G)「 tā」 ┤drəṇjaiiōiš. ...  xbaēšaziiō.təməmca├; P5 . FK1 drəṇjiiōiš; Br1, L2, E4「 tā」
┤drəṇjaiiōiš. ... vārəϑraγniiō.təməmca├; L5 dariṇjiiōiš 
1666
 L5, FK1; P5 ẏō; L1, B2, T46, P1, G42 . K9 ẏōi; Mf2 ẏōiš. ẏōi 
1667
 P5 . L1, B2, T46, P1, G42, FK1; L5 vārəϑra.γaniiō.təməmca; Mf2 vāraϑraγniiōtəməmca; K9 
vāraϑraγniiō.təməmca 
1668
P5 bišaziiō.təməmca; L1, B2, P1 baešaziiōtəməmca; T46, Br1, L2, E4, L5 baešaziiō.təməmca; G42 
┤
xbaēšaziiō.təməmca├; FK1 bišaziiō.təməm.ca; Mf2, K9 baēšaziiōtəməmca 
1669
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, 
K9, (G); F10 . R278 asta; E4 ašti 
1670
 L4, D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); P2 . FK1 ahunahe; L5 ahune 
1671
 L4, D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); P2 viriia; L5, FK1 vairiie 
1672
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9, 
(G); P2, K2 frasrāuuiiōiš; P5 frasrāuuiiaoiš; B1, M3 frasrāuuariiōiš; L5 frasarāuuaiiōiš 
1673
 L4, D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, T46, Br1, L2, E4, L5, (G); P2 ┤yaϑā. 
ahū. vairiiō├; B2 yaϑā. ahū. vairiiō. 8 (in Indian numeral) 8 (in Pahlavi numeral); ẏaϑā. ahū. 
vairiiō. 8 (in Indian numeral); P1 ẏaϑā. ahū. vairiiō; G42 ẏaϑā. ahū. vairiiō. 8; FK1 yaϑā. ahū. 
vairaiiō. 8; Mf2, K9 ẏaϑā. ahī. vairiiō 
1674
 vid. (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.101): “Harmonieux comme un (maître est harmonieusement) 
digne de choix par l’existence (rituelle), le modèle des actes de l’existence de la divine Pensée et leur 
emprise sont attribués au Maître Mazdā, dont (cette emprise) fera un pâtre pour les nécessiteux”; 
(Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.115): “Just as (a judgement) is worthy of being chosen by 
the world, so the judgement, (which) in accordance with truth itself, (is to be passed) on the actions 
of good thought of the world, is assigned to the Wise One, and the power (is assigned) to (Him), 
the Ahura, whom (people) appoint as a shepherd to the poor”. 
1675
 T46, (G); L4, K1, K2, G34, F10, E10, P10 . L1, B2, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9 k mnā; D62, T44, 
B1, M3 . R278, E4, L5 k manā; P2 yaϑ ; P5 ʾywp ; FK1 kəmanā 
1676
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 
. K9, (G); M3  ┤mazdā├;  
1677
 L4, K1, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . K9  ┤mauuaitē. ... a ahe├; P2, P5, K2 . L1, B2, 
R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, (G)「tā」┤mauuaitē. ... astuuaitīš├; FK1 ┤mauuaitē. ... 
astuuaitīš├; Mf2 「tā sar」┤ mauuaitē. ... a ahe├ 
1678
 vid. (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.160): “Qui me désignes-tu comme protecteur, ô Mazdā, 
chaque fois que le partisan de la Tromperie cherche à me contraindre, à faire tort, sinon ton feu et la 
pensée, par les actes (rituels) desquels, ô Maître, vous engraissez l’Harmonie? Proclame mon 
enseignement à la conscience!”; (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.169): “(But) whom dost 
Thou appoint (as) guardian for one such as me, O Wise One, when the deceitful one tries to seize 
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ərəϑrəm.jā. ϑ ṇghā. yōi. həṇtī. ciϑ




pāta.nō. + bišiiaṇta . pairi. mazd sca. ārmaitišca. spəṇtasca. nase. daēuuī. druxš. nase. 
daēuuō.ciϑre. nase. xdaēuuō.frakarste. nase. xdaēuuō.frādāite. apa. druxš. nase. apa. 
druxš. duuāra. apa. druxš. vīnase. apāxəδre. xapa.nasiiehi. +mā. xmərəṇcīša. gaēϑ . 
astuuaitīš. 
1680
 (= V 8.21, SrB 3)
1681
 
|a| “Then you shall murmur these words, which will be the most 
victorious and most healing. |b| You shall pronounce eight Ahuna 
Vairiia: yaϑā. ahū. vairiiō. aϑā. ratuš. a ā cī . hacā. vaŋh uš. dazdā. manaŋhō. 
iiaoϑananąm. aŋh uš. mazdāi. xšaϑrəmcā. ahurāi. ā. yim. drigubiiō. dada . vāstārəm. 
(= Y 27.13) |c| k m.nā. mazdā. mauuaitē. pāiiūm. +dad . hiia . mā. drəguu . 
dīdarəšatā. +aēna hē. xańii m. ϑβahmā . āϑrascā. manaŋhascā. yaii . iiaoϑanāiš. a əm. 
ϑraoštā. ahurā. tąm. mōi. dąstuuąm. daēnaiiāi. frāuuaocā. (= Y 46.7) 
k . vərəϑrəm.jā. ϑβā. pōi. s ṇghā. yōi. həṇtī. ciϑrā. mōi. dąm. ahīmbiš. ratūm. cīždī. a . 
hōi. vohū. sərao ō. jaṇtū. manaŋhā. mazdā. ahmāi. yahmāi. va ī. kahmāicī . (= Y 
44.16) 
pāta.nō. + bišiiaṇta . pairi. mazd sca. ārmaitišca. spəṇtasca. nase. daēuuī. druxš. nase. 
daēuuō.ciϑre. nase. xdaēuuō.frakarste. nase. xdaēuuō.frādāite. apa. druxš. nase. apa. 
druxš. duuāra. apa. druxš. vīnase. apāxəδre. xapa.nasiiehi. +mā. xmərəṇcīša. gaēϑ . 
















|a| hašt ahunawar frāz srāyišn yaϑāhūwayryō [hašt bē gōw] 
|a| Eight Ahunawar must be pronounced: yaϑāhūwayryō [say it eight (times)]. 
 
 
                                                                                                                                               
me in order to injure (me), (whom dost Thou appoint) other than Thy fire and thought, with whose 
[du.] actions one nourishes truth, O Ahura? Proclaim a message about that to my religious view”. 
1679
 vid. (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.153): “Quel est le briseur d’obstacles parmi les Existants, afin 
qu’il (me) protége suivant ton explication? Que des cadeaux remarquables me soient faits! Ô 
guérisseur de l’existence (rituelle), fournis-moi le modèle! Et que l’obéissance à ce (...) vienne en 
raison de la divine Pensée, ô Mazdā, à celui, quel qu’il soit, auquel tu veux qu’elle vienne!”; 
(Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.161): “Who (is) a resistance-breaker (able) to protect 
(those) who exist, by Thy proclamation? Accord (as) a judgement bright (things to be) in my house, 
O Healer of existence. Let (recompense for) obedience come to him through good thought, O Wise 
One, to him, to whomsoever Thou wishest”. 
1680
 P5, (G); P2, P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 ašahe 
1681
 vid. (Wolff 1910 134, 367): “Schütz uns vor dem Feind, o Mazdāh und o heilige Ārmatay! 
(Ver)schwinde daēvische Drug, (ver)schwinde daēvaentstammte, (ver)schwinde daēvageschaffene, 
(ver)schwinde daēvaerzeugte! Verschwinde, o Drug, zieh ab, o Drug, verschwinde völlig, o Drug, 
im Norden sollst du verschwinden, nicht sollst du die stoffliche Welt des Aša zunichte machen!”. 
1682
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, B1, P10, M3; F10 ┤8 ... ytʾhwwylywk├; E10 ; (Jmp) aϑa. imą. 
vacō. OL gywʾk 8 
1683
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, P10; B1 ; M3 ; (Jmp) ʾhwnwl 
1684
 L4, G34, T44, E10; D62, B1, P10 slʾdyš; P2 slʾdšnyy; M3 ; (Jmp) slʾb 
1685
 L4, G34, T44, E10; D62, P10 ytʾhwkwylyyw'; P2 ʾhwnwlʾn; B1 ytʾhwk'wylyyw'; M3 
ytʾhwkwylywk'; (Jmp) ytʾhwkwylyw 
1686
 P2, F10, (Jmp); L4, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 9 (G34a corrects it by 8); D62 9 8  
1687
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 ┤BRA├ 
1688
 L4, D62, P2, G34, B1, P10, M3; F10, (Jmp) YMRWN; T44 YMRRWN-yt; E10 YMRWN-yt 
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According to the Persian Rivāyats, namely MU 1.15.3-4 (Unvala 1922), 
(Dhabhar 1932 13), eight Ahunawar are prescribed in the Xšnūman of Vīsparad: 
 ّیظپزز زر ذؼٌْهي اػْاى ُؼت ایثاُّْیزیْ           
(For the ceremony of) Vīsparad in the Xšnūman of the righteous eight 
yasāhūwayryō (must be recited). 
 
In its following lines, this Persian Rivāyat relates the recitation of eight 
Ahunawar at the ceremonies for the souls of the righteous. It seems that these eight 
Ahunawar in V 11.8 could be linked to the mention to the righteous man and the 
righteous woman in V 11.7. However, these eight Ahunawar might also represent 
the eight things to be purified, namely house, fire, water, earth, cattle, plants, 

















































                                                 
1689
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, B1, P10 and M3 continue V 11.8 without PT and also without any 
strong pause until nasūm. 
1690
 L4, G34 aē əm; D62, P5, K2, T44, B1, P10 aē əməm; P2, F10, M3, (G) aē məm; E10 . L1 
aešəməm; B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 aešməm; L5 aesməm; FK1 aēsməm; Mf2, K9 
aēšəməm 
1691
 L4, D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); K2 əne; E10 pərəna; E4 pairine 
1692
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1, (G); T44 nasūm. pərəne; Mf2, K9 nasīm 
1693
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5 . Mf2, (G); E10 pərəna; FK1 pirəna; K9 pərənen 
1694
 L4, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, T44, B1, P10, M3 h aēϑβəm; F10 . R278, FK1 h m.raϑβəm; 
E10 . L2, G42 h m.raeϑβəm; L1 h m.raēiϑβəm; B2 h m.raēiϑəm; T46 hąm.raeϑβəm; P1 
hąm.raēiϑβəm; Br1 . Mf2, K9 hamraēϑβəm; E4, L5 h m.raiϑβəm 
1695
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 
. Mf2, K9, (G); L5 paərəne; FK1 parəne. pairine 
1696
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, T44, P10, M3 . Mf2, K9, (G); P5, F10 . L1, B2, T46, P1 paiti.raϑβəm; 
E10 . R278, Br1, L2, G42, L5 paiti.raeϑβəm; E4 paita.raiϑaβəm; FK1 paiti.rϑβəm. pərəne. 
paiti.raϑβəm 
1697
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, FK1, (G); P5 xruu; L5 xarū; Mf2, K9 xrī 
1698
 L4, K1, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); E4 pərəna; FK1 pirəne 
1699
 P5, (G); L4, D62, F10, B1, P10, M3 . P1 xruuiγne; P2 xruuaγne; K2 xruuīγnū; G34 xrūīγne; T44 
xrūuuī.γne; E10 xrūīγna; L1 xruuiγane; B2, T46, Br1 xruuiγnū; R278 xrūīγnū; L2, G42, E4 xrūiγnū; 
L5 xarūī.ganū; FK1 xrūiiγnae; Mf2, K9 iγnu 
1700
 L4, G34, E10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, (G); D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3 . L5 būiδe; 
P5, T44 būiδa; K2 būeδe; P1 būidi; Mf2 above the line, K9 bīiδi 
1701
 L4, K1, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); FK1 buua ipərəni 
1702
 D62, K2, B1, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, (G); L4, E10 būiδija; P2 būiδicža; P5, F10 
būiδaža; G34 būδija; T44 būiδaja; P10 būiδižja; R278 būiδaiža; E4 būiδiže; L5 buuaiδezi; FK1 
buuaδaija; Mf2, K9 bīiδiža 
1703
 L4, P2 kundi; P5, D62, K2, G34, E10, B1, M3 kunde; F10, T44 kunda; P10 kunde; L1, B2, T46, 
P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, (G) kuṇdi; R278, L5 kuṇde; FK1 kundiṇe; Mf2, K9 guṇdən 
1704
 L1, B2, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, (G); L4, G34, T44, E10 kundija; D62, P2, K2, F10, B1, M3 
kundiža; P5 kundaēža; P10 kundižja; R278 kuṇdaiza; T46 yāzairine. pərəne. būšąsta. pərəne. 
kuṇdiža; L5 kuṇdaiza; FK1 kuṇdiji; Mf2 guṇduṇža; K9 guṇdiža 
1705
 L4, D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10, M3 . L1, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, 
(G); P2 ┤pərəne├; B1 pərəbne; B2, T46 ┤pərəne. būšiiąsta. yā. zairina├ 
1706
 P1; L4, K1 bū ; D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, B1, P10 bū sta; K2, T44 . L1, R278, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, L5 būšii sta; E10 sti; M3 buu sta; FK1 sta; Mf2 bīšiiąsta; K9 bīšii ; (G) 
 
1707
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10 . E4, L5, (G); L1, R278, P1, L2, G42, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9 ẏā 
1708
 Mf2, K9, (G); K1, D62, P5, K2, B1, P10 zaireni; P2 zaereni; G34 zairiene; F10, E10 . R278, P1, 
L2, G42, FK1 zairine; T44 yāzaraene; M3 yāzaireni; L4a zarine; L1 zairəne; Br1 ẏāzairine; E4 






























                                                                                                                                               
1709
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); P1, E4 pərəne. pərəne 
1710
 T46, P1; K1 bū ; D62 . FK1 sta; P2, G34, L4a bū sca; P5, K2, F10, T44, B1, P10, 
M3 bū ; E10 būšii sti; L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 būšii sta; Mf2 bīšiiąsta; K9 bīšii ; 
(G)  
1711
 K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, L4a . E4, L5, (G); T44 yāzairiene; M3 . L1, B2, 
R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9 ẏā 
1712
 R278, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, (G); K1, B1, M3 darəgauua; D62 darəguua; P2 darəguua; P5 drəgauua; 
K2 darəgō.gauua; G34 . B2, T46, Br1 drəγō.gauua; F10 darəγa.gauua; T44 . FK1 darəγō.guua; E10 
darəgγōgauua; P10 darəgōgauua; L4a dragōγauua; L1, P1 drəgō.gauua; L5 darəgō.guue; K9 
darəgō.gauua 
1713
 P5, K2, G34a in the right margin, F10a in the right margin, T44, E10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, 
Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3 ┤pərəne. mūiδi. 
pərəne. kapastiš├; E4 pairine 
1714
 P5, K2, G34a in the right margin . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, (G); F10a in the right margin, 
T44, E10 . FK1 mūiδa; G42 mūidi; E4 mūaidi; L5 mūiδe; Mf2, K9 mīiδi 
1715
 P5, K2, G34a in the right margin, F10a in the right margin, T44, E10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, 
Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); E4 pərəna 
1716
 P5 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1, (G); K2 kapstiš; G34a in the right margin 
kapastiš + its PT pwltynm mwtk kltʾl W pwltynm  (G34b above the last word adds ); 
F10a in the right margin kapastiš + its PT pwltynm mwtk kʾltʾl pwltynm ; T44 kapaastiš + its 
PT pwltynm mwtk kltʾl pwltynm ; E10 kpastiš + its PT pwltynm mwtk kltʾl pwltynm ; 
Mf2 kapastīš 
1717
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, G42, E4, L5, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); T44 . L2 ┤pərəne. pairikąm├ 
1718
 K1 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); L4 pairi.kąm; D62, P2, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . R278, Br1 (but corrected 
above the line –ai- instead of the first -ə- and –i- instead of the second -ə-), E4 pərək m; P5, K2 . L5 
pairīk m; G34 . L1, B2, G42, FK1 . K9 pairik m 
1719
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . B2, R278, T46, G42, L5, FK1, (G); 
L1, P1, Br1, L2 . Mf2, K9 ẏā 
1720
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); G34a above the line āhāitī; E4 yāita 
1721
 L4, K2, G34, B1, P10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); K1 āϑrəm; D62 
āptarəm; P2, P5, F10, T44, E10, M3 . E4, L5, FK1 ātarəm 
1722
 L4, K1 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, 






















|a| I fight the Wrath, I fight Nasu. |b| I fight the Direct defilement, I 
fight the Indirect defilement. |c| I fight Xrū, I fight Xruuiγnī, I fight 
Būiδin, I fight Būiδižan, I fight Kuṇda, I fight Kuṇdižan, I fight 
Būšiiąstā the Yellowish. |d| I fight Būšiiąstā the Long-handed. |e| I fight 
Mūiδin, I fight Kapasti. |f| I fight the Pairikā, which attacks the fire, the 
water, the earth, the cattle, the plants. |g| I fight the maculation, which 








































                                                 
1723
 L4, K1 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, 
Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 g  
1724
 P2, P5, K2, F10, E10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9; L4, K1, (G) 
uruuarąm; D62, G34, T44, B1, P10, M3 uruuar ; FK1  
1725
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
L5, FK1, (G); P5 ┤āhitīm├; E4 hāitīm; Mf2, K9 above the line  
1726
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . Br1, L2, L5, FK1, (G); L1, B2, R278, 
T46, P1, G42 . Mf2, K9 above the line ẏā 
1727
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); P5 hāiti; E4 yāita 
1728
 L4, K1, K2, G34, B1, P10 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9, (G); D62, P5, F10, T44, 
E10, M3 . R278, L5, FK1 ātarəm; P2 ┤ātrəm├ 
1729
 L4, K1 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, 
Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 z  
1730
 L4, K1 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, 
Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 g  
1731
 D62, P2, P5, F10, T44, E10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4, K1, 
B1, P10 ; K2 . FK1 ; G34 uruuar ; M3 uruuaraii  
1732
 L4, D62, G34, F10, T44, B1, M3; P2, E10, P10, (Jmp) hšm 
1733
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, (Jmp); B1, P10, M3 ┤pwltynm ... pltwm ptkʾlym├; P10a 
pwltynm 
1734
 L4, K1, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, (Jmp); D62, P10a above the line nšwš 
1735
 P2, E10; L4, K1, G34, T44, (Jmp) pyš; D62, P10a W pyš; F10 KN ptkʾlym W pyš 
1736
 L4, K1, P2, G34, (Jmp); D62, F10, P10a ┤W├ 
1737
 L4, P2, G34, T44; K1, D62, F10, (Jmp) ps; P10a ps 
1738
 L4, G34a above the line, T44, E10, (Jmp); K1, D62, P2, G34 ┤ʾy├; F10 KN; P10a yʾ 
1739
 (Jmp); L4, K1, T44 pwltynmyh; D62, P2, E10, P10a above the line pwltynm; G34 pwltynmy 
1740
 L4, K1, T44 (AYḴ added above the line); D62, P2, P10a ┤KN├; G34 AYḴ W; E10 ʾy KN  
1741
 T44, E10, (Jmp); L4, G34 (G34a above the line adds –k-) ptʾlym; D62 dʾstʾlyym; P2 ; F10 
; P10a  
1742
 K1, D62, G34, T44, F10, E10, B1, P10a above the line, (Jmp); L4, P2 ┤KN├ 
1743
 L4, P2; K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10a above the line, (Jmp) pwltynm 
1744
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34a in the left margin, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 ┤MNW … 
ptlyt├; T44 AMT 
1745
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34a in the left margin, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 ┤PWN├ 
1746





























































































                                                                                                                                               
1747
 L4, P2, M3, (Jmp); D62, G34a in the left margin, T44, B1, P10 YKOYMWN-yt; F10, E10 
YKOYMWN'-yt 
1748
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34a in the left margin W pwltynm 
1749
 K1, D62, P2, G34a in the left margin, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, T44, E10 AYḴ 
1750
 (Jmp); L4, G34a in the left margin, F10, T44, E10 ptylyt; D62, B1, P10 pytlyt; P2 pytlytʾn'; M3 
pytlyt' 
1751
 D62, P5, F10, B1, P10, M3; L4, P2, T44, (Jmp) bwt; G34 W bwt; E10 bwd 
1752
 L4, B1, M3, (Jmp); D62, F10, T44, P10 YKOYMWN-yt; P2, G34, E10 YKOYMWN'-yt 
1753
 K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4a pltwm MNW 
1754
 D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, M3; P10, (Jmp) bwšʾsp; L4a bwšsp' 
1755
 (Jmp); L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤y├  
1756
 L4, D62, P2, G34, E10, B1, M3, (Jmp); T44 ; P10 W zhlkl 
1757
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 zhlklʾy 
1758
 L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); K1 zhlklk; T44 W zhlklyh 
1759
 L4, G34a above the line, T44, E10, (Jmp); K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3 ʾy; G34 OL  
1760
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 AMT 
1761
 L4, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34, T44, E10 W zhl 
1762
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10, M3, (Jmp); B1 Wpwltynm 
1763
 L4, K1, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, M3, (Jmp); D62, F10, P10 Wbšʾsp 
1764
 G34, T44; L4, D62, P2, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ┤y├ 
1765
 D62, P2 dglnd , P10 dglnd (and above the line ); G34  (G34a above the line adds 
dglnd); F10 dglnd gw t ; T44 dglnd gwyy; E10 dglnd gwyn; B1, M3 dglnd gb; L4a zhlkl; (Jmp) 
dglndgw-1  
1766
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, M3, (Jmp); P10 yy ʾy 
1767
 (Jmp); D62, P2, E10, B1, P10, M3 dglndgwyhʾ; G34 , T44 ; F10 ; L4a 
zhlklyh 
1768
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 AYḴ-š 
1769
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 KRA 2 
1770
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 AYŠ 
1771
 L4, K1, D62, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 BA; F10 nʾsʾl BRA 
1772
 L4, G34, T44, E10, P10a, (Jmp); D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3 ┤ZK y├ 
1773
 L4, T44; G34, E10, P10, (Jmp) ┤y├ 
1774
 L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, (Jmp); T44, B1, P10, M3 kʾmyh 
1775
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; (Jmp) ┤ZK├ 
1776
 F10; L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ┤y├ 
1777
 L4, K1, B1, M3, (Jmp); D62, P2, E10, P10 ʾwcdyhʾ; G34 , F10  
1778
 L4, K1, D62, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3; P2, (Jmp) plystkyh; G34 pwltstkyh; T44 ʾwcdysplstkyh 
1779
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 MNW PWN 
1780
 K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, T44, E10 W MYA 
1781
 D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, T44, E10 W ẕmyk 
1782
 K1, D62, P2, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, T44, E10 W gwspnd; F10 gwspd 
1783
 K1, D62, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, T44, E10 W ʾwlwl; P2 ┤ʾwlwl├ 
1784
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, B1, M3, (Jmp); T44 pltynm 
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|a| purdēnam xēšm purdēnam nasuš [pēš ud pas ay fradom ōh pahikārēm u-š pas ōh 
pahikārēm] |b| purdēnam kē pad hamrēh [rēman būd ēstēd] purdēnam kē pad 
payrēh [rēman būd ēstēd] |c| purdēnam būšāsp ī zahr-gar [ay zahr-garīh ēd kū kē 
was xufsēd zahr bē bawēd] |d| purdēnam būšāsp ī xdagrand-gaw [ay dagrand-
gawīh ēd kū pad har kas-ē bē rasēd] |e| /Without PT/ |f| purdēnam ān ī parīg 
[kāmagīh] [ān ī uzdēs paristagīh] kē āhōgēnēd ātaxš āb zamīg gōspand urwar |g| 
purdēnam ān ī āhōgēnišn [abzārān] kē āhōgēnēd ātaxš āb zamīg gōspand urwar  
|a| I fight the Wrath, I fight Nasu [before and afterwards, that is, I fight her firstly 
and I will fight her afterwards]. |b| I fight him who [has become impure] by direct 
defilement, I fight him who [has become impure] by indirect defilement. |c| I fight 
the poisoner Būšāsp [that is, poisoning (means) that she becomes a poison for him 
who sleeps (too) much]. |d| I fight the long-handed Būšāsp [that is, having long 
hands (means) that she reaches everybody]. |e| /Without PT/ |f| I fight the Parīg 
[Desire] [the idolatry], which defiles the fire, the water, the earth, the cattle, the 
plants. |g| I fight [the means for] the defilement, which defile the fire, the water, the 




The list of demons in V 11.9 
 In V 11.9 there is a list of demons which must be exorcised in order to fulfil 
the purification. Some of them are known from other texts, such as Aēšma, 
personification of Wrath, Nasu, which embodies the corpse’s impurity, the 
personified Direct and Indirect defilement, and Būšiiąstā, the demon of Sloth. The 
rest, however, are hápax legómena, whose grammatical case is problematic. 
The answer to this first problem depends on the interpretation of the hápax 
legómena, which have not been fully explained. Indeed, all of them are supposedly 
written in Nom. Sing., instead of the Acc. Sing. which we would expect because of 
the transitive verb Av. pərəne. Thus, they have been considered as ungrammatical 
forms. Nevertheless, unless we explain exactly the etymology and meaning of these 
words, we do not know whether they are really “ungrammatically” written, 
corruptly transmitted, dialectal forms or simply if their forms are due to 
peculiarities of the daevic words, as Kellens (1974 59) pointed out. 
The second main problem concerns the omission of the PT of Av. pərəne. 
xrū. ... pərəne. kuṇdiža. This sequence is preserved in the Pahlavi as well as in the 
Sāde manuscripts, but it has not been translated in the first ones. Only P5 translates 
it, but this is clearly due to a modern attempt of the reformist schools in Surat to 
fill the gaps of the old PV manuscripts. The omission of this PT in the PV 
manuscripts has led to the conclusion that this sequence is an Avestan gloss or a 
                                                                                                                                               
1785
 F10, (Jmp); L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤y├ 
1786
 K1, P2, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, T44 ʾpzʾl y OLE; D62, F10 ʾpzʾl ʾn'; E10 ʾpzʾl OLE 
1787
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 ʾhwkyynyt 
1788
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 W MYA 
1789
 K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, T44, E10 W ẕmyk 
1790
 D62 above the line, P2, F10; L4, T44 W ʾwlwl; K1, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ʾwlwl; G34, E10 W 
gwspnd 
1791
 D62, P2, F10; L4, K1, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) gwspnd; G34, E10 W ʾwlwl; T44 W gwspnd 
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text added later in the course of the written transmission. In his unpublished 
communication “Lost in transmission”, Cantera proposes two explanations for the 
omission of this passage in V 11.9 and 11.12: a) this text only belonged to the VS 
tradition and was secondarily added to the PV mansucripts when the PT was 
adapted to the Avestan text of the VS tradition; b) this passage never had a PT in 
the Sasanian Great Avesta. 
A similar problem concerns the sequence Av. pərəne. mūiδi. pərəne. kapastiš 
and its PT. In V 11.9 both are omitted in all the PV manuscripts except P5, K2, T44 
and E10, which belong to reformist schools. We do not know whether this Avestan 
text, together with its PT, was lost in the PV manuscripts due to an omission in 
their archetype or whether it simply never existed in these manuscripts. Since it is 
not easy to establish that it is an addition in the VS manuscripts, I have preferred to 
include it in my edition, as did Geldner (1896). Only the manuscripts F10a, T44 
and E10, which belong to the reformist school of Navsarī, attest the PT of this 
Avestan sequence. As they seem to have created it ex professo, I have excluded it 




Compositional correspondences between V 10 and V 11: the lists of demons 
From the point of view of the composition of these lists, it is striking that in 
V 11 Aēšma appears at the beginning instead of the Evil Spirit. In the other lists the 
Evil Spirit is mentioned at the end. The three evil beings related to impurity, nasu-, 
hąm.raēϑβa- and paiti.raēϑβa-, as we have seen, are placed in the same position in 
both lists. The triad formed by iṇdra-, sauru- and n ŋhaiϑiia- in V 10 finds its 
counterpart in three couples of evil beings of V 11 xrū – xruuiγni, būiδi – būiδiža 
and +kuṇda – kuṇdiža. 
The couple of +tauruui- and xzairicī- in V 10 finds an equivalence in the two 
+būšiiąsta, one called zairina and the other darəγō.gauua. I am not able to decide if 
the latter could refer to +tauruui-, but I think that there is an equivalence between 
the xzairici of V 10 and the +būšiiąsta. yā. zairina of V 11. 
The next couple, that of aēšma- +xruuī.drū- and +akataša- in V 10, is parallel 
to that of mūiδi and kapastiš in V 11, although I do not think them to be 
equivalent. Apart from V 11, Av. kapastiš is attested only in Yt 8.56. If my 
interpretation of this word as “foot-soldier” in this passage is right (see the 
commentary to Av. kapastiš in V 11.9), aēšma- +xruuī.drū- “Wrath of the blood-
stained stick” of V 10 could be parallel to kapastiš “foot-soldier (?)” of V 11. That 
+akataša- of V 10 be paralleled by mūiδi of V 11 has no further textual support. 
The following and last couple of demons on the list of V 10, namely that 
formed by xvarəńiia and +vātō, finds an equivalence at least in the last couple on 
the list of V 11, that of pairikąm and āhitīm. At a first glance there is no relation 
between xvarəńiia in V 10 and pairikąm in V 11. The Pahlavi translators, however, 
seem to have interpreted them as equivalents: they translated Av. xvarəńiia by Phl. 
waranīg dēw “the demon Lust”, personified as an evil being, and Av. pairikąm by 
Phl. ān ī parīg [kāmagīh] “the Parīg [Desire]”. The connection between Lust and 
Desire is also found in other Pahlavi texts, such as Dk 6.274 (Shaked 1979 106-109), 
where lust and bodily desire (Phl. waran ud tan-kāmagīh) are mentioned together. 
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This could be the reason why the Pahlavi translators saw such an equivalence 
between Phl. waranīg dēw “the demon Lust” and Phl. ān ī parīg [kāmagīh] “the 
Parīg [Desire]” and thus equated Av. xvarəńiia in the list of V 10 with Av. pairikąm 
in that of V 11. 
 
 
Av. xrū. ... xruuiγni (11.9b) 
Av. xrū- (fem.) is not a hápax legómenon in the Avesta. It means “(raw) 
flesh” in Yt 14.33. In V 11, however, we do not know its exact meaning, but it 
might be the either personification of the impurity of raw flesh (Gray 1929 218) or 
even the personification of cruelty, here mentioned as an evil being. 
But Av. xruuiγnī-
1792
 (fem.) is a hápax legómenon. It is a compound whose 
first element Av. xruui° is used in compounds for xrūra- “bloody, cruel” (Kellens 
1974 157) and is part of a Caland’s system (cf. Gr. kréas “flesh”, Ved. kravíṣ- “raw 
flesh” (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 1.411)). Its second element is Av. °γnī-, feminine of 
Av. °jan- “smiting, killing” (cf. Ved. °ghn - (fem.)
1793
, °hán- (masc.) “idem”). 
Therefore, in agreement with Bartholomae (1904 540), we can understand it as “she 
who kills bloodily or cruelly”. cf. Gray’s (1929 218) translation “Raw-Striker”. 
 
Darmesteter (1892-1893 2.182, n.12) suggested that both xrū and xruuiγni 
were epithets of the demon of Wrath of the bloodstained stick (av. aēšma- 
xxruuidru-) and meant “murder” and “murderer” respectively. However, I cannot 
be certain whether or not they are really epithets of Wrath or of any other evil 
personifications. 
It seems that the Pahlavi translation of these words in P5 agrees with 
Darmesteter’s interpretation. Indeed, only the scribe of P5, which belongs to the 
reformist school of Surat, translated Av. xrū by means of Phl. <hlwydlwš>, which 
is actually the PT of Av. xxruuidru-. Regarding Av. xruuiγni, he reproduced the 
same translation, but for Av. °γni he added Phl. <ẕnnk>, which must be read as 
zanag. Thus, the result is a surprising <hlwydlwš ẕnnk>. Therefore, according to 
his PT, the Pahlavi translator of P5 understood that Av. xrū and xruuiγni referred 
to Wrath of the bloodstained stick. Or he simply did not know how to translate 
them and chose the PT of the only similar word he found, namely Av. xxruuidru-. 
 
 
Av. būiδi. ... būiδiža (11.9b) 
 These words, as de Vaan (2003 303) states, have no sure etymology. 
However, there have been some attempts to explain them. 
Darmesteter (1877 196, n.4), followed by Lommel (1912 49 ff.) and Dhalla 
(1994 273), proposed that būiδi and the demon būiti in V 19.1, 2 and 43 were one 
and the same. Moreover, he said that būiδi and būiδija (sic) were related to the same 
                                                 
1792
 I disagree with de Vaan’s (2003 260) correction of Geldner’s xruuiγni as xxruuī.γni, because all 
the oldest PV, IndVS and IrVS manuscripts agree in variants with short vowel °i° in V 11.9, 11.12, 
11.15 and 11.18. 
1793
 For instance in Ved. asuraghn - “killer of Ásuras” and Ved. rakṣoghn - “killer of demons” 
(Böhtling & Roth 1855 1.556, 6.222). 
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root bū- present in Av. būšiiąstā- and explained būiδija (sic) as būiδi + za, where 
Av. za would find its Vedic cognate in Ved. ja- “offspring”. 
Bartholomae (1904 968) gave no etymology for this word, but stated that it 
designated a daēuua-, that is, a masculine evil being, and he read it as Av. būiδi-. 
Nyberg (1938 339 ff.) interpreted Av. būiδi as a feminine būiδī-and linked it 
with the root *ba d-, with the meaning “to be conscious”, and supposed that it 
was a goddess of the oracle, worshipped by the Median tribe of the Boúdioi that 
Herodotus 1.101 mentioned. Christensen (1941 34) quoted Nyberg’s supposition, 
but linked this word with the root *budh- with the meaning “to smell, to perceive”.  
Kellens (1974 60) stated that būiδī- is a feminine formation with –ī- from the 
root bud-, but he did not clarify whether this root means “to smell” or “to 
perceive”. 
According to Cheung (2007 14-16) there are two different Iranian roots 
*ba d-, one with the meaning “to feel, to perceive” and another with the meaning 
“to smell”. Nevertheless, he thinks that the second meaning could be a 
development from the first. This chance is clearly adopted by Mayrhofer (1992-
2001 2.234) as the only possible one in Iranian (“wahrnehmen > riechen”). 
Therefore, according to the preceding interpretations, Av. būiδi would be 
adscribed to an Iranian root *ba d-, which, according to Mayrhofer and Cheung, 
means “to perceive, to sense” and also develops the meaning “to smell”. However, 
still we do not know what Av. būiδi means. In order to find out, I have searched 
for other formations from the same root in Avestan. 
Apart from Av. būiδi, Iranian *ba d- is attested in Avestan in: a) other 
nominal formations; b) compounds. 
Regarding other nominal formations, with the meaning *ba d- “to smell” 
we find Av. baoδa- “smoke” and Av. baoiδi- “scent, fragrance” (Bartholomae 1904 
918). From *ba d- “to perceive, to sense”, the often attested nominal formation 
Av. baoδah- “consciousness” (Bartholomae 1904 919) is also found. Since both 
meanings are represented in Avestan, to relate Av. būiδi to one of them still seems a 
problem. If we link būiδi with *ba d- “to smell”, we could suppose, because of the 
daēvic context in V 11.9, that it is opposed to Av. baoiδi- “scent, fragrance” and 
that it would mean “stench, stink”. However, there would be no further argument 
to support this assumption. And if we link būiδi with *ba d- “to perceive”, it 
would have to mean something like “(evil) consciousness, malice” in opposition to 
Av. baoδah- “consciousness”. No further nominal formations shed light on the 
meaning of Av. būiδi.  
Let’s then look to the compounds with the root *ba d- in Avestan. Leaving 
aside Av. būiδiža in the same passage, which seems to be a compound of būiδi° and 
°ža, and the possibly corrupted Av. baoδō.baxtica in Vyt 33, we find three 
compounds in which Av. baoδah- “consciousness” is the first element:  
1. the often attested Av. baoδō.varšta- “maliciously done, wilful (action)” 
 2. the hápax legómenon Av. baoδō.jaiti- in N 49.21. It has been interpreted 
by several authors in different ways, depending on the syntactic relation postulated 
between the first and the second elements of the compound. Bartholomae (1904 
919) understood it as “Schlagen, Ertöten des Wahrnehmungsvermögens, 
Bezeichnung eines Delikts”, and he is followed by Kotwal & Kreyenbroek (2003 
227, n.919) in their interpretation as “killing consciousness”. Klingenschmitt (1968 
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199 ff.), however, interpreted it as “Schlagen mit Bewußtsein, vorsätzliches 
Schlagen”, that is “intentional injury”, which surprisingly is Kotwal & 
Kreyenbroek’s (2003 227) English translation of the PT of N 49.21.  
3. Av. baoδaja  in FīŌ 680. According to Klingenschmitt (1968 199 ff.), Av. 
baoδaja , translated by Phl. <bwtwzyt>, is a corrupted form from Av. baoδō.jaiti-, 
which he translated as “Schlagen mit Bewußtsein, vorsätzliches Schlagen”, 
according to its explanation in FīŌ 682.  
Therefore, Av. baoδō° “consciousness” is the first element of the 
compounds Av. baoδō.varšta-, Av. baoδō.jaiti- and Av. baoδaja . 
Since Av. baoδah- “consciousness” is a substantive with an –ah- stem, it can 
be part of a Caland’s system. Actually, we find the adjective with –ra- Av. 
zaēni.buδra- “awake, watchful” (Bartholomae 1904 1652) in V 13.39. Thus, to 
complete the sequence only a compound with –i° would be needed in Avestan, and 
it could be found in Av. būiδi-ža. Since the other members of this system belong to 
a root *ba d- with the meaning “to perceive”, we expect that in Av. būiδi-ža the 
same meaning is applied. Nevertheless, if we accept that the first element būiδiº of 
the compound Av. būiδi-ža is part of a Caland’s system ºbuδra- / baoδah- / būiδiº, 
we cannot explain why baoδō° is also used as a first element of compound. 
Furthermore, Av. būiδi would also remain unexplained in this Caland’s system. 
 
Let’s now turn to the second element of the compound Av. būiδiža. 
Darmesteter (1877 196, n.4) read būiδija, but interpreted it as būiδižā- in his 
translations (Darmesteter 1887 142, n.5), (Darmesteter 1892-1893 2.182). Geldner 
(1896) also edited būiδiža, which was followed by Nyberg (1938 339 ff.) and 
Christensen (1941 35). In order to choose between būiδiža and būiδija, and also 
between kuṇdiža and kuṇdija, we must firstly take into account the manuscripts’ 
evidence. 
The graphems z / ž / j are usually confused in the written transmission of 
the Avesta because of their phonetic similarity, as we see in the following examples: 
V 11.10a: E4 daojaδa (for dužda); 11.12f: L5 jąm (for ząm); 12.12b: E4 jaoϑr  (for 
zaoϑr ); 12.22b: G25a zuuō (for juuō); 12.22b: P1 bijiṇgrō (for bizaṇgrō); 12.22b: 
G25a zaiṇti (for jaiṇti); 12.22c: L1 ajaiti; P1 ajaite (for azaiti); 12.22d: K2, T44, R1 
zuuō (for juuō); 12.22d: K2, R1 . L1, P1, L5 jī (for zī). As Hintze (in JamaspAsa 
1991 xviii-xix) noticed, the confusion z / j is also found in F1. This is what we find 
in V 11 regarding būiδiža / būiδija and kuṇdiža / kuṇdija: 
a) –ž-: the oldest IndVS and IrVS in V 11.9; the oldest PV, IndVS and IrVS 
in 11.12; the oldest IndVS and IrVS in 11.15 and 11.18 (the PV abbreviated them). 
b) –j-: the oldest PV in V 11.9. 
Therefore, from the point of view of textual criticism, obviously we must 
prefer būiδiža and kuṇdiža. 
Regarding the interpretation of the second element of the compound, 
namely °ža, Darmesteter (1877 196, n.4) analysed it as būiδi + °žā- (cf. Ved. j - 
“offspring” < IE. *ǵ h1- (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 1.567-568)) and translated it as 
“the offspring of Bûidhi” (Darmesteter 1887 142, n.5) and “l’engeance de Bûidhi” 
(Darmesteter 1892-1893 2.182).  
Nyberg (1938 339 ff.), followed by Christensen (1941 35), interpreted it as 
būiδīžā-, where °īžā- would mean “effort, aspiration, zèle religieux”, and supposed 
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that Būiδiža and Kuṇdiža were personifications of extatic elements related to a cult 
with hemp to Būiδī and Kuṇda / Kuṇdī.  
Darmesteter’s interpretation might stem from a possible RUKI of *- - after 
–i- (Hoffmann & Forssman 1996 104 3a.) in *būiδi-zā- > būiδižā-
1794
 and can be 
supported by the manuscripts’ evidence. Nyberg’s hypothesis could be explained 
by means of a confusion between ī and i, because it is not unusual in the written 
transmission of the Avesta, in spite that no manuscript attests °īža with the long 
vowel –ī-. Nevertheless, I prefer another etymological explanation for °ža. 
In my opinion, there is a correlation between xruuiγni, būiδiža and kuṇdiža 
in the same passage. Since the second element of the compound xruuiγni stems 
from °γnī-, feminine of Av. °jan- “smiting, killing”, it is possible that the same root 
IE. *g en- “to smite, to kill” (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 2.800-801) was implied in the 
second element of the other two compounds in this passage. If so, the second 
element °ža of this compound could represent a dialectal form °žan- from Av. 
°jan- < IE. *g en-. However, this is only a possibility. 
 
To summarise, it is difficult to explain the formation of Av. būiδi in 
connection with Av. būiδiža, if we accept that the first element of the compound 
Av. būiδi-ža is part of a Caland’s system ºbuδra- / baoδah- / būiδiº. Only the 
possibility that Av. °žan- is derived from IE. *g en- “to smite, to kill” is likely, if 
we compare this second member of compound with the preceeding °γnī- of Av. 
xruuiγni. In such case, Av. būiδiža would be the Nom. Sing. Masc. of Av. būiδi-
žan- “he who kills būiδi°”. 
 
 
Av. xkuṇda. ... kuṇdiža (11.9b) 
While the name Av. kuṇdiža only appears in V 11, Av. kuṇda is attested in 
V 11, V 19.41 and Vyt 26. The latter was commonly read as kuṇdi in V 11, while in 
the other two passages it was read as kuṇda. Jackson (1895 661), followed by 
Bartholomae (1904 474), Gray (1929 208), Widengren (1965 115) and Dhalla (1994 
272), Kuṇdī is the feminine counterpart of the Avestan demon Kuṇda of V 19.41 
and Vyt 26. Notwithstanding, kuṇdi is not the only reading in V 11 and can be the 
same as kuṇda. As a matter of fact, the variants in the manuscripts point out to 
four different readings of Av. kuṇda depending on the passage and the branch of 
the written transmission: 
a) kuṇda- (V 11, 19.41): 
- kuṇda (V 11): the oldest IndVS in V 11.12. 
- kuṇdǝm (V 19.41): the oldest PV, IndVS and IrVS (L4, K1 . B2, T46 
kundǝm; L1 . Mf2 kuṇdǝm) 
b) kuṇd - / kuṇdīn- (V 11): the oldest PV and IndVS in V 11.9 (kuṇdi); the 
oldest PV in V 11.12; the oldest IndVS in V 11.15 (kunde, kuṇde < *kuṇdi / 
*kuṇda ?) and 11.18. 
c) kauuaṇda- (Vyt 26): all the manuscripts (G18a kauuaṇdǝm; L5 
kauuaṇδǝm). 
                                                 
1794
 Like for instance in Av. tižiº < IIr. *tiǰiº < IE. *(s)tigiº. cf. Ved. téjas- “edge” and Av. tiγra- 
“sharp” (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 1.668-669). 
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d) guṇdǝn (V 11): the IrVS in V 11.9, 11.12, 11.15, 11.18. 
Among these readings, guṇdǝn in V 11 is seemingly a special development in 
the written transmission of the IrVS group and cannot be the reading to be 
reconstructed for the prearchetype of Vīdēvdād. The reading kauuaṇdǝm of Vyt 26 
is isolated within the written transmission of the Vīštāsp Yašt. Although this 
variant is old enough, because it appears in the manuscript G18a (1627 A.D., 
copied from a manuscript of 1344 A.D.), it cannot be traced back to the 
prearchetype of Vīdēvdād, because it is not shared by any manuscript of Vīdēvdād. 
Therefore, the readings guṇdǝn and kauuaṇdǝm must be discarded and we must 
choose either kuṇda or kuṇdi. 
 It is clear that kuṇdǝm, Acc. Sing. of Av. kuṇda-, is the original reading of 
V 19.41, because the oldest PV, IndVS and IrVS manuscripts agree in this reading. 
On the contrary, in V 11 both kuṇda and kuṇdi are attested and we do not know 
for sure whether they represent kuṇda- or kuṇd - / kuṇdīn-. Actually, on one 
hand, kuṇdi may be a variant of kuṇda and viceversa, because of the usual 
confusion in the manuscripts between –i and –a. On the other hand, the variant 
kuṇde could stem from both, so that it does not help us to choose kuṇda or kuṇdi. 
Thus, the parallel kuṇdǝm of V 19.41 plays a decisive role in this choice. Since 
kuṇdǝm in of V 19.41 can be only the Acc. Sing. of Av. kuṇda-, I think that the 
same demon Kuṇda is referred to in V 11. Because of this, I have preferred to edit 
kuṇda in V 11, which would be the Voc. / Instr. Sing. of kuṇda-. In such case, the 
supposed demon Kuṇd Kuṇda of V 19.41 would be one 
and the same. 
 
As far as the etymology and meaning of Av. kuṇda- is concerned, it was 
explained according to different etymologies: 
1. IE. *ka andha- (Darmesteter 1877). 
2. OIr. *kunda- “stupid”, “hero” or “wise, magician”; cf. NP. کٌس (Jackson 
1928). 
3. OIr. *kunda-/*kunta- “blunt > defective > bad” (Bailey 1955). 
4. IE. *sqe - “cutting, sharp” + t/d, with a nasal infix and without s- 
mobile (Wüst 1966). 
5. OIr. *kunda- “sage, seer” (Grantovskij 1970), (Rossi 2006). 
6. IIr. *kúndha-; cf. Ved. kukúndha- (< *ku-kúndha-) (Bailey 1972). 
 
Darmesteter (1877 54, n.2) mentioned Justi’s identification of Av. 
kauuaṇda- / kuṇda- with Ved. kávandha-  “barrel, belly, trunk”
1795
 (Mayrhofer 
1992-2001 1.327), in its turn equated by Kuhn (1859 133-134) with Gr. kaánthos 
“Káanthos, brother of the nymph Melía” in Pausanias 9.10.5. According to 
Darmesteter, this word would stem from Indoeuropean, although its meaning is 
unknown. 
                                                 
1795
 In Vedic it is also written kábandha-, which is preferred in Sanskrit. In Indian epics, clearly 
shown in Vālmīki, Rāmāyaṇa 3.69.25 ff. (Mudholakara 1990), we find a demon Kabandha who has 
neither head nor legs, but only one eye and a big mouth on his belly, and two long arms, with 
which he devours all the creatures he catches in the forest. 
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Jackson (1928 96, n.26) said that Av. kuṇda- stems from OIr. *kunda-, 
either “stupid”, “hero” or “wise, magician”, attested in NP. کٌس (Steingass 1930 
1053, s.v. kund). 
 Bailey (1955 72-73) assumed a possible variation of –t- and –d- in the same 
root OIr. *kunda-/*kunta- “blunt”, from which a secondary meaning “defective” 
and eventually “bad” developed. The meaning “bad” would be represented in Av 
Avestan by the demon kuṇda-, its feminine kuṇdī- and kuṇdižā-, in some Middle 
Iranian words and in NP. کٌس “stupid” and “astrologer, magician”. 
 Accordin to Wüst (1966 59-60; 68, n.29), who accepted Bailey’s variation of 
–t- and –d- in the same root, some words developed from IE. *sqe - “cutting, 
sharp” + t/d, with a nasal infix and without s- mobile: OInd. kunta- “spear”, on 
one hand, and Av. kuṇda- and kuṇdī- and OP. kunduru- “incense”, on the other 
hand. Moreover, following Nyberg’s (1938 177, 341) statement, according to which 
Av. kuṇda- in V 19.41 is a pre-Zoroastrian god of drunkness worshipped with 
hemp, Wüst argued that OP. kunduru- “incense” and the supposed use of hemp in 
the cult of Kuṇda were linked. 
Later on Grantovskij (1970 288) stated that Av. kuṇda- cannot stem from a 
variation of IIr. *kunda-/*kunta-, because NP. کٌس could only stem from OIr. 
*kunta- or *kunϑa-. According to him, in NP. کٌس two meanings merged: *kunda- 
“stupid” and *kunda- “sage, seer”. This second meaning, applied to an extatic and, 
according to Grantovskij, positive context, would be represented by Av. kuṇda-, 
which he interpreted not as a demon, but as an old god related to divination and 
the use of hemp. This interpretation, which stems from Nyberg (1938 177, 341), 
was partially followed by Rossi (2006) in his own analysis of Phl. kundāg as 
“soothsayer”, related to the practice of astragalomantics. 
Bailey (1972 41) changed his own interpretation of Av. kuṇda-, and he 
proposed that it was connected with Ved. kukúndha- (< *ku-kúndha-) 
“Bezeichnung gespentischer Wesen” (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 1.360) in AVŚ 8.6.11 
(= AVP 16.80.1, but written kakundha-). The only difference between Vedic and 
Avestan would be thus the presence or absence of the pejorative prefix kuº/kaº. 
To summarise, I must comment that Darmesteter’s (1877 54, n.2) 
etymological connection between Av. kauuaṇda- / kuṇda-, Ved. kávandha- and 
Gr. kaánthos is suggestive, although it implies to assume that Av. kuṇda- is a 
corruption of Av. kauuaṇda-. As far as the reading kuṇdǝm of V 19.43 is 
confirmed by the kuṇda of V 11, I have no argument to prefer the reading 
kauuaṇdǝm of Vyt 26 instead of kuṇdǝm of V 19.43 and therefore I cannot explain 
why that of Vyt 26 is supposed to be older.  
In my opinion, the rest of explanations are more or less imaginative. Among 
them, I think that Bailey’s (1955 72-73) first explanation is highly hypothetical, 
while those of Wüst (1966 59-60; 68, n.29) and Grantovskij (1970 288), stemming 
from Nyberg’s (1938 177, 341) belief about extatic cults related to Kuṇda, are not 
confirmed by the textual evidence of the Avesta. On the contrary, Jackson’s (1928 
96, n.26) and Bailey’s (1972 41) proposals rest upon two different but equally 
possible etymologies. However, I have no argument to prefer one against the other, 
so that I prefer to leave the question regarding the meaning and etymology of Av. 
kuṇda- open. The same could be said regarding Av. kuṇdiža, of which only the 
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Av. būšiiąsta (11.9c-d) 
 vid. (Benveniste 1945 13-16), who interprets Av. būšiiąstā- as an abstract 
formation with –tā- from the future participle Av. būšiiaṇt- “futurus” and 
considers that it is the demon of procrastination. 
 
 
Av. zairina  Phl. zahr-gar (11.9d) 
Av. zairina is the variant to be edited here according to the manuscripts’ 
evidence. Darmesteter (1887) translated Av. zairina- as “yellow” because he linked 
it with Ved. hári- “yellowish” and Ved. hariṇá- “yellowish animal” (Mayrhofer 
1992-2001 2.805-806). This interpretation was continued by Nyberg (1938 12), 
followed by Christensen (1941 35), who translated Av. zairina as “de couleur d’or” 
and supposed that this was referred the use of the juice of hemp in an extatic cult to 
Būšiiąsta. On the contrary, Bartholomae (1904 1681) translated it as “aufreibend, 
erschlaffend”, according to the etymology from IE. *ǵerh2- “to grind, to grow old, 
to decrease”.  
The variant zairina in V 11.9d has not only a Vedic cognate, but also is 
confirmed by the parallels of 11.15a and 11.18a, where the manuscripts attest either 
zairina or zairini, and by Yt 18.2, where F1, the oldest manuscript of the Yašt, 
shows zairinǝm as epithet of Būšiiąsta (Jamaspasa 1991 251). 
Besides zairina, the variants zairici (L4), zairicai (G34) and zairica (D62, P2, 
P5, B1, P10, M3) in V 11.12c must be explained. In the manuscripts of Vīdēvdād I 
have found no other confusion between –n- and –c-, so these variants would be 
exceptions. In my opinion, they are due to reinterpretation of the Sasanian 
exegetes, who maybe thought that Av. zairina, epithet of the demon Būšiiąsta, was 
a corruption of Av. zairicī-, name of a demon in V 10. Accordingly, they might 
have supposed that the demon Zairicī of V 10 was the same as the demon Būšiiąsta 
of V 11. The assimilation of two demons also attests the parallel of Nanhais and 
Tarōmad in GrBd 34.27 and therefore would not be an isolated case. 
 
 
Av. mūiδi (11.9e) 
Av. mūiδi is another hápax legómenon. It was interpreted by Bartholomae 
(1904 1188) as a feminine mūiδī- and as the name of a daēuuī-, but he failed to 
explain its etymology. 
In order to understand this, we must take into account that there are two 
semantically antonymous Old Iranian roots *ma d- (Cheung 2007 270-271): 
a) - “to mourn”. 
b) - “to be glad, to rejoice”. 
 
The first is found in MMP. mwy- “to mourn”, Phl. mōy(ag) “mourning, 
lamentation”, Phl. must “mourning”, NP. of the Šāhnāmeh mōyeh “mourning, 
lamentation”, NP. mōyīdan “to mourn, to weep and cry aloud” and NP. must 
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“distress, lamentation”. If Av. mūiδi stems from *ma d- “to mourn”, this word 
would be referred to a daevic entity related to mourning. 
The second possibility connects Av. mūiδi with - “to be glad” and 
was already proposed by Kellens (1974 62-63). According to him, this root 
produced a feminine noun Av. mūiδī-, but also two other daevic words: YAv. 
maoδanō.kairiiāi “she who gives pleasure” in Y 9.32 and OAv. ah musta- 
“unsatisfied” in Y 46.4. I agree with Kellens’ explanation. 
After considering the possible etymology and meaning of the Avestan word, 
I must add something about its PT. Although this word is never translated in the 
oldest PV manuscripts (and in the PV manuscripts of an old type), the reformist 
schools of Surat and Navsarī created PTs for this word. In P5 this Avestan word 
was simply adapted into the Pahlavi phonetics by means of Phl. <mwdt> mūd (V 
11.9) or a Pahlavi equivalent <mwdtk> mūdag (V 11.12 and 15) was created. But 
the Pahlavi translators of G34a, F10a, T44 and E10 actually tried to translate it by 
means of Phl. mūdag-kardār. This latter PT is found in Y 9.32 for Av. 
maoδanō.kairiiāi and also in Y 11.6 for Av. mūrakāca, although Phl. mūdag-kardār 
actually represents the PT of Av. maoδanō.kairiiāi. In both passages, Phl. mūdag-
kardār is explained by the gloss kū čiš tabāh kunēd “that is, it destroys something”. 
Following the interpretation of this gloss, Dhabhar (1949 159) translated Phl. 
mūdag-kardār as “weakening”, while Josephson (1997 78, 115) translates it as 
“maker of destruction” and “doer of destruction” respectively. 
I think that the Pahlavi translators of G34a, F10a, T44 and E10 did not 
know exactly what Av. mūiδi meant and they simply wanted to fill the gap in the 
PT. Therefore, they seem to have copied the PT of Av. maoδanō.kairiiāi and pasted 
it as that of Av. mūiδi, only omitting the gloss of the former. 
 
 
Av. kapastiš (11.9e) 
 This Avestan word has been interpreted according to two different 
etymologies: 
a) as related to NP. kabast “colocynth” 
b) as related to Lat. pestis “pest” 
The first explanation was firstly proposed by Spiegel (1864 1.290) and was 
followed by Darmesteter (1892-1893 2.182, n.14) and Johansson (1901 336-337). 
They connected Av. kapasti- with NP. kabast “colocynth”, the meaning of which 
also developed into “poison”, and with Skr. kappitha- “Feronia elephantum”. In 
the Šāhnāme NP. kabast means “poisonous plant, poison” (Wolff 1935 631), and in 
NP. kabast keeps the meaning “colocynth”. That the same word means either 
“poisonous plant, poison” or “colocynth” can be explained by the fact that some 
kinds of colocynth were used as poison in ancient times (see, for example, Bible, 
Kings 2, 4.39-40). 
Bartholomae (1904 436) in his turn doubted about this connection and 
proposed to analyse the word as ka-pasti-, thus relating it to Lat. pestis “pest” with 
a pejorative prefix ka-, like in Av. ka-mərəδa-. Duchesne-Guillemin (1936 145-146) 
and Panaino (1990-1995 1.144) agree with Bartholomae.  
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This second interpretation depends on a second text where it is attested: Yt 
8.56 (Panaino 1990-1995 1.79). In this passage Av. kapasti- is mentioned in the 
context of a war: 
... nōi . iϑra. airii . xda hāuuō. xfra . haēna. nōi . vōiγna. nōi . pąma. 
nōi . kapastiš. nōi . haēniiō. raϑō. nōi . uzgərəptō. drafšō. 
“... then neither an army would have reached here the Aryan countries, nor 
would famine, nor scabies, nor mange [?], nor a hostile chariot, nor the uplifted 
standard (of war).” 
 
  But in my opinion the meaning of Av. kapasti- in this context of war of Yt 
8.56 is different from that in V 11. In Yt 8.56 Av. kapasti- can be related not to Lat. 
pestis but to OP. pasti- (DNb.43-45) and Ved. pattí- “foot-soldier” < IE. *ped-ti- 
(Mayrhofer 1992-2001 2.74). Although we do not find a pejorative prefix in this 
case neither in Old Persian nor in Vedic, there are some parallels in Sanskrit 
military terms with other pejorative prefixes, such as Skr. kad-ratha- “bad 
carriage” and ku-sārathi- “bad charioteer” (Böhtlingk & Roth 1855 2.49, 2.371). 
According to this interpretation, we could translate Yt 8.56 as “nor would famine, 
nor scabies, nor a (bad or hostile) foot-soldier, nor a hostile chariot, nor the 
uplifted standard (of war)”. 
In V 11, on the contrary, there is no military context, so that there is no 
justification for Av. kapasti- meaning here “bad or hostile foot-soldier”. But if Av. 
kapasti- does not mean “pest” in Y 8.56, we have no more reason to suppose that it 
means “pest” in V 11. Therefore, as I cannot support without doubts that 
“colocynth > poison” was the right interpretation, I prefer to leave this question 
unanswered. 
Nevertheless, the first interpretation as “colocynth > poison” seems to have 
been preferred by the local tradition. Actually, the scribes of the manuscripts of the 
reformist school of Navsarī F10a, T44 and E10 understood Av. kapasti- as 
“colocynth” and translated it accordingly. G34a in the right margin , F10a in 
the right margin , T44  and E10  must be interpreted as wrong 
writings of a “re-Pahlavised” <kystwk> from NP. ْکیظت “colocynth”  (Steingass 
1930 1069, s.v. kīstū). On the contrary, the scribe of P5 translated it in V 11.9 as 
Phl. <kpyc> kabīz “a grain measure” (MacKenzie 1971 s.v. kabīz), but tried to 
adapt it in V 11.12 as Phl. <kpst> and in V 11.15 as Phl. <kpšt>. Apparently the 
Pahlavi translator of P5 did not know what this Avestan word meant and simply 
improvised an adaptation in each passage. 
 
 
Av. pərəne  Phl. purdēnam 
 As already mentioned regarding V 10.5b, Av. pərəne is the 1st. Sing. Pres. 
Ind. Mid. of the Avestan verb par- “to fight, to struggle”. 
 Phl. *purdēnīdan, purdēn- was not included in Nyberg’s nor in Mackenzie’s 
lexica, but it must be analysed as a denominative verb from Phl. *purd “fight” < 
IIr. *p t- “fight”. The root nouns Ved. p t- “battle, fight” and YAv. pərət- “battle, 
fight”, and their thematic derivates Ved. p tana- (masc.), Ved. p tanā- (fem.) 
“battle, fight” and YAv. pə - “battle, fight” stem from it (Bartholomae 1904 
891, 896-897) (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 2.160). From this zero grade, two 
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denominative verbs were formed: Ved.  “fights” (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 
2.160) and Phl. *purdēnīdan, purdēn- (< MP. *purd-). 
 The same Indoiranian root, but in full grade, is also present in some verbs. 
In Old Iranian it is attested in YAv. parət- “to fight” (Bartholomae 1904 868-869). 
In Middle West Iranian we find the verbs Phl. ni-bardīdan, ni-bard- “to fight” and 
Parth. n-brd- “to fight” (Ghilain 1939 53) and the participle Phl. nibardag “tried, 
experienced, brave” (NP. nabardah), but also the substantive Phl. nibard “fight, 




























































                                                 
1796
 L4, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); 
D62, P2, B1, P10 ϑβ m; M3 ϑ m 
1797
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
L5, (G); E4 daojaδa; FK1 dužδa; Mf2, K9 duždā 
1798
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, B1, P10, M3 . B2, T46, P1, Br1, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); F10 . L1 
aŋhra; T44 aŋhara; E10 aŋrō; R278, E4, L5 aŋharō; L2 aŋrōa 
1799
 L4, G34, F10 . L5 mainiiū; K1, D62, P2, K2, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, FK1, (G) mainiiō; P5, E10 mainii uš; T44 mainiiūš; Mf2 maińiiī; K9 mainiiī 
1800
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34a in the right margin, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, 
T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); G34 ┤haca. ... apa ├ 
1801
 L4, G34a in the right margin, F10, T44 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9, (G); K1, 
D62, P2, K2, B1, P10, M3 nə ; P5 nmān ; E10 nmān ṇtu. haca daŋhu; 
R278, L5, FK1  
1802
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34a in the right margin, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, 
P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); E10 haci 
1803
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, G34a in the right margin, F10, T44, E10, B1, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, 
Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2 āϑ ; P10 āϑra  
1804
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); E10 gzəma ; E4 zima ; FK1 apa (but corrected in red ink as zama ) 
1805
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); R278 haoma ; FK1 ┤haca. gao ├ (but added above the line ha. gum ) 
1806
 L4, K1, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . R278, Br1, L2, G42 gaoma ; L1 
gaō.ma ; B2, T46, P1, L2 . Mf2 (but -ma- added in the right margin next to - ), K9 above the line 
gaōma ; E4, L5 guma  
1807
 L4, K1, D62, P5, G34, T44, E10, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); P2 haca. haca 
1808
 L4, D62, K2, B1, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2, P5, G34, F10, T44, 
E10 . R278, E4, FK1  
1809
 L4, K1, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . R278, T46, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); D62 uuanəmonīm; 
P2 əm; E10 . L1, B2, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 ašauuanəm; FK1  əm 
1810
 L4, K1 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, 
Br1, L2, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 nāirik ; G42 nāirik  
1811
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . T46, G42, L5, FK1, (G); E10 . R278, Br1, 
L2, E4 ašaonīm; L1, B2, P1 ašaōnīm; Mf2, K9  
1812
 Mf2, (G); L4, K1, D62, K2, G34, F10, B1, P10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . K9 
š; P2, T44, E10, M3 . E4, L5 š; P5  
1813
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, (G); K9 əm 
1814
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 
. Mf2, K9, (G); E4 hauuarə; L5 huuara; FK1 hūrə 
1815
 L4, D62, P5, K2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, 
(G); P2 . L5 anaγara; G34 anγara; E4 anaγarə 
1816
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, 
(G); L1, B2, P1 . Mf2, K9 ; FK1 anaγrairaoc  
1817
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L5 vīspe 
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|a| I fight you, harmful Evil Spirit, away from the house, away from the 
fire, away from the water, away from the earth, away from the cattle, 
away from the plants, away from the righteous man, away from the 
righteous woman, away from the stars, away from the moon, away 
from the sun, away from the endless lights, away from all goods made 
by Mazdā which (have) the brightness of Truth. 
|a| pwltynm LK
1821
 dwšdʾnʾk gnnʾk mynwg
1822
































































 MN ʾhlʾdyh pytʾkyh 
                                                                                                                                               
1818
 Mf2, (G); L4 vohū; D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, 
G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 vōhū; B1, M3 vōhu 
1819
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, 
(G); G34 mazdaδātahe; E10 mazdaδāti; P1 mazdadāta; FK1 mazdaδā.ta 
1820
 K2, F10, T44, M3 . K9; L4, D62, P2, P5, G34, B1, P10 . Mf2, (G) ϑra; E10 ašahe.ciϑra; L1, 
B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2 ašaciϑra; G42 aša.ciϑra; E4 ašacaiϑra; L5 aša.ciϑara; FK1 ašaone. 
aša.ciϑra 
1821
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); T44 ┤LK├ 
1822
 (Jmp); L4, K1, D62, E10, B1, P10, M3 gnʾgmynwg; P2 gnʾkmynwg; G34 gnnʾgmynwg; F10 gnʾ 
gmynwg; T44  
1823
 L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, B1, M3, (Jmp); T44 W MN; E10 ┤MN├; P10 MNW 
1824
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34, B1 wyš; E10 wys 
1825
 L4, D62, G34, F10, B1, M3, (Jmp); P2, T44 W MN; E10 ┤W MN├; P10 MN 
1826
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 znd 
1827
 K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, T44, E10 ┤MN MTA├ 
1828
 K1, B1, M3, (Jmp); D62, P10 MT; P2 MTA W 
1829
 K1, D62, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, T44, P2 W MN 
1830
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, (Jmp); M3 ┤MN MYA├ 
1831
 E10, M3, (Jmp); L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, B1, P10 W MN; F10 ┤MN ẕmyk├ 
1832
 P2, T44, M3, (Jmp); L4, D62, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10 W MN 
1833
 L4, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 ʾwlwl 
1834
 L4, D62, P2, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34, F10 W MN 
1835
 L4, D62, P2, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 gwspnd; E10 lʾwlwl 
1836
 D62, P2, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, F10, T44, E10 W MN 
1837
 T44, (Jmp); L4 ┤y ʾhlwb'├; K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤y├ 
1838
 K1, D62, P2, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 ʾhlwb''; F10 ʾhlʾdyh 
1839
 L4, K1, D62, P2, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34, F10, T44 W MN 
1840
 K1, D62, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4 nʾylk; P2 'nʾylyk; G34 nʾylykʾn 
1841
 K1, B1, (Jmp); L4, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10, M3 ┤y├; P2 ┤y ʾhlwb'├ 
1842
 K1, F10, B1, M3, (Jmp); L4 ʾhlwb'-1; D62 ʾhll lwbyy; G34 ʾhlwb''; T44 ʾhlwb'yy; E10 ʾhlwb'yn; 
P10 ʾhlwbyy 
1843
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, M3, (Jmp); P10 MN 
1844
 L4, D62, G34, T44, E10, (Jmp); K1, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3  W MN 
1845
 G34, (Jmp); L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 W MN 
1846
 L4, K1, D62, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, (Jmp); P2, F10, M3  W MN 
1847
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 ┤ZK├ 
1848
 K1, (Jmp); L4, G34, T44, E10 ʾsl y lwšnyh; D62, P10 ʾsl lwšn'; F10  lwšnnyh; B1, M3 ʾsl' 
lwšnyh 
1849
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 W MN 
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|a| purdēnam tō duǰdānāg gannāg mēnōg az mān [az wis az zand az deh] az ātaxš 
az āb az zamīg az gōspand az urwar az mard ī ahlaw az nārīg ī ahlaw az star az 
māh az xwaršēd az ān <ī> asar rōšnīh az harwisp ābādīh ī ohrmazd-dād kē az 
ahlāyīh paydāgīh 
|a| I fight you, ignorant Gannag Mēnōg, away from the house, [away from the clan, 
away from the tribe, away from the country], away from the fire, away from the 
water, away from the earth, away from the cattle, away from the plants, away from 
the righteous man, away from the righteous woman, away from the stars, away 
from the moon, away from the sun, away from the endless lights, away from all 




Av. ϑβā. dužda. aŋra. xmańiiō (11.10a) 
 It is striking that the Evil Spirit was addressed to by means of the personal 
pronoun Acc. Sing. ϑβā instead of the Acc. Sing. *duždąm. aŋrǝm. xmańiiūm. As a 
matter of fact, in the parallel of V 10.5b we only find paiti.pǝrǝne + aŋrǝm. 
xmańiiūm, that is, the formula without personal pronoun. 
 The only passage where Zaraϑuštra addresses directly to the Evil Spirit by 
means of the vocatives dužda. aŋra. xmańiiō are V 19.5 ϑuštrō. 
aŋrəm. xmańiiūm. dužda. aŋra. xmańiiō. janāni. dąma. daēuuō.dātəm (...) 
“Zaraϑuštra let the Evil Spirit know: ‘Harmful Evil Spirit, I shall kill the creation 
created by the demons (...)’”, and 19.9, where the vocatives āi. dužda. aŋra. xmańiiō 
are isolated in the midst of the phrase. The same vocative dužda. aŋra. xmańiiō is 
found in 19.12, but an Abl. Sing. is expected in this case: kuϑa. hīš. azəm. 
kərə  haca. dužda. aŋra. xmańiiō “How shall I 
make them (free) from that Lie, from the harmful Evil Spirit?”. However, in these 
passages no personal pronoun Acc. Sing. ϑβā is used. 
 
 
Av. nmāna  (11.10a) 
 There is a case of apparent athematisation of a thematic noun in the wrong 
ending -a  in Av. nmāna  instead of the expected nmānā  in V 11.10a, 13a, 16a, 19a. 
Since it is repeated in all these passages, it cannot be interpreted as a mere mistake 
in the written transmission. 
All the haca in these passages are used as prepositions, so that nmāna  seems 
not to be properly an example of the usual shortening due to a postposition haca in 
nmāna .haca (Hoffmann & Forssman 1996 60 be.) (de Vaan 2003 112 ff.). 
According to de Vaan (2003 114), Av. nmāna  has been influenced by the sequence 




                                                                                                                                               
1850
 L4, K1, P2, G34, T44, E10, M3, (Jmp); D62 ʾpʾtyh; F10 ; B1, P10 ʾthš 
1851
 L4, G34, T44, (Jmp); K1, D62, P2, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤y├ 
1852


































 aϑ  hacā. 
ϑ  xšaϑrəmcā. ahurāi. ā. yim. 









pāiiūm. + ə əšatā. + x ϑ ϑrascā. 
                                                 
1853
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); FK1 aϑi 
1854
 T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); L4, K1 imąm; D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . R278, L5, 
FK1 im ; L1, B2, Br1, L2, G42 . K9 im ; E4 im  
1855
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2 vcō 
1856
 L1, B2, T46, P1, G42 . Mf2, K9; L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤drəṇjaiiōiš. ... 
baēšaziiō.təməmca├; P2 drə.; P5 drənjiiōiš; K2 . R278, Br1, L2, E4, L5「tā」┤drəṇjaiiōiš. ... 
vārəϑraγniiō.təməmca├; FK1 darəṇjiiōiš 
1857
 B2, T46, FK1; P2「tā」┤yōi. ... baēšaziiō.təməmca├; P5 yō; L1, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏōi; G42「tā」
┤yōi. ... vārəϑraγniiō.təməmca├ 
1858
 P5 . L1, B2, T46, FK1 . Mf2, K9; P1 aŋhəna 
1859
 P5 . T46, FK1; L1, B2 . K9 vārəϑraγniiōtəməmca; P1 vārəϑrəγnaiiō.təməmca; Mf2 
vāraϑraγniiōtəməmca 
1860
 P5 bišaziiō.təməmca; K2 timica; L1, B2, Br1 baešaziiōtəməmca; R278, T46, P1, L2, G42, E4, L5 
baešaziiō.təməmca; FK1 baišaziiō.təməm.ca; Mf2, K9 baēšaziiōtəməmca 
1861
 K1, D62, K2, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, 
(G); L4 caϑβārō; P2, P5, T44, E10 . FK1 ciϑβārō 
1862
 L4, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); K1 
ahura; D62 ahurnəm. na; T44 . P1, E4 ahunahe; L5 ahune; FK1 ahōnahe 
1863
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, E4, 
L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); G42 vairiiōa; FK1 vairiie 
1864
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 
. Mf2, K9, (G); P5 frasrāuuiiōi ; L5, FK1 frasarāuuaiiōiš 
1865
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . B2, T46, Br1, E4, L5, (G); L1, R278, 
P1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9 ẏaϑā; FK1 yaϑai 
1866
 L4, K1, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, 
FK1, (G); D62 ahūm; P1 ahu; Mf2, K9 ahī 
1867
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, T46, P1, Br1, L2, E4, L5 . Mf2, 
K9, (G); B2 vairiiō. 4 (in Indian numeral) 4 (in Pahlavi numeral); R278, G42 vairiiō. 4; FK1 vairiiō. 
īak (in Pāzand) 
1868
 Y 27.13. vid. (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.101): “Harmonieux comme un (maître est 
harmonieusement) digne de choix par l’existence (rituelle), le modèle des actes de l’existence de la 
divine Pensée et leur emprise sont attribués au Maître Mazdā, dont (cette emprise) fera un pâtre 
pour les nécessiteux”; (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.115): “Just as (a judgement) is 
worthy of being chosen by the world, so the judgement, (which) in accordance with truth itself, (is 
to be passed) on the actions of good thought of the world, is assigned to the Wise One, and the 
power (is assigned) to (Him), the Ahura, whom (people) appoint as a shepherd to the poor”. 
1869
 T46, (G); L4, D62, P5, K2, G34, E10, P10 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9 k mnā; P2, 
F10, T44, B1, M3 . E4, L5, FK1 k manā 
1870
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, L5, FK1, (G); Mf2, K9 mazd  
1871
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10, M3  ┤mauuaitē. ... a ahe├; P2, P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, 
T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, (G)「tā」┤mauuaitē. ... astuuaitīš├; B1 . K9 「tā」┤mauuaitē. ... 
a ahe├; FK1 ┤mauuaitē. ... astuuaitīš├; Mf2 「tā sar guftan」┤ mauuaitē. ... a ahe├ 
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ϑ əm. ϑraoštā. ahurā. tąm. mōi. dąstuuąm. daēnaiiāi. 
frāuuaocā. (= Y 46.7)
1872
 
ərəϑrəm.jā. ϑ ṇghā. yōi. həṇtī. ciϑ




pāta.nō. + bišiiaṇta . pairi. mazd sca. ārmaitišca. spəṇtasca. nase. daēuuī. druxš. nase. 
daēuuō.ciϑre. nase. xdaēuuō.frakarste. nase. xdaēuuō.frādāite. apa. druxš. nase. apa. 
druxš. duuāra. apa. druxš. vīnase. apāxəδre. xapa.nasiiehi. +mā. xmərəṇcīša. gaēϑ . 
astuuaitīš. a ahe.
1874
 (= V 8.21, SrB 3)
1875
 
|a| “Then you shall murmur these words, which will be the most 
victorious and most healing. You shall pronounce four Ahuna Vairiia: 
yaϑā. ahū. vairiiō. aϑā. ratuš. a ā cī . hacā. vaŋh uš. dazdā. manaŋhō. 
iiaoϑananąm. aŋh uš. mazdāi. xšaϑrəmcā. ahurāi. ā. yim. drigubiiō. dada . vāstārəm. 
(= Y 27.13) |b| k m.nā. mazdā. mauuaitē. pāiiūm. +dad . hiia . mā. drəguu . 
dīdarəšatā. +aēna hē. xańii m. ϑβahmā . āϑrascā. manaŋhascā. yaii . iiaoϑanāiš. a əm. 
ϑraoštā. ahurā. tąm. mōi. dąstuuąm. daēnaiiāi. frāuuaocā. (= Y 46.7) 
k . vərəϑrəm.jā. ϑβā. pōi. s ṇghā. yōi. həṇtī. ciϑrā. mōi. dąm. ahīmbiš. ratūm. cīždī. a . 
hōi. vohū. sərao ō. jaṇtū. manaŋhā. mazdā. ahmāi. yahmāi. va ī. kahmāicī . (= Y 
44.16) 
pāta.nō. + bišiiaṇta . pairi. mazd sca. ārmaitišca. spəṇtasca. nase. daēuuī. druxš. nase. 
daēuuō.ciϑre. nase. xdaēuuō.frakarste. nase. xdaēuuō.frādāite. apa. druxš. nase. apa. 
druxš. duuāra. apa. druxš. vīnase. apāxəδre. xapa.nasiiehi. +mā. xmərəṇcīša. gaēϑ . 














|a| čahār ahunawar frāz srāyišn yaϑāhūwayryō [čahār bē gōw]  
                                                 
1872
 vid. (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.160): “Qui me désignes-tu comme protecteur, ô Mazdā, 
chaque fois que le partisan de la Tromperie cherche à me contraindre, à faire tort, sinon ton feu et la 
pensée, par les actes (rituels) desquels, ô Maître, vous engraissez l’Harmonie? Proclame mon 
enseignement à la conscience!”; (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.169): “(But) whom dost 
Thou appoint (as) guardian for one such as me, O Wise One, when the deceitful one tries to seize 
me in order to injure (me), (whom dost Thou appoint) other than Thy fire and thought, with whose 
[du.] actions one nourishes truth, O Ahura? Proclaim a message about that to my religious view”. 
1873
 vid. (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.153): “Quel est le briseur d’obstacles parmi les Existants, afin 
qu’il (me) protége suivant ton explication? Que des cadeaux remarquables me soient faits! Ô 
guérisseur de l’existence (rituelle), fournis-moi le modèle! Et que l’obéissance à ce (...) vienne en 
raison de la divine Pensée, ô Mazdā, à celui, quel qu’il soit, auquel tu veux qu’elle vienne!”; 
(Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.161): “Who (is) a resistance-breaker (able) to protect 
(those) who exist, by Thy proclamation? Accord (as) a judgement bright (things to be) in my house, 
O Healer of existence. Let (recompense for) obedience come to him through good thought, O Wise 
One, to him, to whomsoever Thou wishest”. 
1874
 P2, P5, (G); K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 ašahe 
1875
 vid. (Wolff 1910 134, 367): “Schütz uns vor dem Feind, o Mazdāh und o heilige Ārmatay! 
(Ver)schwinde daēvische Drug, (ver)schwinde daēvaentstammte, (ver)schwinde daēvageschaffene, 
(ver)schwinde daēvaerzeugte! Verschwinde, o Drug, zieh ab, o Drug, verschwinde völlig, o Drug, 
im Norden sollst du verschwinden, nicht sollst du die stoffliche Welt des Aša zunichte machen!”. 
1876
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 5 
1877
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; (Jmp) ʾhwnwl 
1878
 E10, (Jmp); L4, K1, D62, G34, T44, B1, P10, M3 slʾdšnyh; P2 slʾdšnyy ; F10 slʾdšn'y 
1879
 L4, G34, T44, E10, M3; K1, F10, B1, P10 ytʾhwkwylyw'; D62 ytʾhwklwy lyw'; P2 
ytʾhwwklyw'; (Jmp) ytʾhwwylyw' 
1880
 D62, P2, G34, F10, (Jmp); L4, K1, T44, E10, B1, M3 5; P10 5 4, but P10a 5 
1881
 L4, D62, P2, G34, E10, B1, P10, M3; F10, (Jmp) YMRWN; T44 YMRWN-yt 
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1882
 L4, F10, T44, E10 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); K1, B1, P10, M3 paršte; D62 
parštae; P2 pərašta; K2 paršti; G34 . T46, L5 parašta; FK1 pərəšta. L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, 
T44, E10, B1, P10 and M3 continue V 11.11 without PT. 
1883
 D62, K2, F10, P10; L4, K1, G34, B1, M3 . FK1 aē əməm; P2 . Mf2, K9 aēšəməm; P5 aē məm; 
T44 a əməm; E10 . L1, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 aešməm; B2 aešmm (B2a -ə- before –m); E4 
aesməm; L5 išməm; (G) aē məm 
1884
 L4, D62, F10, T44, E10, M3 . L1, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2, G34 . B2, L5 
parašta; P5 pəršta; K2 parsta; B1, P10 paršti; P1 ┤paršta. nasūm. ... paiti.raēϑβəm├; E4, FK1 pərəšta 
1885
 D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10 . R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1, L5, (G); L4 . L1, B2 
nasum; K1, B1, M3 nasąm; K2 nsūm; Mf2, K9 nasīm 
1886
 P5, G34a in the left margin, F10a in the left margin, T44 in the left margin . L1, B2, R278, T46, 
Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3 ┤paršta. ... paiti.raēϑβəm├; 
K2 parsta; E10 paršt; E4, FK1 pərəšta; L5 parašta 
1887
 (G); P5, F10a in the left margin, T44 in the left margin . FK1 h m.raϑβəm; K2, G34a in the left 
margin h m.raēϑβəm; E10 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, L5 h m.raeϑβəm; T46 hąm.raeϑβəm; E4 
h m.raiϑβəm; Mf2, K9 hīm.raēϑβəm 
1888
 P5, G34a in the left margin, F10a in the left margin, T44 in the left margin, E10 . L1, B2, T46, P1, 
Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2 parasta; R278 parštəa; E4, FK1 pərəšta; L5 parašta 
1889
 K2, G34a in the left margin . Mf2, K9, (G); P5, F10a in the left margin, T44 in the left margin . 
R278, FK1 paiti.raϑβəm; E10 . L1, B2, T46, P1, L2, G42, L5 paiti.raeϑβəm; Br1 paiti.rəϑβəm; E4 
paita.raiϑβəm 
1890
 L4, K1, D62, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); 
P2, G34 parašta; P5 paršte; K2 parsta; E4, FK1 pərəšta; L5 parasta 
1891
 P5, K2, F10, E10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1, (G); L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, 
T44, B1, P10, M3 xru; L5 xarū; Mf2 xrī 
1892
 L4, D62, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2, 
G34 parašta; P5 parašte; K2 parasta; E4 pərəšta; L5 prašta; FK1 pirəšta 
1893
 D62, P10, M3, (G); L4, T44 xruuiγnū; P2, E10 xruuiγna; P5 xruuaγna; K2 xruuiiγnū; G34 . L1, 
B2, R278, T46, L2, G42, FK1 xrūiγnū; F10 xruuīγni; B1 xruuiγni;  P1, Br1 xrūīγnū; E4 arūiiγana; 
L5 xarūī.ganū; Mf2, K9 iγnu 
1894
 L4, D62, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2, G34 
parašta; P5 paršte; K2 parsta; G42 bparšta; E4, FK1 pərəšta; L5 parasta 
1895
 L4, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, P10 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1, (G); P5, T44, E10, B1 . 
T46 būiδa; M3 buuiδi; E4 buuaiδa; L5 būiδe; Mf2 bī.iδi; K9 bīiδi 
1896
 L4, K1, D62, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); 
P2 para ta; P5 paršte; K2 parsta; G34 . L5 parašta; E4, FK1 pərəšta 
1897
 L4, P2, G34, F10, T44 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, (G); K1 buidiža; D62 buiidiža; P5 
būiδaža; K2 būiδža; E10 būiδaja; B1, P10, M3 buiδiža; R278 buuiδiža; E4 buuaδiža; L5 būiδezi; FK1 
būiδija; Mf2 bīiδiža 
1898
 L4, K1, D62, F10, T44, E10, P10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2, G34 . 
L5 parašta; P5 paršte; K2 parasta; M3 ┤paršta. ... kuṇdija├; E4, FK1 pərəšta 
1899
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1; L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, B1, P10 kunde; 
T44, E10 kunda; E4 kunδa; L5, (G) kuṇdi; Mf2, K9 guṇdən 
1900
 L4, K1, D62, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2, G34 
parašta; P5 paršte; K2 . L5 parasta; E4, FK1 pərəšta 
1901
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1, (G); L4 knudižda; K1, D62, F10, T44, B1, P10 
kundiža; P2, G34 kundeža; P5 kundaža; K2 kundiži; E10 kundaja; E4 kunδaiža; L5 kuṇdaiža; Mf2 






















































                                                                                                                                               
1902
 L4, K1, D62, P5, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, 
(G); P2, G34 parašta; K2 . L5 parasta; E4, FK1 pərəšta 
1903
 P1; L4, K1 bū ; D62, K2, F10 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 būšii sta; P5, T44, P10, 
M3 bū sta; P2 bū sca; G34 sca; E10 bušii sti; B1 bū šta; T46 bušiiāąsta; FK1 sta; 
Mf2 ; K9 sta; (G)  
1904
 L4, K1, D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, E10, B1, B1, P10, M3 . T46, L2, E4, FK1, (G); P2 . L1, B2, R278, 
P1, Br1, G42 . Mf2, K9 ẏā 
1905
 E10 . L1, R278, T46, P1, Br1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4 zairici; D62, P2, P5, B1, P10, M3 zairica; K2 
zarana; G34 zairicai; F10 zirina; T44 yāzairene; B2 zairina; L2 zairini; G42 zairine; E4 zarəne; L5 
yāzarana; FK1 zarane 
1906
 L4, D62, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, (G); P2, G34 
parašta; P5 paršte; K2 parsta; E4 pərəšta; L5 parasta; FK1 parəšta; K9 pršta 
1907
 T46, P1; L4 bū ; D62, F10 . FK1 sta; P2 bū sca; P5 bū sti; K2 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, 
L2, G42, E4, L5 būšii sta; G34, T44, B1, P10, M3 bū sta; E10 būšii sti; Mf2 sta; K9 sta; 
(G)  
1908
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . B2, T46, L2, E4, L5, (G); L1, R278, 
P1, Br1, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9 ẏā 
1909
 L4, K1, D62, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2 . L5 darəgō.guua; P5, T44 
darəγō.guua; K2 . R278 darəgō.gauua; G34 . B2, T46, L2 drəγō.gauua; F10 darəγō.gauuō; P1 
drəgō.gauua; Br1 darəγō.gauua 
1910
 L4, K1, D62, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); 
P2, G34 parašta; P5 paršte; K2 . L5 parasta; E4, FK1 pərəšta 
1911
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . K9, (G); K1, B1, P10, 
M3 . FK1 mūidi; E10 . T46 mūiδa; L5 mūiδe; Mf2 mīiδi 
1912
 L4, D62, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2, 
G34 . L5 parašta; P5 paršte; K2 parasta; E4, FK1 pərəšta 
1913
 L4, F10, T44, E10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . K9, (G); D62 papštiš (D62a above 
the line k-); P2 parapštiš; P5, B1, P10 . FK1 kapaštiš; K2 kpstiš; G34 kapsta; M3 kapastiš; E4 
kapastaiš; Mf2 kapastīš. F10a in the right margin adds ptkʾlym mwtk kltʾl ptkʾlym kyswk 
1914
 L4, K1, D62, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); 
P2, G34 . L5 parašta; P5 paršte. parašte; K2 parasta; E4, FK1 pərəšta 
1915
 L4, K1 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); D62 parik m; K2 pairīk m; G34 . E4, FK1 pərək m; F10, T44, P2, 
P5, B1, M3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42 . K9 pairik m; E10 pairk m; P10 pairi.k m; L5 pairī.k m 
1916
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . T46, L2, L5, FK1, (G); K2 pyā; L1, B2, 
R278, P1, Br1, G42 . Mf2, K9 ẏā 
1917
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); E4 yāita; FK1 āhiti 
1918
 L4, D62, P5, K2, G34, B1, P10 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2, F10, T44, 
E10, M3 . T46, L5, FK1 ātarəm 
1919
 L4, K1 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, 
Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . K9 z ; L5 j m 
1920
 L4, K1 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, 
Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 g  
1921
 P2, P5, K2, F10, E10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9; L4, K1, (G) 
uruuarąm; D62, P10 ; G34, T44, B1, M3 uruuar ; FK1  
1922
 L4, K1, D62, F10, T44, E10, B1, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, (G); P2, G34 . 
L5 parašta; P5 paršte; K2 . R278 ┤paršta. ... uruuar ├; P10 in the margin parštā; E4 pərəšta; FK1 
pairišta 
 345 
|a| The Wrath has been fought, Nasu has been fought. |b| The Direct 
defilement has been fought, the Indirect defilement has been fought. |c| 
Xrū has been fought, Xruuiγnī has been fought, Būiδin has been fought, 
Būiδižan has been fought, Kuṇda has been fought, Kuṇdižan has been 
fought. Būšiiąstā the Yellowish has been fought. |d| Būšiiąstā the Long-
handed has been fought. |e| Mūiδin has been fought, Kapasti has been 
fought. |f| The Pairikā, which attacks the fire, the water, the earth, the 
cattle, the plants, has been fought. |g| The maculation, which attacks the 
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1923
 L4, F10, T44, E10 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2 in the left margin, (G); D62 . 
E4 hāitīm; P2 hāitiim; P5 hāiti; G34 āhāitīm; P10 on the margin āhāaitīm; B1, M3 āhiti 
1924
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10 in the margin, M3 . L2, L5, FK1, (G); L1, B2, T46, 
Br1, G42 . Mf2 in the left margin ẏā 
1925
 L4, K1, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10 in the margin, M3 . L1, B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2 on 
the left margin, (G); D62, P2 āitai; P5 ┤āiti├; P1 ẏāiti; E4 yāita 
1926
 L4, K1, B1 . L1, B2, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2 in the left margin, (G); D62, P2, P5, F10, T44, 
E10, P10 in the margin, M3 . T46, L5, FK1 ātarəm; G34 āpəm 
1927
 L4, K1 D62, P2, P5, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10 in the margin, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2 in the left margin, (G); G34 ātrəm 
1928
 L4, K1 . T46, P1 . Mf2 in the left margin, (G); D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, M3 . L1, B2, 
Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 z ; P10 in the margin za m 
1929
 L4, K1 . T46, P1 . Mf2 in the left margin, (G); D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, M3 . L1, B2, 
Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 g ; P10 in the margin gām 
1930
 P2, P5, F10, E10 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, (G); L4, K1, T44, B1, P10 in the 
margin, M3 uruuaraii ; D62 . FK1 uruuarii ; G34 uruuar m ; Mf2 in the left margin uruuar . 
paršta 
1931
 F10a in the left margin, E10; L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3  ┤ptkʾlym hšm ... 
AHL xptkʾlym├; (Jmp) ptkʾlm 
1932
 F10a in the left margin, E10; (Jmp) ptkʾlm 
1933
 E10, (Jmp); F10 ┤pyš ... AHL xptkʾlym├ 
1934
 (Jmp); E10  ┤ʾy ... AHL xptkʾlym├ 
1935
 (Jmp) ptkʾlm 
1936
 (Jmp) ptkʾlm 
1937
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3; E10 W ptkʾlym; (Jmp) ptkʾlm 
1938
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 ┤PWN├ 
1939
 L4, P2, G34, T44, E10; D62, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) bwt 
1940
 L4, P2, G34, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); D62 YKOYMW-yt; F10 YKOYMWN-yt; T44, E10 
YKOYMWN'-yt 
1941
 M3; L4, T44 pytylyt; D62, G34a under the line, B1, P10 ptytlyt; P2 pytlyt'; G34 ptkʾlyt; F10 
pytlyt; E10, (Jmp) ptlyt 
1942
 D62, P2, E10, P10; L4, G34, F10 YHWWN-yt; T44, B1, M3, (Jmp) bwt 
1943
 L4, D62, P2, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34, E10 YKOYMWN'-yt 
1944
 L4, G34, T44; D62, P2, F10, P10 W; E10, B1, M3, (Jmp) ┤y├ 
1945
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, (Jmp); F10 Wzhlklyh; M3 zhlkl 
1946



























































































                                                 
1947
 D62, B1, P10; P2, T44, (Jmp) HLMWN-yt; G34, E10 HLMWN'-yt; F10 HLMW-yt'; M3 
HLMWN-yt''; L4a HLMWN'-yt' 
1948
 L4, D62, P2, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34, F10, T44, E10 Wzhl 
1949
 L4, D62, P2, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 YHWWN-yt; T44 YHWWN-yt BRA YHWWN-yt; 
E10 YHMTWN-yt YHWWN-yt 
1950
 L4, K1, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10a above the line, M3, (Jmp); D62, P2, F10 ┤AYT' ... BRA 
YHWWN-yt├ 
1951
 K1, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10a above the line, M3, (Jmp); L4a ┤MNW├ 
1952
 L4, K1, B1, P10a above the line; G34, T44, E10, M3, (Jmp) YMRWN-yt 
1953
 L4, G34, T44, E10, P10a above the line, (Jmp); K1, B1, M3 yy 
1954
 L4, G34, T44, E10, B1, M3; P10a above the line, (Jmp) MNW-c MNW 
1955
 G34a above the line, B1; E10, L4a, (Jmp) HLMWN-yt; T44 YMRWN-yt; G34, P10a above the 
line YMLWN-yt'; M3 HLMWWN-yt'' 
1956
 L4, P2, B1, P10a above the line, M3, (Jmp); G34, T44, E10 Wzhl 
1957
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 ptʾlym 
1958
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, M3, (Jmp); G34, T44, P10 bwšʾsp; E10 BRA bwšʾsp' 
1959
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, B1, M3; P2, E10, (Jmp) ┤y├; P10 OD 
1960
 L4, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; D62 dglnd gʾw; P2 ; F10 dglnd-gwyy; (Jmp) dglnd-gwy 
1961
 P2, E10, (Jmp); L4, D62, G34, T44, B1, P10, M3 yy; F10 ┤ʾy├ 
1962
 L4 , T44 ; D62, P2 , P10 ; G34  (G34a in the right margin 
dglnd), B1 , M3 ; F10 ; E10 ; (Jmp) dglndgwʾyh 
1963
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10, (Jmp); B1, M3 ┤AYḴ├ 
1964
 L4, P2, G34, T44, B1, M3, (Jmp); D62, F10, E10, P10 AYŠ 
1965
 L4, K1, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, M3, (Jmp); D62 YHMTW-yt; P10 YHMTW-yt 
1966
 L4, K1, G34, T44, E10, B1, M3, (Jmp); D62, P2, F10, P10 in the margin ┤ZK y├ 
1967
 L4, K1, G34, T44, B1, M3; E10, (Jmp) ┤y├ 
1968
 L4, K1, G34, F10, E10, M3, (Jmp); D62, T44, P10 in the margin kʾmyh; P2 AMT; B1 kʾmkyh 
1969
 K1, F10, T44, B1, M3; L4, D62, P2, G34, E10, P10 in the margin, (Jmp) ┤y├ 
1970
 P5, T44, E10, B1, M3, (Jmp); L4, D62, P2, G34 ʾwcdʾs; F10 ; P10 in the margin cʾwcdys 
1971
 L4, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10 in the margin, M3, (Jmp); P2 plst'kyh 
1972
 L4, B1, M3; D62, E10, P10 in the margin ʾhwkynyt MNW; P2 ʾhw ynyt MNW; G34 
ʾhwkynnyt; F10 ʾhww ʾhwkynyt MNW (F10a adds the second ʾhw-); T44, (Jmp) ʾhwkynyt 
1973
 D62, P2, F10, B1, P10 in the margin, M3, (Jmp); L4, K1, G34, T44, E10 W MYA 
1974
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, M3, (Jmp); E10 W ẕmyk; P10 in the margin zmyk 
1975
 K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, B1, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, E10 W gwspnd; P10 in the margin gwspnt 
1976
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, B1, P10 in the margin, M3, (Jmp); T44, E10 W ʾwlwl 
1977
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 ptkʾlym; E10 pytkʾlym 
1978
 E10, (Jmp); L4, G34, T44 ZK y; K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3 ┤ZK├ 
1979
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, (Jmp); P2 ʾhwwk ynšn'; E10, M3 ʾhwkynyt' 
1980
 K1, D62, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34, T44 MN; P2 ┤y├; E10 MNW 
1981
 L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 OL 
1982
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ʾhwkynyt' MNW; G34 ʾhwkynnyt' MNW 
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|a| pahikārēm xešm pahikārēm nasuš [pēš ud pas ay fradom pahikārēm u-š pas 
pahikārēm] |b| pahikārēm kē pad hamrēh [rēman būd ēstēd] pahikārēm kē pad 
payrēh [rēman būd ēstēd] |c| pahikārēm būšāsp ī zahr-gar [ay zahr-garīh ēd kū kē 
was xufsēd zahr bē bawēd] [ast kē ēdōn gōwēd ay kē-z nē xufsēd zahr bē bawēd] 
|d| pahikārēm būšāsp ī dagrand-gaw [ay xdagrand-gawīh ēd kū pad har kas-ē bē 
rasēd] |e| /Without PT/ |f| pahikārēm ān ī parīg [kāmagīh] [ān ī uzdēs paristagīh] kē 
āhōgēnēd ātaxš āb zamīg gōspand urwar |g| pahikārēm ān āhōgēnišn [abzār ī ōy] kē 
xāhōgēnēd ātaxš āb zamīg gōspand urwar 
|a| I fight the Wrath, I fight Nasu [before and afterwards, that is, I fight her firstly 
and I will fight her afterwards]. |b| I fight him who [has become impure] by direct 
defilement, I fight him who [has become impure] by indirect defilement. |c| I fight 
the poisoner Būšāsp [that is, poisoning (means) that she becomes a poison for him 
who sleeps (too) much] [There is (a commentator) who says that that she becomes 
a poison also for him who does not sleep]. |d| I fight the long-handed Būšāsp [that 
is, having long hands (means) that she reaches everybody]. |e| /Without PT/ |f| I 
fight the Parīg [Desire] [the idolatry], which defiles the fire, the water, the earth, 
the cattle, the plants. |g| I fight the defilement [its means], which defile the fire, the 




Av. paršta. mūiδi. paršta. kapastiš (11.12e) 
 Unlike the sequence pərəne. mūiδi. pərəne. kapastiš in V 11.9, in this case the 
Pahlavi translators of the manuscripts from Navsarī F10, T44 and E10 did not 
translate paršta. mūiδi. paršta. kapastiš. The attempt to fill all the gaps in the PT 
with a newly created PT, as we see, is not systematic in these manuscripts. 
However, F10a supplied it in the right margin with the same PT of V 11.9. 
 
 
Av. paršta  Phl. pahikārēm 
 There is a problem with the etymology of this word in this context. As 
Bartholomae (1904 878) already noticed, Av. paršta cannot be related to the verb 
parət- “to struggle, to fight” and it cannot be its PPP. Otherwise, we would expect 
Av. *parsta < IIr. *p t-ta-. 
 Av. paršta is the PPP. of Av. pars- “to ask”, but it makes no sense here. I 
cannot imagine why these evil personifications were supposed to be asked in a 
context of purification. Moreover, the same personifications are exorcised by the 
previous formulas. The only likely explanation, therefore, is a corruption in the 
transmission, confusing Av. paršta < IIr. *p ć-ta-, namely the PPP. of Av. pars- “to 
ask”, with the expected Av. *parsta < IIr. *p t-ta-, namely the PPP. of Av. parət- 
“to struggle, to fight”. Furthermore, and like in Av. yaoždāta in V 11.2, there is no 
concordance between PPP. and noun in this passage. The same form is repeated 
regardless of the syntactic function of the other elements to which it refers.  
                                                                                                                                               
1983
 P2, T44; L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) W MYA 
1984
 T44, E10, (Jmp); L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, B1, P10, M3 W ẕmyk 
1985
 F10, T44, E10, M3, (Jmp); L4, P2, G34 W gwspnd; K1, D62, B1, P10 ┤gwspnd├ 
1986
 K1, D62, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, P2, G34, F10 W ʾwlwl 
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 Surprisingly the Pahlavi translators did however understand the meaning of 
paršta as a synonym of pərəne and translated it as Phl. pahikārēm “I fight”. They 
simply did not notice that it was a PPP. and translated it as an active present 
indicative. Not less surprising is that in this instance they failed to use purdēnam, 
etymologically related with *parsta, instead of using it for pərəne. At least these 
translators apparently noticed that the underlaying Avestan verbs were different 





















































                                                 
1987
 L4, D62, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2, 
G34 . L5 parašta; P5 paršte; K2 parsta; E4 pərəšta; FK1 pairəšta 
1988
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
FK1 . Mf2, (G); K2 . E4, L5 dužδa; K9 duždi 
1989
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, (G); P5 . P1 
. Mf2, K9 aŋrō; F10 . FK1 aŋhra; E4 aŋhrō; L5 aŋharō 
1990
  L4, T44 mainiiuš; K1, D62, B1, P10 mainiiōš; P2, P5 mainii uš; K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, 
L2, G42, E4, FK1 . K9, (G) mainiiō; G34 manii uš; F10, E10 mainiiūš; M3 mainiiōiš; L5 mainiiū; 
Mf2 maińiiō 
1991
 K1, P2, K2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10 . L1, B2, T46, P1, L2 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4, T44, M3 . R278, 
Br1, E4, L5, FK1 ; D62 nmānea ; P5 ānəmāne; G42 na ; Mf2 n  
1992
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, T44, B1, E10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2 āϑ ; P10 āϑra  
1993
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); FK1 hazca 
1994
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); E4 z  
1995
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); P10 hao , and P10a above the line haca 
1996
 L4, K1, F10, T44, (G); D62 . R278, P1, L5, FK1 guma ; P2, P5, K2, G34, E10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, 
Br1, L2, G42, E4 gaoma ; B1 gaom ; P10a above the line gaoma ; Mf2 gaōma  
1997
 L4, K1, G34, T44, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); D62 ; P2, P5, 
F10, E10, P10 . R278, E4, L5 ; K2 ┤ ├; B1 uruuaruuaraiiā ; FK1 
uruuarii  
1998
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3 . R278, T46, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); T44 əm; 
E10 . L1, B2, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 ašauuanəm; FK1 ašuuanəm 
1999
 L4, K1 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); D62, P2, P5, K2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, 
L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 nāirik ; G34 nāik  
2000
 L4, D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 . R278, T46, L5, (G); K2 əm; E10 . L1, B2, 
Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 ašaonīm; P1 ašaōnīm; Mf2, K9  
2001
 Mf2, (G); L4, D62, K2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42 . K9 str uš; P2, 
T44 . R278, E4, L5, FK1 star uš; P5 star ; P1 str usca 
2002
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); P10 māŋhəm 
2003
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); FK1 ┤haca├ 
2004
 D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, 
K9, (G); P2, L4a huuara; P1, FK1 hūarə 
2005
 D62, P5, K2, F10, T44, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2 
anagara; G34 anγra; E10 aγnarə; L4a ranaγra; E4 anaγarə; L5, FK1 anaγara 
2006
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1, (G); B1 anaγraraoc ; P1 . Mf2, K9  
2007
 L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); P5 . L5 vīspe 
2008
 B1 . Mf2, (G); K1 vohū; D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, P10, L4a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, 
Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 vōhū; M3 . K9 vōhu 
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|a| You, harmful Evil Spirit, have been fought, away from the house, 
away from the fire, away from the water, away from the earth, away 
from the cattle, away from the plants, away from the righteous man, 
away from the righteous woman, away from the stars, away from the 
moon, away from the sun, away from the endless lights, away from all 


















































 MN hlwsp' ʾpʾtyh y
2034
 ʾwhrmẕd dʾt MNW MN ʾhlʾdyh
2035
 pytʾkyh 
|a| pahikārēm ō tō duǰdānāg gannāg mēnōg az mān az ātaxš āz āb az zamīg az 
gōspand az urwar az mard ī ahlaw az nārīg ī ahlaw az star az māh az xwaršēd az 
ān ī asar rōšnīh az harwisp ābādīh ī ohrmazd-dād kē az ahlāyīh paydāgīh 
|a| I fight you, ignorant Gannag Mēnōg, away from the house, away from the fire, 
away from the water, away from the earth, away from the cattle, away from the 
plants, away from the righteous man, away from the righteous woman, away from 
the stars, away from the moon, away from the sun, away from the endless lights, 
                                                                                                                                               
2009
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); T44 mazdaδātahe; E10 mazdaδāti 
2010
 F10, T44, M3; L4, K1, P2, P5, G34, B1 . Mf2, K9, (G) ϑra; D62, K2, P10 ϑra; E10 . 
R278, G42, L5 aša.ciϑra; L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2 ašaciϑra; E4 ašahe.caiϑra; FK1 ašahaciϑra 
2011
 K1, D62, P2, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4 OLE; G34, T44, E10 OLE y 
2012
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); F10 ʾwLK 
2013
 (Jmp); L4, G34, E10 gnʾgmynwg; K1 mynwg; D62, F10 gnʾk mynwg; P2 gnʾkmynwg; T44 
; B1, M3 gnʾmynwg; P10 gnʾk mynwg 
2014
 L4, K1, P2, G34, F10, E10, B1, M3, (Jmp); T44 mʾn wys; D62, P10 mʾn 
2015
 T44, B1, M3, (Jmp); L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, P10 ┤MN├ 
2016
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 W ʾthš 
2017
 L4, K1, G34, T44, (Jmp); D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3 W MN 
2018
 L4, G34, E10, B1, M3, (Jmp); K1 ┤MN├; D62, P2, F10, P10 W MN; T44 MN 
2019
 K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34 ʾwlwl 
2020
 K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); L4, G34 gwspnd 
2021
 G34, T44, P10, (Jmp); L4 y HT; K1, D62, P2, F10, E10, B1, M3 ┤y├  
2022
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, M3; G34 ʾhlwb'' 
2023
 L4, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 W MN 
2024
 L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); T44  
2025
 L4, G34, (Jmp); K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤y├ 
2026
 D62, P2, F10, M3, (Jmp); L4, K1 ʾhlwb'-1; G34 ʾhlwb''; T44, B1 ʾhlwb'yy; E10, P10 ʾhlwb'yn' 
2027
 L4, K1 D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); G34 W MN 
2028
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 W MN 
2029
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 W MN 
2030
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); P2 MNW; T44 W MN 
2031
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp); E10 ┤ZK y├ 
2032
 L4, G34, T44; K1, D62, P2, F10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp) ┤y├ 
2033
 D62, F10, P10, (Jmp); L4, E10 ʾsl' y lwšn'; K1, B1, M3 ʾsl' lwšnyh; P2 ; G34 ʾsl' y lšn'; 
T44 ʾsl y lwšnyh 
2034
 L4, F10, T44, (Jmp); K1, D62, P2, G34, E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤y├ 
2035
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; G34 ʾhlʾyh 
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 xšaϑrā. ahurā. xfəraš m.
2056







 (= Y 34.15) 
                                                 
2036
 L4, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, 
L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); K1 iϑa 
2037
 L4 . T46, P1, (G); K1 . Mf2 imąm; D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . R278, L5, 
FK1 . K9 im ; L1, B2, L2, G42, E4 im ; Br1 im m 
2038
 L1, B2, T46, P1, G42 . Mf2, K9; L4, K1, D62, P2, K2, T44, B1, P10, M3 . R278, Br1, L2, E4, L5
「 tā 」 ┤drəṇjaiiōiš. ... vārəϑraγniiō.təməmca├; P5 drəṇjiioš; G34 「 tā 」 ┤drəṇjaiiōiš. ... 
baēšaziiō.təməmca├; F10, E10 ┤drəṇjaiiōiš. ... baēšaziiō.təməmca├; FK1 darəṇjiiōiš 
2039
 B2, FK1; P5 yō; L1, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏōi; T46 ẏẏōi; G42 「tā」┤yōi. … vārəϑraγniiō.təməmca├ 
2040
P5 . L1, B2 vārəϑraγniiōtəməmca; T46, FK1 vārəϑrəγniiō.təməmca; P1 vārəϑraγniiō.təməm.ca; 
K9 vārəϑraγniiōtəmimca; Mf2 vāraϑraγniiōtəməmca 
2041
 P5 bišazīōtəməmca; K2 təməmca; L1, R278, T46, P1, Br1, G42, L5 baešaziiō.təməmca; B2, L2 
baešaziiōtəməmca; E4 baešziiō.taməmca; FK1 bišaziiō.təməmca; Mf2 baēšaziiōtəməmca; K9 
baēšaziiōtəməca 
2042
 D62, K2, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4 
caϑβrō. m; P2, P5, T44, E10 ciϑβārō; FK1 caϑarō 
2043
 L4, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); K1 mō. š; D62, P10 mōiš; P2 mōi.š 
2044
 L4, D62, T44, E10, B1, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2 frasrāuuiiōiš; P5 
frasrāuuaiioiš; K2, P10 frasrāuuiiaoiš; G34 . R278, E4, L5, FK1 ┤frasrāuuaiiōiš.  mōi├; 
F10 frasraāuuaiiōiš; G42 frasrāuuaiiōiš. m 
2045
 L4, D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, 
(G); P2  
2046
 K1, D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, 
(G); L4 . L1, L2 ┤mōi├ 
2047
 L4, K1, D62, K2, F10, T44, B1, P10 . L1, B2, T46, P1, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9; P2 vihaštā; P5 
┤vahištā. ... ahūm├ 4 bʾl; G34 vaheštā; E10 . L5 ┤vahištā. ... ahūm├ 4; M3 vahištā; R278 4 (in 
Indian numeral)「tā」┤vahištā. ... vasnā├; Br1 ┤vahištā. ... d ├ 4; L2 「tā」┤vahištā. ... d ├; 
E4 「tā」┤vahištā. ... d ├; (G) ┤vahištā. ... ahūm├ 
2048
 K2 . Mf2, K9; L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, B1, P10, M3 ┤srauu scā. ... ahūm├; K2 . G42「tā」
┤srauu scā. ... d ├; T44 ┤srauu scā. ... ahūm├ 4; L1, FK1 ┤srauu scā. ... vasnā├; B2, T46 
srauuācā; P1 4「tā」┤srauu scā. ... vasnā├ 
2049
 B2 ϑnāca; T46 ϑnācā; ϑanācā 
2050
 B2, T46; Mf2, K9 vaōcā 
2051
 B2, T46 tātū; Mf2 tāt.tī; K9 tātī 
2052
 B2, T46 vōhū; Mf2 vohu; K9 vōhī 
2053
 Mf2; B2, T46 . K9 ašāicā 
2054
 B2, T46; Mf2, K9 stītō 
2055
 Mf2, K9; B2, T46 xšamākāi 
2056
 B2, T46 . ; K9 frašəm 
2057
 Mf2; L1 hiϑīm; B2, R278, P1 haiϑīm; T46 haeϑīm; K9 haiϑ  
2058
 B2, T46 . Mf2, K9; FK1 dā 
2059
 K2 . Br1, L2; L1, R278, P1 dāhūm; B2 ahūm. mazdā vahištā. 4 (in Indian numeral) 4 (in 
Pahlavi numeral); T46 ahūm. 4 ; G42 ahūm. 4 bʾl; E4 ahū. 4 bʾl; FK1 ahūm. 4; Mf2, K9 
ahīm. vahištā. 4 bʾl gwptn' 
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|a| “Then you shall murmur these words, which will be the most 
victorious and most healing. You shall pronounce four mazdā. a . mōi. 
|b| mazdā. a . mōi. vahištā. vahištā. srauu scā. x iiaoϑanācā. vaocā. xtā. 
xtū. xvohū. manaŋhā. a ācā. išudəm. stūtō. xšmākā. xšaϑrā. ahurā. 








|a| čahār mazdātmō frāz srāyišn  




Also in V 10.12 and in N 18.1-2 (Kotwal & Kreyenbroek 1995 100-101) it is 
stated that mazdā. a . mōi. vahištā is one of the formulas to be recited four times: 
 kaiia. caϑruš.āmrūta.  
Which are the (formulas) to be recited four times? 
yaϑā. ahū.  
The yaϑā. ahū. vairiiō, the mazd hištā, the . 
                                                 
2060
 L4, K1, D62, P2, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3; G34 ┤4 mzdʾtmwk├; (Jmp) aϑa. imą. vacō. OL 
gywʾk 4 
2061
 P2; L4, K1, D62, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (Jmp)  
2062

































































                                                 
2063
 L4, K1, D62, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); P2 pərəni. L4, K1, D62, B1, P10 and M3 continue V11.15-16 without 
any strong pause. 
2064
 P2 . R278; L4, K1, G34, T44, B1 aē əməm; D62, K2 aēsməm; P5 a məm; F10, M3, (G) aē məm; 
E10 ašməm; P10 ; L1 aešəməm; B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 aešməm; E4, L5 aesməm; FK1 
aesəməm; Mf2, K9 aēšəməm 
2065
 P2, K2, F10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; L4, K1, D62, G34, 
E10, B1, P10, M3 ┤pərəne. nasūm. ... ϑra├; P5 parane; T44, (G) 「tā」┤pərəne. nasūm. ... 
ϑra├ 
2066
 P2, P5 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9; K2 nsūm; F10 ┤nasūm. ... 
ϑra├; Mf2 nasīm 
2067
 P5 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; P2「 tā」┤pərəne. 
hąm.raēϑβəm ... ϑra├ 
2068
 K2 h m.raēϑβəm; P5 . FK1 h m.raϑβəm; L1, B2, R278, L2, G42, L5 h m.raeϑβəm; T46, P1 
hąm.raeϑβəm; Br1 h m.pərəaeϑβəm; E4 h m.raiϑβəm; Mf2, K9 ham.raēϑβəm 
2069
 K2 . Mf2, K9; P5 . R278, FK1 paiti.raϑβəm; L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 paiti.raeϑβəm; E4 
paita.raiϑβəm; L5 paite.raeϑβəm 
2070
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9; FK1 pərəni 
2071
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1; R278 rū; L5 xarū; E4 arū; Mf2, K9 xrī 
2072
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2, K9; E4 pərənai; FK1 pərəni 
2073
 P5 xrūi.ganuu; K2 xrūīγnū; L1, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 xrūiγnū; B2 xrūiγū; L5 
xarūī.ganū; Mf2, K9 iγnu 
2074
 P5 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . K9; K2 pərə; FK1 pərəni; Mf2 above the line 
pərənē 
2075
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1; E4 būaiδa; L5 būiδe; Mf2 above the line, K9 
bīiδi 
2076
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9; FK1 pairə 
2077
 P5 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42; K2 būiδža; E4 būaiδiža; L5 būiδeza; FK1 būiδija; Mf2 
bīiδižā; K9 bīiδiža 
2078
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; E4 pərəna; FK1 pərəni 
2079
 G42; P5, K2 kunde; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2 kuṇde; E4 kunda; L5, FK1 kuṇdi; Mf2, K9 
guṇdən 
2080
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2, K9; E4 pərəna; FK1 pərəni 
2081
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2; P5 kundaža; K2 kundiža; G42 kuṇdaža; E4 kunδaija; L5 
kuṇdaiži; FK1 kundiži; Mf2 guṇduža; K9 guṇdiža 
2082
 T46, P1; P5 bū ii sti; K2 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 būšii ; FK1 bū ii sta; Mf2 
bī iiąsta; K9 bī ii sta 
2083
 P5, K2 . Br1, E4, FK1; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9 ẏā 
2084
 R278, T46 . Mf2, K9; P5 zaranaiia; K2 zarani; L1 zairəne; B2 zairina; P1, L2 zairini; Br1 zairine; 
G42 zairire; E4 zarane; L5 yāzarane; FK1 zaraine 
2085
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2; E4 pərəna; FK1 pərəni; K9 ẏpərəne 
2086
 T46, P1; K2 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4 būšii ; P5 bū ii sta; L5, FK1 bū ii sta; Mf2 
bī iiąsta; K9 bī ii sta 
2087
 P5, K2 . Br1, E4, L5, FK1; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9 ẏā 
2088
 B2, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; P5 . FK1 drəγō.guua; K2 darəgō.gauua; L1, T46 drəγō.gauua; R278 









































|a| I fight the Wrath, I fight Nasu. I fight the Direct defilement, I fight 
the Indirect defilement. I fight Xrū, I fight Xruuiγnī, I fight Būiδin, I 
fight Būiδižan, I fight Kuṇda, I fight Kuṇdižan. I fight Būšiiąstā the 
Yellowish. I fight Būšiiąstā the Long-handed. I fight Mūiδin, I fight 
Kapasti. I fight the Pairikā, which attacks the fire, the water, the earth, 
the cattle, the plants. I fight the maculation, which attacks the fire, the 
water, the earth, the cattle, the plants.  
|a| pwltynm hšm「tā」 pytʾky
2110
  
|a| purdēnam xešm 「tā」paydāgīh 
|a| I fight the Wrath ... 
 
                                                                                                                                               
2089
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9; FK1 pərəni 
2090
 K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1; P5 mūiδa; E4 mūaiδi; L5 mūiδe; Mf2, K9 mīiδi 
2091
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9; FK1 pərəni 
2092
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42; P5 kapašta; K2 kapstiš; E4 kapastaiš; L5, FK1 kapaštiš; 
Mf2, K9 kapastīš 
2093
 P5 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9; L5 pairine; FK1 pərəni 
2094
 P1 . Mf2; P5, K2 pairīk m; L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . K9 pairik ; T46 pairi.kąm; E4 
pərək m; L5 pairī.k m 
2095
 P5, K2 . P1, L2, L5, FK1; L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, G42 . Mf2, K9 ẏā 
2096
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; E4 yāita 
2097
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9; P5 . L5, FK1 ātarəm 
2098
 T46, P1 . Mf2; P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 z  
2099
 T46, P1 . Mf2; P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 g  
2100
 P5 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2; K2 . FK1 uruuarii  
2101
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9; FK1 pərəni 
2102
 B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . K9 above the line; P5 . E4 hāitīm; L1 āhāitīm; Mf2 
āhit m 
2103
 P5 . R278, L2, L5; L1, B2, T46, Br1, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9 above the line ẏā 
2104
 P5 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9 above the line; P1 ẏāiti; E4 yāite 
2105
 L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9 above the line; P5 . T46, E4, L5, FK1 ātarəm 
2106
 P5 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1 above the line, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9 above the line 
2107
 T46, P1 . Mf2; P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 z  
2108
 T46, P1 . Mf2; P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 g  
2109
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9; FK1 uruuarii  
2110
 (Jmp); L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 ┤pwltynm ... pytʾkyh├ and continue V 






















































|a| I fight you, harmful Evil Spirit, away from the house, away from the 
fire, away from the water, away from the earth, away from the cattle, 
away from the plants, away from the righteous man, away from the 
righteous woman, away from the stars, away from the moon, away 
from the sun, away from the endless lights, away from all goods made 
by Mazdā which (have) the brightness of Truth. 
                                                 
2111
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; E4 pərəna 
2112
 P5 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . K9; K2 . E4 dužδa; Mf2 duždā 
2113
 K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, FK1 . Mf2, K9; P1 aŋhra; G42 hacaŋra; E4 aŋhrō; L5 aŋharō 
2114
 K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . K9 mainiiō; P5 aŋramainiiōiš; FK1 ; 
Mf2 maińiiī 
2115
 K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; P5 ┤ ├ 
2116
 K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; E4, L5, FK1  
2117
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; E4 hca 
2118
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9; L5 āϑar  
2119
 K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; P5 ┤haca. zə ├ 
2120
 K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9; E4 ; L5 haca  
2121
 P5, K2 . L1, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 ; B2, R278, P1 . K9 ; FK1 ;  
2122
 P5 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9; K2 ┤ ├ 
2123
 L1, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; P5 . R278, E4, L5 ur ; B2, T46 ; FK1  
2124
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, L5 . Mf2, K9; Br1, G42, E4 ašauuanəm; FK1 ašuuanəm 
2125
 T46, P1 . Mf2; P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 nāirik  
2126
 P5, K2 . R278, T46, L5, FK1; L1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 ašaonīm; B2 . Mf2, K9 a aōnīm; P1 ašaōnīm 
2127
 Mf2; P5 . E4, L5, FK1 ; K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . K9  
2128
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; T46 hūarə 
2129
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9; L5 anaγara 
2130
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1; P1 . Mf2, K9 ; E4  
2131
 K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9; P5 . L5 vīspe; E4 vīspai 
2132
 Mf2; P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 vōhū; K9 vōhu 
2133
 K2 . L1, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; P5 mazdaδāti; B2 mazdāta 
2134
 FK1; P5, K2 . Mf2, K9 a aciϑra; L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2 ašaciϑra; R278, G42 aša.ciϑra; E4 




























































 (= Y 54.1) 
|a| “Then you shall murmur these words, which will be the most 
victorious and most healing. You shall pronounce four ā. airii mā. išiiō: 





                                                 
2135
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2 above the line, K9; L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, 
K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3, (G) ┤aϑa. ... ϑra├ 
2136
 T46, P1 . Mf2; L1, B2, Br1, L2, G42, E4 ; R278, L5, FK1 . K9  
2137
 L1, B2, T46, G42 . K9; R278, Br1, L2, E4 「tā」┤drəṇjaiiōiš. ... vārəϑraγniiō.təməmca├; P1 . 
Mf2 darəṇjaiiōiš; L5 ┤drəṇjaiiōiš. ... baēšaziiō.təməmca├; FK1 darəṇjiiōiš 
2138
 L1, B2, T46 . Mf2, K9 ẏōi; G42 「tā」┤yōi. ... vārəϑraγniiō.təməmca├; FK1 yō 
2139
 L1, B2, T46 . Mf2, K9; FK1 aŋhene 
2140
 L1, B2, T46, P1, FK1; Mf2 vāraϑraγniiōtəməmca; K9 vārəϑraγniiōtəməmca 
2141
 L1, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 baešaziiō.təməmca; B2 baešaziiōtəməmca; E4, FK1 
baišaziiō.təməmca; Mf2, K9 baēšaziiōtəməmca 
2142
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9; FK1 ciϑβārō 
2143
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, E4 . K9 above the line; G42 ; Mf2 air  
2144
 L1, B2, R278, T46, L2, G42, E4 . K9 above the line; P1 išiiō. 4; Br1 išiiō; L5, FK1 āiriiō.māišiiō. 4; 
Mf2  
2145
 L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9 above the line; T46 frasrāuuiiōiš; P1, L5, FK1 
┤frasrāuuaiiōiš. ... ├ 
2146
 L2, E4 . K9; L1, B2, G42 āirii mā; R278 ā. airiia ; T46 āirii mā; Mf2 airi mā 
2147
 L1, B2, R278, T46, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9; Br1 išiiō 
2148
 B2, T46 . Mf2, K9; L1「tā」┤rafəδrāi. ... ├; R278 4 (in Indian numeral)「tā」┤rafəδrāi. 
... ├; Br1, E4 ┤rafəδrāi. ... ├ 4; L2 ┤rafəδrāi. ... ├ 4 bʾl; G42「tā」┤rafəδrāi. 
... ahurō├ 
2149
 B2, T46 jaṇtu; Mf2 ja.ṇtī; K9 jaṇtī 
2150
 Mf2, K9; B2 narə.biiascā; T46 narə. 「tā」 
2151
 Mf2, K9; B2 nāiribiiascā. zaraϑuštrahe; T46 「tā」┤ nāiribiiascā. ... ahurō├ 
2152
 B2 . Mf2, K9 ẏā 
2153
 Mf2, K9; B2 daen  
2154
 B2 . Mf2; K9 mīždim 
2155
 B2 a aiiā; Mf2, K9 ašahiiā 
2156
 L1 yāšā; B2 ẏā.sā; Mf2, K9 ẏāsā 
2157
 B2 . Mf2, K9; L1 ašīm 
2158
 L1 ┤yąm. ... ├ 4; B2 y m; Mf2 ẏąm; K9 ẏ m 
2159
 B2 . K9 m; Mf2  
2160
 B2, T46, G42 . Mf2; K9 mastā 
2161
 T46; B2 irii išiiō. 「tā」 . 4 (in Indian numeral) 4 (in Pahlavi numeral); G42 
mazdā. 4 bʾl; Mf2 ẏaϑā. ahū. vairiiō. 「tā」masatā. mazdā. 4 bʾl; K9 




















































































                                                 
2162
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; E4, L5 parašta; FK1 pərəšta 
2163
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 aešməm; E4, L5, FK1 aesməm; Mf2 aēšəməm; K9 aēšəməm 
2164
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . K9; E4, L5 parašta; FK1 pairəšta; Mf2 parašta 
2165
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; Mf2 nasī; K9 nasīm 
2166
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; E4, L5 parašta; FK1 pərəšta 
2167
 L1, B2, R278 h m.raēϑβəm; T46 hąm.raeϑβəm; P1 hąm.raiϑβəm; Br1, L2, G42, L5 
h m.raeϑβəm; E4 h m.raiϑβəm; FK1 h m.raϑβim; Mf2, K9 ham.raēϑβəm 
2168
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; E4, L5 parašta; FK1 pərəšta 
2169
 Mf2, K9; L1, T46 paiti.raϑβəm; B2, Br1, L2, G42, L5 paiti.raeϑβəm; R278, P1 paiti.raiϑβəm; E4 
paita.raiϑβəm; FK1 pərətiraϑβəm 
2170
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; E4, L5 parašta; FK1 pərəšta 
2171
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1; L5 xarū; Mf2, K9 xrī 
2172
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; E4, L5 parašta; FK1 pirəšta 
2173
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 xrūiγnū; Br1 xrūīγnū; E4 rūiγnū; L5 xrūī.ganū; FK1 
xrūiγni; Mf2, K9 iγnu 
2174
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; E4, L5 parašta; FK1 pərəšta 
2175
 L1, B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42, FK1; R278, E4 būiδa; P1 būidi; L5 būiδe; Mf2, K9 bīiδi 
2176
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; E4 parašta; L5 parasta; FK1 pərəšta 
2177
 L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42; P1 būidiža; E4 būaiδiža; L5 būiδeza; FK1 būiδiji; Mf2, K9 
bīiδiža 
2178
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; E4, L5 parašta; FK1 pərəšta 
2179
 L2, G42; B2, R278, T46, L5, FK1 kuṇdi; L1, P1 kundi; Br1, E4 kunda; Mf2, K9 guṇdən 
2180
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; E4, L5 parašta; FK1 pərəšta 
2181
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42; E4 kunδiža; L5 kuṇdaiža; FK1 kuṇdiži; Mf2, K9 guṇduža 
2182
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42 . Mf2; E4, L5 parašta; FK1 pərəšta 
2183
 T46, P1; L1, B2, R278, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 būšii sta; Br1 parštabūšii sta; Mf2 ; K9 
sta 
2184
 E4, FK1; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9 ẏā 
2185
 R278 . Mf2, K9; L1 zairəni; B2, T46, Br1, L2, E4 zairini; P1 zairin; G42 zairine; L5 yāzarana; 
FK1 zaranie 
2186
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; E4, L5 parašta; FK1 pirəšta 
2187
 T46, P1; L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 būšii sta; Mf2 ; K9 sta 
2188
 L2, E4, L5, FK1; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, G42 . Mf2, K9 ẏā 
2189
 L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9; R278 darəgō.gauua; E4 zairdarəγō.guua; L5 
darəgō.guua 
2190
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; E4, L5 parašta; FK1 pərəšta 
2191
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1; L5 mūiδe; Mf2, K9 mīiδi 
2192
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; E4, L5 parašta; FK1 pərəšta 
2193
 L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, L5; T46 kapa.stiš; G42 mūiδkapastiš; E4 kapastaš; FK1 kapaštiš; Mf2, 
K9 kapastīš 
2194
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; E4 parašta; L5 parasta; FK1 parəšta 
2195
 T46, P1 . Mf2; L1, B2, R278, L2, G42 . K9 pairik m; Br1 pəairəik m; E4, FK1 pərək m; L5 
pairīk m 
2196
 L1, T46, L2, G42, L5, FK1; B2, R278, P1, Br1 . Mf2, K9 ẏā 
2197
























|a| The Wrath has been fought, Nasu has been fought. The Direct 
defilement has been fought, the Indirect defilement has been fought. 
Xrū has been fought, Xruuiγnī has been fought, Būiδin has been fought, 
Būiδižan has been fought, Kuṇda has been fought, Kuṇdižan has been 
fought. Būšiiąstā the Yellowish has been fought. Būšiiąstā the Long-
handed has been fought. Mūiδin has been fought, Kapasti has been 
fought. The Pairikā, which attacks the fire, the water, the earth, the 
cattle, the plants, has been fought. The maculation, which attacks the 
fire, the water, the earth, the cattle, the plants, has been fought.  
 
                                                                                                                                               
2198
 L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . K9; T46, E4, L5, FK1 ātarəm; Mf2 āitirəm 
2199
 T46, P1 . Mf2; L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 z  
2200
 T46, P1 . Mf2; L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 g  
2201
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9; FK1 uruuaraii  
2202
 L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . K9; R278 ┤paršta. ... uruuar ├; L5 parašta; Mf2 
pairikąm. ẏā. āitrəm. pairšta 
2203
 L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2, K9; E4 hāitīm; FK1 ϑβāitīm (but corrected in red ink as 
h-) 
2204
 T46, Br1, L2, L5, FK1; L1, B2, P1, G42 . Mf2, K9 ẏā 
2205
 L1, B2, T46, P1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2; E4 yāiti 
2206
 L1, B2, P1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9; T46, L5, FK1 ātarəm 
2207
 T46, P1 . Mf2; L1, B2, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 z  
2208
 T46, P1 . Mf2; L1, B2, L2, G42, E4, L5 . K9 g ; FK1 ┤g ├ 
2209
















































|a| You, harmful Evil Spirit, have been fought, away from the house, 
away from the fire, away from the water, away from the earth, away 
from the cattle, away from the plants, away from the righteous man, 
away from the righteous woman, away from the stars, away from the 
moon, away from the sun, away from the endless lights, away from all 







                                                 
2210
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; E4, L5 parašta; FK1 pərišta 
2211
 L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42; T46 dužadā; E4 δaožδa; L5 duzda; FK1 dužδa; Mf2 dužždā; K9 
duždā 
2212
 L1, B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9; R278 aŋrō; P1, E4 aŋhrō; L5 aŋharō 
2213
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 mainiiō; L5 mainiiū; Mf2, K9 maińiiō 
2214
 L1, B2, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; R278, T46, L5, FK1 namāna ; E4 namamāna  
2215
 B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; L1 ϑ  
2216
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; L2 ┤haca. zə ├ 
2217
 L1, B2, R278, T46, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2; P1, E4 ; Br1 hacazə ; K9 za  
2218
 L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42 gaoma ; P1 . K9 gaōma ; E4, L5, FK1 guma ; Mf2 gaō  
2219
 L1, B2, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . K9a above the line; R278, E4, L5 uruuariiā ; T46, FK1 ; 
Mf2 uruuarāiiā  
2220
 T46, L5 . Mf2, K9; L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, E4, FK1 ašauuanəm 
2221
 T46, P1 . Mf2; L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 nāirik m 
2222
 L1, B2, R278, L5; T46 . Mf2, K9 ; P1 ašaōnīm; Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 ašaonīm 
2223
 Mf2; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . K9 str uš; L5 satar uš; FK1  
2224
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9; L5 həm 
2225
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9; E4 anaγarǝ; L5 ana.gara 
2226
 L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; T46, P1 . Mf2, K9  
2227
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9; E4 vīspai; L5 vīspe 
2228
 Mf2; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 vōhū 
2229
 B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; L1 mazdāta; T46 mazdaδātā 
2230
 Mf2, K9 ϑra; L1, B2, P1, Br1, L2, FK1 ašaciϑra; R278, T46, G42, L5 aša.ciϑra; E4 ašacaiϑra 
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 aϑ  hacā. 
ϑ  xšaϑrəmcā. ahurāi. ā. yim. 







pāiiūm. + ə əšatā. + x ϑ ϑrascā. 
ϑ əm. ϑraoštā. ahurā. tąm. mōi. dąstuuąm. daēnaiiāi. 
frāuuaocā. (= Y 46.7)
2247
 
                                                 
2231
 L4 . T46, P1, (G); K1 . Mf2 imąm; D62, P2, P5, K2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . R278, E4, 
L5, FK1 . K9 im ; L1, B2, Br1, L2, G42   
2232
 L4, K1, D62, P2, P5, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, 
FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2 vcō 
2233
 L1, B2, T46, Br1, G42 . Mf2; L4, T44, E10「tā」┤drəṇjaiiōiš. ... baēšaziiō.təməmca├; K1, D62, 
G34, F10, B1, P10, M3 ┤drəṇjaiiōiš. ... baēšaziiō.təməmca├; P2 . FK1 darəṇjiiōiš; P5 drənjiiōiš; K2 
. R278, L2, E4 「tā」┤drəṇjaiiōiš. ... vārəϑraγniiō.təməmca├; P1 darəṇjaiiōiš; L5 dariṇjiiōiš 
2234
 L5, FK1; P2 ┤yōi. ... baēšaziiō.təməmca├; P5 yō; L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1 . Mf2, K9 ẏōi; G42 「tā
」┤yōi. ... vairiia├; (G) 「tā」 
2235
 T46, P1, FK1; P5 . L1, B2, Br1 . K9 vārəϑraγniiōtəməmca; L5 vārəϑra.γaniiō.təməmca; Mf2 
vāraϑraγniiōtəməmca 
2236
 P5 bišaziiōtəməmca; K2 əmca; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, FK1 baešaziiō.təməmca; Br1 
baešaziiōtəməmca; E4 baišaziiō.taməmca; L5 baešazaiiō.təməmca; Mf2, K9 baēšaziiōtəməmca 
2237
 L4, K2 above the line, G34, F10, T44, E10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, 
K9, (G); K1 pasca; D62, P5 above the line, B1, M3 panca; P2 pəṇca; P10 pasṇca 
2238
 L4, D62, P2, G34, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); 
P5 ahunəm; K2 above the line ahuni; T44 ahunahe; E4 ahunai; L5 ahune 
2239
 L4, D62, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); 
P2 . E4, L5 vairiie; P5 vairīm; K2 above the line viriia 
2240
 K1, D62, T44, E10, B1, P10, M3 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4 
┤frasrāuuaiiōiš├; P2, P5, K2 above the line, F10 frasrāuuiiōiš; G34 frasra.vairiiōiš;T46 
frasrāuuairōiš; L5 frasarāuuaiiōiš 
2241
 P5, K2 . B2, R278, T46, L2, E4, L5, FK1, (G); L4, P2, G34 ┤yaϑā. ahū. vairiiō├; K1, D62, P10 
ytʾhwkwylywk; F10 ytʾhwwy lwk; T44, E10 ytʾhwwlywk; B1 ytʾhwkkylywk; M3 ytʾhwwylywk; 
L1, P1, Br1, G42 . Mf2, K9 ẏaϑā 
2242
 P5, K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1, (G); Mf2, K9 ahī 
2243
 P5 . L1, (G); K2 vairiiō「tā」; B2 vairiiō. 5 (in Indian numeral) 5 (in Pahlavi numeral); R278, P1, 
L2, E4, L5 vairiiō. 5; T46 vairiiō. 6 gw; Br1 vairiiō. (yak. in Pāzand); G42 vairiiō. 5 (in Pahlavi 
numeral) 5 (in Indian numeral); FK1 vairiiō. (īak. in Pāzand); Mf2 vairiiō. 6 gwptn'; K9 vairiiō. 5 
gwptn' 
2244
 Y 27.13. vid. (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.101): “Harmonieux comme un (maître est 
harmonieusement) digne de choix par l’existence (rituelle), le modèle des actes de l’existence de la 
divine Pensée et leur emprise sont attribués au Maître Mazdā, dont (cette emprise) fera un pâtre 
pour les nécessiteux”; (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.115): “Just as (a judgement) is 
worthy of being chosen by the world, so the judgement, (which) in accordance with truth itself, (is 
to be passed) on the actions of good thought of the world, is assigned to the Wise One, and the 
power (is assigned) to (Him), the Ahura, whom (people) appoint as a shepherd to the poor”. 
2245
 (G); L4, K1, P2, P5, K2, G34, E10, P10 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9 k mnā; D62, 
F10, T44, B1, M3 . R278, E4, L5, FK1 k manā 
2246
 L4, K1, D62, G34, F10, T44, P10  ┤mauuaitē. ... a ahe├; P2, P5, K2, E10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, 
P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1, (G)「tā」┤mauuaitē. ... astuuaitīš├; B1, M3「tā」┤mauuaitē. ... 
a ahe├; B1「tā」┤mauuaitē. ... a ahe├; Mf2, K9 「tā sar guftan」┤ mauuaitē. ... a ahe├ 
2247
 vid. (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.160): “Qui me désignes-tu comme protecteur, ô Mazdā, 
chaque fois que le partisan de la Tromperie cherche à me contraindre, à faire tort, sinon ton feu et la 
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ərəϑrəm.jā. ϑ ṇghā. yōi. həṇtī. ciϑ




pāta.nō. + bišiiaṇta . pairi. mazd sca. ārmaitišca. spəṇtasca. nase. daēuuī. druxš. nase. 
daēuuō.ciϑre. nase. xdaēuuō.frakarste. nase. xdaēuuō.frādāite. apa. druxš. nase. apa. 
druxš. duuāra. apa. druxš. vīnase. apāxəδre. xapa.nasiiehi. +mā. xmərəṇcīša. gaēϑ . 
astuuaitīš. 
2249






 vahištəm. astī. 
uštā. astī. uštā. xa əm. (= Y 27.14)
2253
 
|a| “Then you shall murmur these words, which will be the most 
victorious and most healing. You shall pronounce five Ahuna Vairiia: 
yaϑā. ahū. vairiiō. aϑā. ratuš. a ā cī . hacā. vaŋh uš. dazdā. manaŋhō. 
iiaoϑananąm. aŋh uš. mazdāi. xšaϑrəmcā. ahurāi. ā. yim. drigubiiō. dada . vāstārəm. 
(= Y 27.13) |b| k m.nā. mazdā. mauuaitē. pāiiūm. +dad . hiia . mā. drəguu . 
dīdarəšatā. +aēna hē. xańii m. ϑβahmā . āϑrascā. manaŋhascā. yaii . iiaoϑanāiš. a əm. 
ϑraoštā. ahurā. tąm. mōi. dąstuuąm. daēnaiiāi. frāuuaocā. (= Y 46.7) 
k . vərəϑrəm.jā. ϑβā. pōi. s ṇghā. yōi. həṇtī. ciϑrā. mōi. dąm. ahīmbiš. ratūm. cīždī. a . 
hōi. vohū. sərao ō. jaṇtū. manaŋhā. mazdā. ahmāi. yahmāi. va ī. kahmāicī . (= Y 
44.16) 
pāta.nō. + bišiiaṇta . pairi. mazd sca. ārmaitišca. spəṇtasca. nase. daēuuī. druxš. nase. 
daēuuō.ciϑre. nase. xdaēuuō.frakarste. nase. xdaēuuō.frādāite. apa. druxš. nase. apa. 
druxš. duuāra. apa. druxš. vīnase. apāxəδre. xapa.nasiiehi. +mā. xmərəṇcīša. gaēϑ . 
astuuaitīš. a ahe. (= V 8.21, SrB 3)” |c| a əm. vohū. vahištəm. astī. uštā. astī. 
uštā. xa āi. hiia . a āi. vahištāi. a əm. (= Y 27.14) 












                                                                                                                                               
pensée, par les actes (rituels) desquels, ô Maître, vous engraissez l’Harmonie? Proclame mon 
enseignement à la conscience!”; (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.169): “(But) whom dost 
Thou appoint (as) guardian for one such as me, O Wise One, when the deceitful one tries to seize 
me in order to injure (me), (whom dost Thou appoint) other than Thy fire and thought, with whose 
[du.] actions one nourishes truth, O Ahura? Proclaim a message about that to my religious view”. 
2248
 vid. (Kellens & Pirart 1988-1991 1.153): “Quel est le briseur d’obstacles parmi les Existants, afin 
qu’il (me) protége suivant ton explication? Que des cadeaux remarquables me soient faits! Ô 
guérisseur de l’existence (rituelle), fournis-moi le modèle! Et que l’obéissance à ce (...) vienne en 
raison de la divine Pensée, ô Mazdā, à celui, quel qu’il soit, auquel tu veux qu’elle vienne!”; 
(Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.161): “Who (is) a resistance-breaker (able) to protect 
(those) who exist, by Thy proclamation? Accord (as) a judgement bright (things to be) in my house, 
O Healer of existence. Let (recompense for) obedience come to him through good thought, O Wise 
One, to him, to whomsoever Thou wishest”. 
2249
 P2, P5 . P1, (G); K2, E10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 ašahe 
2250
 vid. (Wolff 1910 134, 367): “Schütz uns vor dem Feind, o Mazdāh und o heilige Ārmatay! 
(Ver)schwinde daēvische Drug, (ver)schwinde daēvaentstammte, (ver)schwinde daēvageschaffene, 
(ver)schwinde daēvaerzeugte! Verschwinde, o Drug, zieh ab, o Drug, verschwinde völlig, o Drug, 
im Norden sollst du verschwinden, nicht sollst du die stoffliche Welt des Aša zunichte machen!”. 
2251
 P2, E10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L4, K1, D62, G34, 
F10, T44, B1, P10, M3 「bē」 əm 
2252
 (G); L4, K1, G34, T44, M3 ┤vohū├; D62, P2, F10, E10, B1, P10 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, E4, 
L5, FK1 vōhū; R278, G42 vōhū. 1; Mf2, K9 vōhī 
2253
 vid. (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.115): “Truth is the best (part of all that is) good. 
As desired (all) the desired (things) are available (as) truth for (that) which (is) best truth / or: for 
(him) who (is) Best Truth / or: for (him) who (represents) best truth”. 
2254
 L4, G34, T44, E10; K1, D62, F10, B1, P10, M3 slʾdšnyh; P2 YMRRWN; (Jmp) slʾyt 
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|a| panǰ ahunawar frāz srāyišn yaϑāhūwayryō |b| ahlāyīh ābādīh <ī> pahlom ast 





                                                                                                                                               
2255
 P2; L4, K1, E10, B1, P10, M3 ytʾhwwylywk 6; D62, F10 ytʾhwwy lywk 5; G34 ytʾhw' wylywk 
6; T44 ytʾhwwylywk 5; (Jmp) ┤ytʾhwkwylywk├「tā」gywʾk  
2256
 L4, K1, D62, P2, G34, F10, T44, E10, B1, P10; M3 ʾywk ʾhlʾdyh 
2257
 K1, D62, P2, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3; L4, G34, T44, (Jmp) ┤ʾpʾtyh pʾhlwm AYT'├ 
2258
 K1, D62, F10, E10, B1, P10, M3; P2 pʾslwm 
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 365 
dwʾcdhwm plglt bwn2259 
dwāzdahom fragard bun 
Beginning of the twelfth book 
 
I. How long the defilement produced by each relative lasts and how 















































                                                 
2259
 R3; K2, G25a plglt dʾwʾcdhm bwn; F10 plglt dwʾzdʾhwm bwn; T44 ┤dwʾcdhwm plglt bwn├; 
R1 dwʾcdhwm plglt bwn PWN ŠM y dʾtʾl ʾwhrmẕd; L1, B2, R278, T46 12; P1 pargar
duuāzdahōm; Br1, L2 12 pargar  12; G42 parag əm; E4 12 
duāzdahum. parga 12; L5 12 pargəra ; FK1 ; Mf2, K9 
dwʾcdʾhwm plglt' bwn 
2260
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . L1, R278, T46, L5, FK1, (G); R1 . B2, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9 
ẏ  
2261
 K2, R1, R3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, (G); G25a, F10, T44 . R278, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9 
paitō 
2262
 K2 . L1, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); G25a, R1, R3 . E4 para.iriϑiieti; F10 
para.iriϑiieita; T44 paira.iriϑiiaeti; B2, P1 para.iriϑiiēiti; L5 pərə.aere.ϑiiaeti; FK1 pairi.iriϑiiaiti 
2263
 K2, F10, T44, R1 . E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 
māca; L5 māci 
2264
 K2, F10, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, (G); G25a, R3 . E4 para.iriϑiieti; T44 
para.iriϑiiaeti; P1 para.iriϑiiēiti; L5 para.iriϑiiaete; FK1 pairi.iriϑiiaita 
2265
 Mf2; K2, G25a, F10, R3 . K9 aēš m; T44 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, L5 aeš m; R1 . T46, P1 
aešąm; E4 aiš m; FK1 aēiš m; (G)  
2266
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, T44, R3 . FK1 upa.m nii n; G25a, F10. L1, B2, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . K9 
upa.m naii n; R1 upa.mąniiąn; R278 upa.m ən; (G) upa.mąnaiiən 
2267
 G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2 
 puϑrō; P1 pōϑrō 
2268
 F10, T44, R1 . B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2 . L1, P1, L5, FK1 paitarəm; 
G25a piaitarəm; R3 paitrəm 
2269
 L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2 dugdō; G25a, F10, T44, R1 . T46 duγδō; 
R3 daogdō; L5 dugaδa; FK1 duγaδa 
2270
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); R1 
ha 
2271
 G25a, F10, T44 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2, R1, R3 
mātrəm 
2272
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); E4 
 
2273
 Mf2; K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42 . K9 dahman m; R1 . T46, P1, (G) 
dahmanąm; E4 dahamin m; L5 dahaman m; FK1 da an m 
2274
 Mf2, (G); T44 . L1, R278, Br1, G42, L5 . K9 tanu.pərəϑan m; K2 tanupərəϑn m; G25a, F10 . E4 
tanupərəϑan m; R1 haca. tanu.pərəϑanąm; R3 haca. tanu.pərəϑn m; B2, FK1 tanū.pərəϑan m; T46 
tanūm.pərəϑnąm; P1 tanū.pərəϑanąm; L2 tanu.pərəϑanan m 
2275
 K2, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1, (G); G25a 「tā」┤
├; R278, P1 . Mf2 ; L5 ┤ ├; K9 「tā」┤ ├ 
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|a| “And when the father dies or the mother dies, |b| how long shall they 
wait (because) of them (before entering into the house), |c| the son with 
regard to his father, the daughter with regard to her mother? |d| How 
long for the pious? How long for the tanu.pərəϑa- sinners?” |e| And 
Ahura Mazdā said: |f| “Thirty (days) for the pious, sixty for the 
tanu.pərəϑa- sinners.” 









 |b| cnd OLE-šʾn' QDM KTLWN-šnyh
2284
 |c| BRE MN pyt
2285










B. |a| ADYN' MNW
2289
 pyt [AYŠ-y] BRA YMYTWN-yt' ʾywp mʾtl [AYŠ-y] BRA 
YMYTWN-yt |b| cnd OLE-šʾn' QDM KTLWN-šnyh
2290
 |c| BRE MN pyt dwht' 
MN mʾtl |d| cnd dhmʾn' cnd tnʾpwhlkʾn' |e| ʾytwn' gwpt' ʾwhrmẕd |f| 30 [YWM'] 
dhmʾn' W 60 [YWM] tnʾpwlgʾn' [HNA
2291
 AYḴ ZK gywʾk mʾnšnyh BRA HNA 
gywʾk wtlyšn' AYT] 
 
A. |a| ēg kē pid bē mīrēd mādar ayāb bē mīrēd |b| čand awēšān abar mānišnīh |c| 
pus az pid duxt az mādar |d| čand dahmān čand tanāpuhlagān |e| u-š guft ohrmazd 
sīh dahmān šast tanāpuhlagān 
 
B. |a| ēg kē pid [kasi] bē mīrēd ayāb mādar [kasi] bē mīrēd |b| čand awēšān abar 
mānišnīh |c| pus az pid duxt az mādar |d| čand dahmān čand tanāpuhlagān |e| ēdōn 
guft ohrmazd |f| sīh [rōz] dahmān ud šast [rōz] xtanāpuhlagān [ēd kū ān gyāg 
mānišnīh bē ēd gyāg widerišn ast]  
 
                                                                                                                                               
2276
 L1, B2, T46, P1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1 . R278, E4 ϑristəm; R3 
ϑrəstəm; Br1 ϑrištəm; L5 ϑarisata; FK1 ϑri.sta 
2277
 Mf2; K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . K9 dahman m; R1 . T46, P1, 
(G) dahmanąm; L5 dahaman m; FK1 da an m 
2278
 F10, T44 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2 . Mf2; K2 xšauuaštīm; G25a . G42, E4 xšuuastīm; R1 . L5 
xašuuaštīm; R3 xšuua.štīm; T46 xšuuastī.m; FK1 xašuuastīm; (G)  
2279
 R1 . Mf2, (G); K2 tanu.pərəϑn m; F10 . Br1 tanupərəϑan m; T44 . B2, R278, L2, G42, E4, L5 . 
K9 tanu.pərəϑan m; R3 tnu.pərəϑn m; L1 tanū.pərəϑan m; T46 tanu.pərəϑnąm; P1 
tanū.pərəϑanąm; FK1 tanu.pərəϑa.n m 
2280
 K2, G25a, (Jmp); R1, R3 MN 
2281
 K2, G25a, R1, (Jmp); R3 ┤pyt├ 
2282
 R1, (Jmp); K2, G25a BRA ʾywp; R3 ʾypc 
2283
 G25a, R1, R3, (Jmp); K2 YMYTWN-yt cnd OLE-šʾn' QDM 
2284
 K2, R1, R3, (Jmp);  G25a KTLW-šnyh 
2285
 G25a, R1, R3, (Jmp); K2 mʾtl pyt 
2286
 K2, G25a, R1, (Jmp); R3 ┤dhmʾn' cnd├ 
2287
 G25a, (Jmp); K2, R1 tnʾpwlkʾn'; R3 MN tʾpwlkʾn' 
2288
 (Jmp); K2 tnʾpwlgʾn /blank of 1 ½ line/; G25a tnʾpwlkʾn' AYḴ; R1 tnʾpwlgʾn' AYḴ; R3 
tnʾpwlgʾn AYḴ /blank of 1 ½ line in line 12/ 
2289
 F10; T44 MN 
2290
 F10; T44 KTRWN-šnyh 
2291
 F10; T44 ┤HNA ... AYT├ 
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A. |a| “When the father dies or the mother dies, |b| how long must (one) wait 
(because of) them (before entering into the house), |c| the son with regard to his 
father, the daughter with regard to her mother? |d| How long for the pious? How 
long for the tanāpuhl sinners?” |e| And Ohrmazd said: |f| “Thirty (days) for the 
pious, sixty (days) for the tanāpuhl sinners.” 
 
B. |a| “When [someone’s] father dies or [someone’s] mother dies, |b| how long must 
(one) wait (because of) them (before entering into the house), |c| the son with 
regard to his father, the daughter with regard to her mother? |d| How long for the 
pious? How long for the tanāpuhl sinners?” |e| Thus Ohrmazd said: |f| “Thirty 
[days] for the pious and sixty [days] for the tanāpuhl sinners [this (means) that that 




Phl. ēd kū ān gyāg mānišnīh bē ēd gyāg widerišn ast (12.1f) 
This gloss, only found in F10, is obscure and demands a closer examination.  
In my opinion, the nominal and very concise style of V 12.1, with omission 
of the verb Av. upa.mąnaiiąn in 12.1d and f, made this text no more fully 
understandable for the Pahlavi translators. Its word-by-word PT seemed not clear 
enough to the Pahlavi translator of F10, who felt the need of further gloss 
completing the meaning of the sentence and added this one: ēd kū ān gyāg 
mānišnīh bē ēd gyāg widerišn ast by “this (means) that that passage (refers) to the 
wait, but this passage refers to the death”. 
In order to clarify the text, someone supplied 12.1f by means of the words he 
missed, namely Phl. mānišnīh and Phl. widerišn, in each part (Phl. gyāg) of the 
sentence. According to the gloss of F10, we could restore the following 
interpretation: 
sīh rōz *[mānišnīh]* dahmān *[widerišn]* ud šast rōz *[mānišnīh]* 
xtanāpuhlagān *[widerišn]* 
“Thirty days [one must wait] (because of) the [death of] pious and sixty days 























































                                                 
2292
 K2, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); G25a 
dātrə 
2293
 Mf2; K2, R1, R3 . R278, P1 . K9 「tā」┤gāeϑanąm. astuuaitinąm├; G25a, F10, T44 . FK1, (G) 
┤gāeϑanąm. astuuaitinąm. a ├; L1 ┤gāeϑanąm. astuuaitinąm├; B2 gaiϑan m; T46 
gaeϑanąm; Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 「tā」┤gāeϑanąm. astuuaitinąm. a ├ 
2294
 T46 stuuaitanąm; B2 stauuaitan ; Mf2 astuuaitanąm 
2295
 K2, T44, R1 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); G25a, F10 . R278, E4, L5, FK1 
namānəm; R3 kuϑanmānəm 
2296
 K2; G25a yaōždaϑāmi; F10, T44 . T46, L2, E4, L5, (G) yaoždaϑāmi; R1 . B2, Br1, G42 
ẏaoždaϑāmi; R3 yōždaϑāni; L1, P1 ẏaōždaϑāni; R278 ẏaōždaϑāmi; FK1 yaoždaϑāma; Mf2, K9 
ẏaōždaϑāme 
2297
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1, (G); Br1 būn; Mf2, K9 bīn 
2298
 K2 . B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42, (G); G25a yoždāita; F10 yaoϑždāiti; T44 . L5, FK1 yaoždāiti; R1 
ẏaoždāta; R3 yoždāt; L1, R278, P1 . Mf2 ẏaōždāta; E4 yaožδaita 
2299
 K2, G25a, F10, R1 . B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1, (G); T44 ┤ . ├; R3 「
tā」 ; L1, R278, P1 . Mf2 ; L5 ; K9 「tā」┤ ├ 
2300
 K2, F10, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, (G); G25a ┤ahurō. 
├ 
2301
 K2, F10, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, (G); FK1 mazdā 
2302
 G25a, F10, R1 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . K9, (G); K2 ϑriš.frasnāiti; T44 ϑriš.frasnāita; R3 
ϑāriš.frasnāiti; R278 ϑriš.frašnāiti; E4 ϑriš.frašnāita; L5 ϑariš.frasnāiti; FK1 ϑraša.frsnāiti; Mf2 ϑrīš. 
frīš. frasnāiti; K9 ϑrīš.frasnāiti; (G) ϑriš. frasnāiti 
2303
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 
tanun m 
2304
 K2, G25a, F10, R1, R3 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42; T44 ϑriš.frasnāita; L1 ϑrəš.frasnāiti; 
E4 ϑraš.frašnāita; L5 ϑariš.frasnāiti; FK1 ϑriša.frasrūta (but corrected above the line in red ink 
nāiti); Mf2, K9 ϑrīš.frasnāiti; (G) ϑriš. frasnāiti 
2305
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); K2 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42 . K9 vastran m; G25a tanun m. 
vastran m; F10, T44, R3 vastaran m; E4 vastarən m; L5 vaštaran m; FK1 gāϑn m (but corrected 
above the line in red ink vstrn m) 
2306
 G25a . L1, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, (G); K2 ϑriš.frasruuata; F10 . FK1 ϑriš.frasrūta; T44, R1 
ϑriš.frasrūita; R3 ϑrišfrasnāiti; B2, T46 ϑriš.frasūiti; E4 ϑriš.fra.srūta; L5 ϑariš.frasruuaiti; FK1 
ϑrasanāiti; Mf2, K9 ϑrīš.frasrīiti; (G) ϑriš. frasrūiti 
2307
 T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); K2, F10, T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . K9 gāϑan m; R1 
ϑāϑanąm; FK1 vastrin m (but corrected above the line in red ink frsrūigāϑn m) 
2308
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); E4 .nō; L5, 
FK1  
2309
 K2, R3 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); G25a, F10, T44 . E4, L5, FK1 ātarəm; 
R1 ātarəm; T46 nātrəm 
2310
 (G); K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . T46, FK1 yazata; R1 ẏazata; L1, P1, G42 ẏazaeta; B2, R278, Br1, 
L2 yazaeta; E4 yazaete; L5 yazaiti; Mf2, K9 ẏazaēta 
2311
 F10, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2, G25a barasma; 
R3 barsma; FK1 barəšma 
2312
 (G); K2, R3 starənita; G25a . FK1 starəniti; F10, T44 staranata; R1 starənata; L1, B2, R278, T46, 
P1, Br1, L2, G42 stərənaeta; E4 starənaeta; L5 satarənaete; Mf2, K9 stərə.naēta 
2313


































|a| “Maker of the material creatures, Righteous, how should I purify the 
house? How will they be purified?” |b| And Ahura Mazdā said: “By the 
washing of their bodies thrice, by the washing of their clothes thrice, by 
the recitation of the Gāϑās thrice. |c| He must worship this our fire, he 
must spread the barəsman-, he must bring libations to the good Waters. 
|d| Then the houses will be purified with the coming of the waters at 
will, with the coming of the plants at will, with the coming of the 
Beneficent Immortals at will, o Spitama Zaraϑuštra.” 
 




















                                                                                                                                               
2314
 K2, G25a, R3; F10, T44, R1 . B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1, (G) vaŋuhibiiō; L1, P1 
vaŋhuibiiō; Mf2, K9 vaŋhībiiō 
2315
 K2, G25a, F10, T44 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, (G); R1, R3 . L1 . Mf2, K9 
zaōϑ ; FK1 zaoϑrāi 
2316
 L2 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2 barata; G25a, F10, T44, R1 . L5, FK1 baraiti; R3 baraita; L1, B2, R278, 
T46, P1, G42 baraeta; Br1 barəaeta; E4 baraete 
2317
 K2, T44, R3 . Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1, (G); G25a, R1 . R278 ẏaoždāta; F10 yaoždāiti; L1 ẏaždāta; 
B2, T46, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; E4 yaožδāita 
2318
 G25a . Mf2, (G); K2, F10, T44, R3 . FK1 pascaiti; R1 . T46, E4 pascaita; L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, 
L2, G42 pascaeta; L5 pascaete; K9 pasaēta 
2319
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1, (G); Mf2, K9 
bīn 
2320
 T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2 nmāni; G25a, F10 nmāne; R3 . E4 
namāni; P1 māna; L5, FK1 namāne 
2321
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2, K9; E4 vasō.apāita; 
FK1 vasō.upāi; (G) vasō.upāiti 
2322
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 
ap m 
2323
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2, K9; E4 vasō.apāita; 
FK1 vasō.upaiti; (G) vasō.upāiti 
2324
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); K2, G25a . R278 uruuar m; F10, T44, R3 . L1, B2, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 
. K9 uruuaran m; FK1 uruuarin m 
2325
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2, K9; E4 vasō.upāita; 
FK1 vasō.upāite; (G) vasō.upāiti 
2326
 R1, (G); K2, F10, T44, R3 . L1, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 aməšn m; G25a aməšan m; B2, R278, Br1, L2, 
G42 aməšan m; T46 . Mf2 aməšanąm; P1 aməšnąm 
2327
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); K2, G25a, F10, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . K9 
spəṇtan m; T44 spaṇtan m; L5 spiṇtan m 
2328
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1 . B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1, (G); R3 spitama; L1, P1 . Mf2, 
K9 above the line spətama 
2329
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); R3 zarϑuštra; T46 
spitamazaraϑuštra; E4 zraϑuštara; L5 zaraϑuštara. T44 writes in the right margin the following text 
from V 8.22: vasō. pascaita. mazdaiiasna. ahe. nmānahe. miiazdəm. daiϑiiārəš. gaomaṇtəm. 
maδumaṇtəm. yaoždaii n. anāstarətəm. hamaϑa. yaϑ  
2330
 K2, G25a; R1 ghʾn'; R3 ghʾn; (Jmp) ┤gyhʾn ... ʾhlwb'├ 
2331
 K2, G25a, R3; R1 ʾst ʾwmndʾn' 
2332





















































 YHWWN-t ywšdʾsl |b| AP-š gwpt 
ʾwhrmẕd xAYḴ
2362
 3 YWM prʾc HLLWN-yt'
2363







 3 YWM 
HLLWN-yt
2367







                                                                                                                                               
2333
 R1, (Jmp); K2 ʾywydʾslynyt; G25a ʾywšdʾslynyt; R3 ʾyw ydʾslynyt 
2334
 K2, R1, R3, (Jmp); G25a bwt YHWW-t 
2335
 R1, (Jmp); K2 ʾywydʾsl; G25a ʾywšdʾsl; R3 ʾyw ydylsl 
2336
 K2, G25a, R1, (Jmp); R3 bār 
2337
 (Jmp); K2, G25a, R1, R3 tn'gʾn 
2338
 K2, G25a, R1, (Jmp); R3 bār 
2339
 K2, G25a, R3, (Jmp); R1 HLWN-yt 
2340
 K2, G25a, R1, R3 (with –γ written as in NP.); (Jmp) wstlg 
2341
 K2, G25a, R1, (Jmp); R3 bār 
2342
 K2, G25a, R1; R3 ptʾc 
2343
 R1; K2, G25a, R3, (Jmp) slʾyt 
2344
 G25a (G25b deletes it and writes above the line LNE), R1, R3; K2 /blank/ ┤KON├; (Jmp) 
┤KON├ 
2345
 K2, G25a, R3, (Jmp); R1 ʾt hš 
2346
 K2, R1, R3, (Jmp); G25a blšm 
2347
 K2, R1, (Jmp); G25a ASLWN-yt. In R3 -x1 is written as –yyw with the stroke of w slightly to 
the left side. 
2348
 (Jmp); K2, G25a, R1, R3 ┤y├ 
2349
 R1; K2, G25a, R3 ┤AYḴ ... YḎBHWN-yt├ 
2350
 R1, (Jmp); K2 ʾywydʾsl; G25a ywydʾsl; R3 ʾyw ydʾsl 
2351
 K2, G25a, R3, (Jmp); R1 ZK mʾn' 
2352
 G25a, R3; K2 /blank/ ┤lpd├; R1 lpt; (Jmp) ┤lpd├ 
2353
 G25a; K2, R1, R3, (Jmp) ʾp 
2354
 R1, R3; K2 /blank/ ┤lpd├; G25a lwd; (Jmp) ┤lpd├ 
2355
 K2, G25a, R1, (Jmp); R3 kʾm'ʾn 
2356
 R1, R3; K2 /blank/ ┤lpd├; G25a lwd; (Jmp) ┤lpd├ 
2357
 K2, R1, R3; G25a ʾmhrspndʾn; (Jmp) ʾmšrspndʾn' 
2358
 R1, (Jmp); K2, G25a, R3 spytmʾn' 
2359
 G25a, R1; K2, R3, (Jmp) zltwšt 
2360
 F10 ywšdʾslym; T44 ywšdʾslynym 
2361
 F10; T44 W cygwn 
2362
 F10 ʾy  AYḴ, T44 ʾy  AYḴ 
2363
 T44; F10 HLLW-yt 
2364
 F10; T44 W LWTE 
2365
 F10; T44 LA 
2366
 F10; T44 W OD 
2367
 F10; T44 HLWN-st 
2368
 F10; T44 wstlg hm 
2369
 F10; T44 YHSNN-yt nhwmbyt 
2370




] gʾsʾn' prʾc slʾyt [ʾy gʾsʾn' wyš KRYTWN-yt' OD 3 





] W blsm ASLWN-x1 [AYḴ OD 3 YWM stwš 
YḎBHWN-yt' W zwhl ycšn'
2374
 PWN kʾl YHSNN-yt' W dlwn slwš YḎBHWN-
yt'] MN
2375
 MYA ŠPYL zwhl
2376
 bld |d| ywšdʾsl AHL YHWWN-t
2377
 mʾn' [AYḴ 









 kʾmk ʾwlwl [AYḴ ywltʾk] QDM SGYTWN-
ynyt
2382
 PWN kʾmk ʾmhrspndʾn' KRYTWN-šn' OḆYDWN-x1
2383
 [AYḴ dlwn W 
myzd W ʾply<n>gʾn' kwnd
2384






















A. |a| dādār gēhān astōmandān ahlaw |b| čīyōn mān yōǰdāsrēnēd čīyōn būd yōǰdāsr 
|c| u-š guft ohrmazd sē bār šōyēd tan sē bār šōyēd wastaraγ sē bār frāz srāyēd gāhān 
|d| ēn nūn ātaxš yazēd barsom bandēd āb ī weh zōhr bard [kū nāf andar xānag 
yazēd] |e| yōǰdāsr pas būd mān kāmag rawd āb kāmag rawd urwar kāmag rawd 
amahraspandān spitāmān zarduxšt 
 
B. |a| dādār čīyōn mān xyōǰdāsrēnam čīyōn būd yōǰdāsr |b| u-š guft ohrmazd xkū sē 
rōz frāz šōyēd tan [ān kū tā sē rōz tan pāk dārēd abāg apākīh ma gumēxtēd] tā sē 
rōz šōyēd wastarag [dārēd kū wastarag-iz pāk nihumbēd] tā sē rōz [abāg yōǰdāsrīh] 
gāhān frāz srāyēd [ay gāhān wēš xwānēd tā sē rōz] |c| ēn amā ātaxš yazēd [kū ātaxš 
andar ān mān rōšn dārēd ud wuzurg xnihēd] ud barsom bandēd [kū tā sē rōz stōš 
yazēd ud zōhr yazišn pad kār dārēd ud drōn srōš yazēd] az āb weh zōhr bard |d| 
yōǰdāsr pas būd mān [kū pas az sē rōz ān mān yōǰdāsr xnihēd] pad kāmag āb abar 
                                                 
2371
 T44; F10 ywšdʾsl 
2372
 T44; F10 ┤W├ 
2373
 F10, T44 HNYTWN-yt' 
2374
 F10; T44  ycšn' 
2375
 F10; T44 W MN 
2376
 T44; F10 W zwhl 
2377
 F10; T44 YHWWN-yt' 
2378
 T44; F10 ywšdʾslyh 
2379
 F10, T44 HNYTWN-yt' 
2380
 F10; T44 ┤QDM├ 
2381
 F10; T44 W PWN 
2382
 T44; F10 SGYTW-ynnyt 
2383
 T44; F10 ┤OḆYDWN-x1├ 
2384
 T44; F10 kwnnd 
2385
 F10; T44 YḎBHWN-ʾnd 
2386
 F10; T44 W PWN 
2387
 T44; F10 ┤W├ 
2388
 F10; T44  
2389
 F10; T44 W PWN 
2390
 F10; T44 YḎBHWN-nd 
2391
 T44; F10 ┤W├ 
2392
 T44; F10  
2393
 F10, T44 ʾy spytʾmʾn' 
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rawēnēd pad kāmag urwar [kū ǰōrdā] abar rawēnēd pad kāmag amahraspandān 
xwānišn kunēnd [kū drōn ud mizd ud xāfrīnagān kunēnd ud amahraspandān rāy 
yazēnd pad kāmag xwēš tan āb ud urwar xwarēnd pad kāmag amahraspandān rāy 
bē yazēnd ud xayādēnēnd andar ān mān] xspitāmān zarduxšt 
 
A. |a| “Maker of the material creatures, Righteous, |b| how will he purify the 
house? How will it be purified?” |b| And Ohrmazd said: “Thrice he will wash his 
body, thrice he will wash his clothes, thrice he will recite the Gāϑās. |d| He will 
worship this fire now, he will bind the barsom, he will bring libations to the good 
Waters [that is, the family will worship it (i.e. the fire) in the house]. |e| Then the 
house will be purified. The waters will enter at will, the plants will enter at will, the 
Beneficent Immortals will enter at will, o Spitāmān Zarduxšt.” 
 
B. |a| “Maker, how will I purify the house? How will it be purified?” |b| And 
Ohrmazd said: “During three days he will wash his body [that (means) that during 
three days he will keep his body pure and will not mix it with impurity], during 
three days he will wash his clothes [he will have (them so), that is, he will clothe his 
clothes clean too], during three days [with the purification] he will recite the Gāϑās 
[that is, he will recite the Gāϑās during three more days]. |c| He will worship this 
our fire [that is, he will keep the fire kindled in that house and he will build a high 
one] and he will bind the barsom [that is, he will perform the stōš ceremony during 
three days, he will perform the ceremony of the libation(s) and he will consecrate 
the sacrificial bread to Srōš], he will bring libations to the good Waters. |d| Then 
the house will be purified [that is, after three days he will purify the house]. The 
waters will enter at will, the plants [namely grain] will enter at will, they will 
invoke the Beneficent Immortals at will [that is, they will make the sacrificial 
bread, (offer) the mizd and (recite) the Āfrīnagān (prayers), they will worship the 
Beneficent Immortals, they will consume for themselves water and plants at will, 
they will worship the Beneficent Immortals at will and remind them in that house], 




The purification of the house 
 The question in V 12.2 ff. about how to purify the house in which a relative 
has died is answered by Ahura Mazdā by means of some ritual prescriptions. 
 On one hand, the living relative must wash his body and clothes thrice and 
also recite the Gāϑās thrice. 
 On the other hand, another threefold process continues the purification. 
The relative must worship the fire, spread the barəsman- and offer libations to the 
good Waters. As soon as the house becomes pure again through this last process, 
the elements used and worshipped can again enter into the house, together with the 
Beneficent Immortals. Thus, we find a symbolism between ritual elements and 
their counterparts in daily life: 
 - barəsman-   -  Plants (uruuaranąm). 




 The only discordance appears in the mention of the Beneficent Immortals 
(amə əṇtanąm) instead of the fire (ātrəm). 
 
 The Pahlavi translators of B added in glosses further ritual prescriptions to 
those already found in the Avestan text. A high fire had to be kindled, and together 
with the binding of the barsom they prescribed the stōš ceremony during three 
days, the ceremony of the libations (Phl. zōhr yazišn) and the consecration of the 
drōn of Srōš. Afterwards another consecration of the drōn had to be performed, 
the mizd had to be given and the Āfrīnagān prayers had to be recited. 
 The stōš are the prayers and ceremonies in honour of the dead, said and 
performed by the relatives during the first three days after his death (Dhabhar 1932 
179, n.2), (Dhabhar 1963 121, n.4), (Williams 1990 2.150).  
 Phl. zōhr yazišn refer to libations consisting either of water or of fat. If 
water is implied here, it would prescribe the pouring of water over the barsom in 
the barsom ceremony, as it is mentioned by Modi (1922 266). On the contrary, if 
Phl. zōhr yazišn is applied to libations of fat, it can be related to the libations of 
cow’s fat offered to the fire on the dawn of the fourth day after the death, as we 
observe in the last testament of Dastur Nōširwan Marzabān Kermānī (Dhabhar 
1932 175)
2394
 and also in other New Persian Rivāyats (Dhabhar 1932 177). vid. 
(Kotwal 1969 98, n.7). According to the Dāmdād Nask, quoted in Šnš 12.5 (Kotwal 
1969 26-27), a high fire must be kindled and fueled with zōhr, that is, with a 
libation of cow’s fat, in the home where the relative has died, because the soul of 
the dead goes firstly to the nearest fire, then to the stars, then to the moon and then 
to the sun. 
 The drōn is the consecrated portion offered to the gods and in Pahlavi texts 
it specifies the wheaten bread shaped as thin round cakes. In the drōn of Srōš, 
where a xšnūman is dedicated to this god, six breads are consecrated in each of the 
five gāh during the three days which follow a death (Boyce & Kotwal 1971a 63-
64). By means of such offering the protection of Srōš is invoked against the demons 
which try to torment the dead. Regarding the offering and meaning of the drōn, 
vid. PRDd 56 and 58 in (Williams 1990 2.92-94, 2.94-104). 
According to Modi (1922 368-370) Phl. mizd is referred to the drōn, fruits, 
flowers, wine, milk, etc. offered, and specially to the fruits. According to Kotwal 
(1969 157), Phl. mizd are the fruits offered up during the stōm, āfrīnagān and drōn 
ceremonies and hence it designates these ceremonies themselves. 
During the offering of the drōn and the mizd the Āfrīnagān prayers were 
recited. For these ceremonies, vid. (Modi 1922 354-384). He (1922 370) reports that 
in Navsarī the word mizd eventually meant the ceremony of the Āfrīnagān. Since 
the manuscripts of the group β, which included the gloss where these ceremonies 
are mentioned, belong to the reformist school of Navsarī, it is not surprising that 




                                                 
2394
 In this text it is said that Ādur and the rest of Beneficent Immortals assist the soul when cow’s 
fat is offered as a libation to the fire on the dawn of the fourth day. 
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Av. ϑrišº (12.2b) 
In V 12.2 and its repetitions, both Av. ºfrasnāiti and ºfrasrūiti are nouns 
accompanied by the numeral Av. ϑriš “thrice” and can be interpreted either 
separately, as Geldner did, or as compounds +ϑriš.frasnāiti- and +ϑriš.frasrūiti- 
respectively. 
Multiplicatives were mainly used in verbal syntagms and also accompanied 
deverbative nouns as first element of bahuvrīhi compounds in both Old Indian and 
Avestan
2395
. With regards to Old Indian, Ved. sak t “once”, Ved. dvíṣ “twice” and 
Ved. tríṣ “thrice” appear as first element of compounds, for instance, in Ved. sak t-
s - “bringing forth once”, Ved. sak d-abhiṣuta- “pressed once”, Skr. dvir-ukta- 
“said twice”, Skr. tris-tāvā- “thrice as great” (Monier-Williams 1899 384, 506, 
1124). The only example where a multiplicative appears with substantives with –ti- 
is found in Skr. sak d-gati- “only a possibility” in a scholium to Pāṇ 7.1.50 
(Monier-Williams 1899 1124), but this is not a bahuvrīhi, but an endocentric 
tatpuruṣa. 
Concerning Avestan, YAv. hakərə  “once”, YAv. biš “twice”, YAv. ϑriš 
“thrice” and YAv. caϑruš “four times” is represented as a first element of bahuvrīhi 
compounds through the adjectives YAv. hakərə .gan- “killing once, killing by one 
blow” in Yt 14.15; YAv. bišāmrūta- “(formulas) to be said twice”; YAv. 
ϑrišāmrūta- “(formulas) to be said thrice” in V 10.2b, d, 7a, b, 9a, 15a and N 15.2 
(Kotwal & Kreyenbroek 1995 96-97); and YAv. caϑrušāmrūta- “(formulas) to be 
said four times” (Bartholomae 1904 579, 967, 1743) (Duchesne-Guillemin 1936 16, 
73, 122, 137). The only examples where a multiplicative is used with substantives 
with –ti- in Avestan would be +ϑriš.frasnāiti- and +ϑriš.frasrūiti-. 
As Wackernagel (1930 424) observed, sometimes Ved. dvíṣ- and tríṣ- are 
equivalent to dvi- and tri- respectively, like for example in Ved. trir-áśri- “three-
cornered” or Skr. dvir-aṁsaka- “having two shoulders”. Likewise Ved. catúr- 
means “four times” as well as “four”, like in Ved. cátur-aśri- “four-cornered”. This 
seems also to be the case of YAv. biš.hastrǝm “in two groups”, ϑriš.hastrǝm “in 
three groups” in N 13.2 (Kotwal & Kreyenbroek 1995 84-85) and YAv. 
ϑriš.uruuarā- “having three stalks” in N 90 (Waag 1941 97), where Av. biš and ϑriš 
are equivalent to bi- and ϑri-. 
 This use of multiplicatives in compounds as equivalents of cardinals seems 
to be a development from that of multiplicatives as first elements of deverbative 
nouns, like in +ϑriš.frasnāiti- and +ϑriš.frasrūiti-. 
 
 
Av. yazaēta, stərənaēta, baraēta (12.2c) 
 Morphologically these three prescriptive optatives can be interpreted either 
as 3rd. Sing. Pres. Mid. or as 2nd. Pl. Pres. Mid. The choice depends thus on textual 
parallels in a similar context or with the same verbs in Avestan. 
 Prescriptive optatives in this context are expressed by the following persons 
(Kellens 1984 299-304): 
                                                 
2395
 Multiplicatives as first element of compounds are found in Greek as well, like for instance in 




 a) Active 
 - 2nd. Sing.: aiβiiō. zaoϑ  “you must bring libations to the 
Waters” (Y 65.10); ϑrišum. barəsma. frastərənuii  “you must spread the third part 
of the barəsman-” (Yt 12.3). 
 - 3rd. Pl.: zaoϑr . hē. uzbāraiiən. airii hāuuō. barəsma. hē. stərənaiiən 
“the Aryan countries must bring libations for him, they must spread the barəsman- 
for him” (Yt 8.58). 
 b) Middle 
 - 2nd. Sing.: ana. mąm. yasna. yazaēša “you must worship me by means of 
this worship” (Yt 5.91). 
 
 In other verbs and contexts, and besides the 2nd. Sing. Act., 3rd. Pl. Act. 
and the 2nd. Sing. Mid., we also find the 3rd. Sing. Act. (isōi : Y 71.13; +nisrinuii
xuzjāmaiiōi i : V 14.16; cīšii : A 3.6), 3rd. Sing. Mid. (isaēta, i haēta: 
Yt 19.53) and 3rd. Pl. Mid. (frasnaiiaiiaṇta, pairi.ākaiiaiiaṇta: Yt 10.122), none of 
them used with any form of negation. 
 To summarise, in prescriptions the optative is used in 2nd. Sing. (both active 
and middle), 3rd. Sing. (both active and middle) and 3rd. Pl. Mid., but I have found 
no 2nd. Pl. Mid. 
 Now, since in this passage a 1st. Sing. person is asking, a 2nd. Sing. is 
expected in the answer and a 2nd. Pl. could have substituted it. Although Av. 
yazaēta, stərənaēta and baraēta could be the only cases where the 2nd. Pl. Pres. 
Opt. Mid. appear and are seemingly required by the context, I prefer to interpret 
them as 3rd. Sing. Pres. Opt. Mid. In my opinion, this morpho-syntactical 
discordance must be reflected in the translation. Indeed, it could help in the 
understanding of the compositional patterns of Vīdēvdād. 
 
 
Av. +vasō.upāiti. apąm. ... amə əṇtanąm (12.2d) 
Av. upāiti can be interpreted either as a verb or as a substantive. As a verb, it 
would be morphollogically a 3rd. Sing. Subj. Pres. Act. demanding an accusative. 
cf. V 5.2 (upa. tąm. vanąm. aēiti), V 13.28 (aētəm. ... āsištəm. zauruuānəm. upāiti), 
V 15.9 (yō. kainīnəm. upāiti), H 14.1 (kəm. aēm. ā ϑrapaitīm upaiiā  (Kotwal 
& Kreyenbroek 1992 68-69)) (Bartholomae 1904 150). But in V 12.2 ff. this alleged 
verb is accompanied by the Gen. Pl. apąm, uruuaranąm and amə
spəṇtanąm. Provided that Av. upāiti is understood as a personal verbal form, these 
genitives would have substituted expected accusatives. 
Bartholomae (1904 397-398) was aware of this problem and interpreted Av. 
upāiti as an infinitive, that is, a non-personal form, in order to avoid the 
unexpected use of the genitives. However, to my knowledge, there is no Avestan 
infinitive with the ending –ti (see Hoffmann & Forssman 1996 240-243). 
But Av. upāiti can be understood as the Instr. Sing. of an abstract noun with 
–ti-, as Spiegel (1864 292), who interpreted it as a compund +vasō.upāiti, already 
noticed. In such case, it is to be interpreted as Av. *upa-ā-iti, since Av. *upa-iti 
would have produced Av. *upaēti. cf. V 16.5 upaēta (Loc. Sing. of upaēti-). The 
main problem of Av. *upa-ā-iti is that the verb Av. upa + ā + aii-, from which it 
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would be formed, finds no parallel in Avestan. Nevertheless, this verb is attested in 
Vedic, for instance in RV 8.20.22 úpa ... bhrāt tvám yati “he attains brotherhood” 
or in RV 10.124.1 imáṁ no agna úpa yajñám éhi “come, o Agni, to this our 
sacrifice”. Therefore, the existence of Av. *upa-ā-iti, in spite of having no Avestan 
parallel, can be supported on account of the existence of the Vedic verb úpa+ +ay-. 
 I agree with Spiegel (1864 292), so that I interpret Av. ºupāiti as part of a 
compound +vasō.upāiti in Instr. Sing. also accompanied by a Gen. Pl. Therefore I 
prefer to emend Geldner’s and Bartholomae’s vasō. upāiti by means of a 
compound +vasō.upāiti. In support of this hypothesis one may adduce other 
compounds with Av. vasōº as a first element, mentioned by Duchesne-Guillemin 
(1936 193). Among them, OAv. - is worthy of mention, because it attests 
the same first element (OAv. º, YAv. vasōº) and the abstract iti- (from the same 
verbal root aii-) as its second element in Y 53.9 . So YAv. +vasō.upāiti- 
finds a good morphologic parallel in OAv. -. 
 On the other hand, I think that there is a syntactic parallelism between 
+ϑriš.frasnāiti- and +ϑriš.frasrūiti- + Gen. Pl. and +vasō.upāiti- + Gen. Pl., because 
in all these three cases we find compounds with an adverb as a first element and a 
substantive with –ti- as a second element, accompanied by a Gen. Pl. 
 Finally, I must explain my translation “with the coming of (+ Gen. Pl.) at 
will”. As we have seen, in RV 10.124.1 the Vedic verb úpa + + ay- appears in a 
ritual context to beg for the presence of Agni at the ceremony. Likewise, in V 12.2 
ff. Av. +vasō.upāiti implies the coming of the waters, the plants and the Beneficent 
Immortals at will in the ritual of purification that cleanses the house. The relatives 
of the dead perform the lustration, and then the waters, the plants and the 













































|a| “And when the son dies or the daughter dies, |b| how long must they 
wait (because) of them (before entering into the house), the father with 
regard to his son, the mother with regard to her daughter? |c| How long 
for the pious? How long for the tanu.pərəϑa- sinners?” |d| And Ahura 
                                                 
2396
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . B2, T46, L5, FK1, (G); R1 . L1, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9 
ẏ  
2397
 K2, G25a, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); F10 
purϑrō; P1 pōϑrō 
2398
 F10, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2 para.iriϑiiata; G25a para.iriϑiieita; 
T44 para.iriϑiiaeti; R3 para.iriϑaiiata; Br1 pairiϑiieiti; E4 pərə.iriϑiiaite; L5 pairi.ərəϑiiaete; FK1 
pairi.iriϑiiaieti 
2399
 G25a, F10, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2 dugda; L5 
dugaδa; FK1 duγaδa 
2400
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); R3 
dugdavā 
2401
 F10, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2 para.iriϑaiiata; G25a, R3 
para.iriϑiiata; T44 para.iriϑiiaeti; Br1 pairiϑiieiti; E4 para.airiϑiiaete; L5 para.iri.ϑiiaete; FK1 
pairi.iriϑiiaeti 
2402
 Mf2; K2, G25a, F10, R3 . R278, FK1 . K9 aēš ; T44 . L1, B2, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 aeš ; R1 . 
T46, P1 aešąm; (G)  
2403
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, F10, T44, R3 . E4, L5, FK1 . K9 upa.m nii n; G25a . L1, B2, Br1, L2, 
G42 upa.m naii n; R278 upa.m ən; (G) upa.mąnaiiən 
2404
 T46, L2, G42, E4, (G); K2, F10, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9 paiti; G25a 
paitō; R3 paita 
2405
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); T46 
pϑrəm 
2406
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9, (G); Mf2 
māca 
2407
 G25a, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2, R3 . L5 dugδarəm; 
F10 duγδrəm; FK1 duγaδrəm 
2408
 Mf2; K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . K9 dahman m; R1 . T46, P1, (G) 
dahmanąm; L1 dahman m. upa.m n; E4 dahaman m; FK1 da in m 
2409
 R1 . Mf2, (G); K2 tanu.pərəϑn m; G25a, R3 . R278, L2, G42, L5 . K9 tanu.pərəϑan m; F10, T44 
. L1, B2, Br1, E4 tanupərəϑan m; T46 tanupərəϑnąm; P1 tanupərəϑanąm; FK1 tanu.pairəϑan m 
2410
 K2, G25a, F10, R1 . B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1, (G); T44 ┤  
├; R3 「tā」 ; L1, P1 . Mf2 ; K9「tā」┤ ├ 
2411
 R1 (-a- scratched) . L1, B2, T46, P1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2 ϑristəmc nąm; G25a, F10, T44, 
R3 ϑristəm; R278 ϑrəsatəm; Br1 ϑrisatəm; E4 ┤ϑrisatəm. ... tanu.pərəϑanąm├; L5 ϑaristəm; FK1 
ϑraista 
2412
 Mf2; K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42 in the left margin . K9 dahman m; 
R1 . T46, P1, (G) dahmanąm; L5 dahaman m; FK1 da a.n m 
2413
 R1 . L1, R278, P1, L2, FK1 . Mf2; K2 xšauuastīm; G25a xšauuastīm; F10, T44, R3 . Br1 
xšuuastīm; B2 xšuuištūm; T46 xšuuištīm; G42 xšuuistīm; L5 xaš auuaštīm; K9 xšauuštīm; (G) 
 
2414
 R1 . P1 . Mf2, (G); K2, R3 tanu.pərəϑn m; G25a, T44 . L1, R278, G42, L5 . K9 tanu.pərəϑan m; 
F10 tanupərəϑn m; B2, Br1, L2 tanupərəϑan m; T46 tanupərəϑnąm; FK1 tanu.pairitan m 
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Mazdā said: “Thirty (days) for the pious, sixty for the tanu.pərəϑa- 
sinners.” 
 
A. |a| ADYN' MNW BRE
2415
 BRA YMYTWN-yt BRTE
2416
 ʾywp BRA YMYTWN-
yt |b| cnd OLE-šʾn' QDM KTLWN-d
2417
 pyt MN BRE mʾtl MN dwht'
2418
 |c| cnd 
dhmʾn' cnd tnʾpwhlkʾn'
2419
 |d| AP-š gwpt ʾwhrmẕd
2420






B. |a| ADYN' MNW BRE BRA YMYTWN-yt'
2423
 ʾywp BRTE BRA YMYTWN-
yt' |b| OD cnd OLE-šʾn' QDM KTLWN-yt
2424
 [AYḴ ḆYN ZK mʾn' mʾnšn' 
OḆYDWN-yt W ʾpstʾk KRYTWN-yt'] pyt MN BRE mʾtl MN dwht |c| OD cnd 











A. |a| ēg kē pus bē mīrēd duxt ayāb bē mīrēd |b| čand awēšān abar mānēnd pid az 
pus mādar az duxt |c| čand dahmān čand tanāpuhlagān |d| u-š guft ohrmazd sīh 
dahmān šast tanāpuhlagān 
 
B. |a| ēg kē pus bē mīrēd ayāb duxt bē mīrēd |b| tā čand awēšān abar mānēd [kū 
andar ān mān mānišn kunēd ud abastāg xwānēd] pid az pus mādar az duxt |c| tā 
čand dahmān rāy tā čand xtanāpuhlagān rāy |d| u-š guft ohrmazd sīh rōz dahmān 
šast rōz tanāpuhlagān [gāhān ay abastāg xwānēnd] 
 
A. |a| “When the son dies or the daughter dies, |b| how long must they wait 
(because of) them (before entering into the house), the father with regard to his 
son, the mother with regard to her daughter? |c| How long for the pious? How 
long for the tanāpuhl sinners?” |d| And Ohrmazd said: “Thirty (days) for the 
pious, sixty for the tanāpuhl sinners.” 
 
B. |a| “When the son dies or the daughter dies, |b| how long must (one) wait 
(because of) them (before entering into the house) [that is, he waits in that house 
and recites the Abastāg], the father with regard to his son, the mother with regard 
to her daughter? |c| How long for the pious? How long for the tanāpuhl sinners?” 
                                                 
2415
 K2, G25a, R1, (Jmp); R3 ┤BRE├ 
2416
 R1, (Jmp); K2, G25a, R3 BRRTE 
2417
 K2, G25a, R3, (Jmp); R1 KTLWN-t 
2418
 K2, R1, R3, (Jmp); G25a dwhtl 
2419
 (Jmp); K2, G25a, R1 tnʾpwlgʾn'; R3 tnʾpw lgʾn' 
2420
 K2, G25a, (Jmp); R1, R3 ┤ʾwhrmẕd├ 
2421
 K2, G25a, R1, (Jmp); R3 80 
2422
 (Jmp); K2, G25a, R3 tnʾpwlgʾn; R1 tnʾpwlgʾn' 
2423
 T44; F10 YMYTW-yt 
2424
 T44; F10, T44 under the line NTLWN-yt 
2425
 T44; F10 W 60 
2426
 F10; T44 tnʾpwlgʾn' 
2427
 F10; T44 AYḴ 
2428
 F10; T44 KLYTWN-dt' 
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|d| And Ohrmazd said: “Thirty days for the pious, sixty days for the tanāpuhl 




Phl. gāhān ay abastāg xwānēnd (12.3d) 
 It is noteworthy that this gloss appears after the prescribed days of waiting, 
since it does not appear in V 12.1 and 12.5, where the same number of days is 
prescribed. 
 This gloss could indicate that the Gāϑās, i.e. the Abastāg, must be recited 
after this period of waiting. Nevertheless, the recitation of the Gāϑās is prescribed 
in V 12.2 ff. as part of the ceremony of purification. So here this prescription makes 
no sense. 
 In my opinion, this gloss is misplaced, maybe in one of the copies from 
which the manuscripts of the group B stem. This gloss is more understandable if 
we replace it after 12.2b gāhān frāz srāyēd [ay gāhān wēš xwānēd tā sē rōz]. In 
such case, this would be the expected text of this passage: 
gāhān frāz srāyēd [ay gāhān wēš xwānēd tā sē rōz] [gāhān ay abastāg 
xwānēnd] 
“you will recite the Gāϑās [that is, he will recite the Gāϑās during three more 
days] [they will recite the Gāϑās, namely the Abastāg]” 
 
Another possibility is that it could have been misplaced from the preceding 
passage of 12.3b. In such case, this is the reconstructed text of this passage: 
tā čand awēšān abar mānēd [kū andar ān mān mānišn kunēd ud abastāg 
xwānēd] [gāhān ay abastāg xwānēnd] 
“how long must (one) wait (because of) them (before entering into the house) 
[that is, he waits in that house and recites the Abastāg] [they will recite the Gāϑās, 
namely the Abastāg]” 
 
In any case it is evident that the Pahlavi translators of B understood that the 




































































                                                 
2429
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); E4 
┤dātarə. ... ├ 
2430
 Mf2; K2, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46 . K9 「tā」┤gāeϑanąm. astuuaitinąm├; G25a, F10, T44 . 
FK1 ┤gāeϑanąm. astuuaitinąm. a ├; P1 ┤gāeϑanąm. astuuaitinąm├; Br1, L2, G42, L5「tā」
┤gāeϑanąm. astuuaitinąm. a ├; (G) ┤gaēϑanąm. ... zaraϑuštra├ 
2431
 Mf2 astuuaitanąm 
2432
 K2, G25a, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, P1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; F10 . L5, FK1 namānəm; T46 
nmā.nəm; Br1 namānəm 
2433
 K2, F10, R3 . Br1, L2, L5 yaoždaϑāmi; G25a, R1 . G42 ẏaoždaϑāmi; T44 . FK1 yaoždaϑāma; 
L1, B2, R278, T46, P1 ẏaōždaϑāmi; Mf2, K9 ẏaōždaϑāme 
2434
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1; Mf2, K9 bīn 
2435
 K2 . Br1, L2; G25a yaoždāti; F10 . L5, FK1 yaoždāiti; T44 yaoždāita; R1 ẏaoždāta; R3 
bunyaoždāta; L1, R278, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; B2, T46 yaōždāta; G42 ẏaoždāiti 
2436
 K2, G25a . B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, FK1; F10, T44, R1 (with a blank) ┤ ├; 
R3 「tā」 ; L1, T46, P1 . Mf2 ; L5 ; K9 「tā」┤ ├ 
2437
 G25a, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5; K2 ϑriš.frasnāiti; T44 . E4 
ϑriš.frasnāita; L5 ϑariš.frasnāiti; FK1 ϑraš.frašnaita; Mf2, K9 ϑrīš.frasnāiti 
2438
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . K9 tanun m; 
FK1 tanu.n m 
2439
 K2, G25a, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2, K9; F10, T44 ┤ϑriš.frasnāiti. ... 
spəṇtanąm├; P1 ϑriš.ϑriš.frasnāiti; E4 ϑraš.frašnāita; FK1 ϑraiš.frašnāiti; Mf2, K9 ϑrīš.frasnāiti 
2440
 R1 . P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42 . K9 vastran m; R3 vastarn m; T46 
vastaranąm; L5 vastaran m; E4, FK1 vastarən m 
2441
 G25a . B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42; K2, R3 ϑriš.frasruuata; R1 ϑriš.frasnuuata; L1, P1 
ϑriš.frsrūiti; E4 ϑraš.fra.srūta; L5 ϑariš.frisarauuaiti; FK1 ϑraiša.fraisrūta; Mf2, K9 ϑrīš.frasrīiti 
2442
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 
gāϑan m 
2443
 K2, G25a, R1 . B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9; L1, P1, E4, L5  
2444
 R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; K2, G25a . E4, L5, FK1 ātarəm; R3 
əm 
2445
 K2, G25a, R3 . Br1, L5, FK1 yazata; R1 . G42 ẏazata; L1, L2 yazaeta; B2 yazaita; R278, P1 
ẏazaeta; T46 yazaita; E4 yazaete; Mf2, K9 ẏazaēta 
2446
 G25a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9; K2, R1 . FK1 barasma; R3 
barsma 
2447
 Mf2, K9; K2, R3 starəniti; G25a strəniti; R1 starənaeta; L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 stərənaeta; 
R278 astərənaeta; E4 starənaiti; L5 starənaete; FK1 staranaiti 
2448
 K2, G25a, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; E4 aβiiō 
2449
 K2, G25a, R1, R3; L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 vaŋuhibiiō; T46 vaŋhuibiiō; 
Mf2 vaŋhī.biiō; K9 vaŋhībiiō 
2450
 K2, G25a, R1 . B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5; L1, T46, P1 . Mf2, K9 zaōϑ ; FK1 zaoϑrāi 
2451
 Mf2, K9; K2, G25a, R1 . L5 baraiti; R3 zaoϑ ; L1, P1 baraita; B2, R278, T46, L2, G42 
baraeta; Br1 barəaeta; E4 barəte; FK1 barati 
2452
 R3 . G42, L5, FK1; K2 yaždāta; G25a, R1 . T46, Br1, L2 ẏaoždāta; L1, B2, R278, P1 . Mf2, K9 




















|a| “Maker, Righteous, |b| how should I purify the house? How will 
they be purified?” |c| And Ahura Mazdā said: “By the washing of their 
bodies thrice, by the washing of their clothes thrice, by the recitation of 
the Gāϑās thrice. He must worship this our fire, he must spread the 
barəsman-, he must bring libations to the good Waters. Then the houses 
will be purified with the coming of the waters at will, with the coming 
of the plants at will, with the coming of the Beneficent Immortals at 
will, o Spitama Zaraϑuštra.” 
 






 |b| cygwn mʾn' ywšdʾslynyt
2468
 cygwn 
YHWWN-t DKYA |c| AP-š
2469
 gwpt ʾwhrmẕd 3 bʾl HLLWN-yt tn'
2470




















 ŠPYL zwhl bld |e| ywšdʾsl
2480
 AHL YHWWN-t mʾn' 
                                                                                                                                               
2453
 G25a . Mf2, K9; K2, R1, R3 . L5, FK1 pascaiti; L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42 pascaeta; T46, E4 
pascaita 
2454
 K2, G25a, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; Mf2, K9 bīn 
2455
 R1 . B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; K2, G25a, R3 nmāne; L1, P1 nmān; E4, L5, FK1 
namāne 
2456
 K2, G25a, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; R3 vsō.upāiti; E4 
vasō.upāita 
2457
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 ap m 
2458
 K2, G25a, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2; R3 vsō.upāiti; E4 
vasō.upāita; K9 vasō.aupāiti 
2459
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2; K2 uruuar m; G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . K9 
uruuaran m; FK1 uruuarain m 
2460
 K2, G25a, R1 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; R3 vsō.upāiti; L1 vasō.upāi; 
E4 vasō.upāita 
2461
 R1; K2, R3 . R278, E4, FK1 . K9 aməšn m; G25a amə m; L1 amišn m; B2, Br1, L2, G42 
aməšan m; T46 . Mf2 aməšanąm; P1 amišnąm; L5 aməsn m 
2462
 R1 . T46, P1; K2, R3 . L1, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . K9 spəṇtan m; G25a . L5 spiṇtan m; 
B2 spəntan m; Mf2 spəṇatanąm 
2463
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2; R3 spətma; E4 spətama; 
FK1 spita 
2464
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2; R3 zarϑuštar; P1 . K9 
spitamazaraϑuštara; E4 zraϑuštara; L5 zaraϑuštara. Here onwards L1 and P1 repeat V 12.3-4. 
2465
 K2, R3 ghʾn'; G25a, R1 ghʾn; (Jmp) ┤gyhʾn' ... ʾhlwb'├  
2466
 K2, G25a; R1, R3 ʾst ʾwmndʾn 
2467
 G25a; K2, R1, R3 ʾhlwby 
2468
 R1, (Jmp); K2, R3 ʾywydʾslynyt; G25a ʾywšdʾslynyt 
2469
 K2, (Jmp); G25a, R1, R3 ┤ -š gwpt ʾwhrmẕd├ 
2470
 (Jmp); K2, R1, R3 tn'hl; G25a tn'hl 
2471
 K2, G25a, R1, R3; (Jmp) wstlg 
2472
 K2, G25a, R1, (Jmp); R3 bār 
2473
 G25a, R1, R3, (Jmp); K2 HLLWN-yt prʾc 
2474
 G25a, R1, (Jmp); K2, R3 gʾsʾn'y 
2475
 K2, R1, R3, (Jmp); G25a YḎBHWN-m (G25b -t) 
2476
 K2, R1, R3, (Jmp); G25a blšm 
2477

























 |b| cygwn mʾn' ywšdʾslynm
2491
 W cygwn YHWWN-t ywšdʾsl |b| cygwn 
npšt' 
 
A. |a| dādār xgēhān astōmandān ahlaw |b| čīyōn mān yōǰdāsrēnēd čīyōn būd pāk |c| 
u-š guft ohrmazd sē bār šōyēd tan sē bār šōyēd wastaraγ sē bār frāz srāyēd gāhān |d| 
ēn nūn ātaxš yazēd barsom xbandēd āb ī weh zōhr bard |e| yōǰdāsr pas būd mān 
kāmag rawd āb kāmag rawd urwar kāmag rawd amahraspandān spitāmān 
zarduxšt 
 
B. |a| dādār |b| čīyōn mān yōǰdāsrēnam ud čīyōn būd yōǰdāsr |c| čīyōn nibišt 
 
A. |a| “Maker of the material creatures, Righteous, |b| how will he purify the 
house? How will it be purified?” |c| And Ohrmazd said: “He will wash his body 
thrice, he will wash his clothes thrice, he will recite the Gāϑās thrice. |d| He will 
worship this fire now, he will bind the barsom, he will bring libations to the good 
Waters. Then the house will be purified. The waters will enter at will, the plants 
will enter at will, the Beneficent Immortals will enter at will, o Spitāmān 
Zarduxšt.” 
 




                                                                                                                                               
2478
 G25a; K2, R1, R3, (Jmp) ʾp 
2479
 (Jmp); K2, G25a, R1, R3 ┤y├ 
2480
 R1, (Jmp); K2, R3 ʾywydʾsl; G25a ʾywšdʾsl 
2481
 K2, R1, R3, (Jmp); G25a Wkʾmk 
2482
 R3; K2 /blank/ ┤SGYTWN-d├; G25a SGYTWN-d; R1 lpt; (Jmp) ┤SGYTWN-d├ 
2483
 K2, G25a, R1, (Jmp); R3 kʾm' 
2484
 R3; K2 /blank/ ┤lpd├; G25a lwt; R1 lpt; (Jmp) ┤lpd├ 
2485
 K2, G25a, R1, (Jmp); R3 ʾwllw 
2486
 R3; K2 /blank/ ┤SGYTWN-d├; G25a SGYTWN-d; R1 lpt; (Jmp) ┤SGYTWN-d├ 
2487
 G25a, R1; K2, R3 ʾmhrspnd; (Jmp) ʾmšrspndʾn' 
2488
 G25a, (Jmp); K2, R3 spytmʾn; R1 ʾy spytʾmʾn' 
2489
 G25a, R1; K2, R3, (Jmp) zltwšt 
2490
 T44; F10 ┤dʾtʾl├ 
2491

















































                                                 
2492
 G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . K9, (G); K2 
brāta. para.iriϑaiiata. aŋha. vā. para.iriϑaiiata. ADYN' MNW ; E4  ; 
Mf2  
2493
 K2, F10, T44 . B2, T46, E4, L5, FK1, (G); G25a, R1 . L1, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9 ẏ ; 
R3 yada 
2494
 K2, G25a, R3 . B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, (G); F10, T44, R1 . L1, R278, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 
barāta 
2495
 G25a, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, (G); K2 para.iriiaeϑiiata; F10 
pari.iriϑiiaeti; T44 para.iriϑiiaeti; R3 para.iraeϑiiata; E4 pərəaira.ϑiiaeti; L5 pairi.ϑiiete; FK1 
pairi.iriϑiiaiti; K9 para.iriϑiieϑe 
2496
 T44 in the right margin, (G); K2, G25a, F10, R1 . B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9 aŋha; 
R278 ┤xvaŋha. vā. para.iriϑiieiti├; L5 ; FK1 aŋhe 
2497
 K2, G25a, F10, T44 in the right margin, R1 . B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); 
R3 . L1, P1 aŋhavā 
2498
 K2, G25a, F10, R1, R3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); T44 writes para.iriϑiiaeta 
in the right margin; E4 para.iriϑiieti; L5 para.iriϑiiaete; FK1 pairə.airiϑiiaiti 
2499
 Mf2; K2, G25a, F10, R3 . R278, FK1 . K9 aēš m; T44 . L1, B2, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 aeš m; R1 . 
T46, P1 aešąm; (G) m 
2500
 R1 (second -a- scratched) . T46, P1; K2, F10, T44 . E4, FK1 upa.m nii n; G25a . L1, B2, R278, 
Br1, L2, G42, L5 . K9 upa.m naii n; Mf2 upa.mąnaiiąmn; (G) upa.mąnaiiən 
2501
 K2, G25a, R1 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, (G); F10, T44 . R278, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9 
barāta; R3 upamąniiąnbarāta 
2502
 (G); K2, R1, R3 . E4 . K9 aŋhrəm; G25a, F10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2 
aŋharəm; T44 . FK1 aŋrəm 
2503
 (G); K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9 aŋha; E4 
aŋhe; FK1 xaŋhe 
2504
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L5 
 
2505
 R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, (G); K2, G25a . Br1, L2, G42 brātrəm; F10, T44, R1 (second -a- 
scratched) . E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9 barātarəm 
2506
 Mf2; K2 aēš m. dahman m; G25a, F10, T44 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . K9 dahman m; 
R1 . T46, P1, (G) dahmanąm; R3 dahmn m; L5 dahaman m; FK1 da an m 
2507
 R1 . P1 . Mf2, (G); K2, T44 . L1, R278, L2, G42, L5 . K9 tanu.pərəϑan m; G25a, F10, R3 . B2, 
Br1, E4 tanupərəϑan m; T46 tanupərəϑanąm; FK1 tanu.pairiϑan m 
2508
 K2, G25a, R3 . B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1, (G); F10, T44, R1 (with a blank) ┤
├; L1, P1 . Mf2 ; L5 ; K9 「tā」┤ ├ 
2509
 G25a . L1, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2, F10, T44, R1, R3 . R278, E4 ϑristəm; B2 ϑrist 
/blank/ əm; T46, L5 ϑrista; FK1 ϑraišt (-t added later) frašnāiti 
2510
 G42 . Mf2; K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, E4, L5 . K9 dahman m; R1 . T46, 
P1, (G) dahmanąm; FK1 m (correcting a previous tanun m) 
2511
 F10, R1 . R278, Br1, L2, E4 . K9; K2, T44, R3 . G42 xšuuastīm; G25a . L1, P1 xšauuastīm; B2, 
T46 xšuuištīm; L5 xašauuaštīm; FK1 ašuuaštīm ( - correcting a previous d-); Mf2 xšauuaštīm; (G) 
 
2512
 R1 . P1 . Mf2, (G); K2 tanu.pərəϑn m; G25a, F10 . B2, E4 tanupərəϑan m; T44 . L1, R278, Br1, 
L2, G42, L5 . K9 tanu.pərəϑan m; R3 tanupərəϑn m; T46 tanupərəϑnąm; FK1 tanu.parəϑan m 
 384 
|a| “And when the brother dies or the sister dies, |b| how long must 
(one) wait (because) of them (before entering into the house), the 
brother with regard to his sister, the sister with regard to her brother? 
|c| How long for the pious? How long for the tanu.pərəϑa- sinners?” |d| 
And Ahura Mazdā said: “Thirty (days) for the pious, sixty for the 
tanu.pərəϑa- sinners.” 
 






















 |d| AP-š gwpt' ʾwhrmẕd 






 MNW BLWL BRA YMYTWN-yt' ʾywp AHTE
2525
 BRA 







 |c| OD cnd dhmʾn' OD cnd tnʾpwhlgʾn'
2529







A. |a| ēg kē brādar bē mīrēd xwah ayāb bē mīrēd |b| čand awēšān abar mānēnd 
brādar az ān brādar brādar az brād |c| čand dahmān čand tanāpuhlagān |d| u-š guft 
ohrmazd sīh dahmān šast  tanāpuhlagān 
 
B. |a| ēg kē brādar bē mīrēd ayāb xwah bē mīrēd |b| tā čand awēšān abar mānd 
brādar az brādar brādar az brād |c| tā čand dahmān tā čand tanāpuhlagān |d| u-š 
guft ohrmazd sīh dahmān šast xtanāpuhlagān 
 
A, B. |a| “When the brother dies or the sister dies, |b| how long must they wait 
(because of) them (before entering into the house), the brother with regard to his 
sister, the sister with regard to her brother? |c| How long for the pious? How long 
                                                 
2513
 K2, G25a, R1, (Jmp); R3 BARA 
2514
 R1; K2, R3, (Jmp) AHT'E; G25a  
2515
 G25a, R3, (Jmp); K2 ʾy ʾywp; R1 ʾy ʾywp 
2516
 K2, R1, R3, (Jmp); G25a ┤ZK├ 
2517
 K2, R1, R3, (Jmp); G25a hwʾhl 
2518
 K2, R1, R3, (Jmp); G25a hwʾhl 
2519
 K2, G25a, R1; R3 bly yt; (Jmp) ZK blʾt 
2520
 K2, G25a, R1, (Jmp); R3 cnnd 
2521
 K2, G25a, R1, (Jmp); R3 cndd 
2522
 G25a; K2, R1, R3 tnʾpwlgʾn'; (Jmp) tnʾpwhlgʾn 
2523
 (Jmp); K2, G25a, R1, R3 tnʾpwlgʾn' 
2524
 F10; T44 cADYN' 
2525
 F10; T44 AHT'E 
2526
 T44; F10 ZK y AH-dl 
2527
 T44; F10 AH-dl 
2528
 T44; F10 ZK blʾt 
2529
 F10; T44 tnʾpwlgʾn' 
2530
 F10; T44 dʾhmʾn' 
2531
 T44; F10 W 60 
 385 
for the tanāpuhl sinners?” |d| And Ohrmazd said: “Thirty (days) for the pious, 




Phl. <BLWL> (12.5a-b) 
 This rare form translates Av. brāta, that is, the Nom. Sing. of Av. brātar-, 
while the usual Phl. <blʾt> is used for its Acc. Sing. brātarəm in V 12.5. 
 As Dan Sheffield has told me by e-mail (29-1-2009, 6:52 p.m.), this writing 
is attested in some manuscripts of the Frahang ī Pahlawīg in the passage 11.13 
(Utas 1988 9, 46) after <AH>, <blʾt'>, <blʾtl> brād, brādar; in the VīD 21.1 of his 
edition (under preparation), with the variant <blwwl>; in the text Sē wināh ī 
wuzurg of the manuscript MU29 at the bottom of p. 58, with the variant <blwl 
LWTE blwl> (Mazdāpūr 1999 218); and in the PT of the Xwaršēd Nyāyišn in the 
manuscript Cod. Zend. 49 (Junker 1914 48). 
 Junker (1914) derived <blwl> from a Caspian dialectal variant, specifically 
from the Gabrī dialect, where Phl. brādar developed into /bror/ and therefore was 
written <blwl>
2532
. Moreover, he added other examples from the Frahang ī 
Pahlawīg where traces of the Gabrī dialect are found, so that his explanation for 
the presence of the variant <blwl> in some manuscripts of the Frahang ī Pahlawīg 
can be in no doubt, or at least for very likely. 
 Therefore, <blwl> /bror/ represented the Gabrī variant of Phl. brādar and 
slipped into some Pahlavi texts from the Frahang ī Pahlawīg. This is confirmed by 
the PT of the Xwaršēd Nyāyišn in the manuscript Cod. Zend. 49, whose Pahlavi 
translator, according to Bartholomae (1915 15-31) was well acquainted with the 
Frahang ī Pahlawīg. Likewise, the Pahlavi translators of V 12 surely used a similar 
frahang where <blwl> was written instead of <blʾt(l)>, so that the variant <blwl> 
of this frahang slipped into their PTs. Since they did not understand that <blwl> 
was a dialectal variant instead of Phl. <blʾtl>, they just reproduced it as a pseudo-








                                                 
2532
 cf. the variants bəro-ar “brother” in the Tālešī dialect of Māsule, bərar “brother” in Gilakī 
(Lecoq 1989  299, 305) and Pa tō wror < Proto-Pa tō  (Dir. Sing.) < OIr. *brātar(am) 


































































                                                 
2533
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L1 
┤dātarə├ 
2534
 Mf2; K2 . L1, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . K9 「tā」┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm. a ├; G25a, 
F10, T44, R1 . FK1 ┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm. a ├; R3 . R278 「 tā 」 ┤gaēϑanąm. 
astuuaitinąm├; B2 gaiϑan m; T46 gaeϑanąm; (G) ┤gaēϑanąm. ... zaraϑuštra├ 
2535
 Mf2 astuuaitanąm; T46 stuuaitinąm; B2 stuuaitan  
2536
 K2, G25a, T44, R1 . L1, B2, P1, Br1, L2 . Mf2; F10, R3 . R278, T46, E4, L5, FK1 namānəm 
2537
 K2 yaoždāmi; G25a yōždaϑāmi; F10, T44, R3 . Br1, L2, L5 yaoždaϑāmi; R1 . T46, G42 
ẏaoždaϑāmi; L1, B2, R278, P1 ẏaōždaϑāmi; E4 yaožδaϑāma; FK1 yaoždaϑāma; Mf2, K9 
ẏaōždaϑāme 
2538
 K2, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; G25a kuϑaa; F10 
┤kuϑa. ... spəṇtanąm├; T44 ┤kuϑa. ... zaraϑuštra├ 
2539
 G25a, R1, R3 . L1, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; K2 baun; B2, T46 . K9 būn; Mf2 bīn 
2540
 K2 . T46, Br1, L2, G42; G25a ẏaoždāiti; R1 ẏaoždāta; R3 yōaoždāta; L1, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; 
B2, R278 yaōždāta; E4 yaožδāta; L5, FK1 yaoždāiti 
2541
 K2, G25a . B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; R1 (with a blank) ┤ ├; R3 
「tā」 ; L1, R278, P1 . Mf2 ; K9 「tā」┤ ├ 
2542
 K2, G25a, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42; E4 ϑriš.frašnāita; L5 ϑariš.frašnāiti; 
FK1 ϑraiš.fraš.nāiti; Mf2, K9 ϑrīš.frasnāiti 
2543
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a, T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 tanun m 
2544
 G25a, R1, R3 . L1, B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; K2 ϑriš.frasnāniti; R278 ϑriš.frašnāiti; P1 
ϑiriš.frasnāiti; E4 ϑraš.frašnāita; L5 ϑariš.frasnāiti; FK1 ϑraiš.frasnāita; Mf2, K9 ϑrīš.frasnāiti 
2545
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42 . K9 vastran m; E4, FK1 
vastarən m; L5 vastaran m 
2546
 G25a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42; K2, R3 ϑriš.frasruuata; R1 ϑriš.frūiti; Br1 
ϑrisš.frasrūiti; E4 ϑriš.frasrūta; L5 ϑariš.frasaruuaiti; FK1 ϑraš.frasrūti; Mf2 ϑrīš.frasrīiti; K9 
ϑrīš.frasruuaiti 
2547
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2 gāϑn m; G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 gāϑan m; 
R1 gātanąm 
2548
 K2, G25a, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2; R3 . E4, L5, FK1 . K9  
2549
 K2, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, E4 . Mf2, K9; G25a, R1 . L5 ātarəm; G42 ātrəmn; FK1 
ātənr meamnō. ātarəm 
2550
 K2, G25a, R3 . R278, T46, L5, FK1 yazata; R1 . L1, P1 ẏazata; B2, Br1, L2 yazaeta; G42 
ẏazaeta; E4 yazta; Mf2 ẏazaēita; K9 ẏazaēta 
2551
 G25a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9; K2 brsma; R1 brasma; R3 
barsma; FK1 barasmaē 
2552
 K9; K2, G25a, R1, R3 starənaiti; L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 stərənaeta; R278 stərənata; E4 
starənaite; L5 starənaete; FK1 stariniti; Mf2 stərənaēita 
2553
 K2, G25a, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9; FK1 aivīō 
2554
 K2 above the line, G25a, R1, R3; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 vaŋuhibiiō; 
Mf2, K9 vaŋhībiiō 
2555
 K2, G25a, R1, R3 . B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1; L1 zaōϑ ; P1 . Mf2, K9 zaōϑ  
2556
 Mf2, K9; K2 barata; G25a, R1 . Br1 baraiti; R3 baraita; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42 baraeta; 




















|a| “Maker, Righteous, |b| how should I purify the house? How will 
they be purified?” And Ahura Mazdā said: “By the washing of their 
bodies thrice, by the washing of their clothes thrice, by the recitation of 
the Gāϑās thrice. He must worship this our fire, he must spread the 
barəsman-, he must bring libations to the good Waters. Then the houses 
will be purified with the coming of the waters at will, with the coming 
of the plants at will, with the coming of the Beneficent Immortals at 
will, o Spitama Zaraϑuštra.” 
 

















 3 bʾl 
HLLWN-yt wstlγ
2578
 3 bʾl prʾc
2579




 ʾthš ycyt blswm
2582
 
                                                                                                                                               
2557
 K2, R3 . L2, L5, FK1; G25a ẏaoždāiti; R1 . B2, R278, T46, Br1, G42 ẏaoždāta; L1, P1 . Mf2, K9 
ẏaōždāta; E4 ẏaožδāta 
2558
 G25a . Mf2, K9; K2 . FK1 pascaiti; R1 pascaeti; R3 pascaēti; L1, B2, P1, Br1, L2, G42 pascaeta; 
R278, T46 pascaita; E4 pascata; L5 pascaete 
2559
 K2, G25a, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; Mf2 bīn; K9 būn 
2560
 K2, G25a, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; G25a nmāne; R3 namāna; Br1 
nmāmna; E4, L5, FK1 namāne 
2561
 K2, G25a, R1, R3 . L1, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9; B2 vōasō.upāiti; E4 
vasō.upāita; L5 vašō.upāiti 
2562
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a, T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 ap m 
2563
 K2, G25a, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2 above the line, K9; E4 
vasō.upāita 
2564
 R1 . T46, P1; K2, G25a uruuar m; R3 . L1, B2, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 uruuaran m; 
R278 uruuarn m; Mf2 uruuaranąm 
2565
 K2, G25a, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . K9; E4, FK1 vasō.upāita; Mf2 
vasō.upaāiti 
2566
 R1; K2, R3 . R278, E4, L5 . K9 aməšn m; G25a amə m; L1, B2, Br1, L2, G42 aməšan m; 
T46, P1 . Mf2 aməšanąm; FK1 amišn m 
2567
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a, R3 . B2, R278, T46, P1, G42, FK1 . K9 spəṇtan m; L5 spiṇtan m 
2568
 F10, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2, K9; K2 spaitama; G25a spətama; E4 
spaitama 
2569
 K2, G25a, F10, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; R3 spətamazaraϑuštara; E4 
zraϑuštara; L5 zaraϑuštara; FK1 spitamaizaraϑuštra 
2570
 G25a; K2, R3 ghʾn'; R1, (Jmp) ┤gyhʾn' ... ʾhlwb'├  
2571
 G25a; K2 ʾstʾwmndʾn; R3 ʾst ʾwmndʾn 
2572
 G25a; K2, R3 ʾhlwby 
2573
 R1, (Jmp); K2, R3 ʾywydʾslynyt; G25a ʾywydʾslynyt 
2574
 K2, R1, R3, (Jmp); G25a  
2575
 (Jmp); K2, R3 ʾywydʾsl; G25a ʾywydʾsl; R1 ywšdʾslynst 
2576
 K2, G25a, R1, R3 tn'hl; (Jmp) HLLWN-yt 
2577
 K2, G25a, R1, R3; (Jmp) tn' 
2578
 K2, G25a, R1, R3; (Jmp) wstlg 
2579
 K2, G25a, R1, (Jmp); R3 pyʾc 
2580
 K2, G25a, R1, (Jmp); R3 ẔNM 
2581
 G25a, R1, R3; K2, (Jmp) ┤KON├ 
2582




 y ŠPYL zwhl bld ywšdʾsl
2584
 |d| AHL YHWWN-t' ZK mʾn' kʾmk 














A. |a| dādār gēhān astōmandān ahlaw |b| čīyōn mān yōǰdāsrēnēd čīyōn būd yōǰdāsr 
|c| u-š guft ohrmazd sē bār tan šōyēd sē bār šōyēd wastaraγ sē bār frāz srāyēd gāhān 
ēn nūn ātaxš yazēd barsom bandēd āb ī weh zōhr bard yōǰdāsr |d| pas būd ān mān 
kāmag rawd āb kāmag rawd urwar kāmag rawd amahraspandān spitāmān 
zarduxšt 
 
B. |a| dādār |b| čīyōn nibišt 
 
|a| “Maker of the material creatures, Righteous, |b| how will he purify the house? 
How will it be purified?” |c| And Ohrmazd said: “He will wash his body thrice, he 
will wash his clothes thrice, he will recite the Gāϑās thrice. He will worship this 
fire now, he will bind the barsom, he will bring libations to the good Waters. |d| 
Then the house will be purified. The waters will come at will, the plants will come 
at will, the Beneficent Immortals will come at will, o Spitāmān Zardušt.” 
 
B. |a| “Maker ...” |c| As written. 
                                                 
2583
 (Jmp); K2, R1, R3 ┤ʾp y ŠPYL├; G25a PWN MYA ŠPYL 
2584
 G25a, R1, (Jmp); K2, R3 ʾywdʾsl 
2585
 G25a; K2, R1, R3 ʾmhrspnd; (Jmp) ʾmšrspnd 
2586
 R1, (Jmp); K2, G25a, R3 spytmʾn' 
2587
 G25a, R1; K2, R3, (Jmp) zltwšt 
2588
 T44; F10 ┤dʾtʾl├ 
2589















































|a| “And when the master of the house dies or the mistress of the house 
dies, |b| how long must (one) wait (because) of them (before entering 
into the house)? How long for the pious? How long for the 
                                                 
2590
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . B2, T46, E4, L5, FK1, (G); R1 . L1, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9 
ẏ  
2591
 K2, G25a, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); F10, R3 . FK1 
namānō.paitiš; T44 nmānō.patōiš; E4 namānō.patiš; L5 namānō.patōiš 
2592
 K2, G25a, R1 . B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); F10 para.iriϑiieti; T44 para.iriϑiiaeti; R3 
para.iriϑiieiti; L1, P1 para.iriϑiiaeiti; T46 para.iri.ϑiieiti; E4 pərə.iriϑiiaeta; L5 para.iri.ϑiiaete; FK1 
pirəari.iri.ϑiiəti 
2593
 K2, T44, R1 . L1, B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42, (G); G25a nmānō.paϑana; F10 namāneō.paϑna; R278 
nmānō.paiϑni; E4 namānō.paϑani; L5 namānō.piϑne; FK1 namānō.paϑna; Mf2, K9 nmānō.paϑine 
2594
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1 . B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); R3 
namānō.paϑnivā; L1, P1 nmānō.paϑnivā 
2595
 K2, G25a, R1, R3 . L1, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); F10 para.iriϑiieti; T44 
para.iriϑiiaeti; B2 para.iri.ϑiieiti; E4 pnara.iraϑiiaete; L5 para.iri.ϑiiaete; FK1 pairi.iri.ϑiiaiti 
2596
 Mf2; K2, G25a in the right margin, T44 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 aeš ; F10, R3 
aēš ; R1 . T46, P1 aešąm; FK1, (G)  
2597
 R1 (second -a- scratched) . T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a in the right margin, F10 . FK1 upa.m nii n; 
T44, R3 . B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . K9 upa.m naii n; L1 upam naii n; (G) upa.mąnaiiən 
2598
 Mf2; K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4 dahman m; R1 . T46, P1, (G) 
dahmanąm; L5 dahaman m; FK1 da a.n m; K9 da an m 
2599
 R1 . P1 . Mf2, (G); G25a, T44, R3 . L1, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . K9 tanu.pərəϑan m; K2 
tanupairiϑn m; F10 . B2 tanupərəϑan m; T46 tanupərəϑanąm; FK1 tanu.pairiϑan m 
2600
 K2 . B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1, (G); F10, T44, R1 (with a blank) ┤
├; R3 「tā」 ; L1, T46, P1 . Mf2 ; K9 「tā」┤ ├ 
2601
 K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, (G); G25a「tā」┤ ├ 
2602
 K2, F10, T44, R1, R3 . B2, R278, T46, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; G25a . L1, P1, Br1, E4 xšauuaš; L5 
xašauuaš; (G)  
2603
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); FK1 
 
2604
 Mf2; K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42 dahman m; R3 (–l- scratched) 
dahmln m; T46, P1, (G) dahman m; E4, L5 dahaman m; FK1 da a; K9 da anan m 
2605
 P1, L2 . Mf2, (G); K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, G42 . K9 duua.dasa; Br1 
duuadaša; L5 duua.daša; FK1 dauua.dasa 
2606
 R1 . L2 . Mf2, (G); K2 tanupərəϑn m; G25a, T44 . R278, L2, G42 . K9 tanu.pərəϑan m; F10 . 
B2, Br1 tanupərəϑan m; R3 . FK1 tanu.pərəϑn m; L1 tanu.pərəϑa.n m; T46 tanupərəϑanąm; P1 
tanu.pərəϑa.nąm; E4 duua.dastanu.pərəϑan m; L5 tanupərətϑan m 
2607
 B2, T46 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1 . L1, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 kaininō; 
L5 in the right margin kaenenō 
2608
 (G); K2, G25a xatō; F10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9 atō; T44, R1 
xtō; R3 kaini.nōxatō; L5 in the right margin aetō 
2609
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 in the right margin, FK1 . 
Mf2, K9, (G); E4 puϑrō 
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tanu.pərəϑa- sinners?” |c| And Ahura Mazdā said: “Six months for the 
pious, twelve for the tanu.pərəϑa- sinners [son of the girl herself].” 
 





























 BRA YMYTWN-yt' [ʾy ktk hwtʾy] ʾywp mʾn'ptk 







 BYRH dhmʾn' 12 BYRH tnʾpwlgʾn' [knyk W 
hwt pwsl] 
 
A. |a| ēg mānbed bē mīrēd mānbedag ayāb bē mīrēd |b| čand awēšān abar pāyišnag 
čand dahmān čand tanāpuhlagān |c| u-š guft ohrmazd šaš māh dahmān dwāzdah 
māh tanāpuhlagān [kanīg xwēš pus] 
 
B. |a| ēg kē mānbed bē mīrēd [ay kadag-xwadāy] ayāb mānbedag [ay kadag-
bānūg] bē mīrēd |b| tā čand awēšān abar mānišn čand dahmān čand tanāpuhlagān 
|c| šaš māh  dahmān dwāzdah māh xtanāpuhlagān [kanīg ud xwad pusar] 
 
A. |a| “When the master of the house dies or the mistress of the house dies, |b| how 
long must (one) wait (because of) them (before entering into the house)? How long 
for the pious? How long for the tanāpuhl sinners?” |d| And Ohrmazd said: “Six 
months for the pious, twelve months for the tanāpuhl sinners [son of the girl 
herself].” 
 
B. |a| “When the master of the house dies [namely the householder] or the mistress 
of the house dies [namely the lady of the house], |b| how long must (one) wait 
(because of) them (before entering into the house)? How long for the pious? How 
long for the tanāpuhl sinners?” |d| “Six months for the pious, twelve months for 
the tanāpuhl sinners [the girl and the son himself].” 
                                                 
2610
 K2, R3; G25a, (Jmp) mʾnptk; R1 mʾn' ptk yn' 
2611
 K2, R1, R3, (Jmp); G25a ┤ʾywp├ 
2612
 K2, R1, (Jmp); G25a OLE- šʾn; R3 OLE- šʾn šʾn' 
2613
 K2, R1, (Jmp); G25a NTLWN-šn'k; R3 NT LWN-šnk 
2614
 R1, (Jmp); K2, G25a, R3 dhmʾn'y 
2615
 (Jmp); K2, R1, R3 tnʾpwlkʾn'; G25a tnʾpwlgʾn' 
2616
 (Jmp); K2, G25a, R1, R3 ┤ -š gwpt ʾwhrmẕd├ 
2617
 R1, (Jmp); K2, G25a, R3 ┤BYRH├ 
2618
 (Jmp); K2, G25a, R3 tnʾpwlkʾn'; R1 tnʾpwlgʾn' 
2619
 R1; K2, (Jmp) ┤knyk NPŠE pws├; G25a knʾk; R3 knyg  
2620
 T44; F10 ┤MNW├ 
2621
 F10; T44 mʾnpt 
2622
 F10; T44 W cnd 
2623
 F10; T44 tnʾpwlgʾn' 
2624
 F10; T44 OD 6 
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Av. kainīnō. xvatō. puϑrəm (12.7c) 
 This syntagm, attested in all the VS manuscripts (and obviously in the PV 
which copied their text from these manuscripts), makes no sense in this passage 
and seems an Avestan gloss embedded in the Avestan text. Indeed, in the rest of 
parallels in V 12 there is no further text after the formula “X da anąm. X 
tanu.pərəϑanąm”. Therefore, we must try to explain where this gloss comes from. 
 According to Darmesteter (1892-1893 2.185, 189), this gloss slipped into the 
Avestan text of the VS from the lost Pahlavi commentary of V 12. Therefore, 
Darmesteter took for granted that a PT of V 12 existed and was lost in the PV 
manuscripts. Glosses in the Avestan text of the VS manuscripts usually slipped into 
them from the Pahlavi commentaries of the PV manuscripts. When both traditions 
merged, some glosses of the PV manuscripts were added to the VS ones. 
 Cantera (under preparation D), who does not accept that there was a PT of 
V 12, thinks that this is an Avestan gloss to the Avestan text of V 12.7. If so, we can 
try to find its possible relation with other Avestan texts, in order to know if it 
could have slipped here from another Avestan text due to a mistake in the oral or 
written transmission of the VS. 
 This will not be surprising if we take into account the structure of V 12. As 
we have already observed in the introduction, V 12.7 breaks the sequence of 
relatives, because it adds the master of the house (Av. nmānō.paiti-) and the 
mistress of the house (Av. nmānō.paϑnī-) in the list. Moreover, after the formula 
+aēšąm. +upa.mąnaiiąn we expect “X haca. nmānō.paiti- X haca. 
nmānō.paϑnī-”, but these syntagms lack too and therefore also break the sequence. 
As a matter of fact, the whole V 12.7-8 seems an addition between V 12.5-6 and 9-
10. Therefore, the addition of Av. kainīnō. xvatō. puϑrəm is just another 
discordance in such a peculiar text, which could have emerged either during the 
oral or during the written period of transmission. 
 The syntagm Av. kainīnō. xvatō. puϑrəm is not attested as such in any 
preserved Avestan texts. The only chance for determining where this gloss could 
come from is to search for Avestan parallels where these three words, or at least 
two of them, appear together, and to clarify whether or not they fit the context of 
V 12. 
 There is a text where this gloss could fit, as Darmesteter (1892-1893 3.49) 
already noticed: V 15.11-12. In this passage it is mentioned the great sin committed 
both by a father and a mother when she becomes pregnant and, because of shame, 
she hurts her foetus and aborts: 
 V 15.11 
 yō. kainīnəm. upāiti. stātō.ratūm. vā. astātō.ratūm. vā. paradātąm. vā. 
 aparadātąm.  vā. puϑrąmca. hē. daδāiti. mā. nō. aēša. yā. kaine. ma iiānąm. 
 parō. fšarəmā . xvatō. garəβəm. raēšaiiā  
 “Who comes close to a girl having a ratu- appointed or having no ratu- 
 appointed, engaged or not engaged, and he makes her with a child, let not 
 this girl, because of shame of the people, hurts by herself her foetus”. 
 V 15.12 
 yezica. aē a. yā. kaine. ma iiānąm. parō. fšarəmā . atō. garəβəm. irišiieiti. 
 (...) 
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  “And if this girl , because of shame of the people, hurts by herself her 
 foetus (...)” 
 
 In V 15.11-12 it is noteworthy that Av. kainin- and xvatō appear in the same 
context, and that instead of Av. puϑrəm we find Av. garəβəm. Thus, in V 12.7c 
there would be a mere substitution of Av. garəβəm by Av. puϑrəm. Accordingly, 
the gloss of V 12.7 could be linked to the Avestan text of V 15 in a previous oral 
transmission. Moreover, Av. kainīnō. xvatō. puϑrəm could have glossed Av. xvatō. 
garəβəm in V 15.11 or 15.12, either in the Avestan text or in the commentary to its 
PT, and it could have been extracted later from this fragard. If so, this gloss would 
mean “son of the girl herself” and Av. kainīnō would be interpreted as a Gen. Sing. 
As in V 15.11-12 the girl who aborts is an example of a sinner, the Avestan gloss 
kainīnō. xvatō. puϑrəm of V 12.7 after tanu.pərəϑa- could simply exemplify a case 
of a tanu.pərəϑa- sinner with the girls who hurt their foetus and abort. Therefore, 
the gloss of V 12.7 could refer to V 15.11-12. 
 The addition of this gloss related to V 15.11-12 could have been due to 
another fact too. In the commentary to the PT of V 15.10 a list of relatives and 
members of the house is mentioned: az pid ud mād <az> xwah ud az brād <az> 
šōy ud sālār <az> bandag ud paristār az xwadāy <ud> bānūg “by the father and 
the mother, by the sister and the brother, by the husband and master, by the 
servant and the maidservant, by the lord and the lady”. Since in V 12 there is a 
parallel list of relatives, and the lord of the house and the mistress of the house are 
mentioned there too, the oral composers of V 12 could have mixed both texts. 
Besides the possible link between this gloss and the Avestan text of V 15, I 
cannot rule out Darmesteter’s (1892-1893 2.185, 189) explanation. So I think that 








































































                                                 
2625
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L1 
dātrə 
2626
 Mf2; K2, R3 . L1, R278, T46, P1 . K9 「tā」┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm├; G25a, F10, T44, R1 . 
FK1 ┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm. a ├; B2 gaiϑan m; Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5「tā」┤gaēϑanąm. 
astuuaitinąm. a ├; (G) ┤gaēϑanąm. ... zaraϑuštra├ 
2627
 B2 stuuaitan m; Mf2 astuuaitanąm 
2628
 K2, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1. Mf2, K9; E4 kuϑrō 
2629
 K2, R1, R3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; G25a kuϑanamānəm; F10, T44 . R278, E4, 
L5, FK1 namānəm 
2630
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . T46, L2, L5, FK1 yaoždaϑāmi; R1 . B2, Br1, G42 ẏaoždaϑāmi; L1, P1 
ẏaōždaϑāmi; R278 yaoždaϑāme; E4 yaožδaϑāma; Mf2 ẏaōždaϑāme. kuϑa. bīn. ẏaōždaϑāme 
2631
 K2, G25a, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; F10, T44 
┤kuϑa. ... spəṇtanąm├ 
2632
 K2, G25a, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; Mf2 bīn; K9 būn 
2633
 K2, R3 . B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42; G25a ẏaoždāiti; R1 ẏaoždāta; L1, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; E4 
yaoždāite; L5 yaoždāiti; FK1 yaodāi 
2634
 K2, G25a . L1a, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4; R1 (with a blank) ┤
├; R3 「tā」d ; L5, FK1 ; ; K9 「tā」┤  ahurō├ 
2635
 K2, G25a, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5; E4 ϑriš.frasnāita; FK1 
ϑras.frasnāiti; Mf2 ϑrīš.frasnāiti 
2636
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 tanun m 
2637
 K2, G25a, R1 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1; R3 . L5 ϑariš.frasnāiti; R278 ϑrisš.frasnāiti; 
E4 ϑriš.frašnāita; FK1 ϑraiš.frasnāiti; Mf2, K9 ϑrīš.frasnāiti 
2638
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2; K2 vastrn m; G25a . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . K9 vastran m; R3 
vastarn m; E4, L5 vastaran m 
2639
 K2, G25a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42; R1 ϑris.frasruuiti; R3 ϑris.frasrūti; E4 
ϑriš.frasrūta; L5 ϑriš.frasaruuaiti; FK1 ϑriš.frasūrūita; Mf2, K9 ϑrīš.frasrīiti 
2640
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2; K2 ϑgāϑan m; G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 
gāϑan m 
2641
 K2, G25a, R1 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9; R3 . L1, E4, L5  
2642
 K2, R1, R3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2; G25a . R278, E4, L5, FK1 ātarəm 
2643
 K2, R3 . E4, L5 yazata; G25a, R1 ẏazata; L1, P1 ẏazaeta; B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42 yazaeta; R278 
yazaita; FK1 yazaita; Mf2 ẏazaēita; K9 ẏazaēta 
2644
 G25a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; K2, R1, R3 barsma 
2645
 Mf2; K2, R1, R3 staraniti; G25a starənaiti; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 stərənaeta; E4 
starənaite; L5 starənaeti; FK1 starəniaeta; K9 starənaēta 
2646
 K2, G25a, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; R3 . E4 aβiiō 
2647
 R1; K2, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 vaŋuhibiiō; G25a vaŋhuibiiō; E4, FK1 
vaŋhuibiiō; Mf2, K9  
2648
 K2, G25a, R3 . B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; R1 zaōϑrāi; L1, P1 . Mf2, K9 zaōϑ  
2649
 Mf2, K9; K2 . E4 barata; G25a, R1 . G42, L5 baraiti; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, FK1 
baraeta 
2650
 G25a . T46, L5; K2 yaozdāta; R1 . R278, Br1, L2, G42 ẏaoždāta; R3 baraitiyaoždāta; L1, P1 . 




















|a| “Maker, Righteous, |b| how should I purify the house? How will 
they be purified?” And Ahura Mazdā said: “By the washing of their 
bodies thrice, by the washing of their clothes thrice, by the recitation of 
the Gāϑās thrice. He must worship this our fire, he must spread the 
barəsman-, he must bring libations to the good Waters. Then the houses 
will be purified with the coming of the waters at will, with the coming 
of the plants at will, with the coming of the Beneficent Immortals at 










 |b| cygwn mʾn' ywšdʾslynyt
2667
 









 3 bʾl prʾc slʾdšnk gʾsʾn' |d| ẔNE
2672
 KON ʾthš 
YḎBHWN-yt
2673
 blsm ASLWN-x1 MYA y
2674
 ŠPYL zwhl bld DKYA AHL 
                                                                                                                                               
2651
 G25a . Mf2, K9; K2, R1, R3 pascaiti; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 pascaeta; E4, FK1 
pascaita 
2652
 K2, G25a, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; Mf2, K9 bīn 
2653
 K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; G25a, R1 nmāne; R3 .  L5 namāne; E4 
namāna; FK1 nāmāna 
2654
 K2, G25a, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . K9; E4 vasō.upāita; FK1 
vasō.upāite; Mf2 vasō.upaiti 
2655
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . K9 ap ; G25a pap m; L5, 
(G) ┤apąm. ... uruuaranąm. vasō. upāiti├ 
2656
 K2, G25a, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . K9; E4 vasō.upāita; FK1 vasō.upāi; 
Mf2 vasō.upaiti 
2657
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, R3 uruuarn m; G25a uruuar m; L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . 
K9 uruuaran m 
2658
 K2, G25a, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9; E4 vasō.upāita 
2659
 R1; K2, R3 . L5, FK1 . K9 aməšn m; G25a . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42 aməšan m; T46, P1 . 
Mf2 aməšanąm; E4 amaišn m 
2660
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . K9 spəṇtan m; L5 
spiṇtan m; FK1 spəntan m 
2661
 K2, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2, K9; G25a spətama; T44 spitami; E4, FK1 
spaitama 
2662
 K2, G25a, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9; F10 
spitamazaraϑuštra; R3 spitmazarzaraϑuštara; E4 zraϑuštara; L5 zaraϑuštara 
2663
 K2, G25a, R1, (Jmp); R3 ┤dʾtʾl ... ʾhlwb'├ 
2664
 K2 ghʾn'; G25a, R1, (Jmp) ┤gyhʾn' ... ʾhlwb'├  
2665
 K2 ʾst mndʾn' 
2666
 K2 ʾhlwb'y 
2667
 R1, (Jmp); K2, G25a ʾywydʾslynyt; R3 ʾywyslynd KN 
2668
 K2, R1, (Jmp); G25a, R3 HLLWN-šn' 
2669
 (Jmp); K2, G25a, R1, R3 tn'hl 
2670
 K2, R1, (Jmp); G25a HLLWN-šn'k; R3 HLWN-šnk 
2671
 K2, G25a, R1, R3; (Jmp) wstlg 
2672
 K2, G25a, R1, (Jmp); R3 ẔNM 
2673
 G25a; K2, R1, R3, (Jmp) ycyt 
2674





















B. |a| dʾtʾl |b| cygwn npšt' 
 
A. |a| dādār xgēhān xastōmandān xahlaw |b| čīyōn mān yōǰdāsrēnēd čīyōn būd pāk 
|c| u-š guft ohrmazd sē bār šōyišnag tan sē bār šōyišnag wastaraγ sē bār frāz 
srāyišnag gāhān |d| ēn nūn ātaxš yazēd barsom bandēd āb ī weh zōhr bard pāk pas 
būd mān kāmag rawd āb kāmag rawd urwar kāmag rawd amahraspandān 
spitāmān zardušt 
 
B. |a| dādār |b| čīyōn nibišt 
 
A. |a| “Maker of the material creatures, Righteous, |b| how will he purify the 
house? How will it be pure?” |c| And Ohrmazd said: “He will wash his body 
thrice, he will wash his clothes thrice, he will recite the Gāϑās thrice. |d| He will 
worship this fire now, he will bind the barsom, he will bring libations to the good 
Waters. Then the house will be pure. The waters will come at will, the plants will 
come at will, the Beneficent Immortals will come at will, o Spitāmān Zardušt.” 
 
B. |a| “Maker ...” |c| As written. 
 
                                                 
2675
 G25a, R3, (Jmp); K2 ┤kʾmk ... zltwšt├; R1 cygwn NPŠE kʾmk 
2676
 (Jmp); G25a lpt; R1, R3 lwd 
2677
 G25a, (Jmp); R1, R3 ʾp' 
2678
 G25a, (Jmp); R1, R3 lwd 
2679
 (Jmp); G25a, R1, R3 lwd 
2680
 G25a; R1, R3 ʾmhrspndʾn; (Jmp) ʾmšrspnd 
2681
 (Jmp); G25a spytʾmʾn; R1, R3 ┤spytʾmʾn' zltwšt├ 
2682

















































                                                 
2683
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . B2, T46, L5, FK1, (G); R1 . L1, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9 
ẏ  
2684
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); R1 
niiākeō; L1 niiō.kō 
2685
 G25a, F10, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2 para.airiϑaiiata; T44 pairi.iriϑiiaeti; 
R3 para.afriϑaiiata; P1, Br1, L2 para.iriϑiiēiti; E4 pərə.iriϑiiae; L5 parara.iriϑiiaete; FK1 
pairiaϑiiaeti 
2686
 G25a, F10, T44; K2, R1, R3 . B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G) niiāke; L1 
┤niiāka. vā. para.iriϑiieiti├; T46 niāki; L5 niiāki 
2687
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); E4 
niiākaevā 
2688
 G25a, R1 . B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42 . Mf2, (G); K2, R3 para.airiϑaiiata; F10 para.iriϑiieti; 
T44 pairi.iriϑiiaeti; Br1 para.iriϑiiēiti; E4 para.airiϑiiaete; L5 para.iriϑiiete; FK1 pairi.iri.ϑiieti; K9 
para.iriϑiieti 
2689
 K2, G25a, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); E4  
2690
 K2, G25a, F10 . Mf2, K9; T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 aeš m; R278, FK1 aēš m; 
T46, P1 aešąm; (G)  
2691
 R1 (second -a- scratched) . P1; K2 . B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42 . K9 upa.m naii n; G25a, F10, T44 . 
E4, L5 upa.m nii n; R3 upam naii n; L1 upa.m n; T46 upa.mąniiąn; FK1 upam nī ; (G) 
upa.mąnaiiən 
2692
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 (but k- corrected by 
n-) . Mf2, K9 above the line, (G); L1 niiāō 
2693
 K2, F10 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, (G); G25a, T44 . E4 napta; R1, R3 . Mf2, K9 
above the line napte; FK1 niipati 
2694
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9 above the line, 
(G) niiāke; L5 niiāki; FK1 niiākae 
2695
 F10, T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2 
aēš m. upa.m nii ; G25a aēš m. upa.m nii n. ; R1 
(2nd -a- scratched)  
2696
 Mf2; K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, E4, L5 dahman m; R1 . T46, P1, (G) 
dahmanąm; G42, FK1 . K9 da an m 
2697
 P1 . Mf2, (G); K2 tanuϑpərəϑn m; G25a, T44 . L1, R278, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . K9 tanu.pərəϑan m; 
F10 . B2 tanupərəϑan m; R1 anu.pərəϑnąm; R3 tanupərəϑn m; T46 tanupərəϑanąm; E4 
tnupərəϑan m; FK1 tanu.pərəϑn m 
2698
 K2, G25a, F10 . R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1, (G); T44, R1 ┤ ├; R3 
「tā」d ; L1, B2, P1 . Mf2 ; L5 ; K9 「tā」┤ ├ 
2699
 G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2 
paṇcaca; FK1 p  
2700
 Mf2; K2 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, (G) vīsatica; G25a . K9 vīsataca; F10 vīsaiti; T44, R1 . R278, 
G42, FK1 vīstica; R3 vīstica; E4 vīsata; L5 vīstaeca 
2701
 Mf2; K2, F10, T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, L5 dahman m; G25a dhaman m; R1 . T46, P1 
(G) dahmanąm; G42 . K9 da an m; E4 dahaman m; FK1 da a.n m 
2702
 B2, R278, P1, Br1, (G); K2, F10, T44, R1 . T46, E4 paṇcāstəm; G25a . FK1 paṇcā.stəm; R3 
paṇcastəm; L1, L2, G42 paṇcā.satəm; L5 paṇca.sata; Mf2 paṇcāsatəm; K9 paṇcāsatəm 
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|a| “And when the grandfather dies or the grandmother dies, how long 
must (one) wait (because) of them (before entering into the house), the 
grandson with regard to his grandfather, the grandaughter with regard 
to her grandmother? How long for the pious? How long for the 
tanu.pərəϑa- sinners?” |b| And Ahura Mazdā said: “Twenty-five (days) 
for the pious, fifty for the tanu.pərəϑa- sinners.” 
 
A. |a| ADYN' MNW nyʾk BRA YMYTWN-yt nyʾyk
2704
 ʾywp BRA YMYTWN-yt 
cnd OLE-šʾn' QDM NTLWN-šnk npk
2705











B. |a| ADYN' MNW nyʾk BRA YMYTWN-yt' ʾywp nyʾyk BRA YMYTWN-yt' 
OD cnd OLE-šʾn' QDM KTLWN-šn'
2710
 npk MN nyyʾk [AYḴ npylk] W npky 








  |b| AP-š gwpt 
ʾwhrmẕd 25 dhmʾn' 50 tnʾpwlgʾn' 
   
A. |a| ēg kē niyāg bē mīrēd niyāye ayāb bē mīrēd čand awēšān abar pāyišnag nabag 
az niyāg nabērag az niyāye čand dahmān čand tanāpuhlagān |b| u-š guft ohrmazd 
wīst ud panǰ dahmān panǰāh tanāpuhlagān 
 
B. |a| ēg kē niyāg bē mīrēd ayāb niyāye bē mīrēd tā čand awēšān abar mānišn 
nabag az niyāg [kū nabērag] ud nabage [kū nabērage] az niyāge čand dahmān ud 
čand xtanāpuhlagān |b| u-š guft ohrmazd wīst ud panǰ dahmān panǰāh 
xtanāpuhlagān 
 
A. |a| “When the grandfather dies or the grandmother dies, how long must (one) 
wait (because of) them (before entering into the house), the grandson with regard 
to his grandfather, the grandaughter with regard to her grandmother?How long for 
the pious? How long for the tanāpuhl sinners?” |b| And Ohrmazd said: “Twenty-
five (days) for the pious, fifty for the tanāpuhl sinners.” 
 
B. |a| “When the grandfather dies or the grandmother dies, how long must (one) 
wait (because of) them (before entering into the house), the grandson with regard 
to his grandfather [namely the grandson], the grandaughter [namely the 
                                                                                                                                               
2703
 R1 . Mf2, (G); K2 tanuϑpərəϑn m; G25a . E4 . K9 tanupərəϑan m; F10 tanupərətan m; T44 . 
L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, L5 tanu.pərəϑan m; R3 . FK1 tanu.pərəϑn m; T46 tanu.pərəϑnąm; P1 
tanupərəϑanąm 
2704
 K2, G25a, R1, (Jmp); R3 nyʾbk 
2705
 G25b in the right margin; K2, G25a, R1, R3, (Jmp) ┤npk ... nyʾkyh├ 
2706
 (Jmp); K2, R1, R3 tnʾpwlkʾn'; G25a tnʾpwlgʾn' 
2707
 G25a, R1, R3, (Jmp); K2 ADYN' gwp -š 
2708
 G25a, R1; K2 /blank/ ┤50├; R3 70; (Jmp) OD 
2709
 (Jmp); K2, R3 tnʾpwlkʾn; G25a tnʾpwlgʾn'; R1 tnʾpwlgʾn 
2710
 F10; T44 NTLWN-šn' 
2711
 T44; F10 nyyʾkyh 
2712
 F10; T44 OD cnd 
2713
 F10; T44 OD 
2714
 T44; F10 tnʾpwlgʾn' 
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grandaughter] with regard to her grandmother? How long for the pious? How 
long for the tanāpuhl sinners?” |b| And Ohrmazd said: “Twenty-five (days) for the 




Av. niiāka- (12.9a) 
 This Avestan word corresponds to OP. ni āka-. According to Szemerényi 
(1950 235-236), OP. ni āka- stems from *ni-ā aka-, which in its turn would stem 
from IE. *a - “grandfather”. Since Old Persian lacks contractions found in later 
periods, he explained the alleged contraction of this Old Persian word because of 
the influence of Middle Persian and the reduction of a quadrisyllabic *ni-ā aka- 
“on account of their frequent occurrence (…) to reduce their volume” (sic). 
 I must add that Szemerényi simply forgot that OP. ni āka- is confirmed by 
Av. niiāka-, where no contraction occurs. As far as it is very unlikely that the same 
contraction occurred in both languages, I think, against his explanation, that a form 
*ni āka- already existed in Old Iranian. 
 
 
Av. paṇcāca. vīsaitica (12.9b) 
 Regarding Av. paṇcāº, vid. (Miyakawa 1998), who explains the long vowel –





































































                                                 
2715
 Mf2; K2, R3 . L1, R278, P1 . K9 「tā」┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm├; G25a, F10, T44, R1 . FK1 
┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm. a ├; B2 gaeϑan m; T46 ┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm├; Br1, L2, 
G42, E4, L5「tā」┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm. a ├; (G) ┤gaēϑanąm. ... zaraϑuštra├ 
2716
 B2 stuuaitan ; Mf2 astuuaitanąm 
2717
 K2, G25a, T44, R1 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; F10, R3 . R278, E4, FK1 
namānəm; L5 kuϑanamānəm 
2718
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . B2, Br1, L2, L5, FK1 yaoždaϑāmi; R1 「tā」┤yaoždaϑāni. ... 
pascaēta├; L1, P1 ẏaōždaϑāmi; R278, T46 yaōždaϑāmi; G42 ẏaoždaϑāmi; E4 ẏaožδaϑāmi; Mf2, K9 
ẏaōždaϑāme 
2719
 K2, G25a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; F10, T44 ┤kuϑa. ... 
spəṇtanąm├ 
2720
 K2, G25a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; R3 kuϑabun; Mf2 bīn; K9 būn 
2721
 G25a, R3 . T46, Br1, L2; K2 yaozdāta; L1, R278, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; B2 yaōždāta; G42 
ẏaoždāta; E4 yaožδāta; L5 yaoždāiti; FK1 yaoždāita 
2722
 K2, G25a, R3 . B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; L1, P1 . Mf2 ; K9 「tā」
┤  ahurō├ 
2723
 K2, G25a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; R3 ahurōmazd  
2724
 K2, G25a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42; R3 ϑariš.frasnāitti; E4 ϑriš.frasnāita; L5 
ϑariš.frašnāiti; FK1 ϑriš.frašnāiti; Mf2, K9 ϑrīš.frasnāiti 
2725
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 tanun m 
2726
 K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1; E4 ϑriš.frasnāita; L5 ϑriš.fraš.nāiti; 
Mf2, K9 ϑrīš.frasnāiti 
2727
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 vastran m; G25a . E4, L5 vastaran m; R3 
vastarn m; K9 vastrən m 
2728
 K2, G25a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42, FK1; R3 ϑriš.frasrūiti; Br1 ϑriš.frasruuiti; E4 
ϑraš.frasrūta; L5 ϑariš.frašaruuaiti; Mf2 ϑrīš.frasrīiti 
2729
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2 gāϑn m; G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 gāϑan m 
2730
 K2 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9; G25a, R3 . L5 ; L1, E4  
2731
 K2, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; G25a . E4, L5, FK1 ātarəm 
2732
 K2, R3 . R278, E4, L5, FK1 yazata; G25a . L1 ẏazata; B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42 yazaeta; P1 
ẏazaeta; Mf2, K9 ẏazaēta 
2733
 G25a . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9; K2 barsma; R3 basm; T46 barəsm; E4 
barəsama; L5 barisma 
2734
 Mf2; K2 starənita; G25a starənaiti; R3 starəniti; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 stərənaeta; 
E4, L5 starənaete; FK1 starənaeta 
2735
 G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; K2 ┤aiβiiō. 
vaŋhubiiō├ 
2736
 G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 vaŋuhibiiō; T46 vaŋuibiiō; Mf2, K9 
vaŋhībiiō 
2737
 K2, G25a . B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1; L1, R278, P1 . Mf2, K9 zaōϑ  
2738
 Mf2, K9; K2 barata; G25a . Br1 baraiti; R3 . L5 zaoϑr baraiti; L1 baraita; B2, R278, T46, P1, 
L2, G42, FK1 baraeta; E4 baraite 
2739
 K2, R3 . B2, FK1; G25a . L5 yaoždāiti; L1, R278, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; T46 yaōždāta; Br1, L2, 




















|a| “Maker, Righteous, |b| how should I purify the house? How will 
they be purified?” And Ahura Mazdā said: “By the washing of their 
bodies thrice, by the washing of their clothes thrice, by the recitation of 
the Gāϑās thrice. He must worship this our fire, he must spread the 
barəsman-, he must bring libations to the good Waters. Then the houses 
will be purified with the coming of the waters at will, with the coming 
of the plants at will, with the coming of the Beneficent Immortals at 
will, o Spitama Zaraϑuštra.” 
 











YHWWN-t DKYA |c| AP-š gwpt ʾwhrmẕd 3 bʾl HLLWN-yt tn'
2757
 3 bʾl 
HLLWN-yt wstlγ
2758
 3 bʾl prʾc slʾdšnk gʾsʾn' ẔNE KON ʾthš ycyt blswm
2759
 
                                                                                                                                               
2740
 G25a . FK1 . Mf2, K9; K2 pasciti; R3 . L5 pascaiti; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 pascaeta; 
E4 pascata 
2741
 K2, G25a, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; Mf2, K9 bīn 
2742
 R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2; K2, R3 nmāni; G25a nmāne; E4 namāna; L5, 
FK1 namāne; K9 nnmāna 
2743
 K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1; R1 「tā」┤vasō.upāiti. ... 
spitama├; E4 vasō.upāite; Mf2 vasō.upaiti 
2744
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 ap m 
2745
 K2, G25a . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1; R3 vasōupāiti; R278 vasō.upāite; E4 
vasō.upāita; Mf2, K9 vasō.upaiti 
2746
 P1 . Mf2; K2 uruuarn m; G25a uruuar m; R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . K9 
uruuaran ; T46 uruuanąm; L5 auruuaran m 
2747
 K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5; E4, FK1 vasō.upāita; Mf2, K9 
vasō.upaiti 
2748
 K2, R3 . E4, L5, FK1 . K9 aməšn m; G25a amə m; L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42 aməšan m; 
T46, P1 . Mf2 aməšanąm 
2749
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a, R3 . B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . K9 spəṇtan m; L1 spəṇtan m. 
spəṇtan m; L5 spiṇtan m 
2750
 L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9; K2 . P1 spitma; G25a spətama; R3 spətm; 
T44 spitami; FK1 spaitama 
2751
 K2, G25a, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; F10 spitamazaraϑuštra; R3 . 
L5 zaraϑuštara; E4 zraϑuštara; FK1 zraϑuštra 
2752
 K2, G25a, R3 ghʾn'; R1, (Jmp) ┤gyhʾn' ... ʾhlwb├  
2753
 K2, R3 ʾst mndʾn; G25a ʾstʾmndʾn' 
2754
 G25a, R3; K2 ʾhlwb'y 
2755
 K2, G25a, R3, (Jmp); R1 lʾpšt' ┤mʾn' ... mʾn'├ 
2756
 (Jmp); K2, R3 ʾywydʾ slynyt; G25a ʾywydʾslynyt 
2757
 (Jmp); K2, G25a, R3 tn'hl 
2758
 K2, G25a, R3; (Jmp) wstlg 
2759








 bld DKYA AHL YHWWN-t
2763
 mʾn' |d| 
kʾmk lpd MYA
2764












 |a| cygwn npšt' 
 
A. |a| dādār xgēhān xastōmandān ahlaw |b| čīyōn mān yōǰdāsrēnēd čīyōn būd pāk |c| 
u-š guft ohrmazd sē bār šōyēd tan sē bār šōyēd wastaraγ sē bār frāz srāyišnag gāhān 
ēn nūn ātaxš yazēd barsom bandēd āb ī weh zōhr bard pāk pas būd mān |d| kāmag 
rawd āb kāmag rawd urwar kāmag rawd amahraspandān spitāmān zarduxšt 
 
B. |a| dādār |a| čīyōn nibišt 
 
A. |a| “Maker of the material creatures, Righteous, |b| how will he purify the 
house? How will it be pure?” |c| And Ohrmazd said: “He will wash his body 
thrice, he will wash his clothes thrice, he will recite the Gāϑās thrice. He will 
worship this fire now, he will bind the barsom, he will bring libations to the good 
Waters. Then the house will be pure. |d| The waters will come at will, the plants 
will come at will, the Beneficent Immortals will come at will, o Spitāmān 
Zarduxšt.” 
 
B. |a| “Maker …” |b| As written. 
                                                 
2760
 K2, R3 (Jmp); G25a ASLWN-šn' 
2761
 (Jmp); K2, G25a, R3 ┤y├ 
2762
 G25a, (Jmp); K2, R3 zwl 
2763
 K2, R3 (Jmp); G25a ẔNE YHWWN-t 
2764
 K2, R3, (Jmp); R1 ʾp 
2765
 K2, R1, R3, (Jmp); G25a above the line SGYTWN-d 
2766
 G25a; K2, R1, R3 ʾmhrspnd; (Jmp) ʾmšrspndʾn' 
2767
 G25a, (Jmp); K2, R3 spytmʾn; R1 ʾy spytʾmʾn' 
2768
 G25a, R1; K2, R3, (Jmp) zltwšt 
2769















































|a| “And when the grandson dies or the granddaughter dies, how long 
must (one) wait (because) of them (before entering into the house), the 
grandfather with regard to his grandson, the grandmother with regard 
to her granddaughter? How long for the pious? How long for the 
                                                 
2770
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . B2, R278, T46, L5, FK1, (G); R1 . L1, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2 ẏ  
2771
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9, (G); R3 . L5, FK1 
naptō 
2772
 G25a, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, (G); K2 para.iriϑiiaēiti; F10 para.iriϑiieti; 
T44 para.iriϑiiaeti; R3 para.iriϑiiaeiti; E4 pəra.iraϑiiaite; L5 pairi.ərəϑiiete; FK1 para.airiϑiieti; K9 
para.iriϑiieite 
2773
 F10 . B2, Br1, L5, FK1, (G); K2 . L1, P1, L2, G42 nipti; G25a, T44 napta; R1 . E4 nipati; R3 . 
Mf2 napte; R278 ┤napti. vā. para.iriϑiieiti├; K9 npte 
2774
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); T46 naptivā 
2775
 G25a, R1 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, (G); K2, R3 para.iriϑiiati; F10, T44 
para.iriϑiiaeti; E4 pərə.iriϑiieta; L5 para.iriϑiiaete; FK1 para.airiϑiieti; K9 para.iriϑiieti 
2776
 Mf2; K2, G25a . FK1 . K9 aēš ; F10, T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 aeš ; R1 . 
T46, P1 aešąm; (G)  
2777
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, F10, T44, R3 . FK1 upa.m nii n; G25a . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42 . K9 
upa.m naii n; R1 upa.mąniiąn; E4 upamnii n; L5 upam nii n; (G) upa.mąnaiiən 
2778
 K2a in the right margin, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 
. Mf2, K9, (G); K2, R1 ┤niiākō. ... napti├ 
2779
 R3 . E4 . K9, (G); K2a in the right margin, G25a, F10, T44 in the right margin . L1, B2, R278, 
T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 napō; Mf2 np naptō 
2780
 G25a, T44; K2a in the right margin, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9, (G) 
niiāke; F10 . L5 niiāki; FK1 niiākae 
2781
 K2a in the right margin, G25a, F10 . L1, B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42, (G); T44 . R278, P1 napta; R3 . 
Mf2, K9 napte; E4, L5, FK1 napati 
2782
 Mf2; K2, G25a, F10, T44 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, E4, L5 dahman m; R1 . T46, P1, (G) 
dahmanąm; R3 dahmn m; G42, FK1 da an m; K9 aēšąm. da an m 
2783
 R1 . P1 . Mf2, (G); K2 tanupərəϑn m; G25a, F10, R3 tanupərəϑan m; T44 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, 
L2, G42, L5 . K9 tanu.pərəϑan m; T46 tanu.pərəϑnąm; E4 tanu.paraϑan ; FK1 tanu.pərəϑn m 
2784
 K2, G25a . R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1, (G); F10, T44, R1 (with a blank) ┤
├; R3 「tā」 ; L1, B2, P1 . Mf2 ; L5 ; K9 「tā」┤ ├ 
2785
 F10, T44, R3 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2, G25a (but 
corrected prima manu in the right margin as paṇcāca), R1 paṇca.dasa; L1 paṇcā.ca 
2786
 K2, R1 ┤vīsaitica├; F10 vīsaiti; T44 vīsata; G25a in the right margin . L1, B2, T46, P1, L2 . 
Mf2, (G) vīsatica; R278, G42 vīstica; Br1 vīsatica; E4, L5 vīstaica; FK1 vīsitica; K9 vīsataca 
2787
 Mf2; K2, G25a, F10, T44 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4 dahman m; R1 . T46, P1, (G) 
dahmanąm; R3 vīsaticadahmn m; L5 dahaman m; FK1 . K9 da an m 
2788
 R278, T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); K2, G25a (but corrected prima manu in the right margin as 
paṇcā.satəm), R1 ϑristəm; F10, T44, R3 . E4, L5 paṇcāstəm; L1, L2, G42 paṇcā.satəm; B2 
pancāsatəm; Br1 paṇcāsatəm; FK1 pṇcā.stəm 
2789
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); K2 tanupərəϑn m; G25a, R3 tanupərəϑan m; F10 tanupərətan m; T44 . 
L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . K9 tanu.pərəϑan m; E4 tanu.paraϑan m; L5 tanu.pərəϑn m 
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tanu.pərəϑa- sinners?” |b| And Ahura Mazdā said: “Twenty-five (days) 
for the pious, fifty for the tanu.pərəϑa- sinners.” 
 
A. |a| ADYN' MNW nyyʾk
2790
 BRA YMYTWN-yt nyyʾk
2791
 ʾywp BRA 
YMYTWN-yt cnd OLE-šʾn' QDM NTLWN-šnk
2792







 cnd dhmʾn' cnd tnʾpwlkʾn'
2796









B. |a| ADYN' MNW npk BRA YMYTWN-yt' ʾywp npky BRA YMYTWN-yt' 
cnd
2800





cnd dhmʾn' OD cnd tnʾpwlkʾn'
2803
 |b| AP-š gwpt ʾwhrmẕd 25 dhmʾn' 50 tnʾpwlgʾn' 
 
A. |a| ēg kē niyāg bē mīrēd niyāg ayāb bē mīrēd čand awēšān abar pāyišnag niyāg 
az nabag niyāyī az xnabagī čand dahmān čand xtanāpuhlagān |b| u-š guft ohrmazd 
pānzdah dahmān sīh xtanāpuhlagān 
 
B. |a| ēg kē nabag bē mīrēd ayāb nabage bē mīrēd čand awēšān abar mānišn niyāg 
az nabag ud niyāge az nabage tā čand dahmān tā čand xtanāpuhlagān |b| u-š guft 
ohrmazd wīst ud panǰ dahmān panǰāh xtanāpuhlagān 
 
A. |a| “When the grandfather dies or the grandmother dies, how long must (one) 
wait (because of) them (before entering into the house), the grandfather with 
regard to his grandson, the grandmother with regard to her granddaughter? How 
long for the pious? How long for the tanāpuhl sinners?” |b| And Ohrmazd said: 
“Fifteen (days) for the pious, thirty for the tanāpuhl sinners.” 
 
B. |a| “When the grandson dies or the granddaughter dies, how long must (one) 
wait (because of) them (before entering into the house), the grandfather with 
regard to his grandson, the grandmother with regard to her granddaughter? How 
long for the pious? How long for the tanāpuhl sinners?” |b| And Ohrmazd said: 
“Twenty-five (days) for the pious, fifty for the tanāpuhl sinners.” 
 
 
                                                 
2790
 R1; K2, (Jmp) /blank/ ┤nyyʾk├; G25a, R3 ┤nyyʾk├; G25b in the right margin npk 
2791
 R1; K2, (Jmp) /blank/ ┤nyyʾk├; G25a, R3 ┤nyyʾk├; G25b in the right margin npk 
2792
 K2, R1, R3, (Jmp); G25a NTLWN-šn'k 
2793
 G25b; K2, G25a, R1, R3, (Jmp) /blank/ ┤npk├ 
2794
 K2, R1, R3, (Jmp); G25a nyʾk 
2795
 G25b above the line; K2, R1, (Jmp) /blank/ ┤npyh├; G25a, R3 ┤npyh├ 
2796
 G25a; K2, R3 tnnʾplkʾn'; R1 tnʾpwlgʾn'; (Jmp) tnʾpwlgʾn 
2797
 K2, G25a (but corrected as 25), R1, (Jmp); R3 5 21 
2798
 K2, G25a (but corrected above the line as 50), R1, (Jmp); R3 70 
2799
 (Jmp); K2, R3 tnnʾpwlkʾn'; G25a, R1 tnnʾpwlgʾn' 
2800
 F10; T44 OD cnd 
2801
 F10; T44 npk 
2802
 T44; F10 BRA OD 
2803
 F10; T44 tnʾpwlgʾn' 
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Av. paṇcāca. xvīsaitica and paṇcāsatəm (12.11b) 
 Most manuscripts agree in the number of days in V 12.11, namely 25 for the 
pious and 50 for the tanu.pərəϑa- sinners. However, K2 and R1 differ and 
prescribe 15 and 30 respectively: 
a) 25 / 50 (G25, R3; F10, T44; VS) 
b) 15 / 30 (K2, R1) 
The PV manuscripts of the group β K2 and R1 differ from the rest. A 
further unexpected fact regarding the group β must be noticed. R3, which stems 
from K2, agrees with the VS manuscripts and the PV manuscript of the group γ. 
The scribe of G25, in his turn, copied the variants of the group β, but he compared 
with the PV manuscripts from Navsarī and introduced corrections. As I have 
already mentioned regarding the stemma codicum of the PV with the PT of V 12, 
this fact can be due to the contaminatio of β1, which also affected R3. 
The origin of these rare variants in K2 and R1, which are translated 
accordingly in the PT of V 12.11b in K2 and R1, is unknown to me. From the 
point of view of textual criticism, they could be explained as the result of two 
different recensions. Notwithstanding, from the point of view of the structure of V 
12, it is more likely that the scribe of K2 simply made a mistake and that this was 
again copied by the scribe of R1. Actually, from V 12.11 onwards, there is a 
numerical regression of 25 / 50 days (12.11) > 20 / 40 days (12.13) > 15 / 30 days 
(12.15) > 10 / 20 days (12.17) > 5 /10 days (12.19).  
Numerical progressions and regressions are a usual compositional feature in 
the Avestan and Vedic literatures. In V 12 the numerical regression is parallel to 
that of the importance of the relatives. Hence the variant of K2, followed by R1, 
must be interpretet as a mistake, because in the numerical regression its variants 15 
/ 30 days of 12.11 and 20 / 40 days in 12.15 would break the sequence. Therefore, I 
have preferred the variant common to the VS manuscripts and to the rest of PV 




































































                                                 
2804
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9, (G); T46 dātrə 
2805
 Mf2; K2, R3 . L1, R278, T46, P1 . K9 「tā」┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm├; G25a, F10, T44, R1 . 
FK1 ┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm. a ├; B2 gaeϑan m; Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5「tā」┤gaēϑanąm. 
astuuaitinąm. a ├; (G) ┤gaēϑanąm. ... zaraϑuštra├ 
2806
 B2 stuuaitan ; Mf2 astuuaitanąm 
2807
 K2, G25a, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; F10 . E4, L5, FK1 
namānəm; R3 kuϑnamānəm 
2808
 K2, G25a, F10, R3 . L2, L5 yaoždaϑāmi; T44 yaoždaϑmi; R1 「tā」┤yaoždaϑāni. ... bun├; L1, 
B2 ẏaōždaϑāmi; R278 yaōždaϑāmi; T46, P1, Br1, G42 ẏaoždaϑāmi; E4 ẏaožδaϑāmai; FK1 
yaoždaϑāma; Mf2 ẏaōždaϑāme; K9 ẏaoždaϑāme 
2809
 K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; F10, T44 ┤kuϑa. ... 
spəṇtanąm├ 
2810
 K2, G25a, R3 . L1, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; B2 būn; Mf2, K9 bīn 
2811
 B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42; K2 yaozdāta; G25a ẏaoždāiti; R3 yaoždāt; L1, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; 
R278 yaōždāta; E4 yaožδāita; L5, FK1 yaoždāiti 
2812
 K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; R1「tā」┤ ... 
pascaēta├ 
2813
 K2, G25a . B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1; R3 「tā」d ; L1, R278, P1 . Mf2 ; L5 ; 
K9 「tā」┤  ahurō├ 
2814
 K2, G25a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42; R3 ϑriš.frasnąāiti; E4 ϑriš.frasnāita; L5 
ϑariš.frašnāiti; FK1 ϑriš.frašnāiti; Mf2, K9 ϑrīš.frasnāiti 
2815
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 tanun m 
2816
 K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42, FK1; Br1 ϑrisš.frasnāiti; E4 ϑriš.frasnāita; L5 
ϑariš.frasnāiti; Mf2, K9 above the line ϑrīš.frasnāiti 
2817
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, R3 vastrn m; G25a . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42 vastran m; E4, L5, FK1 
vastaran m; K9 above the line vastrən m 
2818
 R3 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42; K2 ┤ϑriš.frasrūiti. gāϑanąm├; G25a ϑriš.frasriti; T46 
ϑriš.frasūiti; E4, FK1 ϑriš.frasrūta; L5 ϑariš.frasarūiti; Mf2, K9 ϑrīš.frasrīiti 
2819
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2; G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 gāϑan m 
2820
 K2, G25a . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2, K9; R3 . FK1 ; L1, E4  
2821
 K2, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, G42 . Mf2, K9; G25a . E4, L5, FK1 ātarəm; L2 ātrəm 
2822
 K2, G25a, R3 . E4, L5, FK1 yazata; L1, P1 ẏazata; B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2 yazaeta; G42 
ẏazaeta; Mf2, K9 ẏazaēta 
2823
 G25a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2, K9; K2, R3 barsma; E4 bərəsma; FK1 
barasma 
2824
 Mf2, K9; K2, G25a, R3 starənita; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 stərənaeta; E4 starənaita; 
L5 starə.naete; FK1 starə.niti 
2825
 G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9; K2 zaoϑ  aiβiiō; L5 aβiiō 
2826
 K2, G25a, R3; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 vaŋuhibiiō; Mf2, K9 vaŋhībiiō 
2827
 K2, G25a . B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1; R3 zauϑr ; L1, P1 . Mf2, K9 zaōϑ ; E4 
jaoϑ  
2828
 Mf2, K9; K2 barata; G25a . Br1, L5, FK1 baraiti; R3 barətai; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42 
baraeta; E4 baraita 
2829
 K2 . FK1; G25a . Br1, L2, G42 ẏaoždāta; R3 yōždāta; L1, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; B2, R278 




















|a| “Maker, Righteous, |b| how should I purify the house? How will 
they be purified?” And Ahura Mazdā said: “By the washing of their 
bodies thrice, by the washing of their clothes thrice, by the recitation of 
the Gāϑās thrice. He must worship this our fire, he must spread the 
barəsman-, he must bring libations to the good Waters. Then the houses 
will be purified with the coming of the waters at will, with the coming 
of the plants at will, with the coming of the Beneficent Immortals at 
will, o Spitama Zaraϑuštra.” 
 











YHWWN-t DKYA |c| AP-š gwpt ʾwhrmẕd 3 bʾl HLLWN-yt tn'
2847










                                                                                                                                               
2830
 G25a . K9; K2, R3 . FK1 pascaiti; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 pascaeta; E4 pascaita; L5 
pascaete; Mf2 pascaēita 
2831
 K2, G25a, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; Mf2, K9 bīn 
2832
 K2, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42 . Mf2; G25a nmāne; R3 . Br1, E4 namāna; L5 namāne; 
FK1 namānie; K9 nnmāna 
2833
 K2, G25a, R1, R3 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . K9; L1 vsō.upāiti; E4 vasō.upāita; 
Mf2 vasō.upaiti 
2834
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 ap ; R1 「tā」
┤apąm. ... spitama├ 
2835
 G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2 above the line, K9; K2 vasō 
┤upāiti├; E4 vasō.upāita 
2836
 T46, P1 . Mf2 above the line; K2 uruuarn m; G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . K9 
uruuaran m; FK1 uruuarain m 
2837
 K2, G25a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, Br1, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2 above the line, K9; R3 
vasōupāiti; E4 vasō.upāita 
2838
 K2, R3 . E4, L5 . K9 aməšn m; G25a amə m; L1 amišan m; B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 
aməšan m; T46 . Mf2 aməšanąm; P1 amišanąm 
2839
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . K9 spəṇtan m; L5 
spəṇtan m. spiṇtan m 
2840
 G25a, T44 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; K2, R3 spitma 
2841
 K2, G25a, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9; F10 
spitamazaraϑuštra; E4 zrϑuštara; L5 zarϑuštara 
2842
 G25a; K2, R3 ghʾn'; R1, (Jmp) ┤gyhʾn' ... ʾhlwb'├  
2843
 G25a; K2, R3 ʾstmndʾn 
2844
 G25a; K2, R3 ʾhlwb'y 
2845
 K2, G25a, R3, (Jmp); R1 npšt ┤mʾn' ... zltwšt'├ 
2846
 (Jmp); K2, G25a, R3 ʾywydʾslynyt 
2847
 (Jmp); K2, G25a, R3 tn'ʾphl 
2848
 G25a, R3; K2 ; (Jmp) wstlg 
2849
 (Jmp); K2, G25a, R3 ┤3 ... gʾsʾn'├ 
2850
 K2, (Jmp); R3 ʾt hš 
2851




 zwhl YḆLWN-x1 ywšdʾsl
2853
 AHL YHWWN-t mʾn' |d| 
kʾmk lpd
2854












A. |a| dādār gēhān astōmandān ahlaw |b| čīyōn mān yōǰdāsrēnēd čīyōn būd pāk |c| 
u-š guft ohrmazd sē bār šōyēd tan sē bār šōyēd wastaraγ sē bār frāz srāyēd gāhān ēn 
nūn ātaxš yazēd barsom bandēd āb weh zōhr bard yōǰdāsr pas būd mān |d| kāmag 
rawd āb kāmag rawd urwar kāmag rawd amahraspandān spitāmān zarduxšt 
 
B. |a| dādār |b| čīyōn nibišt 
 
A. |a| “Maker of the material creatures, Righteous, |b| how will he purify the 
house? How will it be pure?” |c| And Ohrmazd said: “He will wash his body 
thrice, he will wash his clothes thrice, he will recite the Gāϑās thrice. He will 
worship this fire now, he will bind the barsom, he will bring libations to the good 
Waters. Then the house will be purified. |d| The waters will come at will, the plants 
will come at will, the Beneficent Immortals will come at will, o Spitāmān 
Zarduxšt.” 
 
B. |a| “Maker …” |b| As written. 
                                                 
2852
 G25a, (Jmp); K2, R3 ŠPYYL 
2853
 (Jmp); K2, G25a, R3 ʾywydʾsl 
2854
 (Jmp); K2, R3 lpt; G25a SGYTWN-d 
2855
 K2, G25a, R3; (Jmp) ʾmšrspndʾn' 
2856
 G25a, (Jmp); K2, R3 spytmʾn 
2857
 G25a; K2, R3, (Jmp) zltwšt' 
2858






































|a| “And when the nephew dies or the niece dies, how long must (one) 
wait (because) of them (before entering into the house)? How long for 
the pious? How long for the tanu.pərəϑa- sinners?” |b| And Ahura 





 MNW BLWL- LYDWN-k
 2876
 BRA YMYTWN-yt' BLWL-
zʾtkyh
2877
 ʾywp BRA YMYTWN-yt cnd OLE-šʾn' QDM KTLWN-šnk cnd dhmʾn' 
cnd tnʾpwlgʾn'
2878
 |b| AP-š gwpt ʾwhrmẕd 20 dhmʾn' 40 tnʾpwlgʾn'
2879
 
                                                 
2859
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . B2, T46, P1, L5, FK1, (G); R1 . L1, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9 
ẏ  
2860
 K2, R1 brātūriiō; G25a, F10, T44 barātūiriiō; R3 . Mf2, K9, (G) brātruiiō; L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, 
L2, G42 brāturiiō; R278 barā.turiiō. vā; E4, FK1 barāturiiō; L5 barā.turiiō 
2861
 R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2 para.iriϑiiēti; G25a para.iriϑiiaeti; 
F10, R3 para.iriϑiieti; T44 pairi.iriϑiiaeti; E4 para.iriϑiiaeita; L5 para.iriϑiiete; FK1 pai.iriϑiiaēta 
2862
 K2, R1 brātūiriie; G25a, F10, T44 barātūiriie; R3 . Mf2, K9, (G) brātruiie; L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, 
L2, G42 brāturiie; R278, L5 barā.turiie; E4 barāturiia; FK1 barāturiiae 
2863
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1, Mf2, K9 above 
the line, (G) 
2864
 G25a, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2 para.iriϑiiēiti; F10 
para.iriϑiieti; T44 pairi.iriϑiiaeti; Br1 para.iriϑiieiti; L5 para.iriϑiiete; FK1 pairi.airiϑiiaieti 
2865
 K2, G25a, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); L5 
┤ ən├ 
2866
 Mf2; K2, G25a, F10, R3 . FK1 . K9 aēš ; T44 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4 aeš m; R1 . 
T46, P1 aešąm; (G)  
2867
 R1 (second –a- scratched) . T46 . Mf2; K2, F10, T44 . E4, FK1 upa.m nii n; G25a . B2, R278, 
Br1, L2, G42 . K9 upa.m naii n; R3 upaim nii n; L1, P1 upam naii n; (G) upa.mąnaiiən 
2868
 Mf2; K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42 . K9 dahman m; R1 . T46, P1, (G) 
dahmanąm; E4, L5 dahaman m; FK1 da an m 
2869
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); K2 tanupərəϑn m; G25a tanupərəϑan m; F10 tanupərətan m; T44 
tanu.pərəϑan ; R3 . FK1 tanu.pərəϑn m; L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . K9 
tanu.pərəϑan m 
2870
 K2, G25a . B2, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1, (G); F10, T44, R1 (with a blank) ┤ ō. 
├; R3 「tā」d ; L1, R278, T46, P1 . Mf2 ; K9 「tā」┤ ├ 
2871
 K2, F10, T44, R1 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1, (G); G25a vīsata; R3 . Mf2, K9 
vīsāiti; R278 viisaiti 
2872
 Mf2; K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . K9 dahman m; R1 . T46, P1, 
(G) dahmanąm; L5 dahaman m; FK1 da an m 
2873
 L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, E4 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2, G25a, R1, R3 . FK1 caϑβarəstəm; F10, T44 
ciϑβarəstəm; T46, G42 caϑβarə.satəm; L5 caϑβarəstaim 
2874
 R1 . T46, P1, (G); K2 tanupərəϑn m; G25a, R3 tanupərəϑan m; F10 tanupərətan m; T44 . L1, 
B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . K9 tanu.pərəϑan m; E4 tanu.pəraiϑan m; Mf2 tanu.pərəϑanam 
2875
 G25a, R3, (Jmp); K2, R1 -š gwpt ʾwhrmẕd ADYN' 
2876
 R1; K2, G25a, R3, (Jmp) /blank/ ┤BLWL- LYDWN-k├; G25b BRE BLWL 
2877
 R1; K2, G25a, R3, (Jmp) /blank/ ┤BLWL-zʾtkyh├; G25b BRTE BLWL 
2878





 MNW BRE BLWL BRA YMYTWN-yt' ʾywp BRTE BLWL 
BRA YMYTWN-yt' cnd OLE-šʾn' QDM KTLWN-šn' OD cnd dhmʾn' OD cnd 
tnʾpwlgʾn'
2881




A. |a| ēg kē brādar-zādag bē mīrēd brādar-zādage ayāb bē mīrēd čand awēšān abar 
mānišnag čand dahmān čand xtanāpuhlagān |b| u-š guft ohrmazd wīst dahmān 
čehel xtanāpuhlagān 
 
B. |a| ēg kē pus brādar bē mīrēd ayāb duxt brādar bē mīrēd čand awēšān abar 
mānišn tā čand dahmān tā čand xtanāpuhlagān |b| u-š guft ohrmazd wīst dahmān 
čehel xtanāpuhlagān 
 
A, B. |a| “When the nephew dies or the niece dies, how long must (one) wait 
(because of) them (before entering into the house)? How long for the pious? How 
long for the tanāpuhl sinners?” |b| And Ohrmazd said: “Twenty (days) for the 




Av. xbrātūiriiō, xbrātūiriia (12.13a) 
Following the IrVS manuscripts, Geldner (1896) edited Av. brātruiiō and 
brātruiie in V 12.13, but Av. tūiriiō and tūiriia in 12.15. Geldner’s first mistake was 
to have edited –ō (Masc.) / –e (Fem.) in 12.13, but –ō (Masc.) / –a (Fem.) in 12.15. 
The second one was not to have taken into account their respective etymologies. 
Av. xbrātūiriia- stems from OIr. *brātə r a- < OIr. *brātə i a- < IIr. 
*bhráHt - < IE. *bhréh2t -; cf. Ved. bhr t vya- “nephew” (Mayrhofer 
1992-2001 2.281), (Hoffmann & Forssman 1996 52, 94), (Fischer 1998 83). Av. 
tūiriia- stems from OIr. *tə r a- < *(p)tə a- < IE. *ph2t -; cf. Ved. pit vya- 
“uncle” (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 2.130), (Hoffmann & Forssman 1996 52, 94), 
(Fischer 1998 84). In both cases the same syllabic sequence, namely IE. *ºt i o-, is 
repeated. So we expect that the same result appears in both, as noticed by 
Hoffmann & Narten (1989 73, n.126). According to them the variant brāt iriia- of 
some manuscripts lead to a reconstruction as OIr. *brātə ri a-
2883
. 
Hoffmann & Forssman (1996 52) thus corrected Geldner’s brātruiia- by 
+brāt iriia-, which however must be corrected as xbrātūiriiō and xbrātūiriia 
respectively, since as such it is not attested in any manuscript. 
Regarding the meaning “nephew” and “niece” for Av. brātruiia- and 
brātruiiā- respectively, vid. (Wackernagel 1916 2). 
                                                                                                                                               
2879
 R1, (Jmp); K2, G25a, R3 tnʾpwlkgʾn' 
2880
 F10; T44 -š gwpt ʾwhrmẕd ADYN' 
2881
 T44; F10 tnʾpwlkʾn' 
2882
 F10; T44 tnʾpwlgʾn' 
2883
 The same development of IIr. *º i a- > OIr. * ºə ri a- > Av. ºūiriia- is found in Av. aγūiriia- 


































































                                                 
2884
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . K9, (G); T46, E4 dātrə 
2885
 Mf2; K2, R3 . L1, R278, T46, P1 . K9 「tā」┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm├; F10, T44, R1 . FK1 
┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm. a ├; B2 gaeϑan m; Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5「tā」┤gaēϑanąm. 
astuuaitinąm. a ├; (G) ┤gaēϑanąm. ... zaraϑuštra├ 
2886
 B2 stuuaitan ; Mf2 astuuaitanąm 
2887
 K2, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; G25a, R3 kuϑanamānəm; F10 . 
FK1 namānəm; E4 nmanəm; L5 kuϑanmāmnəm 
2888
 K2 yaoždaϑāma; G25a . T46, G42 ẏaoždaϑāmi; F10, T44 . Br1, L2, L5 yaoždaϑāmi; R1 「tā」
┤yaoždaϑāni. ... bun├; R3 yaož.daϑāmi; L1, B2, P1 ẏaōždaϑāmi; R278 yaōždaϑāmi; E4 
yaožδaϑāmi; FK1 yaoϑāmi; Mf2, K9 ẏaōždaϑāme 
2889
 K2, G25a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; F10, T44 ┤kuϑa. ... 
spəṇtanąm├ 
2890
 K2, G25a . L1, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; R3 kuϑabun; B2 būn; Mf2, K9 bīn 
2891
 T46, Br1, L2; K2 yaozdāta; G25a . L5 yaoždāiti; R1 . G42 ẏaoždāta; R3 yaždāta; L1, R278 . 
Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; B2, P1 yaōždāta; E4 yaožδāita; FK1 yaoždāita 
2892
 K2, G25a . B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1; R1 (with a blank) ┤  ├; R3 m
「tā」d ; L1, R278, P1 . Mf2 ; L5 ; K9 「tā」┤  ahurō├ 
2893
 K2, G25a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2; L5 hurō 
2894
 K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; R1 ϑriš┤frasnāiti. ... 
spəṇtanąm├; E4 ϑriš.frašnāita; L5 ϑarisfrasnāiti; FK1 ϑraiš.frasnāiti; Mf2, K9 ϑrīš.frasnāiti 
2895
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . K9 tanun m; FK1 
tanu.n m 
2896
 K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1; E4 ϑriš.frasnāita; L5 ϑariš.frasnāiti; 
Mf2, K9 ϑrīš.frasnāiti 
2897
 Mf2; K2, R3 . B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42 . K9 vastran m; G25a . L1, E4, L5 vastaran m; T46, P1 
vastaranąm; FK1 vatarin m 
2898
 G25a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42; K2 ϑriš.frasruuata; R3 ϑriš.frasrūaitai; Br1 ϑriš.frasruuiti; 
E4 ϑriš.frasrūta; L5 ϑaris.frasaruuaite; FK1 ϑraiš.frasūrūta; Mf2, K9 ϑrīš.frasrīiti 
2899
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2 gāϑn m; G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 gāϑan m 
2900
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9; K2, G25a, R3 . E4, L5  
2901
 K2, R3 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; G25a . T46, E4, L5, FK1 ātarəm 
2902
 K2, G25a, R3 . E4, L5, FK1 yazata; L1 ẏazata; B2, T46, Br1, L2 yazaeta; R278, P1, G42 
ẏazaeta; Mf2, K9 ẏazaēta 
2903
 G25a . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9; K2 barsma; R3 barasma; T46 
barəsman; FK1 barəsama 
2904
 Mf2; K2, R3 staranaiti; G25a . FK1 starənaiti; L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 stərənaeta; R278 
stərənaeita; E4 starənita; L5 starə.naiti; K9 starənaēta 
2905
 K2, R3; G25a . E4 vaŋhuibiiō; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 vaŋuhibiiō; Mf2, 
K9 vaŋhībiiō 
2906
 K2, G25a, R3 . B2, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5; L1, R278, T46, P1 . Mf2, K9 zaōϑ  
2907
 Mf2, K9; K2 barata; G25a barəti; R3 . E4 baraita; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 baraeta; 
L5 baraiti; FK1 zaoϑrāibaraiti 
2908
 R3 . FK1; K2 yaozdāta; G25a . L5 yaoždāiti; L1, B2, R278, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; T46, Br1, L2, 




















|a| “Maker, Righteous, |b| how should I purify the house? How will 
they be purified?” And Ahura Mazdā said: “By the washing of their 
bodies thrice, by the washing of their clothes thrice, by the recitation of 
the Gāϑās thrice. He must worship this our fire, he must spread the 
barəsman-, he must bring libations to the good Waters. Then the houses 
will be purified with the coming of the waters at will, with the coming 
of the plants at will, with the coming of the Beneficent Immortals at 
will, o Spitama Zaraϑuštra.” 
 






















 3 bʾl prʾc slʾdšn'
2931













 DKYA AHL YHWWN-
                                                                                                                                               
2909
 G25a . Mf2; K2, R3 pascita; L1, P1, E4 pascaita; B2 pasca; R278, Br1, L2, G42 pascaeta; T46 
pascata; L5 pascaeti; FK1 pascaiti; K9 pascaēti 
2910
 K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; Mf2, K9 bīn 
2911
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; K2 nnmāni; G25a nmāne; R3 namāni; Br1 namāna; 
E4 namāna; L5, FK1 namāne 
2912
 K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . K9; E4 vasō.upāita; Mf2 
vasō.upaiti 
2913
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 ap m 
2914
 K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5; E4 vasō.upāita; FK1 vasō.upāiēi; Mf2, 
K9 vasō.upaiti 
2915
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2 uruuarn m; G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . K9 uruuaran m; L5 
auruuaran m; FK1 uruuarin m 
2916
 G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1; K2 vasō┤upāiti├; E4 vasō.upāita; 
Mf2, K9 vasō.upaiti 
2917
 K2, R3 . E4, L5, FK1 . K9 aməšn m; G25a . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42 aməšan m; T46, P1 . 
Mf2 aməšanąm 
2918
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . K9 spəṇtan ; L5 
spiṇtan m 
2919
 F10, R1 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, (G); K2, R3 spitma; T44 spitami 
2920
 K2, F10, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9; G25a . T46 
spitamazaraϑuštra; R3 . E4, L5 zaraϑuštara 
2921
 K2, R3 ghʾn'; G25a ghʾn; R1, (Jmp) ┤gyhʾn' ... ʾhlwb'├  
2922
 G25a; K2 ʾstmndʾn; R3 ʾst mndʾn 
2923
 G25a; K2, R3 ʾhlwb'y 
2924
 G25a, R1, (Jmp); K2, R3 cy cygwn 
2925
 G25a, (Jmp); K2, R3 mʾn; R1 NPŠE ┤mʾn' ... zlthwšt'├ 
2926
 (Jmp); K2, G25a, R3 ʾywydʾslynyt 
2927
 G25a; K2, R3, (Jmp) HLLWN-šnk 
2928
 (Jmp); K2, G25a, R3 tn'hl 
2929
 G25a; K2, R3, (Jmp) HLLWN-šnk 
2930
 K2, G25a, R3; (Jmp) wstlg 
2931
 G25a; K2, R3, (Jmp) slʾdšnk 
2932
 G25a, (Jmp); K2, R3 ʾtš 
2933
 G25a; K2, R3 yct; (Jmp) ycyt 
2934















B. |a| dʾtʾl |b| cygwn npšt' 
 
A. |a| dādār xgēhān astōmandān ahlaw |b| čīyōn mān yōǰdāsrēnēd čīyōn būd pāk |c| 
u-š guft ohrmazd sē bār šōyēd tan sē bār šōyēd wastaraγ sē bār frāz srāyišn gāhān 
ēn nūn ātaxš yazēd barsom bandēd āb weh zōhr bard pāk pas būd mān |d| kāmag 
rawd āb kāmag rawd urwar kāmag rawd amahraspandān spitāmān zardušt 
 
B. |a| dādār |b| čīyōn nibišt 
 
A. |a| “Maker of the material creatures, Righteous, |b| how will he purify the 
house? How will it be pure?” |c| And Ohrmazd said: “He will wash his body 
thrice, he will wash his clothes thrice, he will recite the Gāϑās thrice. He will 
worship this fire now, he will bind the barsom, he will bring libations to the good 
Waters. Then the house will be pure. The waters will come at will, the plants will 
come at will, the Beneficent Immortals will come at will, o Spitāmān Zardušt.” 
 
B. |a| “Maker …” |b| As written. 
 
                                                                                                                                               
2935
 K2, R3, (Jmp); G25a ASLWN-šn' 
2936
 K2, R3, (Jmp); G25a wyh 
2937
 K2, R3, (Jmp); G25a YḆLWN-t 
2938
 K2, R3, (Jmp); G25a YHWWN-dt 
2939
 G25a; K2, R3, (Jmp) ┤lwd├ 
2940
 G25a; K2, R3 ʾmhrspndʾn; (Jmp) ʾmšrspndʾn' 
2941
 (Jmp); K2, R3 spytmʾn; G25a spytʾmʾn 
2942





































|a| “And when the uncle dies or the aunt dies, how long must (one) wait 
(because) of them (before entering into the house)? How long for the 
pious? How long for the tanu.pərəϑa- sinners?” |b| And Ahura Mazdā 
said: “Fifteen (days) for the pious, thirty for the tanu.pərəϑa- sinners.” 
 









ʾywp BRA YMYTWN-yt cnd OLE-šʾn' QDM KTLWN-šnk
2963
 cnd dhmʾn' cnd 
tnʾpwlkʾn'
2964






                                                 
2943
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . B2, R278, T46, L5, FK1, (G); R1 . L1, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9 
ẏ  
2944
 K2, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1, (G); G25a 
tūiriiō.puϑrō; Mf2, K9 tīiriiō 
2945
 G25a, R1 . B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, (G); K2 para.iriϑiiaēita; F10, T44 para.iriϑiiaeti; 
R3 para.iriϑiiaeite; L1 para.aeriϑiieiti; P1 para.iriϑiiēiti; E4 para.airiϑiiaitai; L5 para.iriϑiieti; FK1 
pairi.iriϑiiaieti 
2946
 K2, R1 . B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1, (G); G25a tūiriia.duγδa; F10 . L1, P1, L5 tūiriie; T44 
tūiriiae; R3 . R278 ┤tūiriia. vā. para.iriϑiieiti├; Mf2, K9 tīiriia 
2947
 R1 . L1, B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, (G); K2 para.iriϑiiaēiti; G25a para.iriϑiieite; F10 
para.iriϑiieti; T44 para.iriϑiiaeti; P1 para.iriϑiiaeiti; E4 para.airiϑiiaeta; L5 para.iriϑiiete; FK1 
pairi.airiϑiiaeti; K9 para.iriϑiie.vā 
2948
 Mf2; K2, G25a, F10 . K9 aēš m; T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 aeš m; R1 . 
T46, P1 aešąm; (G)  
2949
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, F10, T44 . E4, L5, FK1 upa.m nii n; G25a . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42 
upa.m naii n; R1 upa.mąniiąn; R3 upm nii n; K9 upa.m naii nm; (G) upa.mąnaiiən 
2950
 Mf2; K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . K9 dahman m; R1 . T46, P1, 
(G) dahmanąm; E4 dahaman m; FK1 da an m 
2951
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); FK1 
 
2952
 R1 . P1 . Mf2, (G); K2 tanuϑpərəϑn m; G25a tanupərəϑan m; F10 tanupərətan m; T44 . L1, B2, 
R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . K9 tanu.pərəϑan m; R3 tnupərəϑn m; T46 tanupərəϑanąm; FK1 
tanupərəϑn m 
2953
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); R278 āa ; 
FK1 ┤ ərəϑanąm├ 
2954
 K2, G25a . B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, (G); F10, R1 ┤ ├; T44 
┤ ├; R3 「tā」
 
d ; L1, P1 . Mf2 ; L5 ; K9 「tā」┤  ├ 
2955
 F10, T44, R3 . B2, R278, T46, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2, R1 vīsaiti; G25a dsa; L1, L2 paṇca; 
P1, Br1 paṇca.dasa; L5 paṇca.daša 
2956
 Mf2; K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2 . K9 dahman m; R1 . T46, P1, (G) 
dahmanąm; G42 da an m; E4, L5 dahaman m 
2957
 L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2 ciϑβrəstəm; G25a vīsaiti; F10, T44, R3 . E4 
ϑristəm; R1 caϑβarəstəm; R278 ϑrəstəm; L5 ϑaristəm 
2958
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); K2 tanupərəϑn m; G25a, F10, R3 . L5 tanupərəϑan m; T44 . B2, R278, 
Br1, L2, G42, E4 . K9 tanu.pərəϑan m; L1 tanu.pərəϑa.n m 
2959
 R1; K2, (Jmp) /blank/ ┤pyt BLWL├; G25a, R3 ┤pyt├ 
2960
 R1; G25a (G25b adds 4-wm), R3 BRE 
2961
 R1; K2, (Jmp) /blank/ ┤pyt BLWL-yn'├; G25a, R3 ┤pyt├ 
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B. |a| ADYN' MNW 4-wm BRE BRA YMYTWN-yt' ʾywp 4-wmyh BRTE BRA 
YMYTWN-yt' cnd
2968





 |b| AP-š gwpt' ʾwhrmẕd 15 dhmʾn' 30 tnʾpwlgʾn' 
 
A. |a| ēg kē pid brādar bē mīrēd pid brādarēn ayāb bē mīrēd čand awēšān abar 
mānišnag čand dahmān čand xtanāpuhlagān |b| u-š guft ohrmazd wīst dahmān 
čehel xtanāpuhlagān 
 
B. |a| ēg kē čahārom pus bē mīrēd ayāb čahārome duxt bē mīrēd čand awēšān abar 
mānišn tā čand dahmān čand xtanāpuhlagān |b| u-š guft ohrmazd pānzdah dahmān 
sīh xtanāpuhlagān 
 
A. |a| “When the uncle dies or the aunt dies, how long must (one) wait (because of) 
them (before entering into the house)? How long for the pious? How long for the 
tanāpuhl sinners?” |b| And Ohrmazd said: “Twenty (days) for the pious, fourty for 
the tanāpuhl sinners.” 
 
B. |a| “When the fourth son dies or the fourth daughter dies, how long must (one) 
wait (because of) them (before entering into the house)? How long for the pious? 
How long for the tanāpuhl sinners?” |b| And Ohrmazd said: “Fifteen (days) for the 




Av. tūiriia- → Phl. čahārom pus; Av. tūiriiā- → čahārome duxt (12.15a) 
 Only the Pahlavi translators of B and R1 translated Av. tūiriia- and tūiriiā-, 
while the translator of R1 interpreted correctly Av. tūiriia- by Phl. pid brādar 
“brother of the father > uncle” and created a feminine Phl. pid brādarēn “sister of 
the father > aunt” from the Pahlavi masculine. 
 The Pahlavi translators of B mistook Av. tūiriia- “uncle” (< *tə r a- < 
*(p)tər a- < IE. *ph2t -; cf. Ved. pit vya- “uncle” (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 
2.130), (Hoffmann & Forssman 1996 52, 94), (Fischer 1998 84)) for the 
homonymous numeral Av. tūiriia- “fourth” (< IIr. *(k)t -; cf. Ved. tur ya- 
“fourth” (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 1.657)). Because of this confusion, they translated 
Av. tūiriia- “uncle” by Phl. čahārom “fourth” and created its feminine equivalent 
Phl. čahārome from the Pahlavi masculine. 
                                                                                                                                               
2962
 R1; G25a (G25b adds 4-wm) BRTE; R3 dwht 
2963
 K2, R1, R3, (Jmp); G25a NTLWN-šn'k 
2964
 G25a; K2, R1, R3, (Jmp) tnʾpwlgʾn' 
2965
 K2, R1; G25a 10; R3, (Jmp) 15 
2966
 K2, R1, R3; G25a 20; (Jmp) 30 
2967
 K2, R1, R3, (Jmp); G25a tnʾpwlkgʾn' 
2968
 F10; T44 OD cnd 
2969
 F10; T44 OD cnd 
2970
 F10; T44 tnʾpwlgʾn' 
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 But a further confusion must be taken into account regarding the PT of B: 
Phl. čahārom pus and čahārome duxt do not render exactly Av. tūiriia- and tūiriiā-. 
As a result of the above mentioned mistake, we would expect simply Av. tūiriia- 
→ Phl. čahārom and Av. tūiriiā- → čahārome. The addition of Phl. pus and duxt 
respectively is to be explained because either the Pahlavi translators of B felt the 
need to add these kinship names to make clear that Phl. čahārom and čahārome 
were not just numerals or rather because they just slipped into the PTs of the 
following Av. +tūiriia.puϑra- and +tūiriia.duγδar-. Indeed, according to the 
mistaken correspondence between Av. tūiriia- → Phl. čahārom, the PTs čahārom 
pus and čahārome duxt translate correctly Av. +tūiriia.puϑra- and +tūiriia.duγδar-, 
which are just the PTs of these Avestan words in V 12.17a and 12.19a. 
 
 
Av. paṇcā.dasa and ϑrisatəm (12.15b) 
 As in the case in V 12.11, in this passage there are many differences in the 
number of days in the manuscripts. As far as the PV manuscripts are concerned, 
there are three main variants: 
a) 20 and 40 (K2, R1) 
b) 10 and 20 (G25) 
c) 5 and 30 (L1, L2) 
d) 15 and 30 (F10, T44; the rest of VS) 
Although the VS manuscripts agree in the number of days prescribed for the 
tanu.pərəϑa- sinners, they differ in those prescribed for the pious. Indeed, in L1 
and L2 only paṇca is written. The scribe of P1, which stems from L1, also wrote 
only paṇca, but when collating another manuscript he added dasa above the line; 
this is also found in Br1. 
It is not easy to explain why so many discrepancies originated in the 
transmission of this passage, either orally or written. In any case we find a 
numerical regression from V 12.11 onwards (25 / 50 days in 12.11; 20 / 40 days in 
12.13; 15 / 30 days in 12.15; 10 / 20 days in 12.17; 5 / 10 days in 12.19), so that we 
expect 15 / 30 days in V 12.15 in order to follow the sequence of the regression. 


































































                                                 
2971
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9, (G); T46 dātrə 
2972
 Mf2; K2, R3 . R278, T46, P1 . K9 「tā」┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm├; G25a, F10, T44, R1 . FK1 
┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm. a ├; L1 ┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm├; B2 gaeϑan m; Br1, L2, G42, 
E4, L5「tā」┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm. a ├; (G) ┤gaēϑanąm. ... zaraϑuštra├ 
2973
 B2 stuuaitan m; Mf2 astuuaitanąm 
2974
 K2, G25a, T44, R1 . B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; F10 . L1, R278, P1, FK1 namānəm; R3 
kuϑanmānəm; E4, L5 kuϑanamānəm 
2975
 K2, G25a, F10, T44 . Br1, L2, L5 yaoždaϑāmi; R1 「tā」┤yaoždaϑāni. ... spitama├; R3 
yaždaϑāmi; L1, B2, R278, P1 ẏaōždaϑāmi; T46, G42 ẏaoždaϑāmi; E4, FK1 yaoždaϑāma; Mf2, K9 
ẏaōždaϑāme 
2976
 K2, G25a . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; F10 ┤kuϑa. ... spəṇtanąm├; 
T44 ┤kuϑa. ... spitama├ 
2977
 K2, G25a . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; R3 . T46 kuϑabun; Mf2, K9 bīn 
2978
 R3 . B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42; K2 yaozdāta; G25a yaoždāita; L1, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; R278 
ẏaoždāta; E4 yaožδāita; L5, FK1 yaoždāiti 
2979
 K2, G25a . B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; R3 「tā」d ; L1, R278, P1 . Mf2 ; K9 「tā
」┤  ahurō├ 
2980
 K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, FK1; E4 ϑriš.frasnāita; L5 ϑaris.frasnāiti; Mf2, 
K9 ϑrīš.frasnāiti 
2981
 T46, Br1 . Mf2; K2, G25a . L1, B2, R278, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 tanun m; R3 . K9 tanu.n m; P1 
frasnāitanunąm 
2982
 K2, G25a, R3 . L1, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42; E4 ϑriš.frasnāita; B2, FK1 ϑriš.frašnāiti; L5 
ϑaris.frašnāiti; Mf2, K9 ϑrīš.frasnāiti 
2983
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42 . K9 vastran m; G25a . E4, L5 vastaran m; FK1 
vastarain m 
2984
 G25a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42; K2 ϑriš.frasruuata; R3 vastara.n mϑriš.frasruuata; Br1 
ϑriš.frasnāitirūiti; E4 ϑriš.frasūiti; L5 ϑaris.frasrūiti; FK1 ϑriš.frasrūti; Mf2 ϑrīš.frasrīiti; K9 
ϑrīš.frasnārīiti 
2985
 P1 . Mf2; K2 gāϑn m; G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . K9 gāϑan m; T46 
ϑgāϑanąm; E4 gā.ϑan m 
2986
 K2, G25a . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9; R3 . L1, L5, FK1  
2987
 R3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; K2, G25a . R278, E4, L5, FK1 ātarəm 
2988
 K2, G25a, R3 . T46, L5, FK1 yazata; L1 ẏazata; B2, R278, Br1, L2 yazaeta; P1, G42 ẏazaeta; E4 
yaziete; Mf2, K9 ẏazaēta 
2989
 G25a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2, K9; K2, R3 . FK1 barasma; Br1 barəsme; E4 
barəsama; L5 barisma 
2990
 FK1 . Mf2; K2, R3 staranata; G25a starəniti; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 stərənaeta; E4 
stərənaita; L5 starənaete; K9 starənaēta 
2991
 G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; K2 ┤aiβiiō. 
vaŋhubiiō├ 
2992
 G25a, R3; L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 vaŋuhibiiō; T46, E4 vaŋhuibiiō; L5 vaŋuhebiiō; 
Mf2, K9 vaŋhībiiō 
2993
 K2, G25a . B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5; L1, P1 . Mf2, K9 zaōϑ ; FK1 zaoϑrāi 
2994
 Mf2, K9; K2 brāta; G25a . L5 baraiti; R3 zaoϑr baraita; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 




















|a| “Maker, Righteous, |b| how should I purify the house? How will 
they be purified?” And Ahura Mazdā said: “By the washing of their 
bodies thrice, by the washing of their clothes thrice, by the recitation of 
the Gāϑās thrice. He must worship this our fire, he must spread the 
barəsman-, he must bring libations to the good Waters. Then the houses 
will be purified with the coming of the waters at will, with the coming 
of the plants at will, with the coming of the Beneficent Immortals at 
will, o Spitama Zaraϑuštra.” 
 
























 3 bʾl prʾc slʾyt
3019





                                                                                                                                               
2995
 R3 . L5; K2 yaozdāta; G25a ẏaoždāita; L1 ẏaždāta; B2, R278, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; T46, Br1, 
L2, G42, FK1 ẏaoždāta; E4 yaožδāita 
2996
 G25a . Mf2, K9; K2, R3 pascita; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 pascaeta; E4 pascaita; L5 
pascaiti; FK1 pascaiēti 
2997
 K2, G25a, R3 . L1, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; B2, T46 būn; Mf2, K9 bīn 
2998
 K2 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; G25a nmāne; R3 namān; E4 namāna; L5, 
FK1 namāne 
2999
 K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1; E4 vasō.upāita; Mf2, K9 
vasō.upaiti 
3000
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 ap m 
3001
 K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1; E4 vasō.upāita; Mf2, K9 
vasō.upaiti 
3002
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 uruuaran m; R3 
uruuarn m 
3003
 K2, G25a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1; R3 vasōupāiti; E4 vasō.upāita; Mf2, 
K9 vasō.upaiti 
3004
 K2 . R278, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 aməšn m; G25a . L1, B2, Br1, L2, G42 aməšan m; R3 aməsn m; 
T46, P1 . Mf2 aməšanąm 
3005
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, E4, FK1 . K9 spəṇtan m; G25a spəṇtain m; G42 
spəṇtan m. spəṇtan m; L5 spiṇtan m 
3006
 F10 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . K9; K2 spitma; G25a . L1 . Mf2 spətama; E4 
spaitama 
3007
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; R3 spəitmazarϑuštra; 
E4 zraϑuštara; L5 zaraϑuštara; FK1 spəṇtan mazaraϑuštra 
3008
 K2, R3; G25a gyhʾn; R1, (Jmp) ┤gyhʾn' ... ʾhlwb'├ 
3009
 G25a; K2 ʾstmndʾn'; R3 ʾstmn dʾn' 
3010
 G25a; K2, R3 ʾhlwb'y 
3011
 (Jmp); K2, G25a, R3 mʾn; R1 npšt' 
3012
 (Jmp); K2, R3 ʾywydʾslynyt; G25a ʾywydʾsl 
3013
 K2, G25a, (Jmp); R3 cygw 
3014
 K2, G25a, (Jmp); R3 bār 
3015
 K2, R3, (Jmp); G25a HLWN-yt 
3016
 G25a, (Jmp); K2, R3 tn'hl 
3017
 K2, G25a, (Jmp); R3 HLLW-yt 
3018
 K2, G25a, R3; (Jmp) wstlg 
3019
 (Jmp); K2, R3 ┤slʾyt├; G25a slʾdšn' 
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 DKYA AHL YHWWN-t
3024
 mʾn |d| kʾmk lpd 
MYA kʾmk lpd
3025










B. |a| dʾtʾl |b| cygwn npšt 
 
A. |a| dādār xgēhān astōmandān ahlaw |b| čīyōn mān yōǰdāsrēnēd čīyōn būd pāk |c| 
u-š guft ohrmazd sē bār šōyēd tan sē bār šōyēd wastaraγ sē bār frāz srāyēd gāhān ēn 
nūn ātaxš yazēd barsom bandēd āb weh zōhr bard pāk pas būd mān |d| kāmag 
rawd āb kāmag rawd urwar kāmag rawd amahraspandān spitāmān zarduxšt 
 
B. |a| dādār |b| čīyōn nibišt 
 
A. |a| “Maker of the material creatures, Righteous, |b| how will he purify the 
house? How will it be pure?” |c| And Ohrmazd said: “He will wash his body 
thrice, he will wash his clothes thrice, he will recite the Gāϑās thrice. He will 
worship this fire now, he will bind the barsom, he will bring libations to the good 
Waters. Then the house will be pure. |d| The waters will come at will, the plants 
will come at will, the Beneficent Immortals will come at will, o Spitāmān 
Zarduxšt.” 
 
B. |a| “Maker …” |b| As written. 
 
                                                                                                                                               
3020
 G25a, (Jmp); K2, R3 ʾtš 
3021
 G25a; K2, R3, (Jmp) blsm 
3022
 G25a, (Jmp); K2, R3 zwl 
3023
 K2, R3, (Jmp); G25a YḆLWN-t 
3024
 K2, G25a, R3; (Jmp) YHWWN-yt 
3025
 (Jmp); K2, R3 lwd; G25a SGYTWN-t 
3026
 K2, R3, (Jmp); G25a lwd 
3027
 K2, G25a, R3; (Jmp) ʾmšrspndʾn' 
3028
 G25a, (Jmp); K2, R3 spytmʾn' 
3029





































|a| “And when the male cousin dies or the female cousin dies, how long 
must (one) wait (because) of them (before entering into the house)? 
How long for the pious? How long for the tanu.pərəϑa- sinners?” |b| 
And Ahura Mazdā said: “Ten (days) for the pious, twenty for the 
tanu.pərəϑa- sinners.” 
 
A. |a| ADYN' MNW 4-wm
3046









 cnd OLE-šʾn' QDM KTLWN-d
3051
 cnd dhmʾn' cnd 
tnʾpwlkʾn'
3052








                                                 
3030
 K2, G25a, T44, R3 . B2, R278, T46, L5, FK1, (G); R1 . L1, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9 ẏ  
3031
 G25a . L1, B2, T46, L2, G42; K2, F10, T44 . R278, E4, L5, FK1, (G) tūiriiō. puϑrō; R1 tūiriiō; P1 
tūiriia.pōϑrō; Br1 tūiriia.puϑrō. vā; Mf2 tīiriiō.puϑrō; K9 tīiriiō.puϑrō. vā 
3032
 R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2 para.iriϑaiiaēti; G25a, F10 
para.iriϑiieti; T44 pairi.iriϑiiaeti; R3 tūiriiōpuϑrōiriϑiiata; E4 para.iriϑiieita; L5 para.iriϑiiete; FK1 
pairi.airiϑiiaeti 
3033
 G25a, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4; K2 tūiriia.duγda; F10 tūiriie.duγδa; T44 
tūiriiae.duγδa; L5 tūiriie.dugaδa; Mf2, K9 tīiriia. duγδa; (G) tūiriia. duγδa 
3034
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); R3 
tūiriiavā; FK1 tūiriieduγadavā 
3035
 G25a, R1 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2 para.iriϑiiata; F10, T44 
para.iriϑiiaeti; R3 parairiϑāiiaiti; R278 para.iriϑiieiϑti; E4 para.iriϑiieti; L5 para.iriϑiiaete; FK1 
pərə.airiϑiiaēti 
3036
 Mf2; K2, G25a, F10 . FK1 . K9 aēš m; T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 aeš m; R1 . 
T46, P1 aešąm; (G)  
3037
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a, F10, T44 . E4, L5, FK1 upa.m n; R1 upa.mąniiąn; R3 upam nii n; 
L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42 . K9 upa.m naii n; (G) upa.mąnaiiən 
3038
 Mf2; K2, R3 dahmn m; G25a, F10, T44 . L1, R278, Br1, L2, L5, B2 . K9 dahman m; R1 . T46, 
P1, (G) dahmanąm; G42 da an m; E4 dahaman m; FK1 da in m 
3039
 R1, (G); K2 tanupərəϑn m; G25a, T44 . B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . K9 tanu.pərəϑan m; 
F10, R3 . E4 tanupərəϑan m; L1 tanu.pərəϑa.n m; T46 tanu.pərəϑnąm; P1 tanu.pərəϑa.nąm; Mf2 
tanupərəϑanam 
3040
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9, (G); FK1 
┤ ├ 
3041
 K2, G25a . B2, T46, Br1, L2, E4, FK1, (G); F10, T44, R1 (with a blank) ┤
├; R3 「tā」 ; L1, R278, P1 . Mf2 ; G42  ; L5 ; K9 「tā」
┤ ├ 
3042
 F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2 dsa; G25a 
(but corrected prima manu in the left margin as dasa) paṇcā; L5 daši 
3043
 Mf2; K2, R3 dahmn m; G25a, F10, T44 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, G42 dahman m; R1 . T46, P1, (G) 
dahmanąm; E4, L5 dahaman m; FK1 da i.n m; K9 da an  
3044
 F10, T44 . R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . K9, (G); K2, R1 vīsiti; G25a (but corrected prima 
manu in the left margin as vīsata) dasa; L1, B2, P1 visaiti; T46 vasaiti; L5 vīsaete; Mf2 vīsāiti 
3045
 R1 . P1 . Mf2, (G); K2 tanupərəϑn m; G25a (but corrected prima manu in the left margin as 
tanupərəϑan m), T44 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 tanu.pərəϑan m; F10 
tanupərətan m; R3 vīsaititanupərəϑn m; T46 tanu.pərəϑnąm 
3046
 G25b; K2, G25a, (Jmp) /blank/ ┤4-wm├; R1, R3 ┤4-wm├ 
 420 
 











 BRTE BRA YMYTWN-yt' cnd OLE-šʾn' QDM KTLWN-
šn'
3062





A. |a| ēg kē čahārom pus bē mīrēd ayāb čahārom duxt bē mīrēd čand awēšān abar 
mānēnd čand dahmān čand xtanāpuhlagān |b| u-š guft ohrmazd dah dahmān wīst 
xtanāpuhlagān 
 
B. |a| ēg kē čahārome pus rāy pus bē mīrēd ayāb čahārome duxt rāy duxt bē mīrēd 
čand awēšān abar mānišn tā čand dahmān tā čand xtanāpuhlagān |b| u-š guft 
ohrmazd tā dah dahmān tā wīst xtanāpuhlagān 
 
A. |a| “When the fourth son dies or the (...) daughter dies, how long must (one) 
wait (because of) them (before entering into the house)? How long for the pious? 
How long for the tanāpuhl sinners?” |b| And Ohrmazd said: “Ten (days) for the 
pious, twenty for the tanāpuhl sinners.” 
 
B. |a| “When the fourth son’s son dies or the fourth daughter’s daughter dies, how 
long must (one) wait (because of) them (before entering into the house)? How long 
for the pious? How long for the tanāpuhl sinners?” |b| And Ohrmazd said: “Ten 
(days) for the pious, twenty for the tanāpuhl sinners.” 
                                                                                                                                               
3047
 G25b; K2, G25a, (Jmp) ┤ʾywp├ 
3048
 G25b; K2, G25a, R3, (Jmp) /blank/ ┤4-wm├; R1 ┤4-wm├ 
3049
 G25a, (Jmp); K2 ʾywp BRA; R1, R3 ʾywp BRA 
3050
 K2, G25a, R1, (Jmp); R3 YMYTW..t, with -N-y- scratched. 
3051
 G25a; K2, R1 NTLWN-šnk; R3 NLWN-šnk; (Jmp) KTLWN-šnk 
3052
 (Jmp); K2, R3 tnʾpwlk; G25a, R1 tnʾpwlgʾn' 
3053
K2, R1, R3, (Jmp); G25a (but corrected above the line as 10) pnc 
3054
 G25a, R1, (Jmp); K2 dhmʾn; R3 dhmʾy 
3055
K2, R1, R3, (Jmp); G25a (but corrected above the line as 20) 10 
3056
 G25a, R1; K2, R3, (Jmp) tnʾpwlgʾn'  
3057
 F10 in the left margin, T44 
3058
 F10; T44 ┤lʾd BRE├ 
3059
 T44; F10 y BRA 
3060
 T44; F10 YMYTWN-yt 
3061
 F10; T44 ┤lʾd BRTE├ 
3062
 T44; F10 KTLWN-šn'yh 
3063
 F10; T44 tnʾpwlgʾn' 
 421 

































































                                                 
3064
 Mf2; K2, R3 . L1, R278, T46, P1 . K9 「tā」┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm├; G25a, F10, T44, R1 . 
L5, FK1 ┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm. a ├; B2 gaeϑan m; Br1, L2, G42, E4「tā」┤gaēϑanąm. 
astuuaitinąm. a ├; (G) ┤gaēϑanąm. ... zaraϑuštra├ 
3065
 B2 stuuaitan m; Mf2 astuuaitanąm 
3066
 K2, G25a, T44, R1, R3 . B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; F10 namāmnəm; L1, R278, P1, FK1 
namānəm; E4, L5 kuϑanamānəm 
3067
 K2, F10, T44 . Br1, L2, G42, L5 yaoždaϑāmi; G25a . T46 ẏaoždaϑāmi; R1「tā」┤yaoždaϑāni. 
... spitama├; R3 . FK1 yaoždaϑāma; L1, B2, P1 ẏaōždaϑāmi; R278 yaōždaϑāme; E4 yaožδaϑāma; 
Mf2, K9 ẏaōždaϑāme 
3068
 K2, G25a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; F10 ┤kuϑa. ... 
spəṇtanąm├; T44 ┤kuϑa. ... spitama├ 
3069
 K2, G25a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; R3 kuϑabun; Mf2, K9 bīn 
3070
 R3 . B2, Br1, L2; K2 yaozdāta; G25a . L5, FK1 yaoždāiti; L1, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; R278 
yaōždāta; T46 ; G42 ẏaoždāta; E4 yaožδāita 
3071
 K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; E4  
3072
 K2 . B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; G25a ┤ hurō. mazd ├; R3 「tā」
 
d ; 
L1, P1 . Mf2 ; K9 「tā」┤ ├ 
3073
 K2 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2; L1  
3074
 K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42; E4 ϑriš.frasnāita; L5 ϑariš.friš.nāiti; FK1 
ϑraiš.frašnāiti; Mf2, K9 ϑrīš.frasnāiti 
3075
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 tanun m; R3 tanu.n m 
3076
 K2, G25a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1; R3 ϑrišfrasnāiti; E4 ϑriš.frasnāita; L5 
ϑariš.frasnāiti; Mf2, K9 ϑrīš.frasnāiti 
3077
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42 . K9 vastran m; E4, L5 vastaran m; 
FK1 vastarin m 
3078
 G25a . R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42; K2, R3 ϑriš.frasruuata; L1 ϑriš.frasūiti; B2 ϑriš.frasrūti; E4 
ϑriš.frasrūta; L5 ϑariš.frasaruuaiti; FK1 ϑriš.frasrūte; Mf2, K9 ϑrīš.frasrīiti 
3079
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, R3 gāϑn m; G25a . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 gāϑan m 
3080
 K2, G25a . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5; R3 . L1, E4, FK1 . Mf2 ; K9 imānō 
3081
 K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; R278, L5, FK1 ātarəm; E4 ātərə 
3082
 K2, G25a, R3 . E4, L5, FK1 yazata; L1, R278, P1, G42 ẏazaeta; B2, T46, Br1, L2 yazaeta; Mf2, 
K9 ẏazaēta 
3083
 G25a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9; K2, R3 barasma; L5 barisma 
3084
 Mf2; K2 starənita; G25a starənaiti; R3 starəta; L1, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42 stərənaeta; B2, T46 
stərənaeti; E4 satarənaita; L5 starə.naete; FK1 sətarəniti; K9 starənaēta 
3085
 K2, G25a, R3 . B2, R278, T46, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; L1, P1 aeviiō; Br1 airβiiō 
3086
 K2, G25a, R3; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 vaŋuhibiiō; L5 vaŋuhebiiō; Mf2, 
K9 vaŋhībiiō 
3087
 K2, G25a . B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1; R3 zuϑr ; L1, R278, P1 . Mf2, K9 zaōϑ ; E4 
zaoϑ  
3088
 Mf2; K2 barata; G25a barəti; R3 . Br1, L5, FK1 baraiti; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42 baraeta; 
E4 braite; K9  
3089
 K2, R3 . L5, FK1; G25a yaožδāiti; L1, B2, R278, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; T46, Br1, L2, G42 
ẏaoždāta; E4 yaožδāita 
3090




















|a| “Maker, Righteous, |b| how should I purify the house? How will 
they be purified?” And Ahura Mazdā said: “By the washing of their 
bodies thrice, by the washing of their clothes thrice, by the recitation of 
the Gāϑās thrice. He must worship this our fire, he must spread the 
barəsman-, he must bring libations to the good Waters. Then the houses 
will be purified with the coming of the waters at will, with the coming 
of the plants at will, with the coming of the Beneficent Immortals at 
will, o Spitama Zaraϑuštra.” 
 











cygwn YHWWN-t DKYA |c| AP-š gwpt ʾwhrmẕd 3 bʾl HLLWN-yt tn'
3107


















 DKYA AHL YHWWN-t
3116
















                                                                                                                                               
3091
 K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; Mf2, K9 bīn 
3092
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . K9; K2 nmāni; G25a nmāne; R3 . FK1 namāni; E4, L5 
namāne; Mf2 nmana 
3093
 K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; G42 vasō.up māiti 
3094
 T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 ap m 
3095
 K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; E4 vasō.upāita. ap m. 
vasō.upāita 
3096
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, R3 uruuarn m; G25a . L1, B2, R278, Br1, G42, E4, L5 . K9 uruuaran m; L2 
uruuaran m; FK1 above the line uruuarin m 
3097
 K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2, K9; E4 vasō.upāita; FK1 
┤vasō.upāiti├ 
3098
 K2, G25a, R3 . E4, FK1 . K9 aməšn m; L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42 aməšan m; T46, P1 . Mf2 
aməšanąm; L5 amasn m 
3099
 T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 spəṇtan m 
3100
 K2, G25a, T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . K9; Mf2 spəṇtama 
3101
 K2, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; G25a spətamazaraϑuštra; F10 
zaraϑuštri; E4 zraϑuštara; L5 zaraϑuštara; FK1 spətamazaraϑuštara 
3102
 K2, R3 ghʾn; G25a, R1, (Jmp) ┤gyhʾn' ... ʾhlwb'├ 
3103
 K2 ʾstmndʾn'y; R3 ʾstmʾndʾn'y 
3104
 K2, R3 ʾhlwb'y 
3105
 G25a, (Jmp); K2, R3 mʾn; R1 npšt' 
3106
 (Jmp); K2 ʾywydʾlslynyt; G25a, R3 ʾywydʾslynyt 
3107
 R3, (Jmp); K2 tn'; G25a tn'hl 
3108
 K2, G25a, R3; (Jmp) wstlg 
3109
 K2, G25a, (Jmp); R3 bār 
3110
 K2, G25a, (Jmp); R3 ẔNM 
3111
 G25a, (Jmp); K2, R3 ʾtš 
3112
 K2, R3, (Jmp); G25a ┤blsm ASLWN-x1├ 
3113
 G25a, (Jmp); K2, R3 y MYA 
3114
 G25a, (Jmp); K2, R3 zwl 
3115
 K2, R3, (Jmp); G25a YḆLWN-t 
3116
 G25a; K2, R3, (Jmp) bwd 
3117
 (Jmp); K2, R3 lwd; G25a SGYTWN-t 
3118





 |b| cygwn npšt' 
 
A. |a| dādār xgēhān xastōmandān xahlaw |b| čīyōn mān yōǰdāsrēnēd čīyōn būd pāk 
|c| u-š guft ohrmazd sē bār šōyēd tan sē bār šōyēd wastaraγ sē bār frāz srāyišnag 
gāhān ēn nūn ātaxš yazēd barsom bandēd āb weh zōhr bard pāk pas būd mān |d|  
kāmag rawd āb kāmag rawd urwar kāmag rawd amahraspandān spitāmān 
zarduxšt 
 
B. |a| dādār |b| čīyōn nibišt 
 
A. |a| “Maker of the material creatures, Righteous, |b| how will he purify the 
house? How will it be pure?” |c| And Ohrmazd said: “He will wash his body 
thrice, he will wash his clothes thrice, he will recite the Gāϑās thrice. His will 
worship this fire now, he will bind the barsom, he will bring libations to the good 
Waters. Then the house will be pure. |d| The waters will come at will, the plants 
will come at will, the Beneficent Immortals will come at will, o Spitāmān 
Zarduxšt.” 
 
B. |a| “Maker …” |b| As written. 
 
                                                                                                                                               
3119
 G25a, (Jmp); K2, R3 lwd 
3120
 (Jmp); K2, R3 lwd; G25a SGYTWN-t 
3121
 K2, G25a, R3; (Jmp) ʾmšrspndʾn' 
3122
 (Jmp); K2 ┤spytʾmʾn'├; G25a, R3 spytmʾn'  
3123
 G25a; R3 zwltwšt; (Jmp) zltwšt 
3124








































|a| “And when the male cousin’s son dies or the female cousin’s 
daughter dies, how long must (one) wait (because) of them (before 
entering into the house)? How long for the pious? How long for the 
tanu.pərəϑa- sinners?” |b| And Ahura Mazdā said: “Five (days) for the 
pious, ten for the tanu.pərəϑa- sinners.” 
 
                                                 
3125
 K2, G25a in the margin, F10, T44, R3 . B2, R278, T46, L5, FK1, (G); R1 . L1, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
E4 . Mf2, K9 ẏ  
3126
 K2, G25a in the margin, R1 . L1, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42; F10 . R278, E4, L5, FK1 tūiriiō.puϑrō; 
T44 tūiriiae.puϑrō; B2 tūiriiōa.puϑrō; Mf2, K9 tīiriia.puϑrō; (G) tūiriia. puϑrō 
3127
 K2, G25a in the margin, F10, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); 
R3 tūiriiōa.puϑrōvā; E4, L5 ┤vā. puϑrō├ 
3128
 K2, G25a in the margin, F10, T44, R1 above the line, R3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, FK1 . Mf2, 
K9, (G); R278, G42 ┤puϑrō├ 
3129
 G25a in the margin, R1 . B2, R278, L2, G42 . K9, (G); K2 para.iriϑiiaēti; F10 para.iriϑiieti; T44 
pairi.iriϑiiaeti; R3 para.iriϑiiaeti; L1 para.iriϑiiēiϑti; T46, Br1 para.iriϑiieiti; P1 para.iriϑiiēiti; E4 
paira.aira.ϑiiaeta; L5 para.iri.ϑiiaete; FK1 pairi.airi 
3130
 K2, G25a in the margin, R1 . R278, Br1, L2, G42; T44 tūiriia.duγδra; R3 tūiriiaduγδa; L1 
tūiriia.duγδari; B2, T46 tūiriia.duγδairi; P1 tūiriia.duγδa.iri; E4 tūiriia.duγδaivāri; L5 tūiriie.dugaδa; 
FK1 tūiriia.duγa ; Mf2, K9 tīiriia.duγδa; (G) tūiriia. duγδairi 
3131
 R3 . R278, P1 above the line, Br1 above the line, L5 . Mf2, K9; K2 (with a blank), G25a in the 
margin, T44, R1 (with a blank) . L1, B2, T46, L2, G42, E4, FK1, (G) ┤vā. duγδa. para.iriϑiieiti├; 
F10 tūiriiōe.duγδairivā 
3132
 P1 above the line, Br1 above the line; F10 . R278, L5 ┤duγδa├; Mf2, K9 duγδaire 
3133
 R278; G25a in the margin . Br1, L2, G42 iri; F10 para.iriϑiieti; R3 duγδapar.airi.ϑiieti; P1 above 
the line iriϑiiēiti; L5 pari.ϑiiete; FK1 airi; Mf2, K9 ┤para.iriϑiieiti├ 
3134
 R1 . Mf2; K2, F10 . FK1 . K9 aēš m; G25a in the margin aetēš m; T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, 
L2, G42, E4, L5 aeš m; T46, P1 aešam; (G)  
3135
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, F10, R3 . E4, L5, FK1 upa.m nii n; G25a in the margin upam aii n; T44 
upam nii n; R1 upa.mąniiąn; L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42 . K9 upa.m naii n; (G) upa.mąnaiiən 
3136
 Mf2; K2, G25a in the margin, F10, T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, L5 dahman m; R1 . T46, 
P1, (G) dahmanąm; G42 . K9 da an m; E4 dahmain m; FK1 da i.n m 
3137
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); K2, R3 tanupərəϑn m; G25a in the margin tanupərəϑan m; F10 
tanupərətan m; T44 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . K9 tanu.pərəϑan m; L5 
tanu.pərəϑn m 
3138
 K2, G25a in the margin, F10 . B2, T46, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1, (G); T44, R1 (with a blank) 
┤ ├; R3「tā」 ; L1, R278, P1 . Mf2 ; Br1 mra ; K9「tā」┤
ahurō├ 
3139
 Mf2; K2, R3 dahmn m; G25a in the margin, F10, T44 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42 . K9, (G) 
dahman m; R1 . T46, P1 dahmanąm; E4, L5 dahaman m; FK1 da an m 
3140
 K2, G25a in the margin, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, 
K9, (G); FK1 paṇdasa 
3141
 R1 . P1, (G); K2, R3 tanupərəϑn m; G25a in the margin, F10 tanupərəϑan m; T44 . B2, R278, 
P1, G42, FK1 . K9 tanu.pərəϑan m; T46 tanu.pərəϑnąm; E4 dasatanu.pərəϑan m; L5 











YMYTWN-yt cnd OLE-šʾn' QDM KTLWN-d
3146
 cnd dhmʾn' cnd tnʾpwlgʾn' |b| 




B. |a| ADYN' MNW 4-wm BRE lʾd BRE BRA YMYTWN-yt' ʾywp 4-wm dwht 
cnd OLE-šʾn' QDM KTLWN-šn' OD cnd dhmʾn' OD cnd tnʾpwlgʾn' |b| AP-š 
gwpt' ʾwhrmẕd pnc YWM dhmʾn' 10 YWM tnʾpwlgʾn' 
 
A. |a| ēg kē /blank/ bē mīrēd /blank/ ayāb bē mīrēd čand awēšān abar mānēnd 
čand dahmān čand xtanāpuhlagān |b| u-š guft ohrmazd pānǰ dahmān dah 
xtanāpuhlagān 
 
B. |a| ēg kē čahārom pus rāy pus bē mīrēd ayāb čahārom duxt čand awēšān abar 
mānišn tā čand dahmān tā čand xtanāpuhlagān |b| u-š guft ohrmazd pānǰ rōz 
dahmān dah rōz xtanāpuhlagān 
 
A. |a| “When (…) dies or (…) dies, how long must they wait (because of) them 
(before entering into the house)? How long for the pious? How long for the 
tanāpuhl sinners?” |b| And Ohrmazd said: “Five (days) for the pious, ten for the 
tanāpuhl sinners.” 
 
B. |a| “When the fourth son’s son dies or the fourth daughter’s (daughter dies), 
how long must (one) wait (because of) them (before entering into the house)? How 
long for the pious? How long for the tanāpuhl sinners?” |b| And Ohrmazd said: 




Av. tūiriia.duγδa. +vā. +duγδa. xpara.iriϑiieiti (12.19a) 
 This very corrupt passage was not edited correctly by Geldner (1896), so 
that it was not fully understood. In order to shed some light on it, we must analyse 
the expected text according to the preceding passages of V 12. 
 At the beginning of V 12.1a, 3a, 5a, 7a, 9a, 11a, 13a, 15a and 17a we always 
find the sequence + masculine relative + para.iriϑiieiti + feminine relative + 
vā + para.iriϑiieiti. However, in V 12.19a we find the sequence 
tūiriia.puϑrō. vā. puϑrō. para.iriϑiieiti. tūiriia.duγδa, where the expected ┤vā. 
duγδa. para.iriϑiieiti├ is lacking. So the sequence is broken in tūiriia.duγδa, which 
shows variants like tūiriia. duγδairi which deserves an explanation.  
                                                 
3142
 K2, R1, (Jmp); G25a in the margin ADYN' MNW BRE BRA YMYTWN-yt ʾywp BRTE 
┤ADYN' ... 10 tnʾpwlgʾn'├; R3 ʾ t ADYN 
3143
 K2, R1, (Jmp); R3 ┤MNW├ 
3144
 K2, R1, (Jmp); R3 YMYTWN-yt c 
3145
 (Jmp); K2, R1, R3 ┤ʾywp BRA YMYTWN-yt├ 
3146
 K2, R3, (Jmp); R1 KTLWN-t 
3147
 In R3 -gʾn written under the line. 
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 This variant can be explained in two ways: a) it reflects part of a compound; 
b) it is a corruption instead of tūiriia.duγδa. vā. duγδa. para.iriϑiieiti. 
 The first hypothesis was proposed by Bartholomae (1904 748). Although he 
followed Geldner’s edition tūiriia. duγδairi, he reconstructed a form 
*tūiriia.duγδərə.duγδa. Thus Av. tūiriia.duγδairi, a corrupted form of 
*tūiriia.duγδərə°, would reflect the first two members of a longer compound, 
whose last member would be lost in the written transmission. 
 Bartholomae’s (1904 748) explanation is likely, but it neglects the parallelism 
attested in the rest of passages of V 12. Even if Av. tūiriia.duγδairi reflected 
*tūiriia.duγδərə° the verb para.iriϑiieiti would lack. The scribe of K2 already 
noticed that there were some missing words, so he left a blank in order to complete 
it at a later stage.  
 I propose a second hypothesis; in my opinion, the exact feminine 
counterpart of the sentence +tūiriia.puϑrō. vā. puϑrō. para.iriϑiieiti would be 
tūiriia.duγδa. vā. duγδa. para.iriϑiieiti. If my interpretation is correct, the variant 
tūiriia.duγδairi would not reflect *tūiriia.duγδərə°, but rather a copyist’s omission 
tūiriia.duγδa<. vā. duγδa. para.>iri<ϑiieiti>. 
 In some manuscripts there are traces of the words omitted. After 
tūiriia.duγδa R3, R278, P1 (above the line), Br1 (above the line), L5, Mf2 and K9 
attest vā. After vā the IrVS manuscripts Mf2 and K2 preserve a variant of duγδa, 
but merged with the expected verb para.iriϑiieiti (Mf2, K9 tīiriia.duγδa. vā. 
duγδaire), but R3 and P1 (above the line) attest the right duγδa. Finally, only R278 
attests the expected para.iriϑiieiti, while in P1 above the line the verbal form 
iriϑiiēiti is written, and in L5 we find pari.ϑiiete. The result is tūiriia.duγδa.iri in P1 
and vā. duγδa. iriϑiiēiti added above the line, that is, a sequence tūiriia.duγδa.iri. vā. 
duγδa. iriϑiiēiti in P1. In L5 the result is tūiriie.dugaδa. vā. pari.ϑiiete. Accordingly, 
although both manuscripts are closer to the expected sequence, in P1 the preverb 
para is omitted, while in L5 duγδa is missing. 
 With so many error in the written transmission, we can understand why 
Geldner did not see any solution. Each manuscript proves to be important to find 
out that the parallel sentence tūiriia.duγδa. +vā. +duγδa. xpara.iriϑiieiti was the basis 
of this confusion. 
 As for the source of this omission, I think that the common written source 
of Vīdēvdād probably was a manuscript where both verbs para.iriϑiieiti were 




   ϑrō. vā. puϑrō. para. 
   iri.ϑiieiti. tūiriia.duγδa. vā. duγδa. para. 
   iri.ϑ ąn. 
 
 When copying tūiriia.duγδa this old source of all our extant manuscripts 
problably slipped into the next line due to a saut du même au même, omitted <vā. 
duγδa. para.> and copied the following °iri°: 
 
                                                 
3148
 cf. the variants where °iri° is written between dots in V 12: L5 pərə.aere.ϑiiaeti (12.1a); L5 
para.iri.ϑiiaete (12.3a); T46 para.iri.ϑiieiti (12.7a); L5 para.iri.ϑiiaete (12.7a); FK1 pirəari.iri.ϑiiəti 
(12.7a); FK1 pairi.iri.ϑiieti (12.9a); R3 tūiriiōpuϑrōiriϑiiata (12.17a); FK1 pairi.airi (12.19a). 
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   iia.puϑrō. vā. puϑrō. para. 
   iri.ϑiieiti. tūiriia.duγδa. <vā. duγδa. para.> 
   iri.ϑ ąn. 
 
 The result was not only the variant tūiriia.duγδairi but also an omission due 
to a confusion which only was partially noticed by the scribes of later manuscripts, 

































































                                                 
3149
 K2, G25a in the margin, F10, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9, (G); 
T44 dātar; T46 dātrə 
3150
 Mf2; K2, R3 . B2, R278, T46, P1 . K9 「tā」┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm├; G25a in the margin, 
F10, T44, R1 . FK1 ┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm. a ├; L1 ┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm├; Br1, L2, 
G42, E4, L5「tā」┤gaēϑanąm. astuuaitinąm. a ├; (G) ┤gaēϑanąm. ... zaraϑuštra├ 
3151
 Mf2 astuuaitanąm 
3152
 K2, G25a in the margin, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2; F10 . E4, L5, FK1 
namānəm; R3 kuϑanmānəm 
3153
 K2, G25a in the margin, F10, T44, R3 . B2, T46, Br1, L2, L5 yaoždaϑāmi; R1「 tā」
┤yaoždaϑāni. ... spitama├; L1, G42 ẏaoždaϑāmi; R278 yaōždaϑāmi; P1 ẏaōždaϑāmi; E4, FK1 
yaoždaϑāma; Mf2, K9 ẏaōždaϑāme 
3154
 K2, G25a in the margin . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; F10, T44 
┤kuϑa. ... spəṇtanąm├ 
3155
 K2, G25a in the margin . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; Mf2, K9 bīn  
3156
 B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42; K2 yaozdāta; G25a in the margin . L5, FK1 yaoždāiti; R3 
kuϑabunyaoždāta; L1, P1 . Mf2, K9 ẏaōždāta; R278 yaōzdāta; E4 yaožδāita 
3157
 K2, G25a in the margin . Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; R3 「tā」 ; L1, B2, R278, T46, P1 . Mf2 
; K9「tā」┤ ├ 
3158
 K2, G25a in the margin . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1; R3 ϑraš.frasnāiti; E4 
ϑriš.frasnāita; L5 ϑaris.frasnāiti; Mf2, K9 ϑrīš.frasnāiti 
3159
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . K9 tanun m; FK1 tanu.n m 
3160
 K2, G25a in the margin, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, FK1; P1 ϑriš.frašnāiti; E4 
ϑriš.frašnāita; L5 ϑariš.frasnāiti; Mf2, K9 ϑrīš.frasnāiti 
3161
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a in the margin, R3 . B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42 vastran m; L1 vastra; E4, 
L5 . K9 vastaran m; FK1 vastrin m 
3162
 L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1; K2, G25a in the margin, R3 ϑriš.frasruuata; R278 
ϑriš.frasruuiti; E4 ϑriš.frasrūta; L5 ϑariš.frasarūiti; Mf2, K9 ϑrīš.frasrīiti 
3163
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, R3 gāϑn m; G25a in the margin . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . 
K9 gāϑan m 
3164
 K2, G25a in the margin . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2; L1, FK1 nō; E4  
3165
 K2 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9; G25a in the margin . R278, L5, FK1 ātarəm; 
R3 nōātrəm 
3166
 K2, G25a in the margin, R3 . E4, L5, FK1 yazata; L1, P1 ẏazaeta; B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42 
yazaeta; Mf2, K9 ẏazaēta 
3167
 G25a in the margin . B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; K2, R3 barsma; L1, P1, FK1 
barasma; E4 barəsama; L5 barisma 
3168
 Mf2, K9; K2 ┤stərənaēta. aiβiiō. vaŋhubiiō├; G25a in the margin . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, 
L2, G42 stərənaeta; R3 starəniti; E4 starənita; L5 starənaete; FK1 starənaiti 
3169
 R3; G25a in the margin . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 vaŋuhibiiō; Mf2, K9 
vaŋhībiiō 
3170
 K2, G25a in the margin . L1, B2, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; T46 . Mf2, K9 zaōϑ  
3171
 Mf2, K9; K2 barata; G25a in the margin . Br1, L5, FK1 baraiti; R3 zaoϑ barəta; L1, B2, R278, 
P1, L2, G42 baraeta; T46 baraita; E4 barəta 
3172
 B2, FK1; K2 yaozdāta; G25a in the margin . L5 yaoždāiti; R3 yaoždāt (with a hole at the end); 




















|a| “Maker, Righteous, how should I purify the house? How will they 
be purified?” And Ahura Mazdā said: “By the washing of their bodies 
thrice, by the washing of their clothes thrice, by the recitation of the 
Gāϑās thrice. He must worship this our fire, he must spread the 
barəsman-, he must bring libations to the good Waters. Then the houses 
will be purified with the coming of the waters at will, with the coming 
of the plants at will, with the coming of the Beneficent Immortals at 

















 DKYA |c| AP-š gwpt
3192
 ʾwhrmẕd 3 bʾl HLLWN-yt tn'
3193
 3 bʾl 
HLLWN-yt wstlγ
3194
 3 bʾl prʾc slʾdšnk
3195





                                                                                                                                               
3173
 Mf2, K9; K2, R3 pascita; G25a in the margin . B2, R278, T46, Br1, G42 pascaeta; L1, P1, L2, E4 
pascaita; L5, FK1 pascaiti 
3174
 K2, G25a in the margin, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; Mf2, K9 bīn 
3175
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9 above the line; K2 mnmāna; G25a in the margin . 
L5 nmāne; R3 . E4 namāna; FK1 namāne 
3176
 K2, G25a in the margin, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; E4 
vasō.upāita 
3177
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 ap m 
3178
 K2, G25a in the margin . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9 above the line; 
R3 vasōupāiti; E4 vasō.upāita 
3179
 T46, P1 . Mf2; K2 uruuarn m; G25a in the margin, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 
uruuaran m; FK1 uruuarain m; K9 above the line uruuuar m 
3180
 K2, G25a on the margin . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; R3 
vasōupāiti; E4 vasō.upāita 
3181
 K2, R3 . R278, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 aməšn m; G25a in the margin . L1, B2, Br1, L2, G42 
aməšan m; T46, P1 . Mf2 aməšanąm 
3182
 T46, P1 . Mf2; G25a in the margin . L5 spiṇtan m; K2, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 
. K9 spəṇtan m 
3183
 L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . K9; K2 spitma; T44 spitami; L5 spiṇtama; FK1 
spaitama; Mf2 spəitama 
3184
 K2, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9; G25a in the margin 
spitamazaraϑuštara; F10 spitamazaraϑuštra; R3 spitmazaraϑuštra; E4, L5 zaraϑuštara 
3185
 K2, R3, R1, (Jmp); G25a ┤dʾtʾl ... zltwšt├ 
3186
 K2, R3 ghʾn'; R1, (Jmp) ┤gyhʾn' ... ʾhlwb'├ 
3187
 K2 ʾstmndʾn'; R3 ʾst mndʾn 
3188
 K2, R3 ʾhlwb'y 
3189
 (Jmp); K2, R3 mʾn; R1 npšt 
3190
 (Jmp); K2, R3 ʾywydʾslynyt 
3191
 K2, R3; (Jmp) wwd 
3192
 R3, (Jmp); K2 gwpt y 
3193
 (Jmp); K2 tn'hl; R3 tn'hl 
3194
 K2, R3; (Jmp) wstlg 
3195
 K2, (Jmp); R3 sl ʾdšnk 
3196
 (Jmp); K2, R3 ʾtš 
3197
 (Jmp); K2, R3 ┤blsm ASLWN-x1├ 
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ASLWN-x1 ʾp wyh zwhl
3198
 bld DKYA AHL bwd mʾn |d| kʾmk lpd
3199
 MYA kʾmk 
lpd
3200








B. |a| cygwn npšt' 
 
A. |a| dādār xgēhān xastōmandān xahlaw |b| čīyōn mān yōǰdāsrēnēd čīyōn būd pāk 
|c| u-š guft ī ohrmazd sē bār šōyēd tan sē bār šōyēd wastaraγ sē bār frāz srāyišnag 
gāhān ēn nūn ātaxš yazēd barsom bandēd āb weh zōhr bard pāk pas būd mān |d| 
kāmag rawd āb kāmag rawd urwar kāmag rawd amahraspandān |e| spitāmān 
zardušt 
 
B. |a| čīyōn nibišt 
 
A. |a| “Maker of the material creatures, Righteous, |b| how will he purify the 
house? How will it be pure?” |c| And Ohrmazd said: “He will wash his body 
thrice, he will wash his clothes thrice, he will recite the Gāϑās thrice. He will 
worship this fire now, he will bind the barsom, he will bring libations to the good 
Waters. Then the house will be pure. |d| The waters will come at will, the plants 
will come at will, the Beneficent Immortals will come at will, |e| o Spitāmān 
Zardušt.” 
 
B. |a| As written. 
 
                                                 
3198
 (Jmp); K2, R3 zwl 
3199
 (Jmp); K2 lwd; R3 lwd 
3200
 (Jmp); K2, R3 lwd 
3201
 (Jmp); K2, R3 lwd 
3202
 K2, R3; (Jmp) ʾmšrspndʾn' 
3203
 (Jmp); K2, R3 spytmʾn 
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 cuua . paiti.raēϑβaiieiti.
3217
  
|a| “And when any other of the relatives dies, like one of another faith, 
of another doctrine, how many creatures of the Beneficent Spirit does 
he defile directly, how many does he defile indirectly?” 
 
















3225  dʾmʾn' hm gwmyhtyt 
cnd QDM gwmyhtyt [PWN ptylyt]
3226
 
                                                 
3204
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); Br1  
3205
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . B2, T46, L5, FK1, (G); R1 . L1, R278, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9 
ẏ  
3206
 Mf2, (G); K2 . R278, Br1, L2, E4 k ; G25a, R3 . G42, FK1 k ; F10 . K9 k ; T44 . 
L1, B2, L5 k ; R1 ; T46 kim. ; P1  
3207
 K2, G25a, F10, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9, (G); T44 
┤vā├ 
3208
 T46, (G); K2 taoman m; G25a, T44 . B2, L2, G42 taoxman m; F10 taxman m; R1 . P1 . Mf2 
taōxmanąm; R3 . L5, FK1 tuxman m; L1, R278 . K9 taōxman m; Br1 taoxman m; E4 vātaxman m 
3209
 G25a, R1 . B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9, (G); K2 para.iriϑiiaēti; F10 para.iriϑiieti; T44 
pairi.iriϑiiaeti; R3 parairiϑiiaeti; L1, P1 para.iriϑiiēiti; E4 para.airiϑiieite; L5 para.iri.ϑiiete; FK1 
pərə.airi.ϑiieti 
3210
 K2, T44, R3 . B2, T46, L2, E4, L5, FK1, (G); F10 ϑ; R1 ẏ ; R278, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9 ẏaϑa 
3211
 K2 ainiiō.varən; G25a, F10, R3 . R278 aniiō.varəna; T44 aniiō.varə; R1 . B2 . Mf2 aińiiō.varəna; 
L1, P1 ẏaϑainiiō.varən; T46, L2 . K9, (G) ainiiō.varəna; G42 iniiō.varən; E4 aniniiō.varəna; L5 
iniiō.vairiniiō. iniiō.vairiniiō; FK1 ainiiō.vairina. ainiiō.varəna 
3212
 G25a; K2 ; F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, R278, P1 ; B2, T46, L2, G42, FK1 
; Br1 ẏaϑainiiō.varə ; E4 ; L5 ; Mf2 aińiiō. kaēša; K9 
; (G)  
3213
 K2, G25a, F10, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . K9, (G); T44 spaṇta; R3 spəṇt he 
(with a hole in the expected –a-); E4 spəṇta; L5 spiṇtahe 
3214
 Mf2; K2, G25a, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . K9, (G) mainii uš; F10 
mainiiūəuš; L5 mainiiūš; FK1 spəṇtamainiiū uš 
3215
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 
dāman  
3216
 Mf2, (G); K2 h m.raēϑβiiaēti; G25a h m.raϑβiiaeiti; F10 h m.raϑβaiieiti; T44 h m.raϑβiiaeti; R1 
hąm.raēϑβiiaeta; R3 . G42 h m.raeϑβiiaeti; L1, B2, R278 h m.raeϑβaiieiti; T46 hąm.raeϑβaiiaeiti; 
P1 hąm.raeϑβaiieiti; Br1 h m.raeϑβaiieite; L2 h m.raeϑβaiiēiti; E4 h m.raiϑβiiaete; L5 
h m.raeϑβaiiete; FK1 hąm.raēϑβiiaeti; K9 h m.raēϑβiieiti 
3217
 B2, (G); K2 paiti.raēϑβiiaēti; G25a . R278 paiti.raϑβiieiti; F10 paiti.raēϑβaiieti; T44 
paiti.raϑβiiaeti; R1 . FK1 paiti.raēϑβiiaeti; R3 paitiraϑβiiaeti; L1 pati.raϑβaiieiti; T46 
paiti.raeϑβaiieiti; P1 paiti.raϑβaiieiti; Br1, G42 paiti.raeϑβiieiti; L2 paiti.raeϑβaiiēiti; E4 
paiti.raiϑβiiaeta; L5 paiti.raeϑβiiaete; Mf2, K9 paiti.raēϑβiieiti 
3218
 K2, G25a, (Jmp); R1 ktl-c-HD; R3 ktʾl-c-H 
3219
 K2, G25a, R1, (Jmp); R3 ┤ʾywp ... spnʾmynwg├ 
3220
 K2, G25a, (Jmp); R1 cnd 
3221
 K2, R1, (Jmp) ZK; G25a ZK ZK-yh 
3222
 G25a; K2, R1, (Jmp) /blank/ ┤kʾmk├ 
3223
 K2, R1, (Jmp) ZK; G25a ZK ZK-yh 
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B. |a| ADYN' MNW ktʾl-c-HD ʾywp twhmʾn' BRA YMYTWN-yt' cygwn ZK 
y
3227
 ywdt hwʾdšn' W ywdt kyš [AYḴ dyn' ywdt' YHSNN-yt'] cnd spnʾmynwg
3228
 




A. |a| ēg kē kadār-iz-ē ayāb tōhmān bē mīrēd čīyōn xany-kāmag xany-dādestān 
čand xspenāg-mēnōg dāmān ham gumēxtēd čand abar gumēxtēd [pad payrēh] 
 
B. |a| ēg kē kadār-iz-ē ayāb tōhmān bē mīrēd čīyōn ān ī ǰud-xwāyišn ud ǰud-kēš [kū 
dēn ǰud dārēd] čand xspenāg-mēnōg dāmān ham gumēxtēd [pad hamrēh] čand abar 
gumēxtēd [pad payrēh] 
 
A. |a| “And when any other of the relatives dies, like one of another desire, of 
another law, how many creatures of the Beneficent Spirit does he defile directly, 
how many does he contaminate [with indirect defilement]?” 
 
B. |a| “And when any other of the relatives dies, like one of another desire and 
another doctrine [that is, he has another religion], how many creatures of the 
Beneficent Spirit does he defile directly [with direct defilement], how many does he 








Av. xańiiō.varəna. +ańiiō. kaēša (12.21a) 
 Only in V 12.21 and 15.2 both compounds appear together, while the 
second one is found in a fragment of the Nigādom Nask (Darmesteter 1886) and in 
VN 25, 30, 34, 37, 41, 78 and 82 (Humbach & JamaspAsa 1969).  
 According to Panaino (1993), both compounds would refer to some other 
faith different from the worship of the daēuua-; otherwise Av. daēuuaiiasna- 
would be the term used. As he believes that Vīdēvdād, the Vaēϑā Nask and this 
fragment of the Nigādom Nask are late texts, he assumes that these Avestan 
compounds would refer not to the daēuuaiiasna-, but to the followers of the new 
religions with which the Zoroastrians came into contact. 
 In my opinion, it must be noticed that Av. xańiiō.varəna- and +ańiiō. kaēša- 
appear in normative texts and probably refer to technical terms whose meaning is 
difficult to precise as a result of the sparse material we have at our disposal.  
                                                                                                                                               
3224
 G25a; K2, R1, (Jmp) /blank/ ┤DYNA├ 
3225
 K2, G25a, R1; (Jmp) spynʾmynwg 
3226
 G25a; K2, R1, (Jmp) ┤ptylyt├ 
3227
 F10; T44 ┤y├ 
3228
 T44; F10 spnynʾmynwg 
3229
 T44; F10 pytlyt 
 433 
 That they were attested in normative texts does not however imply that 
they are late. No linguistic study has demonstrated yet why texts like Vīdēvdād 
should be regarded as late compositions, simply because they have been 
transmitted in Young Avestan with some “ungrammatical” passages, as Skjærvø 
(2007a 108 ff.) rightly notices.  
 Nor does the fact that the term Av. daēuuaiiasna- was not used instead of 
Av. xańiiō.varəna- and +ańiiō. kaēša- imply that the worshippers of the daēuua- 
were excluded by these compounds. Indeed, two passages could also reveal that 
they were included: VN 78 and 82: yezi. ahe. x xaŋhāiti 
“if there should be this of another doctrine, a liar man” (Humbach & JamaspAsa 
1969 43-44). As we observe, x  is equated with narō. druuatō. Since Av. 
druuaṇt- usually designates in Avestan the worshipper of the daēuua-, in my 
opinion there is no reason to think that the daēuuaiiasna- were excluded when the 





























































                                                 
3230
 K2, G25a, F10 . B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1, (G); T44, R1 (with a blank) ┤mrao . 
ahurō. mazd ├; R3 ┤mrao . ahurō├ ; L1, P1 . Mf2 mraō ; K9 「tā」┤mrao . ahurō├ 
3231
 K2, G25a . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, (G); F10 ┤ahurō. mazd ├ 
3232
 K2, G25a, F10, T44 . B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, E4, L5, FK1, (G); R1 . L1, P1, G42 . Mf2, K9 ẏaϑa 
3233
 G25a . Mf2, K9, (G); K2, F10, T44, R1 vazγici ; R3 yaϑ ; L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, 
FK1 vazγaci ; R278, E4 vazaγci ; L5 vazγa.ci  
3234
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; (G)「
tā」┤viš.huškō. ... apa.baraiti├ 
3235
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9; FK1 trō 
3236
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; R1 . L1, P1 ẏārə; Mf2, K9 
ẏārəm 
3237
 K2, G25a, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9; F10, T44 . E4, L5 
marətō 
3238
 K2, F10, T44, R1 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9; G25a . R278 zuuō; L5 snjuuō 
3239
 K2, G25a, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; F10 zī; E4 juuōzī 
3240
 K2, G25a, F10, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2; T44 spitami; E4 
spətama; K9 spitama 
3241
 K2, G25a, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2; F10 zaraϑuštri; R3 
juuōzīspitamazaraϑuštar; E4 zraϑuštra; L5 zaraϑuštara; K9 zaraϑuštra 
3242
 K2, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1; G25a . Mf2, K9 miiriiō 
3243
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9; E4, L5 
 
3244
 Br1; K2, R1, R3 bizagrō; G25a bizaŋrō; F10 bizagarō; T44 bizaŋ rō; L1, B2, R278, T46, L2, G42 
bizəṇgrō; P1 bijiṇgrō; E4 baizaŋhrō; L5 bizaŋharō; FK1 baizaŋrō; Mf2, K9 bəzaŋrō 
3245
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; G42 
aiuuaϑa 
3246
 G25a, T44, R1; K2, R3 ; F10 . FK1 əmōγō; L1 ašəmaōγō; B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4 
ašəmaoγō; R278 ašəmōγō; P1 əmaōγō; L5 əmaogō; Mf2, K9 ašmaōγō 
3247
 R1; K2, R3 . B2, T46, L5 . K9 anašuua; G25a, F10 . FK1 ; T44 ; L1, R278, P1, 
Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2 anašauua; E4 ana.šuua 
3248
 K2, G25a, F10, R1, R3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9; T44 spaṇtahe; R278 
spiṇtahe; E4 spənṇ ; L5 spiṇti 
3249
 K2, G25a, T44 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . K9 ; F10 mainiiəš; R1 
maińiiuš; R3 iiuš; L5, FK1 mainiiūš; Mf2 maińii uš  
3250
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2; K2, G25a, F10, T44 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 
dāman m; R3 dąm.n m 
3251
 K2 h m.raēϑβiiata; G25a h m.raϑβiieti; F10 h m.raēϑβaiieti; T44 h m.raϑβiiaeti; R1 (second -a- 
scratched) . T46, P1 hąm.raeϑβaiieiti; L1, B2, Br1, L2, G42 h m.raeϑβaiieiti; R3 h mraeϑβiiata; 
R278 h m.raϑβaiieiti; E4 h m.raiϑaβiiaita; L5 h m.raeϑβaiiaete; FK1 h m.raeϑβiiaieti; Mf2 
hąm.raēϑβiieiti; K9 h m.raēϑβiiaēti 
3252
 K2 . K9 paiti.raēϑβiiaēti; G25a . R278 paiti.raϑβiieiti; F10 paiti.raēϑβaiieti; T44 paiti.raϑβiiaeti; 
R1 (third -a- scratched) paiti.raeϑβaiiaeiti; R3 juuōpaiti.raeϑβiiaeti; L1, B2, P1, Br1, L2, G42 
paiti.raeϑβaiieiti; T46 paiti.raeϑβaiiaeti; E4 paiti.raiϑβiiaeta; L5 paiti.raeϑaβaiiaete; FK1 
paiti.raēϑβiiaiti; Mf2 paiti.raēϑβiieiti 
3253
 K2, F10, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9; G25a zaiṇti; T44 janti; L5 
jiṇti; FK1 jaṇti 
3254





















































                                                                                                                                               
3255
 K2, R1, R3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 . Mf2, K9; G25a, F10, T44 . R278, L5, FK1 
ātarəm 
3256
 G25a, R1 (-a- scratched) . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2; K2 frauuīiti; F10 frāuuaiieti; T44 
frāuuiiaeti; R3 frāuuīiti; Br1 frāuuiiaeiti; G42 frāuuaiiaeiti; E4 frāuuiieti; L5 frāuuaiiete; FK1 
fr uuaiiaeiti; Mf2 frauuaiieiti; K9 juuō. frauuaiieiti 
3257
 R1 . T46, P1 . Mf2, (G); K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 
g m 
3258
 R1 . P1 . Mf2; K2, R3 vart m; G25a, F10, T44 . L1 . K9 varət m; B2, R278, Br1, L2, G42, L5 
varat m; T46 varatąm; E4 varait m; FK1 vairat m 
3259
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . R278, G42, FK1 . Mf2, K9; L1 ajaiti; B2, T46, Br1, L2, E4 azaite; 
P1 ajaite; L5 azaizaiti 
3260
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, T46, L5 . Mf2, K9; R278, Br1, L2, G42, E4 ašauuanəm; P1 
ašauunəm; FK1 a uuanəm 
3261
 G25a, F10, T44, R1 . B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, FK1; K2, R3 . E4 frazā.baoδaŋhəm; L1, P1 . 
Mf2, K9 frazābaōδaŋhəm; L5 əm 
3262
 K2, F10, R1, R3 . L1, B2, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2 above the line, K9; G25a . R278, 
L5 sanaϑəm; T44 snaiϑəm 
3263
 G25a, F10, T44 . L1, R278, L2, E4, L5 . Mf2, K9; K2, R1, R3 . P1, G42, FK1 vīkarə əm; 
B2, T46 vī.kərə əm; Br1 vī.karə əm 
3264
 K2, G25a, R1, R3 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2, K9; F10, T44 . L1, FK1 jaṇti; E4 
jaiṇta 
3265
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; L1  
3266
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; Br1 auuϑa 
3267
 K2, G25a, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; F10, T44 marətō; 
E4 mrətō 
3268
 G25a, F10, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . Mf2, K9; K2, T44, R1 
zuuō 
3269
 G25a, F10, T44 . B2, R278, T46, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9; K2, R1 . L1, P1, L5 jī 
3270
 G25a, F10, R1 . B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2, K9; K2 spitma; T44 spitami; R3 
zīspitma; L1, E4 spətama 
3271
 K2, G25a, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9; F10 zaraϑuštri; E4 
zraϑuštara; L5 zaraϑuštara; FK1 spətamazaraϑuštra 
3272
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, L5, FK1 . K9; Mf2 
maairiiō 
3273
 G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4, FK1 . Mf2, K9; K2 . L5 
daruu  
3274
 K2, F10, R1, R3; G25a bizaŋrō; T44 bizagarō; L1, B2, T46, P1, L2, G42 bizəṇgrō; R278 
bijəṇgrō; Br1 bizəṇgrō; E4 baizaŋəṇəhrō; L5 bižṇŋharō; FK1 bazaŋrō; Mf2, K9 bəzaŋrō 
3275
 G25a, F10, T44 . T46, E4; K2 . L5 ašəmaogō; R1 . L1, B2, L2, G42 ašəmaoγō; R3 ašəmōgō; R278 
; P1 əmaōγō; Br1 ašəmaoγō; FK1 əmō; Mf2 ašəmaōγō; K9 ašəmōγō 
3276
 K2, R1, R3 anašuua; G25a, F10 ; T44 ; L1, B2, T46, P1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9 
anašauua; R278 anašauuana; Br1 anaeašuua; E4 ana.ašuua; L5 ana.suua; FK1 anaašuua 
3277
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R1, R3 . R278, L5 . Mf2, K9; L1, P1, Br1, L2, G42, E4 ašauuanəm; B2, T46 
ašuuanəm; FK1 əm 
3278
 K2 . L1, P1 haŋuš; G25a . B2, R278, T46, E4, L5, FK1 ; F10, T44, R3 aŋhuš; R1 . Br1, L2, 















 |h| a əm. vohū.
3286
 vahištəm. astī. uštā. astī. uštā. xa āi. 
əm. (= Y 27.14)
3287
 
|a| And Ahura Mazdā said: “So many as a split frog, dead more than a 
year ago. |b| Whilst alive indeed, o Spitama Zaraϑuštra, the vile, the liar 
biped, so an unrighteous heretic defiles directly the creatures of the 
Beneficent Spirit, |c| whilst alive he defiles them indirectly. Whilst alive 
he kills the water, whilst alive he blows out the fire, whilst alive he 
drives the cattle captured, whilst alive he strikes the righteous man a 
blow by which consciousness goes away (and) which cuts its life off, |d| 
(but) not so when dead. Whilst alive indeed, o Spitama Zaraϑuštra, |e| 
the vile, the liar biped, so an unrighteous heretic |f| deprives the 
righteous man of his food and drink, his clothes, his wood, his 
brushwood and his metallic implement(s), |g| (but) not so when dead.” 
|h| a əm. vohū. vahištəm. astī. uštā. astī. uštā. xa āi. hiia . a āi. vahištāi. a əm. (= Y 
27.14) 
 
A. |a| AP-š gwpt ʾwhrmẕd cygwn wzk-c
3288
 wyš hwšk tl
3289






















 MYA znd 
                                                                                                                                               
3279
 K2, F10, R3 . G42, E4 araϑaheca; G25a, T44 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2 arəϑaheca; R1 
xvaraϑahe; L5 . Mf2, K9 arəϑahica; FK1 araϑβaheca 
3280
 G25a, F10, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42 . K9; K2, R3 . Mf2 vastrahica; E4, L5, 
FK1 vastaraheca 
3281
 B2, Br1, L2, G42, FK1; K2 druxšca; G25a društa; F10, R1 druxšta; T44 daruxšta; R3 drušca; L1, 
P1 draōxsta; R278 draojsca; T46 draošta; E4 daraošca; L5 daraosca; Mf2, K9 draōšca 
3282
 K2, G25a, F10, T44, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5; E4 nimataheca; FK1 
nəmtaca; Mf2 nəmatahica; K9 nəmtahica 
3283
 K2, G25a, R3 . L1, P1, FK1; F10 . B2, T46, Br1, L2, G42 . Mf2, K9 aiiaŋhaca; T44 . R278 
aiiaŋhaica; R1 nəmatahecaiiaŋhheca; E4 aiiaŋhca; L5  
3284
 G25a, F10, T44, R1 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5, FK1; K2, R3 apa.baraitai; E4 
abraiti; Mf2 apāa.barəiti; K9 apa.barəiti 
3285
 K2, G25a, F10, R1, R3 . L1, B2, R278, T46, P1, Br1, L2, G42, L5 . Mf2, K9; T44 . E4 marətō; 
FK1 mairətō; (G) ┤mərətō├ 
3286
 R1 . P1, (G); K2, R3 vōhū. 「tā」 əm; G25a, F10, T44 . L1, B2, T46, Br1, L2, E4, L5, FK1 . K9 
vōhū; R278, G42 vōhū. 1; Mf2 vohī 
3287
 vid. (Humbach & Elfenbein & Skjærvø 1991 1.115): “Truth is the best (part of all that is) good. 
As desired (all) the desired (things) are available (as) truth for (that) which (is) best truth / or: for 
(him) who (is) Best Truth / or: for (him) who (represents) best truth”. 
3288
 K2, G25a, R1, R3; (Jmp) ZK-c 
3289
 G25a, R1, R3; K2, (Jmp) hwšktl 
3290
 K2, R1, R3, (Jmp); G25a zywnd ʾnd 
3291
 K2, G25a, R3; R1, (Jmp) spytmʾn 
3292
 G25a, R1; K2, R3, (Jmp) zltwšt 
3293
 G25a, R1, R3; K2, (Jmp) ʾšmwg 
3294
 K2, R1, R3, (Jmp); G25a ʾnʾhlwb' 
3295
 R3; K2 spynʾgmynwg; G25a, R1, (Jmp) spynʾmynwg 
3296
 K2, R1, R3, (Jmp); G25a hmlyt 
3297

















 prʾc bwd snyh BRA OḆYDWN-d HYA
3307









 |e| ml dlwnd
3312
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B. |a| AP-š gwpt' ʾwhrmẕd cygwn
3328
 wzg-c wyš hwšktl ŠNT YMYTWN-ytk |b| 





spynʾmynwg dʾmʾn' hm gwmyhtyt' [PWN hmlyt] [MNW LWTE OLE KRA 
AMT
3331
 YHMTWN-yt' PWN hym SLY-tl YHWWN-yt'] [OLE lʾd šwy ʾpʾyt'] |c| 
                                                                                                                                               
3298
 K2, G25a, R3, (Jmp); R1 gwm yht 
3299
 K2, R1, (Jmp); G25a, R3 zywnd 
3300
 K2, R1, (Jmp); G25a, R3 zywnd 
3301
 G25a, R1, (Jmp); K2, R3 ʾtš 
3302
 G25b; K2, (Jmp) prʾc /blank/ ┤plwyt├; G25a┤plwyt├; R1 prʾc OD gwpt; R3 prʾc ┤plwyt├ 
3303
 (Jmp); K2, R1 zynd; G25a, R3 zywnd 
3304
 G25a, R1, R3; K2, (Jmp) /blank/ ┤wltkyh BRA SGYTWN-ynyt├ 
3305
 K2, (Jmp); G25a, R3 zywnd; R1 ẕynd 
3306
 G25a, R1, (Jmp); K2 ʾhlwb'y; R3 ʾhlwby 
3307
 K2, G25a, R3, (Jmp); R1 HYA HYA 
3308
 K2, G25a, (Jmp); R1 MHYTWN-yt; R3 YMYTWN'-yt 
3309
 K2, R1, (Jmp); G25a zywnd ʾnd; R3 zyn ʾnd 
3310
 R1, (Jmp); K2, R3 spytmʾn; G25a spytmʾn' 
3311
 G25a, R1; K2, R3, (Jmp) zltwšt 
3312
 G25a, (Jmp); K2, R1, R3 dlnd 
3313
 G25a, R1, R3; K2, (Jmp) ʾšmwg 
3314
 K2, R3; G25a ʾnʾhlwb'; R1 ʾny'šw; (Jmp) ʾnyšw 
3315
 (Jmp); K2, G25a, R3 ʾhlwb'y; R1 ʾhlwb'' 
3316
 G25a in the left margin; K2, R1, (Jmp) ┤hʾnk├; R3 hʾnk 
3317
 R3; K2, G25a, R1 ┤W├; (Jmp) W 
3318
 K2, (Jmp); G25a hwlšn'k; R1 hwlšnk W hʾnk; R3 hwlšn k 
3319
 G25a, R1, R3; K2, (Jmp) /blank/ ┤W ... nmt├ 
3320
 R3; R1 ┤W ... YḆLWN-t├ 
3321
 K2, R3, (Jmp); G25a ʾsn'cy 
3322
 G25a; K2, R3, (Jmp) bld 
3323
 G25a, R1, (Jmp); K2 YMYTWN-yt /blank/; R3 YMYTWN-yt (Pāz. mordh under the line) 
/New Persian be in az in avar tā / /Pāzand na. rīman. azī. avastā. p dast. aī. anāni. r. kə. aγdīn. 
andoš . mar. zandh. barv d. v. mōrdah. mrgarz . mābi. azōrīman. nabūdam. tākaš. az. zandagī. 
. ōš . ba . mārīm. nabūvand. c . nasūš. har . kaski. naibadīn. ōš . 
nidavārad. mābi. ōš . rīman. būdam. cai. hardīn. mardūm. ašō. ōbū . c . az. tūtoiirīin m. 
daxiion m. p dāst. 
3324
 K2, G25a, R1, R3; (Jmp) ┤ʾhlʾdyh ... AYT'├ 
3325
 G25a, R1; K2, R3 W ʾpʾtyh 
3326
 G25a; K2, R1, R3 ┤y├ 
3327
 G25a, R1; K2, R3 ┤pʾhlwm├ 
3328
 F10; T44 cnd 
3329
 F10; T44 ʾšmwg 
3330
 T44; F10 ʾnʾhlwb' 
3331
 T44; F10 MN AMT 
 438 







 zynd GBRA y
3335
 ʾhlwb' prʾc bwd snʾh ywdtʾk BRA 
OḆYDWN-yt' HYA MHYTWN-yt' |d| LA ʾytwn' YMYTWN-ytk
3336
 [LA lymn'] 
zynd ʾnd spytʾmʾn' zltwhšt' |e| ml dlwnd 2 zng ʾytwn' ʾšmwg ʾn ʾšw'
3337
 |f| GBRA 
ʾhlwb' hwlšnk |g| LA ʾytwn' YMYTWN-yt' |h| ʾhlʾdyh
3338
 ʾpʾtyh y pʾhlwm AYT' 
 
A. |a| u-š guft ohrmazd čīyōn wazaγ-iz wēš-hušk tar sāl mīrēd |b| xzīndag and 
spitāmān zarduxšt mar druwand dō zang ēdōn ašemōγ anašō spenāg mēnōg dām 
ham gumēxtēd |c| xzīndag abar gumēxtēd xzīndag āb zand xzīndag ātaxš frawēd 
zīndag gōspand wardage bē rawēnēd xzīndag mard ahlaw frāz bōy sneh bē kunēnd 
gyān zanēd |d| nē ēdōn mīrēd xzīndag and spitāmān zarduxšt |e| mar druwand dō 
zang ēdōn ašemōγ anašō |f| mard ahlaw sagrīh ud xwarišnag ud wastaraγ ud dār ud 
namad ud āhan-iz bē bard |g| nē ēdōn mīrēd |h| ahlāyīh ābādīh ī pahlom ast 
 
B. |a| u-š guft ohrmazd čīyōn wazaγ-iz wēš-hušktar sāl xmurdag |b| čē xzīndag and 
spitāmān zarduxšt mar druwand dō zang ēdōn ašemōγ anašō xspenāg xmēnōg 
dāmān ham gumēxtēd [pad hamrēh] [kē abāg ōy har ka rasēd pad xēm wattar 
bawēd] [ōy rāy šōy abāyēd] |c| xzīndag abar gumēxtēd xzīndag āb zand xzīndag 
ātaxš frāz zanēd xzīndag gōspand pad wardēnišn xrawēnēd (?) xzīndag mard ī 
ahlaw frāz bōy snah ǰudāg bē kunēd gyān zanēd |d| nē ēdōn xmurdag [nē rēman] 
xzīndag spitāmān zarduxšt |e| mar druwand dō zang ēdōn ašemōγ xanašō |f| mard 
ahlaw xwarišnag |g| nē ēdōn mīrēd |h| ahlāyīh ābādīh ī pahlom ast 
 
A. |a| And Ohrmazd said: “So many as a frog too, very dried up, dead more than a 
year ago. |b| Whilst alive, o Spitāmān Zarduxšt, the vile, the liar biped, so an 
impious heretic defiles directly the creation of the Beneficent Spirit. |c| Whilst alive 
he contaminates them, whilst alive he kills the water, whilst alive he blows out (?) 
the fire, whilst alive he drives the cattle to captivity, whilst alive he strikes the 
righteous man a blow by which consciousness goes away (and) which cuts its life 
off, |d| (but) not so when he dies. Whilst alive, o Spitāmān Zarduxšt, |e| the vile, the 
liar biped, so an impious heretic |f| deprives the righteous man of his satiation, his 
food, his clothes, his wood, his brushwood and his metallic implement(s) too, |g| 
(but) not so when he dies.” |h| Truth is the best prosperity. 
 
B. |a| And Ohrmazd said: “So many as a frog too, much more dried up, dead a year 
ago. |b| Whilst alive indeed, o Spitāmān Zarduxšt, the vile, the liar biped, so an 
impious heretic defiles directly [with direct defilement] the creatures of the 
Beneficent Spirit [everyone who comes in touch with him, his nature becomes 
worse] [it is necessary to wash him]. |c| Whilst alive he contaminates them, whilst 
alive he kills the water, whilst alive he blows out the fire, whilst alive he drives the 
                                                 
3332
 T44; F10 znt 
3333
 T44; F10 W zynd 
3334
 F10 , T44  
3335
 T44; F10 ┤y├ 
3336
 F10; T44 YMYTWN-yt' 
3337
 F10; T44 ʾn ʾšw 
3338
 F10; T44 ┤ʾhlʾdyh ... AYT'├ 
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cattle in distress, whilst alive he strikes the righteous man a blow by which 
consciousness goes away (and) which cuts its life off, |d| (but) not so when dead [he 
is not impure]. Whilst alive indeed, o Spitāmān Zarduxšt, |e| the vile, the liar biped, 
so an impious heretic |f| (deprives) the righteous man of his food, |g| (but) not so 
when he dies.” |h| Truth is the best prosperity. 
 
 This passage is parallel to V 5.36-38. For the commentary of this Avestan 
passage and its PT, vid. (Cantera under preparation A 5.36-38). It is translated in 
(Dhabhar 1932 152) and also (Schmidt 1994 249-250). 
 
 
Comparison between the PT of V 12.22 and that of V 5.36-38 
 In V 5.36-38 the same Avestan text and its PT are repeated. As the PT in V 
12 does not follow the same division as that of V 5.36-38, I have preferred not to 
edit V 12.22 as 12.22-24, in order not to separate Avestan texts which were divided 
by the Pahlavi translators of V 12 otherwise than those of V 5.36-38. 
Conversely, the comparison between the PT of V 5.36-38 and those found 
in V 12 is interesting to know how the Pahlavi translators of V 12 proceeded, so 
that I reproduce here the PT of V 5.36-38 according to Cantera’s (under 
preparation A 5.36-38) edition: 
 
5.36. |a| u-š guft ohrmazd čīyōn wazag ī wēš-hušk tar sāl murd |b| čē zīndag 
spitāmān zardušt mar ī druwand ī dōzang [anēr] ēdōn ašemōg ī anahlaw |c| 
spennāg menōg dāmān ō ham gumēxtēd [pad hamrēh kē abāg ōy ē rasēd pad xēm 
wattar bawēd]|d| u-šān zīndag abar gumēxtēd [pad payrēh kē-z abāg ōy ē rasēd kē 
abāg ōy ē mad ēstēd ā-z pad xēm wattar bawēd] 
 
5.37. |a| zīndag āb zanēd zīndag ātaxš frawēnēd ud zīndag gōspand pad wardagīh 
be rawēnēd ud zīndag mard ī ahlaw pad ān ī frāz az bōy snah ǰud kirrēnīd gyān 
zanēd ud nē ēdōn ka murd [nē rēman] 
 
5.38. |a| čē zīndag spitāmān zardušt mar ī druwand ī dōzang [anēr] ēdōn ahlamōg 
anahlaw |b| az mard ī ahlaw sagrīh ī xwarišn ud wastarag ud dār ud namad ud 
āhan bē bard  nē ēdōn ka murd [nē rēman] 
 [|A| ēn az abestāg paydāg anēr margarzān hamē ēdōn bawēd čīyōn agdēn |B| 
sōšyans guft ay amā pad ān ī awēšān rēman nē bawēm čē awēšān zīndag druwand 
murd margarzān hēnd  awēšān pad ān ī amā rēman ōh bawēnd čē nasuš pad dād 
āmār nē kunēnd |C| gōgušasp guft ay awēšān pad ān ī amā rēman nē bawēnd čē 
nasuš har ān kas kē-š nē pad dād ā-š abar nē dwarēd |D| amā pad ān ī awēšān 
rēman ōh bawēm čē andar har dād mardōm ahlaw ōh bawēd čē az 「tūiriianąm. 
da iiunąm.」 paydāg] 
  
 The PTs of A and B share the following deviations from that of V 5.36-38: 
 a) Omission of the Pahlavi words which do not find a direct correspondence 
in Avestan, including some Pahlavi glosses: 
- 12.22: lack of ezāfe. 
- 12.22b: lack of the gloss anēr after dō zang. 
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- 12.22b: ham gumēxtēd instead of ō ham gumēxtēd, because Phl. ō finds 
no correspondence in Avestan. 
- 12.22c: omission of u-šān. 
- 12.22c: lack of the gloss pad payrēh ... bawēd. 
- 12.22g: omission of the gloss nē rēman and the following long 
commentary. K2 left a blank for this commentary, which was completed 
with the text in Pāzand in R3. 
 b) Omission of the PT of Avestan parts which the Pahlavi translators did 
not understand: 
- 12.22c: omission of the PT bē rawēnēd of Av. varətąm (cf. the rare 
variant F10 , T44 ; with the exception of K2, the rest of 
manuscripts of the group α completed it). 
- 12.22d: omission of čē, because the Pahlavi translators did not 
understand Av. zī. 
- 12.22f: omission of the most part of the PT, partially completed only in 
the manuscripts of the group α G25a, R1 and R3. The Pahlavi translators 
of V 12 surely did not understand some of the words in this passage. 
 c) Phonetic adaptations from Avestan: 
- 12.22b and e: anašō instead of anahlaw (cf. Av. ana auua). 
- 12.22e: ašemōγ instead of ahlamōg (cf. Av. a əmaoγō). 
 d) Different PTs: 
- 12.22a: –iz instead of ī, probably because of pseudo-etymology equating 
Av. with Phl. –iz. 
- 12.22c: different PT of Av. vīkərə əm: bē kunēnd gyān in the 
group α and frāz bōy snah ǰudag bē kunēnd gyān in the group β, instead 
of ǰud kirrēnīd gyān. The PT of A shows an attempt of morphological 
analysis and, because of pseudo-etymology, equated Av. vīº with Phl. 
bē, Av. ºkərə with Phl. kunēnd and Av. ºuštāna- with Phl. gyān. 
- 12.22e: mīrēd instead of ka murd, surely because Phl. ka finds no direct 
correspondence in Av. juuō. 
  
 The group α (K2, G25a, R1, R3) attests the following deviations from that 
of V 5.36-38: 
 a) Omission of the Pahlavi words which do not find a direct correspondence 
in Avestan, including some Pahlavi glosses: 
- 12.22c: omission of pad before wardagīh (K2 omits wardagīh too). 
- 12.22d: omission of the gloss nē rēman after murd. 
 b) Partial omission of the PT of Avestan parts which the Pahlavi translators 
did not understand: 
- 12.22c: frāuuaiieiti → <prʾc> in 12.22 (K2, R3), because their Pahlavi 
translators only understood the preverb. G25a omitted even the preverb, 
but G25b made a phonetic adaptation <plwyt> and R1 innovated with a 
different PT <prʾc OD gwpt>. 
 c) Different PTs: 
- 12.22a and d: mīrēd instead of murd 
- 12.22b: and instead of čē 
- 12.22b: dām instead of dāmān 
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 The group β (F10, T44) shows the following deviations from that of V 5.36-
38: 
 a) Addition of new glosses: 
- 12.22b: addition of the gloss ōy rāy šōy abāyēd after the gloss pad 
hamrēd ... bawēd. 
 b) Different PTs: 
- 12.22a and d: murdag instead of murd 
- 12.22c: frāuuaiieiti → <prʾc znyt'> frāz zanēd in 12.22 (T44). 
- 12.22c: wardēnišn instead of wardagīh. 
- 12.22c: rare PT of Av. varətąm (F10 , T44 ) instead of bē rawēnēd 
 
It seems that the PTs of V 12 in this passage were partially copied from that 
of V 5.36-38, as they are fairly consistent with one and another. However, they 
show enough deviation to consider that they were directly copied from it. On the 
contrary, it seems that this PT was their model, but the Pahlavi translators of V 12 
consciously omitted some parts which they did not fully understand and created 
new PTs for some Avestan words and compounds. Therefore, the PT of V 12 must 
be taken as a further remake of that of V 5.36-38. 
 
 
Av. ə. mərətō (12.22a) 
 Av. vazaγaci , either Nom. Sing. Fem. or Instr. Sing. Masc., is used instead 
of the expected xvazaγasci (Nom. Sing. Masc.), as Bartholomae (1904 1389) 
already noticed. Accordingly, there is lack of consistency between the Nom. Sing. 
Masc. viš.huškō and mərətō. 
 Av. viš.huškō in its turn was analysed by Geldner (1881 207, n.2) as vi + 
huška- and translated as “durch und durch, gänzlich ausgetrocknet”, mainly due to 
its PT wēš-hušk “more dried”, where the Pahlavi translators wrongly equated Av. 
višº with Phl. <wyš> wēš “more”. Bartholomae (1904 1475) and Cantera (under 
preparation A 5.36) also followed Geldner’s interpretation. 
 Lubotsky (1999 318-319), however, does not accept these interpretations. 
According to him, Av. vazaγa- does not exist and only the feminine vazaγā- is 
attested in Avestan, so that viš.huškō and mərətō cannot agree with vazaγā-, but 
must be part of another syntagm.  
 Regarding Av. viš.huškō, he disagrees with Geldner’s analysis because of 
two main reasons. Firstly, he denies that vī meant “durch und durch” in Avestan. 
Secondly, he considers aberrant the group šh in Av. viš.huškō, which would be an 
exception to the expected result *vi.huškō (cf. paiti.hištaiti, paiti.hištəmna, 
pairi.harə iieṇte, varšni-haršta-, pairi.aŋharšta- /pairi.haršta-/).  
 He compares viš.huškō. tarō. yārə. mərətō in V 5.36 with hiškunąm. tarō. 
yārə. mərətanąm in V 8.33 and concludes that Av. huškō is a corruption of Av. 
hišku-, and that Av. viš.huškō must be corrected by *vā. hiškuš. vā, because “the 
syntax of V 5.36 demands one or two times vā ‘or’”. According to his emendation, 
the meaning of the passage would be “just as a frog [or] a dried up dead body, 
(lying) longer than a year”. 
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 In my opinion, Lubotsky’s interpretation is incorrect for a number of 
reasons. Let me examine them further.  
 1) He denies the existence of the masculine vazaγa-, but the Gen. Pl. 
vazaγanąm of V 14.5 and 18.73 can be interpreted as masculine, feminine or even 
neuter. Thus, not being there any real prove that a masculine vazaγa- did not exist 
in Avestan, the emendation Av. viš.huškō lacks this support. 
 2) Concerning Av. viš.huškō, he emends the text obviating both that V 5.36 
is repeated in V 12.22 and that the variants of the manuscripts in both passages still 
have not been fully analysed. Although he noticed that the variants agree in the 
reading viš.huškō, he did not take them into account. From the manuscripts’ 
evidence it is clear not only that no trace of this supposed *vā. hiškuš. vā is found 
neither in V 5.36 nor in V 12.22. Furthermore, in both passages none of the PV nor 
the VS manuscripts ever attest hiškº instead of huškº. Therefore, the emendation as 
xhiškº cannot be supported by the manuscripts’ evidence. 
 3) It is hardly explainable why vā should be expected here at all. There is no 
reason to suppose that in Av. yaϑa. vazaγaci . viš.huškō. tarō. yārə. mərətō a 
conjunction vā is needed. Even if we accept that one vā is needed to explain 
viš.huškō, the second vā of Lubotsky’s emendation *vā. hiškuš. vā cannot be 
justified. 
 4) Av. viš.huškō is rendered into Phl. wēš-hušk, which obviously 
demonstrates that Av. viš.huškō existed as such when the PT was made. If this 
Avestan compound was a corruption from *vā. hiškuš. vā, it would be older than 
our extant PT and could hardly be explainable as a corruption in the written 
transmission. 
 5) Av. višº “poison” exists as a first element of compound in other 
compounds, such as Av. viš.gaiṇtaiia- “which smells like poison” or viš.ciϑra- 
“having poison’s aspect > medicament” (Bartholomae 1904 1473). In each case, this 
first element is rendered into Phl. wiš “poison”. 
 6) If we interpret that Av. višº stems from vīº, the result šh would not be an 
exception. cf. for instance Av. nišharǝtar- and nišharǝϑrī- (Bartholomae 1904 
1088). 
7) According to his emendation, the passage would indicate that a frog, 
when alive, is not impure. Nevertheless, as a daevic creature, it always defiles the 
living beings, unless it is dead. Therefore, even from the point of view of the 
meaning, Lubotsky’s emendation must be ruled out. 
 
To summarise, I cannot discard Jamasp’s (1907 245) translation of Av. 
viš.huškō as “whose venom is dried up”. Nevertheless, I prefer Geldner’s (1881 
207, n.2) explanation because of two reasons. Firstly, *vī in Av. viš.huškō is not 
necessarily to be understood as “durch und durch, gänzlich”. Since the image is 
that of a dried frog, dead more than a year ago, Av. *vī could just imply that the 
dried frog is so dried that it is split. So Av. *vī would fit the usual meaning 
“separated”. Secondly, Lubotsky is not right when stating that the group šh in Av. 
viš.huškō would be an exception as compared to other results of the same group, 
i.e. paiti.hištaiti, paiti.hištəmna, pairi.harə iieṇte, varšni-haršta-, pairi.aŋharšta- 
/pairi.haršta-/. Moreover, he does not pay attention to the fact that in Av. 
viš.huškō, unlike in these examples, Av. vī is monosyllabic. Whether or not this 
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fact was decisive in its result as š.h, I cannot state. Nevertheless, I think that this 
result is parallel to that of Av. niš.harǝtar- and niš.harǝϑrī-, where Av. niº is also 
monosyllabic. Therefore, I have preferred to understand Av. viš.huškō as *vi + 
huška- and to translate it as “split”. 
 
 
Av. xhaŋh uš (12.22f) 
 Since Bartholomae (1904 1768), this word has been interpreted by the 
scholars as Av. haŋhuš- and related to Av. hahiia- “related to corn, frumentarius” 
(Bartholomae 1904 1800). cf. Ved. sasyá- “Saat aus dem Felde, Feldfrucht” and 
Ved. sasá- “Saatfeld, Getreide, Feldfrucht” (Mayrhofer 1992-2001 2.717). 
 Apart from V 5.38, this word is also found in Avestan only in the corrupted 
passage of Y 53.4, where it appears as Av. haŋhuš. Because of this parallel, 
Bartholomae and other scholars considered that this word belonged to a 
consonantal stem with –uš-. 
 In my opinion, however, only this corrupt passage cannot by itself justify 
this choice, so that we must try to explain if Av. haŋhuš- fits V 5.38 and 12.22. 
 To begin with, we must take into account that the verb Av. apa.baraiti, 
unlike Bartholomae’s (1904 936) opinion, is never accompanied by two accusatives. 
So Av. haŋhuš could not be an accusative. 
 Secondly, Av. xxvarəϑaheca cannot be interpreted as the complement of Av. 
haŋhuš, because the former is followed by the enclitic –ca, a fact that hitherto 
remained unnoticed. Here a sequence of genitives in singular united by the enclitic 
–ca accompanies the verb Av. apa.baraiti. So it makes more sense to interpret the 
supposed form haŋhuš as a further Gen. Sing. united to Av. xxvarəϑahe by means 
of the enclitic –ca. If we interpret this word as Bartholomae did, namely as Av. 
haŋhuš-, a Gen. Sing. xhaŋhušō would be expected. In my opinion, however, the 
variant aŋh uš of three of the oldest IndVS manuscripts and the variant haŋhuš of 
the IrVS could point to a form xhaŋh uš, that is, to the Gen. Sing. of Av. haŋhu-. 
 Accordingly, accepting that Av. haŋhu- is related to Ved. sasá- “corn, 
food”, I have interpreted Av. narə əm. x xxvarəϑaheca. ... 













10.1. |a| pwrsyt zltwšt' OD ʾhlwb'y |b| cygwn PWN OLE-šʾn' dlwc ptkʾlym 
MNW MN ʾw' lystk ʾw' QDM zywndyh QDM dwbʾlyt cygwn PWN OLE-šʾn' 
nswš ptkʾlym MNW MN OLE wtltk QDM zywndyy QDM gwmyhtyt [AYḴ 
cygwn stwš W dwl MNW wtltk dlwc ZK nsws lʾd BRA OḆYDWN-m MNW 
QDM zywndyy QDM dwbʾlyt' MNW wtltk nsws dwl OḆYDWN-m MN 
zywndyy gwmyhtyt] 
 
10.2. |a| AP-š gwpt ʾwhrmẕd ẔNE gwbšn' prʾc YMRRWN MNW hnd PWN gʾsʾn' 
byšʾmlwt [AYḴ 2 bʾl KRYTWN-yt] |b| ẔNE gwbšn' prʾc YMRWN MNW hnd 
PWN gʾsʾʾn slyšʾmlwt [AYḴ 3 bʾl KRYTWN-yt] |c| ẔNE gwbšn' prʾc YMRWN 
MNW HWE-d ZK gʾsʾn' cslyšʾmlwt [AYḴ chʾl bʾl KRYTWN-yt] |d| ẔNE OLE-
šʾn' zwbšn' prʾc YMRRWN MNW hnd sʾsʾn' byšʾmlwt' slyšʾmlwt' cslwšʾmlwt 
[ʾywp PWN ʾywk gyhʾn' ʾywk PWN ywdtdywdʾt] 
 
10.3. |a| dʾtʾl ktʾl OLE-šʾn' gwbšn' MNW HWE-d PWN gʾsʾn' byšʾmlwt |b| AP-š 
gwpt' ʾwhrmẕd AYḴ ẔNE OLE-šʾn' gwbšnk MNW hnd PWN gʾsʾn' byšʾmlwt 
ẔNE gwbšn' ʾ-š 2 bʾl prʾc YMRWN 
 
10.4. |a| Without PT 
 
10.5. |a| ZK AHL byšʾmlwt' ẔNE gwbšn' prʾc YMRWN ʾcš pylwckl byšʾcynytʾl 
|b| BRA pltynm gnʾk mynwg MN mʾn' MN wys MN znd MN MTA MN NPŠE 
tn' W MN GBRA-ʾn' QDM lystk MN nʾylyk QDM wtltk MN mʾn' mʾnpt' MN 
wys wyspt MN znd zndpt MN MTA dhyw'pt' MN hlwspyn' ʾhlwbʾn' stwk 
 
10.6. |a| BRA pwltynm nswš BRA pwltynm hmlyt' [krt YKOYMWN-yt] BRA 
pwltynm pytlyt' [krt' YKOYMWN-yt] MN mʾn' MN wys W MN znd MN MTA 
MN NPŠE tn' W MN GBRA QDM wtltk MN nʾlyk QDM wtltk MN mʾn' 
mʾn'ptk MN wys wyspt MN znd zndpt MN MTA dʾhʾn-pt MN hlwspyn' ʾhlwb'' 
stwk 
 
10.7. |a| dʾtʾl MNW tktʾl OLE-šʾn' gwbšn' MNW hnd gʾsʾn' ʾy slyšʾmlwt |b| AP-š 
gwpt ʾwhrmẕd AYḴ OLE-šʾn' gwbšnyy AMT hnd PWN gʾsʾn' slyšʾmlwt' ʾy OLE-
šʾn' ZK gwbšn' 3 bʾl prʾc YMRRWN 
 
10.8. |a| Without PT 
 
10.9. |a| AP-š AHL slysʾmlwt' ẔNE gwbšn' prʾc YMRWN pylwckl byšʾcynytʾl |b| 
BRA pwltynm ʾndl
 
 [ŠDYA] BRA pwltynm swl [ŠDYA] BRA pwltynm n ϑa 
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ŠDYA-ʾn' MN mʾn' MN wys MN znd MN MTA MN hwyš tn' MN GBRA 
QDM wtltk MN nʾylyk QDM lystk MN mʾn' mʾnpt MN wys wyspt MN znd 
zndpt MN MTA dhywpt MN hmʾk ʾhlwb'ʾn' stwk 
 
10.10. |a| Omitted in P5 
 
10.11. |a| dʾtʾl ktʾl OLE-šʾn' gwbšn' MNW hnd PWN gʾsʾn' cslyšʾmlwt |b| AP-š 
gwpt ʾwhrmẕd ẔNE OL-šʾn' gwbšn' prʾc YMRWN MNW hnd gʾsʾn' cslwšʾmlwty 
ẔNE gwbyh chʾl-bʾl prʾc YMRWN 
 
10.12. |a| Without PT 
 
10.13. |a| ZK AHL cslšʾmlwt gwbšnyy ẔNE gwbšn' prʾc YMRWN pylwcgl 
byšʾcynytʾl |b| BRA pwltynm hšm hlwydlwhš BRA pwltynm ʾγtš ŠDYA-ʾn' MN 
mʾn' MN wys MN znd MN TA MN NPŠE tn' W MN GBRA QDM lystk MN 
NYŠE QDM wtltk MN mʾn' mʾnpt' MN wys wyspt MN znd zndpt MN MTA 
dhywpt MN hmʾk ʾhlwbʾn' stwk 
 
10.14. |a| BRA pwltynm wlnyk ŠDYA BRA pwltynm wʾtyk ŠDYA MN mʾn' MN 
wys MN znd MN MTA MN NPŠE tn' MN GBRA QDM lstk MN nʾylyk QDM 
wtltk MN mʾn' mʾnpt MN wys wyspt MN znd zndpt MN MTA dhywpt MN 
hlwsp ʾhlwbʾn' stwk 
 
10.15. |a| ẔNE gwbšn' MNW hnd PWN gʾsʾn' byšmlwt' ẔNE OL-šʾn gwbšnyy 
MNW hnd gʾsʾn' slyšʾmlwt ẔNE OLE-šʾn' gwbšn' MNW hnd PWN gʾsʾn' 
cslšʾmlwt 
 
10.16. |a| ẔNE OLE-šʾn' gwbšn' MNW hnd PWN gnʾk mynwg snyy |b| ẔNE 
OLE-šʾn gwbšn' MNW hnd hšm hlwydlwš snʾh |c| ẔNE OLE-šʾn' gwbšn' MNW 
hnd mʾzngʾn' ŠDYA-ʾn' snʾh |d| ẔNE OLE-šʾn' gwbšn' MNW hnd hlwspyn' 
ŠDYA-ʾn' snyy 
 
10.17. |a| ẔNE AP-šʾn' gwbšn' MNW hnd ẔNE ZK dlwc' ẔNE ZK nswš  hmystʾl 
[hnd] MNW MN lystk QDM zywndyy QDM ʾw' dwbʾlyt' |b| ẔNE OLE-šʾn 
gwbšn' MNW hnd ẔNE dlwc ZK HNA nsws hmystʾl MNW MN lystk ʾw' 
zywndyy QDM gwmyht' [PWN ptlyt] 
 
10.18. |a| ADYN' LK zltwšt' 9 mγ BRA PSKWN-šnk |b| MNW hnd ẔNE ẕmyk 
ywdt-MYA-twm ywdt ZK ʾwlwl-twm |c| ʾn'-QDM-hwlšn' pʾh wyl |d| ywydʾslkl 
ANŠWTA-ʾn' QDM LYDWN-šn' ZK pʾhlwm [ʾhwʾn'] |e| ZK ywydʾslyh zltwšt' 
MNW dyn' mẕdy ṉʾn' [pytʾk] |f| AMT NPŠE dyn' ywydʾslyt hwmt PWN ZK 
hwht ʾn' PWN hwwlštk 
 
10.19. |a| [dyn' ʾhwʾn']
3339
 ʾpyck [AYḴ] ywydʾslynnyt ʾytwn' ʾw' ẔNE AYT 
ywydʾslyt' ktʾl-c-HD ʾhw y ʾstʾwmnd NPŠE y ʾpyck' dyn'y |b| MNW NPŠE dyn' 
                                                 
3339
 This is the PT of the Avestan gloss daēnąm. aŋhuuąm in V 10.19b. 
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ywydʾslknynnyt PWN hwmt W hwht hwwlšt' [ʾy 「aŋhuu m. daēn m.」] [ʾhwʾn 
dyn'] 
 





11.1. |a| pwrsyt zltwšt MN ʾwhrmẕd AYḴ ʾwhrmẕd mynwg ʾpzwnyk dʾtʾl gyhʾn' 
ZY ʾstʾwmndʾn' ʾhlwwb' |b| cygwn PWN mʾn' ywydʾslym [AYḴ /blank/] |c| 
cygwn PWN ʾtš cygwn PWN MYA cygwn PWN ẕmyk cygwn PWN gwspnd 
cygwn PWN ʾwlwl cygwn PWN GBRA ʾhlwb'y cygwn nʾylyk ʾhlwb'' cygwn 
PWN stl cygwn PWN mʾh cygwn hwlšyt cygwn PWN ZK ʾsl lwšnnyh cygwn 
hlwsp wyh ʾwhrmẕd dʾt PWN ʾhlʾdyh pytʾk 
 
11.2. |a| AP-š gwpt ʾwhrmẕd AYḴ ZK ywydʾslyh slʾdšn' zltwšt |b| ywydʾslyh 
AHL YHWWN-yt PWN mʾn' |c| ywydʾslynyt ʾtš ywydʾslynyt MYA ywydʾsl 
ẕmyk ywydʾsl gwspnd ywydʾsl PWN ʾwlwl ywydʾsl PWN GBRA ʾhlwb' ywydʾsl 
PWN nʾylyk ʾhlwb' ywydʾsl PWN stl ywydʾsl PWN mʾh ywydʾsl PWN hwlšyt 
ywydʾsl PWN ZK ʾsl lwšnnk ywydʾsl PWN hmʾk ʾ ʾtyh ʾwhrmẕd dʾt PWN 
ʾhlʾdyy QDM twhmk 
 
11.3. |a| ʾytwn' ẔNE ʾy gwbšn' prʾc dlncynyt MNW hnd pylwckltwm W ZK-ʾy 
byšʾzynyttwm 5 ʾhwnwl prʾc slʾyt' [AYḴ KRYTWN-yt] |b| ʾhwnwl tn' lʾ pʾnkyy 
AYT 
 
11.4. |a| ẔNE ʾytwn' mʾn' ywydʾslynyḏ ADYN' ẔNE gwbšn' prʾc YMRRWN |b| 
ʾytwn' L hmʾy ZK bytwm ẕmʾn ʾy pʾnkyy mẕd ṉʾn' L ŠḆKWN-yḏ |c| ẔNE ʾytwn' 
PWN ʾtš ywydʾslynyḏ ADYN' ẔNE gwbšn' prʾc YMRWN |d| ʾytwn' ẔNE LK ʾtš 
ʾw' wlcynyḏ pltwm BRA YHMTWN-ym ʾwhrmẕd [pʾhlycšnyy] 
 
11.5. |a| ẔNE ʾytwn' MYA ywydʾslynyḏ ADYN' ẔNE gwbšn' prʾc YMRRWN |b| 
MYA ʾytwn' YḎBHWN-m [L  ZK OZLWN-t PWN ]
3340
 |c| ẔNE ʾytwn' 
ẕmyk ywydʾslynyḏ ADYN' ẔNE gwbšn' prʾc YMRWN |d| ẔNE ẕmyk 
ywydʾslynyḏ LWTE   YḎBHWN-m 
 
11.6. |a| ẔNE ʾytwn' gwspnd ywydʾslynyḏ ẔNE gwbšn' prʾc YMRRWN |b| ZK 
gwspndʾn' dhšn' [MYA W wʾstl] OLE-šʾn' ktwnšn' kwnšn' MNW-š pʾhlwm prʾc 
OLE YHWWN-ʾt
3341
 |c| ẔNE ʾytwn' ʾwlwlʾn ywydʾslynyḏ ADYN' ẔNE gwbšn'y 
prʾc YMRRWN |d| ʾytwn' PWN OL tlskʾs ʾhlwb'y ʾwhrmẕd ʾwlwlʾn whšynytyḏ 
[AYḴ ʾpzʾdyḏ] 
 
11.7. |a| ẔNE ʾytwn' ZK GBRA ʾhlwbʾn' ywydʾslynyḏ ẔNE ʾytwn' nʾylyk ʾhlwb'y 
ZK-ʾy ywydʾslynyḏ ADYN' ẔNE gwbšn' prʾc YMRRWN |b| ZK ʾylymʾn' 
hwʾdšnyh OL lʾmšnyy YHMTWN-šn' ZKL-ʾn' nʾylykʾn' |c| AYḴ zltwšt' hnd |d| 
                                                 
3340
 This gloss is added by a second hand. 
3341
 Added by a second hand. 
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 lʾmšn'twm whwmn MNW dyn' kʾmk ʾlcʾnykʾn' myzd YHWWN-yt |e| ʾhlʾdyh 




11.8. |a| ʾytwn' ẔNE gwbšn' dlncynyt MNW hnd pylwckltwm byšʾzynyttwm 8 
ʾhwnwl plʾ-slʾdšnyy [AYḴ KRYTWN-šn'] 
 
11.9. |a| pwltynm hyšm pwltynm nsws ŠDYA |b| pwltynm hmlyt' [lymn' bwt 
YKOYMWN-yt] pwltynm ptlyt [lymn YHWWN-t YKOYMWN-yt] |c| pwltynm 
hlwydlwš pwltynm hlwydlwš ẕnnk pwltynm bwtk pwltynm bwtc pwltynm kwnd 
pwltynm kwndck pwltynm bwšʾsp' MNW zhl [AYḴ wyš HLMWN-yt W zhl 
hnd] |d| pwltynm bwšʾsp MNW dglnd [AYḴ ʾpʾlwn' gwbšn'] pwltynm mwdk 
pwltynm kpyc pwltynm plyk [kʾmk] MNW hnd ZK-ʾy ʾtš MYA ẕmyk gwspnd 
ʾwlwl |e| pwltynm ʾhwkynšn MNW ZK-š ʾtš MYA ẕmyk gwspnd ʾwlwl 
 
11.10. |a| pwltynm LK  gnʾgmynwg MN mʾn' MN ʾtš MN MYA MN ẕmyk 
MN gwspnd MN ʾwlwl MN GBRA ʾhlwb'y MN nʾylyk ʾhlwb' MN stl MN mʾh 
MN hwlšyt MN ʾn' ʾsl lwšn' MN hlwsp wyh ʾwhrmẕd dʾt ʾhlʾdyh pytʾk 
 
11.11. |a| AYT' ẔNE  gwbšn' dlncynyt MNW hnd pylwckltwm byšʾcytʾltwm 
4 ʾhwnwl prʾc slʾdšnyt 
 
11.12. |a| ptkʾlym hšm ptkʾlym ZK nsws ptkʾlym hmlyt ptkʾlym pytlyt [AYḴ lymn 
YHWWN-t YKOYMWN-yt y] |b| ptkʾlym hlwyk ptkʾlym hlwydlwš ẕnnk 
ptkʾlym bwdt ptkʾlym bwdtck ptkʾlym kwnd ptkʾlym kwndc ptkʾlym bwšʾsp 
MNW zhl [AYḴ wyš HLMWN-yt'] |c| ptkʾlym bwšʾsp MNW dgl ẕnnk ptkʾlym 
mwdtk ptkʾlym kpst ptkʾlym plyk [kʾmk] [MNW ʾwcdys] ʾtš MYA ẕmyk gwspnd 
ʾwlwl |d| ptkʾlym ʾhwk MNW ʾtš MYA ẕmyk gwspnd ʾwlwl 
 
11.13. |a| ptkʾlym LK dwšdʾn' gnʾk mynwg MN mʾn' MN ʾtš MN MYA MN ẕmyk 
MN gwspnd MN ʾwlwl MN GBRA ʾhlwb'y MN nʾylyk ʾhlʾdyy MN stl MN mʾh 
MN hwl MN ʾsl lwšn' MN hmʾk ŠPYL ZY ʾwhrmẕd dʾt ʾhlʾdyh pytʾk 
 
11.14. |a| ʾytwn' ẔNE ZK gwbšn' dlncnynyt MNW hnd pylwckltwm 
byšʾcynytʾltwm 4 mzdʾʾtmwk prʾc slʾdšnyy [AYḴ KRYTWN-šn'] 
 
11.15. |a| ptkʾlym hyšm ptkʾlym nswm ptkʾlym hmlyt ptkʾlym pytlyt ptkʾlym 
hlwyk ptkʾlym hlwyk ẕnnk ptkʾlym bwdtk ptkʾlym bwdtck ptʾlym ZK kwndyh 
ptkʾlym kwndcy ptkʾlym bwšʾsp MNW zhl ptkʾlym bwšʾsp' MNW dgl ẕnnk 
ptkʾlym mwdtk ptkʾlm kpšt ptkʾlym plyk kʾmk MNW ZK-ʾy ʾtš MYA ẕmyk 
gwspnd ʾwlwl ptkʾlym LK dwšdʾn gnʾk mynwg 
 
11.16. |a| MN ʾtš mʾn' MN ʾtš MN MYA MN ẕmyk MN ʾwlwl MN gwspnd MN 
GBRA ʾhlwb' MN nʾylyk ʾhlwb'y MN stl MN KRKA MN ZBZBA MN ʾsl lwšn' 
MN hmʾk ŠPYL ʾwhrmẕd dʾt ʾhlʾdyh twhmk 
 
                                                 
3342
 This interpretation seems to be implied in the writing . 
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11.17. |a| ʾytwn' ẔNE gwbšn' dlncynyḏ MNW hnd pylwckltwm byšʾcytʾltwm 5 








10.1. |a| pwrsyt zltwšt' MN ʾwhrmẕd dʾtʾl gẖʾn ʾstʾwmndʾn ʾhlwby |b| cygwn PWN 
OLE-šʾn dlwc ptkʾlym MNW MN ʾw' lystk ʾw' QDM zywndyh QDM dwbʾlyt 
cygwn PWN OLE nswš ptkʾlym MNW MN OLE wtltk QDM zywnd gwmyht 
[AYḴ-š cygwn stwš W dwl MN wtltk dlwc W nswš lʾd BRA OḆYDWN-m 
MNW QDM zywndyh BRA dwbʾlyt AMT cygwn MN wtltk nswš dwl OḆYDWN-
m QDM zywndyh gwmyhtyt] 
 
10.2. |a| AP-š gwpt m ʾwhrmẕd ẔNE gwbšn' prʾc YMRWN MNW hnd PWN 
gʾsʾn' byšʾmlwt [AYḴ 2 bʾl hʾwnyt]
3343
 |b| ẔNE gwbšn' prʾc YMRWN MNW hnd 




 gwbšnk prʾc YMRWN 
MNW hnd ZK gʾsʾn'yk cslwšʾmwlwt [AYḴ 4 bʾl hʾwnšnk] |d| ẔNE gwbšnk prʾc 
YMRWN MNW hnd gʾsʾn' byšʾmlwt slyšʾmlwt cslwšʾmlwt [ʾywk PWN gʾsʾn 
ʾywk PWN ywdtdywdʾt] 
 
10.3. |a| dʾtʾl ktʾl OLE-šʾn gwbšnk MNW hnd PWN gʾsʾn' byšʾmlwt |b| AP-š gwpt 
ʾwhrmẕd AYḴ ẔNE OLE-šʾn gwbšnk MNW hnd PWN gʾsʾn' byšʾmlwt
3346
 |c| 
ẔNE gwbšnk AP-š 2 bʾl prʾc YMRWN 
 
10.4. |a| Without PT 
 
10.5. |a| ZK AHL byšʾmlwt ẔNE gwbšn' ʾprʾc YMRWN ʾcš pylwcgl byšʾznytʾl |b| 
BRA pwltynm gnʾk mynwg MN mʾn' MN wys MN znd MN MTA MN ZK hwyš 
tn' W MN GBRA QDM wtltk W MN nʾylyk QDM wtltk MN mʾn' mʾnpt MN 
wys wyspt MN znd zndp MN MTA  MN hlwsp ʾhlwbʾn ʾst 
 
10.6. |a| BRA pwltynm nswš BRA pwltynm hmlyt [krt YKOYMWN-yt MN mʾn] 
BRA pwltynm pytlyt QDM hmlyt YHWWN-t [YHWWN-t YKOYMWN-yt] MN 
mʾn' MN wys MN znd MN MTA MN hwyš tn' MN GBRA QDM lystk W MN 
nʾlyk QDM lystk MN mʾn' mʾnp MN wys wyspt MN znd zndpt MN MTA 
MTA-pt MN hlwsp ʾhlwbʾn sty 
 
10.7. |a| dʾtʾl MNW ktʾl
3347
 OLE-šʾn gwbšn' AMT hnd gʾsʾn slyšʾmlwt |b| AP-š 
gwpt ʾwhrmẕd AYḴ OLE-šʾn gwbšnyh MNW hnd PWN gʾsʾn' slyšyʾmlwt' |c| 
ẔNE ʾy gwbšnk 3 bār prʾc YMRWN 
                                                 
3343
 K2a above the line 
3344
 K2a above the line 
3345
 K2a in the left margin ẔNE ... OḆYDWN-šnk 
3346
 K2a in the right margin ẔNE gwbšnk ʾ-š 2 bʾl prʾc YMRWN 
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10.8. |a| Without PT 
 
10.9. |a| AP-š AHL slysʾmlwt ẔNE gwbšnk prʾc YMRWN pylwckl wyšʾznytʾl |b| 
BRA pwltynm indar
 
 [ŠDYA-n] BRA pwltynm swl [ŠDYA-n] BRA pwltynm 
n ϑa ŠDYA-n MN mʾn MN wys MN znd MN MTA |c| MN hwyš tn' MN 
GBRA QDM wtltk MN nʾylyk QDM wtltk MN mʾn' mʾnp MN wys wysyt MN 
znd zndpt MN MTA MTA-pt MN hlwsp ʾhlwbʾnst 
 
10.10. |a| Omitted in K2 
 
10.11. |a| dʾtʾl ktʾl OLE-šʾn gwbšnk MNW hnd PWN gʾsʾn' ctlwšʾmlwt |b| AP-š 
gwpt ʾwhrmẕd ẔNE gwbšnk prʾc YMRWN MNW hnd gʾsʾn' ctlyšʾmlwt |c| ẔNE 
gwbšn 4 bʾl ʾp prʾc YMRWN 
 
10.12. |a| Without PT 
 
10.13. |a| ZK AHL ctlwšʾmlwt gwbʾšny ẔNE gwbšn' prʾc YMRWN pylwcgl 
byšʾzynʾl |b| PWN pwltynm hšmy hlwydlwhš BRA pwltynm ʾγtš ŠDYA MN mʾn 
MN wys MN znd MN MTA MN hwyš tn' MN GBRA QDM wtltk MN NYŠE 





10.14. |a| BRA pwltynm wlnyk ŠDYA BRA pwltynm wʾtk ŠDYA MN mʾn MN 
wys MN znd MN MTA MN hwyš-tn' MN GBRA QDM wtltk MN nʾylyk QDM 





10.15. |a| ẔNE gws bšn' MNW hnd PWN gʾsʾn' byšʾmlwt ẔNE gwbšn' MNW hnd 
PWN gʾsʾn' slyšʾmlwt ẔNE bšn' MNW hnd gʾsʾn' ctlwšʾmlwt 
 
10.16. |a| ẔNE OLE-šʾn gwbšn' MNW hnd AYḴ ZK gnʾk mynwg snyh |b| ẔNE 
OLE-šʾn' gwbšn' MNW hnd AYḴ hšm hlwdlwš snyh |c| ẔNE OLE-šʾn' gwbšn' 
MNW hnd mʾzngʾn' ŠDYA snyh |d| ẔNE OLE-šʾn gwbšn' hlwsp ŠDYA snyh 
 
10.17. |a| ẔNE OLE-šʾn' gwbšn' MNW hnd OLE dlwc OLE-šʾn nswš hmystʾl 
[hnd] MNW MN lystk QDM zyndyh QDM dwbʾlyt [PWN hmlyt] |b| ẔNE 
OLE-šʾn gwbšn MNW hnd OLE dlwc OLE nswš hmystʾlʾwmnd MNW wtltk 
QDM zywndyh QDM gwmyhtyt [PWN pytylyt] 
 
10.18. |a| ADYN' LK zltwšt 9 mγ BRA PSKWN-šn' |b| MNW hnd PWN ẔNE 
ẕmyk ywdt MYAy-twm ywdt wlwl-twm |c| ʾn'-QDM-hwlšn pʾh wyl /blank of 1 ½ 
line/ |d| ywydʾslyh ANŠWTA-ʾn PWN LYDWN-šn' pʾhlwm /blank of 1 ½ line/ 
                                                                                                                                               
3347
 K2a above the line ktʾl OLE-šʾn gwbšn' 
3348
 K2a above the line stwk 
3349
 K2a adds -wk 
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|e| ZK ywydʾslyh zltwšt MNW dyn'y mẕdy ṉʾn' /blank/ |f| MNW NPŠE dyn'y 
ywydʾslynyt PWN hwmt hwht hwwlšt [「daēn m. aŋhuu m.」KRA 2 ʾywk] 
 
10.19. |a| dyn'y ʾpyck ywydʾslynyt ʾytwn' AYT ʾw' ywydʾslyh ktʾl-c-yk ʾhw y 
ʾstʾwmnd ZK y hwyš ʾpyck dyn' |b| MNW hwyš dyn'y ʾywydʾslynyt PWN hwmt 









11.1. |a| pwrsyt zltwšt OD ʾhlwb'y |b| cygwn PWN mʾn' ʾywydʾslym /blank/ |c| 
cygwn PWN ʾthš cygwn PWN MYA cygwn PWN ẕmyk cygwn PWN gwspnd 
cygwn ʾwlwl cygwn PWN GBRA ʾhlwb'y cygwn PWN nʾylyk ʾhlwb'y cygwn 
PWN stl cygwn PWN mʾh cygwn PWN hwlšyt cygwn PWN ZK ʾsl lwšn cygwn 
PWN c hlwsp ʾ ʾtyh ʾwhrmẕd dʾt' MNW MN ʾhlʾdyh pytʾkyh 
 
11.2. |a| AP-š gwpt ʾwhrmẕd AYḴ ywydʾslyh slʾdšn' zltwšt /blank/ |b| ywydʾsl 
AHL YHWWN-yt PWN mʾn' |c|  PWN ʾthš  PWN MYA ywydʾsl PWN 
ẕmyk ywydʾsl PWN gwspnd ywydʾsl PWN ʾwlwl ʾywydʾsl PWN GBRA ʾhlwb' 
 nʾylyk ʾhlwb'y ywydʾsl PWN stl ywydʾsl mʾh hlwsp ʾ ʾtk ʾwhrmẕd dʾt' 
MNW MN ʾhlwb'y pytʾk 
 
11.3. |a| aϑa. i ʾytwn' ẔNE YMRWN-yt dlnyynyḏ MNW hnd pylwcgltl 5 ʾhwnwl 
PWN slʾdšnyk [5 BRA YMRWN] |c| ʾhwnwl tn' pʾnkyh ytʾ ʾhwwylyw 
 
11.4. |a| ʾytwn' mʾn' PWN ʾywydʾslynyḏ ADYN'  ẔNE gwbšn' prʾc YMRRWN 
|b| ʾytwn' L hmʾy OD ʾw' ZK bytwm ẕmʾn' pʾnkyh dʾmʾn' krtn' /blank/ |c| [AMT] 
ʾytwn' PWN ʾthš ywydʾslynyḏ ADYN' ẔNE gwbšn' prʾc YMRRWN |d| ʾytwn' 
ʾw' HNA LK ʾthš ʾw' wlcynʾk pltwm BRA YHMTWN-m ʾwhrmẕd [PWN pʾlycšn' 
šnʾdynytʾlyh] 
 
11.5. |a| [AMT] ʾytwn' PWN MYA ʾywydʾlslynyḏ ADYN' ẔNE gwbšn'k prʾc 
YMRRWN |b| MYA ʾytwn' YḎBHWN-m /blank/ |c| ẔNE ẕmyk ʾywydʾslynyḏ 
AMT ʾytwn' gwbšn' prʾc YMRWN |d| ẔNE ẕmyk LWTE NKḆ-ʾn /blank/ 
YḎBHWN-m 
 
11.6. |a| ʾytwn' gwspnd ʾywydʾslynyḏ ADYN' ẔNE gwbšn' prʾc YMRWN |b| ZK 
gwspndʾn /blank of three lines/ |c| ʾytwn' ʾwlwl ywydʾslynyḏ ADYN' ẔNE 
gwbšn' prʾc YMRWN |d| ʾytwn' ZK ʾw' tlskʾsyh AMT ʾhlwb'y ʾwhrmẕd ʾwlwl 
whšynyt /blank/ 
 
11.7. |a| AMT GBRA ʾhlwb'y ʾywydʾslynyḏ AMT nʾylyk ʾhlwb'y ʾywydʾslynyḏ 
ADYN' ẔNE gwbšn' prʾc YMRWN |b| ZK ʾylmʾn hwʾdšnyh ʾ-t OL lʾmšn' 
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YHMTWN-šn ZKL-ʾn' W nʾylykʾn' zltwšt' /blank/ |c| whwmn lʾmšn'twm 
whwmn hnd MNW dyn' kʾmk ʾlcʾnnyk byt PWN mzd [LTME ZK TME MN ] 
|d| ZK ʾhlʾdyh /blank of three lines/ 
 
11.8. |a| ʾytwn' ẔNE gwbšn' OD 8 ʾhnwl prʾc slʾdšn ytʾhwwylyw
 
 [8 BRA 
YMRWN] 
 
11.9. |a| pwltynm hšm pwltynm nswš /blank/ |b| pwltynm hm-gwmyhtyt pwltynm 
QDM gwmyhtyt /blank/ |c| pwltynm /blank/ pwltynm /blank/ pwltynm bwšʾsp 
MNW W zhlkl [ʾy W zhlklyh ʾy AYḴ MNW KBD HLMWN-yt] |d| pwltynm 
bwšʾsp MNW dlwnd dlng gw ḆYN  |e| pwltynm /blank/ pwltynm /blank/ 
pwltynm plyk [kʾmyh] [ZK  plstkyh
 
] MNW ʾhwk ynyt' ʾthš MYA ẕmyk 
gwspnd ʾwlwl |f| pwltynm ʾn' MNW ʾhwg ynyt ʾthš MYA ẕmyk gwspnd ʾwlwl 
 
11.10. |a| pwltynm LK dwšdʾnʾk gnʾk mynwg MN mʾn MN ʾtš MN' MYA MN 
ẕmyk MN gwspnd MN ʾwlwl MN GBRA ʾhlwby MN nʾylyk ʾhlwby MN stl MN 
mʾh MN hwlšyt MN ʾsl lwšn' MN hlwsp ʾpʾtyh ʾwhrmẕd dʾt ʾhlʾdyh pytʾk 
 
11.11. |a| 4 ʾhnwl prʾc slʾdšnyh ytʾhwwylyw
 
 [4 BRA YMRRWN] 
 
11.12. |a| ptkʾlym hyšm ptkʾlym ZK nswš |b| ptkʾlym hm-gwmyhtyt ptkʾlym 
QDM gwmyhtyt /blank/ |c| pwltynm /blank/ pwltynm bwšʾsp MNW  [KBD 
HLMWN-yt] pwltynm bwšʾsp dlng gw ḆYN  |d| pwltynm /blank/ pwltynm 
plyk [kʾmk] MNW ʾhwk ynyt ʾtš MYA ẕmyk gwspnd ʾwlwl 
 
11.13. |a| ptkʾlym ʾw' dwš dʾnʾk gnʾk mynwg MN mʾn MN ʾthš MN MYA MN 
ẕmyk W MN gwspnd MN ʾwlwl MN GBRA ʾhlwby MN nʾylyk ʾhlwby MN stl 
MN mʾh MN hwlšyt MN ZK ʾsl lwšnyh MN hlwsp ʾpʾtyh ʾwhrmẕd dʾt MN 
ʾhlʾdyh pytʾk 
 
11.14. |a| 4 bʾl mazdā. a . mōi. prʾc slʾdšnk 
 
11.15-16. |a| pwltynm hšm pwltynm nswš pwltynm hm gwmyhtyt pwltynm QDM 
gwmyhtyt pwltynm /blank/ pwltynm /blank/ pwltynm /blank/ pwltynm /blank/ 
pwltynm /blank/ pwltynm /blank/ pwltynm bwšʾsp MNW zhlgl pwltynm bwšʾsp 
MNW dlng gw [dlwnd] pwltynm /blank/ pwltynm plyk kʾmk MNW /blank/ 
atrəm MYA ẕmyk gwspnd ʾwlwl pwltynm LK dwš dʾnʾk gnʾk mynwg MN mʾn 
MN ʾthš MN MYA MN ẕmyk MN gwspnd MN ʾwlwl MN GBRA ʾhlwby MN 
nʾylyk ʾhlwby MN stl MN mʾh MN hwlšyt MN ʾsl lwšn MN hlwsp ʾpʾtyh 
ʾwhrmẕd dʾt ʾhlʾdyh thmʾk 
 
11.17. |a| ytwn' ẔNE gwbšn OD 5 ʾhwnwl prʾc slʾdšnk ytʾhwwylyw 5 gwptn' |b| 






a-: “this”. 10.18b, 19a, 12.1b, 3b, 5b, 7b, 9a, 11a, 13a, 15a, 17a, 19a. 
aēša- (masc.), aēšā- (fem.), aēta- (neut.): “this”. 10.3a, b, 7a, b, 11a, b, 15a (3), 16a, 
b, c, d, 17a, b. 
aēšma- (masc.): “Wrath”. 10.13b, 16b, 11.9a, 12a, 15a, 18a. 
akataša- (masc.): “Akataša, name of a demon”. 10.13b. 
a : “then”. 11.4a, c, 5a, c, 6a, c, 7a. 
aϑa: “then, thus”. 10.19a, 11.3a, 8a, 11a, 14a, 17a, 20a. 
ap- (fem.): “water”. 11.1b, 2c, 5a, 9f, g, 10a, 12f, g, 13a, 15a (2), 16a, 18a (2), 19a, 
12.2c, d, 4c (2), 6b (2), 8b (2), 10a (2), 12b (2), 14b (2), 16b (2), 18b (2), 20a (2), 22c. 
aipī: “even”. 10.18d. 
aŋra- mańiiu- (masc.): “Evil Spirit”. 10.5b, 11.10a, 13a, 16a, 19a. 
aŋhu- (masc.): “life”. 10.19a. 
anaγra-: “endless”. 11.1c, 2c, 10a, 13a, 16a, 19a. 
ana auuan- (masc.): “unrighteous”. 12.22b, e. 
xanaiβiš. arəϑa-: “not drinkable”. 10.18c. 
ańiiō. kaēša-: “having another doctrine”. 12.21a. 
ańiiō.varəna-: “having another faith”. 12.21a. 
amə a- spəṇta- (masc.): “the Beneficent Immortals”. 12.2d, 4c, 6b, 8b, 10a, 12b, 
14b, 16b, 18b, 20a. 
aii-: “to go”.  
ā + aii- “to go against, to attack”. āiti (3rd. Sing. Subj. Ind. Act.) 11.9f, g, 
12f, g, 15a (2), 18a (2).  
aiiah- (neut.): “metal, metallic implement”. 12.22f. 
auua-: “that”. 10.17a (2), b (2). 
auuaϑa: “thus, so”. 12.22b, d, e, g. 
astuuaṇt- (masc., neut.), astuuaitī- (fem.): “material”. 10.1a, 3a, 7a, 19a, 11a, 11.1a, 
12.2a, 4a, 6a, 8a, 10a, 12a, 14a, 16a, 18a, 20a. 
az-: “to drive, to impel”. azaiti (3rd. Sing. Pres. Ind. Act.) 12.22c.  
ašta: “eight”. 11.8b. 
a a- (neut.): “Truth”. 10.20a, 11.3d, 8c, 11b, 20b, c, 12.22h. 
a a.ciϑra-: “which (have) the brightness of Truth”. 11.1a, 2c, 10a, 13a, 16a, 19a. 
a auuan- (masc., neut.), a aonī- (fem.): “righteous”. 10.1a, 3a, 5b, 6a, 7a, 9b, 10a, 
11a, 13b, 14a, 11.1a, c (2), 2c (2), 7a (2), 10a (2), 13a (2), 16a (2), 19a (2), 12.2a, 4a, 
6a, 8a, 10a, 12a, 14a, 16a, 18a, 20a, 22c, f. 
a əmaoγa- (masc.): “heretic”. 12.22b, e. 
ah-: “to be”. 10.18b. həṇti (3rd. Pl. Pres. Ind. Act.) 10.2a, b, c, d, 3a, b, 7a, b, 11a, b, 
15a (3), 16a, b, c, d, 17a, b. aŋha  (3rd. Sing. Pres. Subj. Act.) 10.18b. asti (3rd. Sing. 
Pres. Ind. Act.) 10.19a. aŋhən (3rd. Pl. Pres. Subj. Act.) 11.3a, 8a, 11a, 14a, 17a, 20a. 
ahuna- vairiia- (masc.): “the prayer Ahuna Vairiia”. 11.3b, c, 8b, 11a, 20a. 
ahura- mazdā- (masc.): “Lord, Ahura Mazdā”. 10.1a (2), 2a, 3b, 7b, 11b, 11.1a (2), 
2a, 12.1e, 2b, 3d, 4c, 5d, 6b, 7c, 8b, 9b, 10a, 11b, 12b, 13b, 14b, 15b, 16b, 17b, 18b, 
19b, 20a, 22a. 
 
ā. airii mā. išiiō: “the prayer ā. airii mā. išiiō”. 11.17a (2). 
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āa : “and, then”. 10.2a, 3b, 5a, 7b, 9a, 11b, 13a, 18a, 11.2a, 12.1a, e, 2b, 3a, d, 4c, 5a, 
d, 6b, 7a, c, 8b, 9a, b, 10a, 11a, b, 12b, 13a, b, 14b, 15a, b, 16b, 17a, b, 18b, 19a, b, 
20a, 21a, 22a. 
āxtūirīm: “four times”. 10.11c. 
ātar- (masc.): “fire”. 11.1c, 2c, 4c, 9f, g, 10a, 12f, g, 13a, 15a (2), 16a, 18a (2), 19a, 
12.2c, 4c, 6b, 8b, 10a, 12b, 14b, 16b, 18b, 20a, 22c. 
ā bitīm: “twice”. 10.3c. 
āϑritīm: “thrice”. 10.7c. 
āhiti- (fem.): “maculation”. 11.9g, 12g, 15a, 18a. 
 
ərəzu-: “righteous”. 10.19a (2). 
 
iṇdra- (masc.): “Iṇdra, name of a demon”. 10.9b. 
ima-: “this”. 10.2a, b, c, d, 3b, c, 5a, 7b, c, 9a, 11b, c, 13a, 15a (3), 16a, b, c, d, 17a, b, 
11.3a, 4a (2), c (2), 5a (2), c (2), 6a (2), c (2), 7a (3), 8a, 11a, 14a, 17a, 20a, 12.2c, 4c, 
6b, 8b, 10a, 12b, 14b, 16b, 18b, 20a. 
 
upa: “upon, over, on”. 10.1b (2), 17a, b. 
 
ka- (masc., neut.), kā- (fem.): “who, which (interrogative)”. 10.3a, 7a, 11a. 
ka- + -ci : “anyone, anybody, whoever”. 10.19a, 12.21a. 
kapasti- (masc.): “Kapasti, name of a demon”. 11.9e, 12e, 15a, 18a. 
kainīn- (fem.): “girl”. 12.7c. 
kaiia-: “which (interrogative pronoun)”. 10.3a, 7a, 11a. 
k m.nā. mazdā: “the prayer k m.nā. mazdā”. 11.3d, 8c, 11b, 20b. 
kuϑa: “how”. 10.1b (2), 11.1b, c (12), 12.2a (2), 4b (2), 6b (2), 8b (2), 10a (2), 12b 
(2), 14b (2), 16b (2), 18b (2), 20a (2). 
kuṇda- (masc.): “Kuṇda, name of a demon”. 11.9c, 12c, 15a, 18a. 
kuṇdižan- (masc.): “Kuṇdižan, name of a demon”. 11.9c, 12c, 15a, 18a. 
 
gaēϑā- (fem.): “creature, fold, property”. 10.1a, 3a, 7a, 11a, 11.1a, 12.2a, 4a, 6a, 8a, 
10a, 12a, 14a, 16a, 18a, 20a. 
gauu- (masc., fem.): “cattle”. 11.1c, 2c, 6a, 9f, g, 10a, 12f, g, 13a, 15a (2), 16a, 18a 
(2), 19a, 12.22c. 
gāϑā- (fem.): “Gāϑā, sacred chant”. 10.2a, b, c, d, 3a, b, 7a, b, 11a, b, 15a (3), 12.2b, 
4c, 6b, 8b, 10a, 12b, 14b, 16b, 18b, 20a. 
 
xrū- (fem.): “Xrū, name of a demon”. 11.9c, 12c, 15a, 18a. 
xruuiγnī- (fem.): “Xruuiγnī, name of a demon”. 11.9c, 12c, 15a, 18a. 
xruuī.dāuru-: “of the bloodstained stick, epithet of Wrath”. 10.13b, 16b. 
xšuuaš: “six”. 12.7c, 13.14c (2). 
xšuuašti- (fem.): “sixty”. 12.1f, 3d, 5d. 
 
-ca: “and”. 10.2d (3), 10a, 18b (2), f (3), 19b (3), 11.3a (2), 8a (2), 11a (2), 14a (2), 17a 
(2), 12.9b (2), 11b (2), 22f (5). 
caϑβar-: “four”. 11.11a, 14a, 17a.  
caϑβarəsaṇt-: “forty”. 12.13b. 
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caϑrušāmrūta-: “(Avestan texts) to be said four times”. 10.2c, d, 11a, b, 13a, 15a. 
-ci : “any, too, even”. 12.22a. 
cuuaṇt-: “how many, how much”. 12.1b, d (2), 3b, c (2), 5b, c (2), 7b (3), 9a (3), 11a 
(3), 13a (3), 15a (3), 17a (3), 19a (3), 21a (2). 
 
jan-: “to strike, to kill”. jaiṇti (3rd. Sing. Pres. Ind. Act.) 12.22c (2). 
juua- (verb): “to live”. juuaṇtəm (Part. Pres. Act.). 10.1b (2), 17a, b. 
juua- (adj.): “alive”. 12.22b, c (5), d. 
 
taoxman- (neut.): “seed, relative”. 12.21a. 
ta  (neut.): “this”. vid. ha-, hā-, ta- 
tanu.pərəϑa-: “whose body is forfeit, tanu.pərəϑa- sinner”. 12.1d, f, 3c, d, 5c, d, 7b, 
c, 9a, b, 11a, b, 13a, b, 15a, b, 17a, b, 19a, b. 
tanū- (fem.): “body”. 10.5b, 6a, 9b, 10a, 13b, 14a, 11.3c, 12.2b, 4c, 6b, 8b, 10a, 12b, 
14b, 16b, 18b, 20a. 
tarō: “through, over, during”. 12.22a. 
tauruui- (masc.): “Tauruui, name of a demon”. 10.10a. 
tūm: “you (personal pronoun 2nd. Sing. Nom. Sing.)”. 10.18a. 
tūiriia- (masc.): “uncle”. 12.15a.  
tūiriiā- (fem.): “aunt”. 12.15a. 
tūiriia.puϑra- (masc.): “male cousin”. 12.17a, 19a. 
tūiriia.duγδar- (fem.): “female cousin”. 12.17a, 19a. 
 
daēnā- (fem.): “religious conscience”. 10.18e, f, 19a (2), b. 
daēuua- (masc.): “false god, demon”. 10.9b, 13b, 14a (2), 16c, d. 
da hu- (fem.): “country”. 10.5b (2), 6a (2), 9b (2), 10a (2), 13b (2), 14a (2). 
da hupaiti- (masc.): “lord of the country”. 10.5b, 6a, 9b, 10a, 13b, 14a. 
darəγō.gauuā-: “long-handed, epithet of Būšiiąsta”. 11.9d, 12d, 15a, 18a. 
dasa: “ten”. 12.17b, 19b. 
da a- (masc.): “pious, member of the Zoroastrian community”. 12.1d, f, 3c, d, 5c, 
d, 7b, c, 9a, b, 11a, b, 13a, b, 15a, b, 17a, b, 19a, b. 
dātar- (masc.): “Maker”. 10.1a, 3a, 7a, 11a, 11.1a, 12.2a, 4a, 6a, 8a, 10a, 12a, 14a, 
16a, 18a, 20a. 
dāman-, dąman- (neut.): “creature”. 12.21a, 22b. 
dāuru- (neut.): “wood”. 12.22f. 
dim: “this, it” (enclitic pronoun 3rd. Sing. Acc.). 10. 
duγδar- (fem.): “daughter”. 12.1c, 3a, b, 19a. 
duiie: s. duua- 
duždāh-: “harmful”. 11.10a, 19a. 
duuadasa: “twelve”. 12.7c. 
duuan-: “to twirl, to hurl”. 
upa + duuan-: “to hurl into”. upa.duuąsaiti (3rd. Sing. Pres. Ind. Act.). 
10.1b, 17a. 
draoš: “wood”. vid. dāuru- 
draṇj-: “to murmur”. drəṇjaiiōiš (2nd. Sing. Pres. Opt. Act.) 11.3a, 8a, 11a, 14a, 
17a, 20a. 
druj- (fem.): “Lie”. 10.1b, 17a, b. 
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druuaṇt- (masc.): “liar”. 12.22b, e. 
 
ϑβars-: “to cut”.  
ni + ϑβars- “to dig”. niϑβərəsōiš (2nd. Sing. Pres. Opt. Act.) 10.18a. 
ϑβā: “you” (enclitic pronoun 2nd. Sing. Acc.). 11.10a, 13a, 16a, 19a. 
ϑrisaṇt-: “thirty”. 12.1f, 3d, 5d, 15b. 
ϑrišāmrūta-: “(Avestan texts) to be said thrice”. 10.2b, d, 7a, b, 9a, 15a. 
ϑriš.frasnāiti- (fem.): “washing thrice”. 12.2b (2), 4c (2), 6b (2), 8b (2), 10a (2), 12b 
(2), 14b (2), 16b (2), 18b (2), 20a (2). 
ϑriš.frasrūiti- (fem.): “recitation thrice”. 12.2b, 4c, 6b, 8b, 10a, 12b, 14b, 16b, 18b, 
20a. 
 
paiti.raēϑβa- (masc.): “Indirect defilement”. 10.6a, 11.9b, 12b, 15a, 18a. 
paṇca: “five”. 11.3b, 9b, 11b, 20a, 12.19b. 
paṇca.dasa: “fifteen”. 12.15b. 
paṇcāsaṇt-: “fifty”. 12.9b, 11b, 27c (2). 
par-: “to fight”. pərənāne (1st. Sing. Pres. Subj. Mid.) 10.1b. pərəne (1st. Sing. Pres. 
Ind. Mid.) 11.9a (2), b (2), c (7), d, e (2), f, g, 10a, 15a (16), 16a. paršta (PPP.) 11.12a 
(2), b (2), c (7), d, e (2), f, g, 13a, 18a (16), 19a. 
paiti + par- “to fight”. paiti.pərəne (1st. Sing. Pres. Ind. Mid.) 10.5b, 6a (3), 
9b (3), 10a (2), 13b (2), 14a (2). 
pairikā- (fem.): “Pairikā, an evil feminine being”. 11.9f, 12f, 15a, 18a. 
pasu- (masc.): “flock”. 10.18c. 
pasca: “after”. 10.5a, 9a, 13a. 
pascaēta: “then, afterwards”. 11.2b, 12.2d, 4c, 6b, 8b, 10a, 12b, 14b, 16b, 18b, 20a. 
pā-: “to protect”. pāiti (3rd. Sing. Pres. Ind. Act.) 11.3c. 
pərəsa : “asked”. vid. fras- 
pitar- (masc.): “father”. 12.1a, c, 3b. 
puϑra- (masc.): “son”. 12.1c, 3a, b, 7c, 19a. 
 
baēšaziia-: “healing”. 10.5a, 9a, 13a. 
baēšaziiō.təma-: “the most healing”. 11.3a, 8a, 11a, 14a, 17a, 20a. 
bar-: “to bring”. baraēta (3rd. Sing. Pres. Opt. Mid.) 12.2c, 4c, 6b, 8b, 10a, 12b, 
14b, 16b, 18b, 20a. 
apa + bar- “to deprive”. apa.baraiti (3rd. Sing. Pres. Ind. Act.) 12.22f. 
barəsman- (neut.): “barəsman-, sacred twigs”. 12.2c, 4c, 6b, 8b, 10a, 12b, 14b, 16b, 
18b, 20a. 
bizaṇgra-: “biped”. 12.22b, e. 
bišāmrūta-: “(Avestan texts) to be said twice”. 10.2a, d, 3a, b, 5a, 15a. 
bū-: “to become, to be”. bun (3rd. Pl. Aor. Subj. Act.) 11.2b, 12.2a, d, 4b, c, 6b (2), 
8b (2), 10a (2), 12b (2), 14b (2), 16b (2), 18b (2), 20a (2). 
būiδin- (masc.): “Būiδin, name of a demon”. 11.9c, 12c, 15a, 18a. 
būiδižan- (masc.): “Būiδižan, name of a demon”. 11.9c, 12c, 15a, 18a. 
būšiiąstā- (fem.): “Būšiiąstā, the demon of sloth”. 11.9c, d, 12c, d, 15a (2), 18a (2). 
brātar- (masc.): “brother”. 12.5a, b (2). 
brātūiriia- (masc.): “nephew”. 12.13a. 
brātūiriiā- (fem.): “niece”. 12.13a. 
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fras-: “to ask”. pərəsa  (3rd. Sing. Pres. Inj. Act.) 10.1a, 11.1a. 
frazābaoδah-: “(a blow) by which consciousness goes away”. 12.22c. 
 
napāt- (masc.): “grandson”. 12.9a, 11a (2). 
naptī- (fem.): “granddaughter”. 12.9a, 11a (2). 
nauua: “nine”. 10.18a. 
nar- (masc.): “man”. 10.5b, 6a, 9b, 10a, 13b, 14a, 11.1c, 2c, 7a, 10a, 13a, 16a, 19a, 
12.22c, f. 
nasu- (masc., fem.): “Nasu, the corpse’s demon”. 10.6a, 17a, b, 11.9a, 12a, 15a, 18a. 
nāirikā- (fem.): “woman”. 10.5b, 6a, 9b, 10a, 13b, 14a, 11.1c, 2c, 7a, 10a, 13a, 16a, 
19a. 
nəmata- (masc.): “brushwood”. 12.22f. 
nō: “our, us” (enclitic pronoun 1st. Pl. Acc., Gen., Dat.). 12.2c, 4c, 6b, 8b, 10a, 12b, 
14b, 16b, 18b, 20a. 
nōi : “not”. 12.22d, g. 
n ŋhaiϑiia- (masc.): “N ŋhaiϑiia, name of a demon”. 10.9b. 
nmāna- (neut.): “house”. 10.5b (2), 6a (2), 9b (2), 10a (2), 13b (2), 14a (2), 11.1b, 2b, 
4a, 10a, 13a, 16a, 19a, 12.2a, d, 4b, c, 6b (2), 8b (2), 10a (2), 12b (2), 14b (2), 16b (2), 
18b (2), 20a (2). 
nmānō.paiti- (masc.): “master of the house”. 10.5b, 6a, 9b, 10a, 13b, 14a, 12.7a. 
nmānō.paϑnī- (fem.): “mistress of the house”. 12.7a. 
niiāka- (masc.): “grandfather”. 12.9a (2), 11a. 
niiākā- (fem.): “grandmother”. 12.9a (2), 11a. 
 
maγa- (masc.): “hole”. 10.18a. 
man-: “to remain, to wait”.  
upa + man- “to wait (till the house be purified)”. upa.mąnaiiąn (3rd. Pl. 
Pres. Subj. Act.) 12.1b, 3b, 5b, 7b, 9a, 11a, 13a, 15a, 17a, 19a. 
mańiiu- (masc.): “spirit”. 10.1a, 5b, 11.1a, 10a, 13a, 16a, 19a. 
mar-: “to die”. mərətō (PPP.) 12.22a, d, g. 
mairiia- (masc.): “vile”. 12.22b, e. 
mazdaδāta-: “created by Mazdā”. 11.1c, 2c, 10a, 13a, 16a, 19a. 
mazdā- (masc.): “(Ahura) Mazdā”. 10.1a (2), 2a, 3b, 7b, 11b, 11.1a (2), 2a, 12.1e, 2b, 
3d, 4c, 5d, 6b, 7c, 8b, 9b, 10a, 11b, 12b, 13b, 14b, 15b, 16b, 17b, 18b, 19b, 20a, 22a. 
mazdā. a . mōi: “the prayer mazdā. a . mōi”. 11.14a, b. 
ma iia- (masc.): “mortal”. 10.18d. 
mātar- (fem.): “mother”. 12.1a, c, 3b. 
māzańiia-: “Māzańiia, name of a class of demons”. 10.16c. 
māzdaiiasni-: “Mazdean, related to the Mazdā’s worshippers”. 10.18e. 
māh- (masc.): “moon”. 11.1c, 2c, 10a, 13a, 16a, 19a, 12.7c. 
mūiδin- (masc.): “Mūiδin, name of a demon”. 11.9e, 12e, 15a, 18a. 
mrū-: “to say”. mrao  (3rd. Sing. Pres. Inj. Act.) 10.2a, 3b, 7b, 11b, 11.2a, 12.1e, 2b, 
3d, 4c, 5d, 6b, 7c, 8b, 9b, 10a, 11b, 12b, 13b, 14b, 15b, 16b, 17b, 18b, 19b, 20a, 22a.  
fra + mrū- “to recite”. framrauua (2nd. Sing. Pres. Imper. Act.) 10.2a, b, c, 
d, 3c, 5a, 7c, 9a, 11c, 13a, 11.4a, c, 5a, c, 6a, c, 7a. 
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ya-: “who, which” (relative pronoun). 10.1b (2), 2a, b, c, d, 3a, b, 7a, b, 11a, b, 15a 
(3), 16a, b, c, d, 17a (2), b (2), 18e, f, 19b, 11.3a, 8a, 9c, d, f, g, 11a, 12c, d, f, g, 14a, 
15a (4), 17a, 18a (4), 20a. 
yaoždā- (verb): “to purify”. yaoždāite (3rd. Sing. Aor. Subj. Mid.) 10.18f, 19b. 
yaoždaiϑīša (2nd. Sing. Pres. Opt. Mid.) 10.19a. yaoždaϑāni (1st. Sing. Pres. Subj. 
Act.) 11.1b, 4a, c, 5a, c, 6a, c, 7a (2), 12.2a, 4b, 6b, 8b, 10a, 12b, 14b, 16b, 18b, 20a; 
yaoždāta (PPP.) 11.2b, c (12), 12.2a, d, 4b, c, 6b (2), 8b (2), 10a (2), 12b (2), 14b (2), 
16b (2), 18b (2), 20a (2). 
yaoždā- (adjective): “purifying”. 10.18d, e. 
yaoždāiti- (fem.): “purification”. 10.19a. 
yaoždāϑra- (neut.): “(formula of) purification”. 11.2a. 
yaϑa: “when, how, that, so much, so many, like”. 12.21a, 22a. 
ya : “when, if, until, where”. 10.18b, 12.1a, 3a, 5a, 7a, 9a, 11a, 13a, 15a, 17a, 19a, 
21a. 
yaz-: “worship”. yazaēta (3rd. Sing. Pres. Opt. Mid.) 12.2c, 4c, 6b, 8b, 10a, 12b, 
14b, 16b, 18b, 20a. 
yār- (neut.): “year”. 12.22a. 
 
vac-/vāc- (masc.): “word, voice”. 10.2a, b, c, d, 3a, b, c, 5a (2), 7a, b, c, 9a (2), 11a, 
b, c, 13a (2), 15a (3), 16a, b, c, d, 17a, b, 11.3a, 4a, c, 5a, c, 6a, c, 7a, 8a, 11a, 14a, 17a, 
20a. 
vaiia-: “to blow”.  
frā + vaiia- “to blow out”. frāuuaiieiti (3rd. Sing. Pres. Ind. Act.) 12.22c. 
varəta-: “captured”. 12.22c. 
varəńiia-: “Varəńiia, name of a class of demons”. 10.14a. 
vasō.upāiti- (fem.): “coming at will”. 12.2d (3), 4c (3), 6b (3), 8b (3), 10a (3), 12b (3), 
14b (3), 16b (3), 18b (3), 20a (3). 
vastra- (neut.): “clothes”. 12.2b, 4c, 6b, 8b, 10a, 12b, 14b, 16b, 18b, 20a, 22f. 
vazaγa- (masc.): “frog”. 12.22a. 
vaŋhu-: “good”. 10.20a, 11.1c, 2c, 10a, 13a, 16a, 17c, 19a, 20c, 12.2c, 4c, 6b, 8b, 10a, 
12b, 14b, 16b, 18b, 20a, 22h. 
vahišta-: “the best”. 10.18d, 11.14b. 
vā: “or”. 12.1a, 3a, 5a, 7a, 9a, 11a, 13a, 15a, 17a, 19a, 21a. 
vāta- (masc.): “Vāta, name of a demon”. 10.14a. 
vārəϑraγni-: “victorious”. 10.5a, 9a, 13a. 
vārəϑraγniiō.təma-: “the most victorious”. 11.3a, 8a, 11a, 14a, 17a, 20a. 
vohu-. vid. vaŋhu- 
vī.āpō.təma-: “with least water”. 10.18b. 
vī.uruuarō.təma-: “with fewest plants”. 10.18b. 
vīkərə .uštāna-: “which cuts the life off”. 12.22c. 
vīra- (masc.): “man”. 10.18c. 
vīs- (fem.): “clan”. 10.5b (2), 6a (2), 9b (2), 10a (2), 13b (2), 14a (2). 
vīsaṇt-: “twenty”. 12.9b, 11b, 13b, 17b. 
vīspa-: “all, every”. 10.5b, 6a, 9b, 10a, 13b, 14a, 16d, 11.1c, 2c, 10a, 13a, 16a, 19a. 
vīspaiti- (masc.): “headman of the clan”. 10.5b, 6a, 9b, 10a, 13b, 14a. 
viš.huška-: “split”. 12.22a. 
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raēϑβaiia-: “to mingle, to defile”.  
upa + raēϑβaiia-: “to contaminate”. upa.raēϑβaiieiti (3rd. Sing. Pres. Ind. 
Act.) 10.1b, 17a.  
paiti + raēϑβaiia-: “to defile indirectly”. paiti.irista- (PPP.) 10.5b (2), 6a (2), 
9b (2), 10a (2), 13b (2), 14a (2). paiti.raēϑβaiieiti (3rd. Sing. Pres. Ind. Act.) 
12.21a, 22c. 
hąm + raēϑβaiia-: “to defile directly”. hąm.raēϑβaiieiti (3rd. Sing. Pres. Ind. 
Act.) 12.21a, 22b.  
raocah- (neut.): “light”. 11.1c, 2c, 10a, 13a, 16a, 19a. 
riϑ-: “to die”. irista (PPP.) 10.1b (2), 17a, b. 
para + raēϑ-: “to die”. para.iriϑiieiti (3rd. Sing. Pres. Ind. Act.) 12.1a (2), 3a 
(2), 5a (2), 7a (2), 9a (2), 11a (2), 13a (2), 15a (2), 17a (2), 19a, 21a. 
uruuarā- (fem.): “plant”. 11.1c, 2c, 6c, 9f, g, 10a, 12f, g, 13a, 15a (2), 16a, 18a (2), 
19a, 12.2d, 4c, 6b, 8b, 10a, 12b, 14b, 16b, 18b, 20a. 
 
sauru- (masc. / fem.): “Sauru, name of a demon”. 10.9b. 
star- (noun; masc.): “star”. 11.1c, 2c, 10a, 13a, 16a, 19a. 
star- (verb): “to spread”. stərənaēta (3rd. Sing. Pres. Opt. Mid.) 12.2c, 4c, 6b, 8b, 
10a, 12b, 14b, 16b, 18b, 20a. 
sti- (fem.): “existence”. 10.5b, 6a, 9b, 10a, 13b, 14a. 
spəṇta- mańiiu- (masc.): “Beneficent Spirit”. 12.21a, 22b. 
sp ništa-: “the most beneficent”. 10.1a, 11.1a. 
spitama- (masc.): “Spitama, name of Zaraϑuštra’s family”. 12.2d, 4c, 6b, 8b, 10a, 
12b, 14b, 16b, 18b, 20a, 22b, d. 
snaϑa- (masc.): “blow”. 10.16a, b, c, d, 12.22c. 
srāuuaiia-: “to cause to hear, to recite”. srāuuaiiōiš (2nd. Sing. Pres. Opt. Act.) 
11.2a.  
fra + srāuuaiia- “to pronounce”. frasrāuuaiiōiš (2nd. Sing. Pres. Opt. Act.) 
11.3b, 8b, 11a, 14a, 17a, 20a. 
 
zaoϑrā- (fem.): “libation”. 12.2c, 4c, 6b, 8b, 10a, 12b, 14b, 16b, 18b, 20a. 
zaṇtu- (masc.): “tribe”. 10.5b (2), 6a (2), 9b (2), 10a (2), 13b (2), 14a (2). 
zaṇtupaiti- (masc.): “headman of the tribe”. 10.5b, 6a, 9b, 10a, 13b, 14a. 
zam- (fem.): “earth”. 10.18b, 11.1c, 2c, 5c, 9f, g, 10a, 12f, g, 13a, 15a (2), 16a, 18a 
(2), 19a. 
zaraϑuštra- (masc.): “Zaraϑuštra”. 10.1a, 18a, e, 11.1a, 2a, 12.2d, 4c, 6b, 8b, 10a, 
12b, 14b, 16b, 18b, 20a, 22b, d. 
zairicī- (fem.): “Zairici (the Yellowish), name of a demon”. 10.10a. 
zairina-: “Yellowish, epithet of Būšiiąstā”. 11.9c, 12c, 15a, 18a. 
ząϑa- (neut.): “birth”. 10.18d. 
zī: “indeed, for”. 12.22b, d. 
 
ha- (masc.), hā- (fem.), ta- (neut.): “this”. 10.18d, e. 
haca: “from, regarding”. 10.1b (2), 5b (12), 6a (12), 9b (12), 10a (12), 13b (12), 14a 
(12), 17a, b, 11.10a (13), 13a (13), 16a (13), 19a (13), 12.1c (2), 3b (2), 5b (2), 9a (2), 
11a (2). 
haŋhu- (neut.): “food”. 12.22f. 
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hamaēstar- (masc.): “subduer”. 10.17a, b. 
h(a)uua-: “his / her / its own”. 10.5b, 6a, 9b, 10a, 13b, 14a, 18f, 19a. 
hauuaii sə°: vid. h(a)uua- 
hąm.raēϑβa- (masc.): “Direct defilement”. 10.6a, 11.9b, 12b, 15a, 18a 
humata- (neut.): “good thoughts”. 10.18f, 19b. 
hūxta- (neut.): “good words”. 10.18f, 19b. 
huuar- (neut.): “sun”. 11.1c, 2c, 10a, 13a, 16a, 19a. 
huuaršta- (neut.): “good deeds”. 10.18f, 19b. 
 
xvatō: “by himself, by herself”. 12.7c. 
xvarəϑa- (neut.): “food, drink”. 12.22f. 





QUOTATIONS FROM OTHER AVESTAN TEXTS IN VĪDĒVDĀD 
 
 
V 10.4a: ahiiā. yāsā. nəmaŋhā. xustānazastō. rafəδrahiiā. xmańii uš. mazdā. 
xpaouruuīm. spəṇtahiiā. a ā. vīsp ṇg. x iiaoϑanā. vaŋh uš. xratūm. manaŋhō. yā. 
xxšnəuuīšā. g ušcā. uruuānəm. (= Y 28.1) 
V 10.4a: humatanąm. hūxtanąm. xhuuarəštanąm. xiiadacā. xaniiadacā. 
xvərəziiamnanąmcā. xvāuuərəzənanąmcā. mahī. aibī.jarətārō. xnaēnaēstārō. 
xyaϑənā. vohunąm. mahī. (= Y 35.2) 
V 10.4a: x xvərə +ka āicī . hātąm. xjījišąm. 
xvahištąm. ādā. ubōibiiā. ahubiiā. (= Y 35.8) 
V 10.4a: yaϑā. tū. ī. xahurā. mazdā. xm ṇghācā. vaocascā. d scā. xvarəšcā. xyā. 
xvohū. aϑā. tōi. xdadəmahī. aϑā. cīšmahī. aϑā. ϑβā. āiš. xyazamaidē. aϑā. 
nəma iiāmahī. aϑā. xišūidiiāmahī. ϑβā. mazdā. ahurā. (= Y 39.4) 
V 10.4a: humāim. ϑβā. īžīm. yazatəm. a aŋhācim. xdadəmaidē. aϑā. xtū. xn . 
xgaiiascā. xastəṇt scā. ii . ubōiiō. aŋhuuō. xhātąm. xhudāstəmā. (= Y 41.3) 
V 10.4a: ϑβōi. staotarascā. mąϑranascā. ahurā. mazdā. xaogəmadaēcā. xusmahicā. 
xvīsāmadaēcā. hiia . mīždəm. xmauuaēϑəm. xfradadāϑā. daēnābiiō. mazdā. ahurā. 
(= Y 41.5) 
V 10.4a: uštā. +a āi. ya āi. uštā. xka
xutaiiūitī. xtə xvasə əm. dərə xārmaitē. rāiiō. 
xgaēm. manaŋhō. (= Y 43.1) 
V 10.4a: spəṇtā. xmańiiū. vahištācā. xmanaŋhā. x x ϑanācā. vacaŋhācā. 
xa āi. xdąn. xhauruuātā. amərə ϑrā. ārmaitī. ahurō. (= Y 47.1) 
V 10.4a: vohū. +xšaϑrəm. vairīm. bāgəm. aibī.bairištəm. xvīdīšə
xaṇtarə. xcaraitī. x ϑanāiš. mazdā. xvahištə x əšānē. (= Y 51.1) 
V 10.4a: vahištā. īštiš. srāuuī. zaraϑuštrahe. xspitāmahiiā. xyezī. hōi. dā . āiiaptā. 
a ā . hacā. ahurō. mazd . xyauuōi. vīspā. xā. xhuuaŋhəuuīm. xyaēcā. hōi. xdabən. 
xsa əṇcā. xdaēnaii . vaŋhuii . uxδā. x iiaoϑanācā. (= Y 53.1) 
V 10.8a, 10.20a, 11.20c, 12.20h: a əm. vohū. vahištəm. astī. uštā. astī. uštā. xa āi. hiia . a āi. 
vahištāi. a əm. (Y 27.14) 
V 10.8a: y . səuuištō. ahurō. mazd scā. xārmaitišcā. a əmcā. xfrāda .gaēϑəm. 
manascā. xvohū. xšaϑrəmcā. sraotā.mōi. xmərəždātā.mōi. ādāi. xkahiiācī . paitī. (= Y 
33.11) 
V 10.8a: +huxšaϑrō.təmāi. xbā. xa . xšaϑrəm. xa a . hiia . xaibī. xdadəmahicā. 
xcīšmahicā. xhuuąmahicā. hiia . mazdāi. ahurāi. a āicā. vahištāi. (= Y 35.5) 
V 10.8a: dužuuarənāiš. xvaēšō. rāstī.tōi. narəpīš. xrajīš. xaēšasā. d jī .arətā. 
xpə ō.tanuuō. kū. xa auuā. ahurō. y . īš. jiiāt uš. xh m.miϑiiā . xvas .itōišcā. ta . 
mazdā. tauuā. xšaϑrəm. yā. xərəžəjiiōi. dāhī. xdrigauuē. vahiiō.  (= Y 53.9) 
V 10.12a, 20a, 11.3b, c, 8b, 11a, 20a: yaϑā. ahū. vairiiō. aϑā. ratuš. a ā cī . hacā. vaŋh uš. 
dazdā. manaŋhō. iiaoϑananąm. aŋh uš. mazdāi. xšaϑrəmcā. ahurāi. ā. yim. drigubiiō. dada . 
vāstārəm. (Y 27.13) 
V 10.12a, 11.14a, b: vahištā. srauu scā. x iiaoϑanācā. vaocā. xtā. xtū. 
xvohū. manaŋhā. a ācā. išudəm. stūtō. xšmākā. xšaϑrā. ahurā. fəraš m. vasnā. 
haiϑii m. d . ahūm. (Y 34.15) 
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V 10.12a, 11.7b-d, 17a: ā. airii mā. išiiō. rafəδrāi. jaṇtū. nərəbiiascā. nāiribiiascā. 
zaraϑuštrahe. vaŋh uš. rafəδrāi. manaŋhō. yā. daēnā. vairīm. hanā . mīždəm. 
a ahiiā. yāsā. a īm. yąm. išiiąm. ahurō. masatā. mazd . (Y 54.1) 
V 10.20a, 11.3d, 8c, 11b, 20b: mauuaitē. pāiiūm. + ə
dīdarəšatā. + x xϑβa ϑ ϑ əm. ϑraoštā. 
ahurā. tąm. mōi. dąstuuąm. daēnaiiāi. frāuuaocā. (= Y 46.7) 
ərəϑrəm.jā. ϑ ṇghā. yōi. həṇtī. ciϑ
sə ṇtū. manaŋhā. mazdā. xa āi. xya xka  (= Y 44.16) 
pāta.nō. + bišiiaṇta . pairi. mazd sca. ārmaitišca. spəṇtasca. nase. daēuuī. druxš. nase. daēuuō.ciϑre. 
nase. xdaēuuō.frakarste. nase. xdaēuuō.frādāite. apa. druxš. nase. apa. druxš. duuāra. apa. druxš. 
vīnase. apāxəδre. xapa.nasiiehi. +mā. xmərəṇcīša. gaēϑ . astuuaitīš. a ahe. (= V 8.21, SrB 
3) 
V 11.3c: ahunəm. vairīm. tanūm. pāiti. (SrB 1) 
V 11.4b: a . mā. yauuā. +b ṇduuō. +pafrē. mazištō. (Y 49.1) 
V 11.4d: ahiiā. ϑβā. āϑrō. +vərəz nā. xpaouruiiē. pairi.jasāmaide. mazdā. ahurā. (Y 
36.1). 
V 11.5b: apō. a . yazamaide. maēkaiṇtīšcā. h buuaṇtīšcā. frauuazaŋhō. (Y 38.3, 
67.6) 
V 11.5d: imąm. āa . ząm. gənābīš. haϑrā. yazamaide. (Y 38.1) 
V 11.6b: gauue. aδāiš. tāiš. iiaoϑnāiš. yāiš. vahištāiš. xfraēšiiāmahī. (Y 35.4) 




AVESTAN WORDS OR PHRASES IN THE PT OF VĪDĒVDĀD 
 
 
V 10.18f, 19b: daēnąm. aŋhuuąm. “conscience (and) life” 
V 11.1b: airime. “secluded” (cf. V 9 and 16 airime. gātūm.hē. ni-had-). 
V 11.1b: anusō. “unwillingly” (cf. V 9.41). 




PĀZAND WORDS IN THE PT OF VĪDĒVDĀD 
 
 
V 10.9b: indər “Indar, name of a demon”. 
V 10.9b: n ŋhaϑa “N ŋhaϑa, name of a demon”. 







abar dwārīdan, dwār- <QDM dwbʾlytn', dwbʾl->: “to run about, to run through”. 
abar dwārēd 10.1b, 17a, b. 
abar gumēxtan, gumēxt- <QDM gwmyhtn', gwmyh->: “to contaminate”. abar 
gumēxtēd 10.1b, 17a, b, 12.21a, 22c. 
abarīg <ʾpʾryk>: “other”. 10.18c. 
abar māndan, mān- <QDM KTLWN-tn', KTLWN->: “to wait (before entering 
into the house)”. abar mānišnīh (pseudo-Phl.) 12.1b. abar mānēnd 12.3b [A], 5b 
[A], 17a [A], 19a [A]. abar mānēd 12.3b [B]. abar mānd 12.5b [B]. abar mānišn 
12.7b [B], 9a [B], 11a [B], 13a [B], 15a [B], 17a [B], 19a [B]. abar mānišnag (pseudo-
Phl.) 12.13a [A], 15a [A]. 
abar pādan, pāy- <QDM NTLWN-tn', NTLWN->: “to wait”.  abar pāyišnag 
(pseudo-Phl.) 12.7b [A], 9a [A], 11a [A]. 
abar rawēnīdan, rawēn- <QDM SGYTWN-ynytn', SGYTWN-yn->: “to go, to 
enter”. abar rawēnēd 12.2d [B (2)]. 
abar rist <QDM lyst'>: “defiled”. 10.5b (2), 6a (2). 
abastāg <ʾpstʾk>: “the Avesta”. 12.3b [B], 3d [B]. 
abāg <LWTE>: “with”. 11.5d (2), 12.2b [B (2)], 22b [B]. 
abāyistan, abāy- <ʾpʾystn', ʾpʾy->: “must, to be necessary”. abāyēd 11.7b, c, 12.22b 
[B]. abāyēnd 11.7b, c. 
abēzag <ʾpyck>: “pure, holy”. 10.19a (2). 
abzār <ʾpzʾl>: “means”. 11.9g, 12g. 
abzāyēnīdan abzāyēn- <ʾpzʾdynytn', ʾpzʾdyn->: “to make increase”. bē abzāyēnīd 
11.6d. 
abzōnīg <ʾpzwnyk>: “bountiful”. 11.1a.  
adgaš <ʾktš>: “Agdaš, name of a demon”. 10.13b. 
ahlaw <ʾhlwb'>: “righteous”. 10.5b, 6a, 11.1a, c (2), 2c (2), 7a (2), 10a (2), 13a (2), 
12.2a [A], 4a [A], 6a [A], 8a [A], 10a [A], 12a [A], 14a [A], 16a [A], 18a [A], 20a [A], 
22c, f. 
ahlāyīh <ʾhlʾdyh>: “Truth”. 11.1c, 2c, 7d, 10a, 13a, 20b, 22h. 
ahunawar <ʾhnwl>: “the prayer Ahunawar”. 11.3b, c, 8a, 11a. 
amahraspand <ʾmhrspnd>: “Beneficent Immortal”. 12.2e [A] / d [B (3)], 4e [A], 6d 
[A], 8d [A], 10d [A], 12d [A], 14d [A], 16d [A], 18d [A], 20d [A]. 
an-abar-xwarišn <ʾn-QDM-hwlšn'>: “not drinkable”. 10.18c. 
anašō <ʾnʾšw>: “impious”. 12.22b, e. 
andar <ḆYN>: “in, inside, between”. 12.2d [A] / c [B], d [B], 3b [B]. 
andar āmadan, āy- <ḆYN YATWN-tn', YATWN->: “to introduce, to add”. 
andar āmad hē 11.4b. 
any <AHRN>: “other”. 10.1a. 
any-dādestān <ZK-yh DYNA>: “having another law”. 12.21a [A]. 
any-kāmag <ZK-yh kʾmk>: “having another desire”. 12.21a [A]. 
apāk <ʾ-DKYA>: “impure”. 10.18c. 
apākīh <ʾ-DKYA-yh>: “impurity”. 12.2b [B]. 
ardā <ʾltʾy>: “righteous”. 11.5d. 
arzānīg <ʾlcʾnyk>: “worthy”. 11.7c. 
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asar <ʾsl>: “boundless”. 11.1c, 2c, 10a, 13a. 
ast <AYT'>: s. v. h- 
astōmand <ʾstʾwmnd>: “material”. 10.19a, 11.1a, 12.2a [A], 4a [A], 6a [A], 8a [A], 
10a [A], 12a [A], 14a [A], 16a [A], 18a [A], 20a [A]. 
ašemōγ <ʾšmwγ / ʾšmwk>: “heretic”. 12.22b, e. 
ay <ʾy>: “that, that is”. 10.18f, 19b, 11.4b, 9a, c, d, 12a, c (2), d, 12.3d [B], 7a [B (2)]. 
ayāb <ʾywp>: “or”. 12.1a, 3a, 5a, 7a, 9a, 11a, 13a, 15a, 17a, 19a, 21a. 
ayādēnīdan, ayādēn- <ʾbydʾtynytn', ʾbydʾtyn->: “to remind”. ayādēnēnd 12.2d 
[B]. 
awēšān <OLE-šʾn'>: “they, those”. 10.3a, b, 7a, b, 11a, b, 15a (3), 16a, b, c, d, 17a, 
b, 11.6b (2), 12.1b, 3b, 5b, 7b, 9a, 11a, 13a, 15a, 17a, 19a. 
axw <ʾhw'>: “life”. 10.19a. 
az <MN>: “from, away from”. 10.1b (2), 5a, b (12), 6a (12), 9a, b (4), 10a (4), 13a, b 
(4), 14a (4), 17a, b, 18f, 11.1a, c, 2c, 10a (17), 13a (14), 12.1c (2), 2c [B], 3b (2), 5b 
(2), 9a (2), 11a (2). 
 
ā- <ʾ->: “then”. 10.18d, 11.4b, 7b. 
āb <MYA / ʾp>: “water”. 11.1c, 2c, 5a, b, 6b (2), 9f, g, 10a, 12f, g, 13a, 12.2d [A] / c 
[B], 2e [A] / d [B (2)], 4d [A], e [A], 6c [A], d [A], 8d [A (2)], 10c [A], d [A], 12c 
[A], d [A], 14c [A], d [A], 16c [A], d [A], 18c [A], d [A], 20c [A], d [A], 22c. 
ābādīh 2c, 10a, 13a, 20b, 12.22h. 
āfrīnagān <ʾply<n>gʾn'>: “the Āfrīnagān prayers”. 12.2d [B]. 
āhan <ʾhyn'>: “metallic implement”. 12.22f [A]. 
āhōgēnišn <ʾhwkynšn'>: “defilement”. 11.9g, 12g. 
āhōgēnīdan, āhōgēn- <ʾhwkynytn', ʾhwkyn->: “to defile”. āhōgēnēd 11.9f, g, 12f, 
g. 
ān <ZK / ʾn'>: “that, the”. passim. 
ānōh <TME>: “there”. 11.7c. 
ātaxš <ʾthš>: “fire”. 11.1c, 2c, 4c, d, 9f, g, 10a, 12f, g, 13a, 12.2d [A] / c [B (2)], 4d 
[A], 6c [A], 8d [A], 10c [A], 12c [A], 14c [A], 16c [A], 18c [A], 20c [A], 22c. 
 
barsom <bls(w)m>: “barsom twigs”. 12.2d [A] / c [B], 4d [A], 6c [A], 8d [A], 10c 
[A], 12c [A], 14c [A], 16c [A], 18c [A], 20c [A]. 
bastan, band- <ASLWN-stn', ASLWN->: “to bind”. bandēd 12.2d [A] / c [B], 4d 
[A], 6c [A], 8d [A], 10c [A], 12c [A], 14c [A], 16c [A], 18c [A], 20c [A]. 
bār <bʾl>: “time”. 10.3c, 7c, 11c, 12.2c [A (3)], 4c [A (3)], 6c [A (3)], 8c [A (3)], 10c 
[A (3)], 12c [A (3)], 14c [A (3)], 16c [A (3)], 18c [A (3)], 20c [A (3)]. 
bē1 <BRA>: “verbal particle”. 10.1b (2), 2a, 5b, 6a (3), 9b (3), 10a (2), 13b (2), 14a 
(2), 18d, 11.2a, 3b, 4b, d, 6b, d (2), 8a, 9c, d, 11a, 12c (2), d, 12.1a (2), 2d [B], 3a (2), 
5a (2), 7a (2), 9a (2), 11a (2), 13a (2), 15a (2), 17a (2), 19a (2), 21a, 22c [A (2)] / [B], f 
[A]. 
bē2 <BRA>: “but”. 12.1f [B]. 
bēdom <bytwm>: “furthermost, end”. 11.4b. 
bēšāzēnīdār <byšʾcynytʾl>: “healing”. 10.5a, 9a, 13a. 
bēšāzēnīdārtom <byšʾcynytʾltwm>: “the most healing”. 11.3a. 
bišāmrūd <byšʾmlwt'>: “to be said twice”. 10.2a, d, 3a, b, 5a, 15a. 
bōy <bwd>: “conscience”. 12.22c. 
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brād <AH / AH-dl / blʾt / blwl>: “brother”. 12.5b. brādar 12.5a, b (3). 
brādar-zādag <BLWL- LYDWN-k>: “nephew”. 12.13a [A]. 
brādar-zādage <BLWL-zʾtkyh>: “niece”. 12.13a [A]. 
brīdan, brīn- <PSKWN-tn', PSKWN->: “to cut, to dig”. brīnišn 10.18a. 
burdan, bar- <YḆLWN-tn', YḆLWN- / bwltn', bl->: “to bring, to offer”. bard 
12.2d [A] / c [B], 4d [A], 6c [A], 8d [A], 10c [A], 12c [A], 14c [A], 16c [A], 18c [A], 
20c [A]. bē bard 12.22f [A]. 
būdan, baw- <YHWWN-tn', YHWWN->: “to become, to be”. būd ēstēd 10.6a 
(2), 11.9b (2), 12b (2). bawēd 11.2b, 7c, 12.22b [B]. bē bawēd 11.9c, 12c (2). bawād 
11.1b, 7d. būd 12.2b [A] / a [B], 2e [A] / d [B], 4b, 4e [A], 6b [A], d [A], 8b [A], d 
[A], 10b [A], c [A], 12b [A], c [A], 14b [A], c [A], 16b [A], c [A], 18b [A], c [A], 
20b [A], c [A]. 
būšāsp <bwšʾsp'>: “Būšāsp, the demon of sloth”. 11.9c, d, 12c, d. 
 
čahār <4>: “four”. 10.11c, 11.11a (2), 14a. 
čahārom / čahārome <4-wm / 4-wmyh>: “fourth”. 12.15a [B], 17a (2), 19a [B (2)]. 
čand <cnd>: “how many, how long”. 12.1b, d (2), 3b, c (2), 5b, c (2), 7b (3), 9a (3), 
11a (3), 13a (3), 15a (3), 17a (3), 19a (3), 21a (2). 
časrušāmrūd <cslwšʾmlwt'>: “to be said four times”. 10.2c, d, 11a, b, 13a, 15a. 
čehel <40>: “fourty”. 12.13b, 15b [A]. 
čē <ME>: “for, because, since”. 10.19a, 12.22b [B]. 
čiš <MNDOM>: “thing”. 10.18d. 
čīyōn <cygwn>: “how; so many”. 10.1a, b (4), 11.1b, c (12), 12.2b [A (2)] / a [B (2)], 
4b (2), c [B], 6b [A (2)] / [B], 8b [A (2)] / [B], 10b [A (2)] / [B], 12b [A (2)] / [B], 
14b [A (2)] / [B], 16b [A (2)] / [B], 18b [A (2)] / [B], 20a [B], b [A (2)], 21a, 22a. 
 
dagrand-gaw <dglnd-gw>: “long-handed”. 11.9d, 12d. 
dagrand-gawīh <dglnd-gwyh>: “being long-handed”. 11.9d, 12d. 
dah <10>: “ten”. 12.17b, 19b. 
dahibed <dhywpt'>: “lord of the country”. 10.5b, 6a. 
dahišn <dhšn'>: “gift”. 11.6b. 
dahm <dhm>: “pious”. 12.1d, e [A] / f [B], 3c, d, 5c, d, 7b, c, 9a, b, 11a, b, 13a, b, 
15a, b, 17a, b, 19a, b. 
dādan1, dah- <YHBWN-tn', YHBWN->: “to give”. dahēnd 11.6b. 
dādan2, dah- <YHBWN-tn', YHBWN->: “to create”. bē dād 11.6d. 
dādār <dʾtʾl>: “Maker”. 10.3a, 7a, 11a, 11.1a, 12.2a, 4a, 6a, 8a, 10a, 12a, 14a, 16a, 
18a, 20a [A]. 
dām: “creation, creature”. 11.4b, 12.21a, 22b. 
dār <dʾl>: “wood”. 12.22f [A]. 
dāštan, dār- <YHSNN-tn', YHSNN->: “to keep, to preserve”. dārēd 10.18f, 12.2b 
[B (2)], c [B], 21a [B]. 
deh <MTA>: “country”. 10.5b, 6a (2), 9b, 10a, 14a, 13b, 11.10a. 
dēn <dyn'>: “religious conscience, religion”. 10.18e, f, 19a (2), b, 11.7c, 12.21a [B]. 
dēw <ŠDYA / dyw'>: “false god, demon”. 10.9b (2), 10a (2), 13b, 14a (2), 16c, d. 
did <TWḆ>: “again”. 11.3c. 
dō <2>: “two”. 10.3c, 18f, 19b. 
dō zang <2 zng>: “biped”. 12.22b, e. 
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drahnā <dlhnʾy>: “length, duration”. 10.18c. 
dranǰēnīdan, dranǰēn- <dlncynytn', dlncyn->: “to murmur”. dranǰēnēd 11.3a. 
drōn <dlwn>: “sacrificial bread”. 12.2c [B], 2d [B]. 
druwand <dlwnd>: “liar, follower of the Lie”. 12.22b, e. 
druz <dlwc>: “Lie”. 10.1b, 17a, b. 
duǰdānāg <dwšdʾnʾk>: “ignorant”. 11.10a, 13a. 
duxt <dwht'>: “daughter”. 12.1c, 3a, b, 15a [B], 17a [A] / [B (2)], 19a [B]. 
duxt brādar <BRTE BLWL>: “niece”. 12.13a [B]. 
dwāzdah <12>: “twelve”. 12.7c. 
 
(-)ē(w) <HD / 1>: “one, a”. 10.2a, 18c, d, 11.2a, 6b, 9d, 12d. 
ēd <HNA>: “this”. 11.4d, 9c, d, 12c, d, 12.1f [B (2)]. 
ēdar <LTME>: “here”. 11.7c. 
ēdōn <ʾytwn'>: “thus”. 10.19a, 11.3a, 4a, b (2), c, d, 5a, b, c, 6a, c, d, 7a (2), 12c, 
12.1e [B], 22b, d, e, g. 
ēg <ADYN'>: “then”. 10.18a, 11.4a, c, 5a, c, 6a, c, 7a, 12.1a, 3a, 5a, 7a, 9a, 11a, 13a, 
15a, 17a, 19a, 21a. 
ēk <ʾywk>: “one”. 10.2d (2), 18f, 19b, 11.3c. 
ēk-dād <ʾywkdʾt>: “sole-created”. 11.6d. 
ēn <ẔNE>: “this”. 10.2a, b, c, d, 3b, c, 5a, 7b, c, 9a, 11b, c, 13a, 15a (3), 16a, b, c, d, 
17a, b, 18b, 11.3a, 4a, c, 5a, c, d, 6a, b, c, 7a, 12.2d [A], c [B], 4d [A], 6c [A], 8d [A], 
10c [A], 12c [A], 14c [A], 16c [A], 18c [A], 20c [A]. 
ērmān <ʾylmʾn'>: “Ērmān”. 11.7b. 
 
fradom <pltwm>: “first(ly)”. 11.4d, 9a, 12a. 
framūdan, framāy- <plmwtn', plmʾd->: “to order, to command”. framāyišn 11.6b. 
fraward <plwlt'>: “Fraward, guardian angel”. 11.5d. 
*fraftan, fraw-: <*plʾpt', plw->: “to extinguish”. frawēd 12.22c [A]. 
frāz <plʾc>: “forth, away”. 12.22c. 
frāz guftan, gōw- <prʾc YMR(R)WN-tn', YMR(R)WN- / gwptn', gwb->: “to 
recite”. frāz gōw 10.2a, b, c, d, 3c, 7c, 9a, 11c, 13a, 11.4a, c, 5a, c, 6a, c, 7a. frāz gōwē 
10.5a. 
frāz srūdan, srāy- <prʾc slwtn', slʾd->: “to pronounce, to recite”. frāz srāyišn 11.3b, 
8a, 11a, 14a, 20a, 12.14c [A]. frāz srāyēd 12.2c [A] / b [B], 4c [A], 6c [A], 12c [A], 
16c [A]. frāz srāyišnag (pseudo-Phl.) 12.8c [A], 10c [A], 18c [A], 20c [A]. 
frāz šustan, šōy- <prʾc HLLWN-stn', HLLWN->: “to wash”. 12.2b [B]. 
frāz zadan, zan- <prʾc ztn', zn->: “to blow out”. 12.22c [B]. 
 
gannāg mēnōg <gn(n)ʾk mynwg / gn(n)ʾgmynwg>: “Gannag Mēnōg, the Stinking 
Spirit”. 10.5b, 16a, 11.10a, 13a. 
gāh: <gʾs>: “Gāϑā, sacred chant”. 10.2a, b, c, d (2), 3a, b, 7a, b, 11a, b, 15a (3), 12.2c 
[A] / b [B (2)], 3d [B], 4c [A], 6c [A], 8c [A], 10c [A], 12c [A], 14c [A], 16c [A], 18c 
[A], 20c [A]. 
gāw <TWRA>: “cow” 
gēhān <gyhʾn'>: “creatures, world”. 11.1a, 12.2a [A], 4a [A], 6a [A], 8a [A], 10a 
[A], 12a [A], 14a [A], 16a [A], 18a [A], 20a [A]. 
gōspand <gwspnd>: “cattle”. 11.1c, 2c, 6a, b (2), 9f, g, 10a, 12f, g, 13a, 12.22c. 
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gōwišn <gwbšn'>: “word”. 10.2a, b, c, d, 3a, b, c, 5a (2), 7a, b, c, 9a (2), 11a, b, c, 
13a (2), 15a (3), 16a, b, c, d, 17a, b, 11.3a, 4a, c, 5a, c, 6a, c, 7a. 
guftan, gōw- <YMR(R)WN-tn', YMR(R)WN- / gwptn', gwb->: “to say, to 
speak”. guft 10.2a, 3b, 7b, 11b, 11.2a, 12.1e, 2c [A] / b [B], 3d, 4c [A], 5d, 6c [A], 7c 
[A], 8c [A], 9b, 10c [A], 11b, 12c [A], 13b, 14c [A], 15b, 16c [A], 17b, 18c [A], 19b, 
20c [A], 22a. gōw 10.18e. bē gōw 11.3b, 8a, 11a. gōwēd 11.1b, 4b, 12c. 
gumēxtan, gumēxt- <gwmyhtn', gwmyh->. “to mix”. 12.2b [B]. 
gyāg <gywʾk>: “place, passage”. 10.1a, 12.1f [B (2)]. 
gyān <HYA>: “life”. 12.22c. 
 
h- <HWE->: “to be”. hēnd 10.2a, b, c, d, 3a, b, 7a, b, 11a, b, 15a (3), 16a, b, c, d, 
17a, b, 18b, 11.3a, 7c, d. ast <AYT'> 10.19a, 11.1b, 4b, 12c, 20b, 12.22h. 
ham gumēxtan, gumēxt- <hm gmyhtn', gwmyht->: “to defile directly”. ham 
gumēxtēd 12.21a, 22b. 
hamē <hmʾy>: “always”. 11.4b (2). 
hamēstār <hmystʾl>: “subduer”. 10.17a, b. 
hamkār <hmkʾl>: “the same use”. 10.18c. 
hamrēh <hmlyt'>: “direct defilement”. 10.1b, 6a, 17a, 11.9b, 12b, 12.21a [B], 22b 
[B]. 
har <KRA>: “all, every”. 10.18f, 19b, 11.9d, 12d, 12.22b [B]. 
harwisp <hlwsp'>: “all”. 10.5b, 6a, 16d, 11.1c, 2c, 10a, 13a. 
hašt <8>: “eight”. 11.8a (2). 
hāwišt <hʾwšt'>: “disciple”. 11.7d. 
hištan, hil- <ŠḆKWN-tn', ŠḆKWN->: “to abandone, to delete”. bē hilam 11.4b. 
humat <hwmt'>: “good thoughts”. 10.18f, 19b. 
huwaršt <hwwlšt'>: “good deeds”. 10.18f, 19b. 
hūxt <hwht'>: “good thoughts”. 10.18f, 19b. 
 
-iz: vid. -z 
ī1 <y>: “ezafe, connective particle”. passim. 
ī2 <y>: “who, which, what (relative)”. 10.2d (2), 18c. 
 
ǰām <yʾm>: “glass; crystalline (water)”. 11.5b. 
ǰōrdā <ywltʾk>: “grain”. 12.2d [B]. 
ǰud <ywdt>: “separate, different, another”. 12.21a [B]. 
ǰud-āb-tom <ywdt-MYA-twm>: “the most separate from water”. 10.18b. 
ǰudāg <ywdtʾk>: “separate”. 12.22c [B]. 
ǰuddēwdād <ywdtdywdʾt>: “the uddēwdād (= Vīdēvdād) ceremony”. 10.2a, 11.2a. 
ǰud-kēš <ywdt kyš>: “another doctrine”. 12.21a [B]. 
ǰud-urwar-tom <ywdt-ʾwlwl-twm>: “the most separate from plants”. 10.18b. 
ǰud-xwāyišn <ywdt hwʾdšn'>: “another desire”. 12.21a [B]. 
 
ka <AMT>: “when, if”. 10.18c, d, 11.4a, c, 5a, c, 6a, c, d, 7a, 12.22b [B]. 
kadag-bānūg <ktk bʾnwk>: “lady of the house”. 12.7a [B]. 
kadag-xwadāy <ktk hwtʾy>: “householder”. 12.7a [B]. 
kadār <ktʾl>: “which”. 10.3a, 7a, 11a. 
kadār-iz-ē <ktʾl-c-HD>: “everyone, any other”. 10.19a, 12.21a. 
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kandan, kan- <HPLWN-tn', HPLWN->: “to dig”. 10.18c. 
kanīg <kʾnyk>: “girl”. 12.7c. 
kardan, kun- < / krtn', kwn->: “to do, to make”. bē kunom 10.1b (2). kardan 
11.4b, 7b, c. kard bawēd 11.6b. bē kunēnd 11.6b, 12.22c [A]. kunēnd 12.2d [B (2)]. 
kunēd 12.3b [B]. bē kunēd 12.22c [B]. 
kas <AYŠ>: “person, somebody”. 11.9d, 12d. kasi (pseudo-Phl.) 12.1a [B (2)]. 
kāmag <kʾmk'>: “desirous, loving; at will”. 11.7c, 12.2e [A (3)] / d [B (5)], 4e [A 
(3)], 6d [A (3)], 8d [A (3)], 10d [A (3)], 12d [A (3)], 14d [A (3)], 16d [A (3)], 18d [A 
(3)], 20d [A (3)]. 
kāmagīh <kʾmkyh>: “desire”. 11.9f, 12f. 
kār <kʾl>: “deed, action, use”. 10.18c, 11.6b. pad kār dārēd “he will perform” 12.2c 
[B]. 
kē <MNW>: “who, which”. 10.1b (2), 2a, b, c, d, 3a, b, 5b (2), 6a (2), 7a, b, 11a, b, 
15a (3), 16a, b, c, d, 17a (2), b (2), 18b, e, f, 19b, 11.1b, c, 2c, 3a, 4b (2), 5b, 7c, 9b (2), 
c, f, g, 10a, 12b (2), c (3), d, f, g, 13a, 12.1a, 3a, 5a, 7a [B], 9a, 11a, 13a, 15a, 17a, 19a, 
21a, 22b [B]. 
kunišn <kwnšn'>: “deed, action”. 11.6b. 
kū <AYḴ>: “that, that is, so that, where”. 10.1b (2), 2a, 3b, 7b, 18f, 11b, 11.1a, 2a 
(2), 4b, 6b, d, 7b, c, d, 9c, d, 12c, d, 12.1f [B], 2b [B (3)], 2d [A] / c [B (2)], d [B (3)], 
3b [B], 9a [B (2)], 21a [B]. kū tā “so that”. 11.1b. 
 
-m <-m>: “enclitic pronoun, 1st. Sing.”. 11.7d. 
ma <AL>: “not (prohibitive)”. 12.2b [B]. 
madan <mtn'>: “to come”. 11.7b, c. 
maγ <mγ>: “hole”. 10.18a. 
man <L>: “I”. 11.4b. 
mar <ml>: “vile”. 12.22b, e. 
mard <GBRA>: “man”. 10.5b, 6a, 11.1c, 2c, 7a, 10a, 13a, 12.22c, f. 
mardōm <ANŠWTA / mltwm>: “mortal, man, mankind”. 10.18d, 11.6b. 
mazdātmō <mzdʾtmwk>: “the prayer mazdā. a . mōi”. 11.14a. 
mādag <NKḆ>: “female”. 11.5d (2). 
mādar <mtʾl>: “mother”. 12.1a, c, 3b. 
māh <BYRH>: “moon, month”. 11.1c, 2c, 10a, 13a, 12.7c (2). 
mān <mʾn'>: “house”. 10.5b (2), 6a (2), 9b, 10a, 13b, 14a, 11.1b, 2b, 4a, 10a, 13a, 
12.2b [A] / a [B], c [B], 2e [A] / d [B (3)], 3b [B], 4b, 4e [A], 6b [A], d [A], 8b [A], d 
[A], 10b [A], c [A], 12b [A], c [A], 14b [A], c [A] , 16b [A], c [A] , 18b [A], c [A], 
20b [A], c [A]. 
mānbed <mʾnpt'>: “master of the house”. 10.5b, 6a, 12.7a. 
mānbed <mʾn'ptk>: “mistress of the house”. 12.7a. 
māndan, mān- <KTLWN-tn', KTLWN->: “to wait”. mānišnīh (pseudo-Phl.) 
12.1f [B]. mānišn kunēd (pseudo-Phl.) 12.3b [B]. 
māzanīg <mʾznyk>: “Māzan, a type of demons”. 10.16c. 
māzdēsn <mʾẕdy ṉ'>: “Mazdean, related to the Mazdā’s worshippers”. 10.18e. 
mehīh <msyh>: “supremacy”. 11.7d. 
mēnōg <mynwg>: “spirit, spiritual”. 11.1a. 
mizd <mzd>: “reward; fruits offered in a ceremony”. 11.7c, 12.2d [B]. 
mowbed <mgwpt'>: “mowbed, a type of priest”. 11.7d. 
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mowbedīh <mgwptyh>: “the priesthood of mowbed”. 11.7d. mowbedān 
mowbedīh “the highest priesthood” 11.7d. 
murdan, mīr- <YMYTWN-tn', YMYTWN->: “to die”. bē mīrēd 12.1a (2), 3a (2), 
5a (2), 7a (2), 9a (2), 11a (2), 13a (2), 15a (2), 17a (2), 19a (2), 21a. mīrēd 12.22a [A], 
d [A], g. murdag 12.22a [B], d [B]. 
 
nabag <npk>: “grandson”. 12.9a, 11a [A] / [B (2)]. 
nabage <npky / npyh>: “grandaughter”. 12.9a, 11a. 
nabērag <npylk>: “grandson, grandaughter”. 12.9a. 
nabērage <npylkyk>: “grandaughter”. 12.9a. 
namad <nmt>: “brushwood”. 12.22f [A]. 
nar <ZKL>: “man”. 11.7b. 
nasuš <nswš>: “Nasu, the corpse’s demon”. 10.1b, 6a, 17a, b, 11.9a, 12a. 
nāf <nʾp>: “family”. 12.2d [A]. 
nārīg <nʾylyk>: “woman”. 10.5b, 6a, 11.1c, 2c, 7a, b, 10a, 13a. 
nē <LA>: “not”. 10.18c, 11.1b, 12c, 12.22d [A] / [B (2)], g. 
nibištan, nibēs- <npštn', npys->: “to writte”. 10.1a, 12.4c [B], 6b [B], 8b [B], 10b 
[B], 12b [B], 14b [B], 16b [B], 18b [B], 20a [B]. 
nihādan, nih- <HNHTWN-stn', HNHTWN->: “to put, to build”. nihēd 12.2d 
[B]. 
nihuftan, nihumb- <nhwptn, nhwmb->: “to cover, to clothe”. 12.2b [B]. 
niyāg <nyʾk / nyyʾk>: “grandfather”. 12.9a (2), 11a [A (3)] / [B]. 
niyāge / niyāye <nyʾyk / nyʾkyh / nyyʾky / nyʾkyk>: “grandmother”. 12.9a (2), 11a 
(2). 
nō <9>: “nine”. 10.18a. 
nūn <KON>: “now”. 11.4b, 12.2d [A], 4d [A], 6c [A], 8d [A], 10c [A], 12c [A], 14c 
[A], 16c [A], 18c [A], 20c [A]. 
 
ohrmazd <ʾwhrmẕd>: “Ohrmazd”. 10.2a, 3b, 7b, 11b, 11.1a (2), 2a, 4d, 6d, 7d, 
12.1e, 2c [A] / b [B], 3d, 4c [A], 5d, 6c [A], 7c [A], 8c [A], 9b, 10c [A], 11b, 12c [A], 
13b, 14c [A], 15b, 16c [A], 17b, 18c [A], 19b, 20c [A], 22a. 
ohrmazd-dād <ʾwhrmẕddʾt>: 11.1c, 2c, 10a, 13a. 
 
ō <OL / ʾw'>: “to”. 10.1b (2), 17a, b, 11.4d, 7b, 13a. 
ōh <KN>: “so, thus; maybe”. 11.9a (2). 
ōy <OLE>: “he, she, it (3rd. Sing.); that”. 10.1b (6), 17a (3), b (3), 19a, 11.6d, 12g, 
12.22b [B (2)]. 
 
pad <PWN>: “in, on, at, to”. 10.1a, b (4), 2a, b, c, d (3), 3a, b, 6a (2), 7a, b, 11a, b, 
15a (3), 17a, b, 18b, c (2), d (2), e, f, 19b, 11.1b, c (12), 2b, c (12), 3c, 4a, c, d (2), 5a, 
c, 6a, c, d, 7a (2), b, c (2), d, 9b (2), d, 12b (2), d, 12.2c [B], 2d [B (5)], 21a [A] / [B 
(2)], 22b [B (2)], c [B]. 
pah <pʾh>: “flock”. 10.18c. 
pahast <pʾhst'>: “fold”. 11.6b (2). 
pahikārdan, pahikār- <ptkʾltn', ptkʾl->: “to fight”. pahikārēm 10.1b (2), 11.9a (2), 
12a (4), b (2), c, d, f, g, 13a. 
pahlom <p(ʾ)hlwm>: “the best”. 10.18d, 11.6b (2), 20b, 12.22h. 
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pahrēz <pʾhlyc>: “protection”. 11.4d. 
panǰ <5>: “five”. 11.3b (2), 20a. 
panǰāh <50>: “fifty”. 12.9b, 11b [B]. 
parīg <plyk>: “Parīg, a feminine evil being”. 11.9f, 12f. 
pas <AHL>: “then, afterwards”. 11.2b, 9a (2), 12a (2), 12.2e [A] / d [B], 4e [A], 6d 
[A], 8d [A], 10c [A], 12c [A], 14c [A], 16c [A], 18c [A], 20c [A]. pas az 10.5a, 9a, 
13a, 18d, 12.2d [B]. 
paydāg <pytʾk>: “manifest”. 10.18e. 
paydāgīh <pytʾkyh>: “manifestation”. 11.1c, 2c, 10a, 13a, 15a. 
payrēh <ptlyt'>: “indirect defilement”. 10.1b, 6a, 17b, 11.9b, 12b, 12.21a. 
pāk <DKYA>: “pure”. 10.18f, 12.2b [B (2)], 4b [A], 8b [A], d [A], 10b [A], c [A], 
12b [A], 14b [A], c [A], 16b [A], c [A], 18b [A], c [A], 20b [A], c [A]. 
pākīh <DKYA-yh>: “purity”. 10.18d. 
pānagīh <pʾnkyh>: “protection”. 11.3c, 4b. 
pānǰ <5>: “five”. 12.19b. 
pānzdah <15>: “fifteen”. 12.11b [A], 15b [B]. 
pērōzgar <pylwckl>: “victorious”. 10.5a, 9a, 13a. 
pērōzgartom <pylwcgltwm>: “the most victorious”. 11.3a. 
pēš <LOYN'>: “before”. 11.9a, 12a. 
pid <pyt'>: “father”. 12.1a, c, 3b. 
pid brādar <pyt BLWL>: “uncle”. 12.15a [A]. 
pid brādarēn <pyt BLWL-yn'>: “aunt”. 12.15a [A]. 
*purdēnīdan, purdēn- <pwltyn->: “to fight, to struggle”. bē purdēnam 10.5b, 6a 
(3), 9b (3), 10a (2), 13b (2), 14a (2). purdēnam 11.9a (2), b (2), c, d, f, g, 10a, 15a. 
pursīdan, purs- <pwrsytn', pwrs->: “to ask”. 11.1a. 
pus <BRE / pws / pwsl>: “son”. 12.1c, 3a, b, 7c [A], 15a [B], 17a [A] / [B (2)], 19a 
[B (2)]. pusar 12.7c [B]. 
pus brādar <BRE BLWL>: “nephew”. 12.13a [B]. 
 
raftan, raw- <SGYTWN-tn', SGYTWN- / lptn', lp->: “to go, to enter”. rawd 
12.2e [A (3)], 4e [A (3)], 6d [A (3)], 8d [A (3)], 10d [A (3)], 12d [A (3)], 14d [A (2)], 
16d [A (3)], 18d [A (3)], 20d [A (3)]. 
rasīdan, ras- <YHMTWN-tn', YHMTWN->: “to arrive, to come”. bē rasam 
11.4d. rasišn 11.7b. bē rasēd 11.9d, 12d. rasēd 12.22b [B]. 
rawēnīdan, rawēn- <SGYTWN-ynytn', SGYTWN-yn->: “to drive”. bē rawēnēd 
12.22c [A].  
rāmišn <lʾmšn'>: “pleasure”. 11.7b (2), c. 
rāmišntom <lʾmšn'twm>: “he who pleases the most”. 11.7c. 
rāy <lʾd>: “for; mark of the DO in late Phl.”. 11.3c, 6b, 12.2d [B (2)], 3c [B (2)], 17a 
[B (2)], 19a [B (2)], 22b [B]. 
rēman <lymn'>: “impure”. 10.6a (2), 11.9b (2), 12b (2), 12.22d [B]. 
rist <lyst'>: “dead”. 10.1b (2), 17a, b. 
rōšn <lwšn'>: “kindled”. 12.2c [B]. 
rōšnīh <lwšnyh>: “light”. 11.1c, 2c, 10a, 13a. 
rōz <YWM>: “day”. 10.18c, 12.1f [B (2)], 2b [B (5)], c [B], d [B], 3d [B (2)], 19b [B 
(2)]. 
ruwān <lwbʾn'>: “soul”. 10.18d. 
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sagrīh <sglyh>: “satiation”. 12.22f [A]. 
sawr <swl>: “Sawr, name of a demon”. 10.9b. 
sāl <ŠNT>: “year”. 10.18c, 12.22a. 
sē <3>: “three”. 10.7c, 2c [A (3)] / b [B (5)], c [B], d [B], 4c [A (3)], 6c [A (3)], 8c [A 
(3)], 10c [A (3)], 12c [A (3)], 14c [A (3)], 16c [A (3)], 18c [A (3)], 20c [A (3)]. 
sīh <30>: “thirty”. 12.1e [A] / f [B], 3d, 5d, 11b [A], 15b [B]. 
snah <snʾh>: “blow” 10.16a, b, c, d, 12.22c [B]. 
sneh <snyh>: “blow”. 12.22c [A]. 
spenāg mēnōg <spnʾmynwg>: “Beneficent Spirit”. 12.21a, 22b. 
spitāmān <spytʾmʾn'>: “Spitāmān”. 12.2e [A] / d [B], 4e [A], 6d [A], 8d [A], 10d 
[A], 12d [A], 14d [A], 16d [A], 18d [A], 20e [A], 22b, d. 
srišāmrūd <slyšʾmlwt'>: “to be said thrice”. 10.2b, d, 7a, b, 9a, 15a. 
srōš <slwš>: “Srōš”. 12.2c [B]. 
srūdan, srāy- <slwtn', slʾd->: “to recite”. srāyišn 11.2a. 
star <stl>: “star”. 11.1c, 2c, 10a, 13a. 
stī <sty>: “existence”. 10.5b, 6a. 
stō <stwb'> “defeated”. 10.1b (2). 
stōš <stwš>: “the stōš ceremony”.12.2c [B]. 
 
-š <-š>: “enclitic pronoun, 3rd. Sing.”. 10.1b, 2a, 3b, 7b, 11b, 11.2a, 6a, d, 9a, 12a, 
12.1e [A], 2c [A] / b [B], 3d, 4c [A], 5d, 6c [A], 7c [A], 8c [A], 9b, 10c [A], 11b, 12c 
[A], 13b, 14c [A], 15b, 16c [A], 17b, 18c [A], 19b, 20c [A], 22a. 
šast <60>: “sixty”. 12.1e [A] / f [B], 3d, 5d. 
šaš <6>: “six”. 12.7c. 
-šān <-šʾn'>: “enclitic pronoun, 3rd. Pl.”. 10.18d, 11.6b. 
šāyistan, šāy- <šʾdstn', šʾd->: “to be proper”. 10.18c (2). 
šnāyēnīdārīh <šnʾdynytʾlyh>: “propitiation”. 11.4d. 
šustan, šōy- <HLLWN-stn', HLLWN->: “to wash”. šōyēd 12.2c [A (2)], b [B], 4c 
[A (2)], 6c [A (2)], 10c [A (2)], 12c [A (2)], 14c [A (2)], 16c [A (2)], 18c [A (2)], 20c 
[A (2)]. šōyišnag (pseudo-Phl.) 12.8c [A (2)]. šōy (pseudo-Phl.) 12.22b [B]. 
 
-t <-t>: “enclitic pronoun, 2nd. Sing.”. 11.4b, 7b (2), c. 
tan <tn'>: “body”. 10.5b, 6a, 11.3c, 6d, 12.2c [A] /b [B (2)], 2d [B], 4c [A], 6c [A], 
8c [A], 10c [A], 12c [A], 14c [A], 16c [A], 18c [A], 20c [A]. 
tanāpuhlag <tnʾpwhlk>: “tanāpuhl sinner”. 12.1d, e [A] / f [B], 3c, d, 5c, d, 7b, c, 
9a, b, 11a, b, 13a, b, 15a, b, 17a, b, 19a, b. 
tar <tl>: “through, across”. 12.22a [A]. 
tarsagāh <tlskʾs>: “reverent”. 11.7d. 
tarsagāhīh <tlskʾsyh>: “reverence”. 11.6d, 7d. 
tawriz <twlyc>: “Tawriz, name of a demon”. 10.10a. 
tā <OD>: “until, so that; preceding numerals in late Phl.”. 11.1b, 12.2b [B (4)], c 
[B], 3b [B], c [B (2)], 5b [B], c [B (2)], 7b [B], 9a [B], 11a [B (2)], 13a [B (2)], 15a [B], 
17a [B (2)], b [B (2)], 19a [B (2)]. tā ō 11.4b. 
tō <LK>: “you (2nd. Sing.)”. 10.18a, 11.4d, 7c, 10a, 13a. 
tōhm <twhm>: “relative”. 12.21a. 
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u- <AP->: “and”. 10.2a, 3b, 7b, 11b, 11.2a, 6b, 7b, c, 9a, 12a, 12.1e [A], 2c [A] / b 
[B], 3d, 4c [A], 5d, 6c [A], 7c [A], 8c [A], 9b, 10c [A], 11b, 12c [A], 13b, 14c [A], 
15b, 16c [A], 17b, 18c [A], 19b, 20c [A], 22a. 
ud <W>: “and”. passim. 
urwar <ʾwlwl>: “plant”. 11.1c, 2c, 6c, d, 9f, g, 10a, 12f, g, 13a, 12.2e [A] / d [B (2)], 
4e [A], 6d [A], 8d [A], 10d [A], 12d [A], 14d [A], 16d [A], 18d [A], 20d [A]. 
uzdēs paristagīh <ʾwcdys plstkyh>: “idolatry”. 11.9f, 12f. 
 
wahman <whwmn'>: “Wahman”. 11.7c. 
waranīg <wlnyk>: “Waran, name of a class of demons”. 10.14a. 
wardagīh <wltkyh>: “captivity”. 12.22c [A]. 
wardenišn <wltynšn'>: “distress”. 12.22c [B]. 
warzišn <wlcšn'>: “deed”. 11.4d. 
was <KBD>: “many, much”. 11.5d, 9c, 12c. 
wastarag <wstlg / wstlγ>: “clothes”. 12.2c [A] / b [B (2)], 4c [A], 6c [A], 8c [A], 10c 
[A], 12c [A], 14c [A], 16c [A], 18c [A], 20c [A], 22f [A]. 
wattar <SLY-tl>: “worse”. 12.22b [B]. 
waxšēnīdan, waxšēn- <whšynytn', whšyn->: “to make grow”. 11.6d. 
wazaγ <wck / wcg>: “frog”. 12.22a. 
wādīg <wʾtyk>: “Wind, a demon”. 10.14a. 
wādīgar <wʾtykl>: “who causes Wind (to blow)”. 10.14a. 
wāstar <wʾstl>: “fodder”. 11.6b (2). 
weh <ŠPYL>: “good”. 10.18d, 12.2d [A] / c [B], 4d [A], 6c [A], 8d [A], 10c [A], 12c 
[A], 14c [A], 16c [A], 18c [A], 20c [A]. 
wēš <wyš>: “more”. 12.2b [B]. 
wēš-hušk <wyš hwšk>: “more dried up”. 12.22a [A]. 
wēš-hušktar <wyš hwšktl>: “much more dried up”. 12.22a [B]. 
widardan, wider- <wtltn', wtyl->: “to pass”. widerišn ast (pseudo-Phl.) 12.1f [B]. 
wināh <wnʾs>: “sin”. 10.18f. 
wis <wys>: “clan”. 10.5b, 6a (2), 9b, 10a, 13b, 14a, 11.10a. 
wisbed <wyspt'>: “headman of the clan”. 10.5b, 6a. 
wīr <wyl>: “man”. 10.18c. 
wīst <20>: “twenty”. 12.13b, 15b [A], 17b. 
wīst ud panǰ <25>: “twenty-five”. 12.9b, 11b [B]. 
wuzurg <wcwlg>: “big”. 12.2c [B]. 
 
xānag <hʾnk>: “house”. 12.2d [A]. 
xēm <hym>: “nature”. 12.22b [B]. 
xēšm <hyšm>: “Wrath”. 10.13b, 16b, 11.9a, 12a, 15a. 
xruīdruš <hlwydlwš>: “having a bloodstained stick (epithet of Xēšm)”. 10.13b, 
16b. 
xuftan, xufs- <HLMWN-tn', HLMWN->: “to sleep”. xufsēd 11.9c, 12c (2). 
xwad <hwt>: “himself, herself”. 12.7c [B]. 
xwah <AHTE / AH-dl>: “sister”. 12.5a. 
xwardan, xwar- <OŠTEN-tn', OŠTEN->: “to eat, to consume”. xwarēnd 12.2d 
[B]. 
xwarišnag <hwlšnk>: “food”. 12.22f. 
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xwaršēd <hwlšyt'>: “sun”. 11.1c, 2c, 10a, 13a. 
xwāhišnīh <hwʾdšnyh>: “prayer”. 11.7d. 
xwāstan, xwān- <KRYTWN-stn', KRYTWN- / KLYTWN-stn', KLYTWN->: 
“to recite”. xwānēd 12.2b [B], 3b [B]. xwānēnd 12.3d [B]. 
xwānišn <KRYTWN-šn'>: “invocation”. 12.2d [B]. 
xwāstār <hwʾstʾl>: “eager”. 11.7d. 
xwēd <hwyt>: “moist”. 10.18c. 
xwēš <NPŠE / hwyš>: “own”. 10.5b, 6a, f, 19a, b, 12.2d [B], 7c [A]. 
 
yaϑāhūwayryō <ytʾhw(k)wylywk'>: “the prayer yaϑā. ahū. vairiiō.”. 11.3b, 8a, 
11a, 20a. 
yaštan, yaz- <YḎBHWN-tn', YḎBHWN->: “to celebrate, to worship”. bē yaz 
10.2a, 11.2a. yazam 11.5b, d. yazēd 12.2d [A (2)] / c [B (3)], 4d [A], 6c [A], 8d [A], 
10c [A], 12c [A], 14c [A], 16c [A], 18c [A], 20c [A]. yazēnd 12.2d [B]. bē yazēnd 
12.2d [B]. 
yazišn <ycšn'>: “ceremony”. 12.2c [B]. 
yōǰdāsr <ywšdʾsl>: “purified”. 12.2b [A] / a [B], e [A] / d [B (2)], 4b [B], 4e [A], 6b 
[A], c [A], 12c [A]. 
yōǰdāsrēnīdan, yōǰdāsrēn- <ywšdʾslynytn', ywšdʾslyn->: “to purify”. yōǰdāsrēnam 
11.1b, 12.2a [B], 4b [B]. yōǰdāsrēnē 11.4a, c, 5a, c, 6a, c, 7a (2). yōǰdāsrēnēd 10.18f, 
19a, b, 12.2b [A], 4b [A], 6b [A], 8b [A], 10b [A], 12b [A], 14b [A], 16b [A], 18b 
[A], 20b [A]. 
yōǰdāsrīh <ywšdʾslyh>: “(formula of) purification”. 10.18d (2), e, 19a, 11.2a, b, c 
(12), 12.2b [B]. 
 
-z <-c>: “too, and”. 10.2d (3), 11.7c, 12c, 12.2b [B], 22a, f [A]. 
zadan, zan- <ztn', zn->: “to strike, to smite, to kill”. zand 12.22c. zanēd 12.22c. 
zahr <zhl>: “poison”. 11.9c, 12c (2). 
zahr-gar <zhlkl>: “poisoner”. 11.9c, 12c. 
zahr-garīh <zhlklyh>: “poisoning”. 11.9c, 12c. 
zamān <ẕmʾn'>: “time”. 11.4b. 
zamīg <ẕmyk>: “earth”. 10.18b, 11.1c, 2c, 5c, d, 9f, g, 10a, 12f, g, 13a. 
zand1 <znd>: “tribe”. 10.5b, 6a (2), 9b, 10a, 13b, 14a, 11.10a. 
zand2 <znd>: “Pahlavi translation”. 10.1a. 
zandbed <zndpt'>: “headman of the tribe”. 10.5b, 6a. 
zardu(x)št <zltw(h)št>: “Zardu(x)št”. 10.18a, e, 11.1a, 2a, 7b, 12.2e [A] / d [B], 4e 
[A], 6d [A], 8d [A], 10d [A], 12d [A], 14d [A], 16d [A], 18d [A], 20e [A], 22b, d. 
zādan, zāy- < LYDWN-tn', LYDWN->: “to be born”. bē zād hēnd 10.18d. 
zāriz <zʾlyc>: “Zāriz, name of a demon”. 10.10a. 
zāyišn < LYDWN-šn'>: “birth”. 10.18d. 
zīndag <zywndk / zynd>: “alive”. 10.1b (2), 17a, b, 12.22b, c (5), d. 
zōhr <zwhl>: “libation”. 12.2d [A] / c [B (2)], 4d [A], 6c [A], 8d [A], 10c [A], 12c 
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